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ABSTRACT

THE PROFESSIONAL TRAIMNG OF ARTISTS IN AUSTRALIA, 186T-1963, \ryTTH

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MODEL

This study provides an account of the origins and development of art

school education in Australia. It investigates the relationship of British and

Australian systems and considers the impact of and resistance to innovation and

change in the visual arts. It identifies two main functions of early art/drawing

training: (i) the liberalising art and civilization purpose and (ii) the functional

hand and eye training for artisans, engineers, and tradesmen.

An introductory survey of the history of European and British art

education traces the origins and nature of the drawing training systems which

became established in Victoria and New South Wales after 1850. The growth of

Australian professional practice in fine art and the development of art within

technical education is also described.

The main focus of the study is the South Australian School of Art which

claims to have the longest continuous history of any Australian art school. It is

shown that under the influence of H.P. Gill, between 1880 and 1915, the School

became increasingly committed to teacher education, a specialisation

compounded by the control exerted by the South Australian Department of

Education from 1909 onwards.

The study found evidence that Gill's influence, and through him that of the

original South Kensington system, continued for many years, and long after his

death. It also shows that, despite interstate changes in art practice, South

Australia remained relatively untouched by artistic change until the early years
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of World War 2 when, through the Contemporary Art Society, a coalescence of

political and artistic radicalism made a considerable impact upon the South

Australian art world; although it was not until the late nineteen fifties and early

nineteen sixties that these changes fully filtered through to the art education

system.

The study finds that, despite the inertia of the School, it provided an unusual

example of an education throueh art for girls at the Girls Central Art School, and

that although the private North Adelaide School did provide an alternative it was

relatively conservative despite its commitment to a fine art training.

It is suggested that the social and institutional status and stability which the

South Australian School of Art achieved, because of its role in training teachers,

made it possible for a minority of students to become practising professional artists

From the early years of the century schools of art afforded particular

opportunities for women to pursue the practice of art, and several Australian

women artists achieved a national significance far higher than their overseas

contemporaries.

Although the industrial purpose of art and technical education (drawing in

particular) was not achieved, the cultural objectives were, and South Australia

developed a professional art institution in which the South Australian School of Art

was pivotal.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate the origins and development

of professional art education in Australia, its relationship to the dominant

orthodoxies of professional art training overseas and such issues as the impact

of and resistance to innovation and change in art and visual art education. The

South Australian School of Art, which was established in 1861 (but in effect

had commenced in 1856) is the oldest extant public art school in Australia, and

its history provides the main focus of the study.

The term 'professional art education' is used to denote those forms of

post-secondary school art education whose principal purpose)or one of whose

main purposesris to provide preparation and training towards professional

practice as an artist.

An important question that must be answered is, what is a professional
tnù

practice in art, how do we define a professional artist? A recent study is very

helpful in that respect. In 1987 the Visual Art Craft Board of the Australia

Council commissioned a National Statistical Study of the Crafts and Visual

Arts Industry to gather detailed information on individuals and organisations

involved in the production, presentation and distribution of artworks by

professional crafts and visual arts practitioners; and to describe the economic,

employment and structural characteristics of the crafts and visual arts

industry in Australia.

The report, published in December, 1989, was the most comprehensive

study to date of the crafts and visual arts industry in Australia. The study

showed that direct employment in the production, presentation and distribution

of visual art and craft amounted to 17,040 jobs in 1987/88, but concluded that:

"despite the e-conomic significance of the industry and despite 82o/o of
practitioners having completed formal training (over haH õf them at
degree level), the overwhelming majority of piofessional visual artists
and craflspeople do not earn a living wage frôm the production of their
artwork." (l)
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Introduction

The average income derived from visual art/craft production in 1987/88

was $12,900: only l8% of professionals earned more than $20,000. Even

among those working full time (35 hours or more per week) on production of

art,30o/o derived an income of less than $5,000 from their art practice.

"Many visual artists and craftspeople survive only because of informal
subsidies provided by families and friends." (2)

Key findings included the conclusion that the main forms of art works

produced are painting and sculpture (310/o); leather, paper and textiles (180/o),

and ceramics (17%).

According to Throsby and Mills. next to music, (43o/o and 13,200

individuals) visual art is the largest body of practitioners within the arts' area

(190/o and 6,200 individuals).

Of the visual artists surveyed, only 27o/o earned income exclusively from

the production of artwork. Other studies (Australia Council, 1983; Throsby

and Mills, 1984) have documented the relatively low income position of artists

and the need for artists to rely on sources other than art to provide the greater

proportion of their income. Other income sources included teaching, writing,

and administration.

It is obvious, therefore, that a definition of professional artist cannot

simply be based on the primary source of income, as it would for many other

activities. Even in an era when the visual arts and crafts have been defined as

an industry which (according to the visual Arts Craft Board) cunently

generates a national economic activity to the value of $520 million, and also

contributes $Zg million in foreign exchange, to be a professional artist does not

imply being able to live off one's professional earnings.
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Introduction

The authors of the report decided that, for the purposes of their study,

visual arts and craft practitioners are defined as "professionals if they regard

their commitment to visual arts/craft as of major importance in their working

life and either currently work at least occasionally for sale or exhibition or

have exhibited at a gallery in the last two years." (3)

Contemporary art workers frequently use the term 'practising artist',

referring to artists who are continuing in their art making practice, whether it

be painting pictures or engaging in acts of conceptual art. Since the 1960s,

schools of art and design have tended to appoint their staff on the basis of

their performance as practising artists, and many school of art staff would call

themselves practising artists even if they have never sold a work of art,

claiming their exhibiting career as evidence of professional practice. The

measurement of professionalism is therefore related to attitudinal rather than

financial aspects.

The serious contemporary practising artist, in my view, has a total

commitment to the Modernist belief of defining and redefining art. He or she

is therefore often more concerned with experimentation with media or ideas

than with the more craft based activity of art making according to well

established recipes. This often, however, leads to a marginalising of the

artist's work and an alienation from society. Unfortunately, the gap between

tcommercialtprofessional success and texperimentalt professional success can

be considerable. Only with a government patronage system can such

experimental activities be considered viable: this polarising effect calls into

question the functions of tertiary art education.

The origins of this thesis lie within the author's own 30 years of

experience as a practising artist and art educator and a perceived need to
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lntroduction

investigate the history of the concepts and methodologies of the art training he

experienced in the U.K. and that of the professional art training system of

Australia, and South Australia in particular. (4)

A wide range of questions have emerged from a cumulative series of

empirical observations made by the author since settling in South Australia.

These include: are the British and Australian higher art educational systems

in any way significantly different? If so, are the reasons historical, or related

to current local conditions? What have been the local conditions providing the

context for the South Australian development of art education? If the origins

of professional art training in Australia are deeply rooted in the

commencement of technical education and the issue of drawing training, how

long did these origins influence the pattern of art school curricula - in short,

when did the mechanical copying finish? Is there a time lag between

innovation and change (a) from professional art practice to professional art

education, and (b) from Britain (or elsewhere) to Australia? Could it be said

that South Australian art and art education practice was in a

provincialist/metropolitan bind vis-a-vis British art education? \¡Vhat was the

initial response in Australian art schools to Modernism? \r/Vhat, if any, were the

periods of innovation and radicalism in South Australian art and art education?

Was there anything unique about the School that justified its high local public

profile? To what extent can changes in governance and control be seen to have

affected the School's purpose, curricula and status?

Most of these questions could be addressed to any educational

institution and related to any discrete subject discipline. However, there is

such a paucity of published or research material dealing with art education in

Australia in general, and the area of professional art training in particular,
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Introduction

that the issues raised are significant: this survey can suggest new areas of

investigation for future research.

It is the contention of the author of this thesis that art and its

institutions are essentially conservative, which is contrary to the received

tradition which holds that artists and art schools are rebels and precursors. (5)

Avant garde attitudes are shown not to be easily accommodated within

the institutionalised art education system and even when changes have

occurred they seem quickly to become a new academicism. (6)

It is reasonable to assume that the curriculum is closely associated with

the perceived function of a professional art education, and yet, while few

changes occurred to the teaching programme, it would be misleading to

conclude that there were no changes in the purpose or process of art training.

The study begins by analysing aspects of the European and British

origins of professional artist training in Australia. The interpretation of the

history of art education in Europe which is offered is essential to my analysis

of the transplantation of these traditions and institutions to Australia, and of

the continued dependence of Australian art schools upon the dominant centres

of Western art.

Chapter one outlines the establishment in nineteenth century Britain of

a national system of drawing training which attempted to reconcile the needs

of an industrial society with the received tradition of 'High Art'. The origins

of the conflicting ideologies of the early years of this national art education

system are traced to the opposing French and German styles of drawing

training. Chapter one's brief survey of European and British professional art
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Introduction

education from the Renaissance to the early twentieth century shows that the

conflicting ideologies of art training are polarised between the fine art and the

design function of art training, both systems being based on rigid aesthetic

principles.

As Clive Ashwin in his M. Phil. Thesis pointed out:

"From the outset there were determined attempts to exclude the study of
the fine arts from the ambit of public art educãtion. It was feared thät to
increase the availability of fine art education through state aid would
merely increase the number of 'unsuccessful' aspirants after the higher
branches of the arts." (7)

This view which appeared in the Report of the Select Committee on Arts and

Manuf actures, (l 836), recurs throughout the subsequent century-and-a-half .

This attitude has, on occasion, been reconciled with the view that the fine

art approach to art and drawing training is the best basic training for artists,

craftspersons, designers and art teachers, a view enshrined in the British system

until very recentlyrbut one which has now been abandoned in favour of early

specialisation.

Chapter two deals with the development of an Australian art practice and

the art institution surrounding it. By art institution is meant the network of

systems which together make up the art world: the network of galleries,

extribitions, art schools, art journals, art critics, art teachers, artists, art

collectors and patrons: that is to say, the means of art production, distribution

and evaluation. The term is derived from George Dickie's institutional theory,

which was a theory of art developed within the discipline of aesthetics and

philosophy of art to accommodate the activities of Modernist art practice whose

products do not conform to the requirements and standards of traditional theories

of art. Dickie proposed that 'works of art' are offered up as candidates for

admission to the category of art objects; the arbiter of the status of art objects

being a network of art systems - 'The Art Institution'. (8)
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Introduction

The focus of the study in chapters three, four, five and seven is the

South Australian School of Art, from its origins in 1856 through to 1963. It was

decided to conclude the study in 1963, the year of the removal of the School

from its traditional home in the Exhibition Building on North Terrace, to its

first purpose-built building in North Adelaide. This also coincided with the

introduction of the first full-time diploma courses (in fine art, advertising,

design and art teacher education), which replaced the multiple single subject

enrolment which had been in existence for almost a century. In addition, there

is a brief synoptic afterword describing changes since 1963, a subject worthy of

a separate detailed study.

The South Australian School of Art is an exceptionally valuable case

study, not only because of its long history, but also because it offers the most

perfect example of an antipodean version of the national art education system

initiated in Britain in the mid-nineteenth century and eventually centralised at

the Department of science and Art in south Kensington, London. The

centralising of all art certification procedures at South Kensington resulted in

a dominant orthodory of art training which ossified an art education style and

also created a structure which was hard to modify. This closed system,

characteristic of metropolitan art systems, could not be altered from the

outside and no provincialist variation could feed change back to the central

source.

The growing importance of teacher training in Australian art schools is

examined and the political and other reasons analysed.

Chapter six investigates the initial impact of Modernism on Australian

art and art education.
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Introduction

The source material used for this research ranges widely from the

secondary sources of published works and unpublished theses, which provide the

basis of chapters one, two and six, to the primary material used in chapters

three, four, five and seven. This material includes the Parliamentary Papers

ahd records of the South Australian Government and the archival material of

the South Australian School of Art, some of which is held by the School, but

much is lodged at the State Record Office of the Government of South

Australia. In addition to these written sources, the author has interviewed a

number of ex-students and staff of the South Australian School of Art whose

experiences cover much of the twentieth century (in one case, to 1911). Where

agreeable to the interviewee, these interviews were tape recorded, and at the

completion of this research, these recordings and all papers gathered, will be

lodged either with the State Record Office, or with the School of Art archives

at the University of South Australia library.

To the writer's knowledge, information on the above topics has never

before been systematically assembled or analysed, and one of the purposes of

this study is to bring together such information.

The literature of art educational history is slender but certain key works

and studies exist, and will be listed below. Although the literature of art

history has expanded immensely over the past thirty years, the literature on

Australian art history is a relative newcomer on the academic scene. The

establishment of chairs of fine art at Melbourne, Sydney, Monash and La Trobe

Universities have given considerable impulse to Australian art historical

studies. Departments of art history and theory at the Universities of

Queensland and Western Australia have also added substantially to the growing

body of knowledge.
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Introduction

Although the history of education in Australia and South Australia has

been the subject of several books and many research papers and theses, the

area of art education remains relatively unelçlored. The key work giving the

broad context of Australian art school and drawing training, remains the late

Stephen Murray-Smith's monumental thesis A History of Technical Education

in Australia - with special reference to the period before 1914. (9) The only

other serious studies in the field are as follows: Geoffrey Hammond's thesis

, Ellen Waugh's

thesis

for Art Education, and Muriel Hilson's thesis Art Education in New South

Joseoh Fowles. Frederick w. lvoodhouse and John E. Branch 1991. (10)

However, all these theses are predominately concerned with art in

primary and secondary schools, as is the work of Marissa young (19g5),

especially her thesis A Historv of Art and Design Education in South Australia

(l836-1887).

For historical studies of British and European art education, the main

sources are Pevsner (1940), Macdonald (1970), Bell (1963), Sutton and Ashwin

(1975). Pevsner's Academies of Art (11) provides a thorough and as yet

unsuperseded account of the professional education of artists from the

Renaissance to the early nineteenth century; Stuart Macdonald in his M.Ed.

and Ph.D. theses and his subsequent book The History and Philosophy of Art

Education (12) builds on Pevsner and Bell's works to cover primary and

secondary art education as well as art schools; Quentin Bell's The Schools of

Desien (13) is a thorough account of the South Kensington system, and all

these texts are helped by clive Ashwin's useful reader Art Education:
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lntroduction

documents and policies 1768 - 1975 (14) which includes extracts from the key

British reports dating from the founding of the Royal Academy Schools through

to the major re-organisation of British art education which resulted from the

Coldstream and Summerson Committees. All these works have been referred

to extensively as sources for chapter one. Ttre only serious study published on

the methodology of art school teaching was carried out lrr-1967-69 by Charles

Madge and Barbara Weinberger under the auspices of the Social Science

Research Council of Great Britain. (15)

The study of art and its institutions is an area neglected by sociologists,

although it has received more attention by psychologists.

In the area of Australian art studies every researcher must acknowledge

their debt to Bernard Smith. Smith's work casts a broad and far-reaching

beam of light across the study of Australian Art and indeed Australian cultural

history. From his own Ph.D. thesis, which led to the seminal Place. Taste and

, to his most

recent work in collaboration with Rudiger Joppien, Smith has explored a wide

range of topics pertinent to this study. (16)

The earliest useful literature on the history of Australian art and art

schools is William Moore's twevolume work Storv of Australian Art, (1934).

(17) Although it could be claimed that there has been an art publishing boom

in the past two decades, the majority of titles have been monographs or broad

historical surveys. Only a small number of studies, such as Ken Scarlett on

Australian sculptors (1979), (18) Humphrey Mceueen on Modernist painting in

Black swan of rrespass (7979), (19) and Richard Haese's Rebels and

Precursors: The Revolutionary Years in Australian Art (1981) could be said
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Introduction

to have been the result of scholarly research. Significant sources of evidence

drawn upon throughout the thesis, from chapter 3 to chapter 8, are the daily

newspapers and the art magazines, especially Art in Australia 1916-1942 and

Art and Australia L942 to the present, and art exhibition catalogues published

by state art galleries. In most cases, these catalogues are well documented,

even definitive works on the subject of their exhibitions.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT OF ART SCHOOLS

"An implicit obedience to the Rules of Art, as established
practice of the great Masters should be exacted from the

by
youn8

students. That those models, which have passed through the approbation
of ages, should be considered by them as perfect and infallible guides;
as subjectsfor their imitation, not their criticism."

Sir Joshua Re¡rnolds, Discourse I.

"ïþuy must be therefore told again and again, that labour is the only
price to solid fame."

Sir Joshua Reynolds, Discourse II.

f'Nature itself is not to be too closely copied."
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Discourse m. (l)

State funded schools of art and design have been in existence in their

modern form since the early nineteenth century. Despite the ihstitutional

changes which have occurred within higher education with bewildering pace in

the past three decades, art schools today remain as immediately identifiable

units within whatever management structures have developed in their locality.

This persistence of the schools of art provokes questions about their

basic purposes, pedagogical philosophies and methods, especially the aspects of

their syllabus which have remained most unchanged, and how the aspects

developed.

The schools of art and design of the post-Industrial Revolution period

have grown out of the much earlier academies of art which developed in

sixteenth century Italy and seventeenth century France. An understanding of

these academies and their basic principles of academic instruction will provide

a context for a study of the history of Australian art schools, and the South

Australian School in particular, since rival European conceptions of art, and art

education or training, underlie the various models that were transplanted and

adapted in Australia.

The quotations from Reynolds at the head of this chapter give a good

indication of the basic educational principles of the art academy in the English

speaking world.
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Chapter 1

The academic system as practised in Australian art schools until the

1950s had much in common with the Italian academic training of four centuries

earlier: both systems were based upon the idea that art was constructed of a

body of knowledge of such subjects as anatomy, perspective, geometric

drawing and composition and that, as Reynolds had said, talent and enthusiasm

were less important than imitation and hard work.

During the twentieth century, in opposition to the Academic model,

there was the growth of an anti-academic system closely linked to early

modernist art movements. This alternative model was based on the concept

that the creation of art was rooted in an open ended situation of

experimentation rather than a closed system of conventional knowledge. This

opposition was fundamentally concerned with issues of determinacy and

indeterminacy. Such an attitude did not sit easily in the state funded art

schools and, as a result, the more experimental forms of art education in the

twentieth century tended to be found only in the privately funded schools

initiated by practising Modernist artists.

The Reneissance Origins

And yet, the origins of all modern art schools, conventional and

experimental alike, are to be found in the studios, workshops and early

academies of High Renaissance Italy.

It was Leonardo da Vinci who gave impetus to the basic concepts of the

academic method. Although in his theoretical writing Leonardo's purpose was

concerned more with promoting the concept of painting as a Liberal art than

with instituting educational change or specifically with changing the status of
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the artist, the effect of his theory and practice was to give authority to the

movement which was liberating art from the fetters of guild dominated

craftwork. Social change s'as necessary if artists were to realise the potential

of a new philosophy which held the artist to be an intelligent and free creative

spirit, whose imagination was his/her most important asset. Such a view of the

artist had its corollary in the necessity of creating a new public for art

works. (2)

An examination of the social history of the art profession will

demonstrate that the alienation and economic vagaries of post-Renaissance

artistic life took much of the shine from the sense of superiority and privilege

associated with the concept of artistic genius and its consequent elitism.

Some commentators (notably Hannema, L970) have seen the distinction

between artistic and craft practice as a fatal rupture, largely brought about by

academic doctrine. (3) But.it has to be admitted that in comparison with

Pevsner's view that under the guild system an artist had no muse but was a

manual labourer who aspired to become a shopkeeper (4), then the status

achieved by the major Renaissance artists was remarkable. No one causal

factor for this can be given priority, but the changing value placed on art

works by patrons can be considered as a significant cause. And yet, no less

important are the technical advances associated with the changing methods

and materials of European artists, especially the development of oil painting

and the new theories in the area of optics, perspective and theories of

proportion. (5) These technical advances and the resultant discrete areas of

art knowledge can be shown to be the basis of a practical education in art

which was subsumed by the development of the academic system.
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such subjects as anatomy, geometry and perspective and painting

methods had direct utility for artists practising under humanist patronage.

The immediate value of the new science of perspective to Renaissance Italy

was only in part to do with its facility to create an illusion of believable

pictorial or architectural space, for the links between perspective and the

planning of military fortifications and the study of ballistics are also of

significance to the growth of the demonstrable value of theoretical aspects of

fine art. (6) The famous letter from Leonardo to the Duke of Milan makes it
quite clear that, during periods of warfare and siege, he knew that his value to

a ducal employer lay within the strict realms of utility.

The contemporary utility of perspective was well expressed by Alberti

who, in 1435, published his short treatise on painting: a primer for beginners

'De Pictura.' As w.M. Ivins says: "... this essay sounded the reveille of

Modern times and Modern thoughts." (7)

One of the ways in which it sounded the reveille was to suggest that

picture making means depicting human figures in action, with their actions

corresponding to psychological and emotional states. Alberti wrote:

to show the movements of the soul by means of the
s ... It is, therefore, necessary that painters should
the movements of their body, whicñ they will learn

well from nature, in order to imitate the many movlments of the soul" and
"allvays to seek after the most fugitive aspecis of things and those which
make him who perceives them thin about more than hã sees." (g)

The study of anatomy, which was consequent on this new function, had

physical, practical and theological dimensions which caused it to proceed at a

slower pace than the more theoretical activity of perspective study; although

perspective also contained mathematical, theological and philosophical ideas of
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the greatest importance. Later in the century, the publication of Vitruvius'

'The Ten Books of Architecture (De Re Architectura)' accelerated the

acceptance of the idea that the harmonic laws of the universe were embodied

in the human figure and that as the ancients were believed to have known these

secrets, the study of the human figure must be approached through classical

models. This principle and the new study of perspective became the core

component of academic art education.

The workshop practice of the Florentine artists' studios moved away

from technical craft training (e.g. colour grinding, preparing grognds etcetera)

towards the teaching of knowledge as well as skills. Post Alberti, no studio

could have gained any commissions without its members displaying skills in

perspective, figure drawing and composition. (9)

It was vasari who was most responsible for the shift of emphasis:

realising the importance of aristocratic and powerful patronage, he persuaded

the Grand Duke to be President of the Academy of Design. Vasari created a

company of artists, previously all members of various guilds, who were now to

be members of the one body - the Accademia del Disegno founded by Cosimo

de' Medici. This Academy took on the responsibility of the art education of

beginners. (10)

The Europea¡r Art Academy

The Academies can be seen as the guardians of a doctrine which, as

Quentin Bell suggests:

"received its 
-more 

perfect expression in the thought of the academic
theorists of the Seventeenth century and was efficientþ translate¿ intopractice by French administrators.'i (1 l)
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But it derived directly from the Renaissance, nearly all the academic

arguments having been advanced in the art and architectural theories by

Alberti. The use of the word 'academy' to describe an educational institution

was based upon the name of an Athenian district where Plato taught: the

community of Plato's followers was also called an academy.

The revival of usage of the word academy in the Renaissance did not

relate only to the fine arts as such, but referred to the whole wide range of

associations which called themselves 'academy'. (12)

This diversity indicates that the use of the term is complex. Most

usually, when referring to an institution rather than an ideology, an academy

means some formally constituted body, often possessing Royal or government

patronage, which was established for the promotion of art, science and letters,

the practice of which were based on well defined rules.

Because of the purpose assigned to art in the Baroque period in Catholic

Europe, there was a distinctly authoritarian aspect to the art work which

called for a training system most appropriately based within the formalised

academies rather than the craft based workshops of the mediaeval guild

system. This made possible the rapid growth of the academies of art, in tune

with the needs of the Counter Reformation.

In seventeenth century France the art academy was seen as having

direct relevance to the needs of the monarchy and, in 163s, a National

Academy was instituted by Cardinal Richelieu 'To pursue order, reason and

system in (the French) language'. Jean Baptiste Colbert, until his death in

1683, was the king's first adviser and was, as Blunt has shown, engineer of
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the state machine on which the greatness of the king was based. (13) This

state machine took over the fine arts, it being Colbert's view that the function

of the arts was to glorify France and that their practice had to be organised on

the same basis as industry and their theory established in a body of accepted

dogma. Art was not only to glorify the Catholic church and portray its

doctrine, but also to proclaim absolute monarchy.

As a branch of the Civil Service, Colbert saw the National Academy's

aims as being to train students in one style of drawing, painting and modelling.

(14)

The programme of art education which the academy followed

emphasised the basic principles of secalled laws of reason, based on rules of

proportion, perspective and composition. Close attention was to be paid to the

aspects of nature considered to be permanent rather than to the ephemeral.

Colour was considered relatively unimportant because of its ephemerality. (15)

The academic theory was clearly based upon what would appeal to the mind

rather than to the eye. (16)

Also associated with the academic system u¡as a rigid class system of

subject matter, for painting and sculpture were associated with the academic

system, of which history painting was the highest category. (17)

The mainstay of the French academic teaching system was the

life-class. By law the academy maintained a monopoly of life drawing, and

nowhere outside the academy was the teaching of drawing from life models

permitted, not even in artistsr studios. The purpose of this regulation was to

ensure the production of a unified and properly ordered style.
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courses at the academy were divided into two groups, an upper and a

lower. In the lower, the students copied from the drawings of their teachers;

in the upper, they worked from life and from plaster casts. Lectures on

perspective, anatomy and geometry were also given, as well as talks by visiting

artists. It cannot be assumed that these lectures were ever propositional or

problematic, for the writings of the time make it obvious that there was an

undeviating faith in the measurability of art: the written documentation of the

teaching expounds the importance of an analytic approach.

Each of the categories such as drawing, proportion, composition

etcetera became, in effect, individual subjects, and as such continued to be

taught in art schools until the mid twentieth century.

In answer to the question 'What was the difference between the French

and Italian art academies?' we need to look not so much to syllabus content as

to extrinsic aspects, in particular the relationship between the guilds and the

academies. The roots of the 'artist or artisan,' 'Art as a trade or a profession'

debates lie in this relationship.

In France the guilds and academies quickly became separated, not for
the benefit of the artists, but for the assumption of state control of the arts.

In ltaly, the guild influence lingered on, with their squabbles coming to a head

in Rome inL676 in a clear issue of 'trade versus profession', similar to that

which was to become the main issue behind the nineteenth century debate on

art education in England and which has re-emerged regularly in art course

planning disputes since. The catalyst in Rome :.ur-1676 was the demand for the

payment of tax by all artists and art dealers who traded in open shops, the tax

to be paid to the Academy. (I8)
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Only in Holland, where a modified academic system had developed in

the favourable atmosphere of a substantial and fast growing art buying

middle-class market, were artists able to enjoy relative freedom, albeit

subject to the vagaries of public taste. Any successful Dutch artists who ran a

flourishing business would have many studio apprentices which, in effect,

continued the Mediaeval workshop tradition. (19)

The edges between guild and academy remained blurred in Germany,

where many of the academies were still studio academies, with life-drawing

maintaining its key role. Change in Germany came when, in Berlin, the Elector

Frederik III (Frederick I of Prussia) was shown the propagandist possibilities of

art which could be used to improve the capital and establish it as a centre of

culture and modern ideas, as a result of which he instituted an academy close

in style to the French academy.

The Influence of NeeClassicism

The mid to late eighteenth century, whilst on the one hand seeing a

mushrooming of art academies throughout Europe, also saw the beginning of

anti-academicism.

The origins of the attacks on the academic method are concurrent with

the remarkable increase in archaeological activity which both heralded and

informed the NeeClassical art style. In 1755 Winckelmann's famous essay

t, sras

published in German the year he settled in Rome (before which date he had

seen no notable works of ancient art). His magnum opus rThe history of

Ancient Art', which appeared tnL764, coincided with the efflorescence of
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institutionalised art academies and the clarification of their ideals. Ettlinger

has shown the error of attributing any such notion as the 'discovery' of Greek

art to Winckelmann, but the effects of his persuasive writing are indicated by

the lines,

"fhe o_nly ryay for us to become great and, if possible, even inimitable, is
through imitation of the ancients. (20)

but in the following year the case for not copying copies but studying nature

was made in Rousseau's revolutionary 'Emile'. (21)

Winckelmann's influence is greatest on aesthetics. In his aesthetics, he

focussed on the effective characteristic aspects of aesthetic experience: that

is to say, the view that the "experience and contemplation of Greek Art must

waken the same beauty and nobility in the soul of the beholder." Art as a

result of this, Ettlinger suggests, takes on something of the character and role

of a religion. (22) Winckelmann's plea for an education through art was as

much based upon his insistence on the emotional responses of the viewer as it
\ryas on simply upholding the virtues of the Classical tradition. This results in

his often quite passionate writing occupying an ambiguous position as the single

most significant provider of Classical values and also as a precursor of

Romanticism. (23) An important attitude in Winckelmann's writing was the

concept that the study of antiquity was truly the only way forward for art and

society; and essential to that theory is the idea of the fallibility of nature.

Nature is always to be modified according to the strict canons of

beauty. The idea of art as the modifier of nature came to assume a parnassian

loftiness in the later years of the eighteenth century. Art alone, said Schiller,

could lift man up from his natural state. Ironically, the status of the artist in

Classical antiquity was not as high as the eighteenth century assumed. But the

status of the artist was seen as needing to be raised considerably and Mengs,
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Winckelmann's closest disciple, in writing: "ln order that the arts may flourish

in a nation it is necessary that the artist should be honoured," was writing from

a position of self-assurance, as well as making a case for future social

improvement. (24)

The network of influences based upon, or sharing, the ideas of

\ilinckelmann was spread through the publication, translation or reaction to his

works. For a century the model of classical Art was preached in many

different languages. But whatever the local variations, academic drawing was

always central to the teaching programme.

The rapid increase in the numbers of art academies in the eighteenth

century was abnormal and at first sight puzzling, for however passionate were

the words of Winckelmann, mere academic fashion alone would not persuade

the aristocracy or local authorities to open up their palaces and civic buildings

to accommodate academies. The valuing of reason alone is no elçlanation;

and it would have to be shown that there was some strong functional reason to

open the purse strings. In this respect the industrialisation of Europe must be

attributed as the major factor in the growth of the European eighteenth

century art academy.

A¡t and Industry

When the Dresden Academy was founded in 1763 it drew these comments:

"Art can be looked at from the commercial point of view; while it
is no
... It

from
rilks (e.g. with their floral patterns
rdies from nature) if the deligner's

taste had not been so good. An academy should disseminai" tãriã
therefore it should extend its activities to the control of indushùl
branch schools ...and of the drawing lessons in schools." (2st--- 

--
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This is the real key to the proliferation of art schools and to their

durability and such functionalism also lies behind the incentive of the state art

schools of a centur¡r later. As the eighteenth century English writer Charles

Burney said: "All the arts seem to have been the companions if not the

produce of successful commerce." (26)

But because the link with the manufacturer was not always clear, and

such courses as classes in life or antique drawing were not demonstrably

vocational, the use of the concept of design needed expanding.

National industry was to be supported and enhanced by the arts but,

despite the official pronouncements through reports and memoranda, which

referred to the economic advantage accruing from the visual arts, many states

and countries witnessed a complete divorce between high art and.useful art. In
some European art academies there was not even lip service paid to the higher

ideals of fine art. Trade schools existed for quite specific local purposes, such

as training artisans for labour in the ceramic and textile industries of France

and Germany. As the changing fine art fashions, from Rococco to

Neo-Classicism, percolated down to the useful arts, the decorations favoured

by manufacturers were based increasingly upon Classical models and it was

obvious that designer training was to become a key issue in emergent industries.

Although the role of art education in general educational programmes is

outside the scope of this study, some brief consideration of art education might

be useful.

In eighteenth century British elementary and secondary education, art

played a marginal, hobbyist role, suitable for that class of person who
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underwent private, grammar school or public school education. with the

growth of charity schools under the Society for the Propõgation of Christian

Knowledge, art and handicrafts were taught to 'fit the pupils for service or

apprenticeship'. (27)

In France, Jean Jacques Bachelier, in L763, proposed a programme for

an elementary school specialising in design. As Bachelier was head of the

porcelain decoration section of the Sewes Factory, it is likely that he had a

totally practical approach to elementary education. In his programme,

part-time attendance was available, and courses included architecture,

geometry, figure drawing, animal drawing, flower drawing and ornament. This

was, in effect, the commencement of art and design education as part of a

technical education programme.

Just before the end of the eighteenth century, the Academie des Arts et

des Sciences of Rouen announced the award of a prize for an essay on the topic

of 'free drawing schools' and their likely value to trade. The winning treatise

was by J.D. Descamps, which was later translated into German. In it, he

expressed the egalitarian view that "it is true that the most skillful artists

govern (the Sevres manufacture) and direct the hands of those employed. But

what results may we not hope for, if these workers themselves are trained in

the free schools?" (28)

Such thoughts were quite at variance with the lofty ambitions for a

grand style in High art, and in many places either a two-tiered or dual system

developed. In France the Academy remained aloof and separate, but in

Germany trade schools were grafted on to the academies, so that elementary

classes dealt with trade requirements and the advanced classes catered for
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the high-flying artists. But the tension between these two distinctly different

purposes was rarely reconciled and, as will be seen, was to provide the driving

force in nineteenth century art education.

Hieh A¡t and the Academies

Art in England invariably pursued a different course from that of the

Continent, and the battle of ideas about issues of 'trade or profession, artist or

artisan?' did not occur until into the middle of the nineteenth century. A

system of training for High art was established with the Royal Academy

Schools. Despite its royal patronage it was, and has remained, a private body.

The origins of the Royal Academy were directly the result of

propositions by artists who turned to the monarch to avoid undue dominance by

the aristocîacy, whom many had found unreliable as patrons. The Instrument

of Foundation of the Royal Academy of Arts, signed by George Itr on l0th
December,1768, brought into existence the first regular school for training

professional artists in England. Strictly limited to membership of forty

members, this society of artists had two main functions - the running of an

annual exhibition and the establishing of a well regulated school or academy of

design. (28)

Admission to the schools was gained by the submission of a drawing or a

model from the cast, and then a test piece which was done at the Academy.

The teaching system was very similar to that of the Continental academies

already described: drawing from the plaster cast from 9 am to 3 pm daily (at

least 30 hours per week) and then promotion to the life class: this was held in

the evenings, using both male and female models. A feature of many English
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artists' autobiographies is their reference to continuing their attendance at the

winter life class throughout their professional lives. (29)

By the close of the eighteenth centurSr, the courses of academic training

and the subsequent steps in a professional artist's life were as systematic and

predictable as a professional career such as in the church, the army or law,

with their distinct steps, ranks and career inducements.

Common to all visual art academic curricula were the graded drawing

classes, starting with the copying of drawings, moving on to the plaster cast

and, finally, the life model (draped and undraped, male and female). other

essential features were the regular competitions, medals and prizes, with their

associated extribitions.

The Paris Academy was, perhaps, the most hermetic and was

determined to drive a wedge between artist and artisan. By the end of the

eighteenth century attacks on the academic system were manifesting

themselves, not the least being that spearheaded by J.L. David in revolutionary

Paris. Other European Academies had some working relationships with the

surviving guilds or embryonic trade schools.

In the second half of the century, most academies ran a full programme

of up to twelve hours a day of classes for five or six days a week. The

curricula included composition, mythology, perspective and anatomy classes.

Many of the academies were housed (often inadequately) in existing palaces or

public buildings; some, such as St. Petersburg, had purpose-built

accommodation. The St. Petersburg School was unique at the time in providing

a mixture of trade training, secondary education and academic fine art courses

- a structure that the SA School of Art was to adopt nearly two centuries later.
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over half of the thirty hours of teaching per week at st. petersburg

were dedicated to drawing but, in addition, the course included general

subjects such as geography, languages and history. such a school, in effect,

processed pupils until they became tradesmen or were elevated to artist

training. Just as St. Petersburg was the most extreme (in terms of breadth and

level of courses), the other academy which was quite different from all others

was London's Royal Academy. However, the level of its difference was not to

be found in its course content but in its economic and political independence

and its annual extribition. The discourses of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the

Academy's first President, were delivered at the annual púze giving

celebration and they remain the most succinct statements on the art academic

ideal. (30) In all other respects the course structure was a direct outcome of

that which the French Academy established a full century earlier, and which

was itself based upon the Italian academies.

A¡t Education in Post Napoleonic Britain

Post Napoleonic Britain became the first true battleground between

opposing theorists of art education. The major protagonists, artists William

Dyce and Benjamin Robert Haydon, virtually destroyed themselves over their

irreconcilable art concepts, leaving the way clear for a radical reformist

administrator, Sir Henry Cole, to set up and to dominate a unified national art

education system. The opposing art philosophies were the result of a

remarkable set of new problems, caused by new economic, social and

technological circumstances. These pedagogical differences still have their

effects on art education today.
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The art ideological struggles were rooted in opposing systems of art and

art training - the German and the French. For three quarters of the century

the German approach was ascendant in England, with the presence of the

Prince Consort adding weight to the preference for German models. The

essential difference between the French and the German system was that the

German system emphasised geometry and graded mechanical drawing, basically

copying from the flat. The French retained a belief in the primacy of drawing

from the round, from studies from nature and the life model.

In Britain the most passionate supporter of the concept of the 'life
model' as the corner stone of art was Benjamin Robert Haydon.

Haydon's at times almost hysterical writings came from his defence of

what he felt to be the highest principles of art, and through the process of

education he believed that these principles should become available to all. At

that time, trading with the continent had recently opened up, British

manufacturers were seen to be spending far too much on imported overseas

work and designs, especially from France, and so the economic claims for the

function of art education came at an appropriate time.

Between 1823 and 1836 Haydon regularly petitioned the government but

only with the new political climate at the time of the lead up to the first

reform bill were his petitions seen as viable. European art education had been

developed radically since the French Revolution, and it was felt that only

through expanding designer education could British manufacturers compete

with their main European commercial rivals Bavaria, France and prussia.
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Haydon would claim sole responsibility for persuading the British

Government to establish a Select committee to inquire into:

the Principles
Population) of
ment and

The Committee's brief was to examine two issues - the relationship

between design and the economics of trade and the affairs of the Royal

Academy. Unfortunately, this secondary issue distorted the proceedings as it
allowed a stream of artist witnesses to give vent to their feelings of injustice

or grievancc against the Academy.

Only the one witness, Dr. Waagen, Director of the Berlin Museum, really

tackled the nature of academies of art, and he maintained

rrthat what is called the academic system gives an artificial elevation to
mediocrity, and that the restriction of academic rules prevents the
students from catching the feeling and spirit of the greät master whom he
studies." (32)

He added that he thought academies 'destructive'. Waagen made much of the

importance of access to museums

r'... collections of the most beautiful models of furniture and of
different objects of manufacture. It is not enough merely to form thesec to teach the people on whatP furthermore, for the purposeo eful that young people should
d

Waagen's evidence stressed the value of trade training for artisans, rather than

fine art academic training; thus emphasising the fine art useful art division

which was to be the cause of much later discord in art education. (34)
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The School of Design

The result of the two reports of the select committee was the

recommendation to establish a School of Design in connection with a Museum.

From this small beginning grew the system which contained the Royal College

of Art, the Victoria and Albert Museum and the multitude of municipal art

schools.

The enrolments at the School of Design during its first year were not

high: in December, 1837, they stood at 15 although, when Haydon wrote to

the Board of rrade in 1838, he spoke of just nine poor boys drawing paltry

patterns. The council commenced the School's second year with the

appointment of William Dyce from Edinburgh.

when the appointment was made, a commitment was made to the

Germansystemoftraining.Dycehadwrittenapamphleton''I@¿ruf

amelioratine the arts and manufactures in Scotland" which so impressed the

Council that they offered him a post at the School of Design. Before he took

up the job he was sent to Europe to look at art schools and report on art and

design education.

With his young Edinburgh colleague, Charles Heath Wilson, he visited

France, Prussia and Bavaria. There they found differing systems of which the

Prussian, with its more practical and industrial emphasis, most appealed. In his

report he wrote that if there was little consensus about the meaning of the

term 'designr, the Council's main consensus was that drawing from the human

figure should not be taught. That was the preserve of the country's only true

school of fine art, the Royal Academy. As Frayling summarises, there were

two key assumptions in the select committee report: that the drawing of

copies of plaster casts was the most effective training for the ornamentalist,
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and that the purpose of this training was to produce a multi-pulpose

ornamentalist able to apply ornament drawn on the flat to virtually any surface

and manufactured object. (35)

Benjamin Robert Haydon reacted violently to these developments in

which fine art was locked into the Royal Academy system and, over the next

five years, he toured the major provincial capitals lecturing on his belief in the

importance of the fine art approach. To the mechanics, Haydon was later to
thunder:

i:ïi
osals are based on the practice of the
ou think is best, Germàn design or

The basis of any programme of which Haydon would have approved

would have had to have been life drawing, but this, at least in the early stages

of the School of Design, was forbidden.

Life drawing had a considerable appeal to young students and the

life-less school at somerset House, as a result, had poor enrolments, whilst

there were high enrolments at Haydon's private life-drawing school. The

council of the School of Design was eager to see provincial art schoors

develop, but they were initially to be locally funded. Manchester was the first
such provincial art school, and its council, tn!842, decided to base it entirely
upon B.R. Haydon's principles.

The lesson which Dyce brought back from Germany was that art could

be high-minded, nationalistic and educational. Dyce organised the Schools of
Design along German lines, with seven graded classes based on copying

geometric figures, and copying outlines. Associated with his graded exercises

Dyce produced a drawing book in 1843 which was based on a series of
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exercises, starting from very simple geometrical figures, which were to be

copied freehand. Dyce could not resist angling the text of his drawing book to

attack Haydon's belief in the human figure, writing that:

"The young ornamentalist should be trained not to look at the human
figure nor any other natural form." (37)

Although this drawing book was not the financial success e:çected due

to the embryonic nature of the provincial art schools, it was to serve as the

model for many later instructional volumes. It should be noted that many of

the School's pupils were barely teenagers, and issues of discipline in art were

also to be closely related to issues of discipline in the classroom. Dyce and his

successor, Wilson, were to maintain regulations aimed at discipline: students

had to sit down in their proper places immediately; talking was not to be

permitted and nor were students to be allowed to move about unnecessarily.

(38)

Half a century later in South Australia the same regulations were to be

framed, and a full century later such procedures were found by the School of

Mines to be the only way of coping with large classes of boys. The drawing

books provided a drill-like e:<perience and so imposed a discipline from within

the art activity itself.

Dyce's books and other drawing books provided a rigid system which

developed after 1840, and remained in ascendancy for forty years, at which

point it was exported to the colonies. It was basically a closed system

allowing little opportunity for advancement of the individual.

Haydon, throughout a life-time of pamphleteering argument, held the

belief, based on the French life school method, that the training of ornamental

artists should not be separated from that of High artists for the same principle
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regulated a milk jug or a human limb. Not until the later years of the century,

with the establishment of the Slade School and the appointment of Edward

Po¡mter to the Department of Science and Art, was the French method revived.

The openness of Haydon's dream for art education can be contrasted

with Dyce's closed structures. Students at the School of Design were seen as

vocationally foreclosed: they had to decide in advance the trade they were to

follow and the temptation of a High art path was to be denied.

A clear split can be discerned in British art educational theories of the

1840 to 70 period. On the other hand Dyce and his followers Wilson, Redgrave,

Cole and Owen Jones created systems of analysis in which secondary sources

were followed rather than primary. That is to say, art rather than nature, and

copies of art rather than the originals. On the other hand the architect pugin

and his followers believed in the importance of the use of nature as the real

source of art. Although there was opposition to the historicist method of

drawing training encouraged by Dyce and his successors, it was the flat, rigid,

rule-based system which predominated. The reason for this was primarily in

the overwhelming belief in the value of imitation; the belief in hand skills

rather than imagination and the Victorian concept that success was the result

of tedious exertion. The tight and rigid geometries favoured by the drawing

book model also imposed a manageable and quantifiable system on what were

often large classes.

Dyce's successor Wilson proposed a new and even more tightly regulated

system of graded study. Numbers of students had increased by lg44; they

came from a variety of occupations and Frayling shows that the 'ornamental

painters' were the largest group. The initial stage of the course was the
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class for elementary drawing in outline, followed by a class in shading which

led to work from the cast and then colour. (39) Althoueh figure drawing was

made available it was emphasised that under no circumstances would students

who intended to become painters or sculptors be admitted. Wilson's system

was the basis of a scheme which was to be developed into a twenty-three stage

system by Richard Redgrave, under the patronage of the powerful figure of Sir

Henry Cole.

The Systematisation of Art Education

After the successful l85l exhibition, of which he was principal

organiser, Cole was offered the new post of General Superintendent of the

recently formed Department of Practical Art, a special department of the

Board of Trade, which had as its brief the provision of elementary instruction

in drawing and modelling, the practice of art connected with manufacturing

processes and the cultivation of designing. Cole's assistant was to be Richard

Redgrave. Cole and Redgrave were effectively to control art and design

education for the next twenty-one years, not just throughout the British Isles,

but throughout the British Empire.

The provincial schools were renamed as 'Schools of Practical Art' and

cole envisaged them as being preparatory schools only, restricted to

elementary drawing and the preparation of candidates for metropolitan

schools. Cole changed the function of art education from its earlier brief of

simply training ontamental designers and artisans to include the training of art

masters. (40)
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The Art Superintendent, Richard Redgrave, and colleague Richard

Burchett, drew up an eight stage course of instruction: all were mechanical

steps to the acquisition of certain skills. The first section was elementary

drawing from flat examples - large capital letters (a hand span high), then

outlined and shaded diagramatic renderings of simple objects, ornament and

symmetrical forms to be copied; next the candidate moved to simple solids

and casts of ornament; and in addition geometry and linear perspective was

taught. Geometric drawing had to be practised before drawing from solids;

and all drawing was intended to be severely imitative, for the purpose of .all

this training \r¡as to produce the highly skilled copyist.

The essence of mechanical copyist work was to standardise the student's

product; and stereotyped diagrams and identical casts were quality controlled

so that students anywhere in Britain had exactly the same exercise to follow.

This was the system which was to be imposed upon Australia later in the

century.

In 1853 drawing became a compulsory subject in the teacher training

colleges, and Cole and Redgrave organised a seven year course for students

from first year as pupil teachers through to their final year examinations.

The pupil teachers who gained entry to the teaching courses had to take

certificates of competency and payments were added to the annual allowance

for the certificates. In 1852, when the National Course of Instruction was

instituted, there were, in total, 23 stages of instruction, twenty-one being

successive copying exercises. Until 1889 all students in British schools of art

were on this course.

To facilitate the Cole/Redgrave System, thousands of illustrations and

plaster casts were produced and distributed to all branch schools, ensuring
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total uniformity. The outlines s'ere produced by the staff, and copied onto

lithographic stones by the female special class. Hand in hand with this

mammoth totalitarian art exercise went the reward system, a national

competition and huge examination system which endured for sixty-three years,

and in which the art school in Adelaide was a participant. In f 882 the works of

over half a million pupils from 4,812 British elementary schools were

examined, and in the month of November, 1881, the drawings of 3,454 trainee

specialist art teachers $'ere assessed at South Kensington.

American A¡t Education

There are interesting parallels which can be drawn between British and

American art education and which relate to the development of Australian art

education.

Eisner and Ecker, writing on American art education, have emphasised

that, although instruction in art was advocated as early as 1770 by Benjamin

Franklin, the formal introduction of art in schools in America did not begin

until the nineteenth century. Initially, where the subject was taught at all, it
was based on private intentions of individual teachers. Two early teachers,

william Minifie of Philadelphia and william Bently Fowle of Boston,

established drawing teaching because they felt that geometric and technical

drawing would be relevant to the needs of a new industrialised world. Drawing

was also seen as being close to writing in character and so an aid to better

penmanship. (a1)

The vocational value of drawing to Americans was realised in the 1840s

and 50s, not surprisingly, for, as Minifie had pointed out, in lgs2, 36 million

dollars' worth of textiles had been imported from Britain, and ll million
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dollars worth from France. By 1864 drawing became a required subject in

Boston schools; art was placed in the service of industry, with drawing as its

most important attribute and, in 1871, a law was passed in Massachusetts

(Eisner and Ecker suggest under pressure from industrialists) to require art to

be taught to boys over 15 years living in cities of 10,000 population and

above. (42)

After correspondence with South Kensington, Walter Smith, a London

teacher of industrial drawing and crafts, was invited to take up the post of

Supervisor of Art for Boston, Director of Art for the State and Principal of the

Art Normal School. He took with him his set of South Kensington casts and

drawing cards and, in 1873, he produced a teachers' manual which used the

Cole system of ironed flat plant forms based on geometric forms.

Elsewhere in America fine art studies were instituted which were based

upon the French Atelier system. Philadelphia was one of the most impressive

of these, with an interesting adjunct of the 'ïVomen's school of design'.

During the 1870s other cities followed Boston's lead, and so, with the

example of the Massachusetts Normal Art School, a Cole style system of

central metropolitan training school for art masters, central exhibitions of

works, graded stages of instruction and prescribed textbooks was established.

Smith's efforts were directed to the industrial experience and many

contemporary American art schools and training college courses still emphasise

industrial design rather than pure fine art courses. However, by the 1860s

Smith's influence (or Cole's surrogate influence) was on the wane. (43)

The South Kensington system as developed by Dyce, Wilson, Cole and

Redgrave had, by the last quarter of the nineteenth century, become the

leading art educational method in the English speaking world, percolated down

into elementary schools, and exported across the world to America and

Australia, where it was seen as a potent force in the changing industrial world.
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The thread which linked all the various levels and purposes of art education

was drawing.

Drawing, essentially the copyist art, became viewed as the language of

the industrialised world. But there were voices raised in opposition to the

effects of Britain's rapid development as an industrial nation: this

development was considered by many to be destructive of essential human

values. Major ethical issues were raised in Darwinian Britain and, as art was

believed to embody essential human values it, too, became central to many

debates.

The aesthetic theories of John Ruskin and William Morris initiated

radical changes in art education.

The Influence of Ruskin and Morris

In their aesthetic and political theories, Ruskin and Morris both

attacked the dehumanising influences of the machine, and the way in which the

labour market had done worse than turn men into machines and had in fact

turned them into parts of machinery.

The hundreds of drawing students in the design school system, spending

countless hours polishing their drawings into shape, must also have felt part of

a machine.

Ruskin saw the machine as degrading and enslaving and his objections to

the mass replication processes of industry had their implication for art.

Quantity itself could be corrupting and, despite the inherent belief that art

should be for everyone, it was clear that it should never really be too cheap

and too plentiful.

The machine and its product he saw as making no one happier or wiser.

What was significant in all work was the evidence of the human presence of
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the worker. In 'The Sense of Order' Gombrich has drawn our attention to the

innovative aspects lurking behind the apocal¡rytic rhetoric and in 'Art and

Illusion'he has shown how Ruskin's 'Elements of Drawing'pre-empts

Impressionism. In wondering why the new churches which were sprouting

everywhere lacked the quality he admired in the architecture of the past,

Ruskin came to the conclusion that, far from being made of identical

components, the Italian churches, such as the Cathedral and Baptistry of pisa,

were found when measured carefully, to be full of subtle variations.

"I believe", he wrot€-, "they build altogether from feeling, and that it
was because they did so, that there is ttris ."*"ttã"1[fi,;i;;;fuhess
and subtlety running through their every arrangeme nt." (l+l

In response to Cole's system he wrote:

"You can teach a man to draw a straight line, and to cut one to strike acurved line and to carve it; and
lines or forms with admirable sp
find his work perfect of its kind:
of those forms, to consider if he
he stops; his execution becomes
thinks wrong; ten to one he ma
to his work as a thinking being. I
that. He was only a machine bef
either make a tool of the creature or a man of him ... Men were notintended to work with rhe accr¡racy of tools, r" Ëp;;ft;-"näõåtr"t i"all their actions." (45)

He later goes on to say that he would not impeach love of order, it being

a useful element... but that the love of order is not the love of art and that the

demand for perfection is a sign of misunderstanding of the ends of art.

Ruskin and his young contemporary Morris shared the same lecturing
platform on occasions, although their differences in style and message were

considerable. In the last three decades of the century their speeches,

prophetic, convoluted, and passionate in the case of Ruskin; and earnest,

direct and at times homespun in the case of Morris, did not always gain
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sympathetic responses, with Morris in particular being seen as politically

dangerous. Hardly surprising if, as Lindsay argues, Morris arrived at Marx,s

own conclusions, not merely by reading him (as he did) but by the e:çerience of
his own life and art, and by a convergence of thought and practice. (46)

Although Morris's concept of a lost paradise of 'Joy in Labour' was

based on a curious view of the Middle Ages, it was manifested in the art and

crafts movement of the end of the century.

The Art and Craft Solit

Morris, like Ruskin, concerned himself but little with direct educational

activities, but their emphasis on the importance of the hand-crafted coincided

with general dissatisfaction with the effects of half-a-century of state art

education. In 1884 a Royal Commission on Technical Construction was

appointed. Its report was very critical of the ossified effects of the South

Kensington system and recommended that sound instruction in drawing should

accompany instruction in writing and that modelling should be introduced.

There was to be an increase in emphasis on drawing in elementary schools and

that without losing accuracy or 'correct execution' of drawing, more rapid

drawing was to be encouraged.

The Commissioners noted that the original intention of the schools of

design, 'the practical application of ornamental art to the improvement of

manufactures' had been departed from. (47)

During the last decades of the nineteenth century, British fine art

education and design education took different paths: whilst on the one hand

there was a swing to a French based fine arts approach in the art schools,

teaching of drawing, there was also a commitment to crafts and handiwork

with all its mediaevalist overtones in the technical schools and workshops.
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In both of these divergent paths there was a turning away from the quasi

'scientific' principles favoured by earlier art gurus Redgrave, Jones and

Warnum.

The indeterminacy principles enpressed in Ruskin's enthusiasm for the

anonymous craftsmen of the Gothic were modified by such a writer as Walter

Crane when he said:

"I hold that the true root and basis of all art lies in the handicrafts, andthat artistic impulse and invention weakens as it loses its ctose-
connection and intimate relationship with them ... There is, ôïcourse,
no absolute determination of rules for all cases. There is n'othing
absolute in art, art is not science." (4g)

Crane was representative of the group of craftsmen designers who had

little real interest in art schools as such and believed firmly in the workshop

tradition. Up until, and including William Morris, the main interest in design

was that of applied ornamentation: only with the growth of the handicraft

movement did art and craft workers start to pay attention to the actual shapes

and forms so that the word design changed its meaning. Initially it meant

drawing: some have asserted that it was in any case a mis-translation of the

French 'Dessin', which properly means 'drawing'. (49)

The teaching approach of the South Kensington system was not suited to

a new requirement for a fluency of means and invention which was needed by

the narrative illustrator and professional painter. This new market was a

major stimulus for a swing back towards the French life school system, based

on drawing from the nude. The institution of the Slade School of Fine Art in
1871 was a catalyst in the move avay from the South Kensington system which

favoured drawings with a sharp incisive point and labour intensive

cross-hatching. The appointment of Edward Poynter to the Slade completed

the move.
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Poynter had attacked the tedious slavery of the South Kensington

system: although his own drawing style to modern eyes might look laboured, it
never made a merit out of hard labour for its own sake. Indeed in his teaching

he expected his students to inquire into the principles of drawing and to use

their own vision rather than to accept academic conventions without question.

The purpose of the School was to train professional artists and, by its

very establishment, it was a challenge to the Royal Academy, now seen by

many to be moribund, and an alternative to the purely technical education of

the South Kensington School. There was also a distinct class difference, with

the students tending to come from middle and upper class backgrounds and

being of private means.

Poynter's successor in 1876, Alphonse Legros, came directly from Paris,

never learned to speak English, and, in his teaching, specialised in rapid 'on the

spot' demonstrations.

Alphonse Legros, who was a close associate of Whistler, had been a

student of Lecoq de Boisbaudrin. Lecoq was the foremost enthusiast for

training the memory through art. His teaching relied strongly on the principle

of visual memorising of form and one of his most frequently recorded activities

was to tour the Louvre allocating great paintings to his students, who then had

to memorise the composition and details and reproduce them in the studios on

their return. He was also an enthusiast for outdoor drawing and used to have

life models moving about in the landscape for students to 'memorise'. (50)

This memory training became a fairly common aspect of turn-of-the

century art school syllabus and, indeed, developed into having a place in the

secondary schools and their final examination system.
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The Parisian Revolution in Art Production and Distribution

Despite France's well ordered art school system the status of the

applied artist was not high, and although the specialised industries such as

textiles and ceramics employed the schools'products, it was the precarious

fine art world which had the most appeal to the young Turks who listened to

the table talk at the artists' cafes of Montmartre and Montparnasse.

The 'L'art pour I'Art'approach, with its roots in Romanticism,

emphasised the significance of the 'individual artist's personal vision', and the

liberty of the individual made for difficulties for those many Modernist artists

of the turn-of-the-century period who held strong views about the relationship

of revolutionary art to revolutionary thought.

The numbers of paintings reaching the art extribiting system gre$,

tremendously between 1850 and 1870. According to White, in 1863 there were

3'000 recognised male painters working in the Parisian art system and another

1,000 in the provinces. In addition, there was a growing body of amateur

artists. Some indication of the production numbers of paintings by the

Impressionists would suggest that an average number of eighteen oil paintings

per painter per year would result in nearly g0,000 works per annum being on

the market. (51)

The Academy system began to collapse under this flood of artists and

their art work, and the alternative atelier training and exhibiting system

flourished. The young and aspiring artists who enrolled themselves in the

private academies, which were in the main simply providing access to life
models and casts, had in many cases failed to gain admission to the formal

academies.
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These private ateliers had their origin in the late eighteenth century and

early nineteenth, when leading artists such as David, Gros or lngres opened

their studios. David, who was very influenced by Winckelman, revived the use

of classical sculpture in teaching. Ingres, who based his teaching heavily upon

an admiration of Raphael and the concept of life drawing as the probity of art,

had a major influence on the entire French School and much of the British as

well. The Slade School teaching at the end of the nineteenth and early years of
the twentieth century owed much to the influence of Ingres. Of the several

ateliers in Paris during the mid years of the century, that of charles Marc

Gabriel Gleyre was the largest and most influential and, during the early

eighteen sixties, several of the artists who became Impressionists were

students there.

Throughout the period of the state institutionalisation of design training

in Britain, and the debates concerning art and industry, the alternative private

art education system of paris remained untouched. This system was the

breeding ground of a kaleidoscopic range of new art which seemed to emerge

unbidden around the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The

fine artists who took part in this apparently reckless flight from traditional art
values and beliefs had, in most cases, undergone a traditional academic art
training. Photographs of Van Gogh and Mondrian, Picasso and Braque and the

other artistic radicals of early Modernism can be found in their many published

biographies. They usually look the very antithesis of the revolutionary as they

pose in their suits at their easels in the crowded classes, well dressed and

earnest. Sometimes the Master, usually a successful salon exhibitor, poses

with them, looking proprietorial and pedantic, but paternal also.
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The studios in which these earnest, middle-class young men posed for

their photographs seem to have changed very little from those depicted in

Italian drawings and engravings of four centuries before. These were the

ateliers of Paris. Paris was the centre of the European painting world, a

training ground of the radical young artists who, for the century between 1840

and 1940, used their art as pictorial or sculptural manifestos with which to

challenge the old order of academies and salons. The attacks on the central

Academic system, with its well established structure of training and rewards,

had started as early as the late eighteenth century during the French

Revolution, with J.L. David's reforms of the Academy. (52) The obstacle

course which the aspiring artist had to complete included the

Academy-controlled Paris Salon, where any aspiring professional needed to

shine. This was a vast annual exhibition: in 1848, for example, 5,1g0 works

were shown. The annual show also included work from artists beyond the city

limits, and indeed Dutch and Italian paintings figured in large numbers.

The Salon held its place unchallenged as the premier art show in Europe

until 1863, when the challenge to academic rule was formally mounted by the

Salon des Refuses. This exhibition was a direct challenge to the whole art

establishment; for, as a result, those artists who exhibited there were stating

quite clearly that not only were they in disagreement with the selection of the

jury, but that in their view the whole art institutional structure had to be

reformed. (53)

Initially it migbt seem impossible to imagine that any radical artistic

practices could find their way into institutionalised public funded art

education, and indeed those few Modernist artists who had any involvement in

art education tended to work only in the private sector. But in Germany, after

World War I, in the democratic Weimar republic, artistic radicalism for.rnd
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its place in a kind of artists' social utopia 'the Bauhaus'. This school was to

provide a model which attempted to reconcile the demands of craft, fine art

and industrial design, or social purpose and functionalism with the visionary

spiritualism of high Modernism.

As a model for the instutionalisation of avante garde erçerimentation,

however, it was to prove a remarkably complex place with a strange collection

of staff, some of whom were inclined to mystic utterances and quasi-religious

fervour. The autonomy of individual Bauhaus masters was such that it is not

possible to talk of a Bauhaus system as such, but the preliminary course with

its graded exercises in line, colour and form was most decidedly 'a system'.

The Bauhaus was not truly political, although it was often seen by its critics to
be dangerously so.

The Bar¡baus system

The Bauhaus system of art training replaces the Cole-Redgrave drawing

books of the mid nineteenth century as the single most influential systematic

art training of its time.

The curriculum of institutionalised modernism of the Bauhaus, and

especially its preliminary course, was to be taken over by British and European

art schools almost four decades after the Weimar school's foundation. The

system of art training used in the work of the preliminary course was

transmitted to art schools around the world during the nineteen sixties, and its
basic methods are still used in various foundation courses, including that of the

South Australian School of Art. It was not only the ideas of the Bauhaus which

travelled to Australia, for one of its senior masters, Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack

came to Australia as a refugee in 1940 and subsequently taught at Geelong

Grammar School. (54)
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Between the spring of 1919 and lOth April, 1933, when two police

companies surrounded the Bar¡haus studios, sealed the rooms and arrest ed J2

students, the school had employed, either as permanent staff or as visitors,

many of Europe's most significant modern artists, architects and designers. It
had attracted 'Barefoot Prophets', religious maniacs, pretentious artists and

deeply committed visionaries and idealists. Always a constant focus for

publicity, it was, in its own time, the most famous art institution in the world

and, after its formal decease, it was raised to even higher mythical stature. (55)

The 1919 manifesto set out the programme for the Bar¡haus written by

Walter Gropius, and made it clear that their ideals were utopian and attempted

to relate issues of creativity and new ideas of craftsmanship to industrial

production. In this it was clearly the heir to the tradition of Ruskin and

Morris. (56)

Gropius called for a new spirit in art appropriate to the chaotic times,

but the staff whom he appointed had wide ranging ideas of their purpose; few

had any experience of teaching; and some, like George Muche, arrogantly

defended their independence, assigned sometimes to workshops in crafts of

which they had neither knowledge or understanding. only in the ceramics

areas were staff with master crafts' skills appointed.

It is perhaps the work of Johannes Itten which has had the greatest

influence on art schools: he remained at the school for only four years, but

provided a real challenge to Gropius's ideals.

According to art historian Gillian Naylor, Itten knew the work of Franz

Cizek before he arrived at the Bauhaus. This is likely, for Itten arrived in

Vienna in 1913, when Cizek was head of the department of education in the
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Kunstgewerbeschule. (57) Cizek (1865-1946) has been credited as being the

art teacher who freed children from the dreary discipline of copying. Cizek

was inclined to a Rousseauesque intuitionism - a'rwhat children do must be

right" view, but the dominant single influence on Cizek's work was that of
Friedrich Froebel.

Cizek's sayings, as recorded by Viola included: "Education is growth and

self-fulfilment", and, "Make your schools into gardens where flowers may
grow'" (58) The self-expression which resulted from Cizek's philosophy of
child art, along with the great interest shown in primitive art during the early
years of the century, helped to create the atmosphere for the work of painters
like Klee and Kandinsky, both of whom were to be key staff at the Bauhaus.

The preriminary course or basic course was taught by Itten.for two
academic years. All students had to take it, and this adoption of cizek,s
philosophy meant that Itten's course laid great stress on self-discovery and self-
expression: ideals already well aired in nineteenth century general educational
theory, and also apafi of the avant garde vocabulary since the eighteen
nineties. (59)

By 7922,Itten was forced to resign, to be replaced by wassily
Kandinsky' Kandinsky, then, was over fifty years old and well established as a
theorist and painter. Kandinsky's theories emphasised the necessity of
spirituality in art but with an emphasis on structure. (60)

The architectural and design heritage of the Bauhaus is all around us. It
has often been suggested that the closure of the Bar¡haus by Nazis forces has

ensured the enshrinement of its mythic stature: certainly any close

examination of the school's history shows it to be no utopian institution, with
its vicious in-fighting against a backgror¡nd of constant swings of idealistic
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rhetoric and conflicting solutions to the problem of finding universal laws for

nature, art and design. In a sense it marked the end of Morris/Ruskin style

attempts at social engineering or solutions through art, craft and design models.

And yet its pedagogic influence was, and remains, huge. Much of the

teaching owed more to the earlier drawing nethods than any of its teachers

would have admitted, or perhaps even knew.

Post lñIar A¡t Schools and the Bar¡traus Inheritance

Despite the presence in Britain and America, before the second World

War of such heroic artistic figures of the European avant garde as Mondrian,

Gropius, Schwitters, Duchamp, Ernst and Hoffman, their influence was minimal

until well after World War II. The reason for this lies within the continuing

strait-jacket imposed by the South Kensington system, transferred to the

Department of Education and Science and maintained through successive

certification procedures. (6 1)

During the early nineteen sixties, however, the basic principles of

Bauhaus teaching were resurrected by such British artists and art school staff

as victor Pasmore, Tom Hudson, Haìry Thubron and Richard Hamilton.

Earlier, in America, several ex-Bauhaus teachers and ex-students had

instituted Bauhaus style preliminary courses. The purpose of these courses was

to establish initial programmes of visual art education prior to later

specialisation.

Although these courses were closely aligned to the non-representational

abstract art movements they also possessed characteristics of earlier attempts

towards systematic art training.
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Leonardo da vinci had, for example, written that the mind of the

painter ought to be as continually concerned with as many orderly analyses as

there are forms or notable objects appearing before him suggesting that the

first principle of the science of painting is the point, then comes the line, then

the surface, and then the body bounded by a given surface. Five centuries

later Kandinsky had titled one of his books on basic principles 'Point and Line,

to Plane'. (62)

Itten had written that the basis of his teaching was the theory of

contrast, light and dark, material and texture, form and colour theory,

expressive forms were discussed and presented in their contrasting effects.

The purpose was to involve the students in the discovery of the basic

principles through their own experiments, rather than to impose specific rules

of visual language. However, as the exercises set were quite precisely

proscribed the liberation from traditional systems was more imagined than

real. Indeed the new art teaching simply became a new non figurative

academicism. At the commencement of the nineteen nineties the same

exercises are given to first year South Australian School of Art B.A. (Visual

Arts) students, as were set to Bar¡haus preliminary courses in 1919.

Most teachers using these exercises will emphasise that such foundation

studies are essentially developmental and open ended. Few such courses last

more than one year, in contrast to the apparently interminable South

Kensington courses with their twenty-three stages, which often occupied

students for many years.

However, such a split opened up between the project based, basic

design, preliminary courses and the Diploma courses, which had remained
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tlr.¿
virtually unchanged, that by the end of 'tgeOs British art schools underwent a

period of disillusion, culminating in dramatic student revolutions of 1968/69 at

Hornsey and Guildford.

\¡Vhat had occurred during the decade between the National Advisory

Council report on art education of 1960 and the student sit-ins of l96ïl69Pte¡l

I believe that Sir Misha Black, architect and industrial designel was

correct in identifying three fundamental changes which were key factors in

providing a platform for change in art education. He suggested that:

(Ð The aristocratic concept of the fine arts had been challenged by
contemporTry-practice, especially pop art, and the emergénce ór
an art in which twentieth century society could participate.(iÐ The industries formerly based on craft techniques (e.g. textiles,
ceramics, furniture) had become more industrialised ánd
automated requiring new technical skills not based on dexterity
alone.

(iiÐ Industrial design (engineering) had become part of design
education's aims.(64)

There were other factors, including the expansion of intellectual activity

through the growth of liberal studies and history and theory of art and design.

The 'Hornsey Affair' resulted in a series of proposals from MORADE,

(the Movement for Rethinking Art and Design Education). They came up with

concepts that:

There was no dividing line between fine art and design.
Studies should be based on network curricula

General education entry requirements should be eliminated.
Education is an activity shared by staff and students alike and
students should be able to participate in the decision making
process. (65)

(Ð
(iÐ
(iiÐ

(iv)

(v)
(vi)
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There was much debate about these concepts, which were in many

respects an offshoot of other reforming and permissive movements at work

during the late sixties. As a result, the last Coldstream report of 1970

recommended changes to the then Diplomas in Art and Design Structure. (66)

The net result of that modification was to see the concept that fine art was

the key of all professional art training dismantled, and fine art and design

education to become two divergent pathways, with no overlap, except in the

Liberal Studies areas.

Jonah Jones, sculptor and then chairman of the Fine Art panel of the

National council for Diplomas in Art and Design wrote that:

Part of 'freedom referred to' was the ability of Schools of Art (mostly,

by 1970, within a Polytechnic structure) to permit free movement between the

traditional areas of fine art þainting, sculpture, printmaking etc). In
contemporary art practice these distinctions had been blurred for decades. But

what Christopher Cornford (Head of General Studies, Royal College of Art)

called 'cultural protectionism and resolute adherence to vested interests'got

in the way of this freedom. (68)
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The Methodolory of the Ä¡t Studio

It is perhaps relevant to ask what actually went on in art studios - what

if anything is art methodology?

Nicolaus Pevsner has shown in his 'Academies of Art' how a new

conception of art education arose during the High Renaissance with a new

conception of the nature of art and the place of the artist in society. Up until

then a child could be apprenticed to a painter's shop, spend two years learning

such technicalities as grinding colour, preparing panels with gesso for painting

etc., as well as running errands for his master. When Leonardo attacked this

craft based system he proposed an entirely revolutionary syllabus introducing

the pupil to perspective, drawing from his master's drawings, drawing from

reliefs and later from nature.

Pevsner describes a sixteenth century art academy by illustrating his text

with the well known engraving by Agostino veneziano (see Appendix)

rrlt represents a corner in a room with a low ceiling where, by the light of
a candle, seven artists are working at a long table. An eldeiþ man-ís
sitting and drawing on the right. Behind him a younger artist examines a
statuette of a female nude in the Mannerist style. A boy looks over his
shoulder. Of the four youths on the left side ol the tablê two are also
drawing. T4.v segm to copy the figure of a naked young man on the
table, a work of the same size as the female statuette. tn ttre
background, on two ledges of different height, there are three more
statuettes." (69)

Pevsner asked what conclusions could be drawn from this and a slightly

later Florentine engraving. His conclusion was that the purpose of these

gatherings in the workshop of the famous Roman (and later Florentine) sculptor

was to enjoy drawing in a sociable way and the discussions on the theory and

practice of art.

"Naturally beginners and masters would have derived different kinds of
benefit from this, but nothing justifies an interpretation of it which
would make it appear at all like present day acädemies of art." (70)
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The present day academies of art, of which Pevsner wrote in 1940, were

unchanged since the eighteenth century. A photograph of a class at the South

Australian School of Art life studios in 1950, and a painting of the Vienna

Academy in 1750 (see Appendix) will show similar scenes, c.E. ã nude model

sitting or standing on a dais surrounded by students drawing, painting or

modelling. A master would go around the room and either 'correct' the

student's work or make a demonstration drawing over or on the side of the

student's study. When Bar¡haus style exercises were introduced into art schools

during the nineteen sixties students were often making precise copies of colour

wheels or tonal diagrams which would be corrected as rigorously as if they had

been South Kensington exercises of a century earlier.

Reminiscences by artists nearly all describe the same process. However,

with certain twentieth century art teachersj particularly those associated with

private, alternative art schools, the actual principles demonstrated vary not

only the processes, but the approach to teaching. Examples of changing art

education methodology will be examined in later chapters.
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CHAPTER O¡TE

THE EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT OF ART SCHOOLS

1. Reynolds, sir Joshua , Discourses on Art. Edited by R.R. wark., The yale
University Press, 1975, pp.5, 18 and 41.

7

that sciences which are not mechanical
are of the mind, I say that painting is of the mind, for, as music and
geometry treat of the proportions of continuous qualities, while
arithmetic treats of the discontinuous, painting tieats of all continuous
quantities, as__well as the proportions of shadow and light, and the
variation of distance in perspective", McMahon op. ciiup.gl-g.
Leonardo denied sculpture a similar place to painìing ái ä scientific art
because of its association with manual labour, for itf'produces sweat and
physical fatigue in the workman", McMahon, op. cit., 

-Leonardo, 
as well

as establishing painting's stature as a liberal ait used his treatise òn
painting to establish painting as the best instrument for the
communication of scientific knowledge, saying "painting presents the
works of nature to the sciences with more truttr and cer-täinty tnãn Oo
words or letters." McMahoû, op. cit., pp.gl-9.

3.

Hannema's book was written in response to the Hornsey College of Art
'sit in' of May, 1968, which he saw as a result of the latt or píõrõssionat
relevance to be found in the emphasis on experimental art in-art tourr.r.

4. Pevsner, Nicolaus, I^, Academies of Art past and present. New york,
1973, p.36.

5

6

7

, I9l,.T"Tples of the links between art and warfare see Martin Kemp on' Li!!s b-etween perspective and fortifications and ballistics'. Art Búlletin,
p.239, June, 1986.

Iyirg,W.M. Jnr, NewY9*, 1945, give nt, seep.64.
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Notes Chapter I
Ibid,, p.65.

For a useful summary of Alberti's influence see Blunt, A. Artistic
Theory in Renaissance ltal]'. Oxford, 1956.

Pevsner. op. cit , pp.44-45.

Bell, Quentin", The Schools of Desien. London, 1963, p.2.

Pevsner said that:
"Pageants with ovations to the ladies of the town may be their task, or
solepnly organised feasting according to precisely foimulated rules, or
card games, or shooting.

... On the other hand, leqturing could become the main object of
academies, and they could develop into scientific societiei. Thus, there
were special academies for philogical research into Italian as weli as
L."!itr and Greek, for research into dogmatic and historical problems of
divìnity or into archaeology, law, medicine and natural históry." Ibid.,
p.10.

Blunt, A , Art and Architecture in France. 1500-1700. Harmondsworth,
1953. p.226.

As Blunt explains, "In the case of the visual Arts there was much in
common between tÞe practice of the Academy of painting and Sculpture
on the one hand and that of Architecture on the other. In each casð it
was assumed that the practice of art could be learnt by the application
of certain_ precept-s, and that these precepts could be discoveiéa uy a
process of rational analysis, that they could be exactly expressed ín
words and that they could be conveyed to any intelligént person". Ibid.,
p.228.
This form of academic example of the
belief that art could be he sysìem art
education developed in cenfury.

It should be noted that the dominance of line over colour, which was a
principal tenet of the French academic method, was not universally
accepted throughout Europe, and the great divergence of art workõ
produced in sixteenth and seventeenth century Hólland, Flanders and
venice, gives witnes_s to th,. importance of colour to many painters
outside France. In the early nineteenth century this debáté was revived
_throug! the clash between artists working in tñe opposed Romantic and
Ne-eClassical styles, but colour as a thematic subject matter in its own
right does not enter art school syllabuses until the early twentieth
century (and even later in Australia). See Blunt op. cil , p.257.

10.

11.

72.

13

14.

15.
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L7.

18.

19.

20.

Notes Chapter I
Although the imposition of such a rigid system seems remote today, I
can add two personal notes regarding the inflexibility of academii art
training. ln 1952, as a sixteen years old student, I aftended my first life
drawing classes at Stourbridge college of Art in worcestershiie. The
part-ti_qe lecturer, a man called Lawenstein, prefaced his setting of the
pose with the instructions: "In a good life drawing the head
measurement goes into the total body measurement six times ... There
?le n9 exceptions". Nine years later, as a newly
life drawing, at Liverpool College of Art, I was-c
between two examiners in drawing regarding the
lines in a student's_ drawing. one lecturer demanded that it must go
around the form, the other, that it should go with the form.

The hiera_rchyof subject matter is also discernible throughout the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The main cause of public outrage
during the nineteenth century over art matters was frequìntly owing-to
artists transgressing unwritten laws regarding subject matter. One lell
known example of this was courbet's 'Burial at oinans'. It was not the
style of the painting to which the public objected; it was its use of a
huge size for a 'low art' subject.

Pevsner, op. cit, pp.112-113.

Ibid., p.139

Ettlinger, L.D , "\ryinckelmann, or Marble Boys are Betterf', in Baisch,
sandler and Egan, Ar-t, .the ape of nature: studies in honour of H.w.
Jansen. New York. L982, pp.505-511,

Rousseau, Jean, Ja.,quesT Elnile: or on education, introduced by Allan
Blorn, Basic Books, New York, L979.

E_ttlinger, LD , "winckelmann" in The Age of Neeclassicism. Arts
Council of Great Britain, 7972.

Ettlinger, op. cit , pp.xxxiii.

Ibid., pp. xxxiii.

Pevsner, op. cit, p.153.

Burney, C., Arts Bulletin, LXV No.2, June, 1983.

Sutton, Gordon., Artisan or Artist. Oxford, 1967,p.25.

Pevsner, op. cit., p.163.

Articles of Government, reprinted in Ashwin, C., Art education:
documents and oolicies. L768-L975, London, 1975, pp. 4:10-
Alexander Gilchrist's fife of WiUiam ntty. , lg55 reprint.
wak_efie.ld, 1978,-pp.57-60, gives a fair picture or tne rolõ of the Royal
academician as life room visitor.

2I.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

28.

29.
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R_eynolds, Sir Joshua , Diseou¡ses on,{rt, edited by R.R. Wark, yale,
19 concerned with establishing the prima.cy
of ew of nature as opposed to ihe particuiár
in scribed in his third discourse:

"All the objects which are exhibited to our view by nature (i.e.
particular nature), upon close examination will be found to have
their blemishes and defects. The most beautiful forms have
something about them like weakness, minuteness, or
imperfection. But it is not every eye that perceives these
blemishes. It must be an eye long used to the contemplation and
comparison of these forms; and which, by a long habit of
observing what any set of objects of the same kind have in
common, has acquired the po$'er of discerning what each wants
in particular. This long laborious comparison should be the first
study of the painter, who aims at the greatest style. By this
means, he acquires a just idea of beautiful forms; he corrects
nature by herself, her imperfect state by her more perfect. His
eye being enabled to distinguish the accidental defiõiencies,
excrescences and deformities of things, from their general
figures, he makes out an abstract idea of their forms more
perfect than any one original; and what may seem a paradox, he
learns to design naturally by drawing his figures unlike to any one
object. This idea of the perfect state of nature (i.e. generai
nature), which the Artist calls the Ideal Beauty, is thé great
leading principle, by which works of genius are conductid .....
Thus it is from a reiterated experience, and a close comparison
of the objects in nature, that an artist becomes possesseã of the
idea of that central form, if I may so express it,-from which
every deviation is deformity".

The line of reasoning that Reynolds here follows had a long and
venerable tradition-ggingback to Plato and Aristotle. ThJassumption
was that by qengr.alizing from the particular, by eliminating what is
specific and individual, we proceed to a'trigher" more univõrsal truth
qnd ye approach the abstract idea embodied in a family of forms.
Truth and beauty were thus identified with the general.

In his autobiography Haydon was to write of the Royal Academy:

"This is and has been the curse of European Art for two hundred
and fifty years, ever since the establishment of those
associations of vanity, monopoly, intrigue and envy called
academies, and,until they are reformed and rendeied powerless
except as schools of study they will be felt as an obstruction to
the advancement of artr'.

llaydon, 8.R., The Diarv of B.R. Ha]'don, edited by William Bisset
Pope, Harvard, 1960, Vol I pp.ix-xvi. See Ashwin, C.
'Peter schmid and Das Naturzeichen, an experiment in the teaching
of drawing' in Art History, Vol 5, No 2, June, lgBZ, pp.l54-162.
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33.
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Notes Chapter I

lot q report of evidence see Ashwin op. cit., pp.viii-ix and also Bell, o.,
The Schools of Desien. London, 1963, p. 53.

Ibid", pp. 53-54

Ibid", p.62.

Frayling, C., Th_e Rgval Çqllese of Art: one hundred and fifty ]'ears of
art and desiÊn, London, 1987, p.16.
Fraylir,'g's histor¡ of the Royal college of Art provides a synoptic
narrative of the South Kensington College with a greater emphasis on
the twentieth century than on its influential earlier years. euentin
pell's The Schoolssrt Desisn and stuart Macdonald's The History and
Philosophy of Art Education, London 1970, provide more det'¿iled stt¡dies.

Macdonald, S., The History and Philosoohl¡ of Art Education. London,
L970, p.84.

Frayling, op. cit., p.23, See also Bell, Q., op. cit., pp. 83-85.

Macdonald, op. cit., pp. 88-102 gives a summary of Wilson's work as
Director and Headmaster.

Frayling, Ibid., pp. 22-23.

Macdonald, op. cit., pp. 157-161.

A short history of American art education is to be found in pappas, G.
London,

L970. See Elliot W. Eisner and David W. , 'Some Historical
Developments in Art Education', pp. 12-25.

Eisner, E.W., Educatine Artistic Vision. New York, L97L, p.34.

Macdonald. op. cit., p.260

ch, E.H., The
Oxford

1979,2nd ed. 1984, p. 38.

Gombrich, Ibid., p.41.

Lindsay, J. William Morris. His Life and Work, pp.38l-382.

Ashwin, C. Art Education documents and policies. London, 1925, p.61.

crane, w., An Artis-t's reminiscences, London, 1902. see also pevsner,
N. The Pioneers of Modern Design. p.290.

36

37.

38.

39.

40.

4L.

42.

43.

44.
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Notes Chapter I

lrayling, op. ci!., pp.16-17, comments on the lack of consensus about
the exact meaning said, rather

.scurrilously, that t sl olnãsig¡íchoserDesign'because he the Englisñ tõrióãssinf

An interes-ting and often quoted example
from the diaries of Delacroix¡ "If you ar
sketch of a man who has thrown himself ime
he is falling from the fourth floor to the le
!o produce great mjrsterpieces" translated from Baudelaire 'La vie etL'oewe d' Eugene Delacroix cited ir arr

nI
in

teaching of Caterson-Smith,
of Art. Caterson-Smith introduced

rhearteducationalisrMarionni"n"rlrål:iulTffifr :ittîr'##f, i
book Art and the Child, London, lg4g, p. lZ.

In.1791 a cl-range in,academy regulation allowed non academicians to
submit works for extribition. white ¡ ve filures ,rróli"g-ã

0 in f 765 to 794 in U9l
,000. From time to

significant change was the
n to the medals. A 3rd class medal

carried 250 francs Þrize, whilst a first class medal õarried *itrr ii;--"
1,500 francs prize. The average t
month, White's source, is Louii, p
depuis cent ans, Paris 1950. See
the past and oresent, Princeton, 195
and White op. cit., p.87.

Jacques Lgui¡ D""id ple-f¡cured the Revolution itself in two great
history paintings 'The Oath of the Horatii' an¿ 'niuius', whiclítrâvl been
seen as manifestoes of artistic revolution. The subject matter was arevolution.against the traditional academic traditi*.- oarrid haà -
become alienated from the Academy through the years rôaãi"g ùp to theRevolution. The democratisation oí the Àc"a¿emy'rtät.¿ with David
lobbyine for a r cing the-ncãaemyas- --'--
aristocratic, an tutlonal re*rõlutiõn. 

-D"*rid *",
{eegly involved l-91. Anita nrôokner goes into
pavi-d's l,it_igious ac-tivities thoroughly in her wort< ¡aóques-iouis óãvi¿,
London, 1980, pp.95-104

see-Rewald, 
-J-., 

me nlstorv,or tmpr¡ssþnlm, New york, 3rd edition,
1961, pp.69-93 for a discussioñilihã Salõã-des nerusàs and the
re-organisation of the Ecole des Beaux Arts.
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53
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See Slnith, 8., , Melbourne, 195g, in
which Hirschfe art teaching at Geelong ór".."i-
School using Bauhaus principles.

For reference to the 'B¿refoot prophets' see Ulrich Linse, although at
the time of writing ulrich Linse's work, 'Burfusige proptrétãn - eäôr.,
der zwanziger' was not available in an English túnslation. In a ñ"i;;

ei¡rhard R r_dolph and Charles Ford suggestfBarefoo_t Prophets' are a mirror imag; of
ublic and that they led directly to a c-ult of

''oii:1ft'åli;,'ff H1í;ä_, li.''n'o
4 translatio-n i-s give¡ in Bauha!¡!, published for the Institute for Foreign
Cultural Relations, Stuttgart, 1975, p.13.

N_aylor,_G., The Bauhags Rçassgssed: sources and desien theorv, London,
1985. See pages 15, 43, 44 a¡d76.

Viola, W., Child Art. London, L942.

It_t91 J., Desien and Form: the basic course at The Bauhaus, London,
1964, p.9.

Klee and Kandinsky both wrote exte,nsively on their theories of art, thus
g1o-viding some of the first twentieth century theories of art educaîion-
Although Kandinsky emphasised the spirituaÍ in art it should"otiõ - 

--

assumed that his teaching was entireþ mystical. Kandinsky's uLiiér in a
universal language of form, and what he õalled a study of tire science oiart, laid much of the basis for the essential Bauhaus tïaching iltf;;- -
which has become so widely_disseminated. rn his analyticat ãiñinä
classes he would set up, a still-life group; the drawings which ;¿i;
made by the students then reduced the group to its säuctural etóments,its tensions and stresses.

tics of the individual parts were emphasised by the
r elements to geometric shapes. In his colour-

colour emphasise¿ m litläririlhe 
active and passive qualities of

class. The message of non-objecti
was essentially a search for a basic
which attempted to get beyond the
surface of_app_e_arance of reality to the inner core of matter. Like his
colleague Paul Klee, he wanted to ar alyse the creative process itself.

Klee also wrote extensively on his philg_sophy of art and, in The Thinking
ere and Sqdagosicat notebook, he details nuch of his er.periããiãi|ff
In one of the best knorpn-of his sayings: "Art does not reproduce tht--
visible but makes visible", tre parãilets Kandinsky's ideas,^ but he also
relates his teaching to a theory of nature.

55.

56.

57

60

58

59.
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ised his concept of
the artist being to

s Naylor suggests,
ocesses of natural

processes in order to establish laws
p.90. Klee wrote: "His (the artist'

s
of

, 

" 
::':;1".'i:, î ål: ï:;lå?'#,:3;I'

that Klee implied by this that artisrs woiked iiitrout hisíoricãl
precedent or any_preconceived conception of the phenomenon 'work' inorder to express its essence. Naylor op. cit., p.90.

The real issue facing the teachers of the Bauhaus was to find ways ofrelating these ideas o_f-creativity to industrial production. In thã- 
--

_t-ga.chiqcs of Mohoþ-¡agr some hints for the fïture ápp.".. In New
vision he wrote: "The criterion should never be 'art'-ói 'not arti: butwhether the right jorm-was given to the stated runòtion ... whetherirri,will ever be called art is of secondary importance". Õuotine i;ñR:ä.
France. Plants as inyeqtions, "All tecirnicåt forms ""nì, ¿eã'uceJlrom'
forms in nature. The laws of least resistance and of econody of effoit,make it inevitable that similar activities will lead to simitar toi.ï...- -'
F ".y 

bush, every tree, can instruct him, advisu tti., ànd show him
i1v-en_tio1¡, apparatuses, technical appliances withoui number. "Moholy-Nagy, The New Vision, pp.29-31

Not only is there a looking back to the organisation of Art Nouveau withits straîgling lianas of style, there is a loõking fo.*ãi¿ to much of1Ë--Modernist art of the late nineteen fifties and-sixties and its assoõialeátheorising. Art became a notion based not on urtuuiirt.¿ canons-õi---
taste, but on the erçerimentation of artists who claimr¿ ttãï tnry-¿i¿not know what art looked like, for it was process which 

"o*i"ã,Toî--product.

Moholy-Nagy,had been, as Naylor points out, "one of the few Bauhaus
desi,gners to discuss the role o1 the u orker in ttre pioclss otproduction." Naylor, op. cit., pp.145-146.

Kandinsky and Klee, in their search
nature had produced some of the mo
but its relevance was not apparent:
Moholy-Nagy and Breuer resulted in
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61. see Ashwiir,, 4rt educatigq docqment! and policies for brief summary of

post war developments. ïlthen the author of ttris ttresis was examineã 
-

for the Ministry of Education Intermediate Certificate in art and crafts
(1254) and the National Dipl_oma in design (r9s6) the drawings an¿
paintings were examined in London, at à centrai examinatioã centre.

62. Kandinsky,-w , Poi{r,t ar.rd Line to plane, originally published in 1926 as
Punkt a,nd linie,zuJlache,_by the Bat¡haus iJavaiÍaËle as an unabridgeã
re-publication by Dover, New Y ¡rk, l9?9.

63. First Report of the National advisory Council on Art Fabrication,
London, H.M.S.O., 1960.

64- Sir Misha Black", 'Notes on desigq Education in Great Britain,' Readings
!! 4rt and Dçqiqn Education. t. Edired by David warren riper,Tããffi
L973, pp.29-54.

65. Ibid,, p.33.

66- Pjp-"-t, David !qTen., Be¿dinesin Art Education 2. London, After
Coldstream, 1973, p. 155.

67. Ibid., p.65.

68. Piper, David warren., Readines in Art Education l: After Hornsey.

69. Pevsner, op. cit,, pp.39-40.

70. Ibid,, p.42.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL ART PRACTICE AND ART

EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA, 1788-1914

Jlg-lt! S¡rstem in Early Colonial Ar¡stralia: Acclimatisation and Adaptationu88-1860

"As the School of Athens has
the school of Hobart Town do
community subsist, by honest

It is a remarkable comment on the vision and energy of the educated

social elite of early colonial Van Diemen's Land and New South Wales that,
during a short period, the middle third of the nineteenth century, all the

necessary conditions for an embryonic professional practice of art were

fulfilled.

In his preface to George Nadel's Australian Colonial Culture Hartley
Grattan wrote of the:

c-ontinuities, ac-cepting discontinuitie s,
tionsr, from which a pãlpable originàl-'

The continuities Grattan referred to included institutions such as law,
parliamentary government, education, politics and culture. As Serle points out
in From Deserts the prophets Come:

"Almost eve-ry institutio as recreated _friendly societies, trade
societies, savings banks, temperance

But the fact of transportation of such institutions alone, like the

transplanting of delicate seedlings, by no means guarantees successful and

lusty growth. A successful art institution requires an appropriate economic

infrastructure, and the missionary enthusiasm behind the founding of
mechanics institutes and schools of arts was not always matched by a local
response. And although some sort of an art institution existed from the
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earliest dates of settlement it remained embryonic until the lgggs, by which
time the native born were taking over and a nationalist cultural movement

commenced.

The mature phase of British and European art 'institutions'had emerged

by the early nineteenth century. The use of the termrinstitutiolis here taken
to be that of George Dickie and refers to the whole network of art activities,
including art criticism, art organisations and societies, art marketing systems

and art training establishments. (4) By 1860, these factors of a developed art
system were also in existence, to some extent, in van Diemen,s Land, New
South wales, victoria and South Australia. western Australia and eueensland
did not develop these sytems until nearer the end of the century.

However, it wourd be misleading to count the mere presence of art
galleries, art schools and art societies as conditions sufficient for a flourishing
art profession. The early history of professional art practice in Australia was
subject to the vagaries of the economic condition of the Colonies, as well as to
the changing attitudes and priorities of their inhabitants.

Indeed, even in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the financial
rewards for fine artists \+,ere every bit as precarious as they had been in the
first decades' In the Melbourne magazine 'The Australasian Sketcher,, volume
I, number 1, there was a review of the 1873 exhibition of the recently formed
victorian Academy of Art. It commenced with the following cautionary
comments:

"In all colonies especially a very
most difficult to flourish. The e
patronage, and art patronage of a
of money and leisure. We ñave pl
have very little leisure. Our rich
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Although there is no evidence that many mare readers of 'The

Australasian Sketcher', by 1873, were carrying many loads themselves, nor that

all homes were rude unornamented structures, the view does indic ate a

particular public perception, in which fine art is presented as a luxury.

Many small, often short-lived private art schools appeared during the

early and middle years of the century, and many lectures at the mechanics

institutes proposed the desirability of combining 'the light of science and the

powers of art', but it was not until the last quarter of the century that formal

state funded art academies came into existence in Australia. (6)

In addition to the free settler artists and the gold seeking artists, some

of Australia's earliest professionally trained artists were transported felons.

Some, like Watling, had been unable to avoid using their artistic skills for
forgery; others, like Thomas Bock, had been transported for quite unartistic

crimes. (7)

No locally born or trained artist appeared before 1g50. The first
colonial artist to be trained in Australia was Robert Dowling who, although

born in England, arrived in Van Diemen's Land in 1834 at the age of seven. As

a young man, he studied with practising Launceston and Hobart artists,

including Thomas Bock and the competent amateur the Rev. T. Medland. rn

1850 he set up a studio as a professional portrait painter. The first
Australian-born artist of consequence was William Charles piguenit. piguenit

was born in Hobart and studied with a pupil of rurner, Frank Dunnett, in the

1850s.

It is necessary to look briefly at the uses to which art was to be put by

the young colonies and the manner in which artists responded to these needs,

and also to see whether there was a difference between what the market

needed and what the training available provided.
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The function of art in Australia changed when the colonies began to be

publicised as potentially ideal settlements for migrants with capital. These

migrants included the professional classes, the civil servants, pastoralists and

merchants, who were to form the potential art audience. In addition there was

a handful of professional artists who made the long and arduous journey to
Australia in search of new subjects, new markets or new lives. A¡ artist like

John Glover, who settled near Hobart in 1g31, was said to have chosen

migration in the face of a falling-off of art sales in England owing to the

post-Napoleonic slump. This could be so, but it hardly e:çlains why a

sixty-thre e year old artist with a considerable private fortune should re-settle
himself in van Diemen's Land. His migration remains a mystery, but one

reason could be simply his ambition to live the life of a country squire,

continue to paint and make the basis for a new future for his family. Unlike

most early artist migrants to Australia, Glover u'as no second-rater. This was

the man with the self-confidence to stand in the Louvre with his easel placed

strategically between a Claude and a Poussin to paint one of his own works,

which so impressed Louis xVItr that a special gold medal was struck in Glover,s

honour. Glover had run a gallery in Bond Street, London and was a founder of
the Royal Society of British Artists. (g)

Other artists, like Augustus Earle, journeyed to Australia as if repeating

Dr' Syntax's tours in search of the picturesque. (9) These early artist migrants

had news value back in Britain, demonstrated by the appearance of a drawing

of Glover in his Antipodean home 'Patterdale', which was reproduced in one of
the most influential art magazines of the day, 'Art Journal', in July 1g50.
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In 1852, Charles Dickens wrote the article 'Fine Arts in Australia, for

'Household Words'. In this article, Dickens refers to the curious visit of the
history painter Marshal claxton, who arrived in sydney in lg50 with two
hundred of his paintings, which he hoped to sell in the corony of New South

wales. No works did, in fact, find a home in Australia, which perhaps provided

the idea for Joseph Sheridan Moore's gloomy suggestion that an honest friend
would advise a professional "tolerably well known, second-class European artist
to stay at home ... for the time has not yet come for the cultivation of the fine
arts in Australia." (10)

Moore was writing during the decade of the early discoveries of gold in
payable quantities, which events certainly changed the context of the art
institution in Australia by providing the necessary wealth for an art market.
The goldfields attracted several artists of significance from Europe, who came

looking for gold rather than new outlets for their artworks.

These artists from Watling to Von Guerard, who came to Australia for
whatever reason between 1792 and rg52, arrived as fully-fledged artists
trained in the fine art systems described in chapter one. Early colonial
Australia was a mainly pastoral and agricultural economy with each colonial
capital forming a comprehensive administration, commercial, educational and
cultural centre and the communications hub of its mainly small hinterland.
until the gold rush there was littre other urban development.

It would be reasonable to say that there was, at that point in Australia,
virtually nothing in the form of the kind of industrial development which had

called into being the British and European schools of design for artisan
training' Instead, the major demand was for fine art commodities: that is to
say, works of documentation or representation, for example portraits,
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landscapes, depictions of houses and settlements and natural history

illustrations. In addition, the early years of the nineteenth century

experienced the era of liberalism and improvement, which held that the arts
were active moral forces essential to the proper conduct of a civilised society.

When art education began falteringly with private lessons by the few
artists of Sydney and Hobart, it was geared more towards the leisure artist
than to any intending professional.

The Fr¡nction of Australian A¡t

The earliest involvement of professionally trained artists with Australia
was through the documentary art produced on the early voyages but erçedition
art was not produced for Australian buyers. It did, however, establish an

enduring genre of documentary painting in Australia (which eventually became
superseded by photography).

Sir Joseph Banks, who had heroically eschewed, as he said, ,,doing what
every blockhead does ... the Grand rour of ltaly", and had instead sailed with
captain cook, had included two artists in his team to record the landscape and
natural history' The essential follow-up work to all significant eighteenth
century expeditions was the subsequent publication of the illustrated voyages,

and also the production and exhibition of formal studio-based High art works
portraying incidents or landscapes from the voyage. (ll)

As well as the natural history draughtsmanship, the skills of a portraitist
and history painter were called for in a successful expedition artist. John
webber, the artist of the voyages of the 'Resolution, and ,Discovery,

(1776-L780), as well as memorialising events such as the meeting between
cook and the natives of van Diemen's Land, also found himself creating the
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symbolic fictions of history painting with his 'Death of Captain Cook' which, as

Rudiger Joppien has shown, portrays cook as an agent of peace and human

understanding who became a victim of his own humanity, so creating a myth

which had far reaching consequences on future relations with the people of

Hawaii and the Pacific in general. (12)

The Banksian approach to natural history and the landscape was early

established in Australia, as shown by the surprisingly large number of works

which documented the growth of sydney and parramatta from hasty

encampment to self-conscious civic dignity.

One of the received traditions of Australian art is concerned with this

problem of perception of the Australian landscape, it having become

commonplace to see the history of professional painting of the Australian

landscape portrayed against the background of inappropriate European models.

(13)

The suggestion is often made that it took almost a centur¡r before

Australian born artists could paint accurate representations of the gum tree.

It is true to say that many of the early portrayals of the Australian landscape

and growing urban landscape often bear a remarkably European or British look.

This is especially so with the first views of sydney. But as many of the

drawings were modified by hack artists for later editions, and were often
printed in London, the oak tree look of some of the pictures of Botany Bay's

trees is possibly as much the result of this continual re-drawing as of the

original typology. (14) They must also be affected not just by pictorial

conventions and the processes of translation from one medium to the next, but
by the function of these drawings, paintings and engravings, which was for
promotional purposes to encourage migration to the colonies. (15)
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As has been noted in chapter one, the rapid development of printing

machinery in Europe created a new outlet for artists' work, but in early

colonial Australia this could not be so as the earliest local printing was simply

letterpress, which was slow and primarily used for printing government papers

and orders. (16)

A good indication of the earliest activities of the new Australian artists
is given by an examination of John William Lewin's career. Lewin is credited,
by William Moore, with opening the earliest art school in Australia in lgl2.
(17)

when Lewin ran his academy, so styled, he gave lessons in sketching and

painting for five shillings a lesson. His own work is typical of the natural
history artist: it is much more about facts than would be the work of the true
academy trained painter. Although Lewin appears to have been highly
regarded in the colony and he even painted decorations (transparencies) for
civic occasions as well as the topographical views, his lessons do not appear to
have received much contemporary notice. (lg)

Bernard Smith's suggestion that Lewin was relatively unfettered by the
European vision necessitates some comment on the issue of perception and

cultural influence on sæcalled representational art. As Gombrich has shown in
'Art and Illusion', art provides us with a schematic framing device through
which \r'e see and portray the world. The unfamiliar Australian landscape could
only be approached by the early settlers through whatever references could be

made to familiar models. Bernard smith has referred to the fence of
picturesque taste which prevented early travellers and e:çlorers from seeing

the peculiar beauties of Australia, and Smith points out that Lewin,s ability as

a natural history illustrator enabled him to see the eucalypt in such a way that
s'e can trace the rude beginnings of an Australian School of landsòape painting
to his work, which was lacking in the 'side screens of picturesque foliage., (19)
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The perception of the Aboriginal inhabitants was also conditioned by the

same stereot¡ping, it being a common habit to portray the natives in the poses

of classical sculpture, or poses drawn from the repertoire of Neo-Classical

history painting. The similarity between portrayal of Aborigines by e:çedition

artists such as Webber and the portrayal of American Indians is an interesting

and revealing area, and one which has received tittle attention to date. (20)

As has been indicated by the examples of early artists practising in

Australia, not all artists were fully and formally trained: many, especially the

civil servants, military and naval men and surgeons had received the kind of art

training available to gentlemen concerned with providing sufficient skills at

representing a picturesque prospect. But artists like Augustus Earle, Benjamin

Duterreau, Juan Ravett and William Westall, had received a genuine academic

art education and they were raised in the tradition of the NeeClassical. The

well established schema for seeing and drawing the life figure provided these

and other similarly trained artists with models of universal types. This

typology was their artistic vocabulary, from which their visual language was

constructed.

The early academies, especially that of the caracci in Bologna, had

established systematic visual recipes such as ways of drawing facial features

and poses, on which were built the later formulae of Reynolds and his

followers, who searched for universal stereotypes and thus provided the

academically trained artist with a series of standard forms to follow. Later
manuals gave artists full pattern books of vocabularies of figure poses,

expressions and appropriate proportions. Gombrich draws attention to this
proliferation of artists' recipe books and indicates that over five hundred titles
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on this topic were listed in 1888 in the catalogue of the British National Art
Library. (21) When learned, either in the academies themselves, or through

self-instruction books, this schema of proportions remained as an armature for
the construction of drawings of figures wherever an artist was working - in Van

Diemen's Land or the Thames Valley; Blackheath, New South Wales or Black

Heath, South London.

If the mental set which controlled the representation of figures was the

academic and NeeClassical, its stylistic antithesis, Romanticism (and its
earlier manifestation, the cult of the picturesque and the sublime) controlled
landscape perceptions. Just as Petrarch (L304-74) is the often quoted source

for the commencement of mountain worship, so Burke, wordsworth, Ruskin and

Turner ushered in its culminating phase, and it was their infruence which

informed many of the early pictorial traditions in Austrarian art.
when, in the 1820s, the Great Dividing Range ceased to live up to its

name' the travellers there saw it through eyes influenced by the theories of the

sublime. Baron Field, Supreme court Judge of New south wales, wrote a

report 'on crossing the Blue Mountains' tn 1g22, which was published in

'Geographical Memoirs on New South wales'. This paper contained the later
often quoted sentences which established a commonplace view about

Australian landscape, and especialry the role of the eucalypt. In his litany of
boredom he wrote:

'rWhat can a painter do, with one
harshness about the perennial lea
my eyes. There is no flesh and bl
"Netr' South Wales is a perpetual
scene in it of which a painter co
disguising the true chalacter of
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when he got above the tree line, however, he was exulted by the
grandness:

"The night was stormy, but little lainy - all in the sublime. ,,The powerof hills was on me," as Wordsworth says." (i¡J-

Field s'as steeped in the wordsworthian philosophy and had, in fact, been part
of the literary circle in London which included charles Lamb, Henry crabbe

Robinson, Coleridge and Wordsworth.

In Chapter One, the French based fine art education tradition in Europe

was described as being built upon figure drawing from the life, after lengthy

apprenticeship founded upon the studies of the antique and copying. Despite
the wordsworth influence landscape painting, which flourished from the
beginning of the nineteenth century, was rarely taught in the English or French

academies except to private students, although (perhaps as an indulgence)

constable was encouraged to lecture at the Royal Academy on the painting of
clouds and other landscape issues. But the English watercolour drawing

tradition provided a process ideally suited to landscape painting, especially by
travellers, for it was a very portable medium, requiring none of the equipment

used in oil painting. Not until the 1840s were oil paints available in collapsible
tin tubes, and so, working out-of-doors in oil paint $'as rare t¡ntil the French
protelmpressionists of the lg50s and sixties.(24)

The Emergence of Anate¡¡r art

Just as the invention of oil painting in Northern Europe contributed to a
status change for artists during the Renaissance, so the use of watercolours
and special papers, such as rvvhatman in the early nineteenth century, helped to
create a demand for art tuition for the middle-class lady and gentlemen

painters. (25) It, in effect, democratised the fine arts; and it was to this
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audience that the visiting and resident professional artists addressed

themselves. conrad Martens, in 1g56, lectured in sydney to a newly formed

society of amateur painters. Presuming that most of his audience was

committed to the practice of that delightful but difficult art he remarked that:

Martens then went on to deal with actual practical aspects of the
process of 'sketching' and 'finishing' of works on the spot. He made it quite

clear that, although nature was a great teacher, the example of other artists
was even more significant and his lecture was full of quotations requiring a

knowledge of rurner, Reynolds, cox and copley Fielding to be fully
understood' He was not above disagreeing with Reynolds' rule-based theories.
undoubtedly members of Martens' audience would have included his fee paying

students' He brought a rare level of technical expertise to his audience, and

this could well be the first Australian lecture which dealt with specific
professional technical issues.

The period from the lg30s to the lg50s saw artists attempting to
reconcile the aims of the analytical and descriptive method of recording the
strange and wonderful forms of nature with the established procedure for
constructing a unified painting, and in this procedure they were paralleling the
problems of toxonomy which were faced by the naturalists' discoveries of the

unique flora and fauna of Australia.

The fashion for amateur painting was rather more strongly established

in Tasmania than in New South wales, with several of the senior members of
Hobart's society having skills and enthusiasm for painting. smith lists as
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practising amateurs the Colonial Auditor (George Boyes); Bishop Nixon and his

wife; George Frankland the surveyor General and his replacement James

Erskine Calder; samuel Prout Hill (leader writer of the Hobart Mercury,

ex-secretary of the Sydney Mechanics' Institute and popular lecturer); Thomas

chapman (teacher of drawing) and Mrs Louisa Ann Meredith (Louisa Ann

Twamley) who wrote a considerable number of books on flowers and even

returned to London at the age of 79 to supervise publication of her book 'My

Bush Friends in Tasmania'. (27)

The arrival in Tasmania in 1843 of John Skinner Prout, nephew of the

wcll known English painter and engraver Samuel Prout, Eave a strong boost to

landscape painting and Mrs. Meredith referred to a fashionable epidemic "of
landscape sketching and watercolour fever which raged with extraordinary

vehemence. The art which Mr. Prout practised so well at once became the

fashion." Prout was obviously a persuasive lecturer for Moore records that,

when the committee of the Mechanics' Institute in Sydney (1840-4f) invited

him to lecture on landscape painting "there was seating for five ht¡¡rdred, but

this was not sufficient for the accommodation of all those who desired to

attend.f'

When Prout had arrived in Hobart Town the enthusiasm of the Bishop of

Tasmania, the Government Architect and the Colonial Treasurer supported

what became one of the earliest formal extribitions of painting in Australia.

The show, held in the Legislative council chambers in January, 1g45,

comprised nearly 300 works. The show's success encouraged Robin Vaughan

Hood to open a purpose-built art gallery, which housed a second successful

show in 1846: previous to this the early colonial artists had managed their own

art work sales and exhibitions from their studios. (2g)
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Augustus Earle, who was one of the only two important professional

artists working in Australia in the twenties and thirties, had opened his own art
gallery in sydney for displaying his own work as early as 1g26, which, it was

said, "was much visited by the youth of the colony and must have had a

considerable influence in providing good taste among the rising generation." (2g)

Earle's work was featured in an article by John McGarvie for the

'Sydnev Gazette' in 1829. (30) The article 'On the State of the Fine Arts in
New South Wales' credited Earle with having had a considerable influence in

keeping alive the public taste of the Colony and of building on the earlier

works of John White, William Westall and J.W. Lewin. Bernard Smith suggests

that this article could be considered as the earliest serious public comment on

the fine arts in Australia. (31)

Earle did not stay long in Australia, but his gallery and exhibition of
work was a timely reminder for John McGarvie (lz9s-lgs3) to recall:

"It served for a time to recall th

question the soundness of his inte
of its possibility." (32)

Earle was one of the few early colonial artists able to paint a
competent full length portrait canvas and his portrait of Sir Thomas Brisbane

hangs in Government House, Sydney. It is the first official colonial painting to
be publically commissioned and the cost was 50 pounds. perhaps this ,bargain,

was not unrelated to the early stages of the cultural cringe. It was

contemporaneously noted that the decision to commission a local artist rather

than a London painter was also:
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"on account of the risks and delays attending the transmission of onefrom Europe, and with a view to continue a iesemblañ; óf Hi,
t of the progress of the fine arts in New
a_rlist_in England had had the job it would
IV!r. E1{e, in Sydney (where ðverything ãlse

ceives 50 pounds." (j3)

Earle also painted a portrait of the Aboriginal leader Bungaree, whose

acceptance of a king plate stating he was 'Bungaree: King of the Blacks' and

his penchant for discarded uniforms, made him a familiar figure to new

arrivals. (34) When Earle returned to England in 1828 he continued to paint

Australian landscapes.

Many paintings of Aboriginals in Van Diemen's Land were produced by
Benjamin Duterreau, despite his early realisation that there was little or no

market for these subjects. This almost fulfils a condition of much early

Modernist art work which is produced with little or no likelihood of finding a

market. (35)

The vexed issue of finding a market for art products, which is so crucial
to any professional artist, was a problem individual artists shared with the

manufacturers of the mercantile nations. (In ttre period following lgsl,
developing new markets became of major concern for all governments.)

The Australian art market in its early stages localised the documentary

character of elçedition art. In this sense it was somewhat similar to the

demand for professionally painted or engraved pictures developed in provincial

Britain of the late eighteenth and nineteenth century.

This also relates to the demand for artistic education for the amateur of
the middle classes. Not until the last third of the nineteenth century did the

beginnings of secondary industry produce a demand for technical training in
drawing in New south wales, victoria and south Australia.
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A¡t Education in Eastern Ar¡stralia

"And now just two words for our utilitarian friends: words that should
have the same effects upon their hearts and pockets as had Ali Baba's
two words on the cavern door in the fable. ART pAyS.''

Joseph Sheridan Moore, lS5Z (36)

Moore's argument in favour of art education might not have been

supported by the evidence of examples of such financially unsuccessful fine

artists as william Strutt, but it was a familiar enough theme in British

educational circles, relating as it did to an emphasis on art in industry and

technology rather than to the vague notions of cultural improvement so

favoured by mechanics institute lecturers.

Moore, an Irish writer and educationalist, wrote in the short-lived

Sydney literary journal 'Month'. He published two articles on art training but

was, in effect, twenty years too early with them. However, his ideas sowed

the seeds for the later development of what Murray-Smith summarised as the

need to introduce through art and design a new note of sensibility into

Australian character and Australian environment, thus refreshing it after

generations of graceless toil. (37)

Moore's two 1857 articles deserve close attention as they illustrate an

awareness of two distinct fi¡nctions for art, which are seen by Moore as

naturally enhancing rather than exclusive. These purposes became artifically

separated by the labels 'Fine Art' and 'Useful Arts' and lie behind the various

divisions of art, design and craft which were institutionalised in elementary,

technical and higher education in the later years of the century.

Moore began by berating Sydney society for its philistine apologists who

argued that it was too early for the cultivation of the fine arts in Australia:

Quoting Re¡rnolds, he argued that the academies of art encourage a love

of country:
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"Genuine lov_e of country - the real, joyous, abiding rroae feeling - is
strengthened- and prys-erved by a thorough knowledge of the sceñery of
one's native land. This knowled¡ e we can never fully, and in its
brightest form, acquire without academies of Art." (38)

Having referred to the patriotic potential of art, and especially

academic High Art and landscape art, he presented the other side of the coin

and followed the utilitarian argument that:

"Beauty can vindicate herself in the market place. The list of articles,
manufactured in Great Britain, for which continental Artists alone, tili
within the last few years, gave designs, would astonish the reader not
versed in such kinds of statistics. Designs for laces, ribbons, embossed

similar light gear, are at the present
ench and German artists. In fact, the
18s

ndon, resembling the celebrated one in
Paris, at the Hotel Sale." (39)

Moore then quoted from Dyce's report on Continental Academies which

had contributed to the foundation of the School of Design (then at Marlborough

House) and made a plea for a system of Australian art academies which he

formulated in a set of specific propositions:

(lst) everyJVfunicipal town in the colony,
itute, in connection with such Institute, a
d Drawing (including Design),

(2nd) That such school be open to all persons of good character, who can read
and write,

(3rd) That there be a Local loard, consisting of - members to superintend and
carry out the objects of the lnstitution,

(4th) That there be annual examinations and extribitions - the extribitions open
to the pupils of all schools, private and public,

(5th) That there be prizes awarded once a year, the principal one of which
shall be a Scholarship of pounds, tenable for - years,

(6th) That the Sydney branch of the Institution be called the 'Australian
Central Academy of Fine Arts and Design'.

Moore estimated that two or three thousand pounds of 'good British money'
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would be necessary and that the funding could come from one or all of three

sources:

1. Government Treasury; 2. Municipal; 3. private individuals.

In his second paper Moore summarised his earlier propositions and made

it clear that his ultimate goal was in fact an Australian school of painting

rather than simply artisan design technical training. The liberal education

aspect was apparent in the paper and continued the argument of art as a moral

force in society:

"The ts, clerks, artizans etc., _ in
Fyd" impulse in rhis diretüon, whohave refined recreations ióiwhichthey to us how these young aspirants
can best employ thei ill the practical *e"îuní tnat
many of them would temptátion, if the schooís we
recommend were est (40)

Although no real development of these proposals occurred until the last

quarter of the century, the argument and propositions of Moore defiantly

cleared the ground.

As has been described in chapter one, in Britain there was a clear

difference between the concept of schools of design and schools of fine art.

The pragmatic Mr. Moore saw the value in continuing both, not in opposition

but in the form of an art academic coalition. His notion of using the

mechanics' institutes as the basis was reasonable, given that when he was

writing the mechanics' institutes were the only well established institutions of

vocational education.

Moore's anticipatory comments are worth noting because they define

the main oppositional themes of the period: useful art versus academic art;

imitative fine art versus experimental fine art; an Australian fine art versus

international fine art. This list of opposites can be seen as a dialectical

process but it is a process that was not completed until a century after Moore's

publications.
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Indeed, it could be justifiably argued that only in the pluralist period of
art theory, the nineteen seventies and eighties, could any reconciliation of such

opposites be envisaged.

In studying the institutionalised development of art education in

Australia, the researcher will find many anomalies, not the least being the

various uses to which the word 'art' is put. In enrolment records of
institutions and art departments art may well have included house painting

classes. Lists of drawing courses would include the mechanical drawing

classes classed as art in some schools and as technical subjects elsewhere. The

freehand drawing classes were most usually considered as art drawing, and

photography classes sometimes came under chemistry!

Students, although they might have intended a career as fine artists,
could be undertaking the basic hand/eye training classes in geometrical and

architectural drawing because that was all that was available to them in their
local school of art, and drawing in all its forms was regarded as the proper

basis of all art education.

The influence of the British art education system was paramount

throughout the period under discussion. The Report of the N.s.w. Board of
National Education, 1859, showed clearly the influence of the British system,

as Quentin Bell later summarised, in which drawing training was to develop

accuracy of eye and skill of hand. (41) The Sydney Mechanics School of Arts
had instituted drawing classes by the rg50s, which were to be the direct
predecessors of the courses at the later National Art School.

Joseph Fowles, arrived in sydney lg45; d. lg7g. He was the first
teacher of drawing in N.S.\ry. and he wrote an article in the lg6g Australian

Journal of Education on the value of drawing in which he placed it in
comparison with writing which only, he said:
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the power of erçressing things
ideas of the same thirg; so iI
deas we could not form a core

eas a very rude drawing would at once
n." (42)

This view reiterates the long standing value of drawing as

documentation and recalls Leonardo's claims for art as being 'of the mind', and

a valuable tool to science.

The role of technical, rather than fine art drawing, in nineteenth

century society was emphasised in Fowles' article when he listed its

indispensability to architects, surveyors, engineers, cabinet makers, coach

builders and every other manufacturer, and

"to the artizan it is indispensable, or he could not understand the
drawings he was to work from. Drawing gives to children ã-Uriiu, ur.. It causes them to notice obiects

induces habits of neatness anä order,it affords endless amusement to
atural objects."

Then Fowles got to the crux of the whole South Kensington System, and indeed

the basis of the academic art training system, when he concluded his essay on

drawing by emphasising the importance of imitation:

"we are all children of imitation: it is one of the most powerful
faculties \rye possess; for by it we learn our fiist lessoni.i

In his final paragraph Fowles quoted de euincy as saying:

"De Quincy says imitation would
full exposition of man ... indeed
his habits, that cannot be referre

) possesses this imitative faculty and as
, rt, all must be capable of acquiîing a

99_r.tain degree of proficiency by practice, aided bi ñó; i"rìñtiio".,,(43)
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Imitation or Originality

These basic imitative principles of academic art training, before long

came into conflict with a pre-occupation with originality which was an

inevitable consequence of the concern with uniqueness of Australian subject

matter and the drive for the development of an Australian School of Art.

Originality had been esteemed in Europe as a result of the concern with

matters of individual freedom which emerged during the French Revolution and

$'as exemplified by the Romantic artists, poets and theoreticians. Indeed, as is

shown in the study by Albert Boime 'The Academy and French paintine in the

Nineteenth century', the Academy did emphasise originality, but:

"as a mark of an aristocratic elite, revealed only in a chosen few _
which made it significantly different from ttre áttitù; õó;!il;lity ofthe.'Independents,' who saw originality as a mark of pãrrónäù"w än¿subjectivity, and therefore available t-o all." (44) -

The academic and avant garde dichotomy which divided art practitioners from

1830 to the present day is rooted in this distinction.

The function of copying was often defined in almost cannibalistic terms,

and Boime refers to the concept popularised by Frazer, in which the imitation
assumes a magical quality, so that the thing imitated and the imitation are one

and the same, and the power of the one can be absorbed into the other through

the medium of imitation. (45) This was the principle of copying which formed

the basis of the painting classes taught at the end of the century at Victoria,s

National Gallery School by Eugene Von Guerard.

The principle of copying which Von Guerard invoked followed the

guidance of many significant artists, for example Ingres:

"Go to the Old Masters, talk to them, they_ are still alive and will replyto you. They are your instructors, I am only an assistãni i"-inåit r"hool.,,
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when criticised for copying the great French NeeClassicist, Ingres said:

"You don't make _sometþg fro1 nothing, it is only the rendering
familiar to oneself of the invention of others that enables one tõmake
good things." (46)

The goal of the nineteenth century copyist was said to be to t'wrest from

genius its secret." Unfortunately, the examples of art available in Melbourne

were Eastlake's purchases for the Melbourne National Gallery which were

somewhat short on genius, and Von Guerard's own painstaking painting method

would have ensured that an inventive or analytical study of other artists' work

did not occur, (whereas Van Gogh made interpretive studies of Delacroix:

Delacroix himself had made copies which had a vibrant sketch quality and,

indeed, part of the French Ecole des Beaux Arts tradition was the use of the

rapid sketch.)

The issue of originality or imitation, creation or copy is central to one

of the main art educational themes of the period, and especially to the last two

decades of the nineteenth century. It establishes the main grounds for

opposition to the South Kensington system and it provides the basis for an

alternative model espoused by independent art academies. This issue can also

be seen as an intrinsic aspect of the debate about the necessity of an

Australian Art; especially the emergence of a national tradition in the last

decades of the nineteenth century and its resultant ossification into a

conservative regionalist style against which the modernists and

internationalists of the mid twentieth century \r'ere to react.
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Professional Art Training in Victoria a¡rd NSIV

The debate about originality and copying, which was the heritage of the

Romantic Movement in art, itself a child of the French Revolution, and lineal

descendent of Rousseau, s'as not initially considered by the educationalists.

By 1875 technical education (of which art education in the form of drawing

training was a crucial component) had become a major concern in Australian

education. S. Murray-Smith speaks of the increasing emphasis on drawing

training as being evidence of harbingers of change in Victorian state education

with an acceptance of its value to the working man. Technical education had

come to be considered as quite beyond its narrow industrial context, as an

educational Weltanschauung starting in the Kindergarten itself. This attitude,

revealed in the 1877 victorian Royal commission into the educational

institutions of the Colony, was emphasised by Royal Commissioner and later

Minister of Public lnstruction, Charles Henry Pearson, who argued for state

provision of rhomas Huxley's "Ladder reaching from the gutter to the

university." (47)

The victorian schools of Mines, which included Ballarat, Bendigo,

Maryborough, Castlemaine and Bairnsdale, all offered a wide range of drawing

and art classes in the Seventies, Eighties and Nineties. In lg90 the most

popular classes at Maryborough were in art and drawing (34 pupils out of the

116 on the rolls) and when the Geelong Technological School first opened in

1869 it had two teachers only, one instructing in drawing and painting, the

other in construction and architecture.

The history of technical education in Victoria commenced in 1868 when

the attention of the legislative assembly was directed I'to the desirability of
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providing such education amongst the working classes of the colony." The

Commission, which was established initially under the chairmanship of Judge

Bindon, continued in existence for 21 years and its efforts were mainly devoted

to the establishment and maintenance of schools of design þy f 885 4l such

schools were being subsidised).

In the 1869 progress report of the Technological Commission (V.3 p.473),

it was stated that:

"considering how intimately connected the arts of drawing and designing
are with manufacturers and machinery, and that the mecñatti"sãtt¿
artizans of this country are without that assistance afforded both by the
manufacturing capitalists and governments of Europe, we are of tn.
opinion:

That a teacher of Decorative Drawing should be engaged to give
instruction to citizens and others, esplcially with rãrãren"ã io -
ornamental and decorative work as used in ârt and manufacture. And
also that a teacher of Mechanical Drawing with suitabÈ 

"pplià"".r 
¡t

qppointed to_give instruction to artizans ii architecture 
""ä 

õ"Ëi".ering
drawing." (48)

The Technological Commission concerned itself with the establishment

of the Artisans' schools of Design as well as encouraging the holding of

exhibitions of fine arts in Melbourne. Support for technical education came

from craft unions and, in 1869, the Trades Hall Artisans' School of Design was

established by the Painters and paperhangers' society, with popular and

successful painter Louis Buvelot being included on its staff. By this time the

mechanics' institutes had run their course: in Australia they would seem to

have been moribund by the late 1860s. (49) The Technological Commission in

1870 resolved to subsidise the schools of design by paying 2/6dper quarter for
each student attending eight times. Prizes, extribitions and examinations were

established and, by 1872, the number of schools in Victoria was stabilised at

about twenty.
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The report on the Commission's work contained one paragraph which

sums up the simplistic view of the status of drawing:

"Nrone can visit the evening classes in our large towns without feeling
that their moral use is scarcely second to their material; and that
hundreds who finp a healthy occupation in drawing or colouring would
otherwise be listless or dissipated." (50)

This describes their utilitarian function, although Stephen Murray-Smith

suggests that posterity should be grateful to the schools of design "even if they

had done no more than shape the talent of the coach builders' apprentice

Frederick Mccubbin and photographer's assistant Tom Roberts." (51)

In the 'Australasian Sketcher' of 9th August, 1873, in an editorial (which

also referred to Anthony Trollope's visit and his remarks on the ladies'

fashions), there is an interesting summary of the schools of design in

contemporary Victoria:

"In Melbourne the schools of de-sign have recently held their yearly show
of drawings in the annexes of sixteen public librãries. These-schoóls are
planted here and there over victoria, being held in every available

ceived only some 750 pounds a
girls are received as pupils and
nt. Nearly all who attend are

the day - indeed these schoóis were
begun for the good of such persons - wherefore the work is carried on
during the evening hours. Allowing for the drawbacks of previous
fatigue and sometimes of deficient tighting - the drawingi on the whole
were creditable." (52)

It was under these circumstances that the young Tom Roberts and

Frederick McCubbin sought to find the pathway to High Art.

The Nation¿l Gallery School of Victoria

The founding of an Australian art industry and the emergence of what is

quite properly considered as Australia's first school of painting, occurred in

Melbourne in the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
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The National Gallery of Victoria had been founded under the name of

Museum of Art in 1861 as a part of the Melbourne cultural complex, which

included the Public Library þuilt 1850) and the National Museum of Victoria.

Money was voted for the purchase of art works to satisfy Sir Charles Eastlake's

intention that I'the proposed gallery will serve to assist the practice of young

artists in Australia, as well as form the taste of the public." (53) This National

Gallery, the Museum of Art, was the basis for a Gallery School providing the

two streams of art education, design and fine art. The two key positions -
Master of Painting and Master of Drawing - went to Eugene Von Guerard and

Thomas Clark respectively.

As several of the artists associated with the Heidelberg School were, in

one Ìvay or another, linked to the National Gallery School and the Victorian Art

Exhibiting Societies, it is relevant to examine the National Gallery School in

some depth. An examination of the training and career of Frederick

Mccubbin, a leading member of that school, provides an example of the

professional development of a late nineteenth century Australian born artist.

Frederick Mccubbin enrolled at the Lygon street School of Design

specifically to learn to draw the figure:

"They asked me what class I wished to join and I said figure drawing, so I
was soon settled in a seat, and a venerable old gentlemãn with a heãd
the counterpart of the bust of- Socrates, made in outline drawing of a
head which'*'e spent the evening copying carefully in our drawini
books." (54)

This venerable old gentleman was Thomas Clark, then actually only 55

years old (McCubbin was 14 years old). Clark, who had petitioned the Victorian

government in 1861 urging the establishment of a National School of Art in

association with the National Gallery of Victoria, was to be appointed as first

drawing master when the school was established in 1g70. He had had a
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distinguished art career in England, although he apparently had also

distinguished himself with his indiscreet association with female students at

Birmingham School of Art and had to resign his post there. A fellow student

with william Etty at the Royal Academy schools, clark had taught at both

Nottingham and Birmingham Schools of Art. These schools, especially that of

Birmingham, had been influenced by B.R. Haydon and were prominent in their

preference for the fine art style of teaching, rather than the restrictive

practices of the South Kensington style.

ln James MacDonald's essay The Art of Frederick McCubbin, which was

published during the artist's lifetime, this early experience of the 'The School

of Design' was described as follows:-

"The School of Design of those days was a sort of parent to the modern
technical school. Various trade subjects were taught there, and

wing and design were touched upon. The
as crude in the extreme. Drawing was
o some trade work; for instance, the

pupils were directed to copy ornaments, mouldings, and pillars
etcetera. It was a kind of artistic trade gymnastics, suiiable for
plasterers or potters, but occasionally there would be a little effort on

ch quaint
might be y
practical
eful to the young artist." (55)

This is perhaps unfair for Clark did go beyond the elementary syllabus; but

MacDonald put his finger on the inadequacy of the system with the comment

that

"He (McCubbin) found that it called for no great exertion on his part as
the curriculum consisted simply
drawing elementary models; so
elements of art, a futile toying
art student than beneficial, the chool did nothing to further the
creative faculty of the young artist." (56)

Such classes met once a week. At the end of each night class session of

copying Clark handed out lithographs for his pupils to copy. A contemporary
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illustration shows a very crowded class room with what appear to be at least

six instructors demonstrating aspects of design, geometrical figures and

elementary anatomy with eminent gentlemen sitting aloof at high table; and it
also shows over a hundred pupils in the one room at Lygon Street. But despite

the inadequacy of the classes McCubbin remained grateful and wrote:

"It is surprising the amount of t
these schools. To enumerate a
their training under these condit
sculptor; Mr. Tom Roberts, pa

In the report of the National Gallery Committee to the public library,

museums and National Gallery the attendance figures for 1870 were given as

6 students in the school of painting, and 35 in the School of Design. The School

of Design was seen as the stepping stone for students who wished to enter the

School of Painting. By 1875 these had risen to 27 students in the School of

Painting (3 men, 24 women) and 188 students in the school of Design (54 men

and 134 women).

The curriculum was graded in four levels, with the subjects including

elementary drawing and design, drawing from the antique, life drawing, still
life.

Clark, who had encouraged McCubbin to enrol in the new school seems,

by all accounts, to be the 'laisse z f aire, type of artist/teacher by no means

r¡ncommon. MacDonald summarised Mccubbin's disappointment:

a boy he had resolved to be an artist, he
should one day be able to receive some

s tudent s w e rc r e r t e nt ire ry, ; ifJJå ìi::. "i'l*tïittråäXtu'li, 
",,work on the hardest cast in the Gallery (and very often did) ;d iloun¿er

away for weeks without anybody attempting to þut him rigfut." (5g)
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ïvhen, in 1875, Mccubbin's coach painters' apprenticeship came to an

end, he was able to work on piece work for coach builders and by working for

three weekdays a week, he could manage to attend the painting classes on the

remaining two. But here, too, the eager baker's son from King Street, west

Melbourne was to be disappointed, for Von Guerard's classes, according to

James MacDonald:

"consisted mostly of young ladie
pastime. The methods of instru
students were set to work
they had finished that, sta
subjected to a vague, mostly complimenl
who, to do him justice - was probàbly convinced that his theories of
t,eaching were of the most sound ordêr ... No attempt was made to teach
the students to paint some simple object, such as a vase of flowers. Allthat was required was that you copied pictures." (59)

Von Guerard was an artist who had been trained in the traditional

German Academy system. Swiss born Louis Buvelot (1S14-1888) was the other

candidate for the 250 pound a year post of painting master. Buvelot had

arrived in Australia in 1865 and brought with him a painting style somewhat

reminiscent of the French Barbizon School, although there had been no direct

influence. (60) It was in direct contrast to the meticulousness of Von Guerard,s

Germanic approach. Thus the two basically different art academic systems,

the French and the German, came into existence in Australia.

As practising artists the two candidates (neither of whom spoke English

well; Buvelot virtually not at all), had built up quite different clienteles, and

had created very different subjects. Buvelot's subjects were the relatively

commonplace settled rural landscape around Lilydale and Mt. Macedon; they

had a homely quality, despite their moody or roseate lighting effects. In many

works winding paths and cart tracks are stage sets for minor anecdotal events,
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such as wood splitters or passing travellers to enliven the foregrounds.

Buvelot's clients tended to be the growing middle-class nouveau riche of 1860s

and 1870s Melbourne society, his style serving to re-affirm the attitudes and

values of his clients.

von Guerard, by contrast, tended to travel farther afield, even on

erçeditions of e:çloration; and as clients he had the new squattocracy, who

had little art experience, knew what they liked, which meant they liked what

they knew. What they knew most intimately were the facts of their own farms

and stations and the great sweeping panoramas of the high country.

Von Guerard based his proposed scheme of teaching, which he presented

to the trustees, entirely upon the style of training he had received during five

years at the Kunst-Akademie of Dusseldorf from 1839 or 1840. That Academy

\{'as unusual in providing landscape painting classes; and its director was

Wilhelm Von Schadow, a former Nazarene (whom Von Guerard had known in

Rome, where he also studied).

A recent biographer of Von Guerard - Candice Bruce - summarises Von

Guerard's teaching scheme as involving:

aphy then statues (presumably she
f perspective and anatomy from life
morality, the trustees would not allow

eventuauy, to painting srudies rllillrt"a::Tiårit 
old masters and then,

If this was his programme, then no major fault could be found with it,
for it describes the normal European academic system which had been in

operation for more than two centuries. That it failed was owing to various

factors such as the complete lack of any tradition of academic training in

Australia and the paucity of works of art of quality in the public collections.
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Also, there were no models of older generation Australian trained students or

artists to stand as witness to the effectiveness of the tradition. Added to that,

the young artists/students, like Tom Roberts and Frederick McCubbin, were in

a Ereat hurry to get out and 'be original': what they wanted to create was a

whole new National School. This drive to 'be original' was in direct conflict to

the normal academic system. There s'as some support for the embryonic

Heidelberg School from the teaching of rhomas Clark, and those would-be

artists who had to work during the day and could only attend School of Design

classes, ironically received the more tolerant teaching. (62)

von Guerard's approach to the school of painting students was

unfortunately rooted in the fact that he apparently despised their level of

ability and, although his students included Roberts, McCubbin, phillips-Fox,

Bertram MacKennal and Rupert Bunny, during his eleven years as master of

painting, he was never to encourage them to progress to the stage of original

composition. (63) The division of the school into a school of painting and a

school of design $'as a class division, a fact noted by Anne Galbally when she

wrote on McCubbin's art education:

"This rigid division into schools under Eugene Von Guerard and Thomas
Çla¡k ._.._perpetuated the class structure õf a method of art training
derived from England but uneasily transplanted into the much morðfluid
and mercurial social structure of Melbourne society. The division was
inherent in the way the schools worked, for as the þainting classes were
only held during the day it was thus impossible for änyone-who worked
for their living to attend them. In this way progressión from the School
of Design to the School of Painting was virtualþ closed off to all but
those students who had access to financial backing." (64)

Clark's design classes, however, allowed his students to create original

composition. He occasionally took students out sketching, encouraged

McCubbin to paint out-of-doors on Saturday afternoons, and claimed to
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regularly "exercise students in figure drawing." But Clark was in poor health,

he spoke only in whispers to his large classes of students, and he retired in f 826.

A further source of art e:çerience was available in the 1870s in the

form of the 'Victorian Academy of the Arts', which had been established in

1870 by Melbourne artists for the purpose of establishing schools for the study

of the various departments of the fine arts and for the annual exhibition of

works of art in Melbourne. The first exhibition was reviewed on the 2nd

January, 1871, in the Illustrated Australian News, and it was suggested that the

Victorian Academy:

"will _supply all that the higher walks ofart. It aims to take o thaticcupied by,
and will establish cl the Royal Acadeñiy
at home." (65)

This was a clear statement of professional intention and as such helpe/to

change the public perception of the concept of art as a profession.

By 1880, two key figures for the development of Australian art were to

arrive in Melbourne - Julian Ashton and George Folingsby. Despite their great

differences (Ashton was a committed out-of-doors painter in the French mode,

and Folingsby was to say: "The man who paints landscapes out-of-doors is a

damned fool") (66), they both contributed essential elements to the make-up of

Australian fine art training. Both were highlv trained in the academic and

French Atelier models. Folingsby, who replaced von Guerard, immediately

stopped all copying in the school. By 1883 he had initiated portrait painting

classes, basing his teaching on sound observational techniques, and even

encouraging students to work outside in the Gallery courtyard. Although he

was known as a painter of elegant full-length figure paintings, he was really
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a genre and history painter whose work was of the Munich Academy style.

Folingsby had spent five years studying in Munich where his teacher, Von

Piloty, had emphasised a style of psychological history painting. In his

paintings a decisive historic moment was rarely shown, but the moments

leading up to or after it were.

That Folingsby was a positive force in Victorian art has been adequately

shown by Leigh Astbury, and he has emphasised that, despite Folingsby's

predilection for the work in studio on history painting, he was not opposed as

such to the plein-air technique. But by the end of the eighties he was

increasingly being criticised for his Germanic emphasis.

In 1885 a letter to the press was to regret that: "Folingsby was so

devoted to the German School of Art ... The English School is too. much ignored

by him in favour of foreign artists." Astbury quotes a French visitor's

criticism in f 886 of the sameness of style of Folingsby's students' work "C'est

tres gentil mais ce sont tous de petits Folingsby." (62)

This criticism of cloning one's students could be, and often has been,

levelled against almost all significant art teachers, but the nationalistic

argument \ryas more serious and, in 1886, 'The Age' claimed that there was

"nothing distinctly Australian on the subjects/works or handling of students'

paintings." Mccubbin had been appointed to the School in lgg6 as acting

master and instructor in the School of Design and the mid-eighties onwards

saw the kindling of that brief candle of Australian creativity: Heidelberg and

the artists' camps at Box Hill, where the suburban McCubbin's bush imagery of

paintings with such titles as 'while the billy boils', 'The lost child', 'A bush

burial', and 'Down on his luck' created the mythic Australian visual stereot¡pes

which paralleled movements in literature and political activity.
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In the National Gallery report of 18g6, it was stated that:

"Painting classes have made mo
classes have increased in numb
signs of improvements since th
master of the School of Design.
have on all sides been acknowle
previous years, and no less than 22 pictures have already been
purchased." (68)

The National Gallery committee also reported the resolution:

"that it is elçedient to establish in connection with the art classes of
the National Gallery, a travelling scholarship (exhibition) of lS0 pounds
per annum, tenable for three years." (69)

This latter innovation was extremely significant for the maturation of

Australian art and art training.

1886 was a pivotal year in Australian art, for it truly marked a coming

of age in art education in Victoria. One of the Gallery School's own pupils,

Mccubbin, who had been born 3l years earlier in west Melbourne, was

appointed to the school and money had been voted for a proper travelling

scholarship. A major aspect of the institutionalisation of art practice is the

growth of extribiting societies. Of these the Victorian Academy of Arts is

significant. Founded in 1870 by Magistrate James Robertson, it held

exhibitions of its memberstwork at the Melbourne public Library and at a

picture shop. In 1874, assisted by a state government grant, the Academy

erected a building in Port Melbourne as its headquarters. The Victorian

Academy had been the centre of internal struggles which resulted in the

departure of the professionals Condor, Roberts and Streeton to found, in lgg6,

the Australian Artists' Association, because they felt, correctly, that the

Victorian Academy was dominated by amateurs. Tom Roberts himself had only

recently returned from London and Europe where he had seen some

Impressionist painting, and had travelled in Spain with John Russell. ln London
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he had drawn for the London 'Graphic' and attended classes at the Royal

Academy. The Australian Artists' Association was fused with the Victorian

Academy to form the Victorian Artistsl society, which became the leading

exhibiting centre for Australian artists, the annual show being held in the

National Gallery.

Ironically, despite this remarkable growth of self-confidence in the arts

in Victoria in 1887, the Technological Commission decided to officially

affiliate the Colony with the South Kensington lnstitution, and in effect, give

up control and regulation of art in the technical centres; the Science and Art
Department of South Kensington agreeing to issue the Colony annually with

examination papers which would be returned to London for correction.

However, in his thesis on art education, G.A. Hammond doubts that the scheme

u'as ever implemented as the Commission was terminated in 1g90. (70)

But whether the drawings were ever marked in London or not as the

drawings from Tasmania and South Australia most certainly were, the methods

of the National Gallery School drawing instruction during the first twenty

years were based unquestionably on the South Kensington system. when

George Folingsby died in 1891, he was replaced by Lindsay Bernard Hall, a

South Kensington and Munich graduate who expressed his programme on taking

up his appointment as:

"There is nothing new in the system - which is based in the first
instance ondrawing with good outline, anatomy, and therefor. ior. ...
tvg uphold the idea of scholarship, or thoroughness, rather than 

--

brilliance, and look for performánce, as oppõsed to promise,' (zr)

The value of Drawing Training for Elementar¡r Edr¡cation in victoria and NSlv

As stated earlier there were major assumptions about drawing: one was

that it helped to develop personal taste, and that this would then have its
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effects on manufacturers and trades; associated with this was drawing's

relationship to technical education and the belief that drawing, along with

other mechanical and scientific studies, would have a direct relevance to

industrial needs. This belief in the transfer of knowledge is called upon by

many adherents of the belief in the primacy of drawing training as preparatory

to technical training.

The introduction of drawing lessons was also linked with the

development of elementary education in public schools. In contrast, private

schools then, and during the present century, often employed well-known

practising fine artists as part-time visiting teachers. Their teaching often had

an emphasis on the concept of art seen as social accomplishment; it illustrated

the liberal attitudes towards the education of an elite, whereas art in State

education tended more towards the utilitarian system of drawing rather than

art education proper. Marisa Young has suggested that attempts to establish

formal drawing instruction between 1850 and 1870 in Central Board of

Education Schools failed in South Australia. (72)

In a paper on 'State Education and Culture', R.J.W. Selleck suggested

that, in the latter part of the nineteenth century, the school curriculum in

Australian state schools was

"restricted to reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar and geography,
sometimes singing and military drill were added and girls were taught
needlework ... art was not part of their experience." (73)

Technically this was true, for art as it is known today for its full gamut

of self-expressive techniques was indeed no part of school curricula until the

1920s or 30s, but art as it was understood in the nineteenth century was seen as

built upon the basic foundation of hand and eye training through drawing, and

this was most certainly encountered by most pupils in at least some of the

Australian colonies.
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Drawing training in public schools was established as early as 1855 in

N.S.W. and in 1869 in Victoria, although it was not until after 1885 that it
appeared in the South Australian curriculum and South Australia became an

examining centre for West Australia.

Drawing, drawing a¡rd more drawirrg

A recurrent theme throughout the history of the schools of art is the

contest between the fine art function and value of art education and the

technical or economic function. The drawing class was another arena where

this contest was fought. With the South Kensington system having achieved

supremacy throughout the western world the training of art teachers became a

responsibility of state eduftion systems.

The south Kensington system of teaching drawing for elementary

schools was imported from Britain in a virtually unmodified form. In lg65 one

inspector of the new Victoria Board of Education turned to drawing for the

promotion of "sound tastes in the rising generation" and another suggested that

"the cultivation of taste through drawing would reduce larrikinism ." (74) This

liberal function had been e>çressed by William Wilkins in 1856-1g57 when, as

superintendent of N.S.W.'s National Schools, he argued for a greater number of

schools to teach the subject ...

"No art" he wrote, "could be of g_reater utility in a new country, as the
sludy of it must cultivate those faculties wtrictr enable 

"s 
to ãËii""

pleasure from the beautiful in nature or in art." (75)

The function these educationalists saw was in fact closest to the fine art

function, for which purpose the rigid copyist's drill was not entirely suited.
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Hammond summarised these approaches in Victorian education by citing

Art Inspector George Simpson's Report lggg:

"If the hand and-eye are trained in appreciating correctness and form aselements, then the application of suõË to any ñaterial *ouiJ"õre withvery little practice in the workshop." (76)

Such an approach was based in a belief expressed in London by Richard

Burchett in 1857, that drawing trained two faculties ignored in the academic

curriculum:

erceptive and the reproductive and those most in
I applicatign. The eve is taught to see all
the hand is trained to do everythinffiore

Not until the late 1890s was this view questioned: one significant voice

in opposition to this mechanical drill was raised by A.c. woodward, then

Director of the School of Design, Bendigo who wrote:

"The question is, is the child developing its faculties? not whether it isproducing a finished drawing." (Zg) 
-

A further assumption re-stated the importance of drawing as a drill and

discipline. As there were sometimes huge classes (the 1893 Art Inspectors,

report quotes as many as 139 pupils in a class), this quality was obviously not

insignificant. Drawing discipline training was also associated with worthwhile

habits, such as neatness, orderliness and decisiveness, and so part of character

training.

when the South Kensington system itself began to move away from

these assumptions to allowing more freedom of choice and making art work

more individual and expressive then the way was cleared for art education to

accommodate fine art values rather than simply technical or quasi-scientific

values. During the early years of the twentieth century this new attitude

appeared in comments on art training. Victoria's Director, Frank Tate, in the
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Education Gazette of June, 1905, wrote of'expressive subjects', referring to

those subjects which erçressed thoughts such as reading, recitation,

composition, drawing, singing and modelling¡; slavish imitation on the part of

the children was to be discontinued. Thus drawing education changed sides,

from the sciences (and mechanical arts) to the arts. (79)

The courses in drawing consisted of copying from the flat. The copies

were imported from England and consisted of either lithographed sheets of

drawings, or drawing books. Poynter's South Kensington Drawing Books were

especially favoured and were officially recommended in Victoria by inspectors

Simpson and Carew Smith. Also officially supported was 'Ablett's Drawing

Copies'. (80)

T.R- Ablett was one of three very influential art educationalists who, as

early as 1855, had said of the South Kensington system:

"Is our syst_ep adapted to our pupils? observe the child - be guided byhints from him and adapt to him-- Make the means easy, thaíit may
express its thoughts and tryov doing so. Teach rrom níturã, áná free¿ its
tea-chings also. Beware of loss of enthusiasm. Let not the áim ãi
technical skill stagnate the intellect. Do not 

"opy.rréty, ffi 
-

originate, invent, educate." (gl)

Ablett was a witness to the English Royal Commission on Technical Instruction

of 1884. The Commission and its witnesses provided a positive army of critics

of the south Kensington system resulting eventually in the new broader

syllabus, the alternative syllabus mentioned earlier which encouraged free and

direct drawing, brushwork, pen drawing, object and nature drawing and

blackboard drawing. Drawing from the rotrnd or from three-dimensional

models raised the issue that each child had a different point of view, and that

therefore no longer could each pupil produce an identical image for simple

marking and correction.
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In Australia, as in Britain a little earlier, the last years of the

nineteenth century saw many references to change which eventually resulted in

a more pupil centred system. However, the changes instituted through the

professional practice of fine art took some time to reach the art schools, and

then a considerable time to reach the elementary schools. In Victoria, þy
1905), technical art schools were required to give studio instruction for

drawing teachers. The Fink Commission had advocated the importance of

national technical education. The significance of manual training was

becoming accepted and in victoria, in 1899, it was decided to introduce

woodwork, using arguments previously reserved for drawing:

"... The object of the teacher in woodwork in primary schools is not to
turn out carpenters, but to train the intelligence, to cultivate
carefulness, self-reliance, perseverance , and truthfulness in work, to
d_evelop the physical powers, to accustom the eye to accurate seeing and
the hand to dexterity of execution, to secure aþracticat apftiõat1oñof
drawing, to inspire respect for the work of the artisan, and to lay the
foundation for future technical training." (82)

There are, as Hammond points out, ambiguities in the statement

claiming, on the one hand, that the activity would help prepare pupils for

industrial or trade related work, but making claim that it is a liberal and

non-utilitarian concept on the other. At the turn of the century the popularity

of the swedish 'Sloyd' method was very strong. The sloyd system was

established in the 1870s and had an ea$et following in Britain. (g3)

An interesting Australian adaptation of the Sloyd System occurred when

Byatt introduced it to Victorian schools in 1900, with a theoretical component

for the Teacher's Certificate in Sloyd woodwork being introduced in 1901, and

a very demanding theoretical and practical training involving native timbers,

but with a conservationist element to the theory.
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However, the drill-based ritual, flat copying and repetitive reproduction

of works by minor old masters by those maturer candidates who sought a

career as professional artists remained common well into the twentieth

century. But despite that, the 1880s and 90s did produce a more recognisable

fine art style education for intending professionals in Sydney and Melbourne.

Melbourne's National Gallery School, despite its minor palace revolutions over

such issues as life drawing, had matured into a sound academic institution.

In the latter part of the nineteenth centur¡r and the first decade of the

twentieth, the art market developed quite vigorously. Despite economic

reverses the necessary conditions for the professional practice of fine art in

Australia (particularly in Victoria) were fulfilled. The existence of the Art

Gallery of New South Wales and the National Gallery of Victoria contributed to

the growing market for Australian art and printing of Australian subjects.

However, it must be noted that by comparison with European art works, local

prices were low. Nevertheless the market had been created and the first

professionals to emerge from the victorian art school system were to

contribute to what was, in effect, an art boom by the period of ïVorld I¡JVar I.

Professional fine art education in Victoria was focussed on the National

Gallery school, but the concern for technical education had caused a

proliferation of colleges which offered some courses, especially in drawing,

which might be relevant to the intending professional. In this respect, without

in fact intending it, the National Gallery School can be seen as occupying a

metropolitan position, with the suburban and country schools taking the role of

provincial schools.
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The Professional Training of Artists in New South ttr/ales

The last thirty years of the nineteenth century witnessed a remarkable

growth and development of Australian society, in terms of its optimism, its

population, and productivity. Between 1866 (Melbourne) and lg9? @risbane)

there were thirteen major exhibitions dealing with agricultural and industrial

developments, several of which had an inter-colonial or international

emphasis. By 1890 New South Wales technical education has been shown by

Murray-Smith to be a single system based on fifteen years of coherent urban

based and government inspired development. Despite similarities in methods

of art education in technical schools between Victoria and New South Wales,

Sydney's development in professional art education remained a decade behind

that of Melbourne. Although it is true to say that what became the National

Art School began within the Sydney Mechanics School of Arts in early 1859,

and McCulloch claims Joseph Fowles as its first drawing teacher with George

French Angas as examiner, it was not until the r880s that sydney's main

school for professional art training became effective. (84) This occurred when

a French sculptor with a colourful past, Lucien Henry, took charge of

modelling. Henry was appointed as lecturer in art by the Board of Technical

Education. His significance lies in the fact that he addressed the issue of

design in its modern sense. He had no time for the fine art versus design

debate and, although he was no product of South Kensington, he had all the

attributes that system aimed for, but failed to achieve.

Moore credits him with being the artistic discoverer of the Waratah: he

certainly provided an answer to the question: rVhat should be the content of a

true Australian art?", and he was among the first to realise the decorative and

design possibilities of Australian flora. Moore quotes him as saying:
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"Young men, you don't realise what wonderful flowers you've got in your
own country." (85)

The waratah appeared on wallpaper, based on one of Hen4r's designs and

became the theme of many of his later designs.

Henry had exactly the kind of universality which the various theorists of

art and drawing claimed as the aim of their courses. He designed stained glass

windows for Sydney Town Hall, designed þut did not complete) a chandelier in

the Hotel Australia and painted portraits and modelled portrait busts, including

a bust of Robert Louis Stevenson.

Henry was much praised for replacing the Acanthus with the Waratah,

the Lyrebird's tail and native shells. \ilith an official recommendation from Sir

Henry Parkes, Lucien Henry sailed for Europe in lggl to negotiate the

publication of his drawings; and he then intended to return to start a National

school of Decorative Art. At one stage (1g92), he was invited to take up an

appointment as 'Art Director of the Tasmanian Government'but he declined,

and indeed he never returned to Australia, dying in France in 1g96.

when Henry left, his classes were taken by the young Belgian Lucien

Dechaineux (1870-1957). Dechaineux later taught at Launceston (lg95-1902)

and then was founder of the art department and Principal at Hobart Technical

College (1907-1939).

Henry had been well aware of the cultural cringe already at work in

Australia and this was well demonstrated by his article on Australian

Decorative Arts written before his departure for Europe:

"According to their dictum, the
the Banksia is stiff, prickly and I
engineering and gives a splendid
perpetual motion, the kangaroo i
bird, a bad pun with some allusio

characterise the feelings entertained
it will require long yeais of hard and
to the decorative arts." (86)
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Henry was an influential teacher, and although he lived in Australia for

less than a decade, he is credited with having taught many of Sydney's

significant turn-of-the-century art and education figures. According to

Scarlett his pupils included James Nangle (Superintendent of technical

Education (NS\Ð); G.Aurousseau, G.Macintosh and A.Murray (instructors at

East Sydney Technical College); J.Tranthim-Fryer (Director of Swinburne

Technical College); Lucien Dechaineux and artists A.G.Reid, B.E.Minns,

G.W.L.Hirst and S.Cathels. (87)

Altern¿tive Schools in Sydney and Melbourne

The art educational theme of originality versus imitation and tradition

versus innovation, which was in part aspects of a nationalism or

internationalism debate, resulted in the creation of Australia's first alternative

art educational system.

A New south wales Academy of Art, formed by leading citizens and

artists as the parent body of the Art Gallery of New South wales, was in

operation from 1871-1880. It held annual prize exhibitions and, in 1825,

established a fee paying School of Design. The Academy imported plaster

casts from South Kensington and appointed two recently arrived Italian artists,

Giulio Anivitti and Achille Simonetti as lecturers in painting and sculpture.

The classes flourished until, (as had happened in victoria), the serious

professionally minded artists seceded. They formed the Art Society of New

South wales (later the Royal Art Society of N.S.W.) and the New South Wales

Society of Artists. The two societies remained rivals until amalgamation

became necessary in order to secure government grants.
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The New South Wales Society list of presidents includes Tom Roberts

(1895-1897), sydney Long (1890-1901), D.H. souter (1901-1902) and Julian

Ashton (1907-1921). They established a travelling scholarship in f 901. The Art

Society of New South Wales established a school in 1897 on a government grant

of 250 pounds and, as well as art classes, ran a wide range of social events,

including an Arts Ball and various affiliated clubs.

Julian Ashton, President of the NSW Society of Artists (1902-1921) also

had a close association with the Royal Art Society classes and introduced the

innovation of a ladies' life-class. He had a remarkable influence on art.in

Sydney after he left the Society School in 1896 to start his own classes, named

rather plagiaristically the 'Academy Julien.' He opened a school in King

Street, later going into partnership with Sydney Long. The school had classes

in composition taught by Thea Proctor and illustration taught by Norman

Lindsay. Although later renamed the 'Julian Ashton School', the school was

also called the Sydney Art School for thirty-five years. The school followed

the Parisian atelier system and it was run by artists for artists. Not

surprisingly, it managed to attract many pupils who later became successful

artists, including George Lambert and william Dobell. Ashton, who

contributed to the rise of the important school of Australian black and white

illustration had, in fact, been brought to Australia as an illustrator for the

'Illustrated Australian News' but left the paper as a result of squabbles with

the editorial policy. He worked for the 'Australasian sketcher' and the

'Picturesque Atlas'. He was a doughty supporter of young artists and

encouraged them in many ways.
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The proliferation of illustrated magazines and reviews from the 1880s

provided a new area of employment for young figurative artists, although not

all were suited to the stylistic requirements of the medium (for example,

McCubbin secured work on the Bulletin through Ashton but was not a success,

whereas another Bulletin artist recruited by Ashton, Norman Lindsay, became

very popular).

*'The Bulletin', Ashton was to say was the only cultural centre this
country possessed. It dominated opinion whenever penple were looking
for an intelligent outlook on life and art. It had start-ed into being a
genuine urge of Nationalism. It maintained a high standard in proÀe and
poetry, and black and white was getting in its pages a first chance of
individual expre ssion J (S 8)

What was it that made these private classes so attractive to art

students? A strong case can be made for the schools to be seen as providing a

unique life-style, approximating the Bohemianism known to exist in Paris.

In Victoria, when Emmanuel Phillips-Fox and Tudor St. George Tucker

opened their studio art school 'The Melbourne Art School' in 1893, they

promoted it as "providing a thorough art education on similar lines to the best

Parisian schools." (89) It is this school which was memorialised in Fox's fine

painting rThe art students', illustrated at the end of this thesis. This painting,

and photographs of art classes at art societies and other schools, suggest a

relaxed atmosphere. Indeed a life-style of relative freedom from the

constraints of late nineteenth century life was offered by the private

academies and it was one which allowed a higher level of social and sexual

equality and freedom. It is fair to say that in certain circles the spirit of the

'Fin de siecle' era in London and Paris survived remarkably well in Australia

for a few brief years and that it was this spirit which provided the studio

schools with their strongest draw card.
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Julian Ashton's teaching at his Academy was to maintain its

significance for three decades, and his influence continued even into the early

Modernist period. Dobell, crowley, Fizelle, passmore, Belette were all

students who played an important role in the contemporary movement.

Lloyd Rees wrote that:

"his attitudes were-ge-nerally liberal up to the point of Impressionism
and there is no dgubt he grante freedom of e:rpression to his students -his son Howard, Elioth Gruner, sydney ure smith, charles Lloyd Jones,
Norman Lindsay and many others. From this sydney individuaiism,
there arose at the turn of the century a group ór ariists wtro unããr tnetitle of 'Society of Artists' were to become perhaps the most inliuential
group in Australian art history." (90)

It is clear from the various artists' memoirs and interviews that the

school functioned like a Parisian atelier school. Many of its students were

earning a living by day and painting and drawing from the model by night. It
would have been the intention of many of the pupils, males and females, to

earn a living from their art, the association of the artists with exhibiting

societies helping to facilitate their careers.

Many intending artists involved themselves in activities at more than

one of the art institutions and, at a time when certification, except for

intending teachers, meant very little, the private schools and societies had

much more attraction than the state schools of design and art. However, they

were largely restricted to those who could pay fees, and so, consequently, the

social background of the students tended to be from a narrow band. Outside

of the metropolitan centres the suburban and regional schools of art and design

were well attended by female students.
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Art in State Education

The achievements of art education in Victoria and New South Wales by

1900 were considerable. Both colonies had imported the South Kensington

system of drawing training and had imported teachers to promote it. The

system was not modified by local teachers until the move towards freer

drawing, which occurred after the turn of the century. In addition to the use

of drawing for technical education purposes, drawing was introduced early into

the primary education system. The arguments for drawing training at

technical school and at primary school level were educational, moral and

utilitarian. As the progress report of the Victorian Royal Commission on

Technical Education emphasised

"Educationally-it tagelt the child to observe with care and accuracy,
orderliness and method ... as a manual training it was of service in äft
handwork, b.ecaus-e_drawjng itself was hand anã eye training. Úrãwing
was the basis of this and all technical work." (9li
The requirement for freehand and geometrical drawing, seen as an early

step to technical literacy, to be taught in schools, resulted in a need for

teachers of drawing to be trained. Although during the years of evidence to

the various technical education commissions there was much debate about the

necessity of such training, so well programmed were the systematic drawing

text books and exercises, that it was frequently argued that the drawing

teacher need have no special skills. However, by the early nineteen hundreds,

drawing certification for teachers assumed a major part of the art schools'

work. The numbers of enrolments for drawing classes were high indeed. In

victoria, by 1900, students (including all categories of drawing, modelling,

painting etcetera) attending art classes at the 41 schools of design in Victoria

totalled 2,500.
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Not only had Victoria's Department of Education adopted the teaching

methods of south Kensington but, for a period, it also adopted the south

Kensington system of payment by results. In 1896 the Department reverted to

the former system of fixed annual grants, but the heady optimism of the

eighteen seventies and eighties, in which drawing assumed a major role in the

imagined industrial and technological development of Australia, had become

rather soured by the time of Federation.

In its final report, in 1901, the Victorian Royal Commission on Technical

Education concluded that: "The establishment of schools of design was

productive of some little good in giving workmen and apprentices a knowledge

of drawing and geometry, but it is to be feared that much of the e>çenditure

produced no direct result and that art instruction was sought more as an

accomplishment than as a means of practical utility." The same report, in

referring to Ballarat west Technical Art School, which was under the

directorship of South Kensington trained and former South Australian master

George Re¡molds, commented that:

"Special attention is being devoted to to industry
although a proportion of the stúdents are studyiirg
with no definite intention of utilising )

As the total enrolment numbers of that school in 1900 was342, of which 262

were enrolled in freehand drawing, and 26 for painting, it is also clear why the

commission commented that:

"The state cannot_encourage the maintenance of too many art schools of
the character of the one under nrtice." (93)

There is little evidence of close links between art and industry in this

period. Few teachers t+'ere practising designers, whereas in the fine art area

the growing system of art societies and exhibitions allowed teachers to carry

on some degree of professional practice. The leading fine art school, the
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National Gallery School, continued the English and European fine art training

tradition. Many of the artists (male and female) who were to become

significant in Australian art were trained at Melbourne's National Gallery

School.

In New South Wales the leading establishment for art training was the

sydney Technical college's Department of Art, with the Department of

Industrial and Decorative Art having become quite separate. In the 1909

monograph published on the occasion of an extribition of students' work, the

Department's catalogue stated quite firmly that

"This_department provides a syste4atic course of instruction in drawing,
painting and modelling and is carried on by a staff of trained teachers -'
whose aim is to develop in the students under their care self reliance,
individuality and originality; to assist those who desire to make a

n; also to give
o adopt art as a
ications as teachers in

ols." (94)

The monograph "A quarter century of Technical Education in New South

Wales" showed quite clearly the effects of change between 1900 and 1909; for

the alternative system of drawing which had been forced upon South

Kensington was early assimilated into New South Wales. The School, however,

built upon the strength of Lucien Henry's teaching, made possible a relatively

freer teaching programme which, coupled with the private art school

atmosphere of Ashton's Academy Julian, made sydney more open to the

modernist art influences which appeared at the time of Wortd lilar I.

The very fact that a technical school publication can promote its art

department as a training ground for fine art is on the one hand an admission of

the existence of a professional practice in art, but on the other indicates a

shift from the strict South Kensington system, which forbade intending fine

artists access to its courses, towards a more open-ended art educational

system.
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Fine art training as a concept had survived transplantation to Australia,

to become closely associated with the nationalistic and

conservative-reactionary ideologies of the immediately pre-Federation years;

ideologies which favoured an art closely associated with national myth-making,

and which made possible the hailing of Streeton as the discoverer of the

Australian landscape.

Landscape painting out-of-doors had become part of the National

Gallery School's programme in the 1880s and, by the end of the century, it was

a subject offered separately by many of the technical schools. In this respect

the influence of the South Kensington system was completely replaced by the

influences from Paris through Folingsby at the National Gallery School and the

European and English influences through the example of Streeton, Roberts and

Phillips Fox.

However, in one place the influence of the South Kensington system was

unchallenged and that was in South Australia between 1882 and l9l5, during

the principalship of H.P. Gill, at the Adelaide School of Design.
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Notes Chapter 2

The issues of exploring human emotion in relation to art and nature
originated in the mid eighteenth century, with both winckelman's first
book and Edmund Burke's
ideas of the sublime: this s crucial to the development of the

etçlored
and In
sof

Marshall claxton (1813-81), a,prolific history painter, decided to try to
sell off some of his large stock of vorks in Auitralia and also to sta-rt an
art school. He arrived at a time when gold fever was depleting the
urban communities of N.s.w. and victoria, and he had titìle suõcess. He
went on to India and had a better response there. see smith, B.

, p.110, see also Moore Vol I,
pp.27-28 and Bonyhandy, T., 1987,
,Ioq_eph Sheridan Moore (1828-91) "Art Education in Australia", published
in 'luonth', a literary_p_eriodical produced in sydney in lgs7. Qúoted in
Smith op. cit., pp.147-156.

The published books of the voyages served as a validation and as a form
of possession. Even after settlement, Colonial paintings were sent to
London for exhibition; or, in the case of itinerant artiõts, returned to
London. colonial subjects continued to be painted. H.s. Melville
travelled in N.s.w. for six weeks in 1844 and extribited works on the
theme of s_eparation, including a very popular Baxter print 'The
squatterrs hut: news from home, 1880'.

Joppien, R., The art of Captain Cook's voyaees, Vol.3, pp.l26-L27.

A useful and we
McCormick, T.,
Sydney. Sydney,

Gombrich-'s study in the_psychology of perception, Art and Illusion
remains the major text in this area of art thèory. -
!pi!tt, B.t E=ur,op=ean=Yiqigq in the Sou . Oxford,
77 60, pp.l77 -L97, 230-232.
The same function could be seen in George French Angas' work and as
related by Smith his New_Zeqlang paintings, when extribited in London,
were accompanied by a New zealand chief in native costume.

McCormick op. cit., pp.308-309.

Moore op. cit., Vol.1, pp.13-15.

Smith, 8., Documents on art and taste in Australia. pp.3-4.

Smith, 8.,_ Australian= gaiqtine: . r974. p.19. also Documents
on Art and Taste. pp.17-18.
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Notes Chapter 2

.Ioppie_n, R., "Cqtaloging the Drawings from Captain Cook's Voyages: A
Task Completed." ln Auslralian Journal of Art. Vol.3., 1983, pp-.S9-Zg
refers to the use of classical stereot¡pes and especially Banksi
comparison of the Tahitians with the people of antiquity, Ibid., p.6S.

Ernst Gombrich has written extensively on artistic formulae and issues
of representation. The section v, 'Formula and erçerience', in Art and
IlluSion is a good survey of these early drawing manuals, especiaþ
pp.134-50.

Smith, B., Documents on Art and Taste. p.36 and p.35.

Smith. Ibid., p.37.

As well as the well documented improvement in art materials around
f 8+Q t9 1860, there is also the factor of greatly improved transport
facilities from city centres through the use of the railways. An
inte-r-estin-g study oj-lrench and English 19th century landscape painting
could be done in which location of paintings' subject matter waõ relateã
to the railway stations and metropolitan services.

) developed what was to become in its day
n England. He introduced paper in the tTSOs

suppry in Austraria and 
", 

M:"ci.*i:i",tf$', irillli":_î#il'llri:r,
used g,overnment issue writing paper. The size of newspapers was often
curtailed by paper shortages, especially in the 1805 period.

Smith, 8., Ibid., p.98. also see Moore, V., op. cit., Vol.I, pp.20-23.
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CIIAPTER THREE

THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF ART, ITS ORIGINS AND EARLY

HISTORY

"The love of art cannot but purify and refine. The improvement of the
taste of the people is always the groundwork of a radical reformation
of the baser habits. An attachment to the beautiful and the ingenious
in art banishes a wish for lower gratifications and less wholesome
enjoyments; and the cultivation of the Fine Arts, therefore will be
found a powerful shield against the assaults of grovelling selfishness.
A step in taste is a fine step in colonial life."

Thomas Wilson. (1)

The South Australian School of Art quite accurately lays claim to the

longest continuous history of any state-supported art school in Australia. It
provides an interesting example of a school of art whose origins and formative

years were based upon the central dichotomy, referred to in the earlier chapters,

of fine art versus design. The South Kensington rigid drawing drill which

dominated the curriculum of that system as has been explained was primarily

concerned with artisan education and the production of artist/designers for

industry. And yet, South Australia had practically no call for such designers.

However, so convinced of the essential rightness and goodness of the system was

H.P. Gill, the Head of the School between 1882 and 1915, that he contrived to

make it a mirror image of the South Kensington system, with its influence

reaching into the elementary schools and even interstate.

South Australia is an exceptionally good model for the study of the

institutionalisation of conventional art attitudes as well as the reforming

attitudes of the local avant garde. The South Australian School, more than any

other Australian school of art, was based on strict adherence to the earliest

South Kensington principles. Also the smallness of the South Australian

community enabled the school to have a more public profile than was possible
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in the metropolitan type schools of Sydney and Melbourne, with the result that

every storm in the parochial tea cup was treated as though it were cataclysmic.

The transplantation of the British system of art and design education to

South Australia, and its continuation in a virtually unmodified form makes the

school a particularly interesting subject, involving the establishment of the

State art collection, the initiation of technical education and through the

teaching of drawing the institution of an educational process which was treated

as separate from an education in any other subject.

Professor Frayling has shown in his history of the Royal College of Art

that when the British government decided to devote funds to the School of

Design in London, in 1837, the system they established became a unified

national system which predated the national system in any other subject. (2)

It is necessary to look at the origins and early history of the south

Australian School of Art and its relationship to other cultural bodies to

understand how this art imperialism occurred, and, to put that into context it
is necessary to examine the career and personality of H.P. Gill. This chapter

examines the years leading up to H.P. Gill's appointment.

The school of Art went through many name changes, not all of them

formalised. It initially evolved from the School of Arts, which was formed by

Charles Hill, simultaneously with the Society of Arts, in lg5l. In early years

their classes were held in Pulteney Street, then in the Institute Building on

North Terrace. In 1861 the name was changed to the School of Design, and the

school came under the South Australian lnstitute's control in 1881. ln the

Annual Report of 1883, after the two new positions of Master of painting
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and Master of Drawing had been established, the school was called the School

of Art, comprising Schools of Painting and Design. After 1884, with the

re-organisation of the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery, the Schools of

Painting and Design came under the control of the Fine Art Committee of the

Board of Governors. The reports of the Board between 1899 and 1908 used the

name Art School, but it was also referred to as School of Practical Art.

However, at the time of the transfer to the Education Department on 30th

June, 1909, the School is again referred to in the Report of the Public Library,

Museum and Art Gallery Governors as the School of Design. The report of the

Minister controlling education in 1909, however, refers to it as the Adelaide

School of Art, by which name it continued to be known up until March, 1916,

when it was formally changed to the South Australian School of Arts and

Crafts. (S.A.P.P. No.44 of 1917, p.39).(3) Throughout the years 1925-1950, in

correspondence and in minutes of staff meetings, the term used internally was

'School of Art'.

In 1928 a full-time secondary art school was constituted, which became

known as the Girls' Central Art School. (S.A.P.P. Nos.44 of 1929, p.l0 and

1933, p.ll). (a) It functioned as a secondary or preparatory department of the

School of Arts and Crafts; and it was discontinued in 1954.

In 1958 the name of the school was changed to South Australian School

of Art. This name was protected under the Torrens C.A.E. Act of L972, (Act

No.l48, S.A. Government Gazette, l4th December, 1972, p.2628) after which

the School ceased to be under the direct control of the Minister of Education.

Unless referring to a specific period, event or communication, when the

contemporary title is used, the name South Australian (or S.A.) School of Art

will be used by the author of this thesis.
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The Cultr¡ral Precinct of Adelaide

The origins of South Australian cultural institutions can be found in the

England of the pre-Proclamation decade amid the heady idealism,

entrepreneurial propaganda and social theories of the London based promoters

of the Colony. (5) When the South Australian Literary Association was

founded in London in 1834, it stated that its object was "The cultivation and

diffusion of useful knowledge throughout the Colony.rf That Association, with

its library of 117 volumes, which were despatched on 20th July, 1836, was, in

the broadest sense, the ancestor of the entire parade of cultural institutes to

be found today on the North side of North Terrace, Adelaide. (6)

The site where the South Australian School of Art conducted classes for

more than seventy years is now occupied by the University of Adelaide. The

Institute building (in 1991, still housing the Royal Society of Arts), was an

earlier home and the Institute's immediate neighbours, the State Library, the

Museum of South Australia and the Art Gallery of South Australia, were all

part of the same embryonic cultural institution of which the South Australian

School of Art $¡as an integral part.

In the early decades of the State's colonised history, the rcultivation and

diffusion of useful knowledge' was carried out by various agencies under

different labels. In 1838 a separate Adelaide Mechanics'Institute was formed,

and in the following year this was amalgamated with the Literary Association.

The new body was called the Adelaide Literary and Scientific

Association and Mechanics' Institute. Ten years later, this in turn combined

with the South Australian Subscription Library (formed in 1344) to become the

South Australian Library and Mechanics'Institute which, in 1856, was
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incorporated by Act of the South Australian Parliament into the South

Australian Institute, of which the South Australian Society of Arts was a part.

In 1884 the south Australian Institute was replaced by the public

Library, Museum and Art Gallery Board, which continued until 1940.

Considering that in March, 1837, Adelaide must have looked like a

surveyor's allotment, with thousands of pegs defining the shape of 'Light's

vision', it is remarkable that the nascent library was already to be found in a

wooden building on the parklands and that soon afterwards the earliest calls

from the community for the founding of a museum were being made. The

Mechanics' Institute held its early meetings in this same wooden building,

which was about twelve feet square, of which the Cyclopaedia of South

Australia was to say; "As lectures were also given in this edifice, there need

be no incredulity about the statement that it was crowded to the doors." (7)

These early initiatives, which are interesting as examples of intention

and desire, rvere not, however, fully realised for several decades. In La

Nauze's review of Pike's history of early South Australia 'Paradise of Dissent',

the comment was made that after the heady days of its creation "the province

fell asleep for a century" or, as Pike had put it: "After its lusty youth Adelaide

became sedate, gentle and unenterprising. No new ideas disturbed the calm of

orthodoxy." (8) However, even in 1836, some people saw little use for books

and J.H. James, writing in that yeaÍ, stated that:

"Young colonists are not very anxious about books, and reading is but
little indulged in generally. The amusements during the daylight at
least being entirely out of doors, in this fine climati and of a much
more attractive and stirring interest than anything written." (9)
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This historical clichelabout the unruffled calm is indeed challenged by

several South Australian artistic initiatives which are referred to in later

chapters. And yet, although the calm of orthodor(y was to be rippled by

several artists and artistic movements, it will be shown that the calm of

orthodo:<y usually returned.

In that 'lusty youth' the first South Australian lecture on art was given

as early as 1843 þy Thomas Wilson) and, on the eve of the Colony's

humiliating bankruptcy, Wilson was making plans for art extribitions and

calling for the establishment of a museum and art gallery. (10)

The Fi¡st Professional Art Activities in South Australia

Institutions such as museums and art galleries are crucial for the

establishment of a professional practice in art and, therefore, of appropriate

professional training. Hence the history of the training of artists in South

Australia is inextricably linked to the history of the total art institution: that

is to say, art galleries (public and commercial), art criticism, art lectures

etcetera. The distribution and consumption of art works must therefore be

examined as well as the methods of art training. Thomas Wilson had been a

major collector of art in England and his collection of old master prints was

justifiably well known. This collection had been sold in 1830 to settle his

ruinous financial affairs. It is hardly surprising, holvever, that his lecture on

'engraving' referred extensively to his own collection. ln this lecture he

deplored the lack of any art gallery in Adelaide, saying:
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"It is a matter to me of extreme regret, that with this lecture I have nomeans s the inpreced diately the
art (of anòes o SouthAustra me to supply this defect in a manner
which I am su,re will provide a source of delight and gratification to the
eye of natural and acquired taste, and to minds of reiinement." (ll)

Wilson had also been involved in the 'South Australian Magazine, which, between

l84L-42, printed 6500 copies weekly. (12) During the time of Governor Grey's

difficult administration Thomas Wilson was the second mayor of Adelaide but,

despite the fractious relations between the Corporation of Adelaide and the belt

tightening governor, wilson found time, in June, 1843, to give a second lecture,

this time on sixteenth and seventeenth century English poetry.

Although it was over a dozen years from the time of Wilson's lecture to

the institution of the first art school and the Society of Arts, those years were

very important for the establishment of the cultural context necessary for the

professional practice of art, and for the perception of art as a viable professional

activity in the financially uncertain colony.

One of the earliest artists to arrive was George French Angas, the 22 year

old eldest son of wealthy South Australian company chairman George Fife

Angas. G. French Angas, who arrived in South Australia on the 'Augustus' on

10th Januaty, 1844, soon embarked upon an energetic career as 'artist, traveller

and naturalist'. (13) Angas, who was to hold the first one man show in Adelaide,

had been preceded by S.T.Gill. A brief examination of Gill's career gives a fair
picture of the demands of the early Colonial art market. Gill, (no relation to

H.P. Gill) in 1840, after a year in South Australia, was confident enough of the

then boom times to place a catch-all advertisement in the South Australian

'Register' proclaiming his abilities as an artist. The advertisement read:
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"S.T.Gill, artist etcetera, late draftsman and water colour painter to the
Hubbard Profile Gallery, London, begs to announce to his fiiends and
P"b_lic generally, of Adelaide and its vicinity, that he has opened rooms
in Gawler Place where for the present he solicits the attenãance of such
individuals as are desirous of obtaining correct likenesses of themselves,
families or friends.

Parties preferring attendance at their residences may be accommodated
without additional charge. Correct resemblances of houses, dogs etc.,
with local scenery, executed to order.

Residences sketched and transferred to paper suited for home
conveyance. Orders executed in rotation. Open daily from eleven to
dusk." (14)

Ron Radford, in the catalogue of Gill's South Australian years, suggests

that during twelve pre-goldfield years Gill successfully undertook all those

subjects and more, and further proposes that it was Gill who helped to form the

bush mythology of which Tom Roberts, McCubbin and John Longstaff painted the

monumental icons. Gill's pre-1842 painting of sheep shearing could well be the

earliest representation of an authentically Australian subject, and his 1840s

mining pictures were equally significant as forerunners of later nationalist

themes. His pioneer town street scenes place him as a very early painter of town

life as opposed to the formal documentation of urban landscape. The question

'What should Australian artists paint?', which was referred to earlier in this study

was, in fact, early answered by South Australian artists who needed no such

debate.

Young artists such as Gill and Angas were probably more familiar with the

Illustrated London magazines with their tendency to genre illustration than with

the tendentious history paintings of High Art, and so they responded quickly to

the authentic Australian subjects around them.

Gill's confident advertisement is perhaps typical of a twenty-twe

year-old launching himself on a new career in a new country and, although there

is no evidence of the success (or otherwise) of this announcement, it does
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offer a succinct summary of the kind of art work an adaptable professional

artist in a non-industrial colony could seek.

The Art Gallery of SA's catalogue of Gill's South Australian years is

somewhat ambiguous, even misleading, regarding Gill's qualifications, stating

that:

"Gill had finished his education at a boarding school in Plymouth, a
town conscious of its artistic heritage ... regular exhibitions were held
in Plymouth and there were good art schools. Gill had received
training from competent art teachers of landscape and portrait
painting at the school which he left at the age of sixteen. He then
worked with a carver and gilder in Plymouth where he could observe
fine paintings as they came in to be framed. Bent on an artistic career
he went to London to take further lessons and found work at the
Hubart Profile Gallery which specialised in art paper landscapes and
silhouette portraits.'' (15)

Since neither Plymouth nor any other provincial town in the South West region

had, at that point, a formal art school, and since state art education did not fully

commence in England until the 1840s, Gill cannot be assumed to have had more

than his private school experiences behind him when he went to London.

Although there is no documentary evidence, Gill would undoubtedly have seen the

popular prints by Rowlandson, Gillray and the Cruikshank brothers and there are

distinct stylistic characteristics of these illustrators' influence in his work.

It is therefore incorrect to assert that Gill was well trained in the

academic sense. The first South Australian resident artist to have had a sound

formal academic training was the Berlin trained Alexander Schramm.

The Art Gallery of South Australia's publication on Gill quite properly

draws attention to the outstanding quality of Gill's South Australian work and its

author, Ron Radford, points out that by the 1850s there were, apart from Gill and

Angas, several artists (albeit mostly amateur) working in South Australia,

namely: Martha Berkeley, W.A. Cawthorne, E.C. Frome, F.R. Nixon, E.A. Opie

and John Michael skipper. Indeed, the claim is made that for a few years,
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between the late 1840s to around 1850, Adelaide (with a population of only

around 20,000) could be considered as the centre of Australian art. (16) By the

end of the decade the professional artists in the state included Gilfillan,

Alexander Schramm, James Shaw, Richard Read (Jnr.), Samuel Calvert and

John Crossland.

There is no doubt that these artists contributed to the burgeoning

cultural ethos of the colony, but the market remained uncertain and no less

precarious than in New South Wales and Victoria. It was sufficiently

precarious for Gill, by 1851, to face the debtorsr court and later head for the

goldfields.

Most of the professional artists who tried to make a living in Adelaide

during the forties and fifties were occupied in documenting the growth of the

city and the settled areas. The market they were courting was the demand for

images of South Australian life and landscape which could be sent back to

Britain, as well as the more public commissions which had a promotional

purpose. This was a market which would be tapped increasingly by the new

profession of photography. Photography was initially very e>çensive: a

Daguerrotype cost about 2 pounds l0 shillings (or two weeks wages for a

shepherd). The first daguerrotypes appeared in Adelaide in 1845 and the

system was not replaced by other processes until 1855. (lZ)

Drawing and painting initially had the advantage over photography of

easy portability, and watercolour painting was especialþ suited for travelling

artists such as Gill and Angas, who both accompanied exploration expeditions.

The first general art exhibition in Adelaide was organised by Thomas

Wilson in February, L847 , when fifty pictures were displayed in the legislative

council chambers on North Terrace. In addition to the works of several
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amateurs, works by S.T. Gill, Colonel Light, Conrad Martens, Skipper Naysmith

and opie were shown and in the following year the main body of work came

from S.T. Gill's Horrock's expedition watercolours. (18)

But by far the most surprising evidence of the growth of an embryonic

art scene was the 1849 exhibition, again largely the result of Thomas Wilson's

efforts which, according to Wilson & Borrow, included a raffle of pictures -
nineteen in total - including:

"authenticated originals of Murillo's 'The Administration of the
wilderness', valued at 105 pounds, an allegorical picture by Benjamin
West, autographed and dated, value 15 guineas, a study of a boy's head
by Gainsborough, autographed and dated, value l2 guineas,
Rembrandt's sleeping Burgomaster, a Dutch interior by Teniers, value
15 guineas, and the 'Recruiting Sergeant' by Hogarth." (19)

tililson & Borrow regretted that the State could not or would not purchase

these works (presumed to have come from \,lVilson's own collection) but they make

no comment about the fate of the works. It would have provided a crucial

nucleus to any future State collection and been invaluable as a teaching aid.

In the early forties South Australia had become economically depressed,

but with the fortuitous discovery of minerals a new prosperity was established in

t}¡'e 1842-46 period. The discovery of copper at Kapunda in 1841, and at Burra

Burra in 1845, had immediate benefit, not just on the economy of the Colony but

also on the artistic community. Gill, for example, was commissioned by the S.A.

Mining Association to paint a series of watercolours of mining scenes at two

guineas each.

But such commissions remained few and the return was hardly significant.

In this respect the South Australian career of Alexander Schramm is interesting.

Schramm spent the last fifteen years of his life in Adelaide. A former Berlin

Academy student, he did manage to achieve, during the fifties, several portrait

commissions, including the characteristic family groups. In his painting of the
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Gilbert family on their estate he also includes an Aboriginal family which, as

R. Appleyard says, in a significant article on the artist, shows his preference

for Aboriginal subjects which could have contributed to his relative lack of

local success. (20)

Appleyard suggests that A. schramm, mattress maker of the lg5l

Adelaide Directory, is the same man as Alex Schramm 'painter' of the lg6l

Directory, indicating that it took him a full decade to be in a position to give

up his 'other occupation'.

The foundation of south Australia under the utopian scheme of

'Systematic Colonisation' of Edward Gibbon wakefield, provided an image

overseas of an alluringly liberal 'middle-class paradise'. (21) Its claims for

religious and political tolerance could well have attracted Schramm who had

been in trouble with the authorities elsewhere. South Australia's acclaimed

Mediterranean climate certainly attracted many immigrants who hoped to

improve their health. Of these, several were significant artists who journeyed

to south Australia in search of good health and new markets.

Charles Hill (1824-1916) came in search of health and his long life
proved his wisdom. The excellent Royal Academy trained portrait painter

John Michael Crossland (1800-1350) probably had the same reason, although his

death from tuberculosis seven years after his arrival in South Australia shows

him to have been less fortunate. During his seven years in Adelaide he

produced many portraits of the prominent figures in South Australian life,

including the Governor, sir Henry Young; the chief Justice, sir charles

cooper and explorer charles Sturt. He is perhaps best known for his

remarkable portraits of Aboriginals.
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Crossland produced thoroughly competent life-size portraits at a time

when much portrait work was done by amateurs on a small scale. Some

indication of the practical difficulties facing professional artists is given by a

report that Crossland is said to have painted portraits on striped canvas

awnings. (22) ïvithout a market of professional artists the supply of art

materials is trnlikely to be established.

A further indication of the difficulties faced by the colony's early

professional artists can be gained from the story of the 1861 Society of Arts

exhibition, where Schramm had been awarded the first prize of 15 guineas and

Charles Hill the second prize of 10 guineas. The Committee, none of whom

had art training, disagreed with the judges and they accordingly reduced the

púze money to l0 and 5 guineas. As Appleyard says:

"Poor Schramm - as he was referred to in 1865 - he was well known in
the community but he had few friends: he was the most competent
artist in the community but he was criticised for his style anã
patronised for his continuing choice of the Aborigine aõ his subject."
(23)

Schramm was a good example of Australia getting better artists than its

embryonic culture could accommodate or understand.

Another example, although not so well trained, yet artistically well

connected, was Samuel Calvert. Calvert was the third son of Edward Calvert, a

close associate of Samuel Palmer and the followers of ïVilliam Blake. Samuel's

eldest brother tr¡as a close friend of George French Angas and they had come to

Australia together. When Angas's Australian and New Zealand pictures were

shown (with Royal patronage) in London the young Calvert was inspired to follow

his brother's example and he travelled to South Australia.
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He set up shop near Beehive Corner, announcing:

"To Draftsmen, Artists and Amateurs. Mr. Calvert now has on sale at
his artist's repository and office materials for drawing, etc. etc. ...
every description of pictorial art can now be executed and obtained at
the above office, King William St." (24)

Calvert also published the 'Illustrated Monthly Almanac' but it was short-lived

and he was lured away from South Australia by the Victorian goldfields. He did,

however, have a further link with Adelaide when, in 1876, he made a fine

engraved panoramic 'View of Adelaide from A.C. Cooke's Saloon', which

demonstrated his skill as an engraver.

By 1849 the population of South Australia had reached the number

required (50,000) for a constitution to be proclaimed and the new act of the

British Parliament providing for representative government eventually reached

South Australia in 1855. (25) In f 856 the new constitution was returned and

responsible government was proclaimed. As the London Times somewhat

superciliously commented:

"It must be confessed that it is rather an odd position for a new
community of rising tradesmen, farmers, cattlebreeders, mechanics
u,il¡ ? sprinklin-g of doctors and attorneys to find that it is suddenly
called upon to find prime ministers, cabinets, a ministerial side, an
opposition side, and all the apparatus of a parliamentary government -
to awake one fine morning and discover that this is no longer a colony
but a nation, saddled with all the rules and traditions of thl mother
country." (26)

The assumption of these traditions gave new impetus to those in the Colony who

wanted to see more positive steps being taken towards a formalised cultural life.

In that year the institution named the 'S.4. Library and Mechanics' Institute'

which was housed in Neal's Exchange, on the corner of King William Street and

Gresham Place, was dissolved, to be replaced by the 'South Australian Institute'.
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The South Australia¡r Society of Arts

In October of 1856 the first meeting was held of the 'Adelaide School

of Arts' at the Pulteney Street premises of the South Australiæ¡Institute. Its

aims were declared by Charles Hill as:

"the cultivation of the arts by means of lectures, conversations, the
establishment of a School of Arts and Design, a permanent gallery,
annual exhibition of works of art and such other means as may be
devised." (27)

This ambitious programme was, however, to take nearly three decades

to reach fruition. Initially the Institute and its affiliated country institutions

were no more than library reading rooms, even though they are no less

significant in the State's history. Several leading citizens had argued for some

years for the establishment of an art gallery and museum, few more eagerly

than Thomas wilson who, writing under the nomde plume rNaturae Amatorr,

wrote in the Examiner, l4th May, 1853, urging the Colony to attend to its want

of a museum saying:

"The South Australian Library and Mechanics Institute (of which I was
once the Hon. Secretary) several times declined, rising again
phoenix-like from its ashes. It has now been for a long tlme too firmly
established to be permanently shaken by any colonial vicissitudes; buí
its objects do not I believe includr the formation of any museum ... We
have theatres and races for the mass, and concerts and assembly halls
for the more refined; but no extribition at all of a character which
would be more food for the mind than the body."

Wilson then argued strongly for a natural history collection which he

believed could well be initiated by donations from the many collections already in

Adelaide:

'rln the other department comprising the Fine and useful arts, I must
say but little here, having gone to some length in the foregoing
remarks. The po,ssession of specimens of the one, and the application
of the other need be a work of neither time nor expense. Olihe first
class there are a few of our older colonists well acquainted with its
beauties and even rarities, and some especially quaÉfied to choose
from the works at home. These have a knowledge to guide a
selection, but are perhaps without the appliances; while there are
more that have the means and will without the knowledge. Why
should not these two unite?
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Specimens in various branches of the fine arts (of small cost at first)
might be obtained from England as easily as books are now." (28)

In 1861, nearly thirty years after the South Australian Literary

Association spoke of the diffusion of useful knowledge throughout the Colony,

a petition was signed by 262 petitioners in which a call was made for a

National Institution. It states clearly the inadequacies of the formal system:

"No museum is open to the public, that a library only exists, that classes
for adult instruction have never been formed, that lectures on useful
and scientific subjects have never been attempted except only the short,
inadequate and desultory lectures given at the quarterly convlrsations."
(2e\

Earlier, in 1858, the Oakbank Mechanics' Institute had expressed

"satisfaction" that a sum of 4,000 pounds had been placed on the estimates for

the erection of a South Australian Institute in Adelaide, "setting forth the view

that the absence of a convenient reading room was sorely felt by persons from

the country." A similar petition for money for a Burra Burra Institute was

signed by 300 residents.

By 1860 there were branches of the mechanics institutes at Angaston,

Burra Burra, Gawler, Glenelg, Kapunda, Magill, Port Adelaide, port Elliott,

Salisbury, Strathalbyn, whyalla and, except for Port Adelaide, all had reading

rooms, but at that stage fulfilled no other ftrnction. (30)

However, the Adelaide School of Arts was private and separate and

under the chairmanship of Charles Hill it instituted the "promotion of classes

in architecture, decorative design, metal, wood, and leather work, as well as

painting and sculpture."

The foundation stone for the new Institute was laid in November, 1853,

and it was intended that the museum would be housed there, as well as the

various affiliated societies such as the Adelaide Philosophical Society. Despite
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the emphasis on the general cultural aspects of the institute movement in

South Australia, there was a stated awareness of practical benefits for the

State, which is one clear reason for the support of architectural and

mechanical drawing, as has been stated in relation to other States and Britain.

Drawing in its various forms was seen to be the key to economic advancement

for manufacturers and the individuals.

"Why drawing?" asked S. Murray-Smith. ln Britain drawing was taught

to improve design as it was design and not manufacturing processes which had

fallen behind Britain's European competitors between 1830 and 1860.

Murray-Smith also points out (quoting from Bernal's Science and Industry in

the nineteenth century) that:

"These vast and characteristic industries of the Nineteenth.century,
engineering and machine building, basing themselves on the
increasingly complex steam engine, demanded above all accuracy in
machining and an ability to reproduce and duplicate eústing models.
The working requirements of the new machines were for screws that
would not work loose, for plane slides, for well fitting pistons in
accurately bored cylinders, for wheels that must spin true. This
imposed a new kind of craftsmanship, one where work was done from
drawings, implying a deep understanding of three dimensional drawing."
(31)

As has been shown in earlier chapters the concept of drawing as a preparation

for industrial occupation was emphasised in Australia as early as the 1850s:

the New South Wales Board of National Education, for instance, stated in f 859

that "drawing in the primary schools was specially calculated to make better

mechanics." (32)

However, as Murray-Smith shows, Australia had not developed the

advanced industrial technology of Britain or Germany. The Victorian

Technological Commission stated that its object was "not so much to turn out

artists or architects as to make the youth of the Colony understand building

details with an art knowledge." (33)
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This emphasised a class distinction as well, for artists and architects

who, aspiring to membership of the middle classes, were e)q)ected to have the

fair grounding in classics necessary for high art and architectural historicism,

whereas the class of individuals for whom drawing training was initiated were

to be artisans, builders and pattern cutters. Museums, in addition to their

liberal, hobbyist, antiquarian purpose, existed for the collation of industrial and

technological models into a body of knowledge.

When the notice in the South Australian 'Register' of 15th October,

1856 appeared and proclaimed the foundation of the South Australian Society

of Arts, it was building on the Society of Arts movement in Britain. (34) The

English Society of Arts was said (in 1931) to have been "the foster nurse, in a

large measure, of the Fine and applied arts" and was claimed to have

influenced "all the branches of industry which demand the exercise of skill,

knowledge and taste." (35) This influence it proposed to accomplish through

loan and competitive extribitions, through lectures and by the formation of an

art library.

The history of the South Australian Society, compiled by Mary Overbury

and H.E. Fuller in 1931 to celebrate the Society's seventy-fifth anniversary,

remains uncritically patriotic about the "Englishness of South Australian

artists' 'ambitions"', and draws attention to the Society of Arts by referring to

it as the English parent body. The so-called English parent society assisted

with donations of casts and models as well as presenting volumes dealing with

antiquities. (36)

The running of lectures on, and classes in art, exhibitions and

competitions; the building up of an art collection and museum and the

continuation of an already well established library tradition, which were all
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functions of the various r¡nits within the South Australian Institute, inevitably

involved the same small pool of enthusiasts. Therefore, the same individuals

appear wearing different hats, as it were, well in the foreground of all the key

events of South Australian cultural history in the first seventy-five years.

Whereas in Victoria and New South Wales certain institutions formed

splinter groups of radical breakaways, in South Australia the size of the art and

design community virtually precluded the luxury of competition. Not r¡ntil

World War II was there any real alternative art scene.

In view of this overlap between the early art institutions, it is not

surprising that when, in September 1861, the School of Design was opened,

Charles Hill (the founder of the SA Society of Arts, and of the Adelaide School

of Arts was named as its first master.

Even although Hill had been running classes for five years previously,

the year l86l/L862 can be perhaps considered as the first formalyear of the

South Australian School of Art. (37)

1861, The School of Design Commences

Art classes $,ere held on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday

evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., with 3.30 to 5.30 p.m. afternoon classes on

Tuesday and Thursday. The subjects in the first year were 'free' and

'instrumental drawing', and the fees were seven shillings per month. (The word

free means freehand or non instrument aided). Seventeen students were

initially enrolled and this was increased in 1862/L863 to twenty-one, which

caused Hill to petition Parliament:

"to vote a sum not exceeding 100 pounds in aid of the school's general
expenses and equipment, especially simple geometrical models for the
beginners drawing classes in the round as well as some casts of more
suitable character for female students.r'
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The sum which eventuated in estimates was 20 pounds. By the end of

1863 a rather unusual gender balance had emerged, with sixteen female and

fourteen male enrolments, and by that year the range of subjects listed were:

"Scroll and ornamental drawing; architectural design and art
manufacturers, drawing and painting from nature, oil and watercolour
painting and instrumental drawing."

This range already pre-empts a fine art approach and would suggest a

'hobbyist' tendency. By 1871/1872 the enrolment had increased to a healthy

forty-two but when, in 1873, the numbers fell back to twenty-eight, HiU

attributed the decline to:

(1) rrThe want of a more suitable and higher class of subjects to study
from and a total want of text books on anatomy, composition,
geometry and mechanism and perspective.

and (2) The cessation of the annual exhibition which Eave a stimulus to
those desiring of competing for prizes." (38)

The annual exhibitions had, in fact, been hampered by the lack of proper

exhibiting space but they were well patronised nevertheless. In the Society of

Arts first exhibition in 1857, which was held in the Legislative Council Hall:

"1,069 people" (which, as the Society Historian pointed out, was quite
one tenth of the metropolitan population) "paid their shilling admission
fee, and so gave the Society much encouragement, as well as a
substantial sum of 60 pounds. Of this amount 10 pounds, 10 shillings
was set aside as a prtze for the best painting illustrative of Australian
life." (39)

But the lack of adequate space remained a problem. In 1869 and 1870 the

Society's exhibitions were held in the Town Hall and, tn 1872, it approached the

Government with:

"a representation of needs and claims in the interest of the rapidly
increasing community. Among other suggestions was urged an
extension of the Institute buildings by the erection of a gallery suitable
for works of art." (40)
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The extension did eventuate, but not until the Society had practically become

moribund and indeed at one point in 1891, only the Secretary and the Treasurer

turned up for the 34th Annual Meeting! (41)

Ttre introduction, in 1858, in the Society of Artsr extribitions of a prize

for an Australian subject, is unusual for the period, although by this time the

goldfields had seduced the artists formerly in SA who were best able to satisfy

the requirement. Landscape painting classes were introduced by 1867, and

this, too, was relatively innovative, responding perhaps to an amateur bias

among the students. Although the rules and regulations of 1867 to be observed

by students seem more designed for those artisans for whom art classes might

supply some corrective to idle hands, they are as follows:

1. To attend punctually at the time appointed by the Master and not to
quit the School without first obtaining his consent thereto.

2. To take such position in the School as the Master may appoint and
proceed quietly and continue study without disturbing any other pupil.

To avoid all unnecessary conversation and loud talking - likewise to
refrain from all indecorous behaviour or language.

To abstain from wilfully or negligently disfiguring, injuring or
misapplying the drawings, examples, books, designs, casts, models,
instruments, furniture or building on pain of replacing the same, or
paytn1 such account as the Committee may determine.

To proceed through the entire course of elementary examples
appertaining to the particular branch chosen for practice in.

To pay proper respect to the Master and comply with all instructions
and rules he may prescribe for the advancement of the objects of the
School.

Any infringement on the above Rules and Regulations to render the
aggressor liable to elçulsion from the School at the discretion of the
Master. (42)

When the only published history of the SA Society of Arts was compiled

in 1931 the authors had this to say of Charles Hill:

3

4

5

6

7
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"His erect figure and resolute face suggested the soldier rather than
the artist." (43)

The regulations would also seem to suggest the soldier rather than the

artist. During 1863-1864, the Society of Arts organised quarterly lectures

such as 'sculpture' by his Lordship the Bishop; 'Engraving' by L.J. pelham,

Esquire; and there werc 2793 attendances at the 7th Annual Exhibition of 400

works over the 27 days, which would suggest that the Institute was beginning

to achieve something of its original purpose, and its popularity was never

higher than in 1865, when between 9th June and 5th July, the popular painting

by Frith 'Derby Day' was exhibited, shown by both gaslight and daylight.

William Powell Frith (1819-1909) had achieved a sensational public success at

the 1858 Royal Academy summer show and, in terms of popular success, he

must be rated as the most significant contemporary to be shown in South

Australia. As William Gaunt summarised:

"His pictures were of an improving kind, solid in virtue, conscientious in
detail ... but in spite of his astonishing ability he never knew when to
stop." (44)

The range of classes had now increased to include the following:

Human figure from the round
Human figure from the flat
Landscape from nature
Landscape from copies
Landscape in colours
Flowers in colours
Flowers in pencil
Elementary Drawing
Pen and Ink drawing
Freehand drawing
Scroll and Ornamental
Architectural and Mechanical

The range of lectures widened to include, according to the annual report:

"Rev. J. Gardner on 'A recent visit to Melbourne'; w. Townsend, Mp,
on 'lights and shadows of London life'; 'The Beauty of outline and
contrastsrby G.W. Francis and 'The moral influende of the fine arts'
(speaker not identified)." (45)

3 students
5 students
3 students
3 students
3 students
I student
I student
3 students
3 students
3 students
3 students
3 students
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By this time the Department of Science and Art in South Kensington had

presented the School with elementary drawings, designs and examples of

shaded copies of human figures, animals, flowers and landscapes, scroll and

ornamental designs. Although at the time the School of Design's affiliation

was with the Society of Arts, rather than South Kensington, these sheets of

copying material provided the basis for decades of artistic servitude.

During the late sixties the condition of the State's economy worsened

but equally, the conviction of the social benefit of education deepened and,

although in 1869 the Government grant to the Institute was reduced by a third,

the charge for lessons \ilas reduced to five shillings per month for four lessons

per week (the master was paid two shillings per month for each student).

For ten years Hill had struggled with inadequate space and materials

and SA School of Art archival draft history of the School notes:

"Mr. Hill's students doing work in the right direction to a certain
extent, despite drawbacks of unfavoured taste and uninformed
prejudice on the part of the public." (46)

The want of a good collection of casts was continually referred to in

contemporary accounts and Hill himself, at the end of the fifties, imported

the first set of educational casts at a cost of 22 pounds, although many were

damaged in delivery. In 1867 the Royal Academy in London wrote that it was

now in a position to comply with the request of the Society for a gift of casts,

but requested finance for packaging, freight etcetera. Hill agreed to send 25

pounds and a list of casts already in the School to avoid duplication.

Half-a-century later these casts were still being slavishly copied, as a former

student and teacher Mrs. lilalloscheck recalled when interviewed in 1979.

(47) In 1867 the Art Union lottei was being held which provided sculpture

and
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drawings to be drawn as part of the Art Union pÄze distribution and some most

curiously titled objects appear in 1867 lists, including 'A photograph of \lVilliam

Shakespeare'. Hill allowed his students to draw from the statuary imported

for the Art Union. In the 1871 Exhibition, the Art Union prizes included

several Landseers. (48)

Ihe Move Towards a More Formalised Institution

The eighteen seventies saw vigorous public works in South Australia,

with extension of the railway system, an expansion of road schemes, the

opening of the overland telegraph line and, at the third attempt, the foundation

of a state education system. The new Education Act, passed in 1875,

introduced compulsory (but not five days a week) schooling from the age of 7

to 13 (which was not changed until 1915, when it was extended to fourteen).

The Act provided for a responsible Minister of Education and a Council of

Education with a salaried president, a secretary and a staff of inspectors.

10,000 acres of land were reserved for secondary schools. (49)

During the eighteen seventies the need for a University had been

recognised and with substantial endowments being made by leading

pastoralists, it opened in 1876. Sir W.W. Hughes had, in 1872, provided 20,000

pounds to endow two chairs; Sir Thomas Elder also gave 20,000 pounds whilst

J.H. Angas founded an engineering scholarship. Also in L874, it was proposed

that a National Gallery be established. (50)

On 7th November, L879, the foundation stone of what was to be known

initially as 'The Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery' was laid. According

to the Cyclopaedia of South Australia, the intention was that the following

would be accommodated:
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"Public Library, Museum, Reading Room, Sculpture and Picture
Gallery, Technological and Patent Museum, and rooms for Society
meetings." (51)

The actual dates when these various activities could be properly said to

have commenced in full possession of their own facilities are as follows:

Public Library, opened lSth december, 1884
Art School removed to Extribition Building, l89l
Museum, opened l2th January, 1895
Art Gallery, opened 7th April, 1900. (52)

Whilst the other cultural and educational institutions were growing

rapidly, the oldest, the South Australian Institute, seemed to falter and the

Museum and Society of Arts were practically dormant. The annual reports of

the 1870s regularly refer to the falling off of attendance and especially the

lack of exhibitions owing to the unsatisfactory progress of the new building.

But despite the lethargy, new proposals for a class in art manufacture were

made in 1875; a sketch club was formed in 1876 and, in l}7g, Charles Hill

initiated an outdoor sketching class for advanced pupils on one afternoon per

week, as well as an evening life-drawing class. Hill reported that out of

fourteen pupils, eleven obtained an ah$re$ated nineteen awards and honourable

mentions.

And the Society of Arts responded to the laying of the foundation stone

by saying that:

"The Society of arts hails with extreme gratification the fact that at
lerlgth the Colony has awakened to the necessity for creating in the
public a taste for the fine arts, whereby its influence may aiã the
cause of education, refinement and civilisation." (S3)

That the Art Gallery $ras seen to be a fait accompli (even if lacking a

home) was demonstrated by the placing of money in supplem entary. estimates

and of 2,000 pounds for the purchase of pictures in Melbourne.
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James Smith, the art critic of the Melbourne Argus, and one of the

hanging committee for the Melbourne exhibition, had written stating to the

lnstitute Board that there were pictures in the Melbourne exhibition which

could be secured for the South Australian National Gallery before they were

exhibited to the public. After a deputation to the House of Assembly and

discussions with the Minister of Education and Chief Justice, the offer was

accepted and a Committee of Fr¡nds was formed to select works: the members

were Sir R. Barry, James Smith, W. Everard, J.P. and R. Rees M.P. As a result

of this, a Fine Arts Committee was formed. The nature of this committee and

its agenda was revealed when, in September, 1880, a letter was drafted to Sir

Edward Poynter R.4., Director of South Kensington Museum, asking him to

select the Master of the Schools of Painting and Design. The Fine Arts

committee had also been instructed to appoint an advisory committee in

London for the purchase of pictures. (5a)

with the setting up of this committee, quite suddenly the whole shape

and purpose of South Australian art and art education were transformed. The

emphasis was to move away from Hill's liberalising style of fine art education

with its use of imported casts and copying of oils and water colours. The

Chamber of Manufactures would have been especially keen to see technical

education develop to improve artisan skills. Mechanical drawing classes had

been sponsored by the Chamber in July, 1876 and Marisa Young has shown how

the demand was strong but was not backed by proper management of the

classes. (55) Miller, in her study of Educational and Social Change in South

Australia, has suggested that art education in the form of drawing training was

either concerned with the liberal approach where the pupil developed skill and

aptitudes for general use or a rtechnist approach as the teaching of specific
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skills necessary for a specific occupation.' (56) As a result of the failure of the

Chamber of Manufacturers' own evening mechanical drawing classes and

competitive design exhibitions Young (1985) has suggested that the Chamber

had demonstrated a demand for instruction in artisan drawing education and

that their attention would have been directed towards the proposed new School

of Design within the South Australian Institute. (57) Fifty six year old Charles

Hill, the initiator of the School of Art, faithful and enthusiastic servant of the

Society of Arts, had no future in the new schemes. The South Kensington

system.was poised to absorb South Australia's somewhat homespun art

institution and change its status from amateur to professional. The concept of

appointing a highly qualified drawing master, an assistant museum curator

and taxidermist was raised, and by September, 1880, it was resolved to appoint

both a Master of the School of Painting and a Master of the School of Design.

In the minutes of the Libraries, Museum and Art Gallery Board, sth october,

1880, the Secretary reported that:

"Mr. charles Hill had asked him how he wourd be affected by the
proposed appointment of Art Master. The secretary replied that

connection with
Secretary. The
matter was out I

The terms nd indicate,
at this sta and design:
Master of all pupilõ'
fees up to

annum, and all pupils fees
Painting pupils, and
salaries named were the

ve discretionary powers to fix lower
rates, and also þ englging these masters he had-tñe power to permit
them to undertake private-practice, distinct from tuiiion providing their
efficiency was not reduced. The engagements were for an initial ierm
of two yeqrs. and the passages of the officers were to be paid out, first
class per Orient steamer." (58)
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A curious period of eighteen months of uncertainty regarding these two

positions followed, during which time the first English appointee, a Mr. Upton,

became ill and was finally committed to an asylum for the insane. Charles

Hill, not surprisingly, resigned and applied unsuccessfully for the position of

Keeper of the National Gallery of South Australia, and Louis Tannert of

Melbourne and H.P. Gill of London finally, after much dispute over salaries,

became installed in the first two truly official art posts in the State. (59)

Gill's influence was to dominate art and design training in the State for

the period 1882 to 1915, and indirectly for more than a quarter-of-a-century

after his death. (60)
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE GILL YEARS: 1882-1909

"It will be my constant aim to build up such system of art instruction in
relation with the industries of the country as will make it second to
none in Australia."

H.P. Gill, November, 1882 (l)

The School lVith One Master

The growth of formal art instruction in the Colony of South Australia

during the last two decades of the nineteenth century affords a perfect

example of the state of thraldom imposed on the Colony by the centralised

South Kensington system of art education. It also illustrates the dominance of

the ideas (and limitations) of a very powerful personality - H.P. Gill, a fledging

of South Kensington who, immediately he had left the nest, behaved like an

eagle.

In the days before the creation of the complex web of educational policy

and decision making machinery which characterises institutions of the late

twentieth century, the relatively simple structures of the earlier institutions

made it possible for individual senior officers to be very influential. As a

result, the history of the early institutions is often inextricably linked to the

lives and personalities of their chief executives. For this reason H.P. Gill's

long period at the South Australian School provides the main focus for this

chapter, and his personality and attitudes are seen as the vehicle for art

educational development and resistance to change. Gill was the South

Kensington system's strongest advocate in Australia, and yet South Kensington

did not, itself, seek new vassals - South Australian cultural and educational

circles eagerly offered homage. There are three major sources of documentary

evidence which provide material that clearly defines the South Kensington
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influence) these are the files in the State Records of (i) 1880-82 dealing with

the appointment of the masters of design and painting; (ii) the 1886-87 inquiry

into technical education in South Australia; and (iii) the 1908/1909 inquiry into

the School of Design. These sources provide the main focus of this chapter.

Additional material comes from the contemporary ne\rrspaper reports.

In her study of art and design education in South Australia, 1836-1887,

Marisa Young has shown how early private and public art and design education

in South Australia was supported or influenced by prominent and prosperous

professionals and business men. The formal support and influences for such

colonists was through the institute movement and J.B.Hirst has explored

certain aspects of the links between the Council of Education, the South

Australian Institute and the commitment by prominent colonists to the

development of public institutions and services. (2)

Two main areas of interest contributed to the development of the

School of Arts; firstly the desire for a public art gallery; and secondly, the

growth of interest in technical education.

The acquisition of art works for study purposes was a well established

aspect of overseas art galleries and museums, and in many cases art and design

education developments were closely associated with industrial and

technological museums, the South Kensington complex being one of the most

fully developed examples.

In 1880, in a letter from parliamentarian and engineer Rowland Rees,

Secretary to the South Australian Institute board, to Sir Edward Po¡rnter, the

Director for Art, of the science and Art Department, south Kensington,

assistance was sought in procuring suitable art masters and the purchase of

pictures for the proposed National Gallery.
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The Board of Governors of the South Australian Institute wrote that

they had:

"for some time felt convinced from the excellence of art work done in
the Colony which only
required pr iament of
the Colony posed... theappropriati : The firstconsiderati a high standard of art teaching. The
Board have therefore resolved to establish a school of Design in
connection with a School of Painting." (3)

The initial salaries suggested provided for a telling differential. The

proposed post of Master of the School of Painting was to carry with it a salary

of 350 pounds per annum and fees of up to I00 pounds per annum, whilst the

post of Master of the School of Design was to be rewarded with a hundred

pounds less; that is to say, 250 pounds per arìnum with fees of up to 100 por:nds

per annum. Young's thesis is in error in suggesting that Tannert's salary was

raised to match Gill's, as a study of the primary material will reveal. (4)

The status differential was in accord with the fine art tradition already

associated with the South Australian Society of Arts. But, in reality, it did

not survive long, for not only did the emphasis soon develop the other way

towards more artisan and functional education but, as will be demonstrated,

because of the background and artistic preferences of the Master of the School

of Design, H.P. Gill, the whole School rapidly became an institution providing

rewards for the certificate hunters, and a training for teachers rather than a

fine art academy solely preparing artists for the professional practice of art.

This chapter will examine the development of the School during the H.p. Gill

years (1882-1915), concluding with the 1908/09 inquiry into the school.

Although in the Board's first and subsequent letters to London (South

Kensington and the Royal Academy) the elçected deference was given to the
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Academy and the South Kensington circle, the Adelaide letters show that a

certain hint of independence of mind had not entirely vanished, for the

desirability of an Australian, or especially a South Australian born candidate,

$ras more than once raised.

In the first letter to Poynter, John Upton was mentioned:

"Amongst art students in the Colonies the attention of the Board has
been drawn to the claims of a Mr. Upton, a native of South Australia.
Should you be pleased to, and as we may mention, that all things being
equal it would be a source of gratification to many colonists that a
native born South Australian should be one of the first masters." (5)

As recounted briefly in the earlier chapter, Upton did apply, in a short

letter of 7th March, 1880, stating that he had been awarded a medal at the

International Exhibition of 1873 and had first studied at the Kunstgeyvebeschule

at the Academy of Munich, and subsequently at the Royal Bavarian Academy

of the Plastic Arts for four full years. (6)

At the same time that Upton was applying, a lengthy and revealing

letter came from one William Burmeister. Burmeister had completed three

years in the National Gallery School, Melbourne, winning a prize for the best

design and also being offered a teaching post at the Gallery School. He

decided, however, to further his career with study overseas and studied with

the leading academic artists in Paris: Boulanger, Gerome, Bougereau,

Levasseur and Millet. His letter contained an unsolicited plan for art

education in South Australia which made clear his total commitment to the

French Beaux Arts tradition; a tradition which had as its centre the use of the

life model. Burmeister pointed out that:

"The study of the human figure being the basis of the excellence of the
modern French schools of art, efforts have lately been made to extend a
similar practice to England." (7)
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Burmeister had a further, and one would have thought determining

qualification: he was born in South Australia and had family connections in

Adelaide.

But although he wrote again from an Adelaide address in September,

1880, his application was taken no farther.

This seems to revisit the English debates of the preceding decades when,

despite the arguments of Haydon and his followers, Dyce and his worship of all

things German, coupled with Cole's attitudes, firmly established the English

System on German lines.

Burmeister's letter reads well even today and his proposed South

Australian Art School would have been closer to the Melbourne National

Gallery School in character and, in effect, would have produced a fine art

academy which could have built on the initial fine art impetus already existing

in the colony.

But the squabble which had occurred in England between the followers

of the contrasting French and German art teaching styles did not even rate a

skirmish in South Australia. The German trained Upton was offered the

appointment and, when his state of health precluded his taking up the

appointment, the post u/as offered to the next candidate, Louis Tannert, who

also came from the Germanic mould. Tannert had cabled his intention to apply

on22nd January, 1881. (8) But although this suggests a preference for the

German trained candidate, it also establishes a precedent for the fine artist

rather than the designer/ artist.

Tannert had been born in Dusseldorf in 1834 and he had exhibited

successfully in Berlin and Dresden after an academic training at the Royal

Academy of Dresden. In 1876 he had emigrated to Victoria and had built up

a successful professional art practice in Melbourne, specialising in city
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scenes. He was warmly recommended by the Director of the School of

Painting in Melbourne. Sir Edward Poynter in London had been approached

regarding Tannert but he would give no opinion on him. However, both Eugene

Von Guerard and James Smith of Melbourne had written enthusiastically on his

behalf.

Tannert commenced his duties as Master of Painting at the School of I

Design and Curator of the Art Gallery in September, 1881, his appointment

being provisional. Although it had been the initial recommendation that two

masters be appointed, Tannert was the sole appointment in 1881. But by the

following year the members of the Board were so impressed by the growth of

enrolments (to 72) that it was agreed that Tannert should be confirmed in the

post of Master of Painting, which would then enable the appointment of a

Master of Design.

Tannert had already been forced by space limitations to limit his class

enrolments, and the Chamber of Manufacturers had written to the Board

registering their hopes that classes relevant to artisans and work people be

instituted, which suggests that there was already concern that a fine art school

was a priority in the mind of the Board.

The Society of Arts offered the Board the casts, stationery, furniture

and models belonging to the former School of Design. Initially Tannert ran

classes simply divided into elementary and advanced, for ladies on Monday,

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons and evenings and for gentlemen on

Monday and Thursday evenings.

The evening timetable was to enable working men to attend but that

was not without its problems, as Tannert's first report to the Board of 3lst

December, 1881, showed:
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"... The results of the evening classes for male students are not
satisfactory. The reason being that they are to some extent fatigued by
the days work. They come to the class late and are often more disposed
to talk than to work. I have in some cases to be very peremptory. Many
of the students who have been in drawing for a considerable time (even
for years) are ignorant of the very rudiments of the art, not having been
properly taught they have got into bad habits in which they are not
likely to unlearn. The remedies for this are that more care should be
given to teaching elementary drawing in the school. And that artizans
should have opportunities of attending classes in the daytime when they
are not so wearied as at night. i.esults in the classes for female
students are almost without exception satisfactory. They are zealous
and industrious and (in contrast to the young men) are modest securing
instruction thoughtfully and acting on it to the best of their ability.
This applies especially for several of the older ones who are teaching,
but who set in this respect a good example for their juniors. It seems to
me that where in Europe the art is the earnest work of men, here in SA
the future generation will attain the finer sense for art and good taste
only in an individual way through the female influences." (9)

In this report Tannert goes to the heart of the problems that art academies

faced in Australia. In respect of artisan training, until manufacturers

supported the work of the schools by allowing day release for daytime

attendance, the male students would be forced to take all their further, higher

or technical education in art during the evenings. With such a long and tedious

graded system this would occupy many years.

Equally, until the elementary stages of graded instruction in drawing

were transferred to the secondary schools, much of the work of art schools

would be taken up with elementary classes.

The ladies, however, would be free to attend during the day, when the

more 'fine art' activities could take place.

As a result of these restraints, the gender and class links were ossified

so that for generations few males could aspire to the profession of artist; and

the ladies who did, would, because of the existing social conditions, tend to be

seen as dilettante hobbyists. Technical education, later to be locked by H.P.

Gill into the graded South Kensington system, would be restricted to drawing

classes and the later fine art stages were rarely achieved.
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Initially, however, in late 1881 and early 1882, before H.P. Gill's

appointment, Tannert proposed a balanced structure which attempted to

embrace both the fine art and the technical art aspects. As curator of the

gallery, one of his earliest tasks was looking after the embryonic public art

collection. The establishment of art galleries was crucial to the development

of an art profession. The first move to found the National Gallery of South

Australia had been made in 1880, when the House of Assembly approved a

motion 'recommending an annual vote to the South Australian Institute for the

purchase of pictures' and subsequently authorised the elçenditure of 2,000

pounds. The annual grants were maintained for four years (1881-82 1,000

pounds; 1882-83 1,150 pounds; 1883-84 1,200 pounds; and 1884-85 1,200

pounds. (10)

Tannert had a responsibility to recommend purchases. Some indication

of the procedure can be gained from the fact that when Mr.Tannert went with

the Board of the Institute to view Marshall wood's sculpture, "Seventeen

gentlemen of position and influence understood to be interested in art culture"

were asked to accompany the Board. (11) As well as recommending purchases,

Tannert \{'as responsible also for the cleaning and varnishing of the National

Gallery pictures.

A School l\¡lith Two Masters

The matter of an appointment of a Master of Design was put in the

hands of Sir Arthur Blyth, the Agent General in London. He held discussions

with the South Kensington hierarchy and selected one of their star certificate

pupils, Harry Pelling Gill. Although it would not be under instructions
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from Adelaide as such, Blyth's decision to consult South Kensington would have

been the expected one: there were no real alternatives. Gill's selection would

have satisfied those elements in South Australian circles who, like Rowland

Rees, M.P., engineer and leading luminary of the South Australian Institute,

believed that there must be an increasing emphasis on technical education and

industrial art. "Industrial art", said Rees, "would augment happiness, improve

the taste, and stamp additional value on manufacturers, extend commerce, and

increase the profits arising therefrom." (12) Rees repeatedly insisted that art

and drawing rvere the cornerstones of technical education.

Gill was only twenty seven years of age, clearly possessed of the

necessary drafting skills and diligence to have passed most of the available

grades of South Kensington certificates, but he was so self- possessed and so

certain of his own superiority, that it seems almost all of those with whom he

came into contact accepted him at his high self-evaluation.

The first indication of this was given at the very outset of his dealings

with South Australia, when he informed the Agent General that he required a

salary of 600 pounds per annum, plus 200 pounds in fees. when, twenty five

years later, his whole career was under scrutiny by a special committee

appointed to look into the School of Design, Gill, under questioning by Sir

Samuel Way, confirmed that at the time of his appointment to South Australia,

his work as a pupil teacher at South Kensington was renumerated by a mere 60

pounds per annum scholarship, and in fact his last grouping of advanced

certificates in Groups II and III were not awarded r¡ntil February, lgg2, and

2nd August, 1883. (f4)
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Tannert and Gill, The Irreconcilability of Two Systems of Art Training

In later years, on at least two formal occasions, Gill referred to his 1882

appointment, making it quite clear that in his eyes Tannert, who to twentieth

century eyes could be seen as better qualified, more artistically gifted and

more widely academically e:çerienced, virtually did not exist. But it would

probably be wrong to accuse Gill of harbouring any attitude towards Tannert,

except that of a divine myopia.

ïVhen in December, 1914, after 32 years in South Australia, Gill was

interviewed by the Adelaide 'Mail' on the eve of a fateful return trip to

England for medical reasons, he was asked about the founding of the School of

Design, Gill replied:

' "I came here in 1882 to start the School of Design. There was a school
here at the time under a Mr. Tannert about which nothing had been told
me, so I really came out to find someone else in possession. Mr. Tannert
was nrnning a School of Painting in the old Institute Buildings. I say I
did not know anything about this school until I came out here, but before
I left England the Agent General, in his last interview with me,
remarked that there was already a Master of the School of Painting.
That necessitated me making re-arrangements. Sir Arthur Blyth, who
was Agent General at that time, treated me in a very kindly manner,
and said, "Look here, Mr. Gill, you want to throw up this appointment," I
said "yes I do, because I know nothing about the condition oi it." He
said, "There are no conditions which will affect you in any way. you
will be quite free to run your school on your own lines." I found that
was practically so, and that position I have managed to maintain ever
since I came here." (15)

In an earlier letter to the Chief Justice Sir Samuel Way, Gill referred to

his discussion with the Agent General:

"I came here in 1882 at 400 pounds per annum to establish a School of
Design with, in the words of Sir Arthur Blyth, 'a clean piece of paper to
put my mark upon'. In 1884 at the end of my agreement I asked my
Board for 700 pounds per annum and I had marked that paper so
effectively that my Board gave me 600 pounds with a promise. At that
time the art school's work had but commenced. It was an oasis of
teaching in a desert of bad work." (16)
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In the meantime, between Blyth's offer of 'tabula rasa' and Gill's actual

arrival, Tannert not surprisingly wanted to know where he stood. In twelve

months he had established further classes in drawing, painting and design, had

become involved in the newly established Gallery Collection, and had set up

the School of Design in the reorganised rooms of the Institute Building. He had

added to the stock of basic materials, drawings and casts and had more

enrolments than he could handle. His proposals for the programme for the

School of Design included three main categories of work which broadly

followed the traditional fine art academic systems; that is:

Category I: Drawing, freehand and shading from the flat. Figures, heads,
animals, flowers and landscapes in pencil, stump and crayon,
geometrical, architectural and me chanical drawing.

Category II: Drawing from cast, outline and shadows, flowers and fruit from
nature. Model drawing. Drawing from the antique and life.
Anatomical studies.

Category III: Painting in oil and watercolour. Flowers and landscapes from
the flat. Flowers and still life from nature. Painting from
pictures and the cast. Painting groups and still life as
compositions of colour. Painting the figure from the flat,
antique and life.

ln his first report on taking over the school on 26th September, 1881, he

outlined the above programme and commented:

"Although I am aware that we cannot expect as much from the children
a1d young people here as we can at home, because they are wanting in
all knowledge of the difficulties and the execution of the art, yet it is
necessary to make a selection among the scholars so that they do not
commence with work which is beyond their powers. A thorough
foundation in drawing is indispensible and enables the scholars more
easily to master difficulties afterwards. (17)

The South Kensington system provided 23 well defined steps to reach the level

described by Tannert as Category III.
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In November 1881, Tannert was finding that, as a practising artist, he

was lacking any time to practise. He wrote to the Board to clarify the position

after hearing of the decision to appoint a second master of design, suggesting

that his o$rn son in Germany, aged 25 years, who had passed all the

examinations for drawing masters at polytechnics, would make a suitable

candidate. (18) There was no response to this suggestion. But by July, 1882,

he was elçressing concem at the recent turn of events:

"Ten months after taking on a post in difficult circumstances, the School
existing only in name I have devoted twelve hours a day to work and
instruction, with no time available for private work. I am compelled to
ask the Board to point out exactly my position and that of Mr. Gill. The
welfare of the school must be our aim. After Mr. Gill's arrival the
arrangements would be similar to those of Melbourne, where Mr. Campbell
has the Drawing Class up to 'Drawing from the cast', whilst Mr. Folingsby
has charge of all those branches connected with painting. I was therefore
surprised to hear from Mr. Gill that I was \ürong as he had nothing to do
with drawing from casts and up to this date I do not exactly know what in
the opinion of the Board should be our relative positions." (19)

Initially Gill was teaching in temporary accommodation in Morialta

Chambers, Victoria Square, with Tannert confirmed as Head of School of Painting

and Curator of the Art Gallery. (20)

The division of students between Gill and Tannert $'as agreeably fixed at

eighteen students to Tannert for figure drawing and painting, and twenty-one to

Gill for design. (21)

Later in 1882 the Master of the School of Design petitioned for more

accommodation and the help of student assistants. He gave some details of his

work load, claiming that he had worked fifteen hours a day for ten months and,

during that time, he had examined 2,300 perspective drawings and 5,350

geometry solutions to the detriment of his health. In his letter of 2lst August, he

made perhaps his only admission of inadequacy, when he wrote that he was

'unqualified to teach machine building and construction as it was not part of
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the South Kensington Art Syllabus, but is part of their science programmel and

he requested the funding of an assistant to teach this class. In 1884 this was

approved by the Fine Art Committee. (22)

1884 was an important year for the structure of the Schools of Design

and Painting, for in that year the Board of Governors of the South Australian

Institute was reconstituted as the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery

Board of South Australia, with a standing committee, The Fine Arts

Committee, which had responsibility for the conduct of the School of Painting,

and the School of Design, as well as the Art Gallery. (23)

Gill soon instituted those classes which would satisfy the Chamber of

Manufactur)øÁ' pleas for more functional programmes, and he was also writing

the first series of a long succession of letters to the Board regarding his

remuneration. They provide an insight into his personality.

Within six weeks of arrival in South Australia Gill wrote to the Board

stating:

"My position is specially defined in the Agreement signed between Sir A.
Blyth, K.C.M.G. and myself in London wherein I am described as art
lecturer and teacher of design. I was aware, when signing that, that Mr.
Tannert held the position of teacher of painting. The above terms
describe our positions as teachers of your Board, which is not so much
relative as it is distinctive. Upon the province of Mr. Tannert's
instruction I shall not encroach, whilst in the regulation of those
students which I shall have the honour to direct, I shall acknowledge no
superior. I hold higher certificates than any other in Australia or New
Zealand and it will be my constant endeavour under your Board to make
my subjects the best taught this side of the globe. The subjects I now
teach are freehand from the flat and the cast, model drawing and
geometry, and to those will be added, after Christmas, perspective,
building and machine construction, plant forms applied to ornament and
needlework, ornamental and architectural design and I trust in the
future, pottery, painting, sketching, graffito decoration, modelling,
anatomy, and lectures upon historic art. It will be my constant aim to
build upon such a system of art instruction in relation with the
industries of this country as will make it second to none in Australía. (24)
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Gill slowly built up his empire and continued subtly to advertise his

superiority, whilst never letting up on his claims for a higher salary and for

teaching assistance. True to his word, he did not directly encroach on the

School of Painting, nor did he do so in the years to come after Tannert finally

resigned.

During 1883, the classes of the School of Design were all filled, whilst

the School of Painting's were not full. Tannert opened a mixed male and

female evening class on Monday and Tuesday evenings in May, 1883, which was

a change from the more normal segregated classes. Tannert continued to try

out new initiatives: he proposed a public art studio with unrestricted public

access, and a life-class which he suggested would:

"cause an influx of new pupils of an entirely different style of artistic
taste, and fully expect that the number of students attending the School
of Painting will consequently be largely increased, teaching them to
draw and paint almost entirely from nature." (25)

As the Colony was moving towards a period of depression, it is hardly

surprising that the functionalist aims of the Master of Design resulted in a

higher enrolment of pupils than in the School of Painting where the intention

was clearly to develop the fine art stream.

In Gill's report of 1884, the trades of artisan pupils are listed as:

"signwriter, silverchaser, engraver, architects pupil, carpenter,
lithographer, coach painter and mason, all trades which would benefit
from the classes now on offer in design."

But despite the strong enrolment pattern for the School of Design, in the

following year the Master of Design recorded that at least thirty students had

left the Colony to go 'where prospects were bright for employment'. (26)
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But Tannert, seeing Gill's courses as preparatory to his own, believed

that the numbers in the Painting School would increase, as many of the

students who had the advantage of Gill's teaching in geometry and perspective
ak

would aspire to the higher art of painting. But'the time of the 1884-85 reports

the School of Design enrolments were l72by comparison with the 35 students

enrolled in the Painting School. (27)

As a result of the growing interest in technical education and the debate

on the value of drawing training in the public schools, the years 1884 to 1887

saw Gill's position being strengthened.

Assuming that the functional value of introducing drawing into the

school curriculum $'as accepted, the main issue concerning drawing at public

school level could then be summarised through the age old question "But who is

to teach the teachers?" Gill had no doubts about the answer.

The great advantage of the system based on graded exercises of South

Kensington drawing training was that it was as easily transplantable as courses

in the mathematical sciences; indeed, by removing issues of inventiveness and

emphasising the measurable, it could be taught and examined by distance

education methods.

Drawing had been part of the programmes of private school education in

South Australia for many years, and also had its place in several of the public

schools. According to Marisa Young, records of drawing instruction in South

Australian licensed schools appear in school statistical returns published in

1852. (28) But drawing $'as not given serious official consideration until the

1870s and early 1880s. South Australia's first lnspector General of Education,

J.A. Hartley, and a later President of the Public Teachers' Union, Alfred

Williams, were both advocates of drawing instruction for children, but, unlike
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Victoria and New South Wales, the South Australian Department of Education

did not employ specialist drawing teachers. As shown earlier, the New South

Wales Board of Education had appointed their first drawing master, Joseph

Fowles, in 1854. (29)

The 1880s, a Period of Significant Change in Art Education

The 1880s were crucial years for art education worldwide. The well

established South Kensington rule-based system was showing its age, and was

not without its critics. Recent movements in modern art and design had shown

up the inadequacies of the system. In Britain, by the mid 1870s, the antique

casts and the nude life models had regained their thrones. Fine art was in the

ascendancy. Fine art trained students could beat the drill trained South

Kensington clones at their o$,n game. Macdonald relates:

"Edinburgh School of Art under Charles Hodder, was like Lambeth, leading in

the national medal and monev stakes by concentrating on the fine art stages of

Redgrave's course." (30) Moves were occurring towards the crafts, handwork,

and the Sloyd system which was later to be taken up so enthusiastically by the

last decade of the nineteenth century. This practical emphasis was to render

the ironed flat system of drawing exercise virtually redundant as an eye-hand

training programme. But Gill in South Australia was to strengthen the South

Kensington systemì influence, and this he did through his belief in its value in

schools. ln August, 1886, Gill, after working for some time at the Grote Street

Training College, had put forward the following proposals to the Minister of

Education, to enable the introduction of drawing into state schools. He said it
was necessary that:
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"(l) Adelaide and suburban teachers shall voluntarily come to me for
instruction.

(2) That I shall give the class 2 hour lectures on 30 Saturday mornings
per annum.

(3) That I shall receive an emolument of 45 pounds per annum.
(4) The Board should allow me to use the School of Design rooms.
(5) That examinations be held." (31)

These proposals were all accepted.

In a letter to the Board Gill enclosed his scheme for examinations in art,

untypically offering his services as examiner without extra pay!: ftlt is the

duty of a good Colonial to place no additional burden on the State." To cope

with the increased work load the appointment of an assistant master was

approved in 1886, and James Keane was appointed. As Gill said: "If there are

ever to be good times for this Colony the securing of assistance should be made

now while it is available." (32)

In Britain the 1881-1884 Royal Commission on Technical Education had

met under the chairmanship of Bernard Samuelson, M.P. Its terms of reference

were to "inquire into the instruction of the industrial classes ... in technical

and other subjects." It concluded that there were serious deficiencies in

provision at school and post school levels and it reiterated the threat of foreign

competition. The 1884 Report recommended the expansion of scientific and

technical education in schools and training colleges and urged the

establishment of secondary, technical and agricultural schools. It was also

very critical of the work of the science and art department and questioned its

relevance to the intention of producing industrial designers. In addition, an

important aspect of its recommendations concerned the founding of museums

of applied art. (33)
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In Britain during the late eighties the gap which had opened up between

the original intention of art education and its actual state had been highlighted

by the growth of the Art and Crafts movement.

The report of the British Royal Commission on technical instruction of

1884 stated that industrial design:

'ttas not received sufficient attention in our schools and classes. In fact,
there has been a great departure in this respect from the intention with
which the School of Design were originally founded, viz, the practical
application of a knowledge of ornamental art to the improvement of
manufactures." (34)

As a result of this report Walter Crane undertook a series of lectures and

demonstrations at the Royal College of Art, and elsewhere in Britain which

resulted in the introduction of the various crafts allied to decorative design in

such areas as gesso and plaster relief, graffito, tempera, painting, stencilling,

designing for embroidery, repousse metal work etcetera. But the full change

from drawing schools to craft training school did not occur until 1898 when Crane

took charge at South Kensington.

That this report was closely scrutinised in the Colonies'was shown when

the New South Wales (Edward Combes) Report on Technical Education of 1887

quoted much of the Samuelson Report at length. But Combes was ambivalent

about the report: as Hilson in her thesis shows, he speaks very favourably of the

National Training School of South Kensington, and yet, also conversely, Combes

was much impressed by the evidence of Walter Smith, who had successfully

transplanted the South Kensington System into America, but had, by the lgggs,

become critical of the unchanging South Kensington system. (35)
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The first official enquiry into technical education in South Australia was

held in Adelaide between November, 1886, and July, 1887 and it seemed to

summarise and confirm policies firmly rooted, and to sanction their future

development.

The first Inspector General of Education, J.A. Hartley, had already

introduced his attitudes of solid utility into the South Australian educational

system, and, as a convinced supporter of the Department of Science and Art in

South Kensington, he was a staunch ally of Gill: indeed they would have made

formidable opponents had they not concurred in their aims and attitudes.

Hartley, like Gill, was appointed to the Colony relatively young (he was

appointed as Headmaster of Prince Alfred's College at the age of 26, while Gill

had been 27 when made Master of the School of Design); (36) and Hartley:

"did not see why it should be impossible for a similar system (to the
South Kensington system) to be inaugurated in this Colony." (3?)

The official enquiry into technical education in South Australia became

a platform for both Gill and Hartley and they used it to confirm and validate

the now firmly established South Australian version of South Kensington.

It is in Hartley and Gill's evidence that one can glimpse the reasons

behind Gill's gathering stature and the willingness of the South Australian

government to support the School of Art. Gill held the view that drawing was

the foundation of all technical education. He held true to that opinion

throughout his long career. The 1886-87 inquiry into technical education

provides ample proof of the strength of this opinion and its persuasiveness in

economic terms. The Committee of Inquiry comprised the Minister of

Education, Dr. Cockburn who was the Chairman, Mr. Bonython, Professor

Rennie,
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Mr. Scherk, M.P., Dr. Campbell, M.L.C., and Mr. Conigrave. The topics of the

inquiry were in the order of evidence given: drawing, clay modelling,

elementary science, manual instruction, cookery, domestic economy,

agriculture, technological museums, apprenticeship, swimming, practical

geometry, applied mechanics, physiology and science, secondary schools, the

influence of school training on a child's future occupation, fifth and sixth

classes in primary schools, modification of present curriculum to admit of

technical and industrial subjects and the advisability of employing ordinary

school teachers to impart technical education.

It is significant that drawing was the first item to be addressed.

When Gill gave evidence to the Technical Education Inquiry, he had

already commenced additional work for the Education Department, where he

was lecturing at the Training College twice a week for forty weeks in the

yeaî. For this he was paid an additional 50 pounds per annum, a figure which

he was quick to point out did not compare well with New Zealand (80 pounds a

year for 2 hours a week during the shorter university terms). (38) He

considered that this was a most unsatisfactory way of proceeding and that the

compulsory introduction of drawing into the elementary schools should not take

place without answering the question of how to equip the old teachers in the

system as well as to train the new teachers.

On the 15th November, 1886, the first witness to the LBB6/7 South

Australian Inquiry, Mr. Hartley, made it clear that he considered drawing to be

the most advantageous subject for children looking towards a future in

technical and industrial arts. Hartley would have them taught to draw when

they began to write. In the 1880s public instruction in South Australia was
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confined to elementary schools. The 1875 Education Act had provided for

State responsibility for elementary education; secondary education was

available only in private schools, and corporate church schools such as Prince

Alfred College and St. Peter's. Until 1915, schooling was compulsory between

the ages of 7 and 13, although in 1886 approximately ten percent were over the

age of thirteen. (39)

Hartley's leanings towards the value of the measurable in art, and

therefore to South Kensington, were revealed when he said that:

"tf you had a piece of paper ruled into 3/8 inch squares and you asked a
child to copy it on a blank piece, he would be beginning to léarn to
draw." (40)

His functional approach to art training was shown when he was asked about the

difference between the South Australian and the long established New South

wales system. He declared that he agreed with Mr. Bonython's view, which

was that the New South Wales system was different from the South Australian

for:

"ours is to enable lads to get their living, while there (in N.s.w.) the
object appears to be largely to provide genteel accomplishment;." (41)

Hartley admitted to never having been to Sydney but he etçressed the

view that what was called technical education in New South lilales would not

be considered so in south Australia: "I understand", he said, "Technical

education to be a form of education which shall prepare people to develop the

resources of the Colony."

However, Hartley had a realistic attitude to technical education in

South Australia when he said:

"I don't think a system of technical education will make a
manufacturing country out of one which is not designed by nature for
that- purpose; and I really fear that many of the peóple háve got hold of
a mistaken idea in that direction, and believe that if we staritechnical
education we shall turn our Colony, which is evidently an agricultural
and mining one, into a manufacturing country.
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We have ror¡nd here certain trades that can only be carried out
extensively in the neighbourhood of Adelaide, principally the building
trade, which we all know is at a very low effort at present. Then there
is the leather trade in Hindmarsh, and the manufacturing of candles, but
there is not alarge number of people engaged in the industries."

The Board, which was not enquiring into fine art, questioned Gill at
length but not Tannert. "The more industrial art is, the more it must be
founded on geometry", said Gill.

But here, and on other occasions, he made it clear that he did not narrowly

define design into an industrial system; he saw all art subsumed under design.

The South Kensington system was considered to be the only grounding for any

artistic activity, as all art must be quantifiable.

And yet, Gill suggested that it was wrong to think of South Kensington

as only a centre for technical education:

"It is not so much a centre for technical education as of scientific
and artistic education. There is a central art school and science
school for training of art masters and science masters ... These men
are received into South Kensington after being selected from the
provincial towns by examination. There are forty applicants for
every two places." (42)

He spoke highly of the payment by results system: "My teachers at home had

the advantage of obtaining fees on the examinations I passed."

When asked if he thought, in respect of technical education, that it was

fair to compare the position of an old country like England to South Australia,

he said that is was perfectly reasonable "because we are English, and we do not

have to start at the beginning." (January 18, 1887, question 538)

This was consistent with Hartley's opinion that there was no Australian

history; and neither was there an Australian nation. Hartley believed children

should be taught that whilst it was true that their country was South Australia,

they themselves were citizens of Greater Britain. (43)
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As well as the intended links with industry, Hartley especially referred

to ceramics and textiles (the Lobethal Woollen Industry was mentioned as a

possible employer of art students); and he also saw the social value of drawing

for, as he said, "improving health and teaching the pupil the dignity of labour."

One of the most interesting witnesses to be called was \,lVilliam John

Kennedy, the headmaster of Marryatville School and a delegate of the

Teachers' Association. He had been teaching drawing in his schools for five

years, although he preferred it to be called 'Art Education'. He was in many

respects a pioneer of art education in South Australia. A self-confessed 'lover'

of drawing, he had developed a mixed system using drawing books and

blackboard drawing, and had presented a paper on art education to the

Teachers'Association. His answers to the questions from the Committee

reveal a mature and broad based system:

"The course of drawing which I carry out includes all branches and
takes them in gradually. It is not one special course of mechanical
drawing and one of freehand. It commences with freehand drawing
alone. The child is taught to use the pencil with freedom. No other
implements are allowed. Concurrently with that the children are
taught model drawing in a simple form. Very simple models are placed
before them, so as to train them in the act of drawing from things
rather than from copies. They are also taught designing, and they get
into perspective drawing by a gradual process, and then to drawing
parts of machinery and so forth." (44)

Other headmasters gave evidence and all shared the view that specialist

teachers of drawing were not required, but that special training of existing

teachers was necessary. The necessity of the development of technical

education proper at a secondary level was also a common theme, and the

difficulty of manual training at primary level was more rooted in the large

class sizes (often sixty pupils) than in any physical or conceptual attributes of

younger pupils.
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Gill having recently visited Victoria was very critical, in his evidence to

the commission, of all that he had seen there. In his opinion "the Royal

Technical Institutions of Victoria were of little use and the money spent on

them was wasted. The Master of the School of Design in Melbourne did not

even appear to be aware of anything wrong with their system." He made the

point that in the Victorian schools pupils only had to learn two measurements -
height and length - and not breadth, which would only come with solid drawing.

were it not for Gill's unswerving belief : in the south Kensington

system, it would be possible to interpret much of his rhetoric as anti fine art,

but his own strong beliefs make that interpretation incorrect. The effect of

much of his teaching and preaching can, however, be seen as discriminating

against fine art. When writing a full report of his visit to the Victorian schools

of design in April, 1887, he gives a statistic summary of the state schools and

schools of design visited and, although his main purpose was to look at

industrial art classes, he did visit the painting school which was under the

direction of George Folingsby and Louis McCubbin at the National Gallery

School, but dismisses it by commenting that 'rit does not attempt to hold a

place as an aid to industrial art." Repeating his belief in the superiority of the

South Australian courses, he tabulated the relative courses taken as:

Victoria
Plane geometry (elementary)
Perspective (elementary)
Model drawing
Freehand drawing
Shading features of head from flat
Shading features of head from casts

He wrote:

South Australia
Plane geometry (advanced)
Perspective (advanced)
Model drawing
Freehand drawing
Solid geometry

nts have to possess a higher knowledge,
essential branch to her coming

man to be a capable teacher for state
schools his knowledge should be definite and accurate to enable him to
teach useful rather than 'artistic' drawing ... and I am led to believe
that the drawing taught is not of that useful description. That it should
be but it is of too artistic a tendency.
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From what I saw I am led to think that the failure of the Schools of
Design (in Victoria) is utter and complete." (45)

The years 1887 to 1890 saw Gill achieving virtual domination of the

Adelaide art scene. Tannert's reports, never showing any hint of animosity,

sometimes comment on such issues as 'the poor cleaning of the studio of the

painting school because of the greater number of students in the design school,'

or matters associated with furnishings and with the acquisition of works for the

gallery, but none of the monthly reports from Tannert deal with larger art

lSSUeS.

When, in 1887, the Fine Arts Committee accepted Gill's

recommendation that the School of Design should affiliate with South

Kensington, and that the Adelaide School should become the Central School

with later branch schools at Gawler and Port Adelaide, the transplantation of

the South Kensington system to the Antipodes was complete. Owing to the

personality of Gill it was more fully realised in South Australia than in any

other state. Gill, at 32, had become, in effect, a supremo in a mirror image

system to South Kensington: he clearly saw himself as an Australian Poynter.

The Adelaide School of Art aped the London system closely, even using

similar nomenclature. The North Terrace School became known as the Central

School with branch schools being set up in Gawler and Port Adelaide. Gill

hardly modified the South Kensington curriculum at all, and the liberalising

modifications which occurred in Britain during the 1890s were not adopted in

South Australia. It is only fair to say that there was indeed value in the

adoption of the South Kensington examination system, for it offered

measurable validation for the candidates' work, especially so in the case of the

five persistent students who finally achieved the Art Masters Certificates of

South Kensington in 1895.
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On the other hand, the potency of the South Kensington rule owed much

of its power to the payment by results system, which had developed in Britain

in the mid years of the centur¡r, and as the payment by results system did not

operate in South Australia, the financial incentive and benefit of the graded

certification system was removed. In the correspondence files of the Master

of the School of Design, there are frequent references to his students'

successes, with the complaint that 'trad this result been achieved in England it

would entitle the student to three guineas or the school to fifteen guineas, but

here it brought no financial gain." (46)

An essential part of the South Kensington System was its graded

certification process. An adjunct of this was the local examination system and

Gill set to work to design the certificates (see illustrations in the.appendix).

The designers responsible were in some cases the advanced students, such as

Rita Crawford, or assistant staff such as James Keane, who became the

headmaster of Port Adelaide Branch School, and was later to be described as a

sworn enemy of Gill. The only certificate bearing Gill's name as the designer

is a quite basic design, even slightly crude. But the iconic symbolic designs by

Keane and Crawford are perfect illustrations of the ideology lying behind and

tested by that system. Showing the temple of machine construction and

building construction where science is truth but nothing is said of art, this

structure encloses the specific details of the individual certificate, whereas

the more artistic drawing examinations are detailed in a monumental setting,

capped with the honoured names of Giotto, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo,

Raphael and Titian. (47)
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The reason for the South Kensington system's popularity world-wide is

not hard to establish for, using their graded examination structure, not only

was a candidate examined and placed in an almost universally recognised

hierarchy, but the teacher and the school were also validated. The general

public and the controlling body of an institution were therefore given proof of

the success or otherwise of the school. The development of art and design

education in Victoria and New South Wales was also closely aligned with the

South Kensington system: although they did not affiliate formally they

followed the model closely.

A specific condition of the Board's approval of affiliation with the South

Kensington examination system was that no cost should be carried by the

School or the Board for these examinations and that all costs of fees, freight,

etcetera were to be met by the students. The Board and the School got very

good publicity value from these examinations during the years in which they

were taken. The papers were sent to England for the last time in December,

1898, having been initiated in 1890.

The local examinations, which were closely related to the South

Kensington examinations, rapidly became a growth industry for Gill and his

associates.

The local examinations \ilere first held in 1886 when three hundred and

fifteen papers were marked.

At various times, according to need, the local examinations were also

held at centres outside the city: these included Burra, Clare, Hahndorf,

Kapunda, Langhorne Creek, Moonta, Mt. Gambier and Mt. Pleasant, as well as

the regular twice a year examinations held at Gawler and Port Adelaide, and

later Port Augusta.
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In addition to the South Australian centres, West Australian centres

were also established and examined by Gill.

The annual reports of H.P. Gill to the Board of Governors gave

statistical breakdown of the enrolments and successes, and the voluminous

memoranda to the Board, the Fine Art Committee and the Ministry of

Education regularly detail the examination successes of which he said in 1907:

"No English school could better this record." (48)

The public cognition of the Schools of Design and Painting would largely

be informed by these results, which were, like all examinations, results fully

reported in the local press, even including examiners' detailed comments. But

in addition, the public would have the opportunity of seeing the regular

exhibitions of School of Design studentsr work which were equally fully

reported in the press. The School also sent exhibits of work to special cultural

events such as the Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition and the Victorian Centennial

Exhibition at Melbourne.

Of the school's contribution to 'The Centennial Extribition'Tannert was

to write (in his report for March, 1880):

"Misses Fiveash and Laughton e>çended as much as 100 pounds each
upon their exhibits, being greatly disgusted at the unsatisfactory result
of their labours. Altogether I find that the impression is gaining ground
among the students of the School of Painting that the total want õf
artistic taste amongst the greater population of South Australia makes
any idea of gaining a living as an artist perfectly hopeless, and the
students are consequently leaving as soon as they have acquired
sufficient knowledge to enable them to become teachers, ihat
apparently being their highest attainable aim." (49)

This is a comment which can be found to recur in various forms over the

years covered by this study. It also indicates the class distinction associated

with the fine art students who tended to be in financially stronger positions

than the students of design.
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The Viability of Profession¿l Practice in Art

Within the area of vocational training it was very early recognised that

a market for the art products needed to be created in parallel with the training

of practitioners.

The position of the professional artist, in nineteenth and early twentieth

century Australia, was by no means secure, especially in South Australia with

its see-sawing economy. Although some art works were bought and modest

collections were formed, and the regular exhibitions of the Society of Arts sold

works off their walls and individual artists acquired some commissions, the

level of encouragement remained low for a very long period of time - probably

until the 1960s.

The 'Teleeraph' of January, 1883, had published a lengthy (s,000 word)

article on the artists and studios of Adelaide under the byline of 'Speculum'.

The point was made that Adelaide was by no means an easy market place for

its resident artists. The fair number of amateurs was seen as fortr¡nate in that:

"in a community like this they did not have to depend upon pictorial
labour to keep the 'dingo from the door'. A lamentable lac[. of
encouragement on the part of our wealthy colonists (whose walls are
l¡sually decorat-ed with 80s 'pot boilers' or cheap chromo-lithographs
imported into the Colony by the gross) towards local talent reñdeis it
necessary for an artist in this city to learn as many business tricks as a
fox in order to thrive." (50)

The artists whose studios were visited by 'speculum' were those of

Edmund Gouldsmith, John upton, Andrew Mccormack, H.p. Gill, J.H. Leonard,

Alfred scott Broad, L. Tannert, \ry.K. Gold, John Gow, van Kaspelen, Herbert

Parker, Arthur Easom, Francis cottrell, John Hood, Charles Hill, J. o'Malley,

J.C. Chidley, T.C. Dalwood and a Mr. Bone. Some of these were amateurs or,

if they had received a full professional training, they were now working as

surveyors, draughtsmen or in some non fine art profession. But several of
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these could justifiably be considered as South Australia's no$' forgotten

professional artists. In thirteen of the twenty cases they had received full, and

indeed impressive training at British and European academies. The main work

which the correspondent for¡nd being carried out was portraiture, and indeed

portraiture predominated as the leading area of artistic earning in South

Australia.

There was no shortage of photographic studios operating in Adelaide,

but the oil portrait still held considerable appeal.

Herr Tannert, as he was referred to, was criticised for his fondness of

"smooth and elaborate work - a failing of his school":

"Mr. Tannert's studio at the S.A. lnstitute is next door to Mr. Gill's, in
fact these two artists appear to have laid hands on the entire upper
portion of the building. The Master of painting has a complete artistic
outfit; easels to the right of you, easels to the left of you, busts,
ornaments, and various kinds of models and conveniences for instruction
in colour. Both his rooms are used by his large number of pupils who
appear to be principally young ladies, and very promising their work
looks, too. They greatly enjoy the afternoon outings for sketching from
nature that their instructor has recently initiated, of which he himself is
'the man in charge'. Herr Tannert has gone through a lot of study at
Dusseldorf and Dresden cities, where art is as much in vogue as cricket,
football, and tea meetings are in Adelaide." (51)

The description of Gill's studio reads more like a collector's room rather

than a working studio. It was described as showing how:

"an artist combining a certain amount of worldly ballast with his more
poetical vocation can be comfortably located. Everywhere about his
private studio are evidences of taste, and a strong love of art
accessories, and the connoisseur will find much to pleasantly ponder
over. Choice etchings by the great Legros also a striking example in
this style by Mr. Gill. The walls are ornamented by some very
interesting watercolours by promising artists ... He has also a number of
his own works in water colour on view ... all very bright and crisp. All
that Mr. Gill does showed feeling and delicacy which are certainly two
marked characteristics of the man. His time is at present too much
occupied by the large number of pupils he has in hand, but his leisure is
spent in carrying out his bright designs." (52)
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As Gill's was the dominant influence in art teaching South Australia for

more than thirty years then his views on what the nature of and ftrnction of art

was, are of crucial importance. He influenced many artists and teachers, the

art public and through his stature in the state he influenced the general

public. In order to discover the artistic principles on which Gill's teaching was

based, an examination of his published papers and books is most revealing. ln a

lecture delivered ten years after 'Speculum's' visit to his studio, and published

in 1894, Gill, using a Ruskinian style of writing, defined what he called "the

straight and devious paths of studentship."

As Kenneth Clark wrote in 1964, "For almost fifty years, to read Ruskin

was accepted as proof of the possession of a soul." The fact that the works of

Ruskin, quoted by Gill, were written three decades (and more) earlier does not

imply old fashioned thinking, for Ruskin's fame passed through various stages,

each with a nerv band of followers. (53)

He quotes Ruskin throughout the lecture, especially in respect of the

importance of following nature as a model, and yet, his $'as no worship of the

French plein air or Impressionist school. The landscape, even although he

practised landscape painting himself, remained, in his view, an inferior

category to the higher branches of art: genre, historical and allegorical

painting. This preference was made clear when he purchased paintings from

the Elder Bequest for the Art Gallery.

When the landscape is referred to it has a solid underpinning of moral

didactism. He quotes Ruskin, referring, for example, to rivers being:

"Just like wise men who keep one side of their life for play, and another
for work; can be brilliant and chattering and transparent when they are
at ease, and yet take deep counsel on the other side when they set
themselves to their main purpose." (54)
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The moralising tone of the lecture was such that it would be easy to

translate the homilies of his almost Biblical lecture on art into a recruiting

speech for the Boer war. Gill peppered his lecture with intriguing pieces of

information about symbolism and emotionalism, and, in some respects, if he

had not illustrated his words with examples of third-rate sentimental Victorian

paintings, he could almost have been talking of the ideas which culminated in

the stirrings of European early Modernism: the French Symbolism and the

German Expressionists in particular. He concluded his long lecture (43 pages in

the printed version) with the example of one painting 'Destiny', which was

interpreted (or deconstructed) as an allegory for south Australia:

, (who) have
hours given
their kin,

vince and make the countrytJíä:ilt
lator (sic) the richer for their lives ... but they waste the gift of time ...
Time spent in pleasure's dalliance achieveth naught." (SS)

Gill reads the text of the picture as of the gentle wastefulness of their flower

crowned lovers until he sees that:

"... They awaken from slothful ease, the realisation of past follies ... to
err is past; to nobly act at once determined."

His final lines about "the great heart of a dutiful people looking upon

Destiny's shrouded face without surprise", and the idea f'That barren plain shall

bend with corn and yield the scent of roses" would most likely have received a

standing ovation, for he was persuaded to publish the lecture, which had also

been fully reported in the press.

Of Gill's popularity as a lecturer and father figure of art in the colony

there can be little doubt. Although Tannert instituted life classes and a public

art studio, and Gill stuck to his word and did not directly interfere in the
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teaching of the painting school, the fact that the senior and artistically more

accomplished Tannert lost his earlier initiative to Gill, probably caused the

disintegration of the fine art emphasis and the demise of the two school

system.

H.P. Gill in Ascendance

New activities which strengthened Gill's position were the founding of

the Every Day Art Club, the new curriculum for the School of Painting (which

required that all new students first join the School of Design for elementary

and geometric studies), the first South Kensington examinations (which took

place in June, 1888) and the formation of the School of Design Art Needlework

Society.

Taken separately each of Gill's initiatives can only be seen as

thoroughly worthy; taken as a whole these 1888 provisions all contribute to the

unassailability of Gill's status and position. In the following year drawing was

to become a compulsory subject in the State schools and no students in training

would be able to achieve their teacher's certificates unless they held the first

grade art certificate; which further added both importance and a heary úork

burden to the School of Design.

In 1888 the Every Day Art Club was founded, following a model not

uncommon in English art schools of providing a forum for social interaction of

art students and such clubs maintained the basic premise of inculcating worthy

art work habits. Although there were only nine members initially, the club

grew in size to 48 members by L892. Its first report tells us:
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"... it originated in the desire simultaneously e;çressed, of several art
students for a rule which should bind them more strenuously to daily and
habitual study from nature. fNot a day without a line' was its motto."
(s6)

A magazine (hand written), was issued three times a year and an annual

exhibition of work was organised. The club met monthly and there were also

regular evening entertaininents in the form of conversations, evenings of

musical entertainment, recitations and lectures from the president, H.P. Gill;

and there was also an annual picnic. This activity was wholly a fine art

activity; it had hints of the Bohemian nights of any capital city, as well as

something of the fashion for secret societies, brotherhoods and other cultural

elites which characterised the 'Fin de Siecle' period in European art.

The Art Needlework Society had as its object "The production of art

needlework from original designs, to be executed by past and present students,

which were then purchased by the committee." H.P. Gill was the President,

and Mrs. H.P. Gill was the secretary. Although it carried out its business in

the premises of the School of Design, the Society was considered as the private

property of the Gills. Initially it was funded by them and by membership fees,

and later it became financially very successful. In the 'Everyda}¡ Art Club

Magazine' for 1889, R. Crawford wrote that its origins could be traced to the

display of needlework in the 1888 Melbourne Exlribition:

"The idea of sending needlework to this extribition originated with the
Master of the School of Design, who, in all probability doubtless desired
to form a society on lines similar to those of the S.K. School of
Needlework ... It is to be hoped that this Society will prove an outlet for
the talents of art training of the students affording an opportunity for a
pleasant and beautifying occupation, furnishing remunerative
employment to those who have been properly trained." (57)
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The concept of putting such training and talents to work for financial

reward was by no means r¡ncommon in art schools in England and was very

much in line with the voluntaristic principles and the very purpose of technical

art education espoused in the colonies. It also shows the professional purpose

of the Art Schools' extra mural activities.

Making the school of Design elementary classes compulsory to all

students intending to specialise in the fine art courses of the School of Painting

decimated the painting department enrolments, although Tannert in his report

thought he would regain these lost students. (5S) The Education Department's

needs for drawing lessons for in-service teachers and teacher trainees

increased the teaching load of the School, and drawing classes were established

on Saturday mornings to instruct pupil teachers, and on Saturday afternoons for

teachers and artisans. The teaching load of the School of Design was now

beyond anything envisaged by the old Institute Board of ten years before when

the new school was proposed. Gill needed more assistance and more space and

he had adequate evidence to back up his requests, writing:

"During this year this evil (want of space) has reached its limit ... I here
place on record that the inconvenient arrangement of rooms at present
used for class rooms, extending over four flõors in two distinct
buildings, is ini-mical.to the proper working of the school, is fraught with
danger to the discipline of the s:hool, is absolutely ruinous of thõ

m one building to
classes, the moving
its teaching staff

The school eventually moved into rooms in the Exhibition Building in

1891.
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That Gill was prepared to accept a heary workload must in part be put

down to his self-image as the only person in the State competent to provide

professional aft training. When the teaching of training college students was in

its early stages, he wrote to the Board:

"I give to the Minister of Education 80 hours per annum and he wishes
for an extra 40 hours work for modelling with the Teachers College, and
he also wishes teachers in town and suburban schools to secure 80 hours
work. The Minister wants 200 hours of lectures per year and that does
not count the time taken up in correction.

I look upon the education of the future teachers as a part of the highest
work that it is possible for your board to conduct. I would not advise
you putting it into any other hands than mine. Overcrowded as I am
with work I cannot advise that your Board should refuse that I should do
the work. I consider that the meeting of your previous wants should be
made the stipulation for your educating public teachers." (60)

The Board did not put the work in any other hands than Gill's, and,

although there were to be further disputes over the payments, the Board

supported Gill's view to the extent that further appointments were sanctioned.

Gill then restructured the School, calling himself Principal. In the

prospectus for 1888, the staffing list was given as follows:

Art lecturer and examiner H.P. Gill

Elementary School
Master - Geo. A. Reynolds, late of Birmingham & South

Kensington

School of Painting
Master - Louis Tannert, late of R.A. of Dresden and Dusseldorf

School of Design
Principal - H.P. Gill

Artizan and Modelling class master - Geo. A. Reynolds
Assistant Master - J. Keane
Machine Construction Instructor - Robert Whiie
Building Construction - Isidor C. Beaver
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In the following year James Keane was sent to the Port Adelaide branch

school and the Gawler Institute wrote requesting urgent consideration for the

establishment of a branch school there. 1888 and 1889 saw the consolidation of

Gill's position. In August, 1888 Gill wrote that:

"... the designation of principal had been used since the advent of Mr.
Reynolds and Mr. Keane as assistant masters, when it was felt that
some distinction should be made between the masters in the School
prospectus ... it was thought that the headmaster might be
misr¡nderstood by the public as referring to both schools." (61)

He was still carefully avoiding any accusation of usurping Tannert's position,

but before the year was out Gill was suggesting that a more appropriate title,

especially in view of his role as Inspector of the Branch Schools, would be

'Director of Technical Art'.

In the same letter which proposed his new title, Gill introduced the issue

of the School of Mines students and the relationship between the School of

Design and the School of Mines, and also his School's lack of representation at

meetings of the Fine Arts Committee, suggesting that his status was akin to

that of a professor at the University of Adelaide, but different, in that the

professors had representation on their Faculty, whereas he was not present at

board meetings to conduct his business. The relationship with the School of

Mines became a rather vexed issue with Gill and he wrote in early 1889 that

the School of Mines should not duplicate the School of Design's work:

"In my opinion the School of Mines is not friendly to this School and the
assimilation of this School would be a pleasant occupation for the School
of Mines. The School of Mines is essentially a science school and the
School of Art is essentially an art school, both schools are practical
schools." (62)
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Considering that an Australia wide slump was underway throughout the

nineties, agglavated in South Australia by a series of dry years, with trade

falling an'ay substantially between l89l and 1897, only being restored to

economic health by 1904, Gill's school was very favourably treated. Reynolds

received a salary increase to 275 pounds per annum and he consequently

resigned his additional teaching post at St. Peter's College þaid at 40 pounds

per annum). A pattern-making class was added but, by 1890-91, the School of

Design had lost its building and machine construction and mathematical classes

to the School of Mines. An agreement was reached which transferred these

classes from July, 1891. But architecture remained at the school, "wherein",

Gill wrote, "the artistic predominates over the utilitarian" and "any subjects

such as woodcarving, clay and wax modelling, repousse in metal, pottery,

mosaic work etcetera: wherein the artistic instinct and the capacity for the

drawn ornament predominates, they should belong essentially to the curriculum

of the School of Design." (63)

This extract indicates that, although in the early years drawing and

drawing alone characterised the School of Design's main $'ork, by 1890 the vast

area of practical activities covered by the term handicraft was opening up.

The impetus had undoubtedly come from the success of the Art Needlework

Society, and one example of its commercial success was given when the

Countess of Kintore placed a valuable order for Church needlework with the

Society for the English Church at Suva, Fiji, a commission which led to similar

commissions from vice-regal and other circles.
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As a result of a problem with an art gallery painting damaged during

copying, Tannert had found himself obliged to resign from the curatorship of

the Art Gallery in 1889. (64) Although there was some opposition to Gill's

immediate offer to take up the post of honorary curator, the Fine Art

committee accepted it and, by 1891, he had a further hat to wear; and when

Tannert resigned from the Mastership of the School of painting in May, lgg2,

Gill wrote a lengthy letter (see Appendix) to the Fine Arts Committee, in

which he detailed the English schools of art and their specialisation, and

defended the South Kensington system against any possible criticism of

vocational narrowness, and anti fine art bias saying:

rr... it is not generally realised that South Kensington Art Schools have
materially tended to the production of artists."

He then listed fine artists who had studied at South Kensington and said:

"These men were educated as designers proving that the accurate
training of the designer is sufficient equipment for the artist.. . For the
best kind of art school for South Australiã I recommend:

(a) A central school where technical art shall be taught theoretically,
and wherever possible practically.

(b) Suburban schools with evening classes where masters should be
senior students studying at the central school.

(c) Branch schools.

The teaching of Design is paramount. The teaching of colour is
lecessary. I recommend not t_o continue separate Schools of Design and
Painting where each must duplicate the teaching of the other to t-he
waste of teachers energy. Experience shows that the highest art has
always been attained by the men who practise several branches.

I recom e incorporated with yourpresent cessation of my colleague's
duties t

(1) An evening assistant on the salary of 50 pounds per annum.

(2) A painting mistress on a salary of 100 pounds per annum.
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It has been found desirable in England at the Bloomsbury Female School
of Art, at South Kensington Central School and at other schools that are
female to have a mistress. The whole of the present students at the
School of Painting are, I think, doing elementary work and are females.

There would be a saving to public funds of 200 pounds per annum." (6s)

The appointment of Elizabeth Armstrong as painting mistress was an

important indication of the future role which South Australian women artists

were to play in the South Australian art scene.

It would, however, be inaccurate to praise the Director of Technical Art

too enthusiastically for recognising the importance of gender balance without

taking notice of his last line in the letter of May, 1892, where he refers to the

financial benefits of employing women rather than men.

H.P. Gill, Art Supremo

By 1892, with the resignation of rannert, the school of Design, which

had become known as the School of Design, Painting and Technical Arts, had

assumed the shape which Gill must surely have envisaged from the beginning.

In 1893, Gill announced that he recommended the cessation of the South

Kensington examination. The teaching syllabus and methods remained totally

that of the South Kensington School of twenty years earlier.

The reasons given for the break with south Kensington were mainly

associated with the time lag involved in sending papers to England and waiting

for results. Any student who entered the next level of work could discover

later that they had failed the earlier paper and would therefore be thrown out

of phase. The strict pre-requisites for each level precluded any deviations
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from the proper sequence. Victoria and Tasmania had been the only other

Colonies involved with South Kensington examinations. At one stage the idea

of federating the interstate schools was mooted, but nothing had come of it,

although New Zealand had held South Kensington examinations also. But it

also seems likely that Gill by now felt that he did not need South Kensington.

It is, however, also to be noted that the South Australian success rate was not

very high: in 1893 nine works were dispatched to South Kensington for

examination, but only two (Mary Overbury, and Elizabeth Armstrong) were

successful. He had, like other masters of drawing and design, produced his own

primers and his local examinations urere very well established, lacking nothing

of the rigour of the 'mother system', and yet having none of the outside

modifying influences which were beginning to attack the South Kensington

system, resulting in the alternative system referred to earlier.

From time to time Gill made surprisingly strong statements, sometimes

containing the seed of future developments. In one of his long essays for the

Everyday Art Club, after having announced that he did not need South

Kensington any longer, he wrote:

"The art of England is a portion of the art of the Continent of Europe
and is influenced strongly by the ancient art of the old world and the
period of the renaissance. Here we have a neu, country with the climate
of Ancient Greece and Southern Italy. If our art is to be true, living,
vital, it can only be by our studying our surroundings ... what is required
is to make this School a portion of a National School of Art."

This then led into a statement that:

"In art progress South Australia has led. The time is ripe for leading to
cease and for the three countries, New South Wales, Victoria and South
Australia together to initiate a National School of Art." (66)
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One can imagine the role Gill saw for himself in this federated body.

In these comments Gill appears to be more nationalistic than he was

before the Technical Education Commission. Indeed one wonders if he had,

during his twelve years in South Australia, simply come to think of himself as

Australian, caught up in the nationalistic movement of the nineties.

Despite this he did not advocate change in art's subject matter,

although he saw value in landscape painting and practised it himself, (the Art

Gallery of South Australia owns several Gilltr including watercolours of the

South Australian landscape). When, in 1899, he visited London, his selection of

art works continued his interest in art as a moral force in society.

Gill was by now the undisputed leader and arbiter of art and art

education at every level in the Colony, and much respected interstate, but he

was not without local opposition.

A well known professional painter, James Ashton, who had arrived in

South Australia only two years later than Gill, had established, in 1886, what

he at first called 'The Norwood Art School'. After a year's return visit to

Europe, in 1895, (for further study) he returned to establish, in Grenfell Street,

'Ashton's Academy of Arts', which continued in existence until 1925. Ashton

\ryas a prolific and capable artist with a particular specialisation in seascapes.

He was something of a thorn in Gill's side, especially as, in his advertisements,

he made much of his pupils' successes at examinations for certificates of South

Kensington, at the Royal society of Arts in London, and the Royal Drawing

Society, societies with a distinctly fine art bias.
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Ashton's own background briefly is as follows: born in 1859, he was

educated at the Blue Coat School, London, then he studied at York School of

Art and South Kensington. In 1876 he taught at York School of Art, then went

to Paris, studying briefly at Academy Julien. He came to South Australia

intending to pursue a full-time art career, which proved difficult with a wife

and young child fiVill Ashton who became a significant landscape painter). But

he became art master at Prince Alfred College, which post he held until 1925.

one of his early pupils at Norwood was Hans Heysen, and many of the State's

professionals taught at his Academy, including Heysen, Marie Tuck and Ivor

Hele. He was by no means a radical teacher and, although he encouraged his

vast army of pupils (as many as 200 per week) to follow their own interests, he

did start with a very basic programme of observational drawing, but it was by

no means as drill based as that which Gill followed.

His tendency to list his successes caused Gill on more than one occasion

to publicly refute Ashton's claims. One such claim reads:

"A prospectus from Mr. W. James Ashton of Norwood Art School states
he had 'obtained the highest result of any school in the Colony', that is
over six hundred successes in the science and art examinations.

Mr. Ashton has really obtained 185 at Norwood and 335 at Prince Alfred
College which equals 520 successes." (67)

The larger art centres were always able to support one or more private

academies and often, as with Julian Ashton (no relation to James) in Sydney,

their more laissez faire attitudes attracted and suited the talented and

committed would-be professional. The reasons for this are that they did not

emphasise certification, and they provided congenial working spaces in which

enthusiasm rather than grinding hard work dominated. In some instances they
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offered additional facilities (such as life models) to those offered by the State

supported schools; and in others they did little more than allow artists to have

some studio space in which to work. They are, in many respects, a

development of the French ateliers described in Chapter One.

But even in the Extribition Building there must have been some

awareness that all art is not design-oriented drill for, when assistant master

Reynolds paid a visit to the Melbourne Extribition, although full of praise for

the frame, #â drawings and designs from South Australia: "... by far the most

complete set of School of Art works in the whole exhibition", and critical of

the Melbourne School of Design: "What has Melbourne to show? ... Melbourne

has no School of Design! There is absolutely nothing to show, design seems to

be out of the question", he does find an area of South Australian inadequacy:

"It is only fair to say, that in the Public Library or National Gallery, the
students of Mr. Folingsby are doing good work ... and he is obviously
laying in a foundation for the future artists of Melbourne. There $'as
one class of extribits here, which reminded me much of home and
Kensington schools, and of which our South Australian School is
remarkably deficient and that is chalk studies from the nude, and yet
there is nothing which is calculated to strengthen soundness of drawing
and a higher artistic feeling than studying from the male nude, and in
this direction as in oil, Melbourne is 'strong'. (68)

Although the subject life drawing is referred to, one cannot ascertain

from South Australian School of Art papers whether they mean the nude or

not. My conclusion is that in most cases they did not, based on the evidence of

a letter of 1896 when Gill specifically comments that:

"Students desirous of studying the nude must apply with consent of
parents or guardians if they are minors.

Parents object to students entering life studies.

Outside the school the people hold the opinion that the life classes are
unacceptable." (69)
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Gill's Role in the Establishnent of the Art Gallery of S.A. Collection

The late 1890s were the years of Gill's greatest influence. In 1899 he

$'as commissioned to travel to London to purchase paintings for the Adelaide

Art Gallery out of the funds left as a bequest of the late Sir Thomas Elder.

Gill had 10,000 pounds to spend and the works which he bought form the

nucleus of the Gallery of South Australia's High Victorian art collection. It

was intended that such purchases would provide the Colony's aspiring

professional artists with models of professional art, and would also help

develop a South Australian visual art awareness. The visit is of significance

both to the Art Gallery of South Australia's development and also to the art

education of South Australia. Characteristically, Gill's work ethic during his

visit to London is still very easily seen through an examination of his faultless

paper work. Within hours of arriving in London, he must have been at work,

inserting advertisements in newspapers, writing to artists and galleries:

between 15th March and 27th July,1889, he wrote to 219 artists, with some of

whom he was acquainted; and others who had written in response to his press

announcements that he wished to purchase important examples of art of the

highest order for the Art Gallery of South Australia. Having read all these

letters in the State Records office it is interesting to note that hardly any of

the artists he selected merit any place in the art history books. They are
ac

predominantly Royal Academiãns, or at least exhibitors at recent Royal

Academy annual exhibitions. However, Gill would have been by no means alone

among gallery curators in his artistic preferences: history consistently shows

public gallery curators failing to pick work later to be seen as significant,

whereas private collectors (many of whose collections eventually enter public

galleries as gifts) are often able to acquire the more vital examples of

contemporary art work.
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Gill, through his contacts at the National Gallery, the South Kensington

Schools and the Royal Academy Schools, as well as his own approaches, made

contact with a veritable army of popular late Victorian academic artists. He

had the means at his disposal to collect a remarkable collection of art and, if
he had followed up some of the personal contacts through artists like Arthur

Streeton or Charles Conder, he could have glimpsed a vast world of eighteen

nineties art from which even a mere handful of works would have embellished

the Art Gallery of South Australia. Unfortunately, he had no eye for any art

other than that which 'told a story', and heavily moralising narrative at that.

He did, however, purchase some worthy if minor works by the popular

academic artists Bougereau, Herkomer, Julius Olsen, Burne Jones, Alma

Tadema, Watts and Leighton which are fine examples of their period, but of

that fin de siecle magic, to be found in Whistler, Sickert, Rothenstein, Steer

and the new young bloods of the Slade, Augustus John and William Orpen (both

of whom were offering drawings and paintings for 5 pounds and 10 pounds), Gill

knew or cared nothing. Even letters from that remarkable principal of

Glasgow School of Art, Fra Newberry, pleading with him to visit Glasgow (then

possibly more significant as a European art capital than London), failed to

move Gill out of town. In his choice he was guided only by senior academicians

and the then Director of the National Gallery.

When Gill visited London in 1898/9 he did meet Crane and he also

visited the provincial art schools in those cities where he had artists to visit:

he wrote with enthusiasm of the facilites at Birmingham and Manchester, but

made no comments regarding course content.
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Much of his considerable erçenditure of time and energy was used in

looking at works by popular narrative painters: as the Advertiser pointed out,

"Mr. Gill is not a faddist." This implied that no time would be wasted on

radical modern art (such as Impressionist or Post Impressionist work). ln July

it was reported:

"Mr. Gill left for Harrogate, where there is a picture for sale at 500
pounds for which the great Agnew some time or another paid 3,000
pounds. The artist's name did not transpire, but I should think his
reputation was what Arthur Roberts would vulgarly call, 'a bit off.' After
Harrogate Mr. Gill will visit Edinburgh and Southport also to see notable
pictures which are for sale. I met him for a few minqtes on Wednesday
ãnd I asked him why he bothered about the studies oftmall man. He
replied, because he must. He often knew beforehand it was sheer waste of
time going to so - and - so's, but he didn't dare risk the man's writing to
Australia." (70)

The image which emerges is of South Australia's art supremo wishing to be

seen as leaving no stone unturned, working indefatigably to collect for the

gallery. That was his function; and his reason for being in Britain was not to

look at contemporary movements in art education, although he did meet Crane

and visited Birmingham and Manchester Art Schools. His was the conditioned

response of a dyed in the wool South Kensington certificate student.

He chose not to visit Paris, but did buy several works by leading academic

French artists through dealers. And yet, leaving his lack of a wider artistic

judgment aside, he husbanded the South Australian resources carefully; and he

beat artists and dealers down to prices half or a third of that figure which was

first quoted. A fine Burne Jones, which was obviously as avant garde as he could

contemplate, $'as bought from its private olner, Mr. Rathbone, for a final figure

of 630 pounds, when Michael Rossetti had valued it at over a thousand. At that

time the popular Victorian illustrators of moral story lines commanded
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remarkably high prices for their work, Herkomer asking Gill for 2,000 pounds

for his Academy painting. Most of the artists invited Gill to see their current

Royal Academy painting, but any artist such as \ühistler, who would not show

at the Academy, apparently did not exist to either Gill or his London

committee of advisers.

Gill received several ebullient letters from Arthur Streeton, then living

in London and working with fellow Australian, Bertram Mackennal. Mackennal

was then working on an important series of commissioned statues of Queen

Victoria and, as an academic artist, was highly respected in Australia, and it is

surprising that Gill could not find time to visit his and Streeton's studio, for

they might have introduced him to some of the other artists in London.

Streeton's first letter betrays much of his personality:

"I heard only a few days ago that you had arrived in London. rBe Gad',
this is a wonderful place, tho' I miss the tent life and dive in the sea
every morning." (71)

or, later that month:

"... do let me know when you have a couple of hours to spare, you can
drive with me up town and have a look around. I want you to know East
(Alfred (later Sir,) East, R.A.) and two or three others and I want half an
hour chat about my native land ... Heigh Ho ... the land of my youth.
My first twelve months here were a bit hilly, but everything is looking
better now and I think there is a lot ahead ... Oh its a great place." (72)

Although Gill's visit to London is not directly related to the School as

such, it illustrates something of the man's singleness of purpose. He appears to

have taken little interest in art education outside South Kensington. His

voluminous correspondence and appointment diaries do not reveal a single visit

to the Slade School or to the recently established Central School of Arts and

Crafts in Upper Regent Street under William Lethaby: it was a five minute

stroll from where Gill had his rooms.
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South Kensington t\¡as, by 1899, under the principalship of Walter Crane,

who had reported that the School was:

"... in a chaotic state, it had been chiefly run as a mill in which to
prepare art teachers ... The curriculum was to my mind unacademic ...
terribly mechanical and lifeless." (73)

Ironically, Gill was in London during one of the most important periods

in the history of British art education ... but he was in effect looking the other

way, and so did not fully respond to the growing craft emphasis, although craft

certainly had its place in South Australia with woodcarving becoming a key

area of art school work. In South Australia during the later decades of the

century Adelaide's silversmiths Steines, Brunkhurst and rilendt made several

presentation pieces of significance which show an awareness of the

fnternational Art Nouveau style, and the art needlework society produced

major extribition pieces for display and commission. The South Australian

School of Art's exhibitions in the turn of the century period often showed a

distinct Art Nouveau style.

There is a dichotomy between Gill's words and his actions. In his

stirring speeches he spoke of the necessity to forge an Australian art by

looking at the landscape; he suggested that the National Gallery should buy

the works of Australian artists, and indeed he steered South Australia towards

several major Australian paintings, such as The Breakaway, and yet, when he

was in contact with one of the best Australian artists, in London, he failed to

recognise it and pursued meetings with minor pot-boiling academicians. He

spoke passionately about design, but just at the point when design as we know

it today was being developed, instead of applied decorative ornamental art, he

failed to recognise its potential.
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\¡Vhen the art education system of South Kensington was set up initially,

the Vitruvian meaning of the word design became lost, and design stood for

'applied ornamentf rather than 'shaping, forming or contriving'. In the

eighteen nineties, with the revival of craft enthusiasm, art and craft groups,

art workers' guilds and societies sprang up throughout Britain. One result was

the gradual introduction of craftwork into schools and art colleges. The word

Design no!\r came to mean something much closer to its original purpose, and,

instead of being restricted to the 'High Arts' of painting, sculpture and

architecture, it was seen as an integral part of craft activity. As Macdonald

has shown, drawing schools in England $rere assuming the 'dual character of

schools of art and trade schools'. (74)

These significant movements were not remarked upon by Gill in his

letters or essays. According to reports in the daily press he returned home

from London with his artistic shopping bag full, virtually to a hero's welcome:

the works which he had selected were warmly received, and struck the right

note with the audience for which they were intended. Perhaps, had he received

a French style fine art training in drawing through the Academy Schools or the

French atelier system, rather than the Germanic drawing for design training,

he would have spent some of the bequest money on Old Master drawings which

$rere remarkably good value. He did purchase some contemporary drawings by

Pennel, but had he really been convinced by his own rhetoric he would have

responded more directly to the ltrue] plein air landscape work which had been

produced in France for half-a-century.
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As it was, his selected works were restricted to an outmoded form of

pictorial moralising: the 'High' art of which Sir Joshua had written a centurJ¡

earlier, and which provided the early South Kensington machine with its

motor. And yet, Gill was scathing of the popular success of til.P. Frith's

'Derby Day', which he saw as trivialising anecdotalism. (75) This might

e:çlain something of his attitude to Tannert, whose works often emphasised

domestic and intimate scenes, and were lacking in any tendentious message.

Gill was the perfect product of the early South Kensington system; he

provided an outstanding model of the high Victorian work ethic, and, although

the colony of South Australia did not develop the kind of industrial structures

which could fully practise the precise skills imported by Gill's courses, so

strong was the belief in their intrinsic value that they stood high in the order

of Victorian educational achievements.

When Gill returned to London, after an absence of nearly twenty years,

the whole European and British art scene and art educational system had

changed. when Gill was a student diligently drawing his time-consuming

copies, the importation of Japanese art, the growing interest in the aesthetic

movement and the Whistler versus Ruskin trial were contemporary and radical

events.

The effect of these was to make public a wide divergence of aesthetic

opinion and standards which grew from [minor dissenting] artistic challenge to

the concept of art as a branch of morality to a fully developed artistic

alternative, in which originality was the keyword. Whistler, in his famous 'Ten

O'clock' lecture of 20th February, 1885, had proposed that art did not, and

should not directly copy nature. (76) By the time of Gill's visit to London, this

philosophy had resulted in a leaning towards Paris and the once abused
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Impressionists on the part of many younger artists. ln architecture, graphic art

and design, the Art Nouveau style, which owed much to such disparate sources

as the Art and Craft movement and the Aesthetic movement, had become a

leading stylistic influence on art and on art training. Gill's selection was

motivated by an attitude perhaps most properly described as provincial, and it
is also conservative. That is to say, conservative both in the sense of

old-fashioned and also in the sense of officially approved by the governing

elite. He sided with the social/political establishment rather than with the art

profession with its ou,n norms.

As a provincial he could have switched his allegiances to Paris and

accepted this as the artistic metropolis. Even as a progressive bourgeois he

could have bécome aware of Impressionism and the more radical

post-Impressionists.

Manet's early radical paintings and the origins of Impressionism were

twenty-five years old when Gill visited London but he showed no awareness of

these tendencies. London itself can, of course, be seen as provincial,

especially in respect of artistic radicalism. Gill sided with the conservative

establishment in art and social and political life, and this in part was the secret

of his status in South Australia.

The concept of Provincialism is only relevant if seen as one side of a

dialectical relationship with the concept of Metropolitanism on the other. It is
an aspect of the dependency which colonial culture e;çeriences in many of its

institutions. The history of Western art from the time of Dura Europos until

the Pop art and Hard-edged Abstraction of the nineteen sixties is crowded with

examples of the power of a central artistic style or concept.
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I have described elsewhere the siren call of Metropolitan art as being a

series of messages which operate in one direction only. Ttrat is to say, the

provincialist artist is subject to the dominance of the centre, but has virtually

no role in the development of that central style. (77)

The source of the provincial artists' cultural values is unassailable, but

it is not unchanging. Artistic styles change and develop in the metropolitan

centre but the colonial/provincial artist, isolated from the artistic and

intellectual milieu of Paris, Vienna, Glasgow or London, can have little

knowledge or understanding of these shifts in style. They remain fixed in their

thinking and in the attitudes they acquired during their formative years of

study and early professional erçerience. In their teaching, they repeat their

own learning experiences of ten, twenty or thirty years earlier.

When these provincial artists return to the centre they seek not the new

in order that their attitudes be modified, like tired pieces of machinery being

up-graded in specification, but they seek confirmation and reinforcement of

their original metropolitan beliefs; they seek orthodo:ry and not the challenge

of unorthodoxies: this is Conservatism as well as Provincialism.

Gill would have found, but clearly could not accept, a London which

might well still be the centre of the thriving industrial and business world, but

which was not in any way a centre of the art world. only in paris, vienna,

Munich, Berlin or even Glasgow, would he have found the dynamism

characteristic of the centre of an art world. London had become, in effect,

provincialist and the South Australian School of Art and the Adelaide art scene

were provincial in relation to London's concepts of two decades earlier. (78)
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A New Role For The Art School

In the days before the formal opening of the new Art Gallery in 1900,

replete with Gill's purchases, an official visit by the Premier (Hon. F.W.

Holder), the Minister of Education and the Board was made to the School of

Design to look at the School's long standing accommodation problem. Gill

requested the use of the space to be vacated by the Art Gallery when it moved

to its new home. At that time the School of Design had also taken over the

teaching of drawing for university teacher training students.

Under the heading 'Training Public School Teachers', an agreement was

reached between the Board of Inspectors of the Education Department and the

Board of Governors at the Public Library, Museums and Art Gallery Board and

was published in the newspapers. It read in part as follows:

1... lryil Teachers during their first and second years training at the
Pupi! Teachers School, Grote Street, shall be taught by my Bóard's staff
two hours per week ... the number of students taught wout¿ be about 70
each year, and of an average age of fifteen ... the teaching to be
conducted at Grote Street.

... p 'Fil Teachers (at City and Suburban Schools) during their third and
fourth years training, to a number of about 40, at an average age of
seventeen shall receive further instruction in more advanced elimentary
drawing at the School of Design for two hours per week from the SchooÍ
of Design staff; those pupil teachers of those third and fourth years,
who are attendilg provincial schools for their teaching experience shall
receive instruction through the columns of the 'Educaiionäl Gazette'
and where necessary by correspondence.

Teachers_ during_their fifth and sixth years training while attending
the University, shall receive two hours tuition per week at the SchooI of
P"qiett and from the School of Design staff in ádvanced drawing and
design.

... That the tuition afforded be
art, who will devote as much of
teaching of the classes." (79)

supervised by the Director of Technical
his time as is possible to the practical
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In Mr. Gill's report of 1900, the first year of these arrangements, he

wrote that the work with the education department was not as successful as

hoped:

"... because the department is unable to meet our views as to the
importance of drawing, which should be placed level in importance with
arithmetic and algebra, and which should be considered in the School
curricuh'm as of pâramount importance when compared to such subjects
as Latin in the equipment of the bone and muscle of the State."

The University of Adelaide, however, was said to:

"... have impressed upon schools the importance of drawing by including
in its examinations the following subjects:

University prim ar]¡ public
examination -

Drawing
first grade freehand
first grade geometry
first grade plane

Senior Public Examination -
Candidates required either to
take (a) & (b), or (a),(c) & (d)
(a) intermediate perspective
(b) second grade plane geometry
(c) second grade freehand
(d) second grade model

Junior Public examination
Drawing
intermediate solid geometry
first grade model drawing

Junior Commercial
Examination
first grade geometry
plane
freehand and model
intermediate solid geometry
freehand (80¡

The University of Adelaide accepted the Board's local examination papers in the

above subjects, and this gave the South Australian School further formal stature.

As a result of the staffing changes which s'ere occurring in the late years

of the nineteenth and the early years of the twentieth century, the structure and

emphasis of the School of Art were being formed, which would remain virtually

unchanged for the following forty years, continuing for twenty five years after

Gill's death in May, 1916. The two leading staff members were

C. Pavia.

fuü iowie and
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Charles Pavia was an advanced student who had been appointed as a

student assistant in 1897, and Laurence Howie, who was ultimately to assume

Gill's mantle, was appointed as an assistant master in 1897, at a salary of 80

pounds per annum, rising to 120 pounds. Howie, who had been taught by James

Keane, was then earning more than his former mentor. Howie had a leaning

towards craftwork. Gill, when asked to comment on Keane's resignation,

wrote that Mr. Howie and Pavia extended the work in handicrafts "which work

I had repeatedly urged upon Mr. Keane's attention ... to these urgings he

systematically turned a deaf ear." Gill also said that on his return from

England he found Keane's School of Mines class "in disorder." (81)

An important initiative in the eighteen nineties was to institute

competitive scholarships for free tuition. The selection procedure was as

follows:

"Each headmaster of the city and suburban public schools has had
forwarded tickets, the number being determined by the number of
scholars in attendance at the various schools. The director is anxious
for their assistance, and has requested each master to nominate an
equal number of male and female scholars from his school. These
nominees may not have held a scholarship during 1895, and must, if
successful at the examination, be able to attend one of the evening
classes or the Saturday morning modelling class. The examination
consists of elementary geometry and freehand, and is a test of the
student's capacity to rule and draw with neatness and accuracy. The
results of the examination will be made known on the Monday morning
following the examination, and students will commence their studies
that week.

The number of candidates varied, but was normally around fifty to

sixty. A report in f 900 said that:

"there were 63 candidates nominated for the junior evening class
scholarships - 3l girls and 32 boys. The candidates had a very good
knowledge of the two subjects - freehand drawing and plane geometry -
they were examined in. In plane geometry the girls had the better
knowledge, but in the freehand test, where more thought was required,
the boys showed better judgement." (82)
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The issue of fees is a significant one. The fees which were charged

provided part of the income of the masters of painting and drawing. In

December, 1880, the Board of the South Australian Institute recommended that

the salary structure was to be 350 pounds per annum for the Master of the

School of Painting plus all pupils' fees up to 100 pounds per annum, and

250 pounds per course for the Master of the School of Design plus all pupils'

fees up to 100 pounds. The School of Painting's fees in 1880 were one pound

per annum, per course, and the School of Design's fees were ten shillings per

annum per course.

The division of the year into four quarters had been abandoned in 1882

and a system of three terms of 14, 14 and 13 weeks length instituted. The fees

were then altered as follows:

"painting raised from one pound per quarter to one pound 10 shillings per
session

design from l0 shillings per quarter to one pound per session and ten
shillings per session for evening classes." (83)

The 'ladies' classes were held mainly in the afternoons, thus emphasising

the leisure nature of the courses in drawing and painting and the 'gentlemen's'

were held only in the evenings, ostensibly catering for working men. From I8B1

the School ran an art material shop, mainly selling drawing paper at slightly

below shop prices. Students were allowed reduced rail travel but the master had

to issue a certificate before each journey.

That many students had difficulty paying the fees is made clear from an

examination of the correspondence files of the Master of Drawing and Painting.

The minimum age of students was thirteen years. To put these fees in some

context the attendant and technical assistant at the School of Design in f889

was paid a wage of thirieen shillings and si:çence per week. The salary of

Mr. Keane, then assistant teacher at theSchool, was 60 pounds per annum, and

the door-keeper at the Gallery and school was paid ten shillings per week.
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If a student was taking three or four subjects during the eighteen

nineties their year's tuition would cost thirteen powrds ten shillings, something

which no door-keeper's child could contemplate, nor perhaps an assistant

teacher's child.

ln addition to the few free places, the school provided what one past

student called 'cadetships'. A former student, Stanley Simmons, wrote the

following reminiscence in response to Paul Beadle's request in 1958 for

information about the early days of the school:

"In the year L907, when terminating my period as a scholar of the Gilles
Street Public School I became interested in a quest throughout the
Public Schools, by the then Principal of the 'School of Design, Painting
and Technical Art' (the late Mr. Harry.P.Gill) for cadets at the school,
and was subsequently appointed in that capacity, together with other
cadets, these were - Mr.Jack Moody (who later became one of
Adelaide's foremost commercials, and still practices in that capacity),
Mr.Elwyn Gould and Mr.Herbert Story þoth of whom were killed in
ïVorld War I) ... Our duties comprised office work and the preparation of
desks and materials for classes, also the running of errands, in return for
which we received tuition." (84)

Stanley Simmons was later to become the supervising draughtsman of

the cartographic section of the Department of Lands. The relevance of the

School of Art training was referred to by another correspondent, Oswald Pryor,

who recalled that his first employment (in the 1890s) was at the Moonta Mining

Company drawing office, tracing mine plans. The tight discipline imposed by

the geometrical and technical drawing courses would have provided students

with the necessary accuracy for such drawing office employment. Because of

its rarity, Pryor's letter is worth quoting at length. He wrote:

"... in l9O2,I became an all-day student and worked for two years in the
life and antique classes under Archibald Collins. Those on the staff at
that time were Harry P.Gill, director; Archibald Collins, life and
antique; Elizabeth Armstrong, still life painting; L.H.Howie and
C.J.Pavia, technical drawings; Maude Prosser, art needlework; Robert
Craig, modelling. Howie also had classes in woodcarving, metal work
etc. Gill did only a little teaching; his work was mostly administration
and he was also curator of the art gallery and examiner in technical
subjects.
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"Gill insisted on my attending all the classes except the one for
needlework, but I was not interested in either painting or applied art. I
had begun contributing drawings to the Bulletin and I wanted to learn to
draw like Phil May.

The school functioned under the authority of the Public Library board
which issued certificates of competency in technical and mechanical
drawing. I was awarded an Advanced DrauÊihtsman's Certificate which
covered the following range of subjects; plane and solid geometry,
projection of shadows, perspective, science geometry, model drawing,
machine design and elementary mathematics. The certificate does not
amount to much these days but it was incomparable at the time.

At the end of my two years I returned to Moonta and was appointed to
the position of mechanical draughtsman at the mines which in time led
to an administrative post. I have always felt that I owed the School of
Design a debt of gratitude on that account.

Of my fellow'students in the life class I believe the only survivor is
Mrs.Gwen Barringer (formerly Miss Adamson). Mrs.ïVholohan, another
fellow-student will be remembered for her benefactions to artists.
Lady Downer, mother of the Minister of Immigration was for a short
while in Mql.Howie's wood carving class. Hans Heysen had gone
overseas before my time.

Gill was a handsome looking man, tall, well proportioned and always
well groomed. He was a splendid teacher, but inclined to indulge in
sarcasm unnecessarily. Collins studied painting at the Royal Academy
under Millais and Millais rvas his idol. He had a large red nose,
silver-grey \ryavy hair and side whiskers and was dogmatic - "there are
no lines in nature only planes and tones." He painted academy pictures
for which there were no buyers and at the end he seemed to be a
frustrated nehoper. Miss Armstrong taught still-life painting
competently. She had a fine personality and a lot of good sense and the
dilettante called her "a dear."

The school occupied the eastern end of the easter end of the Extribition
Building and the School of Mines the western end but soon afterwards
the School of Design had all the top floor. There was a school art club
which met once a month on a Saturday evening when members brought
along their work for criticism. Collins used to praise the work of hii
own students and tear to shreds the work of Miss Armstrong's pupils.
We sometimes had a social evening when there were competitions and at
the conclusion tea-and-cake was passed around - no smoking!" (85)

By the turn of the century the school under Gill's leadership was suffering as a

result of his successful expansion classes. Space had always been at a premium

but by 1902 it was becoming a serious problem. A report in the Advertiser

drew attention to these difficulties quoting from Gill's statement:
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"The School of Design, Painting, and Technical Art had four classrooms.
On the ground floor there urere two small ones, A and B. On the upper
floor there were two large ones, C and D. Classroom A in the school
hall was used for wood-carving, repousse &c., and as a junior
classroom. Classroom B was used for day and evening life-work, art
needle-work, and design classes and some handicrafts. Classroom C
(east) was used for antique and painting in the day and as a
lecture-room at night. The use of white casts in a painting room was an
inconvenient practice and detrimental to both descriptions of work. The
presence of the casts was undoubtedly inimical to the progress of those
engaged in painting, and precluded the continuous study of either branch
of work. Classroom D (west) was used as a lecture room in the day and
for instruction in elementary drawing, shading, and painting in the day,
and for every manner of work in the evening, except lectures. Thus the
evening qlq{ents could study the best antique casts which were in the
paintinãÍIirTà the constant ðarrying of the õasts and furniture from room
to room was detrimental to both. The woodcarving, woodstaining,
gesso, tempera painting, repousse metal, &c., were carried out in any
room that might be vacant, and no continuous work could be done at any
of these branches. The modelling was conducted in the basement, which
was so ill-lit, that the students were unable to see the modelling in the
examples which they were engaged in reproducing; no good work could
come out of such a room. In order to hold the Saturday morning lecture
class they were obliged to give up another class of fifteen students, who
paid double the fees, because there lvas no room, and they had to
commence in the painting room a small class of teachers which he
expected to outgrow, and thus render more difficult the present
arrangement, which was disadvantageous to teachers and taught. This
Saturday morning and all other lecture classes had not the necessary
fittings for lecture work. It was impossible for the teachers to see the
back students and vice versa. Much effort was wasted in keeping order,
and much teaching missed by the students. The arrangement of the
furniture in the room had to be continually broken up and shifted, to a
great erçenditure of time, and prevented satisfactory cleaning. Any
trouble of the present while the sets of public teachers were doing the
same set of work would be enhanced next year, when the classes of the
first, second, third, and fourth, fifth, and sixth years which were
non-lumped would be divided into teachers of individual years with each
year's set doing separate work, and instead of one present class they
should be forced to have two of forty each - each class doing separate
and advanced work which would require more room to teach and more
teaching power. The only way to meet the new and cominglarger
demand upon the school was for the present Art Gallery Rooms on the
removal of their contents, to be handed over to this school." (86)
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A formal request for more space from the Board of Governors of the

Art Gallery, Museum, and Public Library was made after a visit from the

Premier and the Minister of Education following on from the newspaper

article. They saf,' a class of about 80 pupil teachers engaged in drawing and

were told that over 200 teachers were receiving instruction at the school.

Formerly the instruction was given by Mr.Reynolds at the Grote Street

Training College. The agreement between the Board of Inspectors of the

Education Department and the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery Board

was that pupil teachers during their first and second year's training would

receive two hours tuition per week, the number of pupils would be about 70 and

of an average age of fifteen years. The third and fourth years would receive

more advanced elementary drawing tuition at the School of Design, and that

any pupil teachers attached to provincial schools would receive instruction by

correspondence and through the columns of the Education Gazette.

A close scrutiny of the columns of the Adelaide newspapers reveals

some hints of dissatisfaction with the previousty unalailable position of Gill

and the South Kensington system. The Register of 12th September, 1896,

carried an editorial headed 'Technical and Art Education' in which it called for

reform, stating that:

"The lopsided system of technical education now in force in South
Australia will, before many years have gone by, produce very serious
results, wrless some radical alterations are speedily introduced. Time
after time we have called attention to the strange anomaly that in a
country such as ours, which must in the very nature of things depend for
its prosperity more upon the producing than upon the manufacturing
industries, the technical classes for teaching arts trades at the School of
Mines and Industries are crowded with hundreds of students, while those
lads who are studying agriculture, horticulture, viticulture, and dairy
farming, etc., at agricultural classes numbers only forty or fifty ... The
School of Design ... plays a most important part in the training of hand
and eye among those who have to design and construct machinery of
many descriptions, as well as among those whose trades are of a kind to
demand some degree of more directly artistic education." (87)
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But despite references to the examination successes (7,000 by f 896)

there was a hint of prejudice when the editorial commented that

"Probably a majority of these will find that their artistic studies have no
direct bearing on their modes of earning a livelihood. A very
considerable proportion of them are girls whose domestic duties in later
life will, if they follow up the lines in which they have made a start, be
pleasantly varied by artistic studies." (88)

Although the intention of the Register's editorial was to emphasise the needs

of agriculture its attitude to art and design was revealing:

"Art was pleasant but not particularly useful," however, in examining
the figures given in the annual returns although there is a gender
inbalance in respect of certain subjects it is not true to simply say that
"a considerable proportion of them are girls." (89)

In terms of overall enrolments during H.P. Gill's era, there is a reasonable

gender balance, but there are clear examples of gender specific bias in the

technical subjects.

Taking the results of the local art and science examinations, for one

year, selected as half way through Gill's period the figures are as follows:

lst Grade Plane Geometrv

SCHOOL
PASSES
School of Design
Gawler Branch School
Port Adelaide Branch School
Dryburgh House School
Moonta School of Mines
Norwood High School
Prince Alfred College
Semaphore Collegiate
Southfield School
Way College
Miss Adamson's School
The Misses Kay's School
Private Tuition

MALES FEMALES TOTAL

19
2
I
5
5
2
t7
I
5
9
I
2
I

5
0
I
5
I
2
t7
I
5
0
I
2
I

l4
2
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0

Total number of students taking the papers
Total number of passes (graded excellent, good and pass)
Total number of females
Total number of males

= 125
=70
=23
=47
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Intermediate Geometry

SCHOOL
PASSES
School of Design
Gawler Branch School
\ilay College School
Miss Stenhouse's School

Total number of candidates

Total number of passes

Total number of males

Total number of females

Chapter 4

IVÍALES FEMALES TOTAL

l5
3
l1
0

2
0
0
2

t7
3
1l
2

=50

=33

=29

=4

Second grade Plane and Solid Geometry

SCHOOL
PASSES
School of Design
Gawler Branch School
Moonta School of Mines School
Way College School
Private Tuition t*

MALES FEMALES TOTAL

** It is int_eresting to note that this candidate was oswald prior, the
correspondent mentioned earlier.
Total number of candidates

Total number of passes

Total number of males

=12

='l
=$

Total number of females

0
I
I
2
I

1

0
I
0
0

1

I
2
2
I
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Second Grade Model Drawine

scHooL
PASSES
School of Design
Adelaide Girls Collegiate School
Advanced School for Girls
Moonta School of Mines
Totnes School, Mt Pleasant
Unley Park School
Wilga College School
Misses Stenhouse School
Private Tuition (Oswald Prior)

MALES FEMALES TOTAL

Total number of candidates
Total number of passes
Total number of males
Total number of females

(e0)
There is no indication of the age of the students or whether they were in
employment.

The higher number of females taking model drawing relates to the

(slightþ more fine art aspect of that course, which actually involves the

perception of objects in real space, rather than on a twedimensional or 'flat'
plane, a difference indicated by the examiners' comments for the 1896 model

drawing results. The examiner reports that one candidate lost marks for

making her drawing unnecessarily small, and that two others lost marks for

want of neatness. Six candidates failed for wrongly placing the models, or for

placing the models beyond the edge of the board, whereby they appeared to be

standing, or partly standing upon nothing. The quality of the drawing, in

representational terms, would seem to be less important than the candidates'

obedience to the regulations. The regulations did not lay down any size

requirements, nor did they refer to requirements of background.

Gill, during the nineties and early years of the century, was using the

South Kensington structure in a completely unmodified form, but he did

provide his own drawing books. In Victoria the drawing instruction had been

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I

6
I
4
I
I
5
I
2
0

I
I
4
I
I
5
I
2
I

40
24
2

22
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modified by Mr.P.M.Carew-Smyth, Inspector of Drawing in the Victorian State

Schools. Their modified system made much more of the freehand drawing and

also brush drawing courses. In a letter to James Keane, Carew-Smyth

commented:

"there is no doubt, however, but drawing has 'caught on' here and is so
rapidly assuming a high standard of execution in the state schools that
the public and 'private venture' schools are, in many of them, both
angry at, and apprehensive of being left behind in the tace, and so are
brushing up their interest and their methods in this direction."

Keane, writing to the Register quoted Carew-Smyth's letter and added that:

frapart from the instruction afforded at the art schools and the public
schools, the Melbourne University influences the private schools by
including in the Matriculation examinations, drawing." (91)

There is an interesting concept of competitiveness referred to by

writing of 'the race'. Keane who had repeatedly petitioned unsuccessfully for

a salary increase while he was at North Terrace and the Port Adelaide Branch

School and had become a bitter opponent of Gill's.

During Gill's absence in London, Keane was referred to as Deputy

Director for Technical Art and the press reports of late 1899 refer to various

initiatives. At that time the activities of the School of Design were very

regularly reported in the daily press; even the details of homework exercises

being deemed newsworthy. One such report reads:

"Advantage was taken of the Christmas holidays by the deputy director
for technical art to set the students of the School of Design to work out,
on their own account, designs for various artistic crafts in order to test
their ability to invent, without supervision, for definite ornamental
purposes, forms that could be worked out practically for the beautifying
of some article of common use. From the working drawings received
one of the best in each section has been selected, and these will be
carried out in the material for the purposes intended by their respective
designers during the half-term which begins teday. The selected
designs were made by the following students for the purposes
mentioned: - Muriel Key, design for a frieze to be executed in graffito;
Garfield Daly, photo frame in wood inlay to contain two cabinets; Lena
Unbehaun, design based on some flowering plant suitable for
needlework; Lena Unbehaun, design for a fretwork cabinet photo
frame; James F. Williams, design for a stained-glass window." (92)
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d
The worXs of interest here are I'to test their ability to invent, without

supervision." The rigid adherence to the earliest South Kensington system

permitted the development of hand and eye skills but in no way tested, even at

the most advanced stages, inventiveness or independence.

Keane's exercise designed to test students' abilities to invent without

supervision would have been incomprehensible to Gill. During Gill's absence in

1899 Keane had advertised the School's special classes in woodcarving,

modelling, repousse, gesso, wood-inlaying as well as drawing from the human

figure, flowers, fruit and still life. He also advertised that designs for art

needlework would be supplied and that work in needlework could be

commenced or completed for any client.

The School had, from the earliest days at the S.A. Institute, worked

closely with the Chamber of Manufactu.y;d and in 1899 plans were established

for a major Century Extribition of South Australian Arts and Industries' to be

held in 1900. The range of crafts (which Gill was later to unfairly accuse

Keane of failing to support) was good, and it did expand to include new craft

areas popular during Victoria's reign.

A public correspondence in 1903 drew attention to criticisms of the

teaching of drawing in schools, and obviously by implication the teaching of

H.P. Gill. James Keane, an ex member of the school of Design staff and

formerly Master at the Port Adelaide Branch School, who had resigned from

North Terrace in June, 1900, commented that drawing in South Australia was

going from bad to worse. The Board of Inspectors had said in 1900:

"It is a subject that pupils and teachers work at with pleasure, but we
have long felt that the irtstruction given has been too mechanical in
character, and that we ought to adopt an improved method if we are to
make it educative in the true sense of giving the children power to
understand the forms which underlie what they have to represent, and
the skill to execute what their intelligence perceives. Mr. Gill, the
Director for Technical Art has undertaken to draw up a new scheme of
drawing, which will, we hope enable teachers to develop power and
cultivate self activity and originality in their pupils." (93)
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Three years later Keane drew attention to the fact that Victoria, with

its 1,942 schools, had a new and modern system of drawing instruction.

Gill responded obliquely by saying that:

"the teaching of drawing in public schools is conducted under regulations
framed by the Education Department, and in no sense of the term is the
teaching of drawing in public schools in charge of this school." (The
School of Design) (94)

That Keane was not alone in his criticism of the South Kensington

system can be easily seen by an examination of the specialist English journal

'The Practical Teacher's Art to which Mr. Pavia subscribed. I

subsequently found a bound copy of the magazine which had once been owned

by Pavia. ln the 1904 edition the following comments are very relevant, if
perhaps too reformist for Gill, for they attacked the very essence of his own

qualifications:

As a rule, the pupil teachers begin by working for the examinations in
freehand, model, etc. I need hardly comment on the effect of such
drill-like, mechanical work on these young pupils. The course is a
system of forcing eyes to see wrongly or conventionally - to draw a cast
of ornament or a photograph of the same in outline. Ruskin has shown
us that objects in light and shade cannot be erçressed by outline. In the
!nodel class the pupils make outline drawings on large sheets of paper
from the usual models - formal, meagre outlines not at all representing
the objects, diversified as they are by light and shade; while in the
freehand and model stage, any attempt to use shading would be
considered presumption, or even impertinence, on the part of the
student.

The evil effects of all this outline drawing appear when the pupil
proceeds to the study of what is know as light and shade. He has to
unlearn everything, and this process is very uncomfortable, both for him
and for the art teachers. He has to be shown that objects appear to be
bounded by edges dark or light, not by uniform black lines. This formal
study of light and shade is difficult, and beset with pitfalls, which, to
teachers who have not much time to devote to it, make it in many cases
almost impossible as a study. One does not understand how the
examiners can wade yearly through the quantity of papers - which, for
the most part, show little or no traces of intelligent seeing, nor any
evidence of artistic faculty - without making some more vigorous
protest than is implied in their formal report.
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The tests set last year and this were most difficult, and only advanced
art students could have successfully grappled with the difficulties in the
short space of time. The study of light and shade is most useful and
interesting, especially if led up to by suitable exercises. To shut up
freehand, model, and light and shade into separate compartments is a
sure way of teaching students to draw badly.

At the root of all this useless work lies the South Kensington principle
that drawing is an art, and that only those who can acquire proficiency
in it should give instruction even to the youngest children. If a good
course of study were adopted, this might pass without demur, for the
number of persons who are unable to draw is practically limited to those
without sight. That is the only essential: good drawings have been
made, using the toes, or even the mouth, to hold the pencil. But under
existing arrangements the students at once lose interest and the desire
to succeed; repeated failures disgust them with the work, and a settled
conviction creeps over them that they are unable to draw. A teacher
will sometimes say, "I detest drawing," and on inquiry it will be found
that he is thinking of the examinations in freehand, model, etc. But
what a loss in school work generally! Drawing, merely as another means
of e>çression, deserves a better place in the teacher's armourJ¡ than it
often obtains." (95)

In 1900, an opportunity was offered to change the dormant status of the

fine art side of the School, which had remained, in effect, still-born since

Tannert's early days with the School: this was the decision to create a post of

master in antique and life. The candidates were asked to name their own

salary figure, which offered Gill the chance to indulge in his favourite activity

of driving a shrewd bargain.

The following applications were received, with the salary they required:

Julian Ashton
Sydney Long
E. Phillips Fox

Hugh Ramsay
Norman MacGeorge
W. Archibald Collins
Iil. Harley Griffiths
James Keane

500 pounds
400 pounds
400 pounds - highly recommended by

Tom Roberts.
not known - highly recommended.
150 pounds
400 pounds
not known
not known
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The latter two applicants were discor¡nted immediately. Of \4/. Harley

Griffiths Gill wrote:

"If I mistake not, he is the student who with another decided to live with
and paint nature, they did so for a fortnight when Mr. Griffiths broke up
the combination as his companion's heavy tread disturbed him. I
therefore consider him hardly of sufficiently sound mind and nervous
temperament to assist in your art school conducted in the noisy
extribition building: " (96)

Sydney Long, that poet of the weird Art Nouveau melancholy of the bush,

withdrew his application, and for a while Phillips Fox was favoured, but he

decided to move to Europe. Ramsay, who was to die before his phenomenal

talent was fully realised, and Norman MacGeor5e, a very able water colourist,

do not appear to have been seriously considered. Archibald Collins, described

by Gill as an R.A. man and a fellow student of Stanhope Forbes (a popular

academic landscape and seascape artist), in reply to Gill's letters, showed that

he was prepared to reduce his required salary somewhat, and he finally

accepted the offer of the post at a figure of 350 pounds per annum, that is to

say at half Gill's annual salary.

At no time in its history, r¡ntil the present principalship of Ian Nort\has

the South Australian School of Art been headed by a creative artist of national

significance: this has undoubtedly affected its standing in relation to the art

schools of Melbourne and Sydney. And yet, in the nineteenth century, the

strength of its influence in the matter of drawing education in Australia was

perhaps unrivalled. Had Ramsay, Long, Ashton, Phillips Fox or maybe even

MacGeorge been appointed it is possible that the 'Fine Art' side of the school

would have made progress in comparison with the pedagogic and technical

work. However, perhaps even a committed artist of talent would have been no

match for Gill. Gill was the supremo of the extribiting system in South

Australia: the society of Arts, the Everyday Art Club, and the Easel club
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were all under his patronage, and the financial and social aspects of Australian

art in other States could hardly be said to have been in the ascendence,

however good the work of the main figures.

And so, although it is tempting to imagine the South Australian School

of Art as a burgeoning school for the professional training of artists, under a

talented artist of note, Gill effectively decreed otherwise.

Collins, although a well qualified artist, ,"u., to have developed an

hermetic approach to his post, not bothering Gill and not being bothered by

him. This fact emerged during the 1907-08 inquiry. Collins' approach is

referred to in the ex-studen/s letter quoted earlier.

During the early years of the century the School of Design was to

strengthen its position in respect of its commissions for art work. The report

for the year 1904-1905 reads as follows:

"Industrial Art During the year 1904-05, the amount of 640 pounds has
been received for art work produced, such as woodcarving, repousse in
leather and metal, and for art needlework. The School's commission on
this was 16 pounds, 14 shillings and 11 pence. The following purchases
were made: one pair church candlesticks, one carved walnut towel
roller. ln the art needlework department last year about 200 designs
were executed to order. Since the year 1890 over 2,900 designs have
been sold ... The School exhibition this year was held in connection with
the exhibition at the Chamber of manufacturers. The classes at Gawler
Branch School, which for some time had been in abeyance were
re-commenced in October 1905 with Miss Beulah Leicester as teacher.
(she was a former pupil of the School of Design)." (97)

For over twenty years H.P. Gill had laboured exceptionally hard on

behalf of the School of Design, the School having quickly become synonymous

in the minds of most people with the personality as well as the office of its

master. But on 4th October, 1907, in a press report, doubts were thrown on the

integrity of the Director of Technical Art, and if not on his integrity as such,
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on the propriety of certain activities of the School. Questions responding to

that report were asked in Parliament on Tuesday, 26th November, 1907, by

IvIr. E.H. Coombe and as a result a special committee of the Board of the

Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery was formed to investigate these

matters, and to report to Parliament. (98)

The 1908Inquiry

Because this inquiry revealed the artistic ideologies of the staff it is a

remarkable piece of evidence, valuable for any investigation into the

professional training of artists and the art pedagogical principles of the South

Australian School of Art.

The terms of reference of the Inquiry appeared quite bland: they

established:

"... a special committee appointed to enquire into the duties and
remuneration of the staff of the School of Design."
The committee held 24 meetings and finally submitted its report to the
Board in November, 1908." (99)

The final report itself had a stormy passage which included minority

reports, and a dissenting report, before the main report's recommendation was

finally adopted a yeat after Coombe's question. The most sweeping

recommendation was the transfer of the School of Design, with all but two of its

staff (Collins and Jose), lock, stock and barrel, to the care and control of the

Minister of Education. This change was intended to take effect as from lst

January, 1909, although the transfer took six months longer. The School changed

its name to the Adelaide School of Art, and the Director of Technical Art

became known as the Principal of the School.
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At one stage during the proceedings the call was made for Gill's

resignation; at another some highly influential members of the committee

were accused by others of 'mothering tvlr. Gill'.

As often happens in Royal Commissions, Select Committees and other

investigative situations, cracks were papered over, unbridgeable gulfs between

parties opened up, the main purpose became lost, and issues became confused.

ln previously written histories of the School, the title of the inquiry is

taken to suggest that this was merely a salary investigation, whereas it was,

instead, nothing less than a trial of H.P. Gill. ln previously published

references on the School and on art in South Australia there is no hint ever

shown of the seriousness of the Inquiry.

The root cause of the chain of events was the seemingly innocuous area

of the Art Needlework Society. In all the responses by witnesses, it was clear

that the Art Needlework Society was considered to be a private affair; it was

a profit making activity, and as has been referred to earlier, a very successful

activity at that. Issues of the right of private practice, of public

accountability, and indeed the very tenuous border between the private and the

public domains of officers of the Board were all touched upon.

Mr. Coombe's questions on 26th November, 1907, were:

(1) "Is it not a fact that part of the work for the art school has been
done for years for private profit, and practically managed
independently of the Board's control, and that much friction has
arisen, and several meetings of the Board have been held to alter
this anomolous state ...?

(2) Is it not a fact that in consequence of the Board's decision to have
all the operations of the School under its control in future, the
work of the school has been, or is likely to be greatly affected,
and that Miss Maud Fanny Prosser, principal lady teacher, has
resigned her position in connection with the school to start on her
own account what will practically be a competing institution in
Adelaide.
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(3) Is it not a fact that as shown in the records of the Registration of
Firms Act, that Mrs. H.P. Gill is a partner of Miss Prosser in that
competing institute which will also compete with the work done by
the Technical School of Design?

(4) Does the Government approve of an officer who, it is alleged
receives a salary of about 700 pounds per annum besides the right
of private commission being, through his wife connected with a
private business?

(5) In view of the uncertainty surrounding the whole matter, is it the
intention of the Government to obtain a report signed by the
members of the Board setting forth the facts, and particularly
showing the work done by Mr. Gill and the objections raised by
certain members of the system?" (100)

One of the early witnesses, Miss Lucy Hammond, formerly clerk to the

School, under stern questioning from the committee, revealed that Mr. Gill had

asked her not to give information. The committee very soon became as

involved in probing the character and behaviour of H.P. Gill, as in the financial

dealings of the art needlework club,. It appeared from Mr. \,lVoolnough's

analysis of Mr. Gill's report on the Art Needlework Club that stock valued at

500 pounds u'as unaccounted for, even though it seemed that everything the

Director of Technical Art had done was with the consent and approval of the

Board. It emerged that the Art Needlework Club had been the only importers

of Liberty silks and similar materials; and that they had an Australia wide

distribution system. (101)

tilith the closing of the art needlework department when Miss Prosser

resigned, the Director of Technical Art transferred to his wife, materials and

stock valued at 800 pounds, which had accumulated as his property from his

original private investment of 200 pounds. This material was placed in the

Liberty depot stock (a private enterprise between Miss Prosser and Mrs. H.P.

Gill) in December, L907. The business then had the monopoly on sales in South

Australia of certain materials which were indispensible to the work of the

School of Design and must therefore be purchased by the Department.
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Gill maintained that private practice was by no means unknown in art

schools. But the Fine Art Committee findings are instructive. lilhen Mr.

Woolnough and Mr. T. Gill (not related) had made contact with other colleagues

in Australia to ensure that the Board was properly informed, they found that:

"... The practice of interfering with private enterprise was deprecated
... the dangers were of commercial interest dominating the educational
influences of an institute which encourages students to look for
pecuniary rewards as a result of classwork." (102)

The Fine Art Committee recommended that the Art Needlework

Department as a privately owned concern be abolished. In a letter to the

Finance Committee the Principal Librarian, J.R. Adam, detailed the financial

procedures of all other institutes, which showed that except for the Melbourne

Gallery School, each department had its own order book. The Public Library,

Museum and National Gallery of Victoria had corresponded with the Principal

Librarian and said quite categorically:

"it would be better to keep separate the trades from the training ... the
baneful influence of commercialism is to be avoided but the turning of a
Government School into a factory, where things are made to order, if
not to suit the taste of the market, is a question which, to my mind
resolved itself into this ... Cannot the student be trained in ihe School
to execute the work outside the School?" (f03)

Mr. Turner, Superintendent of the Department of Public Instruction,

Sydney, wrote:

"... I do not consider it advisable to receive orders from the public.
students attend classes for instruction and they could hardly be
expected to execute creditable work which would be equal to that
produced by an artist." (104)

The answers to several of the questions of Mr. coombe had to be a

reluctant 'yes' and, if the answer to the fourth was 'no,' what was to be done

about it? In coming to their conclusion about Gill himself, every aspect of his

School was referred to, all the letter books, memoranda and files since 1882

were examined and, throughout 1908, Mr. Gill was interviewed. The
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transcripts of these interviews are most revealing. He emerges largely

unruffled, as one would e:<pect, but particularly interesting are the responses

of the staff and former staff, especially when their art educational ideologies

were questioned. James Keane, who was considered by Gill to be an unfriendly

witness, and by some committee members as a sworn enemy of Gill, had

started a school at Norwood since leaving North Terrace. He emphasised that

he was by no means an implacable enemy of Gill's but that he did consider he

had been treated badly in respect of promotion, or rather lack of promotion,

and that he had always been overworked by Gill. He had worked at the School

for five days a week from 9 a.m. to 9.20 p.m., but he supported the main

concept of Gill's beliefs that the art practitioner 'whether he works as an

artist decorator or artist painter should be trained in the South Kensington

systemf. (105)

Gill had e>çressed the view that in England there was no such thing as a

School of Painting, there $ras no division of fine art from design. This view

was, of course, based only on the South Kensington system. Collins, when

asked if he ranked next to the Director of Technical Art þecause his was the

next highest salary) said that he did not know; that that officer had never

interfered with his department, but he did not 'regard himself as inferior to

that gentleman'. He did express the view that the Director of Technical Art at

best was indifferent or at worst antagonistic to the painting department. (106)

When Gill was interviewed about the relative salaries paid to the staff

and questioned about what the committee saw as 'the enormous gap'between

that of his own salary and those of his chief subordinate officers, he e>çressed

the opinion that it was justified. When questioned about the earlier history of

the School he gave the impression that it had none. (107)
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"Are you a$'are that drawing classes had been in operation from
a date going back fifty years?"

H.P.G. "I am aware that there were some drawing classes in connection
with the Chamber of Manufacturers.tr

IvIr.S. "Are you aware that a School of Design had been at work for 20
years before your arrival?"

H.P.G. "I do not know anything about it, except hearsay."

Mr. S. "You are not a\ilare that Mr. Hill had 65 students at the School
of Design only 8 months before you arrived, that is in September
'81, and he gave up the School with expressions of regret?"

H.P.G. "No." (108)

The only indication that H.P. Gill saw his position as being in any way

vulnerable was in a letter to the Director of Education, in which he referred to

his report to the Fine Art Committee for January, 1908:

"Naturally I do not like sending such a report, but events are so pressing
and so unjustly pressing that I felt I was compelled, for my family's, this
school's, perhaps this State's sake to make the announcement it
contains, and which I would have liked not to make.

I remember always at the back of my head your kindly expression as you
parted from me at Adelaide Railway Station.

You said, "Well old fellow there is one thing at least that I am glad I am
going for, you will have an easier time in the coming year. We have had
to push very hard this year." That made me feel better and straighter.

would you mind writing me something of what the school was able to do
for your dept. I won't use it except in case of extremis, and you might
say if you found anything better in the way of books in England; that is
you can speak of the quantity of the work and quality. I feel much
shame in putting this trouble upon you, even so much as this letter does,
you are so busy." (109)

Mr. A. Williams, the Director of Education, replied on l3th February to

the Committee and wrote:

"Mr. Gill speaks very modestly as to the help he had given the Education
Department, revising the drawing course for our schools which we
undertook in 1906, involved a very considerable amount of work in two
directions:

(1) Preparation of drawing books.

(2) Instigating teaching by means of articles in the Education
Gazette." (110)
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Of all the energies which Gill had put into his art teaching practice, these

drawing books probably had the farthest reaching effects in time, concept and

physical distance.

When the Committee began to draft its final report to the Board it was

immediately divided; and the intensive discussions which took place in

November are revealing.

On the 9th November some were saying "we consider Mr. Gill should

resign", but others responded that this would imply censure. Both the

President (Sir Samuel Way) and the Chairman (Professor Henderson) dissented

from the main report. The published report, and its dissenting minority

reports, were finally presented to a special meeting of the full Board of the

Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery on 2nd November, 1908. (l1l)

The body of the report was divided up under the following headings:

Personal, Friction, Financial, Organisation, Proposed re-construction.

In a summary of extracts the content was as follows:

"Personal
No charge or even suggestion damaging to financial integrity of any
officer has been made and no evidence to sustain such an accusation.

Friction
We are of the opinion that there has been and still is a certain amount
of friction ... and that a kind of virtual intimidation was employed in
circumstances explained in the evidence with the purpose of preventing
an enquiry or investigation into Art Needlework matters ... It has been
proved that a part of the work connected with the School of Design was
done for private profit. The evidence demonstrates that there was
among the staff of the School of Design a general impression that the
Art Needlework Dept. was a separate institution, the private property
of the Director of Technical Art and a former lady Superintendent of
Art Needlework.

Financial
Of a total of 36,533 pounds paid in salaries to the officers of the School
of Design 17,000 pounds was drawn by that one officer as fixed salary
alone. The Director of Technical Art draws I pound a year more than
all the rest of the staff put together - and drew a still larger proportion
until the last few months.
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The officer in the School of Design next to the Director is paid 170
pounds or 530 pounds less than that officer. We cannot condone the
view that the enormous gap was justified.

Organisation
We regard the present organisation unsatisfactory. No deputy.

The Public Library Board with the Joint Institute suggests comparison
with a three-decked ship having a captain for each deck and none to
exercise paramount authority.

If Gill had a superior officer it could technically be the Principal

Librarian, but as the Principal Librarian's salary was 520 pounds to Gill's 700

pounds no such hierarchy was recognised. Mr. Sowden was a brother-in-law of

the Principal Librarian which could explain something of his antagonism to Gill.

Proposed Reconstruction
r'... At present the School of Design has close relations with the
Education Department, the University, the School of Mines and lndustry,
and premises practically connected to the latter. The Public Library,
Museum and Art Gallery is now a mixed institution which deals partly
with teaching and partly with finished products or specimens of
literature, national history and artistic culture. The mixture is costly as
it involves duplication of institutions, and is otherwise unsatisfactory.

We suggest the separation of art teaching department from the P.L.M.
and A.G. and that it should be merged with the School of Mines, the
University or the Education Department: a change which would be
conducive to economical administration and concentration of work.

All buildings west of the university to be under the control of the Public
Library Board, and all those east under the control of the School of
Mines or other State Technical Education Institute."

The Report then summarised the activities of the Board suggesting that

the changed conditions of the period required reconstruction of institution:

The only duties now performed by the Director of rechnical Art which
would need to be re-arranged is that of giving erçert advice to the Fine
Art Committee regarding the purchase of pictures ... This, however,
could be done by panng that officer, or some other competent artists."
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However, the majority report initiated by Mr. Sowden s'as opposed by

the President, the area of reconstruction being his major concern.

In his Report of 26th October, 1908, Sir Samuel trlVay wrote:

"Ours is the largest art school in Australia, we have 800 students. There
is no other Australian Art School with a comparable curriculum. The
quality of its work is evidenced by the fact that its classes are attended
by 50 students of the School of Mines and the University and 170
teachers, besides 580 art students ... Even if it ever became desirable to
transfer the Art School to the Education dept., it is surely an
inopportune time to add to the burden of that department, and it must
be remembered that everywhere higher art and general education are
under separate direction.

The majority report refers to the Art School as if it were an excresence
having no organic connection with the Art Gallery, and on the contrary
no Art Gallery is complete without an Art School.

Again the majority report is as impractical as it is novel, for no local
committee of artists could have got together such an art collection.
The proposed change, if I may use the same figure as to influence both
the majority and the minority reports, seems like a Master Mariner
scuttling his ship, when pursuing a prosperous voyage, merely because he
thinks his first officer too well paid."

Sir S.J. l,lVay dissented from the resolution of the Board in a memo of

llth November, 1908:

"The School of Design suggests the aesthetic or sensory part of our life
whereas the School of Mines is essentially mundane or practical. The
University has got many responsibilities to shoulder and it is doubtful
that it would shoulder voluntarily something which would result in
financial loss." (l12)

A group of four - Messrs Henderson, Rogers, Hardy and Sir Charles Todd

- signed the formal minority report which said that the majority report was

drawn up in such a way as to place the Director of the School of Art in a most

unfavourable light:

"... There is not a line written in praise of that officer from beginning to
end and yet there is abundant evidence to show that he is effective.

We are of the opinion that there has been and still is friction between
the Director of Technical Art and Principal Librarian and Secretary, and
the Fine Art Committee, and we attribute this to the imperious and
somewhat contemptuous manner of the Director of Technical Art.
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We recommend that he shows more consideration for the dignity of his
Committee and adopts a more conciliatory tone."

They did not consider anything irregular in Gill having no deputy:

"If the public library and art gallery is a 3 decked ship, then the
university is a ten decked ship."

There was much debate before the final session in which Professor

Jethro Brown voted against the report's adoption and dissented from the

implied suggestion that the remuneration received by Gill was in excess of his

value to the State. But the majority report was in fact passed, virtually

unmodified, and in a very short time the half-a-century old association with

the original institution, which had been subsumed by the Public Library,

Museum and Art Gallery Board in 1884, was dismantled.

There are several intriguing aspects to the eventual transfer of the

School of Design. to the Education department, which le¡d to asking such

questions as: how did the Board decide which of the three bodies the School of

Design should come under? did the Board make a recommendation to the

Government? and above all, what was the government's response? Why did

they accept the Art School to be part of the Education department? Did

Alfred Williams support this, or did the Minister decide to bring Gill under

government control?

The last stage of this story led to a drastic change in the governance

terminating the Art School's autonomy (at least legally) and its close links with

the Art Gallery.

Gill had, for almost thirty years, occupied a very prominent position in

Adelaide, he was certainly the State's art supremo, and the dual position of

Gurator of the Art Gallery and Principal of the School of Design emphasised

this status. However, when the school was transferred the position of the Art
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Gallery had no formal relationship to the Education department. But Gill

clearly considered that he should continue as curator. The Fine Art

Committee of the Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery Board were

prepared to accept this, as was Mr.Williams, the Director of Education.

However, the Minister Mr.Coneybeer emphatically disagreed, writing to the

Board on 26th July, 1909 to the effect that is was a condition of Mr.Gill's

employment that he should not take any work in addition to his position as

Principal of the Adelaide School of Art. (113)

The correspondence file and minutes of the Board and Fine Art

Committee indicate that Gill's financial demands had perhaps tested the

Minister too far. Gill had asked for two hundred pounds per annum as an

additional payment for his duties as curator. A ministerial comment to the

Board drew attention to the fact that for the months when the matter was

unresolved the Fine Art Committee had handled all Art Gallery business and

had found that it had occupied only a few hours in total, but that had Gill been

paid to do that work he would have claimed over forty pounds.

The long history of Gill's continual claims for ever increasing salary,

and his high self-esteem inclines me to suggest that Mr.Coneybeer wanted to

bring Gill more firmly under direct control. But in addition to this the School's

major role now lay in the training of teachers.

It was through questions asked in Parliament that the matter of the

salary of staff at the School of Art was first raised. The Board's

recommendations were made to the government, and the appropriate

responsible department was that of Education. There was little or no support

from the university or the School of Mines for any amalgamation with the

School of Art.
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Through the actions of this committee the institution which had become

a perfect example of cultural imperialism became absorbed within the

Education system, a structure which could not easily accommodate the vital

element in art schools - a balance of traditionalism and e:çerimentation.

Once it was so bureaucratised, the Art School became particularly

inbred and self-perpetuating in its staffing and therefore in its aims and

objectives and its curriculum. Thus, the South Kensington system remained in

place, as it did to a large extent throughout the Australian public art schools,

virtually until the Second World War. The Art School, through Gill and his

dominant position in a small community, had institutionalised an exceptionally

certificated system. This rigid system was likely to endure after Gill, partly

because of its own rationale; but also because the South Australian art

community was so small and so isolated that it could be easily dominated by an

individual. The reason Gill exercised such power for so long was that he had, in

effect, created his own form of metropolitanism, with his staff, the teachers in

schools, the Branch schools, and examination centres interstate forming the

provincialist network, and so accepting not only the provincialist bind but also

the orthodoxy which enslaved it.

The central bureaucracy of the State Education Department was

predominantly concerned with the management and control of primary and

later, secondary education. There was no hierarchy of inspectors of

post-secondary institutions and so Gill and his successors still retained

professional autonomy in matters of curricula.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF ART - FROM SCHOOL OF DESIGN

TO SCHOOL OF ART AND CRAFTS

"Mr. Gill was a man of striking personality, a big man mentally and
physically. He thoroughly understood his work, and his tireless energy and
enthusiasm was an inspiration to those who worked under him. Much of
the success of the Art School may be attributed to his early pioneering
work, and to the sor¡nd principles upon which he built up its foundations.
The establishment of the Gill Memorial Medal Fund serves to keep his
memory always before us." Charles J. Pavia. (1)

The Education Department Takes Over

The very origins of institutionalised professional art education are based

upon the concept that art, or specifically drawing training, was the cornerstone

of modern technical education, and that this principle could be extended to

general education.

Ironically, when discussing the principles on which a professional training

in art should be based, many professional artists, in recent times, have argued

strongly for the separation of art schools from other institutions, and the

separation of art study from other subjects. In the period under discussion here,

however, no such debate was publicly aired.

ïVhen in June, 1909 the School of Design was handed over to the Education

Department it became much more closely aligned to mainstream educational

thinking and policy making. Until 1909, Gill, although technically answerable to

the Fine Arts Committee and the Chief Librarian, had been, in effect,

remarkably independent. This changed dramatically when the Education

Department took over the School; and the then Director of Education was Alfred

Williams.
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Chapter 5

Williams, already a sick man, with only a short time left in which to carry

out his sweeping educational programmes, had returned on 13th December, 1907,

from an overseas tour, fired with missionary zeal and, an urgent determination to

effect change in S.A. Education. He had travelled with his friend Frank Tate,

Director of Education for Victoria. Overseas Williams had seen that the

Australian States were the last outposts in the Empire to introduce secondary

education and that, despite lengthy enquiries into technical education, the

Australian system of technical education was quite inadequate to contribute to

the industrial growth needed if Australia s'as to be anything other than a pastoral

nation.

On his return Williams wrote a preliminary report containing a full

account of overseas technical institutions. In addition, he used such platforms as

the Teachers' Union Conference from which to propound his views. (2)

At the 1908 Teachers' Union Conference, as Beare in his unpublished

thesis on the influence of Williams as public education in South Australia relates:

"Williams' recommendations were like wheat falling on prepared ground." (3)

During the inaugural address to the conference, Sir Langdon Bonythonhad spoken

of 'the missing rungs in the ladder of education' and the need to improve the

School of Mines and Industries. Peake, then acting Minister of Education, had

publicly acknowledged that South Australia's education system was lacking, and

that "the gap between primary school and higher education as represented by the

University must be bridged." (4) W.J. Sowden of The Reeister also spoke on the

same topics. These changes had considerable implication for the development of

art education. (5) The first steps towards educational rationalisation taken by

Williams concerned the establishment of a secondary school by amalgamating the

Advanced School for Girls and the Pupil Teachers School. (6)
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ln November, 1908, Coombe, supporting \rlVilliams' ideas, moved "That in

the opinion of this House, the time has arrived for the adoption of a more

vigorous policy in regard to secondary and technical education." (7)

Although Williams did not live long enough to develop his ideas fully, it

being 1915 (the year of H.P. Gill's resignation) before the 'vigorous policy' he

called for was given legislative force, his 'Preliminary Report' and the Royal

Commission on University and Higher Education (which was, in l9ll, given

enlarged terms of reference to include all levels of Education) resulted in the

1915 Education Act which revised technical education. Under that Act a

technical branch of the Education Department was formed with Dr. Charles

Fenner (formerly of Ballarat School of Mines) as Superintendent of Technical

Education.

The six years between the transfer of the School to the Education

Department, and Gill's retirement in failing health, saw the consolidation of the

graded South Kensington system, modified but slightly by Gill, and its absorption

into educational programmes for schools and the Teacher Training programme.

A perfect example of Gill's intransigence and singleness of purpose was

shown by the events at the time of the handover. They give an illustration of a

personality who preferred the flat, geometric technical exercises of South

Kensington , r to the moody, tonal fine art drawing of the Ecole des Beaux Arts

style. As the Art Gallery was still under the control of the Public Library,

Museums and Art Gallery Board, the Minister of Education (Mr. Coneybeer)

refused to allow Gill the right to continue as Gurator of the Gallery which caused

Gill to attempt a Nelsonian response, even to the extent of refusing to hand over

the Gallery keys, and continuing to sign his letters as Art Gallery Curator. (8)
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But by the end of the year the matter was resolved and Gill had to accept

the Minister's ruling. This separation of roles made possible the tentative

commencement of a professional Art Gallery and Museum service.

\lVith drawing continuing to attract special attention Gill had his work cut

out to satisfy the demands of the growing army of drawing certificate hunters.

In 1910 the year's annual report was made for the first time to the

Minister of Education. In it, numbers of enrolments quoted were a high 741

students in attendance at the two schools of Port Adelaide and North Terrace,

and of these 528 were day students. This was an increase from the previous

year's 634 total and it can be accounted for by an increase all round, as well as

through the University of Adelaide's inclusion of drawing as a new optional

subject. Gill repeated his earlier claims for the importance of the drawing exams

in general education: "I am", he wrote, "of the opinion that, if the regulations

(for teachers' qualifying examinations) \ilere amended so as to increase the marks

for this subject from the present meagre 30 or 50, to at least 200 - thus making

the subject recognisedly as important as arithmetic or Latin - the advance in the

attainment of the students would be as speedy as it now is slow, and the teaching

of this essential subject would correspondingly improve. Where one student

requires Latin, 200 require drawing as their daily avocation." (9)

The Growth of Craft Teaching

The Adelaide School, through the commitment and influence of Gill, was

primarily a drawing school, but before the end of his long 'headmastership' a new

emphasis can be discerned through the evidence of the enrolment details and

course registers: this is the increasing growth of attention to craft.
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Craft programmes as recor¡nted earlier were well advanced in England in

the Eighteen Nineties and by the end of the century in South Australia they

expanded beyond art needlework (which commenced in 1886), so that South

Australian students were offered courses in such craft areas as repousse, china

painting, leatherwork and, perhaps most popular of all, woodcarving. What had

caused this drive towards the crafts?

There are two inter-related causes: the theoretical underpinning which

was provided by Morris and Ruskin, and the practical emphasis of its educational

and economic potential given by \ilalter Crane and tlVilliam Lethaby in London. In

South Australia Gill himself seems to have played only a minor role in this shift,

whereas his young acolyte L.H. Howie $'as an enthusiastic supporter of the

crafts. During his years as Principal, Howie made the craft areas of art

education very significant.

Early evidence of the awareness of craft teaching elsewhere can be for¡nd

in the Adelaide Art School Magazine. For example, in an 1899 edition, one pupil,

Miss E. Kelsey, had written a full account of a visit to England in 1898, where she

wrote of the cÍaze for wood carving based on work 'made when man did not live

at the express speed'he does today. In her choice of words she was responding to

the influence of William Morris in respect of the preference for the handmade

over the machine made:

"... hence the introduction of woodcarving and all manner of decorative
handwork into schools, as an effort to implant in the youthful mind a love
of true beauty and to restore the dienity of labour." (10)

Miss Kelsey's visit to London was in the year Walter Crane had taken

charge in South Kensington and was emphasising his crusade for craft and design

in education. Miss Kelsey's response is notable for its almost messianic fervour

and is a good indication that South Australian art students were informed of art

educational change from sources other than the head of school and his staff.
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Miss Kelsey's paper, written after her first return to England in over

twenty-four years, positively quivers with her enthusiasm for the work which she

had seen there. She enthused over the emphasis on brushwork, on two handed

drawing (then a craze'), and on the awareness of 'childhood'. 'nlhe word teacher"

she wrote, "is a misnomer - educator is now the word to employ." She also gave

good descriptions of Dr. Sophie Briant's work at the Frances Mary Burr Schools

where she found the art classes I'in no wise different from our Adelaide studios."

The craze for wood carving she attributed to "a spiritual revival and the presence

of such fine models as the carvings of Durham, York Minster, Edinburgh, Hexham

Abbey." (11)

The intellectual and literary influences from Walter Scott to Ruskin and

Morris are significant as sources for the shift of emphasis to craft training; and

here Ruskin's influence was monumental. His influence was at its strongest in

the last decade of the nineteenth and first twenty years of the twentieth century,

and it continued relatively undiminished through the nineteen twenties. A Ruskin

reader was one of the works of required reading for the English literature class of

the general course of the SA School of Art. Although the authority of the hiett

priest of High art, Sir Joshua Reynolds, was also quoted frequently in the writings

and speeches of both Howie and Gill, this does not imply a leaning towards the

fine arts. It was more to do with inculcating diligent and hard working attitudes

in art students than with Reynolds' aesthetic principles. Even as late as 1946,

when staff member Mary P. Harris published her book Art. the Torch of Life, she

used Ruskinian rhetoric and specific Ruskin quotations throughout her text.
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But Ruskin's influence was at its strongest through the art and craft

tradition and the associated attitudes to the ethical dimension of physical labour,

which was also a major part of the Reynold's inheritance. Much of Ruskin's later

theorising was concerned with the problem of human labour and, as Professor

Tomlin has recently demonstrated, contrary to the views of his contemporaries.

Ruskin believed in the unity of the human mind; he did not believe that art was

one faculty, science another, and religion a third, and so, as Tomlin points out:

"Ruskin alone and unaided, and perhaps even unconscious of what he was
doing swept aside what some philosophers call the cartesian split: that is
to say the division made by Descartes between the thinking self on the one
hand and nature on the other." (12)

a view expanded in Marx and Engel's continual attacks on the division of labour.

Ruskin's biographer, W.G. Collingwood, suggested in his book The Art of

Teaching of John Ruskin,, that Ruskin came to regard art and much else as, in

essence, organic and inseparable from life. For Ruskin, art and craft were

originally one and the same; indeed Ruskin, Tomlin stresses, did not view art as a

substitute religion, nor even as art in the aesthetic sense, but as craft. At the

time when Pater was preaching art for art's sake, Ruskin was preaching art for

life's sake.

These two polarised tendencies in late nineteenth century aesthetics led to

two approaches in twentieth century art education: on the one hand, to the

formalised abstractions of early Modernism, via Rogef Fry, Clive Bell and the

Bloomsbury group to the concept of an art freed from morals, religion or

documentation, to an art responsible only to itself; and on the other hand the

line of descent ran from Ruskin, Morris, \Valter Crane and the afilcraft

movement of the 'Fin de Siecle' years, through to the expansion of handcraft

teaching in schools and the science of functional añd spiritual purpose lying
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behind the syllabus and teaching of the SA School of Art, as well as to the

development of an art and craft in schools programme.

Ruskin was quite clear that:

"it should not be artists alone who are exercised early in these crafts. It
would be part of my scheme of physical education that every youth in the
state - from the King's son downward - should learn to do something,
freely and thoroughly with his hands, so as to let them know what touch
meant." (13)

This tendency, already discernible during the Gill years, became

paramount in the years of Howie's principalship.

One positive value of the move towards the crafts was that the School's

students were able to produce commodities. The School carried out to

commission, orders for designs and finished works in wood carving, leatherwork

repousse, cast bronze and art needlework. The report for the year ended

December, l9ll, referred to these commissions in some detail:

"The more important works were - Memorial Tablet in Blackwood with
repousse copper panel in memory of the Hon. H.T. Price, M.P., late
Minister of Education to order of Adelaide High School. Cast bronze
memorial tablet in memory of 'The Fizzer' to be erected in Northern
Australia by that mailman's sister. Cast bronze memorial tablet for the
Presbyterian Church, Wakefield Street, copper repousse hood for
fireplace, carved mantlepiece, etcetera, etcetera. These orders resulted
in 76 pounds, 15 shillings and I pence being paid to students for designing
and executing work, and have yielded 7 pounds, 16 shillings 7 pence as
commission to the Education Department." (14)

ln this respect, with only a modest 10% commission taken by the

Education Department, the financial return to the students was quite substantial,

showing that Gill was thoroughly Victorian in his attitude to trade, and that he

had not been affected by the earlier implied censure from the N.S.tlV. and

Victorian Schools of Design, but that he had built up the professional practice of

his pupils, for the pure fine art purpose in art training is notorously unreliable as

regards economic viability.
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It was not until well into the twentieth century that a cohesive

programme, or r¡nified course of professional training in art, was established in

art schools. Students enrolled for those individual subjects which they felt

most relevant to their needs. There is no evidence that students were

discouraged from any class enrolment owing to lack of talent or aptitude.

Success in the mechanical, flat copying exercises basic to the elementary

stage, although requiring good hand-eye co-ordination, did not indicate any

pre-disposition to artistic aptitude which required invention, spatial abilities or

sensitivity to texture, surface or atmosphere. Enrolments in these cor¡rses

\ryere unrestricted. Such attributes, however, would most certainly be tested

by the classes in antique, life and still life drawing where issues of talent were

raised.

By 1915, H.P. Gill, then 6l years old, was in poor health and although he

journeyed to England in search of a cure his health was broken, and he resígned

at the end of the year. He died at sea in 1916. (15)

John Clristie lVright - and The l\Ia¡time Years

After Gill's resignation, before the end of 1915, a remarkable

appointment was now made: it was to be another 'might have been' event in

the series of lost opportunities and r¡nfulfilled promises for the School. The

appointee, who commenced his duties in the early part of the New Year (1916),

was 27 years old John Christie Wright, late of Sydney Teachers' College.

\ilright, according to Scarlett (1980), was born in Edinburgh in 1889, had

studied at Edinburgh School of Art, and had worked with the professional

sculptor t¡Villiam Banbury before completing his studies in London in 1912. He

arrived in Sydney in 1912, was appointed as art instructor at the Sydney
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Teachers' College and it was from there that he was appointed to the post of

principal of the South Australian School of Art in February, 1916. (16) Of his

work in Sydney, William Moore said that his designs for exterior reliefs of the

Daily Telegraph Building in Sydney, and the Public Trustee Building, had a

breadth of design and vigour unlike anything produced in Australia. (17) Wright,

however, spent but a short time in South Australia before volunteering for

overseas service, only to die of wounds in France.

trlVright was the first (and onþ) principal appointed who could be considered

as a potentially first rank professional artist, rather than a teacher or

administrator, who understood professional practice. His mere six weeks of

active principalship were described by Charles Pavia (acting principal) in the

1916 annual report: "He made many changes, and left a programme of work

which has been carried out by the staff since his departure." (18)

These changes included a name change to South Australian School of Arts

and Crafts, new scholarship schemes (raising the age of scholarship holders), the

installation of electric light, and a drive for higher calibre students. Gill had

been a numbers man; Wright \ilas determined to raise the artistic stature of the

School.

During the year before his death on active service in May 1917 he

corresponded regularly and fully with Pavia on detailed aspects of the School.

The major part of the School's work remained with the Education Department

teachers in training. Pavia's 1917 report hinted that artisans' employment was

not a strong point of the vocational aspects of the School. In referring to the

publication of a new prospectus, Pavia wrote of it:
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"This is illustrated and brought up-tædate, and should be a good
advertising medium. The teachers in training for the woodwork centres
attended during the year for instruction in drawing. A special course of' work was drawn out, and the teachers being enthusiastic and hard working
enabled me to get through a large amoutt of work which should be of
great value to them at their various centres. For many years the greatest
drawback to students has been that at the end of their training no means
of livelihood seemed open to them. By the recognition of the commercial
aspects of such practical arts as leatherwork, stencilling, ticket writing
and desig¡ing a demand is slowly created for art workers. During the year
five students were found positions, three as designers and workers in
leatherwork, etc., one with a leadlight designer, and one as a junior
draftsman. I feel assured that the time is coming when there will be still
greater openings for these trained students." (19)

Pavia had put his finger on the perpetual problem of schools of art.

During the Gill years drawing was considered to have the kind of universal value

to be found in the subjects of Latin or Algebra. It was felt that drawing had

some abstract quality which made its functional value dependent upon the

transfer of concepts from one field of study to another; it had an idealistic

purity of value which over-rode mere craft or trade skills. But although some

professional areas required the specifics of drawing, the slow manufacturing and

industrial growth of the State of SA, and indeed of Australia as a whole, did not

produce anything like the demand envisaged by Gill and others. The fine art

courses had even less demonstrable economic purpose.

Those areas of which Pavia wrote did, however, absorb a fair percentage

of the School's ex-pupils. One ex-student when interviewed recalled the

remarkable size of the Harris Scarfe store's art department in the twenties and

thirties with, as she said, "rows of artists writing out signs and show cards." (20)

It should be noted that as schools of art have not kept employment records of

ex-students any indication of employment of ex-art school students referred to

in this thesis come from private papers, interviews and unsubstantiated

comments in reports and newspaper articles.
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\ilhen the war ended Pavia continued as acting principal, facing further

accommodation difficulties, which resulted from the effects of the influenza

outbreak which required the whole of the Exhibition Building to be taken over as

an isolation hospital. For twelve months the School had to be crammed into

alternative space in the old Destitute Asylum buildines and the lnstitute. This

accommodation crisis was compotutded when the Exhibition Building had to

accommodate a major Chamber of Manufacturersf 'Peace Exhibition' in 1919. (21)

In the few published references to the teaching at the School of Art and

Crafts the outdoor drawing and painting classes are treated as almost an

innovatory activity; which ignores the outdoor painting lesson tradition early

established at the Gallery School in Melbourne. A case can be made for the

museum classes to be seen as innovative! they commenced in 1917, and Pavia's

annual report commented that:

"The pupils evince special interest in drawing and coloring (sic) natural
objects which they welcome as a change from the casts usually supplied as
art models. Several private teachers also brought pupils for similar
reasons." (22)

Saturday morning classes had been initiated as part of Gill's early

in-service courses for teachers, and were to become a regular part of the

School's timetable. But the 1917 classes had an element of the e:cperimental in

that natural specimens were used, and the suggestion that they were providing a

welcome relief from cast drawing shows a critical awareness of the tediousness

of antique drawing: something which Gill would have been unlikely to admit.

ln addition to the artistic value of such classes there was the practical one

of easing the accommodation crisis.
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The recurrent issues faced by successive principals and acting heads of

schools of art are the philosophic ones of course content structure and vocational

relevance and the practical ones of accommodation and staffing. tflith art

schools commonly sited in buildings re-cycled from other uses, few opportunities

exist or have existed for purpose-built art and craft studios. Pavia, in 1919,

raised the issue of accommodation, saying, in his report to the Director of

Education:

"The e:çeriences of this year all point to the urgent need for a separate
modern building for our art school. The Extribition Building is not suitable
for our work, and I am convinced that until a new school is provided we
cannot progress and develop as f,re should." (23)

tlVhile art education was predominantly drawing education no really

specialist facilities needed to be provided, but as soon as sculpture, ceramics,

printmaking etcetera entered the curriculum the accommodation demands

became more specific.

Although reference has been made to the growth of craft, drawing training

remained the predominant concern of the South Australian School of Arts and

Crafts. New courses included the colouring of photographs and signwriting for

signwriters and decorators in connection with the Vocational Training Scheme for

Soldiers (this class was later transferred to Kintore Trade School). Returned

servicemen then swelled the numbers of enrolments in draughtsmanship,

designing, retouching and fine art classes.

The numbers of enrolments given for 1919 were reaching the maximum for

a twenty year period. They fell back in 1920 to the figures below:

School of Arts
Port Adelaide

Term One Term Two Term Three
779 750 60730 _x _n803 776 630
829 818 77t
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Pavia points out that:

"lncluded in the above figures are those referring to student teachers in
training at the Adelaide Hieh School, Observation School and University
Training College who came for their drawing subjects; in the first term
they numbered 520; during the third term this number was reduced to 355,
owing to variations in the course of work." (24)

The Saturday morning classes in the museum had a relationship to the

needs of primary school courses and, in a report by the Superintendent of Primary

Education, Charles Charlton, reference is made to the attempts of teachers to

meet the new demands of modern drawing courses:

"Many teachers have made commendable attempts to meet the
requirements in the course of Drawing, and although the pupils' efforts in
free Expressive Drawing and in memory and Nature Drawing were often
found to be crude, the new system is acknowledged to be a far cry from
the old method, which in essence was really slavish copying, the more
slavish, the more successful.

Model Drawing should receive more attention and teachers should
endeavor (sic) to obtain clearer and more precise notions of perspective.
The addresses of the Principal of the School of Arts and Crafts and his
articles in the Education Gazette should afford material help to teachers,
and it is certain that when the initial difficulties have been overcome,
both teachers and children should realise that true drawing is an
expression of one's own thought, and not a reproduction of that of
another." (25)

These comments by Charles Charlton provide clear evidence of a change

in attitude towards child art, issues of the expressive qualities in art and

originality in art which became central to discussions of art education during the

next four decades

H.P. Gill's laborious scheme of graded exercises would not satisfy the

criteria suggested by the Superintendent of Primary Education; indeed, although

the old South Kensington System did cover spatial and form representation in its

later stages, and included oil and watercolour painting, and it is true that the fine

art aspects were not ignored as such, they were in effect put so far out of

candidates' reach that few pupils ever achieved them.
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Syllabus Ctrange From 1920 Onwards

By the end of the First t¡Vorld War the School of Arts and Crafts (uder its

successive names) had established programmes of study which were the result of

responding to changing demands, (e.9. new cor¡rses included photeretouching,

china painting etcetera). It had a firmly entrenched place in the overall State's

Education system and it had moved some way towards the modified British

system in which craft was the dominant element. In looking for evidence of any

area in which the South Australian School could justifiably be said to be either

innovative or distinguished from other Australian Schools of art, one aspect

seems to be notable, the promotion of Australian Art and Australian motifs.

The decorative use of native flora has a rather episodic place in the

development of Australian applied design, but a very significant place can be

claimed in that history by the work of staff and students of The South Australian

School of Arts and Crafts. The growth of the nationalist movement for the

development of art practice in Australia is also significant.

The origins can be found in Adelaide in the mid 1890s where the local

branch of the Australian Natives' Association energetically pursued a policy of

recognition for iustralian products. The South Australian Society of Arts had

attempted to induce the Board of Governors of the Public Library and Museum to

devote a portion of the money voted by the Government for art purchases to the

formation of an Australian Room at the National Gallery. As reported in the

Australasian Builder, 24th February, 1894, Mr. Cavanagh had addressed the

Society of Arts and the Easel Club with the proposal that one fifth of the annual

purchase amount should be spent on Australian works. (26) In the many

newspaper reviews of annual School of Design extribitions of students' work the
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various craft work extribits based upon Australian flora are commented on,

especially in the woodcarving, needlework and book cover classes.

Gill had been a keen supporter of Australian art and design: his regular

toast at the Everyday Art Club 'smoke' evenings was 'to Australian art'. And it

was a very carefully considered decision of the H.P. Gill Memorial Committee to

award the H.P. Gill Memorial Medal to South Australian School of Arts and Craft

students who had excelled at applied design using Australian native plant forms.

As David Dolan points out in his catalogue introduction to the 1978 exhibition of

the works of L.H. Howie:

"It is interesting that while the native flora movement markedly declined
after World War One, with changing fashions in the 1920s (wasting a gteat
opportunity for Australian art and design), its influence \r'as apparent in
the early years of Howie's principalship of the SA School of Art. Before
his time the prospectus cover carried a Neeclassical figure - perhaps a
Muse - but after 7921 it had a decorative border of gum leaves around the
lettering." (27)

The Early Principalstrip of L.H. Howie

In 1920 Laurence H. Howie was appointed by the Director of Education to

be the next principal of the S.A. School of Art: Charles Pavia had been acting

principal since Gill's and Wright's death. Howie's appointment is interesting

because it was, in effect, confirmation of Gill's beliefs and standards, for Howie

had not only been a Gill student but was, on many occasions, shown to be

favoured by Gill.

Howie had exhibited his work alongside Gill at the Society of Arts and

Easel Club extribitions since 1902 and his work had been included in the Federal

Art Societies' Exhibitions from 1902. He first enters the School's records as a

student in f892 at the age of 16; by 1894 he was a student assistant at 50 pounds

per arìnum, and was made up to assistant master at 80 potrnds per annum, rising

to 120 pounds per annum in January, 1897, the year in which Charles Pavia had
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been made a student assistant. The teaching duty timetable for these student

assistants and assistant masters was from 9.00 a.m. to 9.20 p.m. for five days a

week and 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. on Saturdays.

Howie was even more of an all-rounder than most of his contemporaries,

but his own art work was, in effect, biased towards the crafts. He was clearly

one of Gill's star pupils: it was Howie who was sent to Melbourne to learn the

techniques of china painting and he was also foremost in the woodcarving

revival. IrVhen, in 1910, the Curator of the Technological Museum of Sydney,

Richard T. Baker, visited Adelaide, he lectured at the School and purchased from

Howie a vase decorated with the Eucalyptus blossom motif. Baker was deeply

committed to the movement to develop a distinçtly Australian style of

decoration using native floral motifs. In this Baker was building on the earlier

concepts of Lucien Henry. Howie had also decorated a vase with a Warratah

design, which was shown at the Society of Arts before being submitted to the

Museum. The Warratah vase was acquired by the Museum and was illustrated in

Baker's book lAustralian Flora in Applied Art , (where it was incorrectly ascribed

to a Miss L.H. Howie, a student of the Adelaide School of Art.) (28)

During Howie's period as principal the School developed its strengths in

the area of applied art, and yet, it also produced a small number of artists who

became professional artists. Dolan attributes this to Howie's creation of a

supportive working environment, which is undoubtedly true. (29) However,

despite the entrenched certification system the craft emphasis allowed diversity

and the community needs had moved away from the earlier concept of drawing as

the basic language for the industrialised age.

South Australia, indeed Australia, could hardly be considered as major

manufacturing communities. Fine art and craft could be seen as offering viable

alternatives to the Gill system.
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The Art System Between the lñIars

During the nineteen twenties a significant change took place in the

structure of the art institution in Australia. Commercial art galleries were

opened in most State capitals and these new outlets had an impact on the

professional practice of art, and therefore on art training.

Art magazines, although few in number, became increasingly significant

during the post war period. Art in Australia , which had been founded in Sydney

in 1916, was the major forum for artistic information. Initially a quarterly

magazine established and edited by Sydney Ure Smith, it was later published six

times a year. Its principal aim was the promotion of the visual arts in Australia

and, as a result of the success of the magazine, an art book publishing firm was

founded by Ure Smith, which produced monographs on Australian artists. In

addition, special editions of the magazine were published, focussing on individual

artists: sometimes Modernist artists like Margaret Preston received special

attention.

In South Australia the earliest printed art magazine was fhe Higúrlidrt of

1910. Although it was only a single number - it was a souvenir edition of 'The

Adelaide Drawing and Sketch Club', edited by Bernard Dubois - it claimed to be

the first of its kind in Australia. Its fi¡nction \r'as to assist the friends of the Club

and it included poetry and short stories as well as several descriptive factual

articles. Many of the contributors came from interstate and the Bohemian

feeling of the journal was supported by cartoons and illustrations, somewhat

reminiscent of the art publications of London and Paris at the turn of the

century; indeed the influence of lilhistler can be discerned in the pages of this

innovative journal.
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Archibald Collins, teacher of antique and life drawing in Adelaide,

contributed several strong drawings and wrote an interesting 'Reminiscence of

the Royal Academy'. (30)

The handwritten Journal of the Every Day Art Club used a similar format

and included articles on technical topics as well as on art appreciation and travel

notes. Other journals of note were lhe Paint Pot published by the privately

sponsored North Adelaide School of Fine Art, and the South Australian School of

Arts and Crafts thirties magazine 'The Forerunner .

The distribution, marketing and information network of the professional

art institution in South Australia became more fully developed during the

nineteen twenties. Its main components were the extribiting venues (societies and

commercial galleries), the art societies, the art journals and reviews in the daily

ne\ilspapers.

In the immediate post war years the breadth of art elçerience of South

Australian artists increased. Many artists had travelled to Europe, even if their

reasons for so doing were not always of their own making. There were also those

artists who had not served in the armed forces, but who had travelled to Britain

and in several cases studied at leading British art schools. There was a new sense

of coming and going in the Adelaide art scene: in 1925, for example, Malcolm

Helsby, an etcher, returned from his studies at the London County Council School

of Arts and Crafts and was appointed as teacher of etching and drawing for

reproduction at the S.A. School of Arts and Crafts. This appointment replaced

John Goodchild and d'Auverne Boxall, who were themselves leaving for Great

Britain. The teaching of etching was a new initiative for the School of Arts and

Crafts: etching, although firmly rooted in the 'High Art' tradition, also had its

distinctly craft based characteristics. Perhaps more than any other medium it
had the advantage of bridging the high artluseful art rift.
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The important role of fine prints in the history of Australian art collecting

has,already been mentioned, and the importance to the Art Gallery of South

Australia of two significant gifts can hardly be over emphasised. In 1882 the

Society of Arts in London had added to the Colony's embryonic art collection

with a gift of etchings and, in L90718, Adelaide politician, businessman and

connoisseur, David Murray, founded the South Australian print collection with a

bequest of over 2,000 prints (notably Italian Old Masters). (3f)

The first two curators of the Art Gallery, Henri Van Raalte and Gustave

Barnes, were both printmakers of considerable ability and did much to encourage

an understanding of this medium. (32) Like all printmaking processes, etching

makes available original works in a multiple form and so could be said to

democratise the fine art product. In the regular one person exhibitions at the

Adelaide commercial art galleries etchings often featured prominently. Etching

became a popular subject for study at the School of Art and Crafts. The

installation of a new etching press was treated as an event of considerable news

value and was accorded much attention by the local newspapers.

Adelaide Galleries functioning in the twenties and early thirties included

Argonaut Galleries, North Terrace; Dunster Galleries, Gawler Place; Preeces'

Gallery, King Wi[iam Street; and Tyrrel's of Pirie Street. They exhibited works

by artists such as Van Raalte, Fred Britton, Fred Millward Grey, D'auverne

Boxall and Malcolm Helsby at prices from I pound ll shillings and 6 pence up to

l0 guineas. Popular (if controversial) Norman Lindsay's work ranged in price

from 6 guineas to 20 guineas in 1930. In contrast to that, an oil by nationally

respected George Lambert could command 20 guineas. It was therefore perfectly

possible for modest art collections of drawings, etchings and engravings to be

formed in South Australia. Alison Carroll, in her study of South Australian

printmaking, refers to the nineteen twenties as 'The age of etching'.
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L H Howie Eave arrinterview to The News in 1928 stressing the breadth

and importance of the School of Arts and Crafts' work. Considering its regular

press coverage it is surprising to read his opening paragraphs.

"Few persons in Adelaide realise the extent of the useful work which the
Schooi of Arts and Crafts conducts," says Mr. Laurence H. Howie,
Principal of the institution.

'\¡Ve feel that we are doing a gteat work here," he continued. "An
extended part of our instruction is entirely practical, as it has a direct
relation uþon the life-work of the student. Young m9n 1ttq wom_en come
here to take courses of study that they must master in their trades and
professions.

"Carpenters and plumbers come to study geometry as a knowledge of that
fundámental subject is of use to them in their work. Architects and
draftsmen come to learn art subjects. We have a number of modellers and
men apprenticed to the plastering trades, who are studying designing as it
relatei to their work in decorating ceilings, and in working with terracotta
and in relief."

D eveloping IndividualitY
ftre guiding purpose of the School of Arts and Crafts, according to Mr.
Howle, is tb develop the individuality of each pupil, and to improve things
Australian. The scñool teaches the student the virtue of etçressing his
own ideas in his efforts. In drawing and designing subjects it teaches the
value of Australian plants, flowers, and landscapes, for use as models, as

against more conventional foreign designs.

By using the everyday objects of Australia the Australian students will
bécome more convincing in their work, and will be contributing original
achievement to art in general from Australia, he holds.

A stroll through the School of Arts and Crafts building shows the wide
scope of the instruction. It is filled with objects which students have
made. It resembles a workshop. Students are learning to paint, to sketch,
to work in charcoal, and watercolours, to make etchings, to model in
plaster and brass, to make batik designs and linoleup printq, to carve in
wood - to make and do all manner of things with their hands.

Remarkable Promise
"We have some students of remarkable promise and abilities," Mr. Howie
says.

The School of Arts and Crafts, now situated on North Terrace, is one of
the oldest established schools in South Australia. It began 66 years ago in
a single room under the direction of the Public Library Board. About 19
yearJ ago it was transferred to the Department of Education under the
direction of which it still remains.
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There are now \,736 students attending the institution, more than at any
other time previously at this season of the year. Of these 1,670 are
part-time and 66 full-time students. In age they range from boys and girls' of 10 who come for classes on Saturday mornings, to old men and women.

Many business people attend the night classes. These classes are perhaps
the largest and busiest in the entire school.

Diversity of Subjects
A schedule of the school illustrates the variety of subjects studied there.
It includes courses in antique drawing and painting, architectural styles
and ornament, artistic anatomy, artistic leatherwork, art needlework,
batik, blackboard illustration, brushwork, building drawing, china painting,
correspondence lessons, design, design for jewellery, dimensioned
sketching, drawing and painting from life, drawing for reproduction,
English, etching, geometric development, historic ornament, landscape
drawing, lettering, and show card writing, modelling, perspective, plant
drawing, retouching, and colouring of photographs, stencilling, wood block
printing, wood carving.

The School of Arts and Crafts instructs many school teachers in such
subjects as blackboard illustration. (33)

Underlining the need for accountability as a practical course a later

article on the School, also in The News 'emphasised the practical value of their

courses during the late twenties under the sub-heading 'Practical Instruction'.

Howie again reîerred to the functional value of their studies.

"Artists," rve are informed, "are frequently regarded as dwelling in the
fairy cloudland of their own creative thought without any attempt to make
their vision real ... No such accusation can be levelled against those who
control the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts, or its pupils. The
idea of that institution is to teach its students something that can be
subsequently utilised to advantage in the stern battle of life ... \ilhile
brilliant etchers for example J.G. Goodchild, Mrs Doreen Goodchild and
the boy genius, Ivor Hele were formerly students of the School the great
majority attend primarily to learn something that will be of use to them in
a more mundane sphere.

A glance at the list of subjects in which instruction is given shows this to
be so. Antique studies, object drawing, perspective, plant drawing,
repousse work, retouching and coercing (sic) of phgtographs, still life
painting, stencilling and woodblock printing and caling.
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The average student runs the whole gam-ut practically 
-grf 

tle abov-e

zubjects. it is atr all round education. There are 60 full-time students,
ã"¿ 

" 
number of part-time students that is, school teachers and others

' who desire to study some particular subject.

colour painting. Etching is popula

Etching was in fact one of the South Australian initiatives associated with

the remarkable number of talented women who studied and taught at the school

in the twenties and thirties. Ethel Barringer (18S4-f 925) had studied at the

School of Design before travelling to London where she had studied at the

St John's Wood School and the Sir John Cass technical school. There she had

learnt etching and enamelling. At the time of her London studies there was no

etching press in Adelaide but there u¡as a strong following for the art of etching.

The etching press was installed in 1925 and The News of llth February' 1925

gave full details of the new etching press, claimed to be the largest of any art

school in the Commonwealth, allowing plates up to 28 x 40 inches to be printed.

The 'News' journalist 'Candida' described the etching process in detail. Ethel

Barringer had been the prime mover in the acquisition and installation of the

press. She was extremely enthusiastic about her etching class, but sadly had

little time to develop it before her sudden and early death in July, 1925. (35)

However, the classes continued and contributed to the School's public stature.

As Lindsay wrote in the 1921 Art in Australia article 'The art of etching,'

"Perhaps the most astonishing manifestation of art appreciatio_n in our
time ijof that accorded to eiching. Never, even in the great Seventeenth
Century itself have fine proofs been so eagerly, so discriminatingly
collected as theY are todaY." (36)
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When Henri Van Raalte, a prominent etcher from Perth, was appointed to

the post of Curator at the National Gallery in Adelaide in 1921, an added boost

was given to the interest in etching. Van Raalte in his short time in Adelaide (he

s'as to resign from his post in 7926 and tragically to commit suicide in 1929) was

an outspoken critic of the amateurism which as he said imposed shackles on the

professional artist in Australia. (37)

When Van Raalte started speaking out about the art political power of

amateurs he was obviously thinking of the Society of Arts from whose

membership he eventually resigned. In one Society of Arts meeting, early in his

brief membership he commented on the Adelaide art world saying that "of all the

arid deserts he had encountered as far as Bohemianism $tas concerned, Adelaide

led the \\'ay." (38) In one of the lectures he gave at the Gallery he said that the

Gallery was mid-way between the old and the modern: by old-world Dutch art

standards it would appear modern, whereas a modern Cubist painter would

probably complain against the conservatism and old-fashioned taste of the people

of Adelaide. (39)

As part of his drive to get away from the mediocrity attacking art he

became involved in the foundation of a progressive new art group, 'the United

Arts Club.' Although short lived it achieved one remarkable success with the

first Artists' Week tn L924, associated with which ntas an exhibition of over

160 art works including works by Conders, Roberts, Martens, Lambert, Streeton,

Longstaff, Thea Proctor, the Lindsays, Hilda Rix Nicholas, Rayner Hoff and

Margaret Preston.

But the powerful weight of conservatism was too deeply ingrained in South

Australian society for one event or one person to shake it out of its confident

complacency. Van Raalte's trenchant support for professional artists and his

speeches on behalf of progressive art had little effect except to make his own

position as Director of the National Gallery untenable.
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It might even be that the establishment which had 'mothered' Mr. Gill did

not,take women artists sufficiently seriously to recognise their tentative

modernism as any kind of threat. But the fact remains that it was the female

staff and students of the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts, during the

long years of Howie's principalship, who introduced more progressive concepts

into the art and art teaching of South Australia.

The following women artists were members of Van Raalte's United Arts

Club:

Gwen Barringer; Doreen Goodchild (nee Rowley);
May Grigg; Gladys Good; MarY P Harris;
Leila McNamara; Dora Chapman; Ruby Henty; and
Dorrit Black.

Other significant women artists included Kathleen Sauerbier þ,1901) who

left Adelaide in 1925 to study at the Central School, London, where she had

tuition from leading British Modernists including Duncan Grant. She later

returned to South Australia and continued painting, at times with Horace

Trenerry, along the South Coast of South Australia, Elizabeth Skottowe

(L9L2-1970), like Adelaide born Stella Bowen (1893-1947), remained overseas.

The most senior respected women teachers in South Australia were Marie Tuck

(1872-7947), and Elizabeth Armstrong (1860-1930). Marie Tuck had studied in

Paris in the early years of the century where she had worked with Rupert Bunny

and had extribited at the Paris Salon. She taught life painting and still life

painting at the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts, but only as a visiting

teacher. Elizabeth Armstrong, the less accomplished artist, was the painting

mistress for 36 years.

Ruth Tuck wrote, after her death,

"She worked her students very hard. No talking was allowed in class - not
even in rest periods . Before the ten-minute half-time rest period the
model had to do a "one-minute pose, and the students spent the next ten
minutes drawing feverishly while the model rested." (40)
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Marie Tuck and Elizabeth Armstrong could both be considered as

determinedly anti-modern. But the teaching and practical inspiration given by

Mary P.Harris and Dorrit Black, helped to prepare the younger generation lvor

Francis, David Dallwitz, Douglas Roberts, Lisette Kohlhagen, Jacqueline Hick,

Jeffrey Smart and Dora Chapman for their involvement in Modernist art.

The North Adelaide Alternative

The early nineteen twenties saw a burgeoning of artistic self-confidence

with many Australian artists preparing for a major British Empire Extribition to

be held in London in 1924. (South Australian artists were allocated one tenth of

the gallery at Wembley Park: their total space was 80 ft x 25 ft). It was by no

means uncommon for artists to send work interstate and interstate artists showed

at such exhibitions as the Society of Arts Federal Exhibitions.

These events, coupled with an increased School of Arts and Crafts

enrolment from returned servicemen and teachers in training, could well have

contributed to Edith Napier Birks' decision to open her own art school 'The North

Adelaide School of Fine Art', an event less surprising in 1921 than it would have

been before the war. Edith Birks was not a professional artist herself; she was,

however, financially well able to support the venture. (al) She appointed Fred

Britton to be the School's first principal. Britton had, like Howie, recently

returned from working on the Australian ìvVar Memorial Scheme in London, and

he, like Howie, had worked with sculptor Charles Web Gilbert at the Earls Court

modelling group. (42)

The North Adelaide School of Art was the new alternative to the South

Australian School of Art, although artist James Ashton had rt¡n his own art

classes for many years, and several Adelaide artists gave individual lessons in
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their studios. It has already been noted that during the nineteen twenties and

thirties private art schools provided Australian students with the opportunity of

more modern methods of teaching.

The establishment and success of the North Adelaide School of Fine Arts

owes much to Britton and his main associate Millward Grey, but the success of a

fine art school would not have been possible without the more responsive social

context. In some respects the change in direction of the North Terrace School of

Arts and Crafts, and its subjugation to the Department of Education, also

contributed to the view that if you wanted to be a painter you should go to the

North Adelaide School. This view u¡as expressed in interviews with ten

ex-students of the North Adelaide School; one of whom, Dave Dallwitz, attended

both schools, taking advantage of The School of Arts and Crafts evening classes

and attending the North Adelaide School daytime classes. These interviewees

also e:çressed the view that the School of Arts and Crafts was mainly concerned

with teacher training, an opinion supported by the evidence of the high

enrolments in that area. (43)

. Because the North Adelaide School exemplifies on the one hand a reaction

against the Education Department's School of Art¡and Crafts, and yet, on the

other, maintains a hard core of traditional teaching methods, it is appropriate to

examine it in some depth.

According to one interviewee, Miss Dora Cant, it was no more than a

couple of rooms with a pot-bellied stove in one room, which made it popular with

some of the hard-up young artists like Horace Trennery, whom she felt went to

the School as much to keep warm as to have access to a model and teaching. As

Trennery had little financial support one wonders if he wasn't allowed access to

the school without paying fees. Shirley Cameron lrlVilson recounts the story of

two boys appearing at the door to ask if drawing was taught there:
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"on hearing a fee was required they were at first taken aback, but by no
means daunted. On the next afternoon they returned.

' Please we heard you want boys for models and you pay 'em. Me and the
other chap wants to be Painted.

Needless to say the budding artist used his earnings to join the ranks and
so entered the doors of the new institution." (45)

The School was in Tynte Street in a building which, at the time of writing (1991),

is used by the Football Association as their Headquarters.

In the first edition of The Paint Pot L925, Lionel Lindsay wrote an

introduction in which he commented on the approach of the North Adelaide

School under its new Principal, F. Millward-Gray. (46)

Referring to a visit made to the lchool in 1923 with Hans Heysen, Lindsay

wrote:

"The impression I received was of a very enthusiastic body of- masters and
studentí, whose one ideal was the mastery of drawing. That is a healtþ
sign of the times, for the crux of all art lies in the ability to exp-ress form,
any form, significantly. The old laboured drawing, wlicþ wasted good
time and tired the eye, produced only the academic platitude, a monument
to patience.

The drawings of the students shared the impression of their training, but 
_

there was nã insistence upon a manner of seeing; rather were the natural
faculties of the student given play to develop within the bounds of form,
generally expressed by line." (47)

as if to emphasise that this was not a radical art school.

It is interesting to note that in the extremely well produced first edition

of The Paint Pot (which was limited to 200 copies) although there was an

anonymous piece 'On the gentle art of wasting time', there was also a poem by

Dora Cant 'Work, work, $rork', and a series of extracts from Reynold's

'Discourses on Art'. (48)

Although the North Adelaide School managed to express a feeling of the

Bohemian life-style, the true origins of academic'art practice and teaching
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were never far away. From the very beginnings of the School a fortnight's

Christmas camp was held, and in The Paint Pot we read of a kind of

institutionalised Heidelberg style artists' camp. The first camp was held in 1921

at Humbug Scrub, with camps at Balhannah and Angaston in the following years.

Each morning was taken up with open air drawing and painting lessons.

"... Then till one o'clock you sit on a small stool and sketch old tumble
down barns and buildings, or gnarled gum trees and pines, sitting in some
shady spot, thinking how hot it is in Adelaide." (49)

In the prospectus of the School the subjects taught were listed as 'Model

Drawing, Anatomy, Antique, Life, Portrait, Pastel, Commercial Art, Show Card

and Ticket \rlVriting, Lettering, Book Illustration, Perspective, Painting, Still-life,

Life and Portrait, Landscape'. Fees were 2 guineas for one lesson per week

(morning or afternoon of three hours) for a term and 10 guineas for six days. The

children's class was I pound 11 shillings and 6 pence, and one evening per week

for a term cost a student 1 pound 5 shillings. The terms were all of thirteen

weeks duration and any student who attended regularly two or more classes per

week, had free use of the studios which were open daily from l0 a.m. to 9.30 p.m.

The School gave no certification and the impression given from interviews

and literature is that it was predominantly a young ladies' art school, with an

avera9e enrolment of sixty students per term.

Based on the evidence of interviews with ex-students, and an examination

of the school magazines and press reviews of exhibitions, it is clear that the

emphasis on the individual noted by Lindsay was no licence for self-e:çressive

modernism for, although the School was clearly not authoritarian in an H.P. Gill

sense, it did not lack a sense of dedicated seriousness. Some indication of this is

given by the students' poems and short stories published in the The Paint Pot,
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where, with good humour and obviously with the certainty that their comments

will be received in like kind, one poem 'An Adventure' was a cautionary tale

aimed at unsuspecting passers-by who might venture inside the Art School ... who

met the master who:

"dragged them to his s his den, and he talked and
arguéd ceaselessly fr till they signed his little
roll book and paid up

Then he said, "Now that we've got you, will you buy a 'Paint Pot' please.

They now are all day students drawing casts from ten till five, but they're
wonderfully happy, and feel glad to be alive; and they say they never,
never will regret the happy day when they became the students of
Frederick Millward Grey." (50)

The suggestion of day long cast drawing is hardly any different from the

descriptions of the art schools of half-a-century earlier, but as the magazines

are illustrated with nude studies and drawings made at drawing classes, which

show a strong and lively use of line, it would seem clear that even a time-

honoured academic device such as a plaster cast was used creatively.

When interviewed about his art training one South Australian artist, Dave

Dallwitz, recalled that the style of drawing favoured by the North Adelaide

School \ilas more tonal, with rubbed shadows and highliglrts picked out by rubber.

This method of drawing is close to the French style in which mass is represented

by tone rather than carefully built up linear and cross-hatched shadow. This

difference goes right back to B. Robert Hayden and William Dyce of almost a

century before. (51)

Of the several reasons for instituting private art schools, the most

common is the demand from the followers of an individual or group of artists who

require initiation into what is seen as a specific, often progressive, art

movement. Australian modernists such as Dorrit Black, Grace Cossington-Smith,
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Grace Crowley, Roland Wakelin and George Bell were artists who catered for the

more progressive minded artists and would-be artists of Sydney and Melbourne,

for whom the rigid graded drawing systems of the State funded schools had little

to offer. But in addition to the tendency to artistic radicalism, some private art

schools were formed to satisfy the contrary demands of arch conservative

students.

In South Australia the short-lived Hans Heysen School (held briefly in 1904

in Currie Street, Adelaide) and the long established school of James Ashton are

examples. However, the North Adelaide School of Fine Arts and Crafts was

formed for reasons which are not immediately apparent. Despite a difference in

drawing style it $¡as not truly an alternative school in terms of aims and

intentions or course offerings. The staff of the two schools - the Central, ,1')

government funded School of Arts and Crafts and the North Adelaide School - do

not appear to have been in serious opposition to each other. Most of the staff

and senior students exhibited through the same societies, notably the Society of

Arts, and the range of courses and subjects was in many respects very close.

In one aspect only are the differences really significant: this is the size,

accommodation and, consequently, the ambience of the schools.

As a result of articles in the newspaper and requests for information I

received several telephone calls and letters (see Appendix). One correspondent,

Miss Lyndall Bonnear wrote the reminiscence which follows. It is interesting to

note that she refers to Van Raalte as the Master of Etching and later Principal

whereas the only published material on Van Raalte suggests that he came to

Adelaide as the Curator of the N¿tional Gallery. In view of the physical and

academic links on North Terrace between the South Australian School of
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Arts and Crafts and the National Gallery it would be reasonable to assume that

he would have worked with Howie. ïVas it perhaps that he felt more comfortable

with the relatively freer and more Bohemian atmosphere at the North Adelaide

School? On many occasions during his public lectures (fully reported in the

Adelaide newspapers) he referred to the importance of the Bohemian attitude.

He said, Ln1922, "Bohemianism was really the cleanest and most enjoyable form

of society that modern civilisation had produced, which ... bound together in the

most wonderful unity those who were interested." (in art) (52)

Certainly the letters of Miss Bonnear suggests this comfortable

Bohemianism. A further correspondent, Mr. Peter Cox, however, emphasises the

rigour behind Millward Grey's teaching and its lack of enthusiasm for any form

of abstraction.

Letter from Miss Lyndall Bonnear

''THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS, NORTH ADELAIDE.
I joined the School of Fine Arts, North Adelaide, as a pupil n 1922.
The staff, as far as I can remember, lvere -

Mr. Millward Gray - (later Principal)
Fred Brittain - Head Drawing Master, & Principal
Frank Harrison - Drawing Master (fresh from the Slade

England)
Cordelle Mason - Drawing teacher
Van Raalte - Master of Etching. (later principal for

short time)

(b)
Pupils I can remember -

John Goodchild
Edith Napier Birks
Audrey Hardy
Margaret Murray
Gladys Sabier
Horace Trenerry (?) I cannot remember whether he was in this

particular group of pupils, but I knew him
very well later, when he was a well-known
artist.
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Ruby Henty
- \rlVaite.

Classes:
Still Life
Life class
Drawing from the Antique
Outdoor sketching and landscaPe
Commercial art
Hammered copper work
Batik printing
Some silver work.

There was a weekly session in which an expert in various fields (singers,
instrumentalists, ballet dancers, actresses, actors, etc) were invited to
either speak or perform. There was a very good table grand piano.

I remember that there was a print of the Mona Lisa, which it was pointed
out to us, was the highest achievement of art, and we all were required to
almost worship it. (We all rushed out and bought a print).

There were 3 Van Gogh prints, a little chest of drawers painted pillarbox
red (we all went homé and painted some article of furniture pillarbox red).

The school had weekend classes of painting with picnics at Bellchambers
Animal Sanctuary at Cudlee Creek.

I did not have an artistic vocation and so I did not benefit as much as I
should have done from the inspired teaching of their dedicated staff.

BUT I learned a lot about furniture and design, which enabled me to obtain
a job in Collins Street, Melbourne, when I went to Victoria shortly after.

I later opened my own antique shop in Melbourne as a result 9f my interest
in design, nurtured at the School of Fine Arts, and later I followed m_y_

early interests at the Victorian Gallery and at the Emily Colquhoun School
of Pãinting in Flinders Lane. Many pupils, who were to become
well-known artists attended her school.

At a quarter to ten, when school finished, we all went to a little place in
Flinders Lane, where one had a mug of coffee and a hunk of bread and
honey for 6d and where we met many writers, critics and dancers, of the
time. McNally, R.H. Croll, George Colville (one of Melbourne's "Twenty
Painters") and others.

The building which housed the School of Fine Arts was built to be
University College. This college became known as Queens College,- and
transferréd to Bãrton Terrace in a building which later was bought by the
David Owen Crompton family, who still occupy it. My little brother, aged
9, was the youngest pupil accepted by University College.
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When I came back to Adelaide in 1936 on a visit, the school was still going
at North Adelaide.

(Mrss) LYNDALL BONNEAR,
JANUARY, 1983

A further correspondence with Peter Cox resulted in the following letter.
This is also included here in full, rather than as an appendix.

Peter I Cox
P.O. Box 367
Victor Harbor S.A. 5211
vzt83

Dear Mr. Weston,

Regarding your request for information about the "School of Fine Arts
Noittr Adélaide" I can supply a few facts as I was a full time student from
f 931-33. I believe a Miss Birks founded the school in f 92l for reasons
unknown to me.

The director in my time was Fred Millward Grey, who came from the
"London Central School of Art" to teach at the school and later took over
the school on his own. An earlier teacher had been Fred C. Britton who
worked mainly at etching and drypoint, and had also come from London -
he died in 1933.

Grey was a strict disciplinarian, and students were required to_draw fro_m

the þlaster cast two or three days a week until he considered then! ready
to attend the life class, and basically an academic approach was all that
we knew then.

Two days a week were devoted to commercial art instruction, which I
believe was Grey's strongest subject.

Apart from handling poster colour, there was little specific teaching in
other painting mediums except at a very elementary level - nor did Grey
encouiage thé use of drawing mediums other than pencil, and freedom of
e;çressión was almost unknown. Names such as Cezanne, Braque, Picasso,
anã abstract forms were virtually ignored, as in fact, I am sure, they were,
anywhere else in Adelaide at that time. Reproductions hagCing on_the
studio walls were Vermeer's "Girl's Head", Whistler's "Mother" an Orpen

"life drawing" and a Campbell Taylor "Interior." I mention this to give an
idea of the átmosphere that prevailed in the main studio - plus an array of
the usual art school plaster casts.

There were two other studios, one for commercial art, and one in which
there were two presses for litho on stone, etchings, and wood block
printing, and a type printing press (both hand operated) on yhigh an_annual
magazine was produced by the students and called "The Paint Potf'0 have
the 1931 and 1933 copies).
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A magazine called "South Australian Homes and Gardens" reproduced one
or two photographs of the interior of the school in an edition dated April
lst 1932. Many of the students were part time, and I believe there were
about fifty to sixty, overall, enrolled in any one term.

When the second world war broke out, the school eventually became
uneconomical financially for Grey, and he joined the R.A.A.F. having
closed the school down.

Later on (year not known to me) he was appointed head of the "South
Australian School of Art" situated on North Terrace in the old "School of
Mines" building. Grey had no assistant teacher at North Adelaide so there
was only one point of view known by the students which was somewhat
limiting to one's art education. I cannot say exactly why students went to
this particular art school; but it must be said that it was quite well known
at that time, and in my case Grey was known to my family and a relative
had been a student there.

Also a number of the students were college educated, and it could have
been a sort of "going on thing" to a private school; others however might
have different ideas on that question.

Certainly his instruction was good in the commercial art field.

The above information is rather limited, and there could be a lot that I
have forgotten over the years, and also I moved to Melbourne in 1936 -
and lost touch with the Adelaide art world, but hope it \uill be of some use
to your enquiry.

Yours Sincerely,
Peter. I. Cox

P.S.
Although there could be others who carried on in the commercial and/or
fine art fields after leaving the school in my time, the following are the
only ones I know of personally.

Robert Pulliene - Robert Blundell - James Wigley - Nora Heysen - Elaine
Wreford (NEE Newland) - May Voke, and I am humbly appending a short
resume of my own later experience as a background to some of the
remarks made earlier.

I spent 1936 full time at the George Bell - Arnold Shore school in
Melbourne. (an eyeopener after the tight instruction under Grey)

tilorked as a free lance commercial artist until joining the A.I.F. 1940 as a
cartographer.

After the war was employed by the postal department designing posters
and other work for several years. Went to Europe for two years and on
returning tauglrt oil painting at Swinburne Technical College (Fourth year
level for several years).
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\4tas a member of the "Melbourne Contemporary Artists" the "Bell Group"
and the 'Victorian Artists Society." Represented by an oil painting in the
Melbourne National Gallery, and in private collections.

lncluded in the limited edition publication "The George Bell School -
Students - Friends and lnfluences" issued at the end of 1981. - it probably
sold out early (1000 copies) and as far as I know was not reviewed in
Adelaide. Now living at Victor Harbor, S.A.

Peter. I. Cox.

The South Ar¡stralian School of Arts and Crafts Between the rta¡s

If the North Adelaide students had some access to their Bohemian life

over their mugs_of coffee and hunks of bread and honey the South Australian

School of Arts and Crafts students must have felt that their artistic cups were

filled to overflowing in July, 1926 when Madame Pavlova visited the school.

It was an unusual honour for she had declined most social engagements. "I

love to encourage the student in all branches of art," she remarked.

Pavlova, herself a sculptress, spent a considerable time in the modelling

classes, which were taught by Robert Craig. (53)

ln 1926 the North Adelaide School of Fine Arts had a teaching staff of

three, was wholly fee-paying and had but sixty-four enrolled students, taking

subjects from a range of twenty-seven courses. In contrast, the South Australian

School of Artrand Crafts' annual return to the Director of Education for 1925,

showed twelve staff teaching nearly one thousand individual students - 464 males

and 475 females - who were offered sixty-six distinct classes. Each class had an

aveÍage of thirty-three students enrolled. As would commonly be the case in the

private sector independent schools, the staff/student ratio was therefore very

favourable in the private art school.
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By the early nineteen twenties accommodation at the South Australian

School of Arts and Crafts was in a state of crisis; it had been for twenty years,

and would remain so for almost another forty years. ln annual report after

annual report the Principal, L.H. Howie, stressed this accommodation problem.

ln the 1923 report he wrote:

"As mentioned in previous reports the work of the school is much
hampered by lack of accommodation; at present it is necessary to use
the same rooms for classes in different subjects, this causes undue
crowding." (54)

Similar comments were regularly made in public, and the problem was

often aired in the local press. Indeed, a decade later in 1936, the President to

the School Council (Mr. J.H. Cooke) stated at the annual ptize giving of the

school that accommodation was quite inadequate, an opinion supported by the

visiting guest speaker, Professor Cullis of London University, who, however,

ameliorated her criticism with the philosophic comment that I'the best work in

both science and art was often accomplished in hopelessly inadequate

accommodation." (55)

The widely differing student numbers makes for difficult comparison

between the two schools. The South Australian School of Arts and Crafts was

regularly being told by commentators in the press that its vocational purpose

must be predominant, and in the official prospectus this was always

emphasised. The early twenties saw considerable tightening up of the South

Australian School of Art¡and Crafts structure, including the institution of an

advisory cor¡ncil with a large commercial membership, amended syllabuses,

some new subjects (e.9. etching and drawing for reproduction (1923)),

additional prizes for work in commercial art (1924), a thorough overhaul of the

correspondence courses which had languished sincd 1916, equipment for

ceramics and enamelling (1923) and the institution of a School of lnstruction

for Country Teachers held for three weeks during the vacations (1928).
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The objects of the work of the school were stated as being:

l. To give a sound training in siSn and the_various
Artfttic Crafts, such aJ Mo , Repousse, Metal
\Vork, Art Needlework, Lea Enamelling,
Jeweilery, and Photo Retouching to Students who are taking up art
work as a Profession.

2. To train Students who desire to study Drawing, Painting, and
Craftwork as a part of their general education.

3. To train Art Teachers and Teachers of Drawing for all branches of
work in primary, secondary, and technical schools.

4. To provide the required training in Drawing subiec-ts for-Trade
Apirentices, ShopAssistants, and others engaged in similar work.

There is much evidence that the School of Arts and Crafts was something

of a showcase for the Education Department throughout the nineteen twenties

and thirties and its various activities continued to be well reported in the South

Australian press. Fine art was achieving a higher profile and, as has been

mentioned previously, there were increased opportunities for exhibiting. Of the

several factors influencing public perception of art in South Australia, the

residency of Hans Heysen is sig¡ificant (in 1922 four Heysen exhibitions alone

sold nearly 11,000 pounds worth of art work) and he provided the perfect model

of a successful fine artist: a situation to which many might aspire but few

achieved. However, at the same time the young illustrative etcher John

Goodchild sold over 300 pounds worth of art work at one of his first one person

shows in Adelaide, a figure which compares very well indeed with a year's salary

of a teacher. Where the small North Adelaide School of Art primarily

emphasised its fine art purpose the School of Arts and Crafts' main economic

justification was provided by the applied art tradition.
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Good evidence of the public evaluation of the value of the applied arts is

to be found in the columns of the Reeistef and lhe Advertiser . The press

reports of amual extribitions, especially by School of Arts and Crafts annual

shows, provide a clear picture of cultural orthodoxies.

A reviewer of the annual students' exhibition wrote:

"The ideal of the School of Arts and Crafts is to prepare the student to go
his or her own way, and especially to help those who wish to take up some
form of art which shall have most immediate practical result. Since art is
most real when most interwoven with the needs of and uses of everyday
life, this is a decidedly good policy. The greatest artists of the Great
Florentine School used their talents in every possible way. If proof that
this guidance is welcomed was needed it is to be found in the fact that
students came to the school who are working at building, plastering,
architecture and furniture making." (56)

A further review of the same extribition stated:

"At one time a few pupils in ladies seminars did a little in water-colours,
mainly because it was a nice ladylike accomplishment. Similarly a few
gentle souls at the boys' school of the day painted - more as a means, it is
to be feared, of showing their fathers' financial position than the extent of
their talent. Nowadays however the students at the arts and crafts school
alone number 888, and tiny tots only 7 years old devote their Saturday
mornings to art with enthusiasm. At the other end of the scale are elderly
men and women learning to apply their talent in all directions. Between
these there is an army of earnest young students in a dozen branches, and
there is scarcely an hour of the day or evening when a class is not busily
at work somewhere in the great rooms in the Exhibition Building ... It is
curious that there are more male students than female now, and this may
be ascribed partly to the fact that the standard of Advertising has
improved immensely of late years. This has led to a big development in
applied commercial art which is taught in all its stages at the school. The
new scheme under which the government contributes to the cost of the
technical training of apprentices, has always been responsible for the
enrolment of a number of pupils in the apprentices class, and the
knowledge of working plans acquired here will be invaluable to them in
later years. These are only a proportion of the pupils, however, and the
commercial side of art by no means dominates the policy of the school."
(s7)

As well as showing changed perceptions of the School's status and purpose

the foregoing reveals the not so hidden agenda of the received tradition of gender

specialisation, and yet, as has been adequately demonstrated by Germaine Greer
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(1979) and Janine Burke (1980), the notion that fine art was women's work did not

always extend to the market place. (46) The influence of women painters into

Australian art of the nineteen twenties is a complex issue, not entirely

satisfactorily etçlained by Bernard Smith's "The reason for their unusually

important contribution to Australian art is to be found in the occurrence of the

First tr¡Vorld \ilar." (59)

There is in The Advertiser's' review dated Mayrl924, a genuine note of

surprise at the number of males studying what is clearly held to be an

unmasculine activity. There is also the hint of a class link betrayed by the

comment regarding boys' schools. Art, like learning to play the piano, was at its

essence seen as a civilised accomplishment.

Later in the review there is further emphasis on the development of the

pupils' individuality and the awareness of the need to develop individuality rather

than impose a normalisation processrwhich is a most significant development.

Education in1924, when this review was written, was in the middle of the

Antipodean response to the Dalton Plan. The Dalton Plan, which had been

developed in Massachusetts in 1920, was concerned with encouraging ways of

catering for individual children. It was particularly popular in Victoria and New

South Wales - especially under the influence of G.S. Browne. (60)

Art in Primary Education

In the thirties there rvas a growing awareness of a 'New Art Education'

and teachers were becoming more conscious of the potential of the subject.

Artist and art educator, Ivor Francis, when interviewed, recalled the early days

of his career in the late nineteen twenties and gave several examples of teachers'

resistance to the drawing certificate, suggesting that most primary
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school teachers felt very uncomfortable with any loosening of the reins, as not

only could discipline problems emerge from a freer art activity, but the teacher's

own intrinsic inadequacies were all too easily revealed. As Francis said:

"Even in the mid thirties drawing a cup and saucer on the blackboard was
best handled in a drill like manner ... 'Pick up your pencils now, follow my
drawing exactly, do it just as I do it ... now lay down your pencils' ...
etcetera.tt

ln a small one teacher school near Streaky Bay, South Australia, Ivor Francis'

pupils were acting out the same scene as before shown in a famous much

reproduced photograph of children half a century before drawing a leaf in the

free hand manner. (see appendix) (61)

This stereotlTing process in which art was a drill was not considered to be

the only form of art training, for Charles Charlton, in the Superintendent of

Primary Education's Report of 5th March, 1929, wrote that:

"the free expression work in grades I, II and III, where only chalk, crayons,
and pastels are used, and where 'form' not line is the aim, is good. The
children's illustrations of the stories are sometimes both quaint and
charming."

He made an interesting comment regarding object drawing:

"it should not be forgotten, however, that each individual child will see the
object set up by the teacher at a different angle, and no two pupils in the
same grade will produce the same results from the one model."

The superintendent, however, summarised that the pencil drawing was

disappointing and:

"Much more blackboard instruction to illustrate lines, curves, and balance
is urgently necessary." (62)

It was to help country teachers with their blackboard work that the South

Australian School of Arts and Crafts initiated its first summer school in January,

1928: 50 teachers attended, and the correspondence courses elçanded to

continue this work. (63)
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In the nesrspaper review mentioned earlier there are to be found hints of a

freer approach by reference to the idea that, as the author put it:

"The reguirements of modern teaching call for a considerable amor¡nt of
artistic taste on the part of the teacher as well as a good deal of technical
equipment. Kindergarten teachers are instructed at the School of Arts
and Crafts in the important branch of illustrative teaching. Colored (sic)
chalks are employed as the medium, and some wonderfully striking and
beautiful effects are obtained. In what may be termed "Art for arts sake",
a loving care in the development of the pupils work is shown, and the
insistence on the acquisition of a bold and sound technique has been of the
utmost value to South Australian artists." (64)

The review of annual exhibitions between 1923 and 1943 varied but little

from the above example; usually lengthy (þ 1990s standards), they sometimes

extended to a work by work description.

The annual exhibitions of art and craft produced at the South Australian

School of Arts and Crafts provided the Department of Technical Education and

its superintendent, Dr. Charles Fenner, with tangible proof of The School's

purpose, and also served as an essential recruiting platform for new students.

The Vocational Purpose of an A¡t School

A new development in the annual reports of the Education Department,

now under the section of Technical Education, was to give some indication of

appointments of students: in the 1923 report it was stated that twenty-four day

students received appointments with Adelaide firms as artists for the commercial

art work of catalogue illustrating, show card writing, art needlework designing,

photo retouching etcetera. This leaning towards commercial rather than fine art

was also emphasised when from 1924 a school council was established. The

membership of the first cor¡¡rcil included representation of the Employers'
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Federation, the Trades and Labour Council, Rundle Street Traders Association,

Jewellery Trades, the Public Library and Art Gallery and the Society of Arts, as

well as the nominees of the Minister of Education. (65)

One of the earliest reports from the Council to the Superintendent of

Technical Education dealt with staff salaries and classification, in which it was

demonstrated how poorly the S.A. School salaries related to the New South Wales

and Victorian Schools. (66)

The School of Arts and Crafts in many respects maintained a comfortable

separatedness from the rest of the education service, but during 1925, when new

pay awards were announced, linked to a classification scheme. A report in 'The

Mail' 2l/2/L925 suggested that some school of art staff were urihappy with the

proposals. The report read as follows:

''ART TEACHERS I.JNEASY
PROMOTION BY EXAMINATION
When South Australian primary school teachers were classified some years
ago teachers in technical schools were not given the same privilege. It is
understood that Dr. C. Fenner, superintendent of Technical Education, has
drawn up a scheme to bring the teaching staff of the School of Arts and
Crafts in line with the State's other educational servants.

This classification scheme as a whole is looked upon with favor by the
staff at the School of Arts, but one clause in the proposed new regulations
is causing uneasiness. It is in effect that promotion will be governed to
some extent at least by results of competitive examinations. Under this
scheme a man of 50, who is a specialist, say, in drawing, may have to sit
for an examination in English, and upon the result of an examination
foreign to the requirements asked of him as a teacher, his promotion may
depend.

Most of the staff at the South Australian School of Arts qualified for their
positions years ago. They fulfilled every requirement asked of them at the
time. One member of the staff said: - "It is unfair that a man or a
woman of 50 should have to compete with younger men and women, and
especially so in subjects which will not have any bearing on his worth as a
teacher. It is like asking a bricklayer of 50 to run a race with a carpenter
of 20 to decide what wages the bricklayer shall receive."

The School of Arts is not only disturbed through a clause in the proposed
new classification scheme, but the near approach of the All-Australian
Extribition has upset the school." (67)
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Mr. Howie who carefully avoided any conflict called a staff meeting to

investigate the allegations and send the following somewhat obsequious reply to

Dr. Fermer.

February 27t}r1925.
To the/

Superintendent of Technical Education,
Education Department,
Adelaide.

Sir,

In reference to the article headed "Art Teachers Uneasy" which appeared
in last Saturday's 'Mail', we wish you to know that such information as it
did contain was not supplied by any member of the staff. The statement
that 'one member of the staff said' is quite incorrect.

A reporter did call here last Friday but was refused information by Miss
Harris and the Principal; we heard afterwards that he first called on Miss
Prosser at her studio and had been sent on to the School. How he had
obtained any information that a classification scheme u'as proposed we
have been unable to find out.

We appreciate greatly the interest which the Director and yourself have
shown in helping us towards better conditions and regret that any such
newspaper article, was published for we welcomed the prospect of being
classified teachers in the near future.

We have the honor to be, Sir,
Your Obedient Servants.

By October of 1925 the president of the Industrial Court,

(Dr. til.Jethro Brown) announced a new award structure with pay increases of

between 10 and 20 percent. The School of Arts and Crafts did not emerge well.

The salaries were as follows:

Principal 330-380 pounds, Senior Master 260-320 pounds,

Senior Mistress 160-240 pounds, Assistants (men) 200-280 pounds,

Assistants (women) 130-200 pounds.

At a Technical School or Trade School the salaries were:

Principal 500-570 pounds, Senior Master 350-400 pounds,

Trade lnstructors 330-380 pounds, Lecturers in Drawing 330-380 por¡nds.
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At Adelaide High School the Principal's salary was 500-540 pounds, Senior

Masters 300-360 pounds, Senior Mistresses 210-260 pounds etcetera.

The promotion situation was complicated by the system of allocation of

skill marks. One file of letters which was given to me by a relative of a long

serving member of staff, Miss Jessamine Buxton, chronicled over twenty years of

dissatisfaction and feelings of injustice. The last letter was dated September,

1951. Miss Buxton, who was a most competent artist, was said by S.C. tililson, in

her recent book on South Australian Women Artists, to have been strongly

resentful of change.

The evidence of the correspondence files is that the school had little or no

autonomy. There is even voluminous correspondence addressed to the

Department from Howie on such issues as repair of a broken door hinge.

But the biggest problem remained that of the School's inadequate space.

In 1928 the School council recommended that:

"a request be made through Messrs Cooke and Birrell that a site be
granted on the North East corner of the Government House grounds, not
less than 200' x 200' for the purpose of a new art school, and that a sum of
12,000 pounds be placed on the estimates for the erection of this school."
(68)

The building rvas not to be built in the lifetime of most of the staff of the

twenties, nor was it to be placed in that most favoured position. Instead, the

Motor Vehicles Licensing Department was to move out of the Extribition Building

and the interior spaces were to be slightly modified at a cost of 1,200 pounds.

Director McCoy's priorities did not appear to encompass the School of Art.

Although students attending the school were unlikely to be aware of such issues

as staff salaries, the public perception of the school, by extension of the

profession of art in its multivarious forms, would be influenced. Some parents of

intending pupils would be informed by the press reports regarding the salaries and

accommodation debate. (69)
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The Girls Central ^Art School

Until 1924 all enrolments in art school courses were done on a subject by

subject basis and a student could be enrolled for six or more individual courses.

But in 1924 there developed a remarkable school within a school, The Girls'

Central Art School. Although not named as such until 1928, the School had been

a reality since 1924, when the organisation of the total School was tightened up,

no doubt feeling the effects of the directorship of McCoy, who was a precise

organiser.

The Superintendent of Technical Education's report for 1926 stated that

the School was:

"now feeling the good effects of the re-organisation of staff, timetables
and curriculum and the proper classification of the staff. The syllabus
for art teachers certificates of three grades has been published and
during the year a number of teachers presented work towards obtaining
these qualifications." (70)

As Mrs. \4¡alloscheck pointed out:

"ïVe had to sit next to our students at the examinations and be marked
by those colleagues who were teaching with us but were not taking the
certificates themselves. In fact I couldn't be sure that some of us didn't
have to mark the subjects which $'e were taking." (71)

The Superintendent, Dr. Fenner, reported the re-organisation of the

School and stated that:

"The general work of the School is good and effort is at present being
directed towards improving the following special features:

(a) Correspondence classes;
(b) Full time day courses;
(c) Teachers College courses;
(d) Commercial art courses." (72)

The full time day courses developed into the Girls Central Art School: rî 1926

Charles Fenner referred to them as "full time day courses for young people

from 14 years upward", and in L927 it was further defined as a full time day

course of a super primary character in which "education leans heavily towards

art and drawing subjects. From 50 to 70 students attend this branch".
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The full-time day course was a four year course and its enrolment was

wholly from female students. The curriculum included English.

The files in the State Records Office give no indication of any open debate

on the establishment of the Girls Central Art School. However, an examination

of the rolls indicates a remarkable gender balance in the main art school as well

as the continuation of the earlier gender division of male students predominantly

attending the evening classes, and females attending the day-time classes. The

staffing also reflects the gender links which have been regularly made between

art training and women.

During 1924 the a5e raîBe of pupils was as shown below:

Males Females
Number of students under 14 years 52 34
Number of students aged 14-15 yrs 33 26
Number of students aged 15-16 yrs 28 31
Number of students aged 16-17 yrs 40 34
Number of students aged 17-18 yrs 57 63
Number of students aged 18-21 yrs 103 105
Number of students aged over 2lyrs 137 l7L

450 464 914

During the twenties there were notable staffing changes, including the

appointment of Mary P. Harris, in 1921, who became a major force in the Art

School; Gladys Good, who later became senior mistress of the Girls Central Art

School in 1932, and a nes¡ arrangement entered into with the Curator of the Art

Gallery (Louis McCubbin) to enable him to teach life or landscape and still-life

painting at the School.

The gender balance of the staff remained firmly in favour of women

teachers (who were paid considerably less than the men). In f925 the Technical

School's Arurual Return gives the full-time staffing of the School of Arts and

Crafts as seven female and four males, with three male part-time and three

Total
86
59
59
74
t20
208
308
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female part-time staff. By 1936 there were only two male full-time staff and

eleven female teachers. Despite this, the high percentage of male enrolments in

part-time evening classes resulted in a more or less equal number of male and

female enrolments appearing in the annual statistics except in the four year

secondary education course, which was open only to girls.

The Girls' Central Art School is worthy of attention because a high

percentage of their pupils went on to further advanced art classes and/or teacher

training. Several of the ex-pupils went on to become practising artists.

The ex-students of the Girls Central Art School interviewed during this

study varied widely in their opinion as to the value of the School's educational

programme. To Ruth Tuck, a senior art professional in South Australian art

circles, as she looked back on her time as both a pupil and teacher, the School

Ytas

"a dreadful thing in which girls were taken straight from primary school
and given a smattering of English, Botany etcetera ... I was five years
older than most of the girls and had had several years of doing basic art
subjects, still life etcetera on Saturday mornings so I was a problem and
was put into some of the normal art school subjects ... Teachers like Louis
Lee and Lorna Laughton rvere expected to teach subjects they were not
qualified for. I used to sit in another class listening to them doing subjects
lhad done in High School and know that they were doing them all wrong."
(73)

Ruth Tuck, because of previous art enperience, was allowed to do life

painting which was not normally available to Girls Central Art School pupils.

Here she was taught by her aunt Marie Tuck. Although her aunt claimed to be

a dedicated anti-Modernist, Ruth Tuck maintains that a distinctly

Impressionistic manner could be identified in her teaching and painting

methods. Ruth Tuck (born l9l4), herself one of the most influential of art

teachers in South Australia, also gives high praise to the teaching of Mary P.

Harris (189r-f978).
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Choosing to take such a course as the 4 year course could be seen as a

statement of intent on the part of the pupil to follow a career as a practising

artist. Althouetr the School was fully functioning since 1924, the decision

officially to designate the four year course as a separate Girls Central Art School

would appear to have been raised by Dr. Fenner during f 930. Dr. Fenner

addressed the staff of the School at a staff meeting of 25th July' 1930. The

minutes read:

"Amongst the items of discussion were the suggestions that it would be
better if the School was a continuation of the work of the Central
Schools instead of the present lower standard. Also it was suggested
that certain scholars should be exempt from the present all day
courses: that the teaching of ordinary school subjects such as
mathematics, French etc., should be done by ordinary teachers not by
trained art teachers: that it was not advisable to train boys here at the
school unless under very exceptional circumstances, but no alteration
would be made to those boys already in training." Q4)

The full-time teaching staff all tauglrt both Girls Central Art School

and School of Arts and Crafts subjects and the ten ex-students interviewed

have all been full of praise for Mary P. Harris. She is even credited with

having introduced sex education to her pupils (in a discreet manner) as well as

being instrumental in general cultural education througtr her initiation of plays

and poetry reading and editorship of the school magazine, the 'Eqerunngr . (75)

Innovation in the Girls Central Art Schml and the Schml of Arts and Crafts

In the absence of publications concerning the S.A. School's philosophy of

professional training in art the best evidence of concepts and methodologies is

provided by such journals as the Forerunner, which appeared between 1930 and

1938. Its editor was Mary P. Harris.
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Mary P. Harris, a committed Quaker, in her first Forerunner editorial

reveals several of the threads which are also to be for¡nd in her three books on

art, published betwe en 7946 and 1971. (76) There is a distinctly Ruskinian

flavour to her writing, in that art is given a predominately spiritual and ethical

purpose. Her teaching and writing drew heavily upon examples of the history of

art and it seems most likely that The Forerunner was entirely her inspiration.

The title, according to Mary P. Harris's first editorial, was based on Leonardo da

Vinci. She wrote:

"He is the forerunner of our artistic existence, as we as a school have in
ourselves the capacity of being, which may inspire us to be the forerunner
of ages to come. Education our Director has said 'is a progress toward the
Divine ... May it be permitted to refer to another Forerunner ... John the
Baptist." (77)

Mary P. Harris's expression of a style of Saint Simonism or genteel

Antipodean avant gardeism can more easily be discerned in her later writings,

when she ranged widely over art and craft activities and showed her openness of

mind to innovation and change.

She taught at the South Australian School frcm L922 to 1953, during which

time she introduced students to the work of the Post-Impressionists and early

Modernists, as well as to the earlier major figures of European art. The history

of art was a relatively new concept in art school teaching and, although a more

accurate title would perhaps have been 'Art Appreciation', Mary P. Harris's

teaching of it was innovative.

There was an overlap between her teaching of art history and literature

and one innovative activity was the writing and performing of one act plays based

on the lives of the artists, or of the dramatisation of the subject matter of

famous paintings and sculpture. These art and drama intermedia events
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often took place oùt-of-doors, particulary in the Botanic Gardens, and in and

around the Exttibition Building. As well as writing their own dramatisations, the

students performed such plays as Laurence Housman's 'Little plays of St.

Francis', a dramatisation of Charles Read's The Cloister and the Hearth; and one

which was most publicised, the world premier of the 'Fairies Tree' in f 934.

The cross-media or inter-arts principles enshrined in M.P. Harris' teaching

and writing n¡ere exemplified by many aspects of the Girls Central Art School,

which provided a highly developed art education based course for pupils from 14

to 18 years within a relatively 'avant garde ambience'. It provided a kind of low

cost finishing school for lower-middle and middle-class children, and it also

provided the promise of a vocational training which satisfied the Education

Department's intention.

The placing of the school in the North rerrace culture complex, its

symbiotic relationship with the School of Arts and Crafts with its links to the Art

Gallery, Museum and Teachers College, School of Mines and the University, all

gave the School a social position closer to the ethos of the independent schools,

where cultural enrichment went hand in hand with an academic education, except

that, as Ruth Tuck points out, the academic aspects were to be found lacking.

The teacher training aspect of the senior school's work had grown, especially

through the summer school and correspondence course system. (78) The range of

courses on offer e>çanded to include dress design, theatre design and illustration

for reproduction, courses with distinct vocational potential. Those pupils who

went from the Girls Central Art School to the School of Arts and Crafts 'normal'

courses were already well prepared for greater specialisation as a result of the

integrated arts approach of the Girls Central Art School.
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The educational value of the School of Arts and Crafts teaching and the

Girls Central Art School approach, was recognised initially by Dr. Fenner, and,

during the nineteen thirties, by the Director of Education Mr. W.J. Adey. Their

support was especially important during the economic problems of the late

nineteen twenties and the early thirties. By 1930, education was under attack in

the press for its cost; references were made to the over-education of the masses

and, at the end of the year, a committee of Inquiry into Education was

established. Its second report was so s in its recommendation that the

new director, w.J. Adey, refused to sign it. (79) Adey went on to write a report

defending the high schools and establishing his own principles of education. Here

criticisms were made of the committee's attitude in emphasising:

"Tle plagqatic rather than the idealistic ... A secondary education should
train the child for the enjoyment of the non competitive factors in
experience ... and vocational interests must not obscure the common
humanity of all." (80)

The Director of Education's liberal attitude to broader educational and

cultural aims and his mistrust of a narrowly examination dominated system goes

some way to explain the School of Art's survival during the difficult thirties.

Adey had often argued for more pupil-centred learning, even calling for

'masterly inactivity on the part of the teachers'. (81) The Director's support of

progressive education in the face of crippling financial cuts was erçressed

forcibly at the prize giving of the School of Arts and Crafts when, in July, 1930,

he said that:

"If I had my way, and the State could afford it, I would have an art room in
every high school, and a great many of the primary schools."

He went on to suggest that the State Education Department had erred in having

too little of art work in the syllabus:
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"If Australians were going to take their place among the forefront of
the peoples of the world they must develop the aesthetic side of their
nature - their love for the beautiful and truth. They could not do that if' they shut their schools to the class of work done in the School of Arts
and Crafts." (82)

Two years earlier, Adey's predecessor, McCoy, had used the same

platform to state that:

"men in commerce were just begiruring to realise that fine art was
essential in commercial life and that art must be united with industry
for the best results to be secured." (83)

In 1928 a vocational guidance scheme was introduced into high schools

and Howie was a new member of the Committee of the Education Department

which established it. McCoy who, on several occasions, gave the annual speech

at the Art School prize-giving, had always emphasised a statistical approach

and never made much of an art philosophy, whereas his successor Adey's

speeches were most supportive of broader educational aims and cultural

intentions rather than the purely commercial. In 1936, when presiding at the

prize-giving by Professor Cullis, Adey stated that:

"there was no more important educational institution in the State than
the School of Arts. Art was a language which was common to all
nations, and it was at the root of all cultures." (84)

Commerce was in ruins by 1930, and Adey's more philosophic speech

would have been well received by the staff of the Art School who, in the midst

of soup kitchens and unemployment relief schemes, could not help but be

conscious of the luxury nature of much art work.

But education did not wither away despite a further five percent

reduction in salaries from 1933 (and the subsequent legal wrangles with the

Union). An Adult Education Scheme emerged, in the mid-thirties, from a 'Folk

School' and moves were afoot to devise more progressive syllabuses for the

schools. The School of Art total enrolments fell back, but by 1937 had
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topped two thousand, of which one hundred and twenty five were Teachersr

College students now back to a normal enrolment pattern. The minute books of

the School Council meetings between June, 1925 - 1939, and minutes of the

fortnightly Staff Meetings, give little hint of the momentous socio-economic

events of the period, although there is some reference to trivial issues e.g. that

commercial 'Gloy' glue was no longer to be used: instead, flour paste was to be

made and teachers were to exercise economy with the electric lights. In l93l

and in 1932 staff urere urged to "use every endeavour to procure new students and

to see that old students continued."

But other than these oblique hints of a world outside, the formal meetings

as recorded in the official minutes have a distinctly ivory tower feeling. There

was no separation in staff meetings of Girls Central Art School matters and, as

reported in Gladys Good's Girls Central Art School report in Forerunner' of 1937:

"It is hard to separate G.C.A.S. and S.A.S.A. and C interests, so often they
are one and indivisible and in fact many of the larger efforts originate in 

-

the G.C.A.S. common room." (85)

The Minister of Education's report for 1933 shows that, in 1933, the

G.C.A.S. enrolment was 73 and states that:

"Girls who complete the four year course in this school get a thorough
grounding in elementary art which forms a for¡ndation for a career as an
art teacher, commercial artist, or worker in applied art." (86)

But by 1935 the enrolments in the Girls Central Art School had slipped to 43,

indicating the effects of the Depression (and the introduction of fees), although

by 1937 the School was back to its normal enrolment average with seventy seven

pupils.

When the Advertiser reviewed the annual exhibition of 1937 (opened by

Mrs. Adey) there was a reference to a spontaneity to be seen in the work of
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younger pupils, and to modern styles in the art and craft work, as well as in the

senior school's work in commercial design. (87) It seems that by the late thirties

the word'modern'was no longer a term of abuse.

During the two years before the outbreak of war, art education began to

change its style and to adopt a more erçerimental stance. Women's art was

recognised and boosted by the 1936 centenary year; and the role of women in

Australian history was celebrated in various ways with Girls Central Art School

and its staff much involved. The choice of an internationally significant female

academic professor Winifred Cullis to open the School of Art's Elizabeth

Armstrong Memorial Library was appropriate and the women's Centenary Book

"A Book of South Australian Women" was produced, in which the staff was well

represented by illustrations and text. Mary P. Harris n¡as on the editorial

committee, and amongst the illustrations were works by Gladys Good,

Marie Tuck, a student, Mary Hackett and Margaret Bevan. In addition,

Gladys Osborne wrote an article on Re¡rnella Pottery; Edith Langley on stained

glass and Mary P. Harris wrote on ecclesiastical embroidery.

As with most celebratory occasions, there were prize events, including a

centenary prize novel competition, in which a Girls Central Art School student,

Elizabeth Skoltane, won second prize, and a travelling scholarship to enable study

abroad was organised by The News on behalf of the society of Arts.

Douglas welsh, an ex-student of the School, won the prize, which was judged by

Hans Heysen, John Quinn and Louis McCubbin. In addition to these successes Ivor

Hele, an up-and-coming s.A. artist, ex-student of both the North Adelaide

School of Art and the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts, was the wi¡urer

of a national centenary art competition. Ivor Hele, and staff member and Master

at the Port Adelaide Branch School Joseph Choate, were also commissioned to

design and model the State Pioneers Memorial at Glenelg.
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And so the lean Depression years were behind the School by 1936 and the

School began to flourish again. But the introduction of a travelling scholarship so

long after the Victorian and New South Wales Schemes came too late to give fine

art in South Australia the boost it had long needed. The publication of

'Illustrations of women artistsf work was significant, but in one sense it perhaps

emphasised women's art as a curiosity, marginalising it rather than setting it in

the mainstream of Australian artistic activity. The arguments for domestic

education were made much of in the years before the Depression: from the

report of the Committee of Technical Education through to the discussion on

girls' education in the S.A. Teachers Journal editorial of fifty years later, the

education of girls was continually proposed to be predominantly for domesticity,

e.g. an annual report of the Superintendent's Technical Education stated clearly

and restrictively:

"Home duties must always be the main tasks for women" ... or "Girls
should take up courses of work designed to train them for housekeepers,
institutions and managers, cooks, laundresses, or for domestic service or
for needleworkers, miliners and dressmakers, or for craft and art workers,
or for other industries.rt(88)

It is easy to see how the Girls Central Art School fitted into the scheme of

things envisaged for girls' technical education in the l9l5 Report. It is also easy

to see how it offered an education in tune with new education principles,

emphasising a sense of a special ethos arising from its relatively liberal attitude.

Even today any personal opinions on the School as it was in the 1930s tend to be

polarised and most emphatically held, regardless of evidence. The concept of

new education, which was, in part, a result of both an increased

professionalisation of education, and specific socieeconomic context had,
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during the twenties and thirties, made considerable inroads into teaching

programmes. If art was regarded as a non-discursive language, then it, too, had

to be radicalised to accommodate the individual.

In the professional area of fine art in Europe, Britain and America, the

concept of art as a discrete but ever changing language hadbeen slow to be

accommodated within an art education which had its roots in the concept of art

as a measurable or discursive language as described earlier. However, partly as a

result of the work of Franz Cizek and his popularisers, changes in attitudes to

child art were taking place in Australia. (89)

Although outside the scope of this study, Australia did have its pioneers of

child art; many within the independent schools, music and drama teaching,

Frances Derham (b.1894) of Victoria being one significant figure. The influence

of the new education movement (which commenced in l9l5) on art was only felt

in art circles after a New Education Federation Conference was held. This was

attended by one of the South Australian School of Arts staff, Gladys Casely, who

wrote of her impressions in the May, 1938, Forerunner. The Conference theme

'Education for complete living, the challenge of today', was one which had

specific application to both the work of the Girls Central Art School and the

School of Arts and Crafts. But Miss Casey's only reference to the art influence

was as follows:

"Mr. Lismer from Toronto, sowed seeds of dissatisfaction with recognised
methods of teaching art, when he described his work with children in his
gallery school." (90)

Ivor Francis, at the time a general subjects teacher at an Adelaide school,

vividly recalled Lismer having a very major effect. \ilhen interviewed in 1980,

Francis, who had become one of Adelaide's leading modernist artists in the

nineteen forties, spoke at length about the enthusiasm with which his own
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attempts at developing individual programmes of art education for his pupils

were received. As a result of this response, he wrote in the Teachers Journal and

Education Gazette, and drew up new ways of dealing with drawing and teaching.

ln Victoria, as a result of the N.E.F. Conference, an Education Reform

Association was established with Frank Tate as its chairman. (91)

Modernism in Art and Art Education

The context of Australian modernism is outlined in Chapter six, which is

placed after this chapter on South Australia between the wars art education,

because there was virtually no modernism in South Australia r¡ntil World tlVar II.

Indeed significant reform and change in art teaching methods at any level

did not arrive in South Australia until during and just after World War II. The

main agent for change was Dorrit Black, a pioneering painter, who taught at the

South Australian School of Art from the late 1930s. In his book on Black, Ian

North quotes Ruth Tuck's recollection:

"Dorrit came along and revolutionised everything you'd ever thought about
and she talked to us a lot about Cubism, a branch of Cubism which really
developed in Jeff Smart's case to Super Realism." (92)

Black's own work shows the stylised quasi-Cubism of English and French

post-1912 painting, and Ruth Tuck recalled how disturbed her aunt, Marie Tuck,

was when she knew that Ruth was taking lessons with Dorrit Black. These lessons

were Saturday morning sessions in the Botanic Gardens, although they apparently

continued all day. The influence of Black will be considered more fully in the

chapter dealing with the forties: the forties were years when the emergence of a

group of secalled young rebels, including Ruth Tuck, Jeffrey Smart, Ivor

Francis, Victor Adolfson and Jacqueline Hick, challenged the conservatism which

had grown.
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But, despite these challenges, the conservative staff of the School of Art

and Girls Central Art School were the main influences in the thirties. The basic

artistic conservatism of the Girls Central Art School and the South Australian

School of Art staff is, despite Mary P. Harris' acceptance of Van Gogfi and

Gauguin as genuine artists, well demonstrated in the school magazine: most of

the artists who are referred to in articles are drawn from the Renaissance period,

with occasional daring references to Van Gogh by Ruth Tuck. In 1936, the School

of Art, in conjunction with the Girls Central Art School, presented what Gladys

Good's report called a 'skit on modern art', where the students painted works in

the modern manner in order to ridicule it.

This attitude to new art rvas common in Australian public art schools, and

is one reason for the flourishing alternative art schools in Sydney and Melbourne

(see Chapter 6). But despite the references to 'skits on modern artr the South

Australian School was not didactically anti-Modern. It was mainly within the

area of fine art þainting and sculpture) that Modernism was to be viewed as

unacceptable, and that area was not predominant in South Australia. Therefore

Modernism never became quite the focus of opposition that it was in, for

example, the National Gallery School of Melbourne, a far more fine art

institution. ln fact, the areas of applied art cultivated an appearance of modified

Modernism.
I ti

As.H;W. Howie was the Principal of the South Australian School of Arts

and Crafts frcm \922 to 1941, his influence on professional art training must be

considered as significant.

David Dolan has surirmarised the Howie years as:
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"not an eventful era in as much as it was devoid of conspicuous
achievements. But it was also devoid of disasters, and Howie deserves
credit for sustaining the school through an era in which its closure was
often considered for reasons of economics. He is remembered as a kind,
patient, unflustered Principal, who was not committed to Modernism but
did not resist such developments as the introduction of life models. At a
time when the rigid approach of many members of staff in Australian art
schools was alienating and losing the best young talent, Howie created a
supportive working environment ... The history of Australian art in the
between-wars era would have been happier if more schools had had so
tolerant, modest and sincere a head." (93)

Dolan's comments make a fair summary of Howie's achievements.

However, it seems more likely that the survival of the School was due as much

to the manner in which it had come to reflect the ideas of Charles Fenner and

W. Adey as those of Howie. Howie had a staff of competent women, most of

whom, like Howie himself, had been the product of H.P. Gill's teaching, and so

they had a high level of technical competence in drawing and basic design. Gill

had, sixty years before Howie's retirement, turned the direction of the School

arvay from that of a pure fine art school and had emphasised applied art, which

had pleased the Chamber of Manufacturers, who continued as strong supporters

of the School long after Gill's death: Howie had simply maintained this

emphasis.

Although current educational tendencies such as those stemming from

the Dalton plan and 'The New Education' did have some influence on the

teaching at the School, there is no specific evidence of any public educational

theorising on the part of the Principal of the School: issues of policy or art

educational theory were never formally debated or defined. It is likely that

the changes in attitude which did occur were responses to suggestions from

senior educational management.
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By the end of Howie's principalship a generation gap had opened up which

tended to polarise South Australian School of Arts and Crafts staffing into the

senior full-time staff who had been associated with the School for up to forty

years as staff and students, and the younger artists and teachers, usually

part-time. In the early years of the war the younger staff included Geoff

Mainwaring, Ivor Hele, Dora Chapman, Jacqueline Hick, all serious practising

artists, whilst several of the senior staff had given a lifetime's service to the

School.

In his presidential reference to Howie's retirement at the School Council

meeting of lTth March, L94L,IvIr. J.H. Cooke led the valedictory address at

which each member of council in turn individually erçressed regret at Howie's

retirement and made comments in tribute 'to his excellent work, long service and

kindly disposition'. "He had", they said, "endeared himself both to his pupils and

to the members of the council and a large circle of friends." (94)

In a reversal of the usual retirement conventions, and perhaps in his only

unconventional public gesture ever, Howie made his own presentation to the

Council - he gave a collection of books, a photograph of an exhibition of

woodcarving and his 1926 watercolour of the Botanic Gardens. The books give a

picture of Howie's artistic principles for they were the standard textbooks on

perspective and geometrical drawing from Gill's era. The books were to remain

in regular use in the library until 1956. (95)

L.H. Howie had been trained in the nineteenth century South Kensington

tradition and, despite service overseas in the First tJVorld \,lVar and subsequent

involvement with art schoôls and art work in London in the immediate post World

War I years, his own art work and teaching in no way addressed new artistic

issues or techniques.
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When Howie retired, John Goodchild, a successful and popular etcher, was

appointed as acting principal. The salary of Principal, as advertised in the

Education Department Gazette, 9th April, L94l had increased to 523 pounds and

6 pence per annum. Goodchild, who had arrived in South Australia from London

in 1913, at the age of fifteen, had himself attended the South Australian School

of Arts and Crafts briefly in 1919, after war service as a stretcher bearer, but

returned to London to study etching, which was not then available in Adelaide. In

London he studied at the Central School at a time when etching was virtually the

unchallenged medium for traditional illustrative art, being as popular a medium

with artists in Britain as with the buying public. (96) ïVhile in London,

Goodchild's etching of Adam Lindsay Gordon's cottage was exhibited at the 1923

exhibition at the Royal Academy and was purchased by the British Musuem: it
was Goodchild's first Australian subject. In 1924 Goodchild had returned to South

Australia in time for the unique 'Artists l,lVeek', held in July, when he designed

the programme cover for the Artists Week Ball. (97) From that time until after

World War II, Goodchild made regular return visits to London, and he divided his

professional practice between fine art etching and watercolour painting and

commercial art. Goodchild was an extremely businesslike artist with no time for

uneconomic artistic activities. Even as a nineteen-year-old serving at the front,

he had organised a private visit to London's leading greeting card manufacturer,

Sir Raphael Tuck, to negotiate publication and sales of his drawings as cards to

the troops.(98)

Goodchild's high profile on the commercial art scene in South Australia

would have recommended him to the School council with its preponderance of

Chamber of Manufacturersf members. And although senior master Charles

Pavia, who had been acting principal on the retirement of Gill and the death of
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John Christie Wright, was still on the staff, even if nearing retirement, there is

no evidence that he was seriously considered for the post of Principal.

Just prior to the outbreak of war, the Director of Education, Mr. Adey,

had retired and Dr. Fenner, former Superintendent of Technical Education was

Acting Director. Minutes of the School Council meetings and staff meetings

between 1939 and 1942 show an emphasis on practical courses, including two new

subjects of 'Home Decoration' and'Dress Design'. Against this increasing

content of design and applied art, Goodchild's commercialism was most

appropriate.

However, although his business interests made Goodchild a strong

candidate for the development of the applied art strand of the courses, he had no

training as a teacher, and had in fact received only very narrow art education.

In the Report of the Minister of Education for 1941, the School's

enrolments showed little change from the pre-War years and Dr.Fenner's

summary of the School's activities shows an trnderlining of teacher training as

well as of the commercial function, whereas during Adey's directorship there was

always some amelioration of the teacher training or applied art emphasis with a

sense of a wider cultural purpose for the School.

The School's primary function, said the report:

"Was to provide training in commercial and fine arts subjects. This School
is the principal training centre for student teachers in art and craft
subjects. The work done in this way has become increasingly important in
recent years and the effect of the classes in blackboard illustration,
lettering and the functional subjects of object and plant drawing may be
seen in the higher aspects of class rooms, in the great vigour and interest
in the subject of drawing in primary schools and in the quality of the young
teachers who graduate from the school year byyear." (99)
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The long service of the two earlier principals, Gill and Howie, resulted in

the 
.school's 

emphasising firstly, art (especially drawing) teaching; and secondly,

craft teaching. Now, with the appointment in l94l of Goodchild, a thoroughly

professional practising artist, the School's emphasis began to move slowly

towards fine art.

Goodchild was a dedicated anti-Modernist, although there is some

evidence that he was not totally untouchedby changes in art education. (100)

But he was a successful and locally respected exhibiting artist. Despite his

pursuit of profit in art, and a lack of intellectual dimension to his own work, he

was a model of an art practitioner rather than an art teacher or craft teacher;

and this was an emphasis that was sorely needed if the school was to involve

itself in the professional training of artists rather than solely teachers of art.
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CHAPTER SIX

MODERMSM AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO AUSTRALIAN ART AND

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF ARTISTS.

"I want to burn down the Academies of Art with my cadmium red."
Maurice de Maminck (l)

The early decades of twentieth century European art were characterised

by a succession of art movements broadly labelled Modernist. Modernism

cannot be separated from its association with the concept of the avant garde.

But so different in style and ideologies are the various major European

Modernist art movements such as Cubism, Suprematism, Futurism, Vorticism,

Neo-Plasticism, Orphism etcetera, that generalisations about the concept

'Modernism' risk meaninglessness. In addition to the essential pluralism of

Modernism, each of the arts have their own separate histories - not always

chronologically co-incident. For example, Julian Croft writing of responses

to Modernism in Australian literature, claimed that the term Modernism was

not widely used in Australia r¡ntil the nineteen sixties, "there being no sense of

modernity being an issue other than on grounds of stylistic decadence." (2) And

yet, to the editors of The Home magazine, Modernism in the visual arts had

arrived in Australia in 1925, and to L. Bernard Hall, the long serving head of

the National Gallery School of Victoria, Modernism was over by 1932. (3)

Modernism is closely identified with those radical visual art movements

which, between 1900 and 19L4, challenged the prevailing artistic orthodoxes in

Europe: the fact that some of those orthodoxes had at some point themselves

been seen as radical (e.9. Impressionism, Romanticism or Realism) emphasises

an essential aspect of Modernism and the avant garde: the concept of artistic
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progress and the pursuit of 'the new' in art by artists. This flight from notions

of universality in art, and a belief in the essential goodness of change, rather

than its opposite, meant that if orthodox standards and values of major works

of art or artistic styles were to be rejected, so too must art education be

challenged. However, few Modernists made as clean a break with the past as

their opponents believed.

Although the appearance of new and diverse means of representing

reality, whether seen or imagined, was most frequently greeted with intolerant

abuse rather than understanding or welcome, the challenge to accepted artistic

standards issued by the art works of such artists as Matisse, Picasso, Braque,

Kandinsky, Klee etcetera was too potent to be ignored.

The rejection of a long tradition of representational art by the early

Modernists directly challenged not only the orthodoxies of art, but the very

basis of art education.

The intellectual basis of the South Kensington curriculum lay in the

authority of either a geometrical model, an antique sculpture or a flat

diagram, which were to be copied with maximum exactitude. Even in the

freer alternative syllabus of post 1900, the concept of the system was its

measurability. Now, with Matisse, recommending handling colour like a child

with its first paints, or Picasso suggesting that one should try to forget all that

one had learned, the authority of the art teachers who adhered to orthodory

was drastically undermined. In Europe this contributed to the defection of art

students to non-government 'alternative' art schools and artists' studios. As

will be seen in this chapter, the same process occurred in Australia. The
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basic artistic principle adhered to by Modernists was not simply the reflection

of existing standards but was to pay attention to matters of the in¡rer nature of

things, rather than just copying outside appearances. Also, materials and

techniques rvere to be used in a purposefully elçerimental way, so that the end

product of the erçeriment was unknown at the commencement of the

emphasis. The emphasis on Modernist art teaching in alternative art schools

$'as on process, and the replication of the outside appearance of objects

through art materials was no longer seen as the highest aim of skill acquisition.

The challenge of Modernism eventually led to a conceptual revolution in

the state art schools in Australia and elsewhere, although that did not occur, in

most cases, until after \ilorld War II.

Modernism is a relative term. The reasons for the development of

Modernist ideas in early twentieth century European painting and sculpture are

different from the reasons behind its tentative appearance in Australia

between l9l5 and 1925. In Europe, artists were acutely aware of the

overpowering influence of artistic traditions, and wished to reject them. The

manifestations of Modernism in Australia are substantially different, providing,

in many cases, provincialist versions of late nineteenth century and early

twentieth century art styles. (4) There are many reasons for the stylistic

differences, not least of these being the length of time it took for the first

hand experiences of Modernist art to be available. Not until just before the

outbreak of World War II were original examples of Modernist art seen in

Australia. (5)
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And yet, if the stylistic devices of Sydney's colle ,g.iate Cezannists look

mild mannered by comparison with the work of their contemporaries in Europe,

it should be emphasised that issues of artistic change and freedom were no less

urgent to the young artists of New South lVales in 1915 than they were to their

Europe an counterparts.

As noted previously, academic art training was based on the careful

copying of the surface or outside appearance of the life model, the antique

cast or still life, whereas Modernist art used the same subjects but its purpose

was to get below the surface. An examination of the language used in a .

printed syllabus of subjects taught at any independent art school in Sydney,

Melbourne or Adelaide between 1915 and 1930 and the syllabus of a state

funded art school will reveal very little difference: the difference lies in the

interpretation and methods used. The still life drawing class in an advanced

school would focus on aspects of rhythm, texture, tensional dynamics, the i¡urer

essence of the subject; and the resultant drawings could resemble engineers'

drawings or a choreographer's chart, whereas traditional academic work would

deal only with the surface of the objects, laboriously copied, modelled and

polished by countless pencil marks. The Modernist approach is the result of

emphasising ideas rather than techniques, a tendency which commenced with

the Impressionists.

The look of advanced Modernist art was so different from the

conventions of academic art that most of the public and art world were unable

to find any point of contact with Modernism. Issues of representation and

illusion, a common symbolic language, or a labour based valuing system

provided no suitable criterion for the new art. A 'two cultures'gap opened up

which was unbridgeable without a theoretical and critical language.
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So deep a schism occurred in the Australian cultural establishment over

the issue of Modernism that any study of the training of artists between 1900

and 1960 must address the issue of Australian Modernism.

Although the academic art training methods established in the last third

of the nineteenth century continued virtually unmodified until the middle of

the twentieth century, the academic ideology was certainly not unchallenged.

The appearance of an Australian avant garde (not all strictly Modernist) caused

a division in professional art circles, which resulted not so much in changes to

the existing art system as to the creation of an alternative art network with its

own art schools, exhibiting societies, marketing and theoretical systems.

Eventually, by the nineteen sixties, this Modernist institution was to take over

as the ruling art ideology.

In the Australian cultural context the term ideology is, in this thesis,

used in a more neutral, less political, sense than that usage which is associated

with the European nineteenth century ideology and in this sense it relates to

the pattern of beliefs and concepts which are disseminated through artistic

institutions and organisations. Artistic Modernism in its European origins was

frequently associated with political movements and ideologies.

From the Impressionist painters who were associated with or influenced

by the Paris Commune, and later the Dreyfus affair, through to the extreme

left wing of Surrealist movement, European Modernists were frequently

political radicals as well as artistic radicals. However, the Modernist aesthetic

could be adopted without the political beliefs, and was imported into Australia

largely through separate channels, often quite devoid of the political dimension

or linkage which existed in France or ltaly. Formal issues tended to outweigh
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issues of content in Australian early Modernism. Not until the C.A.S.

development in Melbourne and Adelaide did art and politics coalesce in

Australian Modernism. The two conflicting visual art ideologies to emerge in

twentieth century cultural institutions were Academicism and Avant Gardism.

The phrase avant gardism is usedhere to denote an ideology which,

although it includes Modernism, is not exclusively Modernist. The term avant

garde originated in the nineteenth century as a concept associated with social,

political and cultural (especially literary) activities. It also became a visual

arts term, but it never lost its military connotations.

One of the theorists who has examined the concept of the avant garde is

the ltalian Renato Poggioli. Poggioli identified four qualities of the avant

garde which he titled - activisim, antagonism, nihilism and agonism. (6) These

categories can be used to test Australian art movements to see if the term

avant garde can be used in the case of an essentially provincialist and

derivative art. Briefly, Poggioli's cate g cries are as follows: by activism he

is referring to the cult of the act rather than its effect. He especially refers

to those groups of individuals who act without a plan or method: Futurist art

with its emphasis on pure sensation is seen as a good example of the activism

of an avant garde.

Antagonism relates to the cause of those actions which are directed

purposefully against tradition or against the public in general; and the cult of

youth is also an aspect of the antagonism of the avant garde.

Although the rejection of traditional conventions is a most commonly

perceived quality of avant gardism and Modernism, Poggioli correctly points

out that we should not assume that convention is totally alien to the avant
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garde, for it, too, has its conventions. Because the rejection of traditional

conventions leads to an enthusiasm for e:çerimentation it is a central feature

of the antagonism of the avant garde. However, this is not experimentation in

the scientific sense of testing a formulated h¡pothesis; it is much closer to the

elçloration of unknown territory or to activities undertaken in ignorance of the

outcome.

Nihilism is a cate g ory which, as it is not based in activity or direct

action, is seen by Poggioli as primarily destructive.

Agonism is a state which is both the cause and effect of avant gardism;

it is most usually described as alienation, and it is the result of the 'artist as

victim' concept. (7)

Does Australian Modernism satisfy the conditions of anti-traditionalism,

with its search for novelty, non-conformism, obscurity, nihilism and

alienation? It will be seen from the following brief description of the

Australian Modernists that it does, with the exception of one condition -
nihilism. But as nihilism is also notably absent from much of European

Modernism (only the L9l6-20 Dadaist movement was purposely nihilist) this

does not diminish any claim of Avant Gardism in Australian art.

Poggioli does not deal closely with the political aspect of avant

gardism: this area has been more thoroughly dealt with by the sociology of

art. Poggioli has, however, examined the phenomenon of modern mass culture

towards which the alienated avant garde felt botrnd to assume a hostile

attitude. The avant garde must attack and deny the majority culture to which

it is opposed. The result of accepting this leading convention of the avant

garde is the rejection of dominant cultural, economic and social values. The

avant garde tradition in Europe is a continuation of the notions of
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Romanticism, especially in relation to the idea of the artist as an

unacknowledged legislator of his/her time. (8) One significant aspect of

Romanticist thought is the belief in the social utility of art, but set against

that was a growing tendency to believe that art had its own inner values to

which it was answerable and which removed from it any specific social purpose.

Milton Albrecht, the American aesthetician, refers to the way in which

art works from different cultures were valued as aesthetic objects to be

appropriated by the avant garde artist. (9) In Australian Modernism the use by

Margaret Preston of Aboriginal forms could be seen as parallel to Braque,

Picasso and Matisse's appropriation of African art forms in the early years of

the century. (10)

Hammond, in his thesis on secondary art education in Victoria, draws

parallels to the links between the function of art in society and the process of

education, drawing on the example of P.Bourdieu. (11) Bourdieu, writing on art

and culture in society, concentrated on the tension caused by the claims of

artistic independence, the indifference to the public, the growth of specific

authorities of selection and consecration (academies, art societies, salons,

commercial galleries) and the competition for cultural legitimacy which was

conferred by a diverse and growing art community. (12)

As the art community or art public controlled the reward system for

professional artists some attention must be paid to the tensions generated by

opposition to the art establishment by the avanl garde.

It will be shown in this chapter that such tensions have resulted in small

sets of mutually dependent Modernist artists and critics tightly bonded

together in the face of indifference or active opposition from the larger
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conservative art community and general public. Bourdieu referred to "the

autonomy of creative intention" of strong moral overtones developing into "a

kind of tyranny of taste when the artist, in the name of his conviction,

demands uncritical recognition of his work."

Outside of the arts there can be few professions in which one function

of professional training seems to be to develop these attitudes of 'cultural

terrorism', and yet, that is a quality which some modern art educators believe

to be a function of art education. Avant garde art could be seen to have

intrinsic and extrinsic aspects. The extrinsic functions would see art being

used to attack the broad cultural orthodoxies, including moral and political

values. These could be addressed through form or content. A content based

attack would include paintings such as 'Guernica' or the art produced by the

German expressionists and the Dadaists, whereas an intrinsic, form based art

would attack accepted aesthetic values and therefore, by implication, the

belief system associated with those values, that is to say, the narrative

tradition of moralising pictures so favoured by the Victorians.

An analogy could be drawn with science in which scientific research and

training leads to a questioning and superseding of old theories with new by the

succeeding generations of scientific research.

It was often with genuine surprise and regret that Modernist artists

around the world viewed their public image, poor sales potential and

consequent alienation. In Australia, as the pastoralist landscape tradition and

the academic portraiture tradition were well established by 1900, the artist

working in this tradition had the strongest employment possibilities.
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During the period under discussion the alternative art schools had a

stated clear intention of preparing students for a life as practising artists

þrimarily painters and printmakers), whereas the formal state aided art

schools did not fully recognise that function in their own classes. That is to

say, the function of art classes in the technical schools was not to prepare

pupils for a professional career in fine art as such: only the National Gallery

School in Victoria stated that it had this purpose.

As has been shown in the earlier chapters, the approach to art training

established in Britain by the Science and Art Department in South Kensington

was accepted into Australian educational practice virtually unmodified. The

British method of art education was, in effect, drawing training and was based

in the belief that drawing was the basis of all technical education.

But by the 1880s the South Kensington system of carefully graded

copying exercises was shown to have failed to have provided British industry

with the designers it needed and a move to craft and manual training methods

of education commenced. This, added to the effects of the teachings of

Ruskin, Morris, Walter Crane and others, caused the concept of the role of

individual to become a major issue in art education, an idea which indicated

the Romanticist origins of the avant garde movement.

To John Docker, who has examined the cultural elites of Sydney and

Melbourne, the key dilemma in Australian culture is the relationship between

the new Australian experience and social environment and the inheritance of

European ideas, and the manner in which that dilemma is mediated through the

different cultural histories of Australian cities, particularly Sydney and

Melbourne, in fundamentally conflicting ways. (13) The Sydneyfvlelbsurne
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difference has been described in many ways, but Docker summarised them (in

relation to Modernist literature) as a Sydney pessimism in contrast to a

Melbourne social optimism. It will be argued that in the visual arts the very

opposite is true.

There were three distinct phases in Australian Modernism: the first

occurred only in Sydney and commenced in l9f 4/1915; the second phase

occurred in both Sydney and Melbourne during the thirties, and a third phase

developed separately in Sydney and Melbourne in the late fifties. Despite

Tasmania's having initiated an early professional practice in art, this did not

develop after the nineteenth century and, for the intention of this study, it will

be left aside, as will Western Australia and Queensland, where Modernism

barely made an appearance before the 1960s. South Australia, however, had a

sturdy Modernist movement, and as will be shown in the following chapters, it

was closely associated with the South Australian School of Art.

Modernisn in Sydney- the First Phase

The first truly Modernist and avant garde visual art phase in Australia is

identified with a group of Sydney artists who attended the classes of Dattilo

Rubbo. Rubbo had studied in Naples at a time when a style of Italian Post

Impressionism had developed, mainly through the influence of Divisionism.

This style tended to be located in Milan and Florence. Rubbo did not arrive in

Australia as an early Modernist; he was an academically trained traditionalist

landscape painter. In 1898 he opened an art school in Sydney and commenced

classes at the Royal Art Society.
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As one of his early pupils, Roland Wakelin, said:

"Rubbo was a teacher who worked along more or less academic lines but
he was always ready to encourage originality in his students." (14)

\4lakelin's comments reveal an important aspect of the origins of Modernism in

Australia. Rather than being based upon a doctrinaire approach, which became

the style of developed Modernist schools such as Andre Lhote's school in Paris,

Rubbo's method was closer to that of Cizek's child art classes in that the

emphasis was on not imposing a mode of perception and a technique, but on

releasing whatever originality lay within the student or child. The idea of

artistic freedom and the concept of talent or originality was at variance with

the idea of art as primarily a skill, and, as the South Kensington system was

based upon the latter interpretation of art, it is clear that a totally different

approach to art training was required for the former. In this respect Rubbo's

attitude to his adult or late adolescent students was closer to the concepts of

progressive educational thought as exemplified by the work of Franz Cizek.

Rubbo could be as reactive as he liked when he encouraged students'

creativity, but without the presence of responsive and original thinking

students, his school would not have become a centre of Modernism; and yet,

that is what it did become. In 1915, at the annual Royal Society extribition,

the works of Norah Simpson, Roland Wakelin, Roy de Maistre and Grace

Cossington Smith were shown and they revealed the clear stylistic influence of

Cezanne. Some indication of the importance of this influence and its essential

difference from existing modes of artistic production can be seen from the two

drawings illustrated in the Appendix section. Both were produced around 1974,

as a result of study at art classes; one, by South Australian Margaret Kelly

(later Mrs. t¡JValloscheck), and the other by Roland Wakelin.
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Kelly's work is well and carefully constructed, using tight, sharp lines to

build up a form; the weight of the figure is suggested by the mechanical cross

hatchings, and a steel tip of a line describes the outer edges of the form.

Wakelin's, by contrast, is minimal: in a few cursory lines he reduced the form

of the draped figure to a few simple planes, geometric and solid. It reminds

one of Cezanne's painting style; it is emotional and lively, whereas the Kelly

is skilful, worthy and more like an exercise. In these two drawings the

different character of academic training and Modernist teaching can be

glimpsed. The emphasis on originality and freedom caused a turning inwards

either on the part of the artist or in the artist's attitude to hisÆrer subject

matter.

Rubbo himself did not challenge tradition except in his willingness to

give his more original students support and encouragement. And so, where did

this challenge which thrust Sydney art into the twentieth century originate?

Wakelin and others have no hesitation in crediting Norah Simpson.

Norah Simpson has been called 'a fugitive but important figure in

Australian art', a position made difficult to assess as apparently only one of

her works has survived - her studio portrait 'Chelsea l9l5'. (15) Her

importance lies in her having had personal contact with all the leading figures

of the British avant garde and especially those painters who were part of the

Camden Town group.

Norah Simpson, between 1911 and 1913, in London, $'as taught by

Gilman, Ginner, Gore and Sickert, all leading members of London's Modernist

Camden Town Group. Both Gilman and Gore were committed teachers and

some indication of their art teaching methods can be gained from articles they

wrote and their letters to students. Sir John Rothenstein has referred to
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Gore's unpublished letters on art and has quoted key passages in his writings on

English painting. An example of a letter written in f 908 (before the Post

Impressionist exhibition) includes such passages as:

"Draw objects in such a way as a sculptor could model from them ... It
does not matter whether the lines are clumsy and the shadow ragged so
long as they both help to erçlain the size or shape of some form in
relation to the othêr forms ..."

or

'\Mhat one asks of a draughtsman is what is your personal view of the
head or figure or landscape? not how neatly or how smoothly you can
cover up so much paper with lines and shading."(16)

This approach was completely at variance with the South Kensington

system and shared something of the concern for understanding the formal

essence of the subject matter expressed by teachers as geographically remote

as Kandinsky and Klee in Germany and Dr. Atl in Mexico. (17)

In 1913 Norah Simpson returned to Sydney, and in her remaining two

years in Australia, she developed her own Post Impressionistic style, spreading

the news of the new art attitudes in London. One of her few remaining

paintings in the Art Gallery of N.S.ìJV. is very close in style to the works of

Ginner, Gilman and Gore. Not only did she return to Australia with stories of

the teachings of the Camden Town Group but she also provided illustrated

examples of modern British and European art through colour reproductions.

Roland lVakelin recalled later:

"I remember the excitement I felt when Rubbo showed us some of her
paintings with their new development in colour techniques." (18)

Although Wakelin and others would have seen some reproductions of Modern

Art in the Sydney press, this was their first contact with an artist who was

working in the modern manner. (19)
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What Wakelin meant by new development in colour technique referred

to the liberation of colour from a purely descriptive function. Colour in

Modernist painting was to fulfil a positive, formal function, e.E. a shadow

might be painted green or purple and set against its complementary colour, red

or yellow. Copying the surface appearance of nature was to be rejected by the

Modernists: this had been made clear in the works of van Gogh and Gauguin,

and their followers, the Fauves (especially Matisse, Derain, Braque and

Vlaminck).

Simpson's influence was crucial, although it would probably be more

accurate to see it as having the effect of giving confidence to artists who were

already tentatively moving in a Modernist direction, rather than being

messianically didactic.

The issue of professional rewards for the avant garde artist remains a

vexed and complex subject. It is true to say that virtually no market existed

for advanced art in Australia in its earliest days. And so one could question

whether in the absence of a profession as such, with its normal rewards system,

the work of Australia's early Modernists qualify as professional. However, in

the level of commitment and seriousness displayed by artists such as Roland

Wakelin, Roy de Maistre and Grace Cossington Smith, the issue of professional

commitment is unquestionable.

All Modernist movements enjoyed some degree of support from private

patrons: in London, Kate Letchmore supported the vorticists; in paris

Gertrude and Leo stein were significant patrons and in sydney Brigadier

General Anderson's wife, Ethel Anderson, was a consistent patron of Sydney

Modernists - especially Roland Wakelin. But as virtually no true art market

existed for what was, in effect, experimental art, there is a distinct
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correlation between the avant garde artists and their social and economic

status. However, even if, as u¡as the case with Cossington Smith and de

Maistre þut not Wakelin) the issue of living off one's art was not crucial, the

sense of alienation which the early Modernists suffered was very real and this

alienation served to reinforce the commitment of the group to their Modernist

ideas. (20)

ïVhen Simpson and others extribited their latest works at the Sydney

Royal Society of Artists in 1918 they were greeted with a storm of ridicule and

abuse. Rubbo was accused of leading his students astray, to which he reacted

in a display of the Latin sense of honour by challenging one member of the

Society to a duel. (21)

The critic Howard Ashton described the show as 'pretentious bosh' as he

commenced a career of anti-Modernist criticism. Ten years later he was still

refusing to see any virtue even in Cezanne. Reviewing a t¡rVakelin one person

show, Ashton wrote:

"Roland Wakelin has come back from Europe with an intense admiration
for one of the worst landscape artists who ever got, by momentary
aberration, into the Louvre ... Paul Cezanne."

He then went on to suggest that:

"Cezanne should have been a butcher but took up painting as an easier
occupation." (22)

Ashton's opinion that Modernist style art was easy to do was based

firmly in the Victorian perception of art as labour intensive work, rather than

creative or intuitive activity. The more labour that was apparent in a painting

the higher was its value as art. Even Ruskin, with his insight, reverted to this

view when his theories were out-stripped by contemporary art practice. (23)
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The South Kensington drawing system could be held partly responsible

for the time serving attitude to art although that system was the effect of a

philosophy of art rather than its cause. But in a catalogue introduction to the

same 1925 Wakelin exhibition, fellow Modernist Margaret Preston wrote in

Kandinsky-like language :

"He has made his pictures subservient to his spiritual sense. These are
the works of his inner consciousness, not of mere optical vision." (24)

In these sentences lie the essence of Modernist art between l9l0 and 1940.

For all the multifarious approaches to painting and drawing, all those works

produced by the Modernist rejected completely the imitative art which was

based entirely on the dominance of the outward appearance of things.

The influence of Sir Joshua Reynolds was still substantial (if

unacknowledged) on the art world, for to most art buyers art was about the

unchanging values of the academic ideals, whereas commodity design, linked to

the world of fashion and taste, was based upon the concept of change. In

Sydney, new ideas in art could well be found outside the walls of the art

galleries, as is shown by this statement in the advertisement for the 'Home

Magazine'.

Modernism has reached Australia: the wave of Modernism which has
flooded the intellectual centres of civilised countries has penetrated
Australia. It is already perceptible in its art, its music, its architecture,
its household furniture and decoration, its literature, its photography
and its landscape gardening ... subscribe now and keep your mind in the
mood of the moment and make your house a fit setting for the
interesting and brilliant life of this century."
'The Home Magazrne' (25)

Sydney Ure Smith in an editorial for Art in Australia drew attention to the

anomalous situation where a fashionable socialite could be seen in a gown

designed by a leading French Modernist, but she would deride a painting by the

same artist. (26)
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Smith and Julir¡s, a Rare Example of the coalescence of fine and applied art

If success in the profession of fine art was linked to satisfying the

conservative forces, then success in the commercial world of design, especially

graphic design, was linked to innovation. In Sydney there was the remarkable

commercial art firm of Smith and Julius. Harry Julius, in partnership with

Sydney Ure Smith, had established the advertising company. Julius is credited

by Moore with having invented (and patented) the animated cartoon: he was a

caricaturist who had worked for the Bulletin. Sydney Ure Smith was a

practising artist who became involved in publishing, commencing publication of

Art in Australia in 1916 and Home Magazine in 1920. Through these

publications he introduced Australian Modernist artists to the public. But in

addition to his publications Ure Smith was crucial to the Sydney avant garde in

two further respects.

. Firstly, he and Julius made it a matter of policy to employ fine artists

rather than commercial artists in their firm.

Secondly, Sydney Ure Smith \ilas a respected artist and he became

president of the New South Wales Society of Artists, an office he held for 26

years (1921-L947), and also served as a trustee of the Art Gallery of New South

Wales. He was an enthusiastic supporter of Australian art and was the

organiser of the Australian Art Exhibition at the Royal Academy in London

(1e23). (27)

The ground for Ure Smith's promotion of Modernist art was well

prepared, however, for the New South Wales Society of Artists which had been

established in 1895, had early established itself as a leading exhibiting centre.

The Art Gallery of New South Wales purchased from its extribitions, and works
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of Streeton were purchased by the New South Wales Gallery before he was

represented in Melbourne's National Gallery, a factor which Lloyd Rees

believes influential in attracting Streeton and Roberts to Sydney in 1885 and

1887 respectively. (28)

The Society of Artists, relatively tolerant attitudes to art exhibitors,

and the Home Maeazine and Art in Australia, u¡ere factors which helped to

prepare the way for the institution and development of Modernism in Sydney.

But this does not imply that after \,iVorld War I Modernism was embraced by the

public or even the art critics: only in the areas of popular design was it

tolerated. As Mary Eagle has pointed out, modern design was associated with

'the smart set'. (29)

There was a dichotomy between public attitudes to Modernist art and

Modernist design: even Sydney Ure Smith could not quite come to terms with

this inconsistency when he wrote n 1929:

"The prejudice against the more modern art is difficult to understand ...
To quite a number of people, anything modern can be appreciated
except pictures - a great cry of the opposition is 'Ah!, Fashion in Art',
yes, and why not. One becomes convinced that there were always
fashions in art, and the best fashions live." (30)

Part of the reason for this distinction must lie in the continuing

acceptance, albeit in a watered down form, of the principles of High art, i.e.

the belief in permanent classical values exemplified in Reynold's discourses.

Added to this was the lack of theoretical discourse about art: newspaper art

criticism in Australia remained in the hands of traditionalist critics - John

MacDonald, Lionel Lindsay, Howard Ashton and J.R. Jackson - who saw

Modernism as Mary Eagle suggests, as an "abandonment of restraint, the

subjection of eternal values to fashion, unbridled originality or mannerism. It

was artistic bolshevism, a form of social insanity." (31) In South Australia

there were no art critics as such, only the non-specialist journalists.
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The Importance of Decorative Art and Nationalist Motifs

. Modern art became absorbed into the decorative arts in the twenties.

There was a good knowledge of Modern decorative arts through magazines: for

example, Sonia Delaunay's fashion and textile designs for the 1925 Paris

Extribition of Decorative Art bridge the areas of Modernist art and decorative

art and were well illustrated in The Home of October,1925. Paris, world

centre of Modern Art and fashion was the home of several erçatriate

Australian artists and at that time the Western Australian, Kate O'Connor was

said to be working on interior design for one of the best shops in Paris where

she was also window dressing and selling printed materials. (32)

When she returned briefly to Australta n L926-27, slre was employed

painting fabrics and china for Grace Brothers and later David Jones. It is

interesting to note that in a letter from a Melbourne designer she was warned

against trying to get work in Melbourne, for "u¡e are miles behind Sydney in all

these things,r' and Melbourne offered no outlet for her work. (33)

Decorative art developed a distinctly nationalist quality during the mid

twenties. From 1925, quasi Aboriginal motifs surfaced in decoration,

especially in the work of Margaret Preston. Preston supplied some of the

earliest theoretical constructs about Modern art in Australia and, after 1925,

she be g, an to campaign for an art based upon authentic Australian motifs:

these included wild flowers as well as Aboriginal style motifs. But the use of

Aboriginal motifs by Modernists can be over-stated for they were valued for

their formal qualities over any nationalist purpose. Despite the institution of

a Chair of Anthropology at Sydney University and an increasing number of

publications dealing with Aboriginal culture, it was not the anthropological

aspects which attracted Preston but the simple geometrical abstractions of

Aboriginal art.
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As she said in 1930:

"The student must be careful not to bother about what myths the carver
may have tried to illustrate. Mythology and symbolism do not matter to
the artist." (34)

Modernist art is essentially formalist. That is to say, it is concerned

with aspects of a painting or sculpture which are separate from the content,

e.g. colour, texture, rhythm, spatial representation etcetera. From Cubism

onwards the form could well become the sole content of a work of art. In

Australia's provincialist versions of Modernism artists rarely became wholly

nonJigurative (Wakelin and de Maistre being rare exceptions). But there.was a

search for an alternative to the popular concept that the proper subject for

Australian art is that of the pastoralist landscape.

The poet Rex Ingamells looked to the Outback, Margaret Preston to the

Bush, and Grace Cossington Smith looked to the Sydney Harbour Bridge. In

Melbourne L. Bernard Hall, in 1931, had deplored the idea of progress, whereas

in Sydney the Harbour Bridge, completed in 1932, assumed the status of

national symbol. It had also served as a motif ideally puited to Modernism,

occupying a similar position in Australian art as did the Eiffel Tower in French

Modernist art. Artists such as Frank Weitzel, Roy de Maistre, Jessie Trail,

Dorrit Black, Portia Geach, Margaret Preston, Blamire Young, Grace

Cossington Smith and photographers Harold Henry Cazneaux and Henri

Mallard, as well as many more conservative artists, all responded

enthusiastically to the potential for dynamic pictorial symbolism offered by

the bridge. The essentially static art of the traditional landscape painter was

quite unsuitable for the depiction of the thrusting energy of the bridge,

especially while it was r¡nder construction. (35)
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Until 1930 the Modernists had hidden their avant gardism behind the role of

useful decoration. The Turramurra mural group \vas even commissioned to

paint a Sydney Harbour mural in the local grammar school: this they did with

the help of \ilakelin and Cossington-Smith and the sponsorship of Mrs.

Anderson.

Although Australian Modernism has often been criticised for its stylistic

mildness, being seen as little more than a very provincialist adaptation of some

of Cezanne's stylistic devices, the foregoing has emphasised that the Sydney

Modernists do satisfy the necessary conditions of avant gardism. The arch

conservatives did hold most of the key positions in the Australian art world but

the Modernists, between 1925 and 1932, had been purposefully building their

own institutions which circumvented the reactionary art establishment. The

encouragement of Sydney Ure Smith caused these to be nurtured in Sydney and,

by 1930, where L.B. Hall's long reign was ending, Melbourne was ready to

receive contemporary art, but Sydney still had its influential teachers. Such a

teacher was Rayner Hoff.

RaSmer Hoff (189,1-1937)

During the nineteen twenties the Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts had

moved to Ultimo in East Sydney and had become known in 1923 as East Sydney

Technical School. The early professional strength of the school was in the area

of sculpture under the tuition of Rayner Hoff. Hoff, a Prix de Rome winner,

was appointed to the East Sydney Technical School in 1924. Hoff had studied

at Nottingham School of Art before World War I, and the Royal College of Art

from 1919 to 1922. Hoff was an extremely prolific and vigorous sculptor, a

thoroughgoing professional, and, although he died in 1937 at the early age of
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42, he is credited with having not only virtually created the School of Sculpture

at the East Sydney Technical School, but of having made the burgeoning of the

National Art School possible. (36)

Hoff was not a Modernist as such but Barbara Tribe, a former student,

wrote of him that he was:

"A very inspiring teacher with tremendous creative force and energy.
A first class draughtsman and sculptor, modeller and creative artist
unfortunately coming at the very end - culmination of a period, an era,
in art. The change had already taken place in England some years
before - due to the isolation it reached Australia some time later ...
During the period of G. Raynor Hoff in Australia, Modern Art had hardly
reached these shores - as students Brancusi, Picasso etcetera and the
works of other countries was unknown to us." (37)

Hoff 's articles on art and education in the New South Wales Technical

Gazette reveal an open-minded attitude which shared many of the insights into

Modernism shown by the painters mentioned earlier. He was critical of

existing teaching at elementary and secondary school level and art school,

which he dismissed as antiquated and inadequate. He emphasised the

importance of what he called expressional and conceptual or subjective work

and he emphasised the intuitive aspects of drawing.

Hoff was significant because he proved how important it was for a

school of art to employ practising professionals. From 1931 to his death in

1937 he was head of the Art School. At East Sydney Technical College, he was

responsible for a significant increase in professional artists joining the staff,

laying the foundations whereby East Sydney Technical School, or the National

Art School as it later became known, and it was to become, by the 1960s, the

most forward looking state art school in Australia. Among the practising

Modernist artists who taught there were Fred Leist (1929-38), Douglas Dundas

(1930-1965), Lyndon Dadswell (L937-1968) and Frank Medworth (1938-47). (38)
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A¡t Societies and Private Art Schools

The close relationship between the exhibiting societies and art tuition

has already been commented upon. Because most traditional art training uras

based around the use of still-life, antique and life models, the provision of

these facilities was often the main attraction of the art societies towards art

students.

Julian Ashton's long career as an art instructor began in the 1890s when

he started taking classes at the Royal Art Society and, in 1896, he opened the

'Academie Julien', eventually to be known as the Sydney Art School. Although

in later years he became a fierce opponent of Modernism, even resigning from

the Society of Artists when it awarded the travelling scholarship to Roy de

Maistre, his importance cannot be under-rated. It was largely Ashton's

lobbying which had initiated the travelling scholarships through the

Government grant of 150 pounds a year, tenable by the winners for three

years. Ashton was also a staunch supporter of Australian art and, in the 1890s,

he had encouraged the Art Gallery of New South wales to buy the works of

young contemporary artists.

Geoffrey Dutton in his study of Sydney Modernism sees close affinities

between the image of Australia found in the literature of Lawson and Furphy

and Ashton's Australian imagery. (39) In any examination of the professional

training of Australian artists, Julian Ashton's School would have a claim to be

considered as the most successful if only because of the distinguished

practising artists who had studied there. Dutton lists George Lambert, Elioth

Gruner, J.J. Hilder, Syclney Ure Smith, Fred Leist, John Moore, Thea Proctor,

Daphne Mayo, Roy de Maistre, Douglas Dundas and William Dobell. Ashton

continued to conduct his school until just before his death; and the school is

still in existence.
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Ashton's teaching was based upon the modified Impressionism of the

Heidelberg School, but his school was unlike a French atelier of the time in

that his drawing training was tighter and more linear.

A¡t Teacher Training in Sydney

Although art teaching and art teacher training have overlapped with

professional art education - nowhere more so than in South Australia -
teachers in schools had little opportunity to challenge the existing system in

the way in which professional artists could challenge the art establishment.

Ellen waugh has drawn attention to some aspects of the developing

climate of art education in art teacher training in New South Wales between

the 30s and 40s. She argues that challenges to the system did occur during the

late 1930s and developed in the forties. (40)

The change commenced after the New Education Fellowship Conference

held in Australia in 1937, at which a leading Canadian art educator, Arthur

Lismer, spoke, and at which he noted that:

"... in Australia there are individual teachers who are trying valiantly to
relieve the pressure on the child of the same exacting démãnds in art as
is suffered in the learning of other subject matter ... There is too little
encouragement of the worthwhile teacher of art, too much suspicion of
the very thought of freedom." (41)

These sentiments would have been understood by the early Australian

Modernists, and by L937 were becoming more widely recognised in the

professional practice of art.

At Sydney Teachers College some of the people involved were

May Marsden, Rah Fizelle, Isabel MacKenzie and Professor Alexander Mackie.

Mackie gave a strong lead by emphasising the role of the arts as an integral

force in education and he also encouraged the acquisition of original art
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works. May Marsden, a product of the Royal College of Art (South Kensington)

made an impressive contribution. Waugh, herself a student of Marsden's

between 1942 and 1943, refers to this rich environment but James Gleeson

commented that, apart from the influence of one lecturer, Mrs. May Marsden,

the greatest influence at Sydney Teachers College was its collection of art

books, which reaffirms an often expressed view that artists are largely

responsible for their own art education. (42)

The Second Phase of Sydney Modernis

Grace Crowley who, in 1932, with Rah Fizelle, was to open a school for

Modern art, was a crucial member of Sydney's second $,ave of Modernism: this

phase, although yet another provincialist period in Australian art, derived from

a quite different set of influences from the first. Where Wakelin, Cossington

Smith and de Maistre were modifying the Camden Town School recipe, itself a

form of Cezanne-based figurative painting, the second phase drew its stimulus

more directly from French painting and the teaching of Andre Lhote.

In the late nineteen twenties the siren call of Paris (and to a lesser

extent London) was strong enough to entice the following ex Ashton students:

Anne Danger, Grace Crowley, Rah Fizelle and Dorrit Black, to work and study

in Europe. Paris was viewed as the centre of the Modern art world, and

although London was still visited (especially by Melbourne trained artists) Paris

was considered to be the heart of Modernism. Indeed, as the influential

Bloomsbury writer Clive Bell had said that, compared with French art English

painting would always be second rate, it was clear where the advanced student
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should go. There must also have been a class aspect to these overseas visits as

those artists who made the journey were aided by family or their own

independent means: few scholarships were available. Much new art in Paris

was in the grip of the Art Deco design style and the predominant Modernist

influence was the abstract movement with a tendency towards machine

aesthetics. The most famous teacher of Modern art was Andre Lhote. Lhote

ran a typical French atelier school in Montparnasse. (43) He was an Academic

Cubist at a time when Picasso and Braque had left the movement and the

theory and its style were in the hands of disciples who were lesser painters but

were messianic in their zeal.

Ian North, in his study of Black, has examined the effects of Lhote's

teaching on Australian artists as well as the influence of fellow Cubist Albert

Gleizes, with whom the Australian students also studied. (44) Cubist art was a

highly disciplined and systematic process with a strong emphasis on design and

the purity of line, and it could well be that Ashton's emphasis on well crafted

pictures and disciplined drawing methods helped to make the Australian artists

adapt easily to the Cubist system. Lhote's style was derivative of mainstream

Cubism but it $'as more accessible than the most advanced Cubist style.

Lhote also had a further strength which would have added to his

authority - he drew heavily from the examples of art history.

Even a most cursory examination of the publications of Lhote and his

contemporary Ozenfant and the reminiscences of their students reveals the

inaccuracy of one of the main myths of Modernist art. To the critics of

Modernism in Australia, especially L.B. Hall, James MacDonald, Howard

Ashton, Norman Lindsay and Lionel Lindsay, Modern art was based on a
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complete break with the past, a lack of discipline and a kind of ill-mannered

disrespect for one's elders (the great artists of the past); and it was portrayed

as the beginning of the slide into Barbarism. The enemies of the new included

Adolf Hitler and arch anti-Nazi Norman Lindsay. And yet, their concept of

Modernism, although perhaps appropriate to such movements as Dadaism or

Surrealism, is completely incorrect when applied to the more classical

movement of Cubism and its derivatives.

Lhote, like J. Itten at the Bauhaus, based much of his teaching on the

works of the old masters but, instead of encouraging an unimaginative copying

of the appearance of objects and stylistic tricks, he emphasised a critical

analysis of the great works of the past, especially their structural aspects.

Some influence of this approach can be seen in well tailored compositions of

Thea Proctor's 'Home' covers of L929, Dorrit Black's and, to a lesser degree,

Grace Crowley paintings. Lhote emphasised the classical tradition of the

golden section and his short, didactic statements or aphorisms became the

basis for the teaching carried out at 2l5a George Street, Sydney by Black.

Their emphasis on the constructive approach to art also shared

something of the approach favoured by the Russian Constructivist artists who

considered that a new visual language appropriate to the revolution must be

based on the art of the engineer. This approach was by no means restricted to

the teaching of Lhote and fellow artist Gleizes for, in 1934, Frank and Margel

Hinder arrived back from America. Frank Hinder had been a student at East

Sydney Technical School (1925-27), and at Dattilo Rubbo's School (L924), where

he met Rubbo's philosophy of "don't copy it, draw it."
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After these studies he went to America. "Paris was out", Hinder said,

'because of the language" and he needed to work to supplement his studies.

Between 1927 and 1933, he worked with several teachers in Boston, New York,

Chicago and New Mexico and he was able to become acquainted with

influential enthusiasts for Modernism and with recent movements in art,

design, the theatre and dance. At one period the Hinders were involved in

running an experimental art colony in New Hampshire but, in 1933, owing to

the effects of the Depression, they decided to return to Australia. (45)

By 1933 Sydney had been provided with two distinctly Modernist art

centres - the Dorrit Black Centre for Modern Art, and the Crowley-Fizelle

School, and so the Hinders were not to be as isolated as were the first phase

Modernists. The presence of the Hinders and a German trained art historian,

Eleanore Lange, added weight and stature to the burgeoning Modernist

movement and, perhaps more importantly, they provided theoretical input into

art practice.

Eleanore Lange gave lectures on Modern art at the Crowley-Fizelle

school, and Clive Bell's theories were discussed in an article by Thea Proctor.

(46)

But if the nineteen thirties in Sydney could hardly be said to have

totally embraced Modernism in the fine arts, it did allow an independent

minded woman artist like Dorrit Black sufficient scope to become recognised

in a career traditionally followed by men. There is ample evidence that before

and after lvVorld War I more \ilomen than men studied at the formal schools of

art, and that these were twice as likely to be unmarried women. It can be

assumed that in many cases, even if financially secure, most were anxious to

sell their work, or be treated as professional, and there is no doubt that the

majority of committed and serious Australian Modernist artists in the twenties
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and thirties were $romen. A myth persists that the reason why women

Modernists were predominant in this period is that the male artists and

potential artists were decimated by World War One. This topic has been

tentatively addressed by Janine Burke, but still remains a field for much

further detailed research. (47)

The women artists of this period were the products of an era of feminist

activity. In Melbourne and in Sydney there were societies for women artists

and dilettante amateurism tvas a thing of the past, especially since formal

training u'as so rigorous. Changes in lifestyle is one of several contributing

factors and study of art allowed a freedom of lifestyle, a 'leaving home with

honour' that was not so readily available in other careers. Despite the vagaries

of the fine art market the growth of the design area did help to increase the

opportunities of a career in art, although many of the \ilomen artists were of

independent financial means. Success at exhibitions provided a genuine

measure of their professional standing.

Dorrit Black, in Ma¡ 1932, opened the Modern Art Centre in Margaret

Street, close to the Smith and Julius commercial art studio, the 'Art in

Australia' office, the Grosvenor Galleries and Parkers Picture Framers. This

continued the Montmartre, Montparnasse tradition of creating a cultural

centre, several artistsìstudios and the long established Ashton School being

close by, emphasising the sense of an artists' quarter. The Centre followed the

lines of such a venture as London's Rebel Art Centre in providing space for

extribitions and working studio space. Its advertised activities were listed as:

"Permanent collection of Modern Paintings and Craftwork, classes in
Drawing, Painting, Design, lino cutting, Art Appreciation." (48)
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Although the Centre only continued in existence until October, 1933 it hosted

major one person exhibitions for Sydney's leading Modernists.

The reference to classes in lino cutting is significant, for one artist with

whom Dorrit Black studied in London, the graphic artist Claude Flight, was a

leading protagonist of the relief print as a medium appropriate for advanced

serious art. Ethel Spowers (1890-1947), a Melbourne artist, was also an

ex-flight student and she promoted the medium through the Contemporary Art

group in Melbourne.

Modernism in Melbourne

Although it is true to say that Melbourne had a thriving art institution

its very success limited its potential to accept new ideas. The National

Gallery School remained virtually unchanged in accommodation, curriculum

and philosophy for many decades. When Folingsby, the Director of the Gallery

and Head of the Art School died, in 1891, he was replaced by Lindsay Bernard

Hall. Hall held the positionfor 42 years. As Lucy Kurley, Historian of the

Victorian College of the Arts has written:

"The annual exhibition at the end of 1892 showed Hall's pattern of
teaching in the different sections for which prizes were awarded. Over
fifty years later the curriculum was still almost the same. This is not
surprising as most of the teaching staff in later years had been trained
by Hall or by his students." (49)

In fact, when william Dargie was appointed as Head of the School in 1946, he

was the first teacher appointed at the School since 1891 who was not a past

student. As will be seen in the chapters on the South Australian School of Art,

this institutional inbreeding also prevailed elsewhere.
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As a teacher, Hall has been recorded as a strong disciplinarian who

continued the programme established by Folingsby and who emphasised the

importance of beauty and high technical achievement in painting: a philosophy

which produced art work of a high professional competence, and for which a

growing market existed. Bernard Hall delivered the same lecture 'Art and

Life' twice, in Adelaide in 1919 and Melbourne in 1931. In it he referred to the

Modernists and their art as:

"the dregs of perversionism stirred up by unsuccessful votaries, workshy
tYros- and ignorant or commercial parasites ... slatternly and mannerlesi,
devoid of breeding or tradition." (50)

Hardly an appropriate setting for experimental courses and flirtations with

artistic and pedagogic uncertainty; indeed Hall's writings used all the

conservative anti-Modernist views in his lectures, distrusting progress and

mass education, and seeing a descent into barbarism as being the wages of

Modernism.

The Meldrum Influence

Melbourne had possessed an alternative influence to the National

Gallery School since 1977 - that of the painter Max Meldrum, but Meldrum was

also an implacable enemy of Modernism. Between 1909 and 1913 he had

studied in Paris copying old masters in the Louvre and had developed a curious

theory based upon what he called 'Tonal Realism'. His influence was to

produce a style of painting which \ilas even exported overseas through thè work

of his students Hayward Veal and Percy Leason. Bernard Smith attributes part

of his early success in attracting students (who became fiercely defensive of

the Meldrum method) to his strong pacifist views, claiming that:
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"... with the country split from top to bottom over the conscription issue
many youÍtg students preferred to study under Meldrum in a congenial
atmosphere than risk being given white feathers at the National Gallery
School where an atmosphere of high patriotism prevailed." (51)

This reason for the Meldrum School's popularity is not so easily sustained:

many of the male art students who joined Meldrum's school seem not to have

done so until 1918. According to Rosalind Hollinrake, the biographer of

Clarice Beckett, a leading Meldrum supporter, the exodus came after Beckett

joined Meldrum, although she is not clear in her dates. (52)

A more likely reason for Meldrum's influence is that an independent

alternative to the conservative Gallery School, regardless of its dogma, was

attractive to young students. The dogma itself was not unattractive to

students, for Meldrum denied talent in painting, and he especially rejected

Romanticism for its emphasis on individuality. By teaching a technical method

rather than a philosophy, Meldrum ensured that his students achieved

aesthetically harmonious results rapidly and with ease. An inevitable result of

this Meldrum mannerism was that almost all of the works of his students look

alike and, when the Meldrum group exhibited in 1919, they even used the same

style of picture frame to emphasise their unity... and the critics said that the

paintings \ryere as alike as their frames. (53)

Meldrum claimed to be teaching students to see and not just to paint:

he believed that his work had a firm scientific basis and that it would

communicate with a wide community. He linked his painting theory to a

criticism of society and he actually called for an art which was:

"sane and normal, understandable by all people of all countries and
periods, and not, as some critics would have us believe a small narrow
creed comprehensible only to a limited and self constituted body of
elect .... all great art is a return to nature ... The careful study of
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undisputed art strongly leads us to the conclusion that the art of
painting is a pure science, the science of optical analysis, of
photometry. Therefore this return to nature simply means the
translation of the optical impressions within the limitations of a
medium, and in the scientific order in which these impressions came to
the eye." (54)

But Meldrum's theories were not firmly based in a proper understanding of the

crucial aspects of perception theory and colour theory. His understanding of

artists such as Velasquez, Vermeer, Whistler and Corot, upon whose works he

based his theories of tone, was limited. But so persuasive was he as a teacher

that his acolytes, such as Percy Leason, acclaimed him, as Smith summarises:

"as the greatest among the masters, the man who had discovered the
scientific laws underlying the age old practices of his craft; a man who
had once and for all placed painting upon a scientific basis. As Newton
to Physics and Darwin to biology, so Meldrum to painting." (55)

This remarkable claim was substantiated neither by fact nor by

contemporary peer group response. The Meldrum circle did not receive much

favourable critical response except for the writings of the Age critic,

Alexander Colqutroun, himself a Meldrumite. His circle's work united unlikely

opposition of two quite separate groups - the Lindsays, George Bell and

Blamire Young, all of whom were totally opposed to his misty painting style

which obscured individuality. (56)

Why did he have such a fervent following? Smith suggests that:

"Meldrum's method made it possible for his students to become skilled
in capturing a likeness quickly and was greatly favoured by potential
portrait painters, and the practical-minded commonsense t¡pe of
student temperamentally suspicious of imaginative activity." (57)

Meldrum, although standing for a kind of artistic conservatism, could also be

seen as fulfilling several of the conditions of the avant garde. Haese suggests

that as Meldrum stood for a:
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"rejection of mysticism and mystification whether of a national
landscape tradition or of modernist abstraction. It was this that made
Meldrum's students feel that they were modern rather than
conservative. (58)

This also helps to erçlain the support that he had from intelligent and

able students.

ln one respect the Meldrum system did for painting what the South

Kensington method had done for drawing - it provided a results guaranteed

recipe, but without the long, grinding drawing apprenticeship of the normal art

school.

The other influence on the training of artists which was to emerge

during the nineteen thirties in Melbourne was that of the Bell-Shore School

which opened in 1932 on the south side of Bourke Street, near Spencer Street.

In many respects it was in direct contrast to the Meldrum School, for it was

not based on any art making reciPe.

George Bell assessed the Australian art scene tn L929 when he wrote:

"The art commr¡nity of this country is what might be termed 'staid', one
looks in vain for any brave exploration in the field of art and its
attendant result of brilliant success or equally brilliant failure. The
excitement of adventure seems to have died or else is sternly
repressed." (59)

Ironically, although Bell's own work fitted that description during the thirties,

he was to mature into a competent conservative Modernist of remarkable

influence.

George Bell, who was 54 years old in L932, had received the traditional

artistic training at the Gallery School, being appointed as temporary drawing

master during Hall's absence overseas in 1902. But in 1904 he travelled to

Paris, and of this elçerience he was to say:
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"When I went to Paris I found that I had to re-organise my whole outlook
on painting ... in Melbor¡rne $'e were taught to paint the superficial
appearance, to try and reproduce on the canvas no more than a likeness
of what ure saw but ... in Paris I fotrnd that I had to get down to the real
idea of knowing the form and put it down in paint - from knowledge as
well as from observation ... My first real change came when I realised
that art wasn't imitative of nature. It was a creation of the human
mind. It demanded a realisation or conception of the object rather than
a mechanical camera vision. (60)

It was to be nearly a quarter of a century before Bell fully accepted the

principles of Modernist painting, but his teaching in the nineteen twenties, if

not entirely Modernist, was more enlightened and probing. He taught at the

National Gallery School, and held private classes. Mary Eagle, in her study of

the Bell School, suggests that his teaching in the twenties was a compromise

between the studio method of Hall and Meldrum's tonal method. (61)

By 1930 further influences were joining the growing, if tardy, Melbourne

Modernism, in particular a bookshop run by Gino Nibbi, which introduced many

Modernist minded Melbournians to contemporary European ideas in art and

literature. (62)

Bell's slow conversion to Modernism was complete by 1931 and, in

February, 1932, he announced:

"George Bell and Arnold Shore will open a school at Salisbury Buildings,
corner of Bourke and Queen Streets. The studio will be open from l0
am to 5 pm and from 7 pm to 10 pm Sundays excepted. Terms of ten
consecutive weeks cost 4.4.0., Saturdays and evenings only cost 2.2.0."
(63)

There was to be drawing and painting, still life, and the living model. The

special objective was towards "creative art."

Arnold Shore, who had studied at Meldrum's School as well as at the

National Gallery School, was employed at Brook Robinson's stained glass

studios. A good case could be made that this commercial studio was to
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Melbourne Modernism what the Smith-Julius Commercial Art Studio was to

Sydney, for it brought together Arnold Shore, the Scottish born painter lVilliam

Frater and Patrick Harford, all artists who had an enthusiasm for Modernism.

Frater probably saw original Post Impressionist work (in Glasgow) before any

other Australian Modernist and he was an outspoken admirer of Cezanne. The

meeting of Frater, Shore and Bell was to provide the basis of Melbourne

Modernism.

The two artists were very different in their attitudes: Bell remained a

disciplinarian and a classicist, whereas Shore's teaching, like his work, was

more intuitive and Romantic. For the length of the School's existence they ran

a Box and Cox programme, with either one week or fortnightly phases.

There seems to have been no agreed principle: like most private art

schools Bell and Shore taught by example, a student's work being 'corrected' or

changes suggested. If there was one agreed topic of significance it was the

teaching of colour as a free, constructive agent. One innovative aspect of

their teaching was the emphasis on flat pattern (very characteristic of the

thirties design) in which the subject is reduced to flat patterns. The colour

used often would be the complementary or opposite: that is to say, an object

green in life (e.9. a leaf) would be turned into red in the painting.

The life model was the primary teaching aid and as Modern art was seen

as a studio construct it was not so common for the students to be taken to

work outside, although Bell did run outside work camps in the forties and

fifties (Fred Williams being one of his students).
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In 1935 Bell returned to England where he worked at the Grosvenor

School in London with Ian MacNab. MacNab was a prominent Modernist

drawing teacher. Helmer has argued that MacNab and Bell would have shared

many opinions: they both believed in:

"... the importance of composing all pictorial elements into a cohesive
design, the relativê unimportance of subject matter, the use of the life
model to emphasise line and volume." (64)

MacNab's drawing style was very linear, not unlike some of the work

produced by and with Lhote's school. The Grosvenor School was something of a

meeting place, and Modernist artists, including Paul Nash and Henry Moore,

were visiting teachers. The London art world was just be,g inning to feel the

impact of the first refugees from Nazi Germany, an event which was to have

its effects on Australian art and art teaching also.

When Bell returned to Melbourne in 1936 Shore felt that he had become

more doctrinaire and the school soon broke up. Bell came back more

committed to Modernism than ever, and his work and teaching emphasised

abstraction, if not figuration - that is to say, the forms used were always to be

abstracted from existing objects rather than being pure non-referential

shapes. He continued to teach privatelyi even in 1963, at the age of 85, he had

thirty private students.

On his return from England Bell found that the conservatives were

attempting to institute a Royal Academy which he most forcibly opposed. He

argued in public, he petitioned the Secretary of State for the Dominions and he

attacked the imposition of the Academy in a biting article which ended with

the line "God Save Australia - from an academy." (65) Bell had long
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squabbled with the authorities over the issue of the import duty on overseas

works of art, a system which added its influence to the tardy acceptance of

new art ideas. These events helped to fire up the energy needed to attack

conservatism and they resulted in the foundation of the Contemporary Art

Society of which Bell was the first president. (66)

Although best known for his literary output (a great number of his

paintings were destroyed by fire, and he painted intermittentlÐ, the young

Melbourne artist Adrian Lawlor also is a key figure in the public debate on

polemics of Academicism and Modernism. One of his arguments for Modernism

was that for any period in art to achieve artistic stature there had to be a

balance of irreconcilable tensions, for if one element became pre-eminent and

there was neither conflict nor questioning in the creative act (or audience), the

result was non art. Alister Kershaw in his book 'Hey Days: memories and

glimpses of Melbourne's Bohemia' shows the importance of Lawlor to the

growing self-confidence of Melbourne's modernists. (67)

The powerful opposition to the concept of an Australian Academy

caused the coalescence of many stylistically different artists. Their

collaboration, especially through the Contemporary Art Society, was given

added depth and breadth by the growing number of artistic refugees fleeing

from Nazi Germany.

The Impact of Modernism

Australian professional art and its associated educational programmes

had been instituted in the early days of colonisation by British and European

trained artists. During the second half of the nineteenth century a local

variation of the European training system was instituted. A great many
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Australian artists, finding this inadequate, had left Australia for overseas

study. In the late 1930s and again after World War II, the influx of European

trained artists contributed to a crucial change in the complex matrix of

Australian art. The shift in conceptual emphasis instituted by these artists

created a remarkable change in art and art education. The post 1940 period

will be referred to as the contextual setting for the South Australian School of

Art of that period, for it is through the Contemporary Art Society that the

artists of South Australia (and its Art School) made their tardy acquaintance

with Modern art and ideas. (68)

In summary, the position of professional artist training in N.S.W. and

Victoria was split between the State schools (such as East Sydney Technical

School, and the National Gallery School) and the private artist n¡n studio

schools, such as Ashton's academy, Max Meldrum's school and the Bell-Shore

school. This division was aligned on a Modernist/Conservative axis. The

influence of the South Kensington system of drawing training could still be

found in the state supported schools, but artisan training had long since been

forgotten, replaced by teacher training, which had become a separate concern

for teachers of art. \ryithin these courses were sometimes to be for¡nd

individuals (such as May Marsden in Sydney) whose teaching was a liberating

influence on students, some of whom became professional artists.

The artist-run atelier style schools were the main sources for

contemporary art knowledge, although they, too, maintained a position of

dependence. George Bell, in 1936, was teaching about a style of art which had

emerged as a distinct Modernist phenomenon during the last years of Cezanne's

life over thirty years earlier.
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By 1936 Modernist art could not be seen as having taken root in

Australian state professional art education. Post Impressionism, however, in

its mildest forms, had been dabbled with by some artists and the Fauvist and

Cubist influence, albeit in a modified provincialist form, could be seen in the

privately run artists' schools.

But the position after 1936 was changed dramatically by the presence of

European refugees, the growing responsiveness to world events, and the loss of

the innocence of Australia's colonial derivative culture. This change was to

make possible the ideologically committed painting in Melbourne, of the

so-called 'Angry Penguins', and the Social Realists who created a distinct

national or regional Modernism. (69) only during world war II was the

radicalism of Australian artists to coalesce with social and political

radicalism. This made possible the introduction of Modernist art into the

state-supported schools, and the move away from private artist atelier schools.

The Methodolory of the Modernists and its legacy,lg4Ll97D.

Dorothy Braund, a student of William Dargie at the National Gallery

School in Melbourne, finding the Academic training at the Gallery School

restrictive chose, like many others, to seek additional tuition at the George

Bell School, a private artist run art school. She wrote a description of his

method which is characteristic of the alternative art school methodology:

"Duration three hours. First two, drawing from the models in 20-minute
poses. Hard pencil to be used, so no glossing over tricky areas ...
Drawing outline to be last thing done. From the inside out, the direction
of the form to be indicated with scribble." "He came to each student, sat
in their chair, and while they stood behind and watched, he drew any part
tle¡r had not understood, meaning they may have got is superficially -

'right', but the actual volume or plane, and how it related to the whole
mass, had not been experienced by the student.
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Final hour for homework. All chairs placed in a semi-circle around the
homeworks, which were placed on a board for extribition. G.B. sat in
centre of semi-circle with a long cane for pointing out ecstasies so that
all shared his excitement when he discovered good 'aesthetic' points and
achievements. Homework titles were never literal titles, but aesthetic
problems to be treated as exercises and not as finished works.r' (70)

As former Bell students, Eric Thake and Frances Burke emphasised, the

importance of the student's individual development was always to be

encouraged. Thake recalls:

"At the school we talked a lot - at afternoon tea after the class there
was good talk where we picked up a great deal, although in 1925 we did
not talk modernism. l¡lVe were encouraged to bring all our sketches, as
George was really interested and his criticisms were very valuable.'
George's advice to pupils during t}ae 1925-28 period was 'draw something
everyday' [For me] Bell's greatness as a teacher was his ability, not only
to impart knowledge, but to guide [me] along the way [Il wanted to go and
encourage [me] to be an individual, which was in direct contrast to [the
teaching of Maxl Meldrum. (71)

And Frances Burke (a pioneer textile designer) also credits Bell with the

incentive to be original.

"George Bell showed me what creative art was. He had the great
capacity to develop independence of mind in his students. He made a
grear point of creativity and original conception. He debunked the
dogma, the repetition and copying of academic teaching. He was
passionately attached to contemporary art and scornful of the National
Gallery School ... He made students do cubist exercises. He looked for
the abstract qualities in a picture even if the picture was realistic." (72)

The difference between this school and the more formal academy lies

within the open discussion of the work, rather than just a one to one craft

training situation it was closer to a school of music's 'Master Class'. As well

as Bell's principles which were derived from the Modernists' concerns with

revealing the inner structure of the form, a Cezanne based concern with

getting beneath the surface, and Dorothy Braundl reference to 'understanding

- rather than getting it (the drawing, painting or sculpture) superficially rieht]

emphasises Bell's essential Cezannism.
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How do we measure the success of a school of art? If it is considered as

a training ground of future professionals then one obvious measure would be

the number of practising professional artists who have been educated at the

school.

ln this respect George Bell's private school in Melbourne was remarkably

successful, and the State schools based on the South Kensington model were

less successful. Bell's school can be seen as an example of virtually all

Modernist alternative, atelier style schools.

The Modernist style schools, whether private atelier schools like Bell's in

Melbourne, or Leger's in Paris, or the more e)rperimental government schools

such as St.Martin's or Hornsey in London, would emphasise that their concerns

were with education rather than training. As Anthony O'Hear (Professor of

Philosophy at the University of Bradford) wrote recently:

"The latter distinction þetween education and training) should be of great
importance to any area of culture, and indeed to any society which wishes to
think of itself as cultured. The fact that its import is understood neither in
many of the institutions running art courses nor in government thinking on
higher education should not blind us to the crucial difference between a
course which is judged in terms of some extrinsic end result and one which
aims at nothing other than the communication and exploration of its own
intrinsic meaning and value." (73)

The courses which concerned themselves with the exploration of the

meaning and values of the nature of art, art as an e:çerimental activity rather

than the training of a predictable craft activity, mentally caused a repudiation,

or at least a very serious questioning of artistic antecedents. These artistic

antecedents are predominantly academic. Bell's school in Australia followed

principles established in Modernist European studio schools. It, like many other

artist run schools \Aras, however, based upon classical models. Allegedly

anti-academic, it was, however, equally academic in that the products of the

teachers were predictable, and fitted a particular style. Laurence Gowing,

former Slade Professor, when writing of Sir tililliam Coldstream's influential

teaching at the Slade, defined the use of the term academic thus:
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"The term 'academic' is appropriate when applied to any work in which
the result is predetermined by precedent before work is begun. This can
apply to any form of work, even that which is most deliberately intended
to subvert the academic." (74)

The vexed question of style must be addressed in order that we may

understand the procedures of art academies. What is surprising about the art

evidence of art schools, seen through student works, exhibitions and

photographic records is the amazing consistency of style.

\ilhen Herbert Read wrote "that the e:çlanation for the striking

similarity of works of art belonging to distinct periods of history was

metaphysical," he was, as Paul Duncum has pointed out, quite $'rong, as the

question was but one of style. (75) E.H. Gombrich is the most prolific student

of what he called the 'riddle of style' and his studies show that artists are

hiehly influenced by the way others have pictured reality. (76) Duncum shows,

in his study of Read's writings "if artworks originate as wholly original and

unique intuitiory'expressions, they are manifest with respect to certain

constraints that are neither original nor unique."

In the art educational methods employed since the nineteen forties, in

primary and secondary schools and in the more radical art schools, there is

often a stated concern with preserving the originality of the student's own

personal vision and intuition.

Read would have emphasised that students simply require rrconstant

exposure to aesthetic forms in order that their natural instinctive feelings are

allowed recognition." (77)

But if the art historian Gombrich, and the educational theorist

Jerome Bruner are to be believed then intuition is not a special faculty, but a

mode of thought, with characteristics that are not opposed to systematic

analysis, but complimentary. (78) In that sense it could be argued that

intuition can be taught, like any other skill. This would seem to contradict
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many of the long held views that you cannot in fact teach art, you can teach

'about it,' and can provide a basic introduction to necessary craft skills, but

beyond that the art educationalist cannot go. The period covered within this

study concludes at the very point when the Australian Modernist impulse,

fuelled by the art theoretical works of Herb-ert Read, the writings of Freud and

J*g, and the paintings of the Surrealists and Expressionists , had in effect

overthrown what to many seemed to be the dead hand of academic

conservatism.

Art school teaching methods in the fifties and sixties reflected this

sense of release. Ross Wolfe, of the Art Gallery of South Australia, recalled:

"The painting teacher whom I had in Sydney at the Alexander Mackie
College $¡as a highly regarded modern artist, he used to wander through
the studios occasionally, but never said very much. You were left
entirely on your own, given little technical advice, and were in effect
responsible for your own art education.'r(79)

The painter Michael Shannon, after leaving the National Gallery School in

Melbourne, travelled to Europe and decided to study in Paris. In 1949 Paris

was still regarded as the centre of the art world, although New York art had in

fact outstripped Paris by then. He enrolled at Fernand Leger's Academy on

the advice of expatriate Australian artist Moya Dyring (1908-67).

Graeme Sturgeon recounts this experience:

"The entry requirements entailed little more than the payment of the
fee, so for about two months in the summer of 1949, and again in 1950,
Shannon attended regularly. The studio rvas controlled by a senior
student, and although there was no instruction there was a model; Leger
himself appeared only twice a week, once during the life-drawing class,
once to inspect the work done away from the studio. Shannon recalls
that Leger was impressed by his drawing ability, (formidable' was his
comment)l\S0)

This perhaps makes Leger seem too casual, for Leger was one of the most

significant figures of the School of Paris and during the 1920s he had achieved

an international reputation with his Academie de I'Art Moderne in Paris. As

his biographer recounts:
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"Leger, accompanied by Nadia Khodasievitch, taught on Fridays, usually
sitting on a high stool from which vantage point he commented on the
work ãone during the week. Drawings done from life models frequently
consisted of detailed studies of arms, hips and heads. Criticism was
dispensed in the form of terse but kindly comments: rtoo short', 'too softf
were amongst those most frequently heard. "You must not hesitate" he
told one of his students 'When you cross a road you cross it. You make a
decision. You don't go back and forth. It's just the same in painting!"
Leger had also encouraged groups of workers from the Renault factory to
attlnd his school. Following a lecture that he had given at the Renault
works at Boulogne-Billancourt he had organized a special course for them.

The presence of Exter in the Academie de I'Art Moderne during its first
yeari is significant. Leger had met her before the war in Paris and they
had renewed their acquaintance in Vienna n 1924 at Kiesler's
International Extribition, where they were both extribitors. His knowledge
of the developments of the Russian Constructivist movement during the
previous four or five years was, in all probability, partly derived from
her. Not only did Alexandra Exter possess great creative talent, she was
also a very experienced teacher with a thorough pedagogical background
supported by great drive and energy. Her knowledge was derived from
hei teachingat the Vkhutemas school in Russia in 1921, where she headed
one of the eight studios (corresponding to eight disciplines) of the
preparatory classes, in which she taught her own subject: Colour in
Space. In Paris she worked with teaching notes, some in Russian and
others in French, which were based on material already used in her
classes in Russia. (81)

The issue of allowing the students to discover their own solutions to

artistic problems is fundamental to Modernist art teaching procedures. When

the author of this thesis was a post-graduate student at the Slade, 1956-58,

there were several well known practising artists who attended the school as

visitors, either on a regular basis or for occasional criticism sessions. One such

visitor was the abstract painter, Victor Pasmore. On one occasion he sat

looking at a student's drawing, and then at the model, until, after what seemed

an inordinately long time, he got up, commenting. "Well thatrs your problem."

At the time it seemed a somewhat unhelpful comment, particularly in the light

of the four years of close control teaching most of the students had

experienced under the then National Diploma system of the Minister of
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Education. However, the post-graduate nature of the Slade's teaching was

made apparent through the school's tutorial system. Each student was assigned

to a studio tutor who supervised their progress. Tutorial meetings were held by

appointment once every six weeks. During that appointment of one to one

teaching, usually of 30 to 40 minutes duration, the previous six weeks work was

reviewed. A student could request additional tutorial guidance. In the Life

and Antique rooms the staff and visitors were available from l0a.m. to 5p.m.

They invariably approached the students with a discreet, '\lVould you like any

help or, Would you like my comments?" This was in direct contrast to the

provincial art schools' much more attentive, but imposed, system of spending a

few minutes with each student, several times in the course of one pose or half

day's session.

At the Slade School the life rooms still bore the names '\Vomen's life

room' and 'Men¡s life room' from the earlier years of the century when life

drawing and painting was segregated.

By the 1950's, however, there was no such actual segregation, as can be

seen by the photographs in the appendix section of this thesis.

In the areas of etching, lithography and stage design there were technical

assistants and teaching staff who were fully engaged with assisting students to

produce art work, offering aesthetic guidance as well as technical advice.

Despite the emphasis on measured accuracy in representational drawing,

which undoubtedly produced a Slade style of drawing, owing much to the

influence of the Slade Professor Sir William Coldstream (appointed June, 1949,

retired June, 1975), it has to be said that there was a very wide range of

artistic styles being practised by the students; far wider than would be seen on
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visiting the National Gallery School or the George Bell School in Melbourne at

the same time. To a certain extent they maintained something of the

atmosphere illustrated by Veneziano centuries before.

At more senior levels of art school teaching the traditional division

between objective knowledge or craft based training and the erçression of

intuitive feelings would seem to have been more easily accommodated within

the 'laisse z f aire'...'Well, that's your problem' style. Although the brusqueness

of that approach apparently contrasts to what American art educationalists

call 'enlightened cherishing,' (82) it relates more closely to current 1970s and

80s theories of art as a model-making process, which assumes the essentially

dynamic character of art and human behaviour which, as Paul Duncum points

out, rrcontrasts with the older theory which asserted that artists worked with

unchangeable ideals and which emphasised an essentially static view of art and

human behaviour." (83) The tension is between the polarities of idealist,

neo-classical inspired South Kensington system, rule based and closed, on the

one hand; and the Romanticist based, intuitionalist, 'no bird soars too high, if

it soars on its own wings'Modernist attitude on the other.

The history of the South Australian School of Art illustrates the long

reign of the former philosophy of art and education, and the lighting of a brief

candle of the latter at the end of the period under examination. The Modernist

position of questioning the nature of art would reasonably be elçected to result

in Modernist approaches to art training, but, as has been suggested earlier, and

can be seen through the examination of the model of the South Australian

School of Artrsuch radical changes did not occur.
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Although the Shavian jibe, rrthose who can, do and those who can't, teachf'

has often been levelled at art school staff, the economics of art production and

distribution have made it obvious that many of 'those who can ... simply cannot

afford to.' The opportunities of part-time teaching at art schools allow the

'professional artist' to not only continue his/her practice but encourage it. The

teaching can become an aspect of professional practice.

The methodology comprises teaching by example, both the example of a

professional involvement with the institution and the example of a craft

activity.

At the time of writing this thesis there has commenced a widespread

debate within the international art institution regarding the state of art

education. Articles with titles such as "The failure of art schools," (84) and

lectures entitled "Art schools make you emotional, intellectual and economic

cripples," (85) have ushered in a new era of fundamentalism, a back to basics

call which reflects similar moves in other areas of general education.

In a recent edition of the British art magazine 'Modern Painting' the

letters section included such statements as:

"I received a first class honours degree and yet, two and a half years
later, I am still trying to learn all the things about art that I failed to
learn during the degree course... (86) What I find so surprising is that,
here, even those who are critical of art education often seem to have
accepted the idea that the degree course is for students to learn'self
expression' or (as a teacher from my foundation course in Cambridge said
to me recently, "sitting in a corner and gnrnting!"), and that change,
broadening this limited concept of 'self erçression' to include, for
example, a desire in the student for something real to express, is either
impossible or unnecessary. (87)

Another correspondent wrote:
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"I have whined and complained about art education since I was at
Camberwell in 1971. Not in a destructive way, because I feel so sorry for
the students that came after me, but I hoped in a constructive way. It
seemed to me that the students with spirit were wtable to find out about
the craft and rudiments of painting; those without spirit were wound up
along with everybody else and propelled at an alarming rate out into the
world, naked of skills of any sort." (88)

It would be easy to discuss these comments as the usual complaints of the

dissaffected, were it not for the fact that they and the many others who

succeeded in acquiring their B.A. degrees in fine art, were successful at

playing the game only to find that its relevance $ras severely restricted.

The art educational system of the past thirty years has reflected an

aspect of the more extreme examples of art institutions'Modernist character

of the previous thirty years; a time lag of perhaps two decades occurring. The

teachers at Cambridge encouraging sitting in the corner and grunting in 1990

were describing an extreme form of conceptual art, not uncommon in the 1970

art world; in this respect they were in a provincialist bind vis a vis

metropolitanism, which has occurred elsewhere. Conceptual art, which had

emerged as an international art movement in the sixties, but is in fact rooted

in the early Modernist work of Duchamp and the Surrealists, moved the

emphasis in art making away from the production stage to the pre-production,

or conception stage.

With many artists it seemed no longer necessary for the physical

execution of the work to be the concern of the artists. As a result the lengthy,

disciplined training of years of life-room apprenticeship and technical

exercises were frequently seen as largely irrelevant to the needs, and therefore

training, of an artist in the nineteen sixties. But as Sydney art theorist Ian

Burn pointed out in an essay 'The 1960's: Crisis and Aftermath', such skills

were not merely anachronistic for:
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'\lVhile persuasive arguments can be made in favour of discarding
'anachronistic' practice in the face of 'space age' technologies, what is
so often overlooked is that skills are not merely manual dexterity but. forms of knowledge. The acquisition of p.4rticular skills implies an access
to a body of accumulated knowledge. TttiS de-skilling means a rupture
within an bistorical body of knowledge - in other words, a
de-historifration of the practice of ãrt. During the 1970's, the tendency
was for art students to be taught traditional skills (e.g. figure drawing,
composition, perspective, colour theory, knowledge of materials and
techniques on an ever-decreasing scale. This, I would argue, is a
heightened problem in Australia, since the concept of an r avant-garde

'---. has scarcely gained a tradition here. It has not been uncommon
during the past decade for students to e:çerience an avant-garde context
during their art school years, but to find difficulty sustaining such
attitudes outside of the school and to then discover that they have not
been taught skills to allow them to work in any other way." (89)

One sig¡ificant aspect of Conceptual art was its apparent attack on the

art market and the commodification of art. Ironically, the art market rapidly

found ways of commodifying conceptual art (and few artists objected). The

increase in funding agencies and the use of art school teaching as an artist

support system helped to institutionalise the avant garde. Positive effects of

the dematerialisation of the art object and devaluing of authorship included

the increase in scope for co-operative art making, and the rise of feminist art.

When Modernist art was replaced by post-Modernism the theoreticians

again assured a leading role in art educational change.

The following chapters examine the South Australian School of Art's

change from anti-Modernism to Modernism.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FROM SCHOOL OF ARTS AND CRAFTS TO SCHOOL OF FINE ART, T939 -
1963

"At long last, people today are becoming "art conscious." A new lease of
fresh life and a renewed vigour have taken hold of our National Gallery,
visiting educationists have served to jog, if not actually move us out of
our well worn but, ... Nevertheless the subject of drawing is as much the
stranger within our midst as ever it was, and we stare guiltily at this
renewed activity outside, rightly knowing that we should be doing
something about it.'rlvor Francis. (l)

The Goodchild Years and the South Australian response to Modernism

Winds of change finally blew through the corridors of the old Exttibition

Building and resulted in its eventual demise as the home of the South Australian

School of Art5and Crafts. These changes were in response to the Australia-wide

clash between the forces of conservatism and the aspirations of the younger

radicals of the Australian art world.

This clash took place, not so much in the art rooms of the Australian

schools of art as in the extribition spaces of the traditional art societies and

their breakaway group exhibitions.

World War II itself lvas a not unexpected catalyst to the changes, but the

social and cultural upheavals which resulted from the Depression can also be

credited with influencing much of the state of conflict in the arts.

The contemporary Modernist artist in Australia was formed by several

influences of which experimental art education was really secondary to the

primary source - the exhibiting societies and individual events such as the 1939

Melbourne Herald Extribition. For this reason the sources of new ideas in the

professional training in art must be sought in the history of Australian

Modernism, and especially in the period of 1939 to 1943.
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In 1939, the Herald newspaper in Melbourne sponsored an exhibition of

Modern French and British Art. South Australian artist Jacqueline Hick recalled

that it ..." burst upon us all with a bang. Painting was alive and present". (2)

But Ian North has suggested that the establishment in Melbourne of the

Contemporary Art Society was an even more important event in the history of

Australian art. (3)

Both events are of equal consequence for there is a hint of

chicken-and-egg about these two events: it is undeniable that the organisation

of the Contemporary Art Society in Melbourne in 1938 was, in part, a reaction

to the foundation of a Federal Australian Academy of Art. The concept of a

national academy was largely the idea of the conservative politician Robert

Menzies, with strong support from Sydney's Society of Artists, but also it was

supported from the more liberal position of publisher Ure Smith. For Menzies,

it was an opportunity to institutionalise a native tradition of landscape painting

epitomised by the canvases of Arthur Streeton and Hans Heysen and the early

work of Elioth Gruner: a vision of the Australian pastoral. (4)

To its opponents, the seeking of a Royal Charter was evidence enough of

the risks of the dead hand of Royal Academy conservatism. There was

vehement opposition to the Academy by a substantial number of younger artists

and even several older artists such as Norman Lindsay.

The division of supporters and opponents of the Australian Academy has

been seen by some commentators as settling on a Sydney/Melbourne axis, but it

can also be seen as continuing the debate which had raged throughout the

century over issues of national identity and federalism. The most focussed

opposition to the Academy came from the Melbourne coterie of progressive

artists gathered around George Bell. Initially the artists who attended the first
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meeting at which a new society u¡as proposed did not differ fundamentally in

their aims from the earlier aims of traditional societies of artists: that is to

say, they were not initially proposing anything more progressive than a liberal

society, committed, as Haese says, to the:

"promotion of the free development of art unhampered by any
denomination; the stimulus of public interest in a living art; the removal
of customs' duties on imported works of art and a more enlightened
attitude towards censorship; and an educational role through lectures to
members and the public." (5)

Although Bell envisaged a purely 'artistic society' the membership soon

factionalised with a group led by John Reed wanting a much more didactic

Modernist purpose for the Contemporary Art Society. In Melbourne,

simultaneous to the defining of Modernist and conservative lines in C.A.S.

activities, there were battles fought over the key positions of the directorship

of the National Gallery of Victoria and the London based Felton Bequest

adviser. Artistic Conservatism and Modernist issues were defined in those

debates with Sir Keith Murdoch, a trustee of the Gallery, and Chairman of the

Herald and \ileekly Times empire, playing a key role. Murdoch was personally

committed to changing Australian taste and to re-vitalising culture. Through

his influence, and that of Basil Burdett, the Herald's art critic (and husband of

Edith Birks founder of the North Adelaide School of Fine Art). Australia was to

have its first taste of Modern European visual art. The extribition Burdett

selected ranged from Post-Impressionism to Surrealism, including art works

from France but no German artists, which meant that it was deficient in

Expressionist works. It toured Australia in 1939/40, giving added legitimacy to

the efforts of the Contemporary Art Society. Art was seen once again as

concerned with presenting ideas. It was realised by the serious viewers of the

extribition, that new ways of picturing the world could also lead to new ways of

shaping the world.
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The fact that the exhibition toured nationally (and received tremendous

publicity) meant that the provincial nucleii of artists, art teachers, students, art

lovers and collectors saw samples of original (as opposed to reproductions)

Modernist art works for the first time, which helped to break down the cultural

isolation and provincialism of all the Australian states: in just the same way

that orchestras playing Modernist music (e.g. Schoenberg or Stravinsky) in

Australian capitals, and the early appearance of Modernist literature, theatre

and dance all provided a context of challenge to the traditional art forms.

In 1941 the C.A.S. in Melbourne built upon the preparation for

contemporary art provided by the 1939 Herald Exhibition by sponsoring a major

extribition of contemporary 'Australianr art. The show had more works (310) in

it than the Herald exhibition and included works of an Expressionist style, a

style well developed in Australia, as demonstrated by the C.A.S. members. The

'Herald' exhibition was deficient in this style.

Prominent among the Melbourne C.A.S. artist members were Bergner,

Nolan, Tucker and Vassilieff - artists whose distinctly Expressionistic styles

marked them out as even more extreme and modern than many of the exhibitors

at the Herald show. In the face of the refusal of the National Gallery to provide

accommodation for the exhibition the C.A.S. organisers persuaded the

management of the new Hotel Australia to accommodate it. As well as the

exhibition, two evenings were organised of modern music: one 'serious and

classical'; the other of 'hot jazz'. The serious evening is described as

disappointing, but the 'hot jazz', featuring Don Banks and Graeme Bell, was

hiehly acclaimed. The jazz evering was described as:
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"bringing together 'long haired intellectuals, swing fiends, hot mommas
and tracking jazz boys ... while swingsters hollered ... and jittered in the
aisles, the intelligentsia learnedly discussed differences between rhythms
of hot jazz and pigment of Picasso." (6)

In Adelaide several young artists, among them South Australian

artist/jazzman David Dallwitz, were well aware of the Melbourne

developments. Their own provincial development towards artistic radicalism

was accelerated during l94l and 1942, even to the extent of involving

parliamentary questions as to the suitability of allowing these artists, who were

also teachers, to have responsibility for young pupils. (7)

Artistic Radicalism in South Australia

The early years of the Second \,lVorld lilar had thus seen the issue of

Modernism in art and art training become the subject of public debate. Richard

Haese (1980) suggests that South Australian artists at this time knew little

about modern European art. (8) During interviews with ex-students, conducted

between L979 and 1987, the question of how difficult it was to acquire a

knowledge of Modern Art was asked. The evidence of ex-students of the Girls

Central Art School and South Australian School of Arts and Crafts was clear

that Modern European Art (that is, post Impressionism and beyond) was in effect

subject to censorship. Ruth Tuck's comment that the acquisition of knowledge

about Modernist Art was:

"... not difficult, just impossible. Marie Tuck who was just back from
Europe and should have known ... wouldn't allow us to discuss even
Impressionism ... we weren't even allowed to know of its existence." (9)

Against that attitude then, the art appreciation classes of Mary P. Harris

and the practical demonstrations of a form of Cubism by Dorrit Black must have

seemed radical indeed, but they did make possible subversive glimpses of

Modernism and so Ruth Tuck's comment that Modernist knowledge was

impossible is somewhat exaggerated.
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There was also an anti-Modernist tendency in the speeches of Principal

John Goodchild and of Gladys Good of the Girls Central Art School. John

Goodchild was remembered for having put on an act of talking complete

gibberish, and painting an abstract 'daub' in front of a school assembly, to mock

Modernism.(10)

Gladys Good, who had been Gill's student, had gone to Europe in the

thirties. At one of the first School assemblies held when she returned, Miss

Good showed the assembled School a print of a Picasso still-life, and said

mockingly:

"Look girls he cannot even draw an ellipse." (11)

This echoes Gill's training which, in its elementary stages, emphasised the

necessity of drawing simple geometric forms in perspective.

It is quite clear from artists' reminiscences that, whereas during the

twenties and thirties Modernism rvas not considered an issue by Howie and

associates, by 1941 it was considered something to be attacked. Ruth Tuck

recalled the significance of Dorrit Black's classes and extra mural-teaching:

"Not only were we not exposed to European trends, we $rere actively
discouraged from knowing about them so Dorrit Black's Saturday morning
classes were a revelation. After lunch we would go back to her studio.
She taught us lino cuts, she taught us how to compose a picture, about
tonal arrangements, how to use a restricted palette. She was a dedicated
... dedicated teacher. She continued again on the Sunday ... so I spent the
whole weekend with her." (12)

South Australian trained, and now internationally acclaimed painter

Jeffrey Smart has said:

"She began with the geometric method for establishing the golden mean
... This $¡as a positive eye opener, and she linked it with the compositions
by Poussin, Tintoretto, Veronese, da Vinci and so on. And it all related so
clearly to Braque, Leger and above all to Cezanne." (13)

Contrary to the view of Modernist teaching as basically lconoclastic,

Dorrit Black, Mary P. Harris and such overseas influences as Leger actually used

examples drawn from the history of art from which they derived Modernist

interpretations.
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The reminiscences of Ruth Tuck and others illustrate an important new

aspect of art education and the beginning of a new phase in Australian art.

Despite the attempts of dedicated teachers like Marie Tuck and determined

anti-Modernists like Goodchild, a groundswell of opinion was occurring which

would no longer accept unquestioningly the conservative image of art.

Gatherings of artists and art students such as those fostered by Dorrit Black,

the gropings towards better ways of teaching art by Ivor Francis, and the much

more overt Modernist art activities in Sydney and Melbourne during the later

thirties, all prepared the way for the radicalising of Australian art, and art

school teaching during the early years of World War tr.

Haese's comments about South Australian ignorance of Modernism are

best examined through the evidence of the early days of the Contemporary Art

Society. Although South Australian artists and art students had always been

able to join such exhibiting societies as the Society of Arts, such institutions

were firmly conservative in their attitude to change. The Contemporary Art

Society formed in 1938, in Melbourne, with branches later set up in Sydney and

Adelaide, was committed to artistic and social radicalism. The first manifesto

of the South Australian branch appeared as an exhibition catalogue tn 1942 and

is ample proof that Haese's comments, although correct in a general sense,

cannot be applied to the South Australian artists who were signatories of that

manifesto. Not only does the manifesto contain the familiar rhetoric of

Modernists, the attack on initiation, the rejection of past standards, it lists the

names of significant 'heroes' of the Moderns - Gris, Braque, Picasso, Mondrian,

The Fauves, Kandinsky and the Surrealists.
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The signatories of the exposition catalogue declared:

"Art in South Australia has been imitative. It has been a dummy art
founded on imitation of the past; founded on imitation of the
closest-to-nature trick techniques of Royal Academicians or a bit closer
to home ... Heysen and gum trees, Streeton ... resulting in popular
imitative-Romantic watercolour after popular-imitative Romantic
watercolour right round the slumbering walls of extribitions." (14)

Douglas Roberts, who was later to become Principal of the South

Australian School of Art, attacked not just imitative art, but the imitation of

things English, regretting that:

"England's likes are our likes, England's dislikes are our dislikes." (15)

If the small circle of South Australian artists associated with the

Contemporary art movement were knowledgable about European art, how did

they know about it? Few younger artists had travelled overseas; the older

artists, like Goodchild, who was a frequent visitor to Europe, were anti-Modern,

but Dorrit Black provided a direct and sympathetic link to European

Modernism. She, like Norah Simpson in an earlier period, showed her students

art magazines and reproductions of contemporary art purchased overseas. Mary

P. Harris provided the groundwork with information on Van Gogh, Cezanne and

the Post Impressionists. And then, ironically, when figures in the Art Education

world such as Goodchild and Gladys Good attacked Modernism they were in

effect adding to the available information, and attracting attention to it.

The School of Art did not subscribe to any of the avant garde

publications, and had no holdings of pre-war European art magazines. The

shelves of the Royal South Australian Society of Art are filled with bound copies

of London's Studio magazine, and the annual Royal Academv Illustrated. These

magazines and the exhibitions which they illustrated emphasise a very specific

style of conservative realism. This was not the 'Realism' which had been

associated with mid-nineteenth century French political Realism through
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Courbet's influence; it was a gentrified provincialist version associated with

traditional values. (16) Royal Academy exhibitions in London during the

nineteen twenties and thirties contained not scores, but hr¡ndreds of paintings

and prints illustrating comfortable landscapes with neat farmsteads and happy

rustics at work, or well furnished interiors peopled with domesticated and well

adjusted families. Where cities were the main subjects they were the thriving,

bustling centres of capital: such scenes remained typical content for the

paintings and prints of John Goodchild. His 'Piccadilly Circus' of 1927 is a

scene of confident expansion, and his 'Murray Gums' echo the academic

monumentality of Heysen's golden years.

New attitudes to fine art can be discerned in either technique or content,

but in fully radical works both the content and form provide the shock of the

new. In contrast to the comfortable and conventional subject matter favoured

by Goodchild and his many followers in the Society of Arts, the young artists

who exhibited in the early C.A.S. exhibitions portrayed cities as alienating

settings for despairing people. In Melbourne Yosl Bergner, a young Jewish

refugee from the Warsaw ghettos in 1939, painted 'Municipal rat catchers' and a

'Metho drinker' slumped on steps. (17) Danila Vassilieff painted wildly dancing

'Fitzroy children', in which an exuberant vitality pointed to a deep humanism

set in opposition to the academicism of Meldrum, the vacuousness of the

derivative pastoral tradition, and the bland Modernism of Bell. (18)

There was nothing bland or academic about the work of any of the

Modernist artists most closely associated with the more adventurous wing of the

C.A.S. but the works of the South Australian Society of Arts rarely, in its long

history, deviated from a well-mannered, well-crafted blandness. Their art, in
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common with most conventional academic art, was made to confirm or

re-affirm existing values. This was the style taught to the students of the

School of Arts and Crafts. The young turks in Melbourne's C.A.S. wanted to

create an art which challenged or questioned such conventions, in art and in

society, and consequently challenged art school teaching methods and curricula,

but it took longer for the South Australia¡School to be seriously challenged.

Contemporary Art Society of South Australia

The origins of the South Australian branch of the C.A.S. are to be found

in the nature of the Royal South Australian Society of Arts. The Royal South

Australian Society of Arts Gallery was the premier exhibiting space in

Adelaide; only the National Gallery of S.A. had better facilities and, unlike the

public galleries in Sydney, Melbourne and most European capitals, it did not

make its accommodation available to exhibiting societies. Although there were

several commercial galleries, the Society of Arts remained the most favoured

setting. Like the State Art Gallery, it was situated on North Terrace - ibwas

(and is) in fact, in the State Gallery's first home, the historic Institute building.

Membership of the Society, which had always had the closest links with the

School of Arts and Crafts, was seen as the key to artistic success in South

Australia. Like its European models, the Society had two categories of

membership - Fellows and Associates. The Associates, who numbered the

younger artists such as Ivor Francis, Jacqueline Hick, Jeffrey Smart, Ruth Tuck,

David Dallwitz and Douglas Roberts, felt that the Society needed reforming.

But every time that any issue touching on change was raised by the Associates,

it was defeated, the reason for this being that the voting was weighted in favour

of the full members who each had two votes on any issue, whereas the

associates only had one. The young artists pressed the Society for a separate

'Associates Selected Exhibition'. (19)
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An R.S.A.S.A. Associates Contemporary Group was formed in March,

1942, and their first exhibition was held in Júy,1942. The Associates invited

artists from interstate to exhibit with them: these artists were Jean Bellette,

Y. Bergner, Arthur Boyd, Noel Counihan, Rah Fizelle, James Gleeson, Elaine

Haxton, Paul Haefliger, Sali Herman, Sidney Nolan, Carl Plate and Eric Wilson.

The South Australians weie: Shirley Adams, Ronald Bell, Charmain Kimber,

Tasman Fehlberg, Nancy Hambridge, Victor Adolfson, Violet Buttrose, David

Dallwitz, Ivor Francis, Jacqueline Hick, Shirley Keene, Douglas Roberts, Jeffrey

Smart and Ruth Tuck. Not all of these artists were dedicated artistic or

political radicals: initially they wanted to reform the august Royal South

Australian Society of Arts rather than to form a rival C.A.S.

The newspapers quickly picked up this squabble and, although the reduced

size of the wartime daily papers allowed nothing like the pre-war length of

reviews or correspondence, several key figures commented on the exhibition.

Under the pseudonym 'Man in the street', an Advertiser journalist

challenged artistic dabbling in the subconscious and surprise was expressed that

such a shocking extribition should be held in the noble rooms of the Society of

Arts. To this challenge the Secretary of the Royal South Australian Society,

H.E. Fuller, responded that:

"The exhibition of contemporary rartr is decidedly not under the auspices
of the Royal S.A. Society of Arts ... the exhibition was initiated by the
associates of the Society who were not satisfied with their right to
submit work at two exhibitions every yeal, but requested permission to
hold a separate one ... it was not known then that they had invoked the
ceoperation of the contemporary groups in other states ...Sixty seven
local works hung are contributed by 14 of the associates, most of them by
the members of their selection committee, one having 13 and another ten
and nine of their works of art on the walls. It will thus be seen that those
of the 146 other associates who may or may not have desired to show
work, could evidently not attain to the high standard demanded by that
selection committee. Ten of the 14 exhibitors are art teachers in the
employ of the Education Department of this state; it remains to be seen
what effect their teaching will have upon the young people now under
their care." (20)
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In the same edition Ruth Tuck responded as Secretary of the Associates

to 'The man in the street' and concluded her spirited defence with the line:

' "It is the aim of this group to educate 'The man in the street' in art
matters." (21)

Two days later, Max Harris, writing as Secretary of the Contemporary

Art Society of Australia, South Australian Branch, said that:

"Fuller does not make a single point in his letter about the real issue - is
this contemporary art exhibition good or bad? All he does is vaguely to
frighten parents with it." (22)

In the House of Assembly, speaking on behalf of 'frightened parents',

Mr. Abbott, on l5th July, asked the Minister of Education, Mr. Shirley Jeffries,

if he had read the correspondence which appeared in the Advertiser:

"To the effect that the majority of persons who perpetrated those
paintings are teachers of art in the Education Dept. If that is the case
does he not consider that some qualification should be imposed as to the
standard of art required of teachers in the Department before they are
allowed to teach art." (23)

Mr. Jeffries, who admitted that he had at that point not seen either the

correspondence nor the exhibition, nevertheless went on in his reply to say:

"I presume there is nothing to stop teachers in the Education Department
from exhibiting any pictures they like to paint." (24)

On the 21st July, Mr. Abbott again raised the matter, asking if:

"the Hon. Minister of Education (had) yet had an opportunity to see the
pictures on exhibition."

to which the reply was that on the Hon. Member's recommendation the Minister

had taken "the opportunity to visit the exhibition and was very interested", but

had not been able to ascertain whether any of the exhibitors were teachers in

the Department. (25)

As far as the proceedings of Parliament are concerned, that was the end

of the matter.
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The art teachers who were included in the extribition, notably Francis,

Roberts, Dallwitz, Tuck, Fehlberg, Hick and Adolfson, all made statements in

the'catalogue, which tended to emphasise an almost classical view of abstract

art, and much of the work shown, although Modernist in style, was traditional in

its subject matter, although an interstate artist Victor O'Connor, illustrated a

topical subject with his 'Refugees'. But the introduction to the catalogue

headed 'Exposition, Royal S.A. Society of Arts Associate Contemporary Group'

reads much more like a typical early European Modernist Manifesto; even its

hearly typography, with devices of bold capitals and emotive underlinings, gives

the catalogue a bold and assertive look, a style quite new to Adelaide audiences.

(26)

The text is an unequivocal attack on conservative values and, as such,

indicates a rejection of the artistic values of the leading figures in the South

Australian art world.

The introductory paragraphs included the suggestion that:

"Australia is now realising that she is a nation just the same as England,
America and the other nations, and has no need to ape their ways of
living."

Elsewhere there was a typical avant garde stance attacking bourgeois ideas:

"The average man strives for normality (the best dressed man is the man
whose clothes you do not notice). Since expression by creators must
necessarily look ahead, their works, when viewed by the average man will
be 'NEW' or 'DIFFERENT'. This essential quality of DIFFERENCE
troubles him because it conflicts with his normality neurosis." (27)

As the history of art education in the State could be seen as a

'normalising procedure' it is easy to understand why there was concern over

these words. The manifesto later attacked the concept of an imitative art,

which was the basis of all conventional art education.
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The Importance of the C.A.S. to The South Ar¡stralian School of Art

It has already been described how the South Australian School of Arts and

Crafts had initiated various societies such as the Every Day Art Club, Easel

Club and the Art Teachers' Society, and these, plus the regular R.S.A.S.A.

meetings, provided some social structure for the artists and art students. But

such events were highly formalised and when, after June, 1942, the S.A. Branch

of the C.A.S. was established, a totally different concept of an art society

emerged. During its first year of existence the C.A.S. rented and established

their own rooms.

As Ivor Francis related in a brief history of the Society:

"Crowded meetings were held fortnightly, university students, with whom
there was a strong affinity of interests, read their poems for criticism
and the artists displayed their latest work for the same purpose. The
room was an exciting meeting place for coffee every afternoon after 4
o'clock' the premises were given up about June, 1943 due to the
dwindling of active members resulting from wartime demands." (28)

As several of the members had been closely associated with the Girls

Central Art School and South Australian School of Arts and Crafts they would

have been well acquainted with integrated arts concepts which were described

in the Francis short history of the Contemporary society.

"It was the era of 'Angry Penguins', the 'Vegetative Eye', the erotic
poems of Mary Williams, "The little journals", stage productions of
Ballantyne and Davies. Everyone was a practitioner in several arts -
painters wrote poetry and musicians and poets painted pictures. The art
of criticism $¡as freely practised. Creative activity \r'as everJ¡where ...
Many members during the early 1940s took an intellectualised interest in
Communism, exchanging illicit books and pamphlets and discussing it
freely without acrimony." (29)

Ten out of the fourteen foundation members of the Adelaide Contemporary Art

Society were teachers and Francis summarised their later careers:
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'Vic Adolfson became a senior art master and acting art inspector and
could have climbed higher had he so wished ... David Dallwitz has risen to
the top in the field of Jazz. Max Harris, the most persecuted of them
all, has become Australia's most widely read and most controversial
columnist and Australia's best known book seller. Shirley Adams became
art mistress at Frensham, one of Australia's most select and prestigious
girls colleges, Jacqueline Hick is one of Australia's best known artists.
Douglas Roberts became Principal of the South Australian School of Art,
Ruth Tuck is a leading force in the Adelaide Art World. Tasman Fehlberg
and Ivor Francis each became state supervisor of education with the ABC
... Jeff Smart achieved an international name as a painter and was for a
time famous as 'Jason' on the ABC. Shirley Keene got a top job with the
Spastics Organisation in Great Britain." (30)

Although the emphasis on Francis' summary is on achievement and

status, perhaps the most important aspect is that it shows a high level of

artistic success and continuation of commitment.

The majority of these early C.A.S. members had been students at the

South Australian School of Arts and Crafts and/or the North Adelaide School of

Fine Arts.

It is not always easy to measure professional activity and success in the

visual arts: entry into the profession of art is not regulated as it is in those

professions which impose some form of registration. Inclusion in selected art

extribitions and continued involvement in an active exhibiting career is fairly

easily measured by reference to published art exhibition catalogues, exhibition

reviews etcetera, but that is by no means an indication of financial success.

However, it can be reasonably asserted that the continued existence of the

C.A.S., its close links with the teaching staff of the South Australian School of

Arts and Crafts and secondary art teachers make the C.A.S. an essential

component in any examination of art training in South Australia. That it

undertook a self-appointed educational role is made clear by an examination of

the early exhibition catalogues where Mary P. Harris and Ivor Francis are cited

as art lecturers who would provide public lectures'on the controversial

extribitions.
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The inter-disciplinary nature of the C.A.S. gatherings clearly made them

important catalysts in the development of South Australian cultural life. The

C.A.S. was a significant influence on the founding of the Adelaide Festival, and

the Federal and State C.A.S. was influential in the later establishment of the

Australia Council. In interview Ivor Francis emphasised the C.A.S.'s good

relationship in the 1950s with Professor John Bishop, Director of the Elder

Conservatorium. (and first artistic director of the Adelaide Festival) as well as

the Vice Chancellor of the University of Adelaide, A.P. Rowe. It seemed that

visual arts isolationism was more readily associated with the conservative art

tradition than with the Modernists. (31)

In mid 1942, while Stalingrad was under siege and the Adelaide avant

garde were having their first tentative airings, there was a period when the

ne$,spaper ,td"ily headlines rang with confident assurances: 'The Nazis strength

was dwindling', 'Rommell was on the run' and the 'Japanese $'ere cornered'.

The issue of Post War reconstruction became a regular topic of parliamentary

debate, including educational change. Then, after the bombing of Darwin, the

mood changed and Adelaide rang with the sounds of trench digging and criticism

of the Department of Education and Government unpreparedness. (32)

Out of the calls for Post War reconstruction, which turned out to be

somewhat less urgent than the earlier War news suggested, came an (initially all

male) Education Inquiry Committee which was established on 31st December,

L942, under the chairmanship of E.L. Bean. Main issues raised during the

committee's two years of hearings included the abolition of the Qualifying

Certificate, increased scholarship provision for higher education, equal pay for

men and women teachers, long service leave provision, an increased period of

teacher training, a chair in education at the university, sex education in schools,

raised school leaving age and abolition of high school fees: art education did not

feature. (33)
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Education, it was clear, was in need of a thorough overhaul. The radical

artists of the Contemporary Art Society who had made their contribution to the

view that Australian life itself was in need of restructuring were not lone voices.

The immediate effects of the war-time education debate and the artistic

debate were somewhat minimised by the desperate situation of the wartime

economy. Drastic Post War teacher shortages were foreseen and the teacher

supply position was, by the War's end, to be described in the Minister's report as

'grave'. (34)

The Girls Central Art School and the South Ar¡stralian School of Arts a¡rd Crafts

In 1939 Dr. Fenner succeeded W.J. Adey (the first Head of the Education

Department to live to retiring age), and G.S. MacDonald was promoted to

Superintendent of Technical Education. Some changes could perhaps have been

expected in the School of Arts and Crafts, and yet, the emphasis seems to have

been on leaving well alone. The lnspector's reports show that MacDonald, when

inspector, was remarkably tolerant of the somewhat flimsy general education

experienced by the pupils of the Girls Central Art School. (35)

The inspector's first report, said that

"the watchword of the future should be carefully watched for and
developed. The conception of each child as an individual should dominate
the teachers, and they should aim at leading out whatever latent powers
each girl may possess. Success in examination is only one aim, the
principle should be the development of personality through free creative
effort." (36)

MacDonald's comments make clear his acceptance of the e;çerimental

nature of the School. ln his last report as lnspector of Technical Schools in

1939, the emphasis of the report remained on the art subjects and there was the

comment that:

"The girls show by their attendance and their attitude to the studies that
they are very happy, interested and anxious to succeed." (37)
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He summarised that:

"in spite of the handicap of a most unsuitable building this school has
become a most useful unit in the State's education activities: providing
as it does many of the recruits to the ranks of art teachers, as well as
fostering a love for drawing, painting and craftwork." (38)

But after three years as Superintendent of Technical education his

attitudes, as revealed by correspondence and reports, had changed. In 1942 he

wrote to Goodchild in response to the submission of a new School of Arts and

Crafts and Girls Central Art School prospectus:

"I am not sending this on for printing ... for some time I have felt that
the aims and methods of this school were not in accordance with sound
educational practice. There has been a tendency in recent years for the
course to become too vocational and restricted.
\ryith a view therefore to re-examine the school's organisation and
perhaps producing a more satisfactory course I have obtained approval
for a small committee to meet and go into the matter. This will consist
of the Superintendent of Technical Schools as chairman, Mr. Inspector
H.A. Cant, Mr. J.C. Goodchild, Miss G.K. Good and Miss Inspector B.R.
Gibson and Miss Phyllis Stoward." (39)

As if to show that the School's Council had no final authority over the

curriculum the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts books of Council

meeting minutes and staff meetings carry no reference to this issue, but there

are full references in respect of the problems of the shortage of toilet paper,

and the attempt to secure a site for the new school.

During the June, 1943 staff meetings there was a rare reference to art

when it was minuted that Mr. Goodchild read an extract on the life of William

Morris from 'Art and life' and he gave his views on the 'art policy of the School'

summarised by the headings "Training for expression of ideas" and "Skill in

handling materials and finish." (40)

However, an examination of the files of the Education Department

revealed that between 1943 and 1944 Goodchild gathered statistical information

on the Girls Central Art School and provided a defence of the School's method
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and successes. In a statement on the School's aims and methods Goodchild

virtually quoted MacDonald's earlier reports back at him, emphasising the

School's uniqueness, its commitment to the freedom of the teacher and the

individual. Some of the points made include the following comments:

"GCAS was designed not as a training ground for commercial artists and
art teachers (only about 4o/o of students have become art teachers) but as
a school to develoþ artistic ability and appreciation and awareness of
beauty ... Trained people with a love of art and the culture that comes
with it are definitely of value in the community ...

The aim of the school is that it should foster the child's urge for creative
work.

We notice definite disadvantage in the child commencing lst year who
has not done preparatory. She carries with her the 'teacher complex' of
the primary schools - she still expects the teacher to think for her, to
tell her what to do ..." (41)

Interestingly, the submission would seem to pre-suppose a liberal

tolerance in line with the aims of the S.A. Art Teachers involved in the

anti-Fascist and other C.A.S. exhibitions, whereas Goodchild was sarcastically

dismissive of e:çerimental art. (42)

In the following extracts the parts which appeared in the original draft

report, but which were excluded from the final version, are bracketed, as they

give a picture of Goodchild's stated intent:

"Self discipline is of much more value to the community than military or
dictator discipline ... The school is unique - it is small enough to afford
an opportunity for the individual (and to conform to mass production as
of larger schools whose aim is technical, robs the school of its purpose) -
The release of the children into happy people with a purpose - with
something to express - Their own individual personality and the power to
express it (not just to turn out what the teacher wants.)
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The aim is (not so much to train in neatness and perfect mechanical
execution)but to develop expression - Taste, initiative, originality,
character." (43)

The following details used by Goodchild in his response to MacDonald are

included here because they allow a rare opportunity to see some statistics of the

$hool's effectiveness. Because of the large numbers of part-time enrolments

at the School of Arts and Crafts (up to 2,000 subject enrolments per year) it

would be an extremely difficult task to provide any such equivalent

documentation for the part-time students of the School of Arts and Crafts.

The 1944 Girls Central Art School records examined show the following

employment placement details (the categories and headings are as used by

Goodchild):

Number of students from commencement of School (19321

up to 221L0/44 = 389

Attendances
I year 87 up to I year 87 Total = 174 loss 44.8%
2 years 51 up to 2 years 79 Total = 130 loss 33.4%
3 years 14 up to 3 years 34 1q1¿l = 48
Continued into South Australian School of Arts and Crafts Total = 34.

Placements
i Art related:

Design and craft 23 Museum staff
Retouching 2l Modelling
Draughtsman 18 Education'H' classes
Ticket Writing 46 Window Dressing
Commercial Art 16 TOTAL = 172
Percentage of girls in art related employme¡t = 44.2o/o

I

2

3

2
4
32
15

ii General employment
Glove making
Bookbinding

Other activities:
Married
Red cross
No records

Education
Sales girls, clerks,
nurses, corsetiers
TOTAL = 200

Services
Munitions

6
6

6

t82

nl
66
20
65

27
15
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There appears to be some duplication of placement figures, and the section (iii)

could also include already counted figures.

If the term 'professional artist' is to include a Ruskinian or William

Morris style interpretation, and it would seem likely that Goodchild, like Howie,

would not make a hard and fast distinction between art and craft, then the Girls

Central Art School can make a claim of having provided a very successful

training, with a 440lo involvement in applied art.

Goodchild's final letter on the matter of the School, to the

Superintendent, concluded:

"That in accordance with original terms of the establishment as a girls
central school with special art bias places it outside a comparison with
girls techniòal art schools:

(1) It has justified itself.

(2) Rate of loss of yearly enrolments compares more than favourably
with figures for technical schools.

(3) Quality of individual development is a very strong feature of the
schools work, in the matter of healthy expression of student's own
ideas the school has justified itself.

(4) 8.2% enrolment of its students for 'H' courses is very creditable.

(5) The policy of Girls Central Art School is justifiable by the
experience of 13 years L932 - 1944.

Suggestions for improvement - Better results could be obtained by Girls
Central Art School being housed in separate accommodation." (44)

The Girls Central Art School was to continue, virtually unmodified, for a

further ten years: it is fair to assume that if the review committee ever

formally reported they did not recommend significant change. No records of a

formal report could be found in the State Records Office holdings of Education

Department files.

Two schools, the Girls Central Art School and the School of Arts and

Crafts, were in effect closely integrated and the suggestion that the schools be

physically
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separated Ì\ras unrealistic. Most staff taught all levels of students. An

artistically advanced Girls Central Art School pupil (Ruth Tuck) was allowed to

attend the professional courses in life painting, antique and still life. Mrs.

\,lValloscheck taught corresporidence pupils, teacher trainees, some G.C.A.S.

classes and professional classes such as still life and life drawing. John

Goodchild taught mainly etching and drawing for commercial purposes, as well

as teaching very young children who attended the special children's Saturday

morning classes. Mary P. Harris taught G.C.A.S. pupils, correspondence classes,

teachers training classes, as well as lecturing at the Art Gallery of S.A. and

giving lectures to the general public at the C.A.S.

Inevitably the staffing changes which occurred during the war years were

a direct consequence of the war itself. Early in 1945 the Principal was

approached with an offer of employment as an official war artist. He joined the

Pacific Fleet and was eventually present at the formal signing of the peace

treaty (his cine film was the only filmed recording made). Initially he was

replaced by Charles Pavia but, by 24th April, 1945, Fred Millward Grey had been

appointed as acting principal. Millward Grey had kept the North Adelaide

School of Fine Art going during the early years of the war, but it was closed

after his appointment as a member of staff at the South Australian School of

Arts and Crafts. (45)

The artistic impetus of the twenties and thirties, which gave rise to the

private North Adelaide school, could not so easily be sustained during the

wartime years. And the North Adelaide School of Fine Art paid lip service only

to vocational and craft education, whereas the School of Arts and Crafts had for

over half-a-century emphasised the importance of its links to applied art. In

addition, the cultural ambience of the city had changed and the alternative art
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community of the C.A.S. was providing something of the Bohemianism which

had for a while been catered for by the North Adelaide School with its summer

vacation art camps at Humbug Scrub.

Accommodation remained a major issue and, during the war years, the

North Terrace School's accommodation difficulties were compounded when the

staff and students had to move out of the Exhibition Building to make way for

military requirements. Additional property was rented at 28 Twin Street, a

former hairdressing trade school.

The last wartime report of the Superintendent of Technical Education

emphasised that the need for a new building grew every year and, with the likely

influx of large numbers of returned service men and women who would want art

training in future years, it was essential that plans were made for a new school

as soon as possible. This issue had been a recurrent topic for decades.

ln 1944 the Council of the School had sent a deputation to the Minister to

make submissions regarding a new building for the School and received a

favourable response, but the matter was put off r¡ntil after the forthcoming

election. Change and reconstruction issues were in the air between 1942 and

1945 and council minutes show that there was an awareness of the need for

clear initiatives to be established for the post-war school. In the council

minutes of 6th July, 1943, there had been reference to a discussion on the likely

future trends of art school activities in which it was recorded that:

"it was considered desirable that developments in the school aim at
perfection in the matter of confining to the school work entirely
consisting of the arts and crafts proper." (46)

This comment indicates the return to the earlier vexed issue that art

schools are to be seen as primarily vocational and that the general cultural or

fine art purpose was the lesser function.
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Following this a sub-committee consisting of C.R. Taylor, J.F. tililliams

and J. Goodchild was set up to investigate the interest and support of the

community for the School of Arts and Crafts.

Their report to the council, and subsequently to the Minister, revealed

that they had found far stronger community support for the School than had

been anticipated and this was used to strengthen the School's pleas for better

accommodation. (47)

The Immediate Post-War Years

The South Australian School of Arts and Crafts' more challenging

teaching was to be found in the fine art area, where part-time staff who were

practising artists associated with South Australia's emergent Modernism.

Millward Grey remained as acting principal during the last year of the

war and in the Education Gazette of 15th February, 1946, the post of Principal

of South Australian School of Arts and Crafts was advertised at a salary of 548

pounds, 5 shillings and 6 pence. The duties were described simply as including:

"The general supervision of the South Australian School of Arts and
Crafts, the promotion of an interest in art teaching in primary and
secondary schools. The supervision of the training of teachers of
drawing, and the maintenance of close ceoperation between industry
and the school in matters associated with industrial design." (48)

When Millward Grey was appointed as principal the School was still in

rented premises and did not return to its old quarters until 1948. But at least

the old accommodation had been renovated and Millward Grey had negotiated

considerable improvement in the internal spaces, allowing for the Girls Central

Art School to become physically separated within the building, with separate

rooms.
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The subject enrolments of 2,458 for 1946-47 were the highest in the

School's history: partly accounted for by the Commonwealth Reconstruction

Training Scheme students, ex-service students who undertook a range of

part-time courses, but with also especially high enrolments in the technical

drawing subjects. (49) An increase in part-time staff allowed for several

younger and more innovative teachers to join the staff, including some of the

veterans of the early C.A,.S. battles such as Jeffrey Smart and David Dallwitz.

Ivor Hele returned briefly to continue his life drawing classes, Thomas Bone

taught landscape classes and Mary P. Harris was still a forceful presence.

Trevor Clare, an ex North Adelaide School of Art pupil, also joined the

staff, as did H. Newsham who was transferred by the Education Department

from Mt. Gambier High School to be Senior Assistant Master. This move was an

early example of the filling of key posts in the School from the ranks of

experienced secondary school teachers rather than experienced artists and,

although several practising artists, including those mentioned above, filled

part-time teaching posts, a division was opening up between the fine art strands

of the School's work and the teacher training subjects. The three distinct areas

of the School's activities - applied art, fine art and teacher education - were

later to become separated by different awards (1961) and eventually (1970s

onwards) by different staff and accommodation.

Radicalism on the lVane

With the closure of the North Adelaide School of Fine Art, and James

Ashton's School long gone, there were no alternatives for the student who

wished to be a professional artist except to enrol at the South Australian School

of Arts and'Crafts or go interstate. Max Harris's Angry Penguins had moved to
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Melbourne in f 943 and the once polarised Modernist and anti-Modernist

groupings of the Royal S.A. Society of Arts and C.A.S. grew much closer

together. Members of the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts tended to

extribit at the exhibitions of both groups and on several occasions there was talk

of combining the two societies. Millward Grey, as President of the C.A.S. in

L949, in his introduction to the catalogue to the 6th Annual Extribition wrote:

"All art organisations, to be of use, must have qualifications to justify
the need for their establishment and existence to the community to
which they belong. They therefore must form an essential part of the
life of the people and their social structure, working with all other allied
bodies without losing their own character or ideals. They must have as
an objective the will and power to further experiment in art without
losing integrity of expression because, without this quality, art becomes
static. It must, through its leadership, guide its members in the
importance of developing and maintaining enterprise and vision in their
work.

Honesty of purpose in art must not be sacrificed for subservience to
mannerisms of a Modern cult, but rather the good must be always drawn
out of any movement so that it may strengthen and vitalise one's own
personal point of view and power to put it into pictorial or plastic form
as a creation.

The purpose of all art organisations is a serious one, to be of service to
the community; to foster taste and raise standards by guidance through
high aesthetic principles rather than to dictate to an idiom." (50)

As a statement about South Australia's only outlet for experimental art

it is almost subversively anti-Modernist and would suggest that elements of

conservatism were now stronger than those of radicalism. It also serves as an

indication of Millward Grey's retreat from any hint of radicalism or change in

his management of the South Australian School of Art. The leading radical

artist and teacher was still Ivor Francis after a long period of time (1926-L944)

teaching with the South Australian Education Department's primary schools in

Wirrulla (Eyre Peninsula), Ulooloo (mid North), Jamestown (mid North) and

Prospect (Adelaide). He was appointed as art and drawing master at the

Adelaide Technical High School, which was a branch of the South Australian
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School of Mines, and taught there between L944 and 1947. In interview, Francis

recalled the teaching at the Boys Technical School being completely archaic

compared with the creative kind of art teaching he had pioneered in the primary

schools. It was, he remembers:

"devoid of any spark of imagination, and was restricted to exercises of
geometrical and technical drawing. It took place in a large room with
the head teacher, Sid Moyle, a great disciplinarian, shouting out
instructions and the assistant master (Francis) nrming up and down rows
of desks correcting drawings at the double." (51)

Francis recalled that the pressure at the School was effective, with

pupils achieving leaving certificates in one or two years less than elsewhere.

The image Francis conjures up is reminiscent of the descriptions of the earliest

schools of design of almost a century earlier.

To gain some idea of the possibility of a training for an intending

professional artist it is instructive to consider the careers of one of the most

significant of Adelaide born artists, Lawrence Daws. Lawrence Daws was at the

South Australian School of Mines between 1943 and L947, where he took a series

of engineering subjects, including engineering drawing and design, subjects no

longer taught at the School of Art. He decided,lnL947, to convert these to

prerequisites for architectural studies and started to spend spare moments in

the State Library looking at books on art and artistst "í;ù¿ial interest was

Eric Mendelsohn's visionary architectural drawings. At weekends he had begtrn

to go out painting and, in 1948, after being befriended by Hans Heysen, he had

decided on full-time study in art. Heysen talked to Daws' father about the

2L-year old's potential and smoothed the way for a lifetime of parental support

for his career as a professional artist. The advice given was to go to the

National Gallery School in Melbourne as it was a school "committed to training

.{
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artists rather than teachers." Heysen's advice could also have been based on his

approval of the stiff traditional training in painting still provided during the four

year full-time course. But the fact remains that the youfig Daws, who had

already extribited at the South Australian Royal Society of Arts and was

becoming recognised as an artist of intelligence and great promise, was steered

away from the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts by the State's own

senior artist and its most successful professional to date. (52)

Heysen, although the leading traditionalist landscape artist, was not as

opposed to Modernism as is usually thought. In letters written from Paris in

1913, Heysen's wife describes their visits to the 'salons' of Gertrude Stein, when

she and Hans Heysen met Matisse, who surprised them with his philosophy of

"painting like a child with his first paint box." Although by no means agreeing

with this view, their correspondence shows clearly that they did not think of

Matisse as a charlatan, and indeed recognised his work's "crude strength." And

so, the reason for the advice to Daws to study in Melbourne is not likely to be

because Heysen considered the South Australian School with its links, albeit

flimsy, with the C.A.S. insufficiently traditional. After all, he had sent his own

daughter to the North Adelaide School under Mihvard Grey, and had spoken

enthusiastically of it. It seems likely that Heysen's advice was based on the

fact that, since the early McCubbin and Folingsby days, the National Gallery

School of Melbourne had clearly stated its fine art purpose. (53)

Another South Australian born artist of significance who chose to go

interstate is Michael Shannon. Shannon and Daws were both born in L927.

Shannon was born near Kapunda and in 1943 was sent to St. Peters College,

which had a long history of encouraging its pupils in music and art. At that time
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the Art Master was Joseph Choate, who had also taught at the South Australian

School of Arts and Crafts for many years. Choate encouraged Shannon to

atténd the Saturday morning art classes at the South Australian School of Arts

which at that time were taught by Jeffrey Smart. Graeme Sturgeon in his book

Michael Shannon describes the artist's early training:

"For a while architecture was considered as a possible future profession.
When the time came to enrol in the Architecture Faculty at Adelaide
University, Shannon baulked and persuaded his mother to pay for him to
attend an art school instead. She set about finding the best art school
available and consulted his teacher Jeffrey Smart who advised that the
art education available in Adelaide at that time was very limited and
that it would be better to go to one of the schools in Sydney or
Melbourne. Shannon's mother chose Melbourne: it was closer to
Adelaide and had a more respectable image - even then Sydney was
looked on as 'sin city'." (54)

Considering that the advice to go to Melbourne came from a member of

the South Australian School of Art staff one has to ask why? trlVhat was so

special about the National Gallery School? Can the National Gallery School be

seen as a typical fine art training schoolP

Certainly the descriptions given by the students of the 40's and 5O's

emphasise its conservatism:

"Shannon recalls that the first year of his course consisted mainly of
drawing from plaster casts of the antique. There was in fact very little
teaching of any kind and the students confined in an old tin shed, were
left to find their own way. The second year was spent drawing from the
life model, it was not until the third year of the four year Diploma course
that painting students actually devoted large amounts of the . time to
painting." (55)

In 1946 William Dargie was appointed Head of the National Gallery

School. At thirtyJour he had already won the Archibald Prize three times and

was an ex war artist. He was however, despite his youth, an arch conservative.

But this $'as a period of post-war reconstruction and the art schools were

accepting a large number of ex-servicemen as students. As they were older and

more independent than the normal school leaver they were perhaps less likely to
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accept a dogmatic approach. Sturgeon suggests that it was this influx of mature

students which forced the appointment of two new painting lecturers - Alan

Summer (b.1911) and Murray Griffin (b.1903) - which effectively divided the

School into three distinct streams. Patrick McCaughey in his book on Fred

Williams sees it rather differently and suggests that it was Dargie who created

the three systems; a quasi-modernist (Sumner); a middle of the road (Griffin)

and a conservative stream (Dargie hinself). (56)

But as McCaughey points out:

"The overwhelming impression is, however, of intellectual and artistic
impoverishment. There was so little stimulus, so little information and
so little instruction offered. That was where the private art schools of
the period came into their os¡n."

The largest most influential and most conservative uras Max Meldrum's.
Archibald Colquhoun and Harold Septimus Power also offered classes.
And there was George Bell, who in that context was a progressive and
enlightened figure. What the private art schools had was a point of
view. Even if their ideas may have come down to a recipe of how to do
it, they at least taught sonetäing about art." (57)

In his monograph on tililliams, McCaughey examined the difference

between Bell's school and the Gallery School by studying Williams' paintings.

He shows that despite the apparent modernity of Bell's teaching and the

conservatism of the Gallery School it would still take years of patient

apprenticeship by Williams to find the appropriate form for the landscape, and

that it would be done alone, the product of personal experience and experiment.

It seems that Daws also found the National Gallery School teaching

limited. When interviewed Daws recalled:

"There Ìvas a school of Dargie-ites as it were very wrapped in Velazquez,
Manet and Sickeret. They believed in this system totally. Then there
were the Sumnerites who were committed to the George Bell approach.
Dargie was a good teacher in that he instilled in us a strong sense of tone
and a fluent technical expertise, leaving our head activity to its own
individual development. We had a tremendous sense of tone." (58)

The leading fine art school in Australia seems to have been no more welcoming

of Modernism than the South Australian School. The same can be said of the

Sydney schools.
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It seems that whatever system of art school training is experienced the

student has to complement it in some way, either by attending an alternative

institution or through association with like minded individuals.

The Cafe-Guerbois of the French Impressionists, the Dome and the

Rotunde of the Cubists and the Cafe Voltaire of the Dadaists might initially

seem far removed from the bookshops and cafes of Melbourne's Little Collins

Street, or Sydney's George Street, or Adelaide's Rundle Street. And yet, they

all played a major role in complementing the craft training of the traditional art

courses by providing the opportunity for what Daws called "the individual

development of the head activity." Alister Kershaw's recent book 'HeyDavs:

memories and elimoses of Melbourne's Bohemia. 1937-1947' gives a rare picture

of these informal adjuncts to an artistic education, and similar reminiscences

can be found in Dean Brutonfs 'Recollections: the Contemporary Art Society of

South Australia 1942-1986'. (59)

It has been suggested throughout this thesis that the most dominant

theory of art adhered to by the influential figures in the professional training of

artists is that academic theory which found its most persuasive adherents in the

certification procedures of South Kensington, and that the concepts of

Sir Joshua Reynolds 'idealist' teaching remained influential in the South

Australian School of Art. Reynolds, after all, was a rule based disciplinarian.

As Lorenz Eitner summarised it:

"A central theme which runs through the 'Discourses' is the discussion of
the proper management of the visual forms that nature provides. True to
classicist principle, Reynolds warned his listeners against simple
imitation, and advocated instead only the best and most durable forms
in nature. He advised artists to cut through the trivial variety of
particular, external appearance, in order to enable them to reach the
timeless generality of natures I'central form." (60)
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It was this belief that the idea of beauty in each species of being is an invariable

which lay behind much of the hand and eye training schemes of the drawing

syllabus of the South Australian School of Art and other schools.

It was the untheoretical development of the craft skills which produced

the conservative academy style work of artists like Dargie, and yet pushed the

mentally alert students like Daws to find their theoretical development

elsewhere.

The South Australian School, whilst not denying that a career in fine art

could result from study at the School, laid far greater emphasis on applied art

and teacher training. Because of the single subject enrolment process, it is

difficult to extract the exact balance, but post 1957 figures suggest four times

as many students were taking teacher training courses as fine and applied art.

Despite the absence of any alternative art school, new elements entered

the South Australian art institutional matrix in the late forties and early fifties,

such changes widening the range of information about the concept of the

professional practice of fine art. Several of the staff who had either been on

the School of Art staff and had left or who had remained outside the system,

contributed to a growing use which was being made of the radio: the Australian

Broadcasting Commission organised art appreciation lessons for secondary

schools and lvor Francis was appointed to ceordinate the arts and other

activities. The role of the A.B.C. in education $'as considerable: for example,

the South Australian Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of the Austr: ian

Henry Krips (a keen supporter of the C.A.S. and art collector) gave concerts for

children and toured country towns. Victor Adolfson, a part-time teacher at the

Art School and a leading exhibitor at local and Federal C.A.S. exhibitions,
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gave regular broadcasts on art: e.g. talks in l95l on the lives of such artists as

Giotto, Velasquez, Van Gogh, Monet and Picasso, which were dramatised under

the series title "The methods of painting." (61, The A.B.C. children's hour

included weekly talks on art by 'Pheidias.'

Some of the practising artists such as Dallwitz and Smart fotrnd work in

the Boys Technical Schools. Geoffrey Wilson, a South Australian artist, recalls

Smart teaching at Thebarton Technical School and introducing his pupils to

recent art, but Smart shortly afterwards left for Sydney, where he became

involved in broadcasting. (62)

Cbange in Art Education Overseas

Art education which, in Britain, Europe and America, through drawing

training, had initially been promoted as an important weapon in the mid

nineteenth century trade war, had been replaced by art and craft training with a

wide range of purposes. In the immediate post war years, art education began

to regain something of its former position in educational debate. Concern was

expressed internationally at the growing rtwo cultures' situation. In Britain, a

report of the Committee on Advanced Education in London (the Hambledon

Report of 1936) had recommended major changes to the Royal College of Art,

which were forestalled by the war. This inquiry, which had consulted as an

'eminent witness'Walter Gropius, previous head of the Bauhaus, returned to

address the issue of the relationship between art and industry.

The main focus of the Hambledon report was the Royal College of Art in

South Kensington: Gill's alma mater. Three paragraphs in the report are

relevant to the study of higher art education in Australia. They are as follows:
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"Para 13.
Teachers rather than practitioners
The students are tending more and more to take up the teaching rather
than the practice of art as their walk in life. Indeed the Principal
informs us that of those who entered the College at the beginning of the
current session no less than 80 percent had elpressed their intention of
becoming teachers of art, as they sas' no prospects of making a
reasonable competence in any other artistic fields.

Para 13.
Art and Industry. 'The Art School product'
The Council for Art and lndustry has etçressed to us the opinion that the
absence of contact and ceoperation between the College and industry ...
has led to a certain lack of realism in the training provided. ... They feel
that industry in general distrusts what it terms "The Art school product"
and that this distrust will continue unless and until steps are taken to
give the Art schools (including the Royal College of Art) which desire to
serve industry a new character and a new outlook.

Para 16.
Fine Art: The backbone of artistic education
We are convinced that the discontinuance of Fine Art Training at the
Royal College would be a retrograde step. The creative designer must be
a finished artist and drawing, painting and sculpture are the backbone of
an artistic education.

Para 25.
Desieur Training: Industrial or Artistic
It is true that the designer must be first and foremost an artist and that,
in general, his most essential qualification must be the ability to draw."
(63)

ln the immediate post war period in Britain the recommendations of the

Hambledon Committee were eventually taken up, resulting in a considerable

change to art training in London. These changes were transmitted to Australia

through the agency of the ebb and flow of art teachers, artists and art students

to and from London which occurred after the second world war.

The Hambledon report had emphasised the concept that fine art was the

backbone of artistic education. This view became enshrined in the development

of post war art education in the United Kingdom and subsequently in Australia.

The recommendation that the most essential qualification for the designer must

be the ability to draw would appear to continue the old South Kensington
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system, but the interpretation of this varied from the original mechanistic

approach and now meant, predominantly, drawing freehand from the life model.

ln this respect it was a development of the original fine art concept as espoused

by B.R. Haydon and the Ecole des Beaux Arts tradition.

During the immediate post war years in Britain, art and design education

underwent several major changes. Relevant reports included the Bra)¡ Report

(1948), the McNair Report (1944) the Freeman Reoort (1952) and in 1957, the

National Advisory Committee on Art Examinations which resulted in the

National Advisory Council on Art Education which led to the first Coldstream

Report of 1960.

The main concerns of successive reports included art schools' links with

industry, the relationship between art schools and technical schools, and the

relationship between fine art, design and art teacher education.

The U.N.E.S.C.O. Influence

To answer the question whether there were any outside agencies of

change in art education which were effective in post war Australia, some

attention should be paid to the world-wide cultural movement sponsored by

IJNESCO.

UNESCO had been formally established in Paris in November,1946.

Many of the initiatives of LJNESCO were based in the belief, contained in its

charter that

"The wide diffusion of culture and the education of humanity for justice
and liberty and peace are indispensible to the dignity of man."

ln 1948, through the Australian Embassy in Paris, LJNESCO circulated all

Australian Departments of Education with a questionnaire aimed at gathering

information about artsr(including music and visual arts) education in general
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education. In Australia this was preparatory to a conference to be held later in

the year in Sydney. The South Australian response is revealing, indicating that

it was mistrustful of outside agencies of change. South Australia was

surprisingly parochial and schoolmasterish. The Director, Colonel Evan

Mander-Jones replied by criticising the questionnaire itself, and its use of

language; he accused LJNESCO of 'woolly thinking' and would not provide the

information requested. The Department, however, did in the end support the

attendance of the Art School Principal, Millward Grey, at the Conference which

was held between 13th - lTth September, 1948. (65)

UNESCO had already received the advice of a committee of experts

reporting in May, 1948, which had defined its terms as:

"not to be concerned with training of professional artists as with the
fuller appreciation of art in all individuals." (66)

This really meant not just art education in schools but the entire cultural

spectrum of activity. In the introduction to the questionnaire, formulated by

the LJNESCO 'Committee of experts', in Paris, the term general education is

defined as "covering all age levels, that is the education of adults as well as

children."

One recommendation was the "immediate provision or recognition in each

member State of IJNESCO and United Nations of a national committee of arts

in General Education."

The Sydney conference established the first true federal platform for the

exchange of ideas on artsleducation and the papers of the Conference give a

picture of art education in Australia at that time. The conference convenors

were H.H. Missingham (Director of the Art Gallery of N.S.W.); John D. Moore

þainter and architect); Desiderius Orban (who had founded his own art school in

Sydney in 1941) and T. Wilson (educationalist). The interstate delegates, were
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Mr.Van Honrigh, senior lecturer, Queensland Teachers College; J. Dabron, art

supervisor, Education Department of N.S.W.; N. Carrole, education officer,

Edúcation Department of N.S.W.; D. Johnston, art inspector, Education

Department of Victoria; N. Jolly, assistant art inspector, Education

Department of Victoria; F. Millward-Grey, principal, South Australian School

of Art; J. Campbell, art supervisor, Education Department of W.A.;

Miss E. Bauld, senior art inspector, Education Department of Tasmania.

Each State representative gave a description of their art education

system. Some of the phrases used to describe their intentions are revealing.

Victoria stated that their system s'as concerned with 'making art a vital

subject of the curriculum' and their information sheet made much of the

government subsidy to purchase art works and prints for schools: provision of

works of art for schools was a relatively novel activity:

"from the point of view of the Education Department it is accepted that
contact with works of art and applied art is necessary, since it is not
enough to train the child's intellect, the aesthetic side of his nature must
be developed. Also, contact with pictorial art allows the child to develop
his growing sensitivity." (67)

The Victorian literature also emphasised the use of the National Gallery

loan picture schemes and the employment of an artist, Arnold Shore, as a guide

lecturer at the Gallery. The significance of establishment of the Herald Chair

of Fine Art (the first in Australia) at the University of Melbourne in 1947 was

also emphasised.

"Fine Art", the Education department's submission reads:

"is one of the concrete forms by which a nation er(presses its degree of
spiritual and cultural attainment, its effect upon individual character is
to enlarge the sympathies and refine the feelings. A close liaison is being
fostered by the new teaching in the fine arts with the more professional
training given to Technical and Art schools, and it is to be ercpected that
lectures given under the aegis of Professor Burke and accompanied by
reference to great works in the National Gallery (of Victoria) will be-of
direct benefit." (68)
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The Victorian Department of Education $'as right: the institution of the

Herald Chair at the University of Melbourne had far reaching benefits. As

Dr. Ursula Hoff pointed out in a paper 'Observations of Art History in

Melbourne, 1946-1964' :

"Burke, bound by the conditions of the Herald Chair, which demanded
service to the commr¡nity, always thought of himself as wearing the hat
of fine arts and not of Art History." (69)

Much of the work of the university department related to the works of art in the

collections of the National Gallery of Victoria and this helped to give greater

emphasis to the activities of art appreciation, history and criticism of art in

Victoria. Indeed, that emphasis was suggested in their submission to IINESCO,

as a key aspect of their art education system.

By contrast to this self-confident statement by the Victorian

department, South Australia's statement avoided issues of philosophy of art and

art theory and emphasised the mechanics of course structure: it could well have

been written by Gill. One section did read:

"The object of the art branch of the education department is to foster
and develop the cultural life of the people through a practical approach
to the study of art, thus awakening in their personalities a more
individual and sensitive appreciation either as performer-practitioners or
as laymen." (70)

The submission from New South Wales drew heavily on a confidential

report of a syllabus committee of the Education Department under the

Chairmanship of Frank Medworth, artist and head of East Sydney technical

school and Hal Missingham, director of the Art Gallery of N.S.W. They

emphasised that the status of art teachers must be raised, and that there should

be more specialist art teachers in secondary and primary education. Phrases

used included a call to:
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"encourage children to express fearlessly his e>rperiences and feelings ...
to preserve some part of the instructive emotion edsting in all young
children ...to equip the individual with standards of criticism in regard to
the visual arts ... It was also proposed that 'The syllabus' should not lay' down a specific course of study'', and that standardised methods should
not be encouraged." (71)

These comments betray the clear influence of the teachings and

philosophy of Herbert Read. Read, the most prolific writer of the period on art

and art education, had published his Education throuEúr art in 1943: in this

seminal work, as in his writings on Modern art, he argued for the reconciliation

of intuition and intellect through the visual arts, making quite clear his view

that an education that ignores the aesthetic activity is only a half education, or

no education at all. (72\

His basic argument was the Romanticist doctrine that:

"The age of science and the industrial society which through technology
has dehumanised man, have made for an increasing alienation of man
from the soil." (73)

It is apparent that Read's writings are the sources for the basic concepts

of N.S.W. art education policy. His works were widely quoted and summarised

in departmental education gazettes. Although in his writings on art education

Read quite specifically avoids dealing with the issue of the professional training

of artists, because his emphasis is on education by means of art, for this purpose

the issue of talent is considered as immaterial to programmes of general

aesthetic activity. Read's criticism and art theories drew heavily on the

German philosophic tradition, with a further element of recent psychoanalytic

theory. Jung's theories of archetlryes had a significant place in his writings and

Jungian rather than Freudian concepts were also most important in the work of

Surrealism's followers in post war European and American painting.
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Despite excluding the professional training for artists from his theorising,

Read's ideas showed the more erçerimental teachers of art the inadequacies of

the skill based methods of art education. (74)

The emphasis on encouraging self-expressiveness in the art practice for

children had introduced totally new needs for art education training beyond the

mere mechanical training of hand and eye skills. But whatever was said about

the aims of individuality and erçressiveness in art works, the evidence of

recorded examples of South Australia's art students' work in fine art þainting,

printmaking and sculpture) until the nineteen fifties, remains deeply rooted in

the imitative mode of the past courses. The importance of the LJNESCO

Conference and the growing influence of Herbert Read, lies in its validation of

the practice of art teaching in general and the emphasis on creativity in

particular. Although the evidence of the failure of art education to

significantly ameliorate the harsh criticism levelled at new, innovative,

individual or expressive work can be found easily in the letters to the editors'

column of the daily newspapers.

The A¡ts in South Ar¡stralia: a coming of age for the Art School

Nancy Cato writing of the arts in South Australia on the occasion of the

first Adelaide Festival, suggested that:

"After the 'Exposition', the next happening to flutter the dove-cotes on
North Terrace and set 'mother of ten' writing to the press in indignation
was the result of the first interstate Melrose prize ... won by Sydney
artist, Russell Drysdale, in 1949; and when it was h*9, and later
purchased, a file of hostile viewers streamed through the gallery to see
and revile it ....'(75)

She then went on to suggest that the late forties and early fifties European

invasion to Australia brought significant changes to the cultural milieu of

Adelaide:
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, "The Holocaust which brought so much suffering to displaced persons was
not an ill omen for Adelaide; every Pole or Ukranian or Austrian who
arrived seemed to be an artist." (76)

' Among the overseas born artists to settle in Adelaide were Polish artist

J.S.Ostoja-Kotkowski, L. and til. Dutkiewicz and S. Rapotec who all
'r.h

arrived,1949. However, the real effects of the invasion of new talent and the
I

slower absorption of new ideas of art and art training were not to be felt in

Adelaide, and in particular at the School of Art, until the end of the fifties.

Despite the changes within the Education Department resulting from the South

Australian Education Inquiry Committee (first report 1945), there was no major

alteration to the Art School's role or to its syllabus. There were, however, some

minor changes, for example in the range of correspondence courses conducted

by the School: by f 950 these included most of those technical subjects popular

with the part-time evening class students, (including many returned

service-men) and also those subjects relevant to teachers anxious to improve

their skill marks.

The subjects offered by correspondence in 1950 were as follows: they

had not changed for over half a century and many of the text books used had

been written by Gill:

Subjects
Building Drawing
Freehand Drawing
Object Drawing
Geometrical Drawing
Plant Drawing
Perspective
Design and Colour
Lettering
Blackboard Illustration
Dimensional Sketching

Grades
I, [.
I, U.
I, II.
I, II.
I, U.
I.
I, II.
I, II.
I, [.
I, [.
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These classes were available without fee to any departmental teacher or

probationary student. The courses lasted forty weeks. Many of the teachers

taking these correspondence classes had also taken blackboard illustration at the

summer schools. But in July, 1950, the Education Gazette announced that

freehand drawing was now to be deleted from the syllabus as the subjeót was no

longer required by the Education Department for any of the various teachers'

certificates, nor for the Public Examination Boards Leaving and Intermediate

Drawing. (77)

However, the status of art teaching qualifications was referred to in the

1950 annual report of the Minister of Education which read:

"Increased enrolments in primary and in secondary schools have led to an
increased demand for manual drawing classes. Existing centres are
becoming over-crowded. New workshops at technical schools are
helping to relieve the congestion, and steps have also been taken to
purchase a number of nissen huts and 'Kariscol' buildings for use as
normal lecturing centres and general craft rooms. For teachers of
manual training, domestic arts, drawing, dressmaking, millinery and
general craft a new teachers certificate has been instituted known as the
art and crafts teachers certificate. The qualifications for all these
specialist teachers have now been placed on an approximate level with
those of other teachers in the Department." (78)

In 1951 there was also the introduction of a primary teachers' drawing

certificate which included the two grades of object and plant drawing, design

and blackboard illustrating.

In 1953 the Girls Central Art School was affected by the raising of the

minimum age for enrolment to fifteen years. The enrolment in 1952 had been

53 (which was its normal average), but this dropped to 36 in 1953 and the annual

report of the Minister of Education for 1954 simply stated that:

"The Girls Central Art School established in 1932 as a branch of the
School of Arts and Crafts and functioning within that institution, ceased
to exist at the end of 1954, as the number of pupils was very small and
courses of a similar nature are available at Girls' technical schools." (78)
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It was true that somewhat similar courses were available at the Girls'

Technical Schools but it is clear from reading the school reports that the

School's own pride in its cultural ambience would probably have qualified it, at

least in the eyes of its supporters, as exemplifying Herbert Read's principle of

'Education through Art'. This ambience was not to be found elsewhere and the

G.C.A.S. could be said in its best aspects to approximate closely to the spirit of

the LJNESCO arts concept. Not only were numbers of pupils dwindling, but the

original staff were mostly at or close to retirement age. Mrs. Walloscheck had

been on half-time for some years, Mary P. Harris was sixty-four years old and

Gladys Good was also close to retirement age. The School, as a junior art

school, as suggested earlier, was unique if an anomaly: several of the State's

female artists came through its system and its inextricable links with the

'Senior'Art School made it a preparatory school for later art specialisation. Its

arllcraft employment success as detailed by Goodchild was notable, but its

general education could only at best be described as dilettante and

well-meaning but amateur.

Although the fifties have been described as a watershed, they were also

years in which moves towards a Ereatr.r professionalism and modernisation of

education were occurring. Under ex-soldier Director of Education Evan

Mander-Jones certain new initiatives were taken: these included the new

Teachers' Certificate, a formalising of the Technical Correspondence School,

and the setting up of a Visual Education Branch formed to take advantage of

new visual aid technology. (79)

Extending the Pike watershed view to art education, it could be said that

the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts had been in that stagnant
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condition for several decades: no major changes had taken place in syllabuses,

staffing or accommodation. The drawing courses instituted by Gill, and the

adoþtion of the graded categories of drawing - such as object drawing,

perspective, geometrical, etcetera - had remained the basis of art teacher

education throughout the first half of the twentieth century. However, the

craft areas had etçanded and in such areas as printmaking, needlework, china

painting and woodcarving, the School had established something of a national

reputation during the Howie years. Professional fine art itself had undergone

remarkable changes since the period when the conventions of traditional art as

exemplified by Heysen, Goodchild and the leading figures of Menzies'

'Australian Academy' were dominant.

Apart from the brief pockets of experimentation encouraged by the few

part-time members of staff to teach in an enlightened way, the South

Australian School of Arts and Crafts had ossified into post-war mediocrity. The

energy which most of the School staff had shown at various times seems to have

dwindled with the years of multi-level teaching. Millward Grey was in poor

health in the mid fifties and the Minister's report for 1956, recorded that:

"The principal was obliged by health to retire in July (1956) and his death
occurred six months afterwards. Mr. Millward Grey was Principal for l0
years and he did his utmost in the cause of art education. His successor
is Mr. K. Lamacraft, 8.4., Dip. Ed.." (80)

Colin Thiele's description of nineteen fifties education in South Australia as

being a watershed (81) if applied to the South Australian School of Arts and

Crafts, is relatively kind when compared to the comment of Elizabeth Young,

critic of the Advertiser, when she wrote that:

"Art education in South Australia had been moribr¡nd for some time."
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The situation was a consequence of an overall state of artistic and art

educational decay, the result of several decades of inadequate funding and

totâlly inadequate accommodation. Elizabeih Young went on to say that:

"The School of Arts and Crafts which in the past trained quite a few of
Australia's distinguished artists has so little to offer that advanced
students have been forced to leave the state in search of further
education." (82)

This, as has been suggested earlier, can be shown to be the case with

Lawrence Daws and Michael Shannon, both of whom went to Victoria to study.

The School had always received a considerable amount of press coverage and,

with successive prize givings and annual exhibitions occasioning comments about

the inadequacy of accommodation, the general public was becoming well as'are

of the difficulties under which the School laboured.

For nearly half-a-century press reports of the School had tended to be

euologistic but a much more direct and critical approach was to be for¡nd in the

press of the late fifties than in earlier decades, r¡nder such headings as 'Art

students dim view of frozen life classes', 'Conditions at Art School deplorable',

'South Australian Art School is Education's Garret', 'Neglected art', 'Show

disappointing', and 'Art Show is not exciting'. Between 1957 and 1959 the

Adelaide daily newspapers regularly report on the students' grievances. The

staff was generally silent, for they remained effectively muzzled from public

comment by Departmental regulations. (83)

In Ivor's Art Review: An Adelaide commentary on contemoorary art

affairs, February, L957 ,Ivor Francis, editor and for¡nder of this, littlest of little

magazines, had the following comments to make about the principalship of the

School of Arts and Crafts, when it was offered to a senior teacher, Kenneth

Lamacraft :
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"In spite of the public attention which has lately been focussed on the
alleged shortcomings of the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts,
and the demand for drastic remedies, the Education Department chose to
confine its call for a new Principal to teachers already within its
service. After due consideration, it selected the next art teacher in line
for promotion ... with the right man in charge, this school could attain a
very higlr standing among artists, even if the Education department did
nothing to give it higher official status ... ArI examination of the alleged
ills of the school might reveal that it has been suffering strangulation by
too much narrow administration and departmental regulation. The
full-time teaching staff has been dangerously lightened of mature and
enriched members in favour of yorurg but less ercperienced enthusiasts. In
some subtle way it has lost that small beginning of a tradition which it
had at one time begun to acquire. One even gets a suspicion that there is
now something tissy and infant-schoolish in its teaching approach. The
school does, indeed give an impression of having become 'womanish'.
This substitute for virility is a disease which always becomes manifest
under the artificial condition created when a departmental machine takes
over the function of personal leadership." (84)

and then, writing of both the principalship and the appointment of Nancy Cato

as art reviewer for the News, Francis goes on to say:

"Both these appointments represent an experiment by a neutspaper and an
Education Department to prove a theory, particularly dear to them, that
expert matters of art can be effectively handled by an intelligent
journalist and a properly trained and experienced teacher - in effect,
trained laymen - rather than by art erçerts." (85)

Apart from the sexist language used by Francis' depiction of the School

and its art as 'womanish', Francis seems to have understood the School's

problems. No longer a member of the Education Department himself (he was by

then a senior member of the A.B.C. Education Section), he, however, was one of

the few figures experienced as an artist and a teacher who was able to have an

independent platform, albeit of his own making.

Diplomas for Artists: A New Direction for the Art School

Lamacraft's principalship was short, but during his twelve months several

significant moves began to occur which effectively changed the School's
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direction. On the lTth July, 1956, a newly appointed School Council met for the

first time. The meeting was conducted by Mr. Inspector M.H. Bone and the

minutes recount that:

"The meeting was opened by Mr. Bone, in the absence of the
Superintendent of Technical Schools (Ivfr. J.S. Walker) ... IvIr. Bone's
remarks referred to the long history of the School, and to the role of the
School at present. He said the school had three main functions:

(a) Diploma training.
(b) Teacher education (the major commitment).
(c) Public Examination work.

... It was emphasised that the Department was looking to the council to
provide the expert advice which will keep the art education integrated
with industrial and commercial developments." (86)

In the following month the Minister of Education paid an official visit to

the school which was minuted as:

"This visit was the first inspection of the school by a Minister of
Education that has been recorded, and was most valuable. He was very
interested in the work being done by Emergency Teacher Trainees." (87)

The Diploma Course Programme had been planned by Millward Grey with

separate awards in Fine Arts, Commercial and Industrial Art and Art Teaching.

The Diploma course programme shows that the process of curriculum review

was under way, and institute status changes occurred which had considerable

significance to the professional education of artists. The following interstate

institutions had specialist fine art diploma courses: National Art School

(Sydney), Ballarat, Caulfield, Swinburne, R.M.I.T. and the National Gallery

School (Victoria). During the 1960s a total of 25 institutions were to offer

specialist Diplomas in Art. The model for these new diploma courses was the

British National Diploma in Design (N.D.D.) system (1946 to 1960) and the later

diplomas in art and design (1960 to L974). The course length for the National

Diploma in Design was 4 years, (2 years plus 2 years). The first 2 years
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led to the lntermediate Examination in Arts and Crafts, which comprised eight

subjects - drawing, anatomy, architecture, figure drawing, craft design,

modelling, pictorial composition and general knowledge (an art appreciation

course). The final 2 years allowed one or two subjects to be taken in depth. The

main difference between the Australian and the British system was that the

N.D.D. examinations were centrally administered and assessed. During the

initial discussions on Diploma Courses (in 1956), the South Australian staff had

referred to the issue of tertiary status and had been told quite firmly by

lnspector Bone (who regularly attended staff meetings as well as council

meetings) that:

"a more exacting standard of effort, punctuality and attendance is
necessary. This requires care in personal standards in these matters and
in teaching. The attitude of students to art depends on the teachers.
There is a tendency for art students to wander at will between this school
and the teachers college, and this must be countered (you) must be
strict.rl

Bone also expressed the view at a 1956 staff meeting that:

" . Make clear to art teachers that being
able to draw is not to be educated. They must accept a part in the
normal life of their schools." (88)

Although Inspector Bone did not attend all staff and council meetings

during 1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957, he was present on several occasions and made

his views felt in the period of preparation for the new diploma course. At the

staff meeting of 26th October, 1955, the details of the Victorian Art Diploma

were discussed and also the possibility of loss of students to interstate courses

when the issue of standards was raised for the full-time Diploma Course. Bone

pointed out:

"That students must and will happily work long hours." (89)

During the period 1954 to 1958, the minutes of both staff and council

meetings suggest that discussions were focussed on tigtrter control, discipline

and timetable issues, rather than content of courses.
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Perhaps the most telling indication of the manner in which Departmental

control had made clear that the School of Arts and crafts was not viewed as of

tertiary status (salaries etcetera apart) occurs in the minutes of staff meetings

of 6th May, and 27thMay,1958. On the 6th May it was recorded that the

School would make a sketching visit to Hardy's vineyard, Mclaren Vale; but on

the 27l}l, it was reported that the visit was cancelled owing to Departmental

regulations against such visits.

The 'News' of 30th May carried a story under the heading: "No room at

School so party in cellar": it recounted how the students, unable to find space in

the overcrowded school for their end-of-term party, held it in Nellie Dowd's

'Studio Supper Club'. The reporter followed up an earlier 'News' article by Ted

Smith and an editorial which had strongly criticised the 'overcrowded,

ramshackle conditions' at the School and condemned its present secondary

school status. The article continued:

"Mr. Tom Mclntee, 28 year-old diploma student, said, it was about time
someone exposed conditions at the school. There are many students who
want to make art their career. The present set-up doesn't give them a
fair go." (90)

He gave an instance of the ludicrous situations caused by the secondary school

classification:

"We were to have inspected a Mclaren Vale Winery today as a class
project and to gather data to enable students to enter this year's wine
label competitions ... the visit was cancelled by the Education
department because they have a rule that school children cannot be
shown over premises where alcoholic drinks are made. If the School were
given University status, as suggested by Ted Smith we would not then be
treated as school children."

He added:

"I don't know of anywhere else in the world where art teaching and art
students are held down to juvenile level." (91)
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The Principal, who reported the cancellation of the visit, was the newly

arrived Paul Beadle. Mr. Lamacraft resigned on 23rd April, 1957, after less

than one year in the post: he had taken up the post of Chief of the Division of

Technical Education in the Territory of Papua and New Guinea. During the

following months Douglas Roberts was acting principal. The resignation of

Lamacraft gave the department the opportunity to reconsider the School's

position, and especially the status of the Principal. The build-up of criticism

of the School and its accommodation was starting to have some effect on the

Department's perception of the School. In the Minister of Education's annual

report for the year L957, the announcement was made of a name change.

After 52 years as the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts it was

proposed to change the name to 'South Australian School of Art'. The

Minister's report also claimed that:

"The School is now becoming more of an institution for higher studies:
much of the more elementary work which has hitherto been taught at the
school is becoming less necessary with the expansion of art teaching." (92)

The three distinct areas of the School's activities - applied art, fine art

and teacher training were eventually (1961) to become separated into different

awards and later (1970) different staff. But for the greater part of its history

the breadth of activity called for from most full-time staff resulted in

pedagogical hybridisation which drained the creative vitality of the staff. Not

until 1960 could it be said that the staff of the School had any real fine art

reputation beyond South Australia.

The School's position by 1958 was on the verge of its greatest changes

yet, with the promise of new positions at lecturer level, and of new positions of

senior lecturer and Vice Principal: as well as the commitment to a new building

the South Australian School of Art seemed on the verge of a totally new era.
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In terms of status as practising artists, the following full and part-time

staff - Udo Selbach, Alexander Leckie, Josephine Caddy, Dora Cant,

w. Dutkiewicz, John Dowie, Jacqueline Hick, P.D. Roberts and the principal -
all had artistic reputations which reached beyond Adelaide: some through their

earlier exhibiting careers with the C.A.S.

The full-time staff of the South Australian School of Art, at the time of

the move to North Adelaide was as follows:

Status age in 196l

Principal
Paul Beadle
age 43 gear.s

Vice PrincipaT
D.Bettany
age 42 years

Senior Lecturer
P.D. Roberts
age 42 year,s

G.Samstag
age 55 year,s

Lecturer
U. Sellbach
age 34 years

A. Smith
age 37 year^s

Frances Figwer
age 46 years

A. Leckie
age 29 year.s

G. Wilson
age 44 years

R. White
age 40 year,s

Appointment
Date Oualification and previous oosition

1958 Studied Copenhagen and Central School
London, Lecturer East Sydney Technical
College, Newcastle Art School

1961 N.D.D. A.T.D. T.C. South Shields S\ro.À
of Art, United Kingdom.

1956 T.C. Dip Art Teaching, Secondary Schools.

1961

1961

1956

1961

Fine Art Diploma, Cologne. Lecturer R.M.I.T.
appointed to specifically establish graphic
art section.

1961 Teachers Certificate, Adelaide Teachers
College, transfer to South Australia. 1l years
secondary school.

1961 Master Degree (Poland). Practising designer.

A.N.A. (US) Practising artist, Lecturer
R.M.I.T.

Pos-t Graduate Diploma, Glasgow, practising
artist in ceramic factory.

Diploma in Art 1961. Transfer from Boys
Technical High School.

Teachers Certificate. Transfer from Boys
Technical High School. Dip in Art (1958):
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Charles Kemp
(Franz Kempf)
age 45 gear.t

Helen Mclntosh
age 46 years

Josephine Caddy
age 45 gears

Dora Cant
age 44 year.s

Margaret Douglas
age 38 gears

J. Dowie
age 46 gears

l96l Two years National Gallery School.
Technical Teachers Training College (Vic),
previously lecturer RMIT, overseas graphic
design e:ç.

1961 Diploma in Art Teaching (1989) overseas
teaching, S.A. High Schools, transfer.

l96f Diploma in Art, Edinburgh, A.T.D. l6 years
Scottish Secondary School teaching.

1954 Studied Architecture, South Australian
School. School of Art courses and overseas
Practising sculptor.

196l Diploma of Art (Vancouver) studied Canada
and UK practising artist, part-time teaching.

1960 Teachers Certificate,practising artist,
part-time teacher.

As the brief details above show the School was still influenced by education

department preference for transferring art teachers from secondary schools.

However, key appointments had been made of overseas/interstate trained

artists, which provided the basis for a deeper commitment to the professional

training of artists and designers. The age profile is rather narrow, but to some

extent this must also reflect the absence of specialist diploma courses in fine

art for local art students.

By the middle of the nineteen sixties recent ex South Australian students

were being appointed or transferred to posts in the school.

196l: Professional Maturity at its Centenar¡r

After 1961, a student entering the School was tobe for the first time in the

School's history offered a teaching programme planned to equip them for a

professional career as artist, art teacher or designer. Until that point all

enrolments were for single subjects, each rewarded by an individual certificate.
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The institution of the three year full-time diploma cor¡rses in fine arts,

advertising art and art teaching was the single most important step in the

Schôol's advancement in professional status. ïVhen the post of principal was

advertised in the November, L957 edition of the e¿ucation Cazette the salary

was given as 1,902 pounds per annum, rising to 1,952 pounds. According to the

'News', Paul Beadle, the successful applicant, was selected from nineteen

applicants from all over Australia. Beadle, at that time, was Head of the School

of Art at Newcastle Technical College. Ruth Tuck, in interview, recalled that

she had studied and worked as a teacher at Newcastle School of Art at a period

when Beadle was teacher in charge of art studies. She had seen him make

drastic changes to create a first-rate and professional school so that when she

heard that the Education Department had only received very poor applications

for the post, she went down to the Department and suggested that they invite

Beadle to apply ... which they did. (93)

Ivor Francis' announcement of Beadle's appointment came at the end of a

short piece about the School in which he recalled a golden age, unspecified, but

probably 1942-43. He wrote:

"At the School's zenith, when its annual exhibitions were a stupendous
event that exuded an infectious spirit of work, joy and hard, solid
teaching, and needed days to inspect thoroughly, there could be found in
the one exhibition such a bevy of students' names as Hele, Mainwaring,
Dowie, Chapman, Dallwitz, Adams, Hick, Fehlberg, Adolfson, Bell,
Roberts, Keene, Smart, Tuck and others. Undoubtedly, because of the
then adult outlook of the school and its staff, these students enjoyed a
rich cultural background which included an enthusiastic interest in the
arts of poetry, music, and drama. No wonder they became closely
involved with r¡niversity students of their own age with a similar outlook,
so that through their influence, art became a university-student activity,
poetry and composing an art school student's activity and rare evenings
of creative work the order of the day for all.

This is no longer possible. One only has to see the type of student now
handled by the school to realise why.
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An art school stands or falls on the quality of its Fine Art Teaching; it is
from this source that it derives the creative drive to animate all its other
departments. Public examinations' work, teacher training and diploma
courses must, of course, be the best that can be provided ... but their
rightful place should be subsidiary and incidental to the school's true aim
of teaching the practice and appreciation of art." (94)

Francis then went on to say that Beadle's appointment was significant

because he was first and foremost a practitioner of high merit. The concept of

fine art as being central to art school courses remained current world-wide until

the post 1968 period, after which design schools, especially in England, rejected

the notion. Beadle brought a new philosophy from Newcastle. He was

committed to professional practice and encouraged it for his staff. He had not

qualified as an art teacher but as a sculptor and modeller. After war service in

the Royal Nary he was appointed to the National Art School as a lecturer in

sculpture; a school with a strong tradition in three dimensional studies. He also

wrote as an art critic (Sydney Morning Herald and &$ Adelaide), and in his

writings he promoted contemporary art.

His firm commitment to art practice gave him a status and authority

greater than that enjoyed by any of his predecessors (save Gill).

Although Beadle was only to hold his post for three years before being

appointed to the Chair of Fine Art at the University of Auckland, his term of

office consolidated the changes initiated under Millward Grey and Lamacraft

and built them into a revived institution with, for the first time in its century

old history, its own purpose-built accommodation.

Ironically, Beadle, the first truly innovative principal since Gill, and the

first fully practising fine artist (excepting John Christie Wright), was criticised

as an iconoclast by fourteen of fifteen ex-members of staff and ex-students

interviewed during this study. Any specific complaints that were made, whose
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veracity could be checked, proved to be slanderously misleading. One

interviewee said that rthe Girls Central Art School was destroyed by Paul

Beadle': in fact the Girls Central Art school had closed three years before

Beadle was appointed. (95) Another complaint was that he had closed down the

antique classes and smashed all the plaster casts whereas, in fact, the antique

classes continued until some time after Beadle left, and many plaster casts were

still in existence more than a decade later. The reason for quoting these

examples, apart from casting doubt on the value of relying too heavily on oral

history, is to show that one normalisation process which seems to recur

throughout the history of schools of art, is a tendency to revert to modified

academicism following any period of change in course content. Indeed, a case

can be made that art schools favour conservatism even if they are private art

schools, but particularly so if they are award granting State institutions, which

inevitably carry a heavier superstructure. As a result, artistic change seems to

become associated with iconoclasm, (as occurred in Modernist art practice).

Involved with the South Australian School of Art printmaking department

in the f 960-1963 period was the Chicago born Charles Reddington. Reddington

had studied at the University of Chicago and the Chicago Art Institute.

Although Reddington returned to the United States in 1963, he brought a direct

line to the most recent tendencies in American 'Vanguard' art. A further North

American graduate on the staff was Mrs. Jo Caddy, a Vancouver trained

portraitist of distinction.

In the years 1956 to 1962 North America, and in particular New York,

was considered to be the source of almost all new art. Althougtr this can be

shown to be a Ereat over-simplification of art history, not unrelated to the

propagandist needs of the Cold War period, there is no doubt that the fine art
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students at the South Australian School of Art between 1958 and 196l were

introduced to the latest ideas in European and North American art through their

oveiseas trained or experienced lecturers appointed by Beadle. Under Beadle's

influence the works in the School exhibition began to bristle with

self-confidence, the printmaking department r¡nder' 'Sellbach and Schepers

being the spearhead of this thrust into truly Modernist art. But, as Alison

Carroll in her comprehensive survey catalogue 'South Australian Graphic Art'

points out, the newly inaugurated Printmaking Department and its offshoot, the

South Australian Graphic Art Society (Founded 1961), tended to decline by 1964.

"It was", she wrote, "after all the early 1960's and Adelaide somewhat
isolated. Information in relative terms was hard to get and the amount
of energy needed to set up and maintain such a re-awakening of vision,
enormous." (96)

This is a characteristic problem of the provincialist artist and art institution.

Beadle, in a short while, did much to raise the public perception of the

School: in addition to his formal duties as principal he had become the art critic

of the 'MaLl'. As art critic he wrote lively and well informed criticism, but

some indication of the response to the man and his views can be gained from an

article and interview which appeared in the 'News' of 28th January, 1961, where

he was described as:

"Not the sort of person to leave unsaid those things which ought to be
said ... Paul Beadle ex art teacher, sculptor, ex royal Nary sub mariner ...
since settling in Australia after World lffar II ... has discharged several
well aimed patterns of metaphorical torpedoes at the art establishment."
(e7)

When the author of the article questioned the newly appointed Professor of Fine

Art about art schools, Beadle's reply read:
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"The private schools in Sydney, and one gallery in Victoria, have made a
tremendous contribution to the history of Australian art, but they are at
a great disadvantage because they are not subsidised. The state schools
are run by the various educational departments, and they have very little
freedom. Usually these schools are administered by well meaning
officers of the public service who, in some cases know nothing about the
subject. This approach means that development of painters and sculptors
is retarded in Australia because there is a tendency for art schools to be
run in a stereotyped fashion. All of the art schools need new blood from
overseas to stimulate their work. The shackles must be removed and
vigorous men must be appointed." (98)

Beadle had certainly done his best to follow his own advice in respect

of appointments at the South Australian School of Art. Largely through his

influence, the School developed a printmaking course of national status. The

lecturer in charge was Udo "Sellbach. Sellbach, born and trained in Cologne,

was, until 1959, the art master at St. Peters College and he, with his wife Karin

Schepers, also Cologne trained, and Jacqueline Hick, set up a comprehensive

multi-print media workshop at the School of Art. As a student at the time,

Dick Richards related:

"It felt more like an artist's studio than an art school." (99)

By comparison the earlier art rooms with their wide range of pupils,

often taking different courses in the space, were more like school rooms, with

work having to be cleared away immediately a class concluded. In no way could

they be seen as resembling artistsr studios, a disadvantage as artists and art

students need to maintain their work references by displaying work in progress.

In the earlier ceramics, woodcarving and printing studios, however, continuity of

specialised use was maintained as far as $'as possible.

The years between 1957 and 1961, although identified with markedly

more innovative approaches in teaching, were not always marked by innovative

decision making processes of the Education Department. Beadle's 'torpedoes'

were not to be fired by his successor. In July 1961, after receiving nineteen
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applications for the post of principal, the Education Minister, Mr. Pattinson,

announced the appointment of Mr. A.E. Sierp as Principal. [n some respects

Sierp was an art teacher cast in the H.P. Gill mould.

Sierp had been Inspector of Art with the Department since 1957. He was

a competent draughtsman and author of textbooks on perspective drawing. His

attitude to the School waS clearly revealed in his earlier dealings with the staff

as inspector. It is also noticeable that many of the l96l appointments to staff

followed the earlier practice of transferring successful secondary school art

teachers. The new building in Stanley Street, North Adelaide was already

underway when he took up his appointment in July, 1961. (100) Two years later

it was to be opened by the Governor of S.4., Lieutenant General Sir Edwin

Bastyan, and Sierp had already resigned to return to the appointment of

Inspector of Art.

But the move to North Adelaide, with its bonus of space and facilities,

did immediately solve the School's accommodation problem, if not its status

battles with the Department of Education.

The South Australian School of Art had become as anomalous in its

relationship to other Departmental Institutions as the late Girls Central Art

School was in its relationship to high schools and to the South Australian School

of Arts and Crafts.

The changes in course structure $rere to result in the formalising of the

three strands of art education: teacher training, design and fine art, and they

were the first true full-time courses of professional training in art in South

Australia.

However, an examination of the syllabus material reveals that the

courses were not based on any overall concept of art educational methodology in

preparation for careers as artists, designers or art educators, but were based on

individual, media-specific courses of painting, sculpture or printmaking. The
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faults of the old system were retained and a case could be made to show that

the new courses were divisive and not cohesive. The different strands were

linked through a continuing belief in the value of drawing, and some recognition

of the value of art history (not analytical art history).

It would seem likely that not until the nineteen eighties, with the growth

of Federal and State funding for the arts, the associated developments of public

art programmes, commercial sponsorship programmes, the community art

movement, artists in schools' programmes and the artists' co-operatives could a

professional training in art be said to lead to genuine possibilities of a career in

the visual arts, and yet, as the recent studies on artists' incomes have shown,

the reward system is still inadequate.

The early Colonial comments about the economics of a career in art

which have been quoted elsewhere in this study still hold true at the time of

writing, but the situation has been ameliorated by the various funding and

support programmes.

The early nineteen sixties have been chosen as the point at which to

conclude this study; the removal of the School to its first purpose-built

accommodation, and the institution of full-time courses of Diploma level study

providing an appropriate point of conclusion.

At the time of its opening in 1963 the purpose built school in Stanley

Street, North Adelaide was considered by its staff to be the best equipped in

Australia.

As no other Australian school occupied modern purpose built buildings it

is likely that their opinion was correct. The school had been accommodated in

the Extribition Building in North Terrace for almost 72 yearc. The new building

had 30 main rooms, including 27 studios and classrooms, an exhibition gallery, a

lecture theatre and a specialist art library. On the top floor a studentsf
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cafeteria was provided. When the Governor of South Australia, His Excellency

Lieutenant-General Sir Edric Bastyan opened the building on the

15th November, 1963 the full-time teaching staff numbered 21 with 15 visiting

lecturers. The total enrolment for 1963, the school's 102nd year of existence,

was 236 students taking the four year Diploma course and 828 part-time

students. By 1967 the full-time enrolment stood at 378, of which 238 were art

teaching students; 37 advertising art; 50 fine art þainting and sculpture) and 53

were first year studies students.

First year students were by then taking a common course, which in

intention approximated the foundation studies cor¡rses that had been introduced

into British art colleges during the early 1960s, partly as a result of the

Coldstream and Summerson committees reports. The teaching methodology of

these common, foundation, or basic design, first year studies courses were in

most instances project based and leaned heavily on the Bauhaus style of

teaching. They were claimed to be diagnostic and essentially foundation courses

but they \vere, in effect, courses based on the principles of early Modernist

abstract -art. However, the syllabus for the South Australian School of Art in

1963 reveals a much more episodic course structure changed little from that of

a century earlier.

Not until 7970, with the appointment of new staff to this course, did the

common course match its U.K. counterpart. In the first yeat, common course

students took ten subjects per week divided as follows - 2 hours per week spent

on each of the following: history of art, anatomy, perspective, lettering, general

drawing; 4 hours per week spent on the following: life drawing, general painting,

pictorial composition design. This course remained unchanged during the sixties.
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The South Australian School of Art in the Sixties

By 1963 the South Australian School of Art had been running diploma

courses for five years. During that time seventy-seven diplomas had been

awarded, and of these fifty were in art teaching, sixteen in advertising, ten

in painting, and one in sculpture. Amongst those awarded the teaching

diplomas, sixteen were staff who were teaching on the course. These included

the Inspector of Art H.J. Bailey, and staff members R.C. Bell, C.J. Burfield, D.

Dallwitz, K. Lamacraft, Helen Mclntosh, P.D. Roberts, A. Sierp, A.C. Smith,

R.G. White and G.R. Wilson, all awarded in 1958, the first year of the awards.

There was an overlap of staff and studios so that most of the full-time

staff taught students on all three courses, and studios were used for fine art,

advertising design and teacher training.

The courses were of four years duration (the teaching course had initially

been three) and all included a first year common course. This common course

approximated the United Kingdom's two year intermediate course; and life

painting and life drawing were allowed the greatest time allocation of six hours

each per week.

Staffing in 1963 comprised sixteen full-time (S-fine art; 7-aft teaching;

4-advertising art) and ten part-time staff.

The new building enabled several new initiatives, perhaps the most

significant being the provision of a gallery space which allowed the school to

organise art exhibitions and to make much more of the student extribitions. The

Royal South Australian Society of Arts was no longer needed as the venue for

extribitions. As the staff of the School had become more progressive in their

artistic practice, the traditional links with the State's main exhibiting society

were severed. The Society had, by the mid 1960s, become very conservative.
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It can be seen from the numbers of students enrolled in the separate'

courses that fine art, painting and sculpture comprised less than twenty percent

of the School's work. This would always have been so, and yet, so persistont is

the notion that fine art, and painting in particular, is lhe only proper form of art

study that not only is the status of art teaching and design teaching consistently

downgraded or denigrated but fine art teaching often itself suffers from a lack

of critical awareness. Much fine art teaching, by appealing only to conservative
to

art traditions, had failed to respond'changing art concepts. And yet, when the

Modernist movement first emerged in the teaching of certain South Australian

School of Art staff members, it polarised the School's methodology into a

tradition versus innovation conflict without the opportr¡nity to examine the

values of both traditions. (In this respect the School resembled the National

Gallery School in Victoria).

The new appointments, initiated by Beadle, and continued by P.D.

Roberts, resulted in students at the school, during the nineteen sixties, being

presented with the accumulated effects of fifty years worth of fine art

innovation. The Modernist movement in art, had, because of World War II,

shifted its (notional) headquarters to North America, and New York in particular.

For a brief period (1961-f 963) the South Australian School of Art had on

its staff three artists (Reddington, Samstag, Caddy) who had worked and trained

in the United States and Canada. The predominant artistic influence at that

time was the New York School of Abstract Expressionism.

An examination of photographs of final year students' diploma

exhibitions, taken between 1963 and 1973 has suggested to me that each and

every 'new' artistic fashion emerging from New York has been chronicled in art

students' work in South Australia.
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Aping these styles could be seen as the normalising procedure of

collegiate art making, for what the art courses actually achieve is a training or

socialising procedure for the dominant orthodo>ry. The South Australian School

of Art proceeded, like most art schools, to replace one tradition with another.

No longer in thrall to the rigid conservatism of South Kensington, a new style

predominated. (10f)

But despite this enthusiastic embracing of contemporary art imagery

certain key subjects remained within the syllabus. Life drawing and painting

were the most significant.

The persistence of the life drawing tradition in art education is an

intriguing topic and well worthy of serious research. As American artist Ron

Kitaj wrote regarding the nude drawings of Degas inËti"t. entitled, 'Why draw
I

the nude?"

"Cezanne said a great sensibility is the condition most favourable to any
beautiful conception of art, and: The most seductive element in art is
the personality of the artist himself. Sensibility and personality.
\ilhereas in our time, one can easily imagine a sensibility, a personality in
art not given to drawing the nude, during the lifetime of Degas and in the
youth of Picasso and Mondrian for that matter (.. while Degas was still at
work), there was no other way to proceed, no other way to begin." ...
"Artists draw the nude now (1988) for very simple and very complex
reasons. Simple, because it seems always to have been done . Complex,
because one is weighed down with psychological and culturalbaggage
which both inhibits and excites the urge to supplant what has happened
so far." (102)

It seems that the Modernist drive to supplant what has happened before

based on the concepts of progress implicit in avant gardeism has, as its root

difference to conservatism, the word 'supplant'.

To H.P. Gill, the models could not be supplanted, only copied; but to the

early Australian Modernist artists and teachers such as George Bell in

Melbourne, Dorrit Black in South Australia, or Frank Hinder and

Frank Medworth in Sydney the models s¡ere to be challenged and perhaps

supplanted.
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The life model provided the opportunity for teachers and students to hold

up standards for comparison provided by both nature and art, and to explore the

artîstsf and students'own sensibility and personalities. The same could of course

be said for other fashionable subjects for art - the landscape and the still life.

But by 1960 both these subjects had ceased to be relevant to the concensus of

comtemporary artists. The leading American and European artists of that

period were abstract artists.

Only with the development in the late sixties of more socially based

subject matter, and the supportive theorising of Marxist critics, was the

figurative mode of art imagery to re-appear.

Life drawing taught certain eyelhand coordination skills, painting from

the life taught craft skills of colour mixing and paint application, but to the

students intent on making art which looked like þut did not supplant) Modern

art, life drawing was considered as irrelevant as Gill's South Kensington

geometrical drawing.

During the nineteen sixties the professional training of artists had to face

the inheritance implicit in the conflicts of the tradition versus innovation

debates. Art, being by no means a well regulated profession, is a very elusive

activity, and it follows that as art education has long been a contentious subject

characterised by the conflicting attitudes and belief systems which it has

initiated and continues to generate, then the conflicts in art have their

repurcussions on artist training.

The South Australian School of Art might have given the appearance of

being a school concerned with artist training but the evidence suggests

otherwise.
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It was a small school, catering for a relatively small community. Like

most provincial art schools for most of its history, its predominant role was in

artisan training and teacher training, with a certain amount of attention paid to

art as a civilizing leisure activity.

Only with the post 1958 Diploma courses could the School be said to be

addressing the issues of a professional trainingL art. Opportunities for artists

were increasing in Australia during the nineteen sixties. The appearance ln1962

of Bernard Smith's Australian Paintins Eave a nerv sense of purpose and identity

to Australian artists.

Smith identified indications that Australia's provincial situation, though

continuing to prevail, was being transformed and that nascent metropolitan

situations of its own were beginning to occur.

The migrant artists of the fifties, especially those from Central and

Eastern Europe, played a very major part in bringing a new arüareness of art as a

professional, lifetime activity to Australia. Art history scholars such as

Ursula Hoff (b.1909), Franz Phillip (19L2-1970), Gertrude Langer, and

George Berger added stature to Australian art writing and art history.

As Smith also points out, there was a complementary movement to the

Australian artisttlnd art students' overseas visits which resulted in various short

term visits from overseas artists and writers (including Sir Herbert Read in

le63).

Art dealing in Australia became a growth activity, as did the institution

of cash prizes in art. Major prizes such as the Helena Rubinstein prize

(established 1958), Georges Invitation prize (established 1963), Transfield prize

(established 1961), and the Cornell prize administered by the C.A.S. in South

Australia all contributåg to the increasing professionalism of art in Australia.
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All these factors made it possible for a fine art student in 1963 to

seriously contemplate the possibility of a career as a practising artist.

' However, it was as unrealistic in 1963 to consider that possibility

unsupported by alternative funding (part-time teaching etcetera) as it had been

when Charles Hill set up his art school more than a century before.

Students on the advertising diploma course found work, as did the

teaching diploma students, but the students undertaking the diploma studies in

painting were producing their art works speculatively. Kym Bonython opened

his North Adelaide Gallery specialising in Contemporary Australian art in 1960.

It was only a short distance from the site of the new buildings of the South

Australian School of Art, and it provided a crucial model of professionalism for

intending young artists. Several of the South Australian School of Art

ex-students were to initiate their extribiting careers at the Gallery. For a young

artist just out of the School of Art, exhibiting with Bonythonrs Gallery, showing

work interstate, and travelling overseas were to become essential criteria for

appointment as part-time teachers at the School of Artrvalued more highly than

formal qualifications. The few interstate and overseas staff appointments such

as, Leckie, Reddington, Samstag, Sellbach did not stay in South Australia long,

although Samstag remained at the School until 1970. By 1966 most of the highly

experienced and trained staff who had been appointed to initiate the new

diploma course had left to work interstate.

ln1962 Alexander Leckie, lecturer in Ceramics and sculpture, was

dismissed for swimming nude in the Torrens River, but in interview he claims

that the real reason for his dismissal was his criticism of educational policies

and working conditions at the art school.
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He said.

"I worked for a short time in pottery here, and then became a teacher at
the South Australian School of Art. I was a lecturer there until recently.
That was about six years in all. During that time I'd had considerable
troubles with the Education Department because of disagreements over
the teaching of students and the types of courses which, in my opinion,
weren't realistic with the needs of the twentieth century.

I was eventually dismissed fóìm that position because unfortunately I
gave the Education Department some cause; I got involved in a little
episode of swimming in the River Torrens in the nude, and I got involved
in a police action; and, of course, this was the ideal opportunity for the
Department to get rid of a very bad influence in the school and in the
community." (103)

The Principal of the School at that time was A. Sierp who was a firm

disciplinarian. In the following year he returned to the Department as an

Inspector for Art in Schools. During the 1960s the staff who joined the School in

the place of such lecturers as Leckie, Reddington, and Samstag were mainly the

School's oriln very recent students. These include the following, most of whom

had only one or two years secondary school teaching experience before joining

the staff:

A. Bishop, appointed L964 - studied S.A.S.A. Diploma in Art Teaching, 1963;

G. Brown, appointed 1962 - studied S.A.S.A. (and London Central School),
qualified 1960;

I. Chandler, appointed 1970 - studied S.A.S.A. Diploma in Fine Art,1962;

B. Goddard, appointed 1963 - studied S.A.S.A. Diploma in Art Teaching, 1960;

V. Kapociunas, appointed L966 - studied S.A.S.A. Diploma in Fine Art, 1965.

Ann Newmarch, appointed L969 - studied S.A.S.A. Diploma in Teaching, 1963.

In addition to the above an increase in student numbers during the late sixties

also resulted in further appointments in the fine arts areas and five interstate

candidates were selected. These included the following:

O. Broughton, - studied sculpture, East Sydney Technical School, appointed
August L962;

C.J. Hardy, - Diploma in Art, R.M.I.T., appointed February 1966;
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M. Lyle, - Studied sculpture at R.M.I.T., appointed Novembet,1962.

T. lilaller, - Studied Diploma in Art, Diploma in Painting, Tasmania, appointed
January, 1968.

R. Hawke, - Studied painting at National Art School, appointed August 1969.

The continuing appointment of staff from one's own institution whilst

suggesting confidence in the institution's courses, also continues the

self-perpetuating system seen during the Gill and the Howie eras. Beadle's

appointment had been a turning point, but his initiatives were not sustained.

But as suggested earlier, the South Australian School of Art was a small

school. How, then, did it compare during the 1960s with other schools of art in

other States?

A study produced in the early 1970s by M. Wookey the Senior Projects

Officer of the recently formed Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council, is

helpful. (104)

Questionnaires were sent to the 26 Australian institutions offering full

length tertiary art and design courses and specialist art teacher training

courses. The South Australian School of Art was the only institution offering

such courses in South Australia. New South Wales had six; Queensland three;

Tasmania two; Victoria twelve; and Western Australia had one.

The survey looked at subject range, student numbers, school

management, access to facilities ie. staff, approximate areas and space

available, etcetera. South Australia offered fewer subject areas than any other

state, but had more total enrolments than Tasmania, although fewer than all

other states. The tables representing actual and desirable working areas
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indicated that space allocated in the South Australian School of Art was close to

the mean average of actual areas for all other schools, but in all cases this was

estimated as only half or one third of what was considered desirable. The length

of South Australian courses was four years of full-time study compared with

three in Victoria and Tasmania, but four in New South Wales. The number of

applicants for each place, where shown, suggested that one in ten applicants

gained a place at Sydney's Alexander Mackie College, one in five at the

National Art School, Sydney whereas one in three applicants at the South

Australian School of Art would be granted a place.

The conclusions which can be drawn are that it was easier to get into the

South Australian School of Art, a student would take a further year to gain the

same qualifications as a student in Victoria, that a student at the South

Australian School would have to put up with only half the desirable working

space, as would art students in all other art schools.

The important issues of time allocation and staff/student ratios were not

addressed in the survey. The survey was useful and led to a much more

substantial study during the nineteen seventies.

The only schools of tertiary art education in Australia which could

realistically claim to be predominantly concerned with the professional

education of artists remained the National Art School (East Sydney Technical

School) Sydney and the National Gallery School (Victorian College of the Arts)

in Melbourne.

If the South Australian School of Art had not been transferred to the

Education department in 1909 it is possible that it might have made more

emphasis on the fine art training. With its close links to the Art Gallery of

South Australia it could have more closely followed the model of the National

Gallery School.
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If the Art School had retained and consolidated its autonomy, like the

School of Mines (South Australian Institute of Technology), it would then have

beeir much stronger institutionally.

As it was, it became for over fifty years, simply another school of the

Education Department. And yet, in a subtle, almost unintentionally subversive

manner the stability and social respectability that the School's major purpose as

a teacher training institute had given it, rendered it less vulnerable to outside

pressures (as shown by its remaining relatively unaffected by the Depression

years), and made it possible for the more modernist elements to survive and thus

allow the emergence of a small group of professional artists.
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CIIAPTER 8

AF-IERWORD: 1963 to 1991

When formalised state art education was initiated in Britain and Europe

during the nineteenth century there \ilas no clear demarcation between

separate levels of art education. The relationship between art education in

elementary schools and colleges and schools of art was ill defined: in many

publications of the British Science and Art department post school and school

levels were treated as one. The documentation of the South Australian

Education Department was remarkably similar in this respect, up to and

including the nineteen sixties.

By the early nineteen seventies the issue, of professional artist training

was considered to be of sufficient national importance for the Australian

National Advisory Committee of UNESCO to recommend, through its

Committee for the Visual Arts, the holding of a seminar on the professional

training of the artist. Because this was the first such federal seminar it is

worthy of note as an indication of changes in attitude towards the profession of

art and art training

The Committee held a seminar from 28th August to 2nd September, 1969

in the National Gallery of Victoria to discuss the conditions under which ì

creative artists might best be trained and to make recommendations to

governments for the implementation of the funding. (1)

As the Seminar progressed it became generally acknowledged that in

some States there was a need for a total re-examination from first principles.

An Australian Association of teachers in Art and Design (AATADE) was formed

and organised conferences and annual meetings for some years.
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In the summaries of Addresses given at the conference, Douglas Roberts

of South Australia emphasised that recurrent themes were that:

(Ð There was a need for research to find out what courses are actually
required.

(iÐ fine art training is essential for all other art courses.

(iiÐ the U.K. introduction of Diplomas in Art and Design has carried
with it the dangers of linking art schools with polytechnics which
could become second class universities under control of a local
authority.

(iv) the independence of individual schools must be assured. (2)

Lenton Parr, Head of Prahran Technical School in his paper emphasised that:

(1) there is a need for smaller schools expressly intended only to
educate professional fine artists in which can occur a more
intimate and profound working relationship between teaching
artists and students than the college methods can easily provide. (3)

(iÐ any school must be founded upon the understanding that artists are,
of necessity individuals. Individuality is the artists stock-in-trade.

(iiÐ a need exists for a program of conducted research into the
fundamentals of art educationboth at the secondary level and at
the level at which the specialised education of the professional
artist takes place. (4)

Paul Beadle, Professor of Fine Arts, University of Auckland, New

Zealand spoke about the courses at the Elam School of Fine Arts and

recommended that the seminar could profitably explore the advanÌage to the

professional artist of establishing University Art Schools.

The Seminar looked at such specific topics as entry requirements, first

year studies, accommodation etcetera. But in the light of the area covered in

this thesis it is interesting to read summaries of discussions in which appear
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such comments as: "too many Schools (of Art) today in Australia are still

tormenting students with banal and tedious repetition." "Six months of drawing

the left nostril of a plaster cast is enough to put anyone off the study of art"

Limitations for first year students were often such as the following: no live

models; the use of colour forbidden (monechrome only in painting); severe

restrictions on materials and methods used in painting and sculpture;

restrictions on sizes of work; endless drawing of boxes and such objects; and

no electives."

The most positive result of this seminar would seem to be that a more

flexible approach was adopted to first year studies, and the recommendation

that the more able members of staff taught in first yeat. In many schools the

perceived status of first year teaching was low.

In December, 1971 at the South Australia School of Art, a post of Head

of First Year Studies was created, and was filled by Clifford Frith, who at that

time was head of fine art at the Croydon College of Art, London. As the

senior lecturer in charge of first year studies he completely changed its

direction and established a course closely based on the decade of basic design

teaching of British schools of art and design. The change instituted in first

year studies was in line with the new teaching methodologies of British art

schools, and as a result the "Shool developed more modernist strategies during

the 1970s.

The Descartian division of art making into theory and practice had been

ossified by the segmentation of art education into two distinct strands. The

two cultures approach was, to some extent, the result of historical factors.
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The growth of specialist courses in the theory and history of art in Australia

(as in Britain) has almost exclusively occurred within universities, while the

practical courses have been located within technical and teacher education.

The division of practice from theory in art education has not passed

unnoticed by overseas visitors. In 1972 a visiting educationalist F.M.Bracey

wrote:

"perhaps the most conspicuous feature of Australian art education for
example, to anyone from outside looking in, is the way in which it seems
to actively discourage students at all levels of education from engaging
in either intellectual or non-practical encounters with art. (5)

Bracey suggested that being isolated from other tertiary institutions they

concern themselves almost exclusively with the practical aspects of making art

objects. "They also tend," he continued, "to encourage their students to

believe that any other kind of encounter with art is both inferior and an

impediment to the more serious business of making it."

South Australian School of Art lecturer Adrian Geering, when responsible

for liberal studies, wrote a paper on art education in which he asked "\{hat

exactly is art education for?", and answered that 'rlt is obvious that it is for

many things. The education of artists of the highest rank, the preparation of

designers for industry, the preparation of craftsmen such as studiö potters, the

education of potential teachers of art in schools, the creation of an enlightened

body of consumers, the transmission of the tradition of cultural and visual

civilization." (6) He emphasised the necessity for art school courses to be

concerned with the awareness and development of the mind and not to base the

curriculum solely on skills and techniques.
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Within some Colleges of Art and Design overseas, especially in Britain

and North America, change in methodology of both art itself and art education

resulted in a much more radical art practice during the nineteen seventies.

Artists who could be loosely grouped under the label of 'conceptual artr were

producing a form of practice which entirely integrated theory and practice.

That is to sayrthe art work not only denonstrated a theory, but was often

presented as theory by emphasising text, and reducing the actual visual aspects

of the art work.

In Australia methodological changes within schools of art reflected an

awareness of these new attitudes. The reasons for this are various but must

include (i) the institutional changes consequent on the establishment of

colleges of advanced education, (ii) syllabus changes within Diploma (later

degree) couÌses in Visual Arts, (iii) the influence of the Federal Government in

creating the Australia Council in 1975 with its specialist boards, including the

Visual Arts Board.

The establishment of the Visual Arts Board of the Australia Council

resulted in a range of programmes including major exhibition programmes,

overseas studies for Australian artists, increased overseas content at such

exhibitions as the Sydney Biennale, and Perspecta and various incentive

schemes to encourage Australian art discourse. Increasingly frequent travel

and study abroad by artists and teachers resulted in a growth of awareness of

change in art and art education.

The potential for real change, i.e., doing something as a result of this

awareness, existed because of political and institutional changes in the

seventies.
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During the late 1960s and 1970s higher education was dramatically

re-organised through the establishment of the Colleges of Advanced Education.

As Denise Chapman has shown in her study of the mergers which formed

the South Australian College of Advanced Education, declining student

numbers in teacher education at the end of the sixties, and change from State

to Federal funding for the Colleges of Advanced Education led eventually to

the formation in 1982 of a single multi-campus, multi-purpose college. (7)

This College replaced the six separate and autonomous ones which existed in

L972. These original colleges, of which two were over a century old, were in

the main concerned with teacher education, although each college had

diversified in the sixties and early seventies.

The South Australian School of Art had, as has been shown, also been

very involved in teacher education. Although Dr. Chapman \ilas not quite

accurate in her assertion that, "The South Australian School of Art had always

seen its prime purpose as the education of fine artists, designers and

photographers who would be either self employed or would serve in industry

and commerce." (8) In fact this artistic self image was barely a decade old.

The writing was clear five years earlier when M. H. Bone, Superintendent

of Technical Schools, gave an address on 'The Martin Report and the South

Australian School of Art.' (9)

In that address he commented on the fact that the South Australian

School of Art had been accepted by the Commonwealth Government as a

College of Advanced Education and was eligible for financial assistance under
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the Commonwealth./State arrangement. The School of Art and other Colleges

of Advanced Education, he claimed, would enjoy parity of esteem with

Universities but then went on to say, "Here is a problem which today faces the

South Australian School of Art . Like most institutions which have become

Colleges of Advanced Education, it has narrowly based courses and tends to be

inward looking and is not sufficiently oriented towards meeting the complete

needs of the community about it."

In L972 the South Australian Parliament passed an Act establishing the

Torrens College of Advanced Education by incorporating into one college the

South Australian School of Art and the Western Teachers College. For over a

year the staff of the School of Art had been hostile and energetic in their

opposition to this merger. As Geering recounted, in 'Essavs on Art and

Education':

"A public outcry opposing the amalgamation, was raised, with support
being gained from every major Art Society in Adelaide, Gallery owners,
Art critics, and interested members of the public - a continuous stream
of letters to newspapers and articles in periodicals resulted. The
opposition to the amalgamation culminated in an approach being made to
the Opposition party in the Legislative Council (the Upper House). Fully
documented objections to the merger and alternative proposals were
presented, without prejudicing the establishment of Torrens College of
Advanced Education to relieve the desperate plight of Western Teachers
College as far as accommodation and facilities were concerhed. It was
not Torrens college that was opposed but the notion that the School of
Art was a suitable partner in that concept."

"So, the staff of each existing institution had entirely different responses
to the proposal to establish Torrens College of Advanced Education. One
accepted it conditionally, the other rejected it outright. ... The
amalgamation was seen to have been made on economic and practical
grounds rather than on philosophical and educational grounds."
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The main objection that the School had to the amalgamation was based in

the staff 's belief in the unique identity of the School of Art and by implication

in the nature of art itself and the procedures of teaching art. It was seen as a

'Big Brother' situation in which the nature of the School of Art would be

eventually destroyed. As Geering says,

"Perhaps the resistance to change by the staff of the School of Art may,
in part have been due to a fear of change, insecurity, traditional
insularity or the elitist notion that the activities of the arts are different
and should be developed apart from the rest of society. Also, perhaps
observations from the history of art ... and the belief that good art
carurot be organised, may help to explain these attitudes to change ...
What was thought to be at stake, was the independence, autonomy and
philosophical ideals of the School of Art. It was thought that the
amalgamation would sap the vitality and dissipate the creativity
appropriate to the education of professional artists and designers." (10)

The decision-making process had certainly proceeded with indecent

haste. The Minister presented the amalgamation of the School of Art as a "fait

accompli", with no time for debate. The Minister, Mr. Hugh Hudsonrhad

announced the proposal for the amalgamation with Western Teachers College.

A staff meeting was called on the 3rd June, \97L, to consider their reaction to

the proposal. On the 8th June, the staff sent a joint letter pointing out the

concern and opposition, saying:

tt 
W. ,"" a real danger that the proposed union would cause cònflict
between the basically dissimilar aims resulting in the destruction of the
Art School in the name of administrative and economic expediency..."
the long term implications they saw as "equally short sighted, dangerous
and self defeating because they undermine world trends in educational
philosophy regarding the scope and relevancy of the visual arts in urban
society." (11)

The Minister replied within hours (by courier) rejecting the School's proposals

for a creative arts centre, emphasising that many positive benefits would be

gained from the change:
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"The further alternative mentioned in your letter you say is inarguable.
This I deny. There is no necessary reason for suggesting that professional
art training, let alone teacher training, must proceed in splendid isolation
from anything else that goes on in the community. Whether we like it or
not we are creatures of the community in which we live, and the real
issue is whether or not the Underdale proposition would permit
professional art training to proceed in a free and unencumbered
atmosphere. I believe that with appropriate safeguards it would." (12)

Two days later the Minister publicly announced the plans for the new

College to be established at Underdale. There had been no consultation with

the School of Art; expansion on the existing site was considered impractical,

and joining with the Institute of Technology was considered inappropriate,

despite its involvement in design, particularly in its School of Architecture.

To some extent the selection of the site for the new building in 1963 had

produced the later problems of 1971, for being on a small site, options for
e

expansion were severly limited. The potential of the new site at Underdale and

any advantages of amalgamation, were initially swamped by the hostility of the

Staff Association.

In December,1972, the Broadsheet of the Contemporary Art Society

published an article by School of Art lecturer Tim Waller, 'One Way Road to

Oblivion' which chronicled the short history of the Stanley Street building from

1963 when it was proclaimed as the best Art School in Australia ahd one of the

finest in the world,

"to the point when the School was deemed to have died." The death was
described as having occurred "after brief but violent conwlsions of doom
following a severe attack of fiscal rationalisation. Long remembered and
highly respected progenitor of hundreds of diplomats in all fields of visual
art. Aged one hundred and eleven years." (13)
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One interesting aspect revealed in the article was that in 1970 the

Chairman of the School Council, and architect of the School, Alderman

J.C. Irwin had given an assurance that the State Government would not extend

the School in any way that would interfere with North Adelaide residents. A

site adjacent to the School was available, owned by Cottage Homes, of which

organisation Alderman Irwin was trustee, but the School was prevented by the

City Council's zoning policies, and the growth of a Residents Society, from

acquiring the site (which was sold shortly afterwards to a private developer).

(14)

During the seven years before the School finally moved to the Underdale

Campus there were to be further heated exchanges between the staff and the

Minister and the Director of the new institution, Dr. G. Ramsey. Most of the

staff concerns were to do with the actual space available in the new building

but some of the issues were associated with a perceived difference between

the needs of School of Art students and the teacher training students. The

School of Art methodology was based, as far as painting and sculpture were

concerned, on what they called a 'home base' system, by which they meant

private working spaces for each student.

The Director of the College had made his views clear earlier when he

said,

"I reject the notion that the training of artists is necessarily a good
preparation for art teaching ... In fact, many of the characteristics
encouraged in artists, actually militate against their being effective
teachers ... artists are expected, and encouraged, not to conform." (15)

A lecturer in education at Western Teachers College, Bob Cole-Stokes took

issue with Dr. Ramsey's comments and suggested that:

"Perhaps the best evidence" (to refute Ramsey's views) "would be that
derived from an examination of the way in which we do in fact train
artists: do we emphasise being different and original, or do we emphasise
a tradition. Is the stress on 'doing ones own thing' or is it in recognising
one's place in and responsibility to a community?" (16)
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The design students were the first to move to the new building in L977,

accompanied by a newly appointed Principal Lecturer and Head of School,

Mr.R.Miller-Smith. By the time the fine art and teacher training students took

up their new accommodation the School of Design had separated itself from

the School of Art, claiming that its aims and purposes were quite distinctly

different from those of the South Australian School of Art. The School of Art

and Design Education was soon to make similar claims and by the

commencement of the nineteen eighties that School had also been recognised

by the College.

When the eighties commenced the South Australian School of Art had

been reduced to one third of its previous size, providing one strand only, the

Fine Art; with its name protected by the State Parliamentary Act, it was now

wholly concerned with the professional training of artists. Until the economic

recession started making inroads into the art market, by the late eighties a

professional career in art had again emerged as a viable option. Community

art activities had developed to the extent that posts as Community Arts

Officers were attracting art school graduates, residencies for visual artists

were being established in primary and secondary schools throughogt the State

and government arts' funding agencies were supporting projects in the visual

arts (such as co-operative studios). In all these areas the experimental artists

were to be favoured over the artists whose practice was rooted in an early

Modernist tradition. By the commencement of the nineties the South

Australian School of Art was to be again involved in merger debates, but now

in terms of the faculty structure of the University of South Australia,

designated in January, 1991.
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CTIAPTER 9

SIJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The early chapters of this thesis have attempted to show that during the

nineteenth century the development of post-school art education in Britain and

Australia reflected two firmly held assumptions and practices. The first was

that the main value of an art education was to develop taste and the

appreciation of beauty, this art experience being a civilising activity which had

its moral, social and behavioural dimensions. Much early art teaching \r'as

closely associated with the 'improving' climate of liberal belief which lay

behind the foundation of The Mechanics' Institutes. (1) The second aspect of

art education was associated with the growth of technical education which had

become a matter of great economic significance in Britain and the Colonies

from 1850 onwards. This resulted in the view that drawing was especially

calculated to make better mechanics. (2)

In addition to the civilising cultural dimension of art and drawing

training there was the belief in the transfer of learning from one kind of

activity to another. It was believed that the drill based system of drawing

would develop in the pupil hand and eye skills, memory, observation, accuracy

and even improved intelligence. Also significant were the socialising aspects

of discipline training. This discipline value was still being referred to in 1946,

when a senior member of the South Australian School of Arts and Crafts,

commenting on craft education in the primary school, said that the needs of

the craft should impose the required discipline - the discipline of interest.

By L946 the encouragement of individuality was becoming valued over

the production of 'a perfect copy of the adult teacher's example.' (3) This, in

effect, was a totally new theory of art education, with its roots in cultural

movements associated with Romanticism and Modernism.
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However, for well over a century of organised professional art education

the emphasis was on the process of precise imitation. In Britain (between the

years 1836 and 1850), it was considered that there was nothing wrong with

British manufacturing, but the quality of British design was well behind

German and French competitors, both countries having a highly developed

academy of art system.

The system of art education which emerged from the British debate was

based on a rigid copyist drawing training which could be imposed on all ages

and levels of pupils. The national South Kensington system was a complex one

with a formidable list of graded requirements spread over 23 stages and 53

sub-sections. (4)

The National Art Training School of South Kensington, formerly the

School of Design, later to become the Royal College of Art was the hub of a

vast art educational empire. The numbers of candidates centrally examined

there was enormous, e.g. the 'drawings' of 572,188 pupils from 4,812 British

elementary schools were examined at South Kensington in 1882 alone. (5)

,., No deviation from the established courses were allowed, and even the

teaching environment was to be controlled. (6) This was the system to which

Australian schools attached themselves. It can, however, be argued that South

Kensington \ryas not an immobilising system generating a state of dependency,

but rather its opposite: an enabling system which made it possible for artisan

workers to gain autonomy, increased social mobility and to establish

non-dependent manufacturing bases. It was in effect a system aimed at the

preparation of a skilled workforce. This was its main attraction to the leading
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Australian colonists (in South Australia, and Tasmania in particular). Because

of the triumph in Britain of the German methods of art education system over

the French, and despite the social value given to a fine art education, the

South Kensington system was seen as an adequate preparation for the intending

artist.

Only in Victoria was this challenged with the establishment of the

National Gallery School.

The hand/eye training system of flat geometrical copyist drawing was

transported to Australia in the 1850s and it was early established in New South

Wales and Victoria. The arrival of the fully fledged South Kensington system

into South Australia did not occur until H.P. Gill was appointed to the Schoòl .

of Design in 1880. (7)

By that time South Australia had a well established 'Adelaide School of

Arts' and a South Australian Society of Arts which, under the umbrella of the

South Australian Institute, had supported an embryonic fine art world. The

main emphasis was on fine art (drawing from life, from cast, watercolour,

painting etcetera). This changed with the appointment of two Masters, one to

the School of Painting and the other to the School of Design. The Master of

Design, Gill, soon became the final arbiter of taste and art training: instead of

the early fine art position being consolidated it all but disappeared. The

drawing system of the School of Design finally supplanted the fine art approach

and this system percolated down into the schools through the teachers'

certification process. Drawing certification became part of the University of

Adelaide requirements for teacher qualification and was a major part of Gill's

pedagogical theory and praetice.
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The competing traditions of art educationrwhich were deeply rooted in

nineteenth century institutions u¡ere transplanted to Australia in the last

decades of the century. They resulted in the continuing tension between fine

art education and technical or design education, and the triumph of the South

Kensington system. The history of the South Australian School of Art shows

the dominance of the South Kensington system, being achieved through the

status and authority of a single teacher, H.P. Gill. Because Gill's aims and

attitudes were in accord with such professionally qualified colonists as

Rowland Rees and J.A. Hartley (Inspector General of Schools 1870-1896) who

were very influential in the administration of South Australian education, he

rapidly established a centralised art educational system. Gill became an art

supremo somewhat reminiscent of South Kensington's Henry Cole.

Within the context of a small community it was quite possible for an

individual such as Gill to have far more power and influence than his skills or

artistic talent truly merited. This is demonstrated by his role within the South

Australian Institute, and Society of Arts, and in the establishment of the State

Art Collection.

Early in Gill's service, the formation and development of the Technical

Education Board provided him with a forum to advance his plans and

activities, which led by 1905-06 to the course of drawing used in all public

schools at the elementary level which was the course of instruction for all

elementary level teachers.

Gill's success was due to having convinced the hard-headed businessmen

of the importance of art and art training. His views on art, although narrow,

were founded in a deep respect for craftsmanship and a belief in the moral

function of art.
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Gill created an art school which could bear favourable comparison with

schools interstate. He made it such a high profile institution that it never

suffered the decline experienced episodically by comparable art schools in

Hobart, Perth or Brisbane.

Whenrin 1909, the government transferred the School of Art to the

Education Department, its primary function became confirmed as that of a

teacher training school. Not until half-a-century later did the School, after

various name changes, emerge from its subservience to the Education

Departmen/s needs.

However, it can be seen that the very strength of Gill's position made it
possible for the fine art thread to continue, albeit in a minor role, long after

Gill's death, relatively unthreatened by deteriorating economic circumstances.

Had the fine art thread been the dominant one in the eighteen nineties and

early years of the century, it is likely that the School would have become

increasingly vulnerable, especially during the Depression years. As it was, its

role within the Education Department gave it a secure function and allowed

the fine art courses to be carried by the functionalist courses.

But in addition to this, the social status of the school was strengthened

by the platform provided by exhibitions, public lectures, association with the

state Art Gallery etceterarsuch events not only giving credibility to the school

but also providing patronage and public recognition to those artists

endeavouring to professionally practise as artists.

The South Australian School of Art is an archetypical case study in the

history of Australian art education for several reasons. The following are most

significant:
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The size of the school and its position as the only school of fine
art in the State resulted in a multi-function institution covering
Fine art, technical and design training, and teacher training. In
other states these ftnctions tended to be placed in separate,
competing institutions. The school provides a perfect example of
a virtually unmodifiedSouth Kensington satellite.

In the early years of the &hool it developed strongly nationalistic
attitudes shown in the content of art and craft work. The
emblematic nationalism can be seen in major commissioned craft
works from the 1890's onwards. H.P. Gill $'as a significant
influence in this respect.

2.

The role of women teachers and the development of the Girls
Central Art School is important as it provided a basis for many
women who moved up into the 'senior' School of Arts and crafts
and later into professional practice in art and art teaching for the
1920s and 30s onwards. Attendance at schools in Australia or
overseas allowed \vomen students to experience a more liberated
life style without social stigma, and the South Australian School is
a good example of this.

The importance of Modernist ideas in art which provided a ne$r
theory of art and art education, is thrown into sharp focus by an
examination of the South Australian School of Art's reaction to
Modernism in the 1940's.

The most potent appearance of Modernist ideas in art and art education

was through the teaching of South Australian Dorrit Black. The first

challenges to the Australian conservative art tradition occurred in Sydney

during and just after World War One and then in Melbourne just prior to the

Second World War. These ideas, often seen as mild mannered and derivative

when compared with their European sources, effected considerable influence

on the South Australian School of Art staff and students in the early 1940s.

The real agency for this challenge was the Contemporary Art Society

and it is suggested that this Society fulfils all the pre-requisites of a radical or

avant garde art movement: in the 'First Exposition' of the South Australian

C.A.S. catalogue, not only were traditional methods of art education attacked

3

4
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but also the ideological basis of Australian'Colonial Culture'. The very first

lines of the catalogue read: "Australian Culture has been imitative, it must

now become creative" ... and later: "Art in South Australia has been

imitative. It has been a dummy art founded on imitation of the past".

Douglas Roberts, a few years later to become the principal of the School, ufas

to write:

"Australia's results from imitation ... our results from saying England's
fish are our fish, England's likes are our likes, England's dislikes are our
dislikes - and settling down to our sleep in the sun; our results from
(these decades of imitation) being left lacking a discriminating sense of
values; too young far too lazy for or incapable of, thinking out for
ourselves and saying: this is good and that is bad, that is right, that is
wrong... This extribition is concerned as an exposure of the above state
of affairs - as an explosion of the imitation - representation
-of-nature-or-nothing bubble. It is, therefore, a direct contribution to
clarify creative Australian culture, and consequent world culture." (8)

How different from Mr. Hartley's "We are British ... there is no such

thing as Australian history." (9)

To some extent, although such avant gardism would have been anathema
LJ:

to H.P.Gill and H.W.Howie, their commitment to Australian themes, especially

in the crafts, created a nationalistic basis for mid twentieth century work,

although it was not so much a case of replacing the plaster casts of Greek

idols, as adding to them with the natural forms of the Australian landscape,

fauna and flora.

During the nineteenth century and early twentieth century the subject

matter of much Australian visual art was the familiar landscape, the summer

sunlit scenes of the Heidelberg School, what Daniel Thomas refers to as scenes

that confirmed

"that Australian nature provided a general sense of comfortable
belonging in this non-European land: paintings of gum trees reminded
the European settlers in the great metropolis of Melbourne that these
trees were fragrant, were beautiful, were ancient, were everywhere,
and were theirs." (10)
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Thus the professional artists of Colonial Australia provided re-affirming

images for the patronage of the ruling classes.

The training they received taught them to replicate nature with a high

level of representational skills, and the contents preferred (and therefore most

professionally viable) were the images of possession, of things possessed and

associated states of wellåeing.

Only with the Great Depression and the Second World War did the

democratic movement and political tradition in Australia coalesce with the

cultural movement of Modernism to provide a platform for the avant garde.

To celebrate the ideals of the democratic movement the training of the

traditional artist should have been quite appropriate, and the skills in life

drawing and representation of forms in space would have been highly relevant

to producing the narrative kind of art found in post revolutionary Russia.

However, it was the more strident and urgent imagery of Modernism,

especially Expressionism and Surrealism, which was used by many of those

artists who chose to paint contemporary urban life, and images of labour.

These authentic subjects were seen as the true vision and progressive art of its

time. (11) Rather than painting images of wellåeing for the well off, a new

market was to be found. Artists of the left used illustrative techniques

(especially lino cuts) for covers of such journals as the New Theatre Review,

S.O.R.A. (Studio of Realist Art), Angry Penguins, Comment, Communist

Review, Labor Defender, Proletariat, New Masses, etcetera.
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The values transmitted by formalised state art schools themselves are

academic. By academic it is implied that the art forms created are quite

predictable. The Modernist revolution, by emphasising the value of the

unpredictable individual, and their unique creative potential, rejected the

academic, and along with it five centuries of art teaching.

It is no surprise that the early avant garde of South Australia found

themselves and their teaching posts very much tmder threat; and no surprise

that such attitudes were more easily accommodated within the privately run

art schools and studios.

The artistic shots firedby Roberts and others in 1941 and7942 are

currently undergoing a period of apotheosis with major art gallery exhibitions

celebrating this brief efflorescence of Modernism. It is suggested that the

1947-1942 period of Modernism, coupled with the longer established writing

and teaching of Ivor Francis and Mary P. Harris, helped to raise the public

consciousness of experimental fine art and to shift the emphasis of the School

from the copyist discipline towards the more creative use of art; a move

which had already commenced in the Child Art movement commenced by

Cizek, Viola and Marion Richardson and becoming known through the writings

of Herbert Read. A case could be made for change and innovative art teaching

to have bubbled up from junior art levels to professional post-school art

training rather than percolating down from above: energy and enthusiasm

having replaced tidiness and disciplined drill.

This period of Modernism involved staff and students of the South

Australian School of Art, but it \4ras a brief flowering and even if the one time

principal of the State's only alternative art school, Fred Millward Grey, was
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associated with the Rebels, he adopted a conciliatory tone to the conservative

Royal Society when he became Principal of the South Australian School of Art.

(12)

Although outside the time limits set for this study, the period of

Douglas Roberts' principalship can be seen to have continued the rejection of

Anglocentricity, but the work of staff and students during the late Sixties and

Seventies simply replaced England with another model - New York. (13) It

seems that as long as the siren call of metropolitanism can be heard

provincialism remains an unavoidable state. But this state is almost a natural

requirement of the Modernist concept of progress in art, a concept strongly

challenged by post-Modernism.

Art and its institutions are essentially conservative, and the tradition of

artists as rebels is largely a myth. The brief movement of experimentation in

1942 was replaced by a retreat into a mannered, conservative modernism.

Teacher education developed separately from the 1900s, although

several significant artists emerged from that teacher education system. In

addition there was a continuing alternative art education system available

through private schools in Melbourne and Sydney (such as the Julian Ashton,

Max Meldrum, George Bell, Arnold Shore, Rah Fizelle and Grace Crowley

schools, as well as the art society classes and earlier influence of Dattilo

Rubbo).

The two local South Australian alternative schools, although more fine

art biased than the S.A. School of Art, tended towards conservatism and

avoided experim entation.

The craft influence, however, was always strong in South Australia, and

as will be seen in the photographic section of this thesis, a high level of craft

competence was reached which resulted in a continuity of professional
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commissions for staff and students, especially in wood carving and

needlework. Such a function was one of the intentions of the essentially

nineteenth century South Kensington system, and, in keeping with the

Ruskinian impulse, it emphasised learning manual skills rather than learning to

design for the machine. The South Australian school was no Bauhaus.

In comparison with interstate schools of art, the South Australian School

throughout its entire history was less oriented towards a fine art purpose.

Despite Gill's belief that the South Kensington system, which in its advanced

stages included drawing and painting, led to fine art as easily as to applied art,

the fact was that the School remained primarily a drawing certificate school.

The tendency which commenced in 1887, with the evidence given to the South

Australian Inquiry into Technical Education, was confirmed by the agreement

reached in 1903 with the University of Adelaide and institutionalised by the

1909 transfer to the Department of Education, was to ossify the School into a

teacher training establishment. Only with the establishment of separate

diploma courses for designers, fine artists and art teachers in the 1960s could

the School be seen to have fulfilled its century old promise of training fine

artists. By the time that this had occurred the Modernist artists and art

teachers had themselves become the new art establishment. Their influence

was to dominate during the nineteen sixties and seventies, becoming the new

orthodoxy.

It can be concluded from this study that Australian art education was in

a provincialist position in relation to the metropolitan culture of British art

education, from its formation until the nineteen sixties.
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The replacement of conservative European fine art traditions with

Modernist philosophies and art occurred in State art schools only during this

same decade. Modernist European art styles were strongly resisted in State art

schools, and only in private art schools in Melbourne and Sydney were

Modernist art concepts taught.

The pattern of resistance to change and minor modifications to syllabus

content cannot be identified by the examination of syllabus details alone. It

was seen that only through private interviews with ex-students and a close

examination of written evidence, memoirs, art reviews etcetera, was it
possible to identify the actual nature of art educational methodology, and

uncover the opposition to contemporary ideas.

As part of the provincialist pattern of art education it is concluded that

artists as educators conform to existing art ideologies without serious

questioning. The South Australian School of Art, until the end of the period

under discussion, had no machinery for curriculum review and can be seen as a

very conservative body.

The transfer of the South Australian School of Art to the Education

Separtment in 1909 effectively removed any possibility of the school

developing its professional training programmes for fine artists, until its

transformation into a College of Advanced Education. This, coupled with the

marginalised activity of professional art practice in a small state capital city,

effectively reduced fine art training to a leisure activity.

However, as suggested earlier, although marginalised, fine art courses

survived. Possibly because of the strength of the teacher training courses,

they were carried along with the more functionalist courses and buttressed

from the economic difficulties faced by pure fine art schools.
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The study has focussed on the South Australian School of Art, and it is

suggested that the findings could be matched in most other art schools, except

the National Art School in Sydney and the National Gallery School in Victoria.

In both these schools, but especially the Victorian school, the stated purpose of

the schools was the professional education of artists. But even there, until the

nineteen sixties, the schools \{'ere fixed in a conservative mould, based on

overseas models and resistant to change. (fa)

The study suggests that with the various agencies of change, such as

increased opportunity for overseas travel, by staff, artists and art students;

increased exhibition programmes, especially through Arts Festivals, the Visual

Arts Board of the Australia Council, and Arts departments of the State

governments, and increased public a\ryareness of the visual arts, the

opportunity for schools of art to become more closely aligned with mainstream

art movements and ideologies was greatly increased. This process does not

eliminate provincialism, of course, but it reduces the time lag element.

For example, by the 1970s the students of painting at the South

Australian School of Art were producing art works almost identical with the

art works produced by professional artists working in New York ten to twenty

years earlier. The art products of their Modernist teachers were in most cases

equally imitative, and rarely innovative. Using Gowing's definition of

Academicism the local South Australian art works produced by School of Art

staff in the nineteen sixties and seventies were as predictable, academic and

provincial as those produced at the turn of the century by their precursors at

the Adelaide School of Design.
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Non-European multi-cultural influences, especially from Asian, Pacific

and Aboriginal sourcesrdo not appear to have impinged upon the art schools.

The numbers of students from non-European and Australian backgrounds

remain very small and the rich Asian, Pacific and Aboriginal cultural material

which is playing a major role in Australian culture has not made much impact

on course content or syllabus for studio practice.

However, by emphasising the experience rather than the product,

Modernist art teaching and the post formalist aesthetics of the nineteen

seventies and eighties provided the potential for radical revision of art

educational procedure. This has not yet occurred.

Twenty years ago, American critic Jack Burnham, discussing the rise of

Conceptual art, suggested that:

"As a culture producer, man has traditionally claimed the title, Homo
Faber: Man the Maker (of tools, and images). With continued advances
in the industrial revolution, he assumes a new and more critical
function. As Homo Arbiter Formae his prime role becomes that of Man
the Maker of Esthetic Decisions. These decisions, whether they are
made concertedly or not, continue the quality of all future life on
earth. Morever, these are value judgements dictating the direction of
technological endeavour. Quite plainly such a vision extends beyond
political realities of the present. This cannot remain the case for long."
(1s)

If art schools are viewed in these late twentieth century terms, rather

than in the nineteenth century functional-technical or craft sense, then their

potential role moves closer to that of philosophy or classics departments within

traditional universities. But the technical procedures used in much

contemporary art making (e.g. holography, computer generated imagery, laser

technology etcetera) would suggest that alignment with the experimental

sciences was as appropriate as with the behavioural sciences.

It could well be that five centuries of isolation of art education from

the rest of the educational world are drawinglo a close.
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tbc Coúdittæ of ùhe Port Adelsido Institute ård tbe Edu6tion D€IBú
Eent lor the ñûtiDu¡!æ of tho inrtñt¡ou rt the PoÉ -Û.dcl¡ide bib¡clr
Schæl of -{É. Cl¡s am held on Tu6dÀJ ¡Dd Thußd¡J csøiogr, rnd oo

Saturda¡ uomirgs. Subìæt¡ tsugli Âre tl¡Ê sme ûs io tho C¿ot¿l Schml.
Spccisl ißtruction is afl¡¡ded to ippRnliG to c¡qxnteG, €nginæq
buildes, tc. Full pü¿iculsn msy l* obtsined on âpplicåtion to the
Princi¡xl or to (be S€cEtsry of the Insti(uh-

LTBER& R¡rls^r (ioscsoss Ârc ¡r¡il¡blê to Studenb rLo hrcl
lor lbe sl¿ ¡rurpæ of @iring idtruc(iou Full FÉicuhn of tb*, E
setl s \ìc¡tir¡n Îiclêtq rill bô loud i¡ the Soùth Åwtmli^n RÂilFAr-

Guide, or or ¡ppliqtioÃ ¡l thê Sch@l o6e.

ro souTfl 
^uslulu 

sc[æL oF ÀRTS 
^:iD 

CR'{}fS

'gttBRrcÛLu¡ú

Thc lolloritrg eubjæb aro included ir rhc curicüluor:-

Suùjæt. Godc. Dr)'.. lIouru l'es.

SOmfl ÄUSIRÂUÁr- SCHOOL OF ÄRTS 
^sD 

CRÁtTs. 7

Â}TNIIAI, STTIDENISEIPS.

Stqd.¡tsblp Coodldons.

l. ßt authorit-s of thG Hooonbl. (hr fÎ¡nistcr ol lÌlur¡tion. lal

StudcnkhiF sill bc r¡rrdcd ¡mu¡ll-v, trch cntiriing (he hol¡c¡ to fR{
tui¿ion d¡ilI, fþd 9'30 t {'30,.t thc South -ttrstBliÂn Scl<nl,,f.\ns ¡n¡l

Cnfu lor orc 5crr.
2. Thc obiæt ol thc¡. sill [É to Sire r ihoruugtr Â¡rist¡c tnirriilS irr

Dmuing, Peinting, IodcUiog, Dei¡m, aod Cnfttro.l' so s to cn¡l¡l¡'

tllo lolder to 6kc up.ll E . Pref*ion ÂDd ¡s i ilrc¿ns uf lirelihml.
o¡ to qualfy for ¡rritiou rhcrc a good bosledgc of Art çork is e-çrti¡l.

3. C.natidrtd oc* bc not lêae thÂn tG J'sF dnd not orcr:t rcâc ol

lgè
4. á, Stual6t¡.h¡p, though rs¡dcd in the 6Nr phcc for onc ¡ur. ua-r

l¡o rcncs'ed ¡.Ûly for e æond, À thiÌrl, or ¡ foudh tear, otr lhc ræonì-

mondBlior of tbc PriDciPsL

6. ÁppliqtiN Eut be Erdc oo â Prirt€d lomt, ol¡kinablt l¡our the

Schæl Of,q ud E6a Fåcl¡ t¡¡e Pr¡ilciFl ùot låt.r th¡tr DcèrilÙcr 0lh'
Entrid ñiÉ\ll ¡ltct thi! drtc F¡ll rot b€ æn¡idereò

c. Exæl¿ ú pEri(H iE lio. '1, no Studcnt rho hÉ bæn' or is, 6ttcndi¡8

tbc S,Ä. Schæl of ån¡ Nd G.fb ú ân -\llDa¡ or H¡lf-DÀ-! Student siil
be oligibte lor oo of thô lboro Studeobb,ifÃ

?. C¿¡di¿¡ts ¡boold.ubÐit lo¡ insfFctioo one o. tso ÉmPl6 ol qork'

prclcnùl¡r ftoo li¡te, G lrco -{ctul Obiæk CoPi€ rvill not l,ê co¡'
eidered, I\torb uy bc i! ¡b-e d€diuo, bÌÉch rnd shit€, or colo¡, or EsI
be cranple of Dctign end,{pptitd ÅÉ. In ¡ll æ originrl uork *ill bc

asardcd higüøt mertr

8. Studeob rill for rhê ôGt SGår b€ r€quired to do ¡ Gctrerál ('oue ol

StudJ, u dBn uP b¡ thc Princi¡nl -{t the rnd of th¡s CbuR, Studcnt3

nray s¡*iali*
9. Tl¡e ta¡@ olthc StûdcobhiP i3 æoditioul oÞ tlìc regulflr Ãll.nd¡nce,

stiÁfætory Pr Ë, ud b¿b¡çiour of the bolder-

I0. The Stodenkhip prcridÉ f€ tuition onll.

ll. Ilold* of Stu&¡khiP6 rill Le rcquët€d lo dclrcsit sith I h( t'rirrcit)al

aD uudcÉ¡lii¡g fmm their PåEnb or Suardinns tlrûl thct rill Àtt.od

r€Bulûly the Coæ æt duriog lhc tar, or' iD dclÃult, tlìc-t $iil pa.r such

ls s ere cbrgcd ø ordiüry Stud€nts lor rhc clÀss Nhich the!' hÀre

Ãttaûdod, úd u5 per ie m riÌl be cbargcd s s f rll tcnu

12. In all orhcs @lreLd sith tùe Studc'rkhiPs. (h( dcci¡iDn ol lh€

Principel of tbc S.Å- Sch@l of Aù and Clafts lill lx ñn¡l

so\-Tlt 
^csTR-{u^N 

scllool, ol 
^BTs 

llo cMlTs 1I

CURRTCULUM-aotlnuôd.

s ,.1.

Gæet

(ìñnretric t}rùjdion of
Sh¡do*s

H¡i(oric Ometrretrl ., -

l-ile DrÂqiilL.n(l I'ainti¡v

lau€rie ¡nd Shorûrd
\\-ri r ¡o€

Land*ep< l)r¡ri4.. - -

t¡ntlsc¿t,e t'¡i¡ting (Oi¡s
or lf¡tercolors)

Ifodelling.... -.-..

\f odclli¡c in GRo-

Jlusud Studië..

Obj(ù DóFiÃg. - -

S({nc¡lling.

\ç@rì C.rçiûg

l)¡r ¡ l{r'us(ìrule.

I,1,3

t,2

l. !
t,2

I t-r2 30 ..
I1.30-tl 30
I Jo--J 30 .
;-9- .. - ..
s.30-l! 30
1.30- 330 .

I30-12 30
t.3(F3 30 .

IJ(F {lil
I f,tÈ-¡.:t0
i-g
i-0
I 3È- l1-3lt
| 3(pt 30

| ;-0-
I 30-{ 30

iti

l0 ù
l0 li

j6
.l ti

D

lfond¡t -
'¡'r'csdß\

l'rirlar
Ì'rirla¡-

!-f
J-,{
J-{,
:-l
;-9

¿.
(i
(¡

t¡
li

0
(l
0
0

^diniclÃ¡toBJ.. 
.-.-

Artist¡c lêtlrer$orl ...'

årtiquo Dósü¡g !¡d
PsiÂtitrg

-{dñædl¿*ork...-....

.{¡ch¡tetuBl Sttls ¡Ád
Oú@trù

Bl¡ckbo¡¡d lllu¡¿ntion

Bru¡hrorl¡

Auildiog DnFiÁg ' -. -

Crrdboril lf odelliog -,

Compoodøæ Cow

Dæigo..

Dcsiga for EÂrmolli¡g
Dosigu lc Jorclloç

Dimæimod Skcth.i4

Euoclting

ÊEûÈ Codposilioo.od
Bæk IllÉrtioû

FæhrndDnwiag, .. --

l0 6
tì. D.
t0 6
to6

Vednesù5
ThuEdi¡'.
llrumday .
Fridsy... ..
Tuceda¡' ..

Irl*t....
lfonday . . .
Thurd¡l'-
Fride¡' . ..
Tuerdr¡ ..

.Fridsr-.... . -
Fridsy.-. ..

S¡turd¡J..

l0 tl
t0 0
t0û

to
t0
l0
t0

roo
106
E. D.

l:renh4-

":

:
o-6
56

Thr¡rglar I 30- 3 f,o lll (ì

Pe6pætire.

PlsntDóFirg .--....

RetouchitrS eod Coloring
of PhotognPùs

Rcpou(.é \fork - . . . . -

Srill Life P.iÀtiÃg(Oitsor | 1,2,3
\'¡t€rcolo6) :

'l ucslÃ\
l'ri(lÂ]'
llorrrlat.

lloildÂr
Tucsd ¡v

fs
I

\\'edncgl¡-ç : I 30- l3{l

lloildÈ\.

I lton¿"'.
, FridÀt... . .' Tucsd¡\ - -

ì ¡¡oodÁr- ..
Tuesd¡r ..

, S*tu¡d¡r' (JuqioG)
Tueday ..
Thur6dar.
FridAÌ...

TueÊdÀv
Thumtt¡v -

Tuesdåv ..
\\'cdneday
llonda¡ - .
Tue¡d¡v .,

ThuFd¡I.

S¡turd¡y. -

t

1.2

1,2

0
o,7-9---...

i7-e....-
7-S.-.-..

:9.30-ll'30-lpi-- ---
1.30-3 30
2J-...-
0.30- lt-30

'Wcdnædr¡- lì 3o--ll . lO 6

Frid¡I-.

Monda¡ 106

I

t5 I

¡(' ri

gJO 1230 ' l(l

5
t0
õ

Onc rubjæt
Erló ñb-

t0

¡foÃdsy.
Thursdr5
trlialÂÌ... . .

Tuesday ..

Ttcedry
Mon<leY. . .

\fedredly
Thundr¡ .

Frid¡ç-....

Tuæd¡I .-

-,-s. ..
2-{..-..
I30-12.30

2!.-- ..
i-9- --

l0--ll. -

?-9. ..-
l3H-30
I 3(F I? ¡0
I 30-l I 30
I3G-19 30
t 3H-30
I30-12 30
9.30- ì 2 30
I 3H 3lJ
7-9

- 
:13È-

iæ¿
t-t2.30.3H.30

t,2

l,2
t,2

1,2

t(l
t0

ti
ô

I 30--19 30

l(r

6

6
6

56

¡5
t5
l5
l5

ì0
l0
t0

to
f6 t,2

r, ? !

t,2, 3

t,2

1,2

t, 2,3

t,2
I

I,2,3

I

1,2,3

t,2

t

t,2

I
t,2
t,2

2--1.
?-s.

i-9. . .

to

I,at'

ìfond¡r.
Thumd¡v.
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ÄJD Cru}Ts.

A.R,T E:KAüII{ATIONS AND CE&TIFICATES.

-{É .s.ûinsù¡ons ¡ú hold 6ch Notoobc¡ for tho folloriag rul¡jæta '
S.rltrÀbus snd tirùo hblo sill bs lorw¡rdcd o[ .pnliórioB t tl¡o RqistÉr.

S.l Sclløt ol .{tu ¡od CófB.

Gr.dG I.
l. r-rælrrnd Dnriing.
r. Objæt Darìtg.
3. G6Ectr.{.
{, Perspætisè
3- Cémctric PrcjNlion of

Sl¡¡doç¡.
6. .{¿Èt¡c ,{¡¡b6I.
;. Ilistoric OñreG¡t.
8- Dirn.ns¡onrl Slieùching.
9. Buildi¡€ Dnsing.

l0 .{rchitæluÉl St¡16 rÂd
Om¡mmL

Gnde III.
l. GðE.tÞi.
9. .å¡lilic .ÀÀÀtobI.
3. BuildiÃg Drviû9.
{. Ar;lútæ¿uÉl S¿tl6 ud O6¡¡ÉL

sôuth Aütr¡li& lfechaolcål DrulhlsEul Ccrd!øle.
(Isu.d ioiotlj b¡- rho Eduutiø bel¡ÉEdt of Sooth 

^o¡tôlj¡ 
Ed tàe

Couc¡.t ol tho South Au¡tñli¡a Scbøl ol llinæ ¡od l¡du¡trie-l
Build¡Ãg- CoDltnct¡o¡, ElôEdbrt. i¡dsd+Gñdo L: l,2,3, 4, 6. 8.

G¿dc Il : 3; ¡{ ¡¡d B l.
Building. CoGrrucùion, á,dvenced, ineludæ--4¿dc Il: l, 2, 4, 6. Godo

IIL: l; Å ¡nd B ?.

ìfxhi¡c Co¡struction; ElcDeEbrt, i¡clüd+-4edc L: f, 2, 3, {, 6, &
Gndc lI.: 3; Â, C l,¡nd C 2.

lfæhhê Cor!ruction, Adv¡nced, includæ--4odo IL : l. 2, 4, õ. G6dê i
III.: l: À C3, ¡nd Cr.

Sora¡ .{6¿mli.ar Sr}æl o/ìlirrr ønl l¡dwl¡ia ú Dcp.lølzl laàn¡Øl
,Scâoo¡á.

Â-\lathe@¿ie.
B--1. BuildiÃg CoúhctioÀ, Elc@bni.

2- Builditrg CoEtructiou, Ádruæè
C-l- lfæhaoiøl Eoginæriag, L

2. lfæb¡oiøl Deving, Elcøtr¡.
3. Uechine Desigr, I.
4. llæh¡oiøl Doring, Adruceò

16 sout( 
^usTß-All^s 

acrrooL oF ÆTs -{lD cR^r:s.

l. ìruhuil Dnwing.
!- Objd DilriÃg.
3. CsÞctrs.
¡. PGEpætiYè

.:7'r À ol

tr; o\;.
\+ .¡d

soEH.tusTRÀLI^X SCtrOùt. oÞ 
^nTs ^À..u 

cR¿ns. r3

ART EX^MtNATtONS AxD CERT¡FICAtES_conrt¡ucd.

Ara 16chGr,¡ prlm¡ly C.ril0qt..
l. .{ll Gndc I- E¡rniÃ¡t¡on..
2- Gndc II., l, !.3, l.
3. Bru¡hçorl-, Gndo I.
¡. SriI L¡f6 PriÃtiDg, G¡dc lI-
5. IrnÀnpo Printing, Gode l.
6. Dcþu, Gado lL
?. -{ntiquc, Cndo L
6. Blækbc¡d lllustBtion, (indc ll-
S. O¡f'lfodcui¡g, GÉdG l.

10. Iìrot Dr*ing, Gndc I.

Arl Tcæùcr's Adrüød Ccdlncâté-

. l. Gndo Il-, 5,6,7,8.
1 Gndc llI., I (orôubjæt À;q 6. b.¡os)-
3. S(iU Lil€ Paiotíng, Gndc Ill (Oils or lYster@lors).
{, I¡odsopc P.i¡ting, Gmdo ft. (Oih or tl'ÀtcMloF)

. õ. Antiquc, Cndo IL
li Dc<þn, Gndc III. (o¡ .ubrdt À-o. 2, abosê).
?. Or-r !,Iodolling, Gnde IL
8. -4, dudj'ol om¡Edt froú ct
9. -{ studr fþB lifè

10. -{n craÐple of cÉlt*oÈ dcigncd ¡nd c¡nied ou¿ l\ câodidrre.

I
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IJ
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""".- ^"a"a^"t^- 
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ARTTSTIC ANATOüY.
Tl¡is is a come of rvork rrhidb is planued æ uder fo¡ onc .

lson a rvcek :-Firet y eleton. - Secood yet,
tlre huruan nuscu.llr 

1).s lneli.d "o"rl"rl....r1 
|

À studr is n¡dc oi the bonæ, theii articul¡uioæ, 
"nd thcir l

GRÂDE III.. : .
Thc studenl norv epplies the laosledge gaiDod iD the 6.rir! and

wønrl -r'øs' æu6c co ¡¡al_vsi¡g aostoui€ll¡l variou ¡tud-iæ
of thc ontiqre and lifc.

ARTISTIC T,EATEERWORK- 
r¿..:. . GRA.DE L.

The va¡iow nrethoil¡ o[ dmntiog lather iuclude emboæing,
urodelling, erring, puchirg, uil incisiog. The re- of tbe
rcteral tæls i" æue littìe pmctirlHth
tbce a deign i" the lether. progrãsive
dæigns bæed o 6tudi6, sqd øo"Àtio¡al
emblenx ¡re ønied out on l€tler-- lfany sinpld 'aoà wlul
articls, such 6 blottarc, book æven, ptrc, bag8, watch eæ,
otc., src nìade in this øwe..

GRÁDE I¡..
In this grade uore qther ¡re

tsught; also $-ork o on suede
lqths, çith ølcri¡g Iæa¿her
bangings aod. fuqiturc, 6ysr;"g" I æ jdæþed- and. sorked.
On the ømpletiou 'of thiÉ_-tÐuÉa i.rtrideni.shoulil be sble to
folloç the cr¡ft q ¡ lir'eli[dril- -.': :-r:,.-:-l -,.

C+rti6cate¡ are isued foi utiefrcøry .åus of sork dqrinß
t he 6rt end seco¡d røo.
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ÆITIQI]E DR.A\frII¡C.

CRADE II.

.\OUTII AUSTRAUA\ SCHOOL OF ABG
^sD 

cR_vTs. r9

souTti ÁusTR.{r-t^N $cilmt, ots 
^xTs ^\lt 

cR^trs. :I

ãcgui¡c the hrl¡it ol rtrt¡iuing itnagæ. Beforc courlcrrcins
sir¡dcr¡ts sre adriscd to söudl ob.icct, and plnrrt dro*i¡s TLe
coume of sork nill inclu,L. rhe lollonirrg:--

GRADE I.
(lomr¡ron houschold objecæ; nature rrork; tv¡ur of flugs;

subiects [or lrcizæs, such &s spring, sunruer, autu¡rìtr, Ninter,
Christnræ, smidc, farrrr lifc and the Ðrnpin-

CR¡,DE I¡.
SuclL subjæts æ rlrc folloñng sìll be iotroduced:-Storis

suclr N '' Rcd Ridirc l{ood." " \\'o¿er Bal¡iæ," ,. pcre¡ p¡n.,'
or '' llol¡inson ('nrsoe " \stional tr¡e: lictle folk ol oùher
lauds, sucL re Jr¡rrresc. Du¿ch, Èqkirnos, aborigincs, arrl ìleì
Inrìiaus.

,4. Grade I ccrti6cata nìll bc isued fo¡ stisf¿cto¡r sork
donc durirrg the 6rst rear, aod a Ge<lc II. certifi¡¡tc for ¿ht,
rÌorc A(l\'ßnccd rrork of the ¡econd vc¿r.

BRIISEWORK.
GRADE I.

Irr thul subject, the stullcnt is tsught to sæ thc .. rlqr.'. o¡
"rsìrole forn¡." ¡rnd to dr¿s this at one uìrh ¡ lull l¡¡ush irrste¡rl
of depicting sha¡u lrr lins-

The ñst fen lwrs arc devotcd to uinr¡rlc bruh sr¡ukq, rr¡
girc a ærtain ¡rlout of cou6deqæ tð the o0udeot rtheu hondlirrg
thc bruh. The sinrple srrckæ arc w¿d iu the fonr¡rion oì
dæigu for gænretric shaln ¡ud borden. The atudent then
nake ¡tuöæ of plant lorru frcm o¡iure rrith the bruslr, and
emng* thenr in sirn¡rle deigns (or su¡fac¿ deæmtions-

ÂRT NEEDLE"WOR.K.

. I¡ tl¡is cls stude¡ts sre enøwged to @m out their osndeigu, aud help Ls giren io rhe ríaking ,o 
"f-.".îå¡a"._-Students prcride theirors¡ uterials. 

o r - -T qruuÊ

GR¡.DE I.
cæ siùh shite rçork ou lioen.
for d'o.r-|e5, table centræ, etc.,
ñ@Ucn or other ru¡terials. It

ceek fo¡ oue -rør- Iut¡uction is
of so¡k:_Enrbroidcr-r in s.hitc,ctoss-stitcL, ap¡lique, crerel stitc[.

- GRÂDE IL
lfore ¿dv¡ncql rvork is uudertsken ia tLis grade, rhicl¡ includçCorcicelli sork, lforris darniug, aod tl" *o.ffnf of i"ì;, äl:such æ t¡blecloths rnd pocice

20 6OUTE lUSR^UÄi* SCHOOL OP ARß ÁND CR^rS-

Stu¿lqrts dæirou of contjouiug for a ¿hird ¡ær or longcr cnn
do morc sl¿bonte wo¡L The subjecô ¡rrovide ioærotiug sork
for lomo dcøtation and hus, liko other rrt rvorþ the grut chlrut
of incliviilu¡l erpwiotr- Enrbroidery ued N s ñoish to a drw,,
Giune, or blow gisæ good sæpe lor originalit¡.

ARCETTEGISBÂL STTLES A¡TD OBJT.CUE{T.

Thi¡ is E øune of rtudy ol cleqic ¡rchi0ccturc- Scu¿lerts $-ill
nalie lsrge size sqle dmsinç of the followiog :-

CRADE I.
Blæk formetion end pro¡nrtion ol o¡ile¡s. Grck orden iu

det¿il: the Doric, Iouic, and Corinthi¡u. Gresi¡n ¡nd Roman
moulilings.

CRADE II.
Rornen ordec : the Twu, Ionió, Corintb.iu, ond Carulnit"c.

Fæhanil dnsiugs in pencil of details from the above onles.

. GR.å,DE IU.
Frcl¡¡nd dnsing o( clsic or¡¡rrrent in pencil- Felr¡n¡l

dnring of Btznti¡e or Rouuðque omameut ia pencil or
çreh- Freh¡ncldnsingin English Go¿hic omament. ìfæured
Romaneque studt- ìfæur€d ¡rcrpendicuhr Gotì¡ic ¡tudv.
uqu¡el clsic etuil¡r of loel eranple iu peucil and wæh.

RzJercw Bælr.-" The O¡ilen o[ Ärchitecture," R- Pheue
Spiee; " The Estory ol .A¡chitætw," Bgui¡ter F. Fletcher ;
" Esto¡ic Style of Omaoeot," E. Dolmetsch; " Architetrrml
Notæ fo¡ Dnftsmen," C\æ & llunb¡.

BIJASMOA&D ILLITSTBATIOIT.

This is s æuæ of çorkdeigned to help tæechen in the necmry
il.lutntiom for their geueral ðls work lfodels sill be ued æ
uuch æ posible, but, mewry dnwing wilt fom an importent
port of the wo¡k. .It is by the regular prutiæ of drewing from
nìemory thêt the mi¡il is tni¡ed to ol¡sen'e ørøtl¡r end to

l
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ÀÀ-D CR-{FTS.

GRADE ¡. -

lættcring otrd figurirg. Ârc[æ: gorncüriol sctting out tnd
shosing of spltl¡qtiotr fo¡ uæ in l¡¡ick ¿¡rd skrne. BÉclrço¡k:
sppliotiotr oI bonding, walling, and ioincilg. llmnr¡': illw-
tratiug rubble and æhlar rrolling ond dct¡ils- Door fmure ¡ud
dæs: iuteroal, panelled; extærnal, half gls. IsonrcÈric
projætion re opplied to explûnstoÌì' <ì rani n gs.

. CRÄDE II.
\findow fnme c¡rd eæhæ: illwcratiug l¡ox frsne snd Ne-

nrents. Ele¡uentrry rcoông: illutmting sctting out, fmnring,
auil joiutilg. Brickwork (adwnced): foundation, rvalling, and
¿rche for distributing loads ; reinforæd øncrete and pile
footioç. Fireplaæ, venndsì¡, and lralcony æ¡struction. Ræf
coutrucùio¡r: king, qucen, coÌlpcite. rrsncâKl, gnd hanrnrer-
l¡ønr' cnADE uI.

Staircæc: shosing lay out sud details of øgstruction.
-{dv¿uded ørotruction iu tinlær, brick, ond ctone. Pre¡untiorr
of plam, elevatiou, and sectiom of sirnple lrrúliìings, aud the
repue[tstioÀ of thæ iu ¡m¡rcctivc. Thc æloúng of dmsinç
and pre¡umtion of ùmcinç.

R<Jctcnce Bæks.--" Âuô¡alinn A¡chitecôure," by ß. J. IIadr.!u ;
"Build.ing Coostruction," \¡ols. I and II-, by llitche.ll;
" Building Corutruction," Vols- l. snil IL, h-1. Rir.ington.

COR,RESPONDENCE I,ESSONS.

for other s¡æciol subjecrs.

DESIGN.
GRADE I.

Studcnts sE tbe

lon¡ of onsnen 9t-'-'

cnil mdiation. tloû

is tl¡e ¡¡tain feat the

omouent iIr æ tlc
øoditiom irn¡neil b¡'th¡t rrork ¡r: studied'

'cnnne 
u.

Tbis cous is ¡ onti¡ustiou of thc rtotk o{ thc prerìous.r'car'

and is adapted to mæi the requirerlcttts of ¡tudenls.rtbo utrr-

"boo"" 
*,o" apecial xork, such æ is rcquired in a c+n'ing' netal

rrork, needlesotk, or other cBIt dÆ6'
CR.ADE trI.

this advsnceil sork is uaiulf inten<led for thw adopting

&rt tæsbing a I Prcfæiou, or sho dcsirc to etill lurthet specialise

in oue or more art cmfts-
Thrcughout the øme a spæial føtúre is m¡dc of the use of

motifs frcm Àutnliau 8om ¿nd faun¡'

The ærti6qts for rzriou gmde n'ill be arvurtled lor good

rork doue thrcughout the @uñ anÀ ot tlrc s¡ecial t6[ erercises

5et.

DESIGN FOR E¡AMET,IJNG.
' Dæign for eneme1liag's þught nith special refer{cc to th(

ch¡msteristie of en¡mels gnd oct¿ls ued in thc c¡aft'

Åu intoduction to tbe requiremcnLr o[ <ìeign for linroges'

choruplevé' cloisoué, and paiotcd enanlels, and tIe a¡¡licotiorr

of enaurel ø jewèllerr.

soEH iusliL{uÀs scllool oF ARTs ÂND cru{}fs' 2i
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CAR,DBOAILD UODEI.I ÀJG.

CRADE T.

ThÈ rçork is not the nodelling of a plætic aubsôance, such æ
clar or plæticine, but the temr is used in the ¡eæ of o buildiag
up of au objæt, the ursterigl ued beìng stifi pa¡xr oi cardboard.
T[is is ¡ bmnch of n¿nul trainiug rcquiring grot aæumc). of
rsorlrrauhip- Studcnts sill bc required to s¡efulll set out
s-ith irrtrunents the-developnreots of various solids, aod to
ørlrtruct th*e b.t' cuütiug out aud gurruuing togetber rrith the
Decæarr la¡x. The s'ork sl¡ould be ørried out ñst, in tLin,
stifi Ìâlær- and later on in s¡dbos¡d of gradually incruing
thicL¡x.. Thc øuse çill includc the rnakiug of gænretriã
modelr, such æ a cube, rzriou prisru and p¡,mmids, æne ¡nd
ctliuder, aod familiar objects, suclt ¿. a p¡n tral-, dog kcnnel.
lan¡r sl¡6ds. or q'all l¡rackct.

DTMFrySIONED SKETCEING.
CRADE I.

Students sE required to draw br freehand all plans, elevst¡ons,
¡ud sætiore of models tìrst sre ÀecsÂw to full-v aplain _the
objæt- On courpletion of thc drawing the lnodel ,nu"¿ b. 

"o."-full-c ureæured aod the dine¡sions ¡horçn at the ¡ide of the
dnwing. The mode'ls wed will be simple objects iu rsood or
metal, eucb æ nuts ¿nd bolts, sood joints, ges aod Fster talË,
prLller wheeh, etc.

The süudeots should be taught to nreke explanatos Cetails b¡
nærs of Lsoroetric oke t¿he-

I.n erguiu¡tions lor ihis subject. ù[e drc*ing rrill lrc judgcd as
ø its genenl utilit-v to the d¡¿fk¡n¡n or artisen.

2+ SOUTÍ 
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GRADE II.
Àfore arlrrnccd rrork in conti¡uation of the sturlr irr Cr¿dc I.

CRADE IIt.
Deign s ith aötent¡on to thc int¡oduction ol ¡rcrtrzit arrd

ñgw ørn¡nsit,ion in cnaucls. For this rçork studenk reqtrip tr
lorosledge of drrrwing fronr ùhe life, lþrtrait l¡ainti[g and frgure
@rtrposition.

Â certi6cqtc will bc grantetl for sstisfactor-r- rçork itr e¡clr rear
o( thq øurec.

DESIGN FOR IEWELLERY.
Tl¡e imtruction in this l¡ranch ol deign is given nith s¡rccial

refe¡encc to the nretarials ucd in jescllcrv. The si¡u of the
study is Lhc ¡rrorlucbion of sinr¡rlc ¡od l¡cautif ul forrrrs ef pemnal
o(Dîùreùt.

CRADE f.
Studeùts \ìLl be erræuragcd t¿ bæc iheir dcsigrs,rrr thc usc ol

such uniLs of lor¡l æ ühc ¡¡atcri¿Ls of the crrft ¡rotidc

CNADE II.
fu students nræter tlç requirernents of thc craft, ùhe deønrire

t¡qtnrent of uetureì fornu introduced into jeseller will be dealt
sitl¡.

.{ certifiete is gmuted. fo¡ satisfactor-r s'ork <ìuring øch ¡.ør
o[ tLe øue.

E{AUELTTNG'

hrstrucùio¡r ir enantclling is dsignxl to dcvelo¡r ¡rt'ù onl)'tlte

students' nranual derlætit¡, but rlm to providc ¡¡n i¡ltr<xluctio¡t

Èo the artistic æ¡æcts of Ùhe csft ¡nil eduqtc tltc invctttite ¡nd

ol training rrrtsù [¡e lrrovirltl
rsorkntatslúp to act aud react,

thc distiuctivc cìtarr t+ristic

¡rtistic ard cvctt itrragìnrtivc

trøt¡nent to go hand in hanil.
Students enù€ring th6c cl¡rscs ¡trtqt also rvork in tlrc cì¡sss

for iæign for their cmft-
GRADE I.
t sirtt¡rle

n tofthe
as' wiìl
leatlter-

work, jes-dler.r-, t¡ìet¿lFork, eta.

GR.ADE ¡T.

-{, studr of the ebor-e pmæ, end slso of cloiænnó' pìique À

jou and other n¡e[hods-
GRADE NI.

The further appliotion of the prcree t¡ tLe decomtiort. of

the çork of theilvennith aud jeseller' 
'A'dv¡nced 

enarnellirg

iocluding limogæ oud painted enarnels. Portnits, ¡liniaturm'
narnel.

e edt¡nc¿d vo¡k of G¡orle III ¡rrust'

c enaurclling rnd dæign clas' ard in

the life, portnit, or ñgurc æur¡rcsition clsæ'
Certiñetæ sill be grantæd to sucwful students il each grnde'

te
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FIGIIR,E COUPOSMION ^AìID BOOK II;LI]STRÂÍION.
b tl¡is cl¡ss sùudcnts arc euøungèil iô moke uc of tl¡eir life

studic in the 6lling ol eha¡æs fo¡ dæóntive pur¡msæ trrd i-u

illustntiug inciileuts in InoÌ¡ . or pbæe of cser¡day lifc. Ä
s¡eciol Joture of the wo¡k ilone is blacl ¿nil rhite ilrasins in
lilre or n'ash for pnr¡rcs of rcproiluctioo.

Gr¿de I. æ¿iñele is grantcil for satirfactory sork dorte

duáng the frst rør of ihe øune. :

Gr¿de II. ertiliøte ig gnnted for ntore adsonced rçork done

during the seænd ¡iear.

. FREEEAND DRAWING.
GRADE L

Srudents sork f¡orn flat or uodelled exarupls o[ ornautcuù,
uud arc cought üo anal¡ec eicù deìgu. Thc crampìe gvcn will
be sinrple dæigoa bæed on plant forrud or onventioual orntrlent,
sud sitl, æ a rule, be arrrnged to $ll iome de6oite geonre[riu
shalæ.

The ¡nalrsis is shown b¡ roaLing irro sorall drasìlç in rvhich
tl¡e liuo ¡¡e nuubered iu the o¡der of their iur¡nrtancc Tbis
sork is iu sddition to the larger dmsing.

In ¡n erauiaatiou this lsttcr drasing need uot lrc com¡rleted,
bu¡ ¡¡rrrst be drarvr in the same way æ is indiøted bv the a¡¡aìvsis.

GRADE II.
Tìre sork in th'u gmde is a æntinuation and ¡iu advauænrent,

of thst, done in Graàe 1., and. is quite sinriizr, e\-crpt that tl¡e
aqalrtiøl dnsiugs are disæntinucd anil thit ¡rencil shading is
used to shor.the relief auil modelliog shen tlrc esanrple beìng
co¡ied is in the rcund. StuileDts DEt st oui a dnsing iocelli-
gentl¡ es studied in Gmde I At sn esnúnation tbcv rçill not
be espected to æuplete their dmsiogs in the tinrc tllosed.
Îl¡eir ueühoil of work çill thË be sppaært and sill bc iudged
in tlre asarding oI mgrks.
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TeA öooks weìl,- GRADE III,
(n) " Pmctìøl Plaue Georneùry rntl Projection," .{rgel ;

chopten I. t¡ X. incluive, ond chopter XI\'. to ln
studicd.

(ö) '' Solid Gcornetrr cr Prcjec0ion-" Prrt II., H. P Gill. TIe
rçhole of this book to lre s¿udiqì-

GEOT|îNTIUC PROTECIIOIÍ OF SEADOWS.

GRADE I.
-{ graduatcd cousc of exercise in chc ¡rrojectiorr of slradols

of siruplc ob,jccLs suiteblc for studc¡¡ts rçl¡o uav bc prcparing
for enginocring or srchitccturâl deughtrnauship- or sho ¡ruv
be 6ttinß themselve for su ortisùic ereer.

Sbadoss ol points end linæ on either ¡iane of dclineatiou;
sh¿don ol lin*, surlacs, ¿nd letten oo oblique and crrrvaì
vertical surfaø; sha¡loçs of cuba, plramiùs, prisms, conæ,
and crlindem on oqe or boCh planc of deline¿¿ion; sùadoss of
rertical prisuu rvith overhonging ho¡izoutcl slabs ; shadoss of
rclids on oblique and curyed surfscæ and on inclined plana;
sbadoq¡ on rclids ømposed of tso or more solids; sìrarloss
thrcs'u on horiæot¡l surfffi Àt var¡ing heights. obøiniog
sbados b.t' nrqæ of f¡ont and side elevstion; shadorts ou
sarious simple shape recæed in or ¡rrcjectine {roo rells;
shados throwo bv o sphere and of solids rrhich include parts
of a spbere: shsdom @u.ed by artiñciel lights-

GR.ADE II.
llore diñcult probleru in ahados, iocluding the folloning :-

Sh¡dos¡ of hoìlow hemisphere ¡ ohadom of semisphericrl reæ;
¡hadow of circular ring; sh¿dow of objects reguiring tbe uæ
of sctiou to obtÁiu shadorvs; eb¿dorts of grou¡x of rclide.
such æ øne and cylinder, or two sphee : ohados of element¡r.r
oacl¡ine detoils; ehadow of elcueotar.t' srchitectuml detsils;
sl¡¿dorçs of sinplc foru illui¡¡ted lron tño source: of light.

ReJerenæ Bæ1,.-" Sciog¡aph¡'," R. Pratt.

souTil ÁusTßÂLl-tl acHool oF 
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GEOMETRICAL DRÀWING.

Texta,oks rcc/,- GRADE r'

l. Ploue gmnretr-s :
(,,) :' Prnctical Plane Gconretr.t"' Pnrt l ' 

H P .Gill' Tlre

rvhole of this bmk is to l¡c stu<licd ' includirrg tìre

îPlilicâtion of geonrct'ric forrtrs-as - 
surl¡æ

dä¡¡tions -qnd 
- 

the corntruction of sinrple

¡rchc.
2. &rlid gcontetr¡-:- - 

(a)i' ElcurcnterS' Soliil Georrct¡Y' trìd Projcctiol'" H' P'

Gill; læou I to 13 int:lusive'

Teaæoks usù- GRÂDE If'

2 Solid ge

(n) " netr¡-' rnd Projcction"' H P'

? iuclrtsive.

(ó) " iectiou"' Î*rt-II ' n-^";9tl!
31, 4{ to 50. 5t to 56' G{' to

63. ?(l to 72'
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EISîORIC ORN^AüENT.

The objæt
ta ornsmott.
rçhich ¡¡e il
vite up thei
in-line, tonc, or ø[or-

CRADE I.
De6¡ition ol tem ued in oundrction idth lecturu' suc\ s

Âtïle. tnrc. clas, conrrcntional, omaiuelrt, oytnbolisur' ek'-';;;";;,;' 
o¡r¿r¡¿r¿.-Prinútive or prchistoric' E9'ptiau'

-{s rrian.
Qh"r¡" Orrorr"nr.-4rek, Etrusen, Pour¡rciiau' Roruan'

Romanæque, BYanti¡e'
GRADE U.

Anølic Or¡ø¡rent--{hinæ aud Japaoæe, Indien' 'Lrabiau

Tukish, Pereian, )loorish' :- 
n'*;" Orrpr¡e¡1.--Celúc, Gothic, English' French' an<i

library.
Fol "tt^io"tion 

pûrPc6 5O ma¡ks will be ¡çcriled for the

a.*ì"ã-tJiri*t^etio*, "oil 
5o mgrks ¡vg¡ded for ¡ writte¡

;"..j";*"- Time alloced, thre hous' Ifsrkg Ñill bo manled

ä;*h,l-;";"g and inttltigeut erplenatiou nthet tb¿n lor

lo¡q sordf ausee.'';i;;;á; 
mut be able to skstÆh tJ¡Picål orusnentsl forrc

mev be ued iu the ætting out of the onament'

l
,AO
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: ;: DITAWING AND PAINTING FR,OM LIFE.

Tbe ¿im id thæe clsæ is to prcvide the stúileut sith thè
nffiar-v lororvleilge aoil ability ø do good ¡nrtnit sork ; also

to uo tLe ñgum in piccoriel æmpositiou; in deign lor illust,n-
ùion or poster rtork; and in eculpt'ure ond cr¡ft nprk.

Color, pcucil, snd cì¡oru¡l crc the priucipal uediums used.

Stud€nts ruûy also specialiæ in pen and iuli sork, modelling in
cìay, or silvcr ¡niut

Time-studic of ¡rcsæ aod brc¿d efiæts ¡re ¡u¿de a s¡rccial

{sturc of the rsork, aud tho øw ds embæ finished studics,
either n'ith oi Nithout bacþmuil.

G¡ade I. ærtiføt¡ Ls gnnted foreatisfactor-r rvorkdorc tluriug
the Ânt. year of the coune. Gnile II. e¡ti6cate is gmnt<l for
morc ¡dva¡ced ço¡l¡ done during the mnd -yo¡.

LETTMING AND SEOWCÂR,D IPRTTTNG.

A æuse of study in letteriug is æntisl for ùhe ¡¡t student àD(l

dmughtsnraa, and is of ue in almost ever¡ profæion and trade.
The sork in Grade I. is the smo for all gtudents, but io Gmdc II.
will be sìigh0ly uodiâed to suit-tbe inilividu¡l requireroents of
wh studeot; thus o dmughtsmau qill sork chiefl_ç iu pcn and irrk,
whilst ¿ shorçe¡d ñriter will ue the bruh chieflr, and practise
mainlr lor s¡æcd.

. 
GRADE t,

Theo4' aud practiæ in the followirg:-Fudaneotal principles
of letør fo¡matioro, æseutials of good letteÉng, and the ænr-

IþDetrt psrts of lettes. E¡ercis in dnwing the øpitals aud
loçe¡ rue of thc folliñiDg type:-Plain biæk or Egrltieo,
Romau type, and ¡keleton or ¡h¿dow blæk lett¿m- Drasing of
oumemls o[ the variou t5rye. Elementrry bruh tcchuique
sud its ue in drawing lettem. Principle oI 6pæjog lettem and
*e¡l-., and the anaagement of wo¡ds and nurueels in given
epaø. Setting out aad dæiguing sinrple sboscards in black
a¡d shitc.
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Cn¡1DE L
Äll ilæigu ucd in this -@urc nut ì¡e t'he sturlent's orvu

work. Irfodclling in relief. Backgroud, Conventiorral lmf
'- fonr," for the tmìuing of flgen ¡nd thuhs' \tarf iug vicrvs of

- siur¡rle løve frcu uaLN to ¡bos chamt¿¡isbic fæturæ S¡rmy
ììs: of Iãs¡'æ with àæms (natml foliage) i floses ; scsl ¡rcds and

:'
-- r abape, uirg the plaut forur tlìc studcût
. : ¡¿rcÌI. Combiutioa o[ scroll eod the

to bri mouliled i¡ ças and cast iu plætcr'

:::r-': GR'ÀDE II'
-i,: t. Itodcltùrg front t'he et. Ial fonrs in high artd lorr rclic['

-/1 2. Fisb, l¡ird¡, ud ¿oim¡Ls f¡om æb ol Dâture.

3- Fæturq frdor the cai¡t ¡nd fom meoor)'; La¡rtts, [eet,

etc.
+l\t*t nrouliling ia phstær o[ P¡ris, war, and gelntine.

Studctts 60 dcirou nai Eubmit, i!5tÆ4d of À:os.9 arld 3,

6.5, 6, sDd 7,
5. EtrichnìeDt on curd mouldi¡g, æ egg aod dart, aørthu

- leaf, etc.
6, Original deigu for Êbrcu ejlings.
?- lfodelling frcm ¡n outli¡e <Irarirg' dæigned for s¡>aodrel,

panel, ot otherucbitcctunl detaila, ia difierent stylo of omarDeot'

, Thse studéots cboulil then: go or to mæh, hqds' buts, etc.,

æ i¡ tl¡e tl¡i¡d end fourth Yar.
GR.AÞE IIL .

Skutl, muks, aud hæds. Portioni'öf tÀe anatonriøl ñgw.
Bs-relief f¡ônr the æt- But from the æÈ, Àfo¡e diEcult
but frco the rntique. Ee¡ds Êom life i¡ bæ-relief . Pieæ

nroulding in plmter cnd çsr

. uoDFr.f_rñJG IN GESSO.

This work is done s'ith the bruh. Gæo is tl¡e narue given

t<i a øm¡nsition su6ciently tiquid to pemit of epplìøtion sith
d þrub, ond yet frm enough to ro¡in nised above the groud
rvhq it céts- On¡oé¡t øú thu be moddled to ønsidemble
reliel b¡ repcsted applietiou of the ge- It afiords 8t ercelleot
medim for ttre drumtion of ¡uch ¡rticle ñ picturc and ¡rhota
lmmæ.

I,AI{DSCAPE PAINTING AND DRAWING'
of ¿cce'
, rrnd thc
Buruidc'
landsep
Ilßition.

The rrrc<ìiur¡ts snil water

colon, and in th cither s'itl¡

¡æncil, charcoaì,

Tltis studt of u for ntoæ

âdrsÙæd \çork

Grade I. certi6cate is grartcl fo¡ utisfactors rsork donc during

tbe frNt l-esr of tl¡e coune

Grrùe tl. certiñete is gnnted for n¡ore sdvanæd rto¡k dons

<Iu¡iu.e the second tca¡'

MODFf.lrNG,

rrork in each r-car o{ the coune'

SOt:Tlr Ätl-sTR^ì,I^r- SCllæL OF ARE -{SD CR_\mS' 33

MUSEUM SflTDIES.
T[is cl¿ss lnccL\ orrcc t rteek ¡t the trfu't'u¡u. b-s kind ¡ær-

n¡Lsior of thc llorrrl of Govcrt¡os of the Public Lil¡rar!, ]ftr*t¡ttt'
and -{rt (ì¡lìcrç of Sou¡h -'\ustnrli¡ TLe cor¡e ol rrork iucludcs

studies fronr both thc ccranric ¡ud ¡tùtudl hÈtor-\ s¡rccirtletts

¡hit ¡rc ¡v¡il¡l¡lc- Thce studiæ, sith rhcir rtidc mnge of

iubject, color, rtrd tcxtrtrc, give esellent tmitring to 8ll art

etuãents. Tlrerr nlso provirlc intereting subjects lor dccou-tiçe
(reat.nrcn(, arrd a¡c, tlrcrc[ore, of gddition¡l u* to students t¡king

lhc design cortruc-
(ìrocìe I. ccrtificatc is grrrntel for stisfætorls'rrk tlorrc duriug

llre fìNt \ o¿r of tltc counc.
Grrtlc ll. ccrtiñcÂte is grarrletl for nìore û(t\allcql rtork tlonc

durirg tìre sccotrcì ¡ er.

OBIECT DRAWING.
g ltir¡te in t

tion I co¡tt¡uon

tÞsi Tle " a¡
noti sha¡x," æ

The tudent to

learrs that it i: " appearuncæ " sud not -'reaI slralm '' that

L¡te to læ ootiæd qnã drauri to ohtâitr a ¡rictorial rePreseulatiol

of a¡¡t obiect,
GRÂDE I.

The øusc of rvork deals rith an¡ siruple objects or n¡odels'

Tl¡ese a¡e plaæd on lrorizont¿l ¡urfso ¡ituated at ¡"¡66 Istels

eitbe¡ beloì or ¿bove the lcvel of the e5e. Circuhr rnodels' such

âs tl¡e crliûder, æoe, and objects of sioilar sha¡xs, a¡c to be

d¡as¡ in oblique and horiæot¡l ¡nsitios s sell es irl upriglrt

oges. Part oi each lson i¡ this rork sborrld læ devoted to

mertorr d¡artit¡g.
GRADE II.

to a rlrarting.
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PERSPESTTVN.

Studcuts in their scond -Yeûr DsJ' slso entar u¡nu a øum of

lns¡æctite. ThÈ is also dividcd ir¡ø tso gmdæ, buù stuilenls
¡rìut pß Gnde I. gconretry bclorc euteriug ulþn tLi! couÊ. 

.

. GRADE I.
î¿t Bæk rsd.-" The Principle aud Pnctiæ of Penpctivo,"

P¿rt I., J. Carrol; lsous r- to \IIr., incluive, and pmblcurs

based on tùe princi¡rlc inrolved, to be studied.

. GRADE II.
(r) lfore di6cult ¡rroblerrs bæed on prilciplæ oI Gnde I.
(ó) Theorv of peslrctive-
(c) Problerus ilrolving tlie ue of accidentÂl vuishing 1rciuts.
(d) Elenrentary probìenrs in ¡eflectiou anil slì¡alost.

ReJcrenæ Bæks--
(c) " Priaciplo a¡d Practió of PeÉ[Ective," Parts I. aud II.,

Canol.
(ö) " Theort aud Pmctiæ of Pempectirrc," Polak.
(c) " Third Graile Pen¡rcctive," Den¡is.

PLI\NT DRAWING.

The object of this cl¿ss is a scudy of ¡laut fo¡u ud ølor lrcru
\stue, ìrhich studv rrill also suppl¡' strdents with nìotifs to b€

øurentionell.r treated il deigm fot cnft sork-

GRÂDE I.
\ïo¡k is i¡ outline, to rshich ehading na¡r also be added-

Students stud¡- the pri¡ciplæ and chancteristic of plðrt grc$'th,
thu gainiag an a¡rpreciation ol beaut-ç of form rsbich will be of
help to thcnr ir origilol rsork.

Dmrrilg of plonts frotr nlcmor.f is alsc a ¡nn of this æuse of
rcork.

GR.ADE U,
llouoclrrcr¡re color, or ¡rcn and ink sork, is intrcduced iu this

further stage The st[dcnt is recouuended to rn¿ke stud.ic of
Âutralian florvere and loliage æ giliag dæieble ntotifs for
deømtirrc pulpos*.

-j6 Êomn 
^osrR^Ll^N 
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SIILL LIFE PAINTING (Oil or Wat€¡r¡lors).

Oils.-Student¡ rrork lrour e 6¡e¿l ule o[ ølos ou their
palctte, and are taught thc qrc of tLeir brqha aud palette,

Il'ol¿¡ølo¡s.-S¿uilcuts e¡e t¿ught b¡ ueans of a silgle ælor
char0 to recogrise ølom readil¡', to lern tbe nlrùtg of colos,
¿nd to becorrc pnctised ür tbc ue of tl¡e bruh.

CRADE I.
Iu both oils end s¡tcrælon the ñGù scudig ia still-life arc

fronr sinrple ølo¡cd l¡locks and otl¡er objects amngeC nith
background and foregrourrd. Tl¡e so¡k frcm thqe inrolrq the
perccption of thc light and sharlc, colo¡ and trcne, that distilguish
the r¿¡ious surfaø-

GRÄDE II.
Froru sinr¡rle studiæ tl¡c student salyauce to more difficult

oDs lJar.iag rcnre knorsledgc of light aud sbade aod ælor, he
studis-(l) The rcproduction o[ the trrture of v¿riou sub-
st¡nc6; (2) china, glu, and metal; (3) eiurple draperr-. The
objects ore grouped in acø¡dauæ s-ith the progrs ¡nd abilitv
ofthestudent, and, in arldition, fruitand 0orres, eitberseparatelv
or in groulx, are ued s rnodels.

!

R^gK)IICEING AND OOLORING OF PEOIOGR.trPES.
.:

'
sddition to work ou photogroPbs,6tudents are shoNn s-Låt is

. æquired in the æloring of l¿utcn sliil6. Students undertsking

s øum of this sork arc etrcngly monìnlended to tÂkc Àdditional

clsæ in antique and life dnsing.

' . i 
.:

REPOIISSF.

Iu tl¡is so¡k the efieðt of I dsnted and u¡odelled surface

shich h* been enbosed fmn ßst 6h*t Det¡[ is obt¡iqed nrairrl-t

by sorkirg frcm tl¡e æsese ¡ide of the ûåt sl¡eet' It is ¿rt

eilective nteam of dcænti¡g nìsur houeholal oÙiects ol drih
ue.

Studcnts @tunleociug this subject nrut also ioin a desigr

cl¿s uls thcv h¡ve a prcviou klosledgo of such rcork'

GRAI'E I.
- Prepantion of pitch-hlæk. .AnnøIirg and cheruiellt cleauiu¡

thc ruet¡l to be q'orked ou:' Tools- Siople exerciso sith thc

outli¡e. Embosiug simple foms rith the rouded nrodellen

auil hollos puncba. \Yorkirg simPle dæigDs for fingerplates,

uBeplst€, belt bucklæ, photo-fnua, etc.' frc¡u che rercse side'

Sulaæ etchiug end ælorirg.

GRÂ'DE II.
lfore ö6cult dæigns are erecuted, such æ tllose suimbìe for

fiæ sc¡ææ, fendes, æal scuttlæ, luel bolæ, eskets. \Torking

shæt metal frcu thã flat i¡to bosls, cuIN, etc., and dccorating

rore. Piercing metål ñith drill an<I os. Soldcrilg' rireting

øloring.
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GRADE III.
Iu this gnde nrucl¡ nro¡e diñcult grcups are arnnged, ouch æ

studic of dmperr, rrith væm, or omaÈents, or amogerDents of
fruit ¿nd florves rritl¡ yææ and othcr di6cult modeh Thæe
requ leu in light, anil.
shad ælor ¡rcrepætive.The and. amnge their
o\çD gloulË; thet thìÄ stud_t- siruple coro¡nsition god s'hat iq
Dewrt to ¡ìtske a good amngemeot, and what is to be açoided-

Certiñc¡tes are gmntcd for tl¡e variou gmda for good work
done throughout the counæ, a¡d at tinre study erarììinatioDs.

STENCILLING.

Stæacilling is ext¿reircls euplo¡-cd in the dcæntion o( tl¡c
interion ol buildirç, æ io fricæ or d¿dos oq salls or on curt¡iu
haugings. It gire sæ¡rc for g@t varict¡: of tru¿Detrt 8trd
sfio¡ils a¡ intæetiog sod ineqæuire mqu of ønring out
deøetire rrork.

GRADE I.
.- Il amugiog thc deigu, special attention mut bc given to thc
tiæ ôhac src nceqgn in ¿ ste¡cil plate. Thæc tiæ u¡¿r be
evider¡t iu the ¡tencillcd dæign, but n¡ust be so armngcd as not
to be objætionobìc.

GRÂDE tr.
Io the ¿dçanced coue,tùepurle ofdæign anil itsadûptátjor

to t¿riou orùatrrcnt in this cls of sork is e¡elulls sturlicd-
Tbc pillas of ¡ hall, for exaurple, æquiring ¿lifler€nt trcarnreot
frcru the bo¡den ol ¡ toilet ører- The w of trvo or nrore steocil
plst6 itr thc sarne ileigu i: also taught; tlús method is otteu
required in the productioo of henldic and emble¡n¿tic sork, and
is in elcryilar use for sigoboards, the wrlls of rænu, end t\c
deæntion of theat¡s ¡nd muic halls-

Certifiøta are isued for satÈfætory cousæ of rrork during
the ñst ¿nd æønd rers.

SPESIATJ JT¡TIOR, CLASS.

Tl¡e chief ai¡r in chis cls is the en@umgeuent aod trairuug
of the la¿ural ¿bilitr for ¡ketchiu! øuuou objects and irrci _ erts
from meruor¡ that mal¡; chililren lre.

The cls is held for tro houn ¡xr n*k. This time is dividc j
iutoth¡æ p€¡iods to prc\rnt childrcu tiriog of Lheir wor! æ sooe
sould ilo if kept at oDe stuilt fo¡ two hom. During the ûnt
h¡If hour the child rorÌ¡ ¿c a memoñ dnwing of the object
studied rt the prcr'iou lsón. Â rtuily Ls made oI some æruou
objæt, such æ simple articlæ of ever¡day u*Co.s, særilg
epparrJ, ûarce, suil plante. In the læt h¡lf hou¡ ¿¡other

bject being an¡ object or incjdent
i¡t¿sted or ,wþich he hæ bæn

t=1
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ItrOOD CARVING.

\\tood ørrìng is a fatorite subjcct for ôrtcÌrft Nork, æ it sfio¡ds

6@pe fo¡ decoating ueful article of ltrmitu¡e iu ¡¡ cfiective
aud iuterestirrg s¡v. -{ st,tt<ìeut rtbo hs l¡rætered æne of tl¡e
initirl ö8icuìtis of tìrc dnugìrknran, and h*< a {air generol

loosìedge of deigl, sltoultì sou do good sork- The urmu¡e
of his succs s-ill depend ou his epacit¡ for the so¡k ¡rd or tl¡e

ôrÌìouoù of tiue for acturrl practice.

CRADE I.
TIe iustructioo in thl" grade includæ the sharpeuiug' ere,

sud ue ol tl¡e t@ls, anil o gradcd coune of pnctiel sork T[i¡
begim sith the sin¡rlat fonns of loliated omament snil the

ærring of siru¡rle scrolls' aud also ioclude the can¡'ing out of

original dcigus bq.ed ou l¡lant fo¡ur.

GRADE TT.

llo¡e advauc€d caniug nill l¡e done in this graile, such ss tl¡e

developrueut of the s¡oll aod ¿ morc el¡bm¿ed trøtueut of

ornaùent, bæed ou uarunl fon¡u, ¿nd the eniog of adaptatiom

of v¡¡iou str-le of omanteût to the detsils of fumiturc ¡nd

crclìitecture.

Æ

llil: s,\. scllo0l. t)t: at¿ts \\tr eRAt ts ,ti\trit,it¡,,I tttritrti,rl \,,rilr t(.rr.(

Wæd Carvlng it StudÊnG'Exhlbltlon, M^y, l92l
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

SOUTH ÄUSTR{LIA

CC

S.A. SCHOOL OT' ARTS AND CR.{FTS.

GIRLS CENTRAL ART SCHOOL.

201 NORTH TERRACE, ADEIÁIDE.
(Opposir¿ P"blic Libroo )

{Ê&ru

TELEPHOÑE.
D.r .. . Có7Ð
E<^iry -. C ó71!

A FULL-TIIIE SUPER-PRIMARY SCHOOL lor GIRLS

P ñncípol Jorr"- C. Cæmrru.

, Cuovs K CæoS¿nio¡ Míslrcss.

SUBJECTS AND Ttì\1E ALLOTMENT

(Orrc ['cri,,rl : {0 trliurltcs.l

FIRST ÏE-\IT.

rl**nbly . .
Dn¡lish I. -.
Social Studis
llistory ñnd Âppreiniion of .\n
l)aifn ¡rrrl Colotrr .- .. .-
l'reehnnd Dmrvin¡ . -
()l,jftt lhî$inß
kttrrinß ¡nrl Sho$ Crrri \\-ritir,¡
ìlorìclling .. .. ,. ..
Cconrelriol l)msir¡ - -

ûoLrny.- ..
l'lnnt Dmring ..
t llilstrÃtinn
Sin5ing .- .. .. ..
Spîr(r .. .. .- ., .-
C¡rtsork.-

Tor^L .. ,.

TI¡IRD IEAR.
l(

,t<mbly . .
Enslish III.
Soci¡l Stsdia lll. -. -. .. .. ..
ll¡rtory ônd i\FpÉiåtion ot Ârt
Daip ¡nrl Colour lf. - .. .-
l'rmh¡n¡l Dmi'ins ll. . ..
Olrjcrt l)nrwinx Il ..
T.ctlcr¡rg ¡trrl Sho.r C¡',1 \\'ritinl

II-
lfoìcllins If
,lntir¡rc Dnsirr¡ I. . .. . '
I'lñ¡t Dñr¡n: II
hithctrork l- . .. -.
-\É N.cilcqork f- ..
St¡ll Lifc Iiintins I- ..
Sinsing - -

StErts .. ..

le

'Ihc Girls Ccntral ,trt School is thc Jinior School of

the Soutlr ¡\ustraìinn S<rllool of ,{rts aird Crafts, arrd

provi(ìcs t full-timc conÍsc of Sccrrrtìnty l)dumlion for

¡irls rtitlr r hitrs lorçrrtìs Ârt.

r\rrr.' girl N¡th trbilit]' in drtrving rvllo dcsircs to tnkc

lp .A.rt ir nily of iis branches, ûnd who has gnincd hcr

l'rogrcss Ccrtificntc or \rho shoss s[tisfûctory cçidcìcc

rrf ìrnvirtg rcncllc(l atr cqilitllclìt ¡t¡: lliAhcr stlll(lâlrì, is

cliciblc to cntcr this School.

'fhe incìusiort irr thc Curticulum of lìnglish, tsotany'

Ilistor¡', nrd -\¡r¡n'ccintiott of rlrt, Socitl Strrdics, Sirrg-

ittg, rrn,l S¡tott ¡trrrrirlcs ¡,¡¡ 1l¡¡¡ 5[t¡tlrrttt's rot¡tit¡ttc'i

xr.lr:rrl r:(lu(rrt¡ott, Nlril(: L¡lc ollttr sultjct:Lr scltr:tcrl Ilr'-
ri(ìc r thoÌottgh grourì(lill;{ ill 

^rt.
'fltc c¡rursc is for fortr ¡'ctts' Stu<ìcttts Nllo ll¡lvt com-

plctc(l onc or morc )¡crìrs tt I I{igh or l'cchnicnl Sclrool

mîj- traDsfer to the appropriâte coursc ¡t thc Girls

Ocrrtral Àrt Schooì.

No fecs lt t' cìtrtrgctì, ¡rlld str¡dcllts rcecive tllc Goual ìl-

mr:rrt 3rltrt ol fii for l,t¡rks ¡rttrì nt¡rtcri¡tls dtlr iltg tllc 6l st

llrrt.t: r_c¡tt s.

I'tirrci¡ral: .lo¡ts (.1. Coottcrttt,lr

-(ictrior ì[istrcss: Gr¡uts l(. Cooo

Sli(:r)¡'l) l lì \ll

.1r*.rrtily .

lìr¡rl¡.h ll. -- ..
so,;rl Sln'lics Il. ..
ll¡.lort ntrd,\FPrccintio" oi,\'t
I)dißn ânil Colout I.
Frcchnnd Drîsinß I. .' --
Ohj(t Drn$inß t. . . ..
lrttcring nnrl Shon Cù¡l \\-r itirr¡ I
lfnlcllir¡ I .. ..
li¡nrn¡,trir¡l l)rr¡sitrg l.
¡lifx,'! I . .
I'hilt lIils¡r¡r I

,\rilir¡re l)rrrtirr¡. l':1.'il."1','r
Sirr¡inç
Slmrl{ .. ..
{-¡rftnork l.

Ì'outtTlr'\'lì-\ll

srill l,¡f. l'¡¡"lint lf
l)cìir' 

^nd 
Colotrr Ill-

-\tr1¡rtilc DrÂs¡n* Il.
llistoric OrnÃñeht l.
I:nùta¡ Dnsing I
]1".€ilm Stù¡i6 l.

Tlc ¡lotc six silhjc.tr îrc .onìnron l" :::"

lhrrc.osNr-Cnnrmer'¡.1,\'l'.\lrplrÀì ¡r' ì

Slil.l."l. nrit ll¡ ¡r .Lm-e f,r': '
r¡'¡roprirlc lô ll¡n riltrr.

l'¡"-r: Ånr Corxtst: (Foil'th ì.Ârl

Ilqlcllins lll., lrcr:¡c,:lirc I-, l:i.ìì¡nc I ,

^rt 
¡\hntoms I., Drrsin¡ aniì P¡int¡il. ftoîl

l,¡fc l-, firrrlsÊnlre I'rintirr: | . lln"r¡ !llr¡'
tdt¡ilil 1., \\'ùùll'1,"k l'ri¡,tiill I

,\rrl rr:o .\n; Cr¡ r.t:.

Crnfl.rork I., Ch¡hÂ l-'intit! I \ I

\ccllcrork lI., \tmlmrtin¡ 1.. ]ln'l' ri':':
lll, hnthcntork lI, \ÏcaÌiñ: t

Torrl .. . 
7
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SOUTII AUSTR.4LTAN
SCI]OOL OF.ART

PROSPECTUS
t9 63

EXHIBITIOI.. BUILDINC . NORTH TERRACE . áDELAJDE

ì\E\\' pREi\f ISES, IN STANLEY ST.. NORTH ADEL.AtDE.
WILL BE OCCUPIED BY TIIE SCHOOL OF AÀ,T. EARL'I' I\ 196ì

DATE OF TERÀ'S

r 9ól

Tu6day,5th Fcb@o'to Friday, lTth À,lay

À{ond¿y,3rd Juæ 10 Friday 9rh August

Monday,26th Au8ù( to ThuEday l9th Dccmbcr

,t ncs'burlding for the Siìrrh Aultrrli¡n School of \ri h-i þal è:.. :; - S::n.rr
S(rcc(, Norlh Adclaidc

Thc design is e thrrc;torr¡ conìFf,ct burldrñt ñt:i. i:r!a.:: -rìj: i:::::¡
cour¡]ardopcnro(hcsk\ Thc¿ccorììDìoJàtionprr.rii:ri¡rlrì:¡.'-.¡:::¡:¡
27 srudios and cla5sroùils, in crllihition roorìr ¡(.:ili: l:3i::i ::: - ; ri::,
ln âdd¡t¡on. ¡mcnitics such ns a fo¡cr, oliiacs str::r..a:: i._ì...., ::.-:i ::::!:î
rrorkshop. carctÂkcrs fì3i end srud¿olJ coilIìtol r¡\ì:t i:ra \'.^: ¡:.. -aJ

Thc ground lloor h¡s ¡lso br'cn phnncrl to pío\t..je : :¡ira .-¡r:::: r..r::\:_J
chich nra! be uscd Íor our'door cl¡sscs ¿nd for ria c t;i:r r: :::.;:::t t::

COUñ-ClL

PRESTDENT

Gøfïrcy Thomæ Clarkc, 
^ 

u 
^, 

Fq^-, ¡.p.

VICE PRESIDENTS

Jarc Cãnpbcll lû,in. o.o.E., E D, F.Rj ^, F-R ¡ a.À. E.R-Àr-^.

Charles \\'ill¡¡nì R¡c linß

SECRETARY

Thc Principal

MEMBERS

Chù16 Gco.gc B¡nnoo
Ronâld Charl6 Ecll, D¡p. ar
ME. A. H. F. B<mcrr
Kym Booyahon
-È¡¡iiâm 

Aurúroù], Brow
Robcrt Richmond Campbcll, O-B.E
Douglõ Avon DwEo
Rcgimld Thom Elvish, ÀF.Raq., Ð- ,.?.
Jrc Bickford Jæis

^Ifrcd 
F@cis KEboæ, J P

Albcri Gørç Àlonis
Mis Clañ Eliäbcth R¡ggs

F¡ßt Tcm . -

Scønd Tcm

Third Tcm

PURPOSE AND AIM OF THE SCHOOL

Thc Sout-h Auralian Sch@l of .Art is ¡dmioistc¡ed by thc Tæhniql BÉnch
of thc Eduerion Dcp¿¡mcdt fo¡ thc purpos of provid¡¡g full-aie vmdooal
caiaing for rhæ *ho wirh ao b€c pEdisitrg a¡t¡ss ud for a.hæ who haw
b*r adm¡ncd to úc Êl@don DcpaffiDt s A¡t Tqc-lrcs íu Taining, ud
p¿rt-timc v@tioD¿l nioiag for thæ *ho rE al¡ady cogagcd io onc of (hc
broch6 of rhc atistic prcfG¡on.

Thc Schæl also povids på¡t-rim tuitioq for thæ who æ trot prof6ioDally
oga8cd but who sk to 8ai! u udcEtudilg 4d appeiatioo of dt s¡d a
furthcr qpcricoæ thrcugh ùc 6tudy !¡d paäiæ of orc or morc of thc Rricd
ñpærs of dEwi¡!, Da¡Dt¡ng, d6igD, s¡lptw aod @fls.

It is Lhc ÃiE of ùc shæl to providc ('bc hi8b6( po$ible 6t¿Dd¡rds of bðic
lEini¡g ¡t Diplm lcwl ¡¡ *ry 6c¡d i¡ u øvi¡omt of minum
opportuity fo¡ dcrclopæot of iodivilu¿l alcas, abilitic od pokntialili6-

9 TI,ti
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BOÁRD OF SIUDIES

DIPLOTIA @UR.SES

W
I'1. H. Booc r^. Þ.; Dtr. Ð.

S up¿ ¡ i t¿nd¿a oI T¿chdì@! Sche ls

R. R- CåepbcJ, o.E

J. B. JæÈ

H. J. B¿ily, Dp- Ær
IñaEdù ol ¿ld

E.N.P6læ,M

P rírcipal, Wa tø TæcÀøs CoU4c

Tbc Prircipâl

G ENERAI- n* FO R lrl-,t TlO¡-

THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF A,RT

TE¡.CHINC STAFF

PRINCTPÂL

AIå¡ F. Siqp, F.Rs! Dlp- 
^RT

VICE.PRINCIPAL

D6rcnd B<tøy, a.T.o.. Àt.^.L-t a¡.o.t-^.

SENIOR LECTURERS

Phil¡p D. Robcns, D¡?. ART

Gordoo Sffikg 
^.N.^-

LECTURERS

Udo Sc[bach
Chad6 Rcdd¡Ãgoo, r. lN eE (Chiøgo)

Albqr Snúd\ DF. RT
F@cis FiSurr

Gæffrcy R. Wilsoo, ar mr
Ricbád G. Wh¡rq Dp- ar

Gârlcs K@pf, A.r-D-r.À, F.Rl.^.
Hdq J. Mcfrt6\ Dp- Ær

Jæphiæ Cåddy, DF. ÆT (Va@uvcr)
Doc C. Cã¡t

Ma¡gaEt w- Dou&l¡s, Dp- ÆT (E/iDburSh)
Om M. Brougbroû

W¡llid M. Lylc, ÀR M.T.c.

udr'viíriog Fñ{iæ i6lrcoõ for sp..ial¡z.d $biß-

All Corcpondcre, including cnquiric from intddiog s(udcnb, should bc
rddtBd ¡o rhc Priæipal, South 

^srnliãn 
Sch@l of 

^rt, 
Exhibirion Building,

Norh Tcmæ, Ad.lÀ¡d<-

Scàæl Hoc
Moming.------. 9 ¡.m.-ll a.m-, lla.m.-l p.ñ
Aficren .-...- 2p.n-4 p.n
Ewniog -.---.-- 6 p.m.-B p.n, or9 p.n

Dipl@ Añ¡ds
Tlr Scbæl awds (hE Diploms-(hc Diplom in F¡rc AÉ (painrjng or
Sculporc), tbc Diploro in Adrn¡sing At ud thc Diplotu io Art Tøching.
D.bils of which will bc fouM on pagc 16.

Cbolc of Cæc
TtE FEt Y@ Couæ is ømon to thc Diploru ous i¡ Fiæ Aß aôd
Adwnising At and studcnß ec not rcqui¡cd to spcc¡fy rh€ subj¿q in which
thcy sùh to akc ùæir Diploro until thc Sænd yqr-
S<ùæl Caq¡f
TlÉ poK6 aird dud6 of úc S.hæl Courcil shall bc to acrci* a gtrcal
oKight of rlE *ork of thc Scl¡æl in ærdanæ uìrh úE ißmioß oÍ úÉ
Dimor of Edøioo (ridG Rcg. 32-3J of part Ð-
G¡¡at
Thc Gellcy \6 oçrcocd in Nowmbcr, 19J8. It providG ¡æohodtrtiod
for spæial lqn cxhibirioro from Natiood An Gallcric ud qhibirion of tlp
work of shff ud stud.nß. OG ¡¡ ca(ù tcm tbc priæ¡pâl Éy iÀvitc
individuls or g.oups ¡o E rlE gallc¡r for ahibirioo pupøa-
Ilìr¡rt
Tbc scbæl übr¿¡y ootair æm l,l00 bæks of rcfcrcEr røy of *,h¡cü Ey
bc bo@væd by Su-ff æd studcnG of t-hc sch@l- Tbc libGry sub6qib€ ao
ruy pcriodiols øvcriog a wide rangc of subjrrrs.

SrDpl¡6 of A¡tists' MaaqÍals
All srud€oG of thc Sch@l æ ¡cqui¡rd to supply aîd ruinåi¡ r.ll .quip@t,
úis6' @æriâls æd b@k 6 dircdêd.

Tb. S<i@l Stæ
TtE S.ù@l stoc suFpli6 s@ll itcro suctr c papcr and pcæi\ all prcELs @
paid ilto ùc Sch@l Fúd,

Tbc Shop is opcD for l5 Diûut6 at ürc @ffi¡¡@t of @miog sod
¿ftø@osé¡o6-
StuddtId6
I-octæ æ ani.lablc to sll full-tiG studdß.
t4

Gf NERAL INFORMATION

WÌæwcrposiblc lækca will b< mdc arai¡âblc (o pan-úm studcns cqol.kd
fo¡ a nmbcr of clas.
P@dl Pmp.rty

fF,d.-l will no( hotd ir$lf Êpouibtc for rtrc tos of pcmul prcpcny
lcl( n c¡ås r@ñ or wirhin rlrc puioc of óc b$ild¡ng.

SGpd6ih dTtu:!¡(iø of C@s
¡t tbc
Í g16

yifhê

Fe

ti@l clåsq wi(hout fqtlrc.
d approwd by rhc priæipáI,
d¡s.
-...- flolO5.pcrr@

For Pæ Tirc Clas-
Hm pcr Wæk Fø ¡rcr Subin ¡r Tm2hM .-....._.. ---._ fl t05.3hou6 -..-..--.- ,.--. f45s-4hq ......-..- .._--_ f4 l(X.

Wirh a ¡Eiou of... - -.. - _...... -- --.... - f l0 tO¡.

DIPI-OÀÍA COT'RSE RECUIr'(TIOÑS

Pè*:.:* **.":t riùousù ròc souû Askâti@ Schæt of Ar prorid6@ louowg øry of isrwjoo ed chiDt¡oE lading to rf. öipøuiD 
^¡t 

(o@. er):-
or iD Solpm).

@u|E, a¡d thc
66r )€¡ of (a)

t5

:-

'ì¡



RECULAT¡ONS_DIf LO¡I^ COU RSES

thc 66t
c foùr(h
ruY b.
PEdi6

R.qu¡@tr for 
^dr¡Isiml. I7t .Dìplonw ln Fie Ail and ,tdt.rriine Art.

To bc cligiblc for adn¡$ion ro rhe ouÉ in 196J, qdidara m6( @mplywit¡ thc following cqnditioß:-
)Ër sndzÐ/ lcvcl.
Scüæ1.

cu 
nduct d bJ ùE sh@|. This

ofr 
orbJsùbmisidofaporfolio

, follo*.iog øndirioro :_

øL

Undc¡ ¡pæùl dsßG lhc DiEdo¡ of F¡lHrion my adm¡t end¡d¡(6
who do not @mply wirh ahê aborc rcquimtrß, bur wbo;how oui.Àalng
atisticabit¡tjl, od who æ l¡kcly ao bcæ6r from ¡ f;lt-rircú,¡"¡"e---
2- 7h¿ D¡plom ¡d Art Teach¡dt.

hc DiKo¡ of EdE(¡on s d t€clFr
Collc6c arc cligiblc to hkc (his olE.
, ùc st out in E.D- ci@lar 31.
d€c¡fu on rhcircl¡Bibitir.v to b€ acprcd

B@rd of Saud¡6
Th€É shall bc a 8q¡d of Sludie ¡o @ßidcr thc @nrcots of thc ourj.s,cÞmimt¡on stada¡ds aod ludcn6' ømiÈrion muls, oJ ,;;k. ;"._
mcdatioro on tbe and othcr rclaat ru(.6 to tlrc Dirqo¡ of Eduerion.

frd of Sübjqts
rc_rcquiJ¡re sbjæç if ey, m6r bc @mplcrcd. Only
nruanæ s.¡ll this rulc bc wicd, ùd th.n s.jrh úE

.., Srudics'

^ttæd¡E 
¡¡d E}eiDatiG

Ancodare atletuead pÈdj@l sorti ¡s compuløry and srud<o6 üc Nuircdb a(rcod 75 pcrlar of rbc cl¡ss bcfore b.iog ei*o p.^i*ioo iå-i, ro,croiutior.
apply ro rh< B@d
tioæ his øle.
øimrioc my
pr@d (o tÌrc Ht

¡6

REGULATIONS_OI PLOHA COURSES

¡<rCs oue o[ sub]æts uddæ¡n @ndir¡oß of additioúl srudy ar*ning
clás.

Bdforc a diploß is aqz¡dcd ¡n Fiæ Á,ß. or Adrcdi3¡ng .An, r ondid¡r.
mNt Gubmir all proþ:s aotcd in thê 6El )qr and pas croi@t¡oß ¡D
thêory and pFdirzl wdq

Osn$S¡p of S(l¡d@t¡' \\'øk
of rhc Diploru Coum My bc E6in.d
ly odly a fcw cumplc will bc rctaincd

Studotshipo

The luèntsh¡ps a¡e, in thc 6st æ, for orc ¡a only but qy bc rcm.cd
for a snd. rhird or fouftt !ø whcc ancûdæ and prc8r.ss jGtify srEùcxtGioß

uith rhc Prirci¡ial by Nombcr of thc
a DiploE Courc- Thc appropriatc
Sdræl 06€.

Com@vattù ffi¡¡ú¡f6
kc tcrria¡y ølÆ of study
full-tiG diplo@ elJß ar
4rc.

n FìrEÉ Sct¡olaõhips,
bst ñk subjrs ar rlrc
ps !rc alo a$?rdcd to

studcats who h¿rc s!åtcd tbc¡r @!ry. The æ bâsêd on thc @dcÉ¡c
6ulls obh¡ncd in thc @uÉ

Wioæn of Opco Eatæ Sóohships Ey clæt to und€rtakc rlr Diploro
@ at fhc Schøi of 

^n 
h addirioo, rhc prircipal may l@md rhât

ourstædiog ftdcûts bc aE¡dcd Scholâ5hips at rhc cnd of rhc ñõt ]€¡ of r¡c
Diploroøue.

Bcftáß iælud€ fÉ tuirioo, but do not ævcr fø for rsidcoæ, cxosions,
b@ks or iEtreoK Sub¡f ro a ru a6t, a CommooEl¡}t Schol¡¡
who is a fuu-riG frdø¡ @y qu.tify lor a living allounæ. This is b¡*n
upon tbc family ioøæ. I¡ ¡961, (bc ß\¡mum allowaoæ s6 I2J4 on ao
adjErcd fadily ircft of f720 or kss to a srudcnr liv¡og at hoe- A rtudcnr
liviog rky froo boñc, rculd rwiw f3ó4. Tbc living allowa beorc
lÉs ff thc fuily i@rc bø¡E highcr-

No pcrsm ud< a bood uy hold a Cormnwlrh Scholaship.
ED(¡i6 m6t bc rudc óo tbc ær pæibcd fom Thc clGing dat¿ is

30(h Nomb.¡-

t7

DIPI-OMA IN FINE ART_PA$TÌING
FIRST YE R (COMMON COURSE)

¿t
1l
iljlNo. in

Syllabw
olc
ozc
03c
o4c
o5c
o6c
07c
08c
09c
I0c

Hous ¡r

4
4
4
2
2
4

4

30 ho6

Houo pcr

2

4
4
4

a
4
2
4

l0bM

HÈ(oryofAnI --..-
GæalDawiogl ...
UfêDÉwiogI.-..-..
GælPaiotiogl ...
Piaori¡l Compqiúon I
AEtomyI ...---..-
PcõpctiEI -.--...-.
D6ico I....----..---
I¡(crin8 I
SolptG I .--...... t,

DIPLOilLt tri FI\E 
^RT---SCULPTUREFIRST YE^R (COt\lÀlON CúURSE)

No. in
SyuabB

olc HGtoryof^nl -----...--..---
02C Gcma.l Dnwing I
03C UfcDawiDg t ..----.-.---..,.-
OIC Cco@l Painr¡ûa I
05C Pidorial Con¡posirioû I - . .. .. .. . - ....
O6C Amtom¡r I
07C Pccpætire t -..--.-.-.-.,,,,
03C D6i¿nI-.-.-.-..-
09C Lrttcriog I
loc Sculpturc I

SECOND YE.¡.R

SECI)ND YEAR
otF
02F
0lF
04F
05F
06F
07F
08F

History of At II . - .. . -
GcæRl DBwing IL . ..
Lifc DÉsiog II ... . . .
Lifc Painting I . - . - - . - -
GcæralPaioriogll ...-
Picto¡iat Composirion It
GEphicAnsI..-.-.--
ScülpNE ll

2
2
4
8

4
4
4
2

2
6
6
6

TO

0tF
0lF
30F
ltF
O?F

-HistorJ cf .{.t lt . - .

UfcDe*ingIf .---..
I.jfc Modctling t ....-.
.Sdlpturål Compciríoo I
GEÐhic^rcI..---...

6
6

t2
4

llF HistoryotÂntlt ..--
l2F lfcDnwiagIII ..--..
t3F Lifc Painr¡ng II . -. -. -
t4F Ccrcr¿l Pairting III . -
IJF P¡dorial ComÞcirion III
l6F GEphic Arc It .. - - -.

THIRD YEAR

3O houE

30 houa

30 hoE

ilF
l2F
32F
llF
t6F

HistoryofAnnt ....-
Ufc DEsing lll -. - - -. .
Ijfc Modcltiog ll .- -..--
SdlptuÉl Compo5ir¡ø II
GGphic Aß ü . ... .. -

THIRD YE]A,R

rcURTH YF-¡'\R

JO hous

3() bour

2
6
6

t2
4

History of 
^r 

IV
Lifc Daùug IV
Lifc Paintiog IIt
CGphic 

^¡ts 
m

Prolæt Daigri . .

2lF HÈtory of 
^d 

IV -..-.-.-
22F UfcDawiogfV ---...--
YF Lifc Modc[iog III... -.. -.
l5F Solprurd Coopcitiø III
24F GaghicArcIII ----.--.

2
6
6

t2
4

I

I

I

h
-30 

bo*

2lF
22F
23F
24F
¡F

FOURTH YFá,R

^a

l9



otpLolt^ cou^s€s-^Rt ¡t^ccItñc tt
:.

iri'r*'

iË
$

r
H
$"
.f.¿
:{
,Ê
.ì:{

,1

,È

+l
l¡.

I
I
:l

No. in
Syllab6

207
¡27
I3T
l4T
t5T
r6T
l7T
l6T

l9T
291

267
2rT
ET
¡T
25if
247
2Tl
287
3{)T

SECOND YEAR
At tltc South Autt.aliú, Schæ! of Àtt

Hou6 p.r
Wæk

l6 houn

l4 bouõ

Lìfc Dmuin3 It. . .. .

Deign tt ---..-..-.-.......-..-.-::::
Gcrcal Painring 1l -. -............
H¡srory of An tl
C¡¡fcIf -........
l¡(acrins lt
Gæmt¡iøl Da*ing æd p.õpeti\ç I . -
Eithcr llcclwriel De*ing I . .. .. . _ -.

òr

^ñ 
Nædlcrþrk I .......-..-....,... - -.

Solptw lt

Át thc llcstc¡¡ T.och¿6 Collct¿ or ttz Unnz.riry oÍ Ad.loid.
PrÍrciplcs a¡d PG(ie of T€ch¡ng B -.... -.. -- -... I
PhlsiølEd6rionB --.._........ I
Obsmúoo z
Oæ dcgæ !ub¡!r (Uni\6iry of Adctaidc) or

Tachcß Collcgc .qri\"lcnt . , . - - . . . . . . . . - - . . - . - 4
S(udyp.¡iod -.-. -.-.,..-.- 4

THIRD YEAR
.'lt .h¿ Soath Aurral¡Ø Sch@t ol À¡r

Ifc Dnwiog llf - -

DcignlU --..--..
Gænl Paioriog llf
Hisbry of Añ ltl
Crafßllf ---.-.-.
Eithcr Gwrcciøl Da*ing æd pcnpætire Il
¿¡ L.tbint III
or P¡ctorial Compøirion I
o¡Solp(urc lll ....-..-

SYLÍ,I,BUS OF FII\|E ARl SUBJECTS
(I¡dudi¡g Gomo Cors)

O@ .1natøry I
Thc ¡tudy of thê humn 6gw, iß horc skucturc. su¡f¿e Eu$lcs, aDd rb. cfæt
ol rhe on su¡faæ fom Thc Rl¡t'þßh¡p of aNromy $ith dnwiDg f¡m lfc.
OBC Dcslgal
Tlrc study of prircipls and pacti= of d6¡gn ¡n whidr rb¿ studcnr is hircd
ao appEiatc rhê futrt¡on of dE GlcedB of d6¡gr in ElÂúq ro ¡w direioo¡l
(gøphic) ud thc dimmioul þlastic) rs of mrdiat.
O2C Geurat Dra'Ìng I
Cosidæblc mphasÈ È p¡aed on dEughrstlrõhjp ud a clæ æiario¡
is minsíncd bcstq rtrc dawiÂg ubjcrts Io gffil dawíog rh. srud.nr is
(aircd þ obsrc a¡d uodêcland. l@rd ud eptB tfu proponioo, ¡re1@
and 6tuG of foG, in a \rÈty of m€dia,

O2F G.æral DroÈìrg II
Â ¡rriod a]lercd acb wk to dEwiog io Elat¡oo ro oth<r $bÞs, gtrEl
s(ud¡c+ ¡€rEl¡ and prcpætioa
OlC GcaercI Paîatiag I
Thc s(udcot is giEn a $u!d bas¡c knowlcdgc of th€ ßthods @k.iak aod airu
of rhc pa¡¡tcc Sodi6 æ @ioly frcm still lifc wirh int¡odK¡oß to l¡Ddepc
and pomit paiotiog ud bæic clørcats of ømpositim.
OSF Gcaeral Pairìng II
A pcriod atlrntcd ach rek to awidc qgeof subjær runq¡oc¡udiog pofr¡q
<ill lifc, la¡dspc paint¡og a¡d @r¡pos¡r¡on- Gcærd sudi6 sna prpanúoa
l4F Gcrcnl Paintíag III
Thc rcrk o çrc|, a dcrdopmr of aod
Progrcirc Tlp mturc and abilig of úc
i¡divid¡ql s ry È S¡s for dcrlopør in
apprcpriatc

O7F Graph¡c Ads I
Thê iotoduory sody of ckåing, lithognphy, poodos dd silk sæ
prllt¡lg 6 prcpandoo for fu¡tls dcvclopæn( in ooc or rcrc of ttcc sbi*
in ùc followina y4.
l6F Graphic Àrts II
A dc\rlopßnt of t]rc fust )er in thc.tudy of fhc principlc od ßrhods ot
rcproducioo ed in G6phic AÊ
24F Graphic Adt III
Tlrc adq¡ed srudy ald ¡ppüatioo of tbc priocipla ud rcthods of
rcprodmioo
OIC Hìstory of zln I -
,¿r brÈf strey of mrld art, indudioa &hi(dw, pai¡ti¡C, q¡.|ptu¡q and

23

sYLt^8US _ftNt 
^Rf susrtcfS

lzF Ulc Drox.íng IU
Thc adk¡€d study of daw¡ng from tlrc 6gurc-
23F Lile Drax'iag lV
A con(¡nuadon of alE advared study of dawing from t}E 6gure
3OF Life Àlodelling I
Thc atud! of thc prcponions, mEGnE úd ch¡Édq of tlE hl,ru 6gu¡q
and i6 inrcrprcÞf ion in thc rorcria.ls of tlE sulplor__pofril trrcdclli¡g_
32F Ulc Àlodcllìng II

. A fuflJs sEdy of tlÉ proponioas, mkmnc ¡nd clr@6 of ùÉ ù@
lìgurc, and its inrcrprcarion in úE tutcriåls of thc nlpror_-9omir aod
modclling

AF Lìle Ì'todclliag III
Thc fùdh.r srudy of thc huron figre ¡Éluding thc ue of thc ûþdcl in rclaùo¡
lo wo.k ¡n Ðlptudl @mpoj¡(¡on-

UF Ul. Poínt¡nS I
Thc study of tlrc figw and i6 cnvironmnt in wh¡ch (hc tudcn( is ß!ídcd¡owards an undcsanding md appuiaùon of figùrc painti¡g ù; úc
dcElopftn( of a sund ftùod and tcdtniqùc.
l7F Ulc Pointiag II
Tfu r¡ork È a BJ.æEI dcvclopftnt and p¡g8r6sion b<¡ond Lifc Þinting i
2)F Lilc Paintias ltl
Thc advancd study of painting from thc 6gue.
IOC Scalprure I
An ¡n(roduction to ttE æ(hods .nd Mtcdals of clcmnury slpm wiüpøical a6rËre in clay, plasta, wd and othcr rurcri¡ls-
O8F Scuþturc II
A fuñhcrstudy of mthods ¿nd ro(diali of nlpturf cith pGdiolcrpcricæ io
d¿y. Þlùtd, pood and otlE¡ Mtcrials.
3lF Scdptural Compoition I
The study of deiga io slp(@ for a E.i€ty of spæi6c purpos iDdudi¡g
civl'c, a¡chitætwL ftmriÂl, hphy ând meial work ¡o 

'rfr' 
ouo¿ æ¿ i¡

rclicf in a Eicty of qlpauÉl r¡cdia.
37F Sculpraral Coñpot¡t¡où II

lprurc for a nricty of spæìfic purpø iocluding
rrcphy ¿nd rEdal wo¡L in rhc rcund æd i¡
trEdiL

35F Sctlpral Conpot¡t¡on III
Thc funhcr dcvcloprcnt of work of tlÉ third )w in which t¡rc srudcot is coga8Êd
in a numbcr of slptu€l projæ of an advaned úturc.

2
2
2
a

2
2

2

20 hom

l2 hou6

4
4
2
t
).
1

2
2

'1t llr¿ ,y.tkø Tatl¿rs Coll¿gc or tltc Univrsìry of Ådclaidz
Pri*iplo æd Præiæ ot Taching B

i Obsmrion
H€lth EduÉdoo
EdÞlion l0l,

Eduetion . -

StudyPcriod.-.

Univcsiry of Âdclaidc or Collcgc

2

I

22

I

sYLL^bU5-f tNC 
^Rt s!Brtcts

allicd úts. Thc @uÉ proriCc:n otrrall study of th< ruio s(tl6 andmorcftnts from amicot (¡ß to rha pr*nr da]..

OIF Hh¡ory oÍ À¡r I!
Thc RcMisE øn(¡nwd, Be..qk, tlÉ @ly lgth eôrury, (hc Aftr¡es
llF Hiso.y of^d III
ThÊ lå(c 18(h antury, úÉ lgrh enrury; RoÈnt¡cism, Rølism. lmpK¡onisr\
Fauvisr¡\ Futiris, Cubisr Furoiomlism. Exprsionisn. i".rl"iir*' O"¿",

^bst@r, 
tltin A,ftri6, A6¡Bl¡an An.

2lF H¡story of Ail Iy
Tlrc aitiøl study of rhc rclariorohip of rtrc sorli of dtc modcm msrc6_paniolarly in rcl¡rion to architcturc, painting rulpturc and allicd ans.
û9C Lilcìna I
ThÊ study of ùÉ bsic
ùd srimulation of thc 

c@uÊ*cftnt

t€(c¡ina in cvcry ñcrd. Y.:"ï:,'ï"::
rcGn ånd sns-srif.
ñß( )6r- 

ovcrcd in tlt

O1C Pøp<tiv I
TIE s¡udy of both folml and frc pcnpccirc clo*|, Rhrcd ro thc \ork of
otlÉr subjccß of (hc @uE.
OsC Pictor¡ol Coñposiilon !
Thc ludy of lh. s nd rhcir rcla(¡on5h¡p ro rhcepeioo of both ual thought: rhc cultirarion
of tbc ¡mgiEr¡oo ¡tiel and ciriel approech
to abc work of old

O6F Picthial Coùgosit¡on II
Thc fmÌrcr dcrloprcnt of 66r y€rstudi6u.ith cñphõis on figurc ømposition
rchtcd to pofait, Scnrc and munl painring.

lsF Píctod¿t CoDW¡,ion ltl
Tbê Etuñ and rtili¡y of ürc individ@l sudcnr is @Nidcrcd ånd opponunrry
L gim for d.rcloprÞt in lppropriarc dir<iorc in pioorial omfrsirion.
25F Prcj¿c, D¿s¡gI

@llB rhc srud.n( is providcd q.irh rhc
nt 4 a painlc¡ r'ith partidlar cmphæ¡s on
Pãcl¡c. Wh<æ\'d pGiblc (hc Schæl
studcn( þ *ork on sp<ific proj6 of a

A3C LÍlc Dtow¡nal
Tbc study of thc hl¡Mo figurc, is proponionj\ structurc, movcftnt ùdd¡aæ¡ io a Wicr-v ot ßEdia
O3F Lìle Drowiag II
TtÉ fud¡q srudy of t_tE ñguc and appciation of tlrc EtadoGhip of rcund6gla dawing to úrc rujor subjæ6 of lifc p¿inrioA aod fìg@ øm'p-irion.
24

Ã 7

25



lR¡zas-s,^ tc{ool of ^Rt
- Schøl Courcjl Þ,í¡e lor zla Tcothtag I .

A. friæ o1 !J 5s. will bc a$ûfu to rhc sruder g¿i¡ing 6st plaæ in 6ulruiìptios i¡ rhc D¡plou i¡ 
^r 

T@ching l- - ". .r :

S¿@t ewil pdz. !* tut Ta¿tìag n
.t prizÊ of f5 5s. vilt bc ¡wdcd to ùc tudcot ø¡Ãing 6Ft Dlaæ io 6¡atqi¡¿tioriorbcDiplouofÁrrTî+rSlt.: . - . 

- 
-

-:, :-. : . ¡ ':i
S<¿wl Gwil p¡ìz lot .|il Tcaà¡dg Iil

A pri¡c of f t0 los. wiII bc asudcd ro rhé ltuaøt gain¡oá 6Ft plac i¡ r-hc
6@l sr ñiñâ tio6 i¡ thc Diplou of An Ter*riog * 

l, 
. , a , 

'

. co*ntporù Ad so&ù bÍsourhJuí;s¡i <ûrc):. piz.lot Salp,q. o¡ eøie ..- .. ..

ud *ill bc
q Cc¡amls

. , -.-l. ,'!,.-
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of Ënglañd - the relations of Art Masters
in English Schools - the best kind of Art
School for South Australia,' (May 1892).
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tl)fr, ùrruìilIuts oelalls ot cerllllcatlon lor
teachers requiring School of Art certificates.

TTIE EDUCATION GAZETTE.Fellruaao lo, ii5u.:

Candidat¿s must
I.-Betch IY'ork.

present an original desigu for (c) an
) a p¡å¡o rtool, (c) one other similar
furaiture, togetler with the completed

69

C.--iI-E Ce n,ni:c.lre , \ycoorçoRx.

(c) Prs.cs in Practical ì,t'o-rk, Sccord ycar; Tools andìfatcrirls, Sccond year-, 
1s_ p.o"¡U.a -ii t¡"Tcaclrers Collcge course for M.TJ,a. <SU.æf l¿"Uf\Íork).

(d) Passes at thc School of Art. rnd Crafts in the follow_ing subjects:-peisp,,ctise, Gradc I.; 1..ìgì 
"raColour, Gradc II.

I.-II_B Crnrrrrotre, Ss¡r¡ }f¡r.¡.r, \-onr_

occasiorral tabþ
r.pprorecl piece
a r ticle.

Rcfore ¿ I¡,:: C"'¡tificatc
obtxilr:-

ls arrardcd r teacìrer nlust

(a) Ä stilì :nark
xxûr.).

of 4I or more (vrde Regula Lion

(ò) Païes in P¡act,i-cal Work, Third year,- Tools and
I\faterials, Third year, as'prescribed i¡ ihe Teachers

(") P it at ttre

(d) P of Arts

Ð--IT Á C:aer¡1sr(a¿, WooDwoEñ-
Befo¡e ¡ TT Â Ce¡tificat¿ is a¡ça¡ded a te¡cher must harc

obtai¡ed a slf,l Þa¡t of 5l or more-

E.-IS Crarrrrc.rrz, \\¡ooDwoRE.

(a) 4l or more
(b) tical \York,

rd fcar, as
for M.T-I'

(") on a¡d oue

(d) Pass in thå following subject at the School of á.rtsand Crafts:--Geometrical Dcselopuent, Grade.II.-
J.-lLÅ Cb*rrr:c,trr, SEII¡ MEr¿r, WoRE-

Bcforc a II.-{ Certiñcatc is arçarded a teacher must haçeobtained a skill ma¡k of 5I or uore- .:

K.-LB hrrrrcr.rq Ss¡¡r M¡r¿,r, Wonx.

I--Be*cïlVorL-

Beforc a II.B Ccrtiñcatc
obtain: -

is arçarded û teac¡er Eust

.I I.-Eilua.tíot, D rauing, Etc.

. 
for B-,4..,

u\q- llrDer-
Crafts in

III.-trIctok.
trfetal areas of the world,. method of efraction, uees of

metal:,.eurfa<e treatment of sheet metaJs, ln greater detaiì
Lhan required fo¡ Second Class Instn ctorls Celidcate.

IY.---Gaed.

a skiU ¡ra¡k of 6l or more.

L.-I-L Ccrrrrrc;.lz, SE Fr ]fFr^L Wopf,.
Before ¡ l.Â Crrtificate is awarded a teacher Ìnust bayo

obt¡ined ¡. skill ma¡k ar.rrd of ?l or more.

\f.-IfI.B Czzlrrrclrr, Frrrrxc ex¡ TuRxrNo ¡l:r
Blrcrsur¡roxo-

(ó
of

II--Eàucatíon, Drutoiag, Etc.
Passes i¡ ttre foll<iwing subjects prescribecl for 8.A., ,{de-

Inide Uniçe¡sit¡:-ülucation, Bcten; f., and pass€s at the
Schorì of .{rts a¡d CT¡fte in Design III. änd Building
Drawing If.

III._îímb¡s-
Forest arezs of tåe rrorltì, di

timber markeÇ uses oi timber,
sith rpecìal refere¡ce to Austr¿
tìetail thau fo¡ Secoud ClaÉ I¡st

IY----GatcroI.
In addition to tÀe abose, particuler ettentioa wiìl be giren

to the ¡eco¡d of the applicaat ss a Woodwork instructar- Hi.s
reco¡ds sh fnq>ector for
effrcieacy, i the iorking of
his ccntrg a second Èlass
in.st¡uctor- of 61 or mo¡e.

. F--Iá Cealnclrr, [fooo.wonr.
BeJore a I-4, Certific-ate is asarded a teacher must havc

obtained ¿ sJdll :na¡t asar<ì of 7l or more.

G--ULB Cælrrrc_rrr, Ss¡cr MET¿I, .Wonx.

Before a lTf Tl Certificete is asartìcd a teacher mt¡stob(rin:-
(a) Pases ia tbc Learing Examination of the Unisersityi¡ :t le.{ four subjccts, of rçhich English, ph-ssid,

r.ud Drawing must b¿ tì-rree.

:-Ceou:ci
Sketcb ing,
riii-ng, Gr
c I.; -{ rt

lz) Girt eçide¡cc of satisfactor¡ teaching ¡biìiLr in
Pr¿cti,cal $ork, Theorv, and Drawing as reouireri
br tåe Deoartmcnt-

(5ote.-Dcfore a [f.B Certi6cat¿ i¡ aw¿rded t¡ a sturient
oJ t-be 'l'cacbcrs College he must hare ¡atisfactorily completed
thc- Teachers Collegi cour-çe or a cou¡6c accepteã as
cquisaleo t. )

I.-Bctch |Yoil¿.
pletecl tbe third ancl fourtb year
Fitti¡g a-ud Turniug of the

approred oquiralenLs.
ven working drawings used in
I inrolring thc operatione usecl

. 3. -t knorçledge of too¡s ,¡sc<i in thc alære c<,ure€s, togcthcr
w:i: ll¡c aLilits to gtain(air¡ f.lrenr in good ;orking crder.

I[.-Drcuíag.
¡. Working drarinç in fndian inl of models in tbe aboye

cours?s.
2 of Art¡ aud Crafts in Iættering,

Gr¿ g, Grade I.; Desigr aud Cotoui,
Gta wing, Grade L; Pcrspective, Grade
I-; , Grade f-

E--IIlL Crarrrrc-r'rn, Ser:¿r ìf¿r,rl \9úax.
Ilcforc a tllrl Ccrti-6ca'te i: e¡çerded:r tenchcr mustcl¡trin:-

(o) Prss ir the Leaving D¡amjnation of the U¡-iscrsitr
irsir subjecte, of q'hilh English, Plrssics, Drasing,--J CAtnistrj- must b+ fou¡.

(b) l, *'-n ¡a¡ù of 31 o¡ moro (',rdz leguletion XXIIf.).
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IY--Tools-

7.-TI*otY.
A knorvleclge of the general pri-nciples ol maruel training'

VI'-TeæÀitg'
C¿odidatcs are to give a lessou to e- met¡i. wo¡k cLees--ou

""î;i;;t"ã 
oui5ect- to the aatisfaction- .of an e¡amr¡er

å;tp"ñ,ïï; th"'ó;-Pt;*""t, aoct must obt¡i¡ a still ma¡k

of 21 or more.

D TúB)rINO ÂND

¡ t¿eche¡ must have

o

O.-II.B CERI'IFIcÀTE' I'¡rr¡¡ro ¡¡ro Tuaxrxo r¡ro
' BLÂcKslrIrFrNo'

I'-Bench Yotk-

II'-Droøítrg'
l.Sixfleehanclsketchesofmodels'sixoftools'-antlthroe

of simple Parts of or approved. 2. A Pass at the
Technic¡l School in {'; -Design
r,ncl Colour, Grado If': Dimen-

sioneclskctching,G ;Mecbanical
Draring, Gradc ff-

III--7{etolt.
I- fron: Thc ught iron' con-

version cf irou
2. Special ste cture' ancì usos

of thc fo'llurvir, ' trrngsten' anil

5. Speci¡l attention to be pai<t to tìe mettrods of ma¡u-
fecturô of csst'iron, mallesblã caot-iron, rrrought iron, ald
utild steel and cast steel-

IY--TooLs-
Thoroush knorvleil(e of tools useil in metsl work, and

ability to"keep them in orcler- The harileding aud tcmperirg
of tooìs

Y.-fhcory-
Thc Eistory and Principìes of Eilucntiongl \fet¿l Work'

YI--Tcu)híng-
Candiilat¿s must hcve serveð the Deparbeut as Third

Cl"ss- Metaf Eork In¡tructors for at le¿st four yean, aud

must obtaiu r skill -"rk of 4l or more'

Yü.---Gaçral'
Pa-sses i¡ tlc Leaving Eramination in the follosirg

subjects:-
(o) Ch"rì<û'J.
(D) Physicr-

P--IIå Crrrrncet4 Frrnsc Á--\D TsB-\lNo ÂìiD

Br.Á4Kslgrg¡¡o-
Before a IIå CertiÂcato i¡ aç:arcled a te¡cher must bave

ol¡t¡ioed a skill nra¡k of 51 or morc'

O.-I.B CEBTtlIcÂTE f'¡rtso 
^-\tD 

TUB-rlNc rrliD- 
BLACESYTTEL\G-

I.-MîæI Eork-

orsn cboice.
I I.-Edtt¿ot3oe, Dtuxtg, E tc-

-{. pass fo: Bå-' Ade-
'l¡ide Univ g ìlineraloçr)'
Gracle I. rafis or other

,.pp.o"ed rawìng, Gradc

IlI.; lfec
III'-MctaLt'

ld, raethod ol ertractio-n, 9ï6- of
oi met¿Is in p¡reater Cetail than
Certl6cate- Tiorough knowledge

bvls¡e a¡d electric a¡c rnethoal-

IY'--4actol-

toore.

R.-I.A CrrTIFTcÀIç' Itrrt¡xc ÀND TtßNlNo 
^:iD

Bt-tcEs)õTElxc-
Bcfore a I--\ Cærtiñc¿te is ¡Farded ¿' teachcr must hare

obtaioed a skill-in 
special ca emcnLs fo¡ ant

)fanual T¡ainin be vrrieiì ¡çitb

itìe "pp.otzt 
ot oard'

V._TR.\DE SCEOOL. TC.Å-CETEBS' CEI1TIFICÅTES.

Rcfo¡e a certificatc is :-aar'Ìcd to an¡ tacher in a Trrdc
School ìre nust cornply ritÌ- U¡e lttoiisions -of Rcqulrtion
Xifv., 9. and "ompici 

-it -ecticni set tcI for ::t:ch "¡:r'":
lìcrte as f olìows:-'

Â. -irl-i l'¿¡'rir¡c't l¿
l. IIave obtaincd a fir:i :l¿ss trr-desman's ccrtifiqrtc in the

res¡tcctive trade at thc Åiel¡!de 'l'cclrnicrì Colicgc or pre:cnt

eçiilcnce satisiactorT tc::¿ l'rcc'-o: of ì':irg cornnì'lte¡l ¡'r

eeuivalent coursc of tr¡.'-¡lu'.-'t: 
ä;;; Jer"ed at lc¿-st:bì-c:-.ï3:':F a< z .irurcevtna¡: trades'

man with outsta-ndilg e?-"r'-d.-i-
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3.-fII_A Gar¡ncar¡.
llrre ol¡urincd a skill rn¡rk of 3il. or mo¡e

C--II.B. fur¡r¡c¡r¿

THE EDUC¿.TION G.AZETTE. 7l

!. Hare obtaine.d * ¡kill ma¡t of 4l or more.

D.-IIå Ch,rrr¡e¿rz-
Ilrve obtained a skill ¡¡¡rk of 5]. or more-

Ð.-f.B Cs.rr¡rc¿re
l. IIaçc. obtained .pas_se-s iu rh¿ subjects for the particular

rr:rcle. eections prescribed hereuncle¡ or il equiralents-approved
l'ç the Director.

Trade.
Fittiug aad Turni-ug
ffotor Me<ùenic¡ .- .
BoilermaLi¡gr Welclt:rg, and Black-

smithi.ug
ìfoulding
Electricaì \f6¡lring
\\'oodrçorking
.Sheet }fetal \forkiag aad Plumbing
IIaird¡eg"irg
Lecture¡s (all hadec)
Printiug

lrade.
Metaf Tr¿de-c -. . .

\Yoocl Ttacles -- ..
Printiug lrades - -
Ifairdressiug Tradcrs

. A__IIf.B Gu¡.r¡¡:crrz.
lí

of t c¡te is e,çnrded .to c student
the hare :¡tisfactorily compleæìd obtgiu:_

.Eramination of the ûoiversitv
Draning must be ,;oi.u"*' 

of çhich r"ln"n'*å
(ò) A skill m:rrk of 3t or(c) Pe-<ses in tùc follo

(d) P

\York f-, -å,rt N
General Cleft f?

(c) Gire esidenco of'
practical wor\ ûreo
tàe Deparf,meut-

B.-I[-4. C¡¡r¡¡rc¡rz.
Before a III-À Certifeate is awa¡ded a bac,her must._(o) Obtain a still mark of 3I or 

^;r;-(ri;" Reg.rt"Uoo .
-\-Err.).. .(Þ) Obreia a pa-"s at the re

(c) P ruljects at tÀe required eteuda¡df¡om_the- subjects ¡stefl o-naer 1àj'?;, the III3
^å.rt Teacher,s Certificate.

C._II.B Cea¡rl¿¡1¿
Bcfore a II.B Certidcate is arariled a teacher must:_(a) Obtair: a skill mark of 4l o¡ .;r"-¡;; BrgulatiooxxITr-).

(ò) Pass at t-he required s
(four) :--Stilt Life
Dímensioned Sketchi
II.; and oue
f rom:-rlntique

_ . -_DT*i"g a_ud Design
(c) Obtain passca ir at ìea

¡tenda¡d from:_Art
xork fI., Â¡t L€ath
Bookbinding If., Wea

(<l) Obtain a ¡asi in Edu"ation at the orclinarlv cxamina-tioas at the Uaisersity.
- D.-II-A. - Cd¡nrrcrr¡-

Befure ¡ II-_{, C¿rtiflrle is swarCed a t¿a¡.be¡ Eust baçeobtained r-skill mark of 5l or mo¡e.

E__I.IÌ Cnrrnc¡rz_
Iìefore this certifcat¿ i¡ awarded a teacbe¡ must_(a) Obtain a still mark of 6l or ;";; --'

(û) Oll¡_in ¡esses in rhe _folloring subjects:_lfodcìling
Ifi"_gbilt Iife pai-ntirg m- ttl"'t¡c¿] Drav_ing III. o¡ China p
ancl Design fI. or
,lrtistic Á.natomy f.,
IT., Historic Ornam
Strles and Orn-sment
I_ II., or Etchiug I
from Life f. If-

(c) Submit setisfactory çork certiEeil to bd the unaidedçork of thc candidate in the foUowrnø:_(i.) Â study in colou-r of a fo.ering plant fromnatnre, with three designs bäsed on tbeplant. ench design being intended for oneof three <ìistinct
sr¡ch. for.
rìerorative
pairting.
which it i intended must be ¡amed on
eacb dcsign. Tle four srudies arc to be
on one imperiel ahest_(ii.) .t set of not f-ewe¡ tlan twelve (12) studiesof hi¡torical or¡"rent. Thàe'studies
¡hould whe¡o po*ible be from actual

a, b, c, Í, h, i.
a, b, c, d, i, tt.
o, ù, d, C, h, ;.
a, ù, cJ, c, I, m-
c, b, c, À, i, a.
b, c, d, j, k, o.
a, b, c, d, í, j.
a, b, c, j, k, p.

Speci6ecl Subjects
for II.B.

a, b, ð, f, h, i.
a, b, d, f, h, i.

Speciñed Subjects
for I.B.

a,borcrd,
a,b or c,h,
o,borc,j,
a,borc,J,

c,forg.
l'.1.
k, t.
k,ñ

2. Hare obþ.inecl a skill mark of 6l or more

F.-I.¿, CEETr¡¡cATE.
Refore a f-r\ Certificatc i-o arçariled a teacher ruust barc

, btained a still mark awa¡d of 71 o¡ mo¡e. -In special c:rses an.r of tbe abore rcqrrirerncnts for an1.
Tmdc School Teacher's Certifcate n¡av be saried rcith thi
rrDproval of the Tcachers Clasifc¿tion Board.

YI.-.A-RT TEÁ.CESBS' CERTIIïC¿.TES.
Before any Art Teacher,s Certific¡tc is asarded a (eacher

rnust:-
l. Compì.v with tìrc provisions of Regulation XXI\-.. 9.
3. OhL?in passcs in tl¡e ulrdernrentioncd Sehooìs of j\rts

and Crafts cramin-rtions at ¡ st¿:nrì-"rd of nôt le\s
il:ar 75 per cent- Pr¡víded that, if before enterins
upon the coursc ít te¡cher ha-s pasd. or if tìurirrg
i.he cours¿ a tcacl¡er passes Íìnl, of thc requirnrì
subjects nt a sLrndrrd less than 75 per ccnt. hc
must submit to thc Principal of tlrc School of -\¡ts
¡¡¡J Crafts his sork in the subject concerned for
his dccision-

ll- Completc thc scctions for e:¡ch certificate es set out
bereonde¡.

AAq



o.bjryls in museums or elservhere. They
sboultì be *.ell erecuted skctche¡ ¡¡the'r
than hrghly 6¡isbed still life studiea.
\Yhen possibte thc ¡elstioo of tbe dccora-

gla¡ú"*. ,Pgrsgns lppointed as ¡.Teacàers of Drawiug,, i-oJuuror technical and other schools shall n¡-k as CeÉiñcatedor Uncertifcated Assista¡ts or Junior À<<ii.qnt&

_ ll.g,:tl ïl"s :oy of rhe above requireoenrs for any Art'leacÀer's (ærtrñcata ¡¡ev Þ raried with Lhe approv-¿l ãf. theTeachers Cla-ssidcatiou Ëoa¡¿-

I¡II._DO\TESTIC ¿.R,TS TEÂCEER S CEBTIFICá.TE.
Beforo any Domestic .A,rts Teacherra Certifcato is ars¡deda teacher must comnlv with tùe provisious 

"i 
n"g"f.ti""XXIV., 9, and obtai-n^:l-

, .å,.-IILB Cr¡rr¡c,rrx.
. Before e I_II.B Certiñcste is an arded a teacher mustobtårn:-

(a) Give eclde¡t€ 'of sa-tisfactorl teaehir¡g ability ir
practical work aud theory as requlred ty ttre
Department.

B.-[lÀ Cærrrrc¡r¡-
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a teache¡ must

iate sur¡oundi¡gs shoukl
ate, et¡le, aud origiu 6f
d, as far es possiblc, bc
each-

in its longest rìinsûsiqns, must be marìc
with a view to enrichme¡i with c¿ned or
paiatetl decoration, aud musf be accom-
panied by plaua, elevations, eections, and
deLails of coostruetion.

(v.) Â moclelled stud-v of . a besd from liJe.''(d)

. is presented.

Nor¿-The conditions governiag the snbmission of work
under section (c) for secoìd clesg and 6rst cìass certiñcates
wil] be as foìlows:-

Before a III.À Cer¿ificaüe i¡ awariled
obtain:-

o) .4. sliill ma¡k of 3I or more
b) Passes ar tho School of

Diplo-"
]fothcrcraft and llome
Chemistry ff.

(
(

(o) Ercept uader speeial circumstances, no teacber is to
submit less than tle çhole of thc work of section
(o) for en-v one tear at one time.

(D) Tho work submitted is t¡ b¿ lodgecl, safeìy packed,
in the office of the Superint¿nient of Teìhnicaì
Schooìs, ¡ot later than 20th Decen¡ber iu each
year. It should be accompaniecl by a- letter from
the candidate¡ aetting out details'of the articles
submittetl, rvitb a certificatc that it is tho unaided
¡vo¡L of the ca¡didete-

(c) Lack of the required akill ma¡k sbould not deier
cand-idates from carrying out the remaining sork
required for thes€ certifcates.

F.-I.A. Ce¡trrrc¿.r¿.
Before a f.-{ Certiôcate is as-arded a teache¡ must havc

obtaiued a skill m¿¡k award .:f ?1 or more.

Etalus of Art onò Drating Teachas.
For oalar¡ a¡d cìassific¡tion purposes teache¡s of Drarving

in the School of .trts, Eigh Schools, aocl Juaior Technical
Schools rvill be considered on s basis similar to tìrat rvhich
applies to Junio¡ Assist¿nts and ,{ssistants in Eigh Schools
(Regulation Vû., r0).

In order that a Junior -{ssistant may bc raised to the strtus
of an -tssistent hc ntust satisf,v the follorçing couditions:-

(a) Serre for four years as a Ju¡ior -{.ssistrnl.(ú) Obtain :r skiìl mark of 3l or morc.
(c) Compl¡ çith scctions (ò), (c). rnd i.J) o:' tl:c

requireorents for a If.B Ärt Teachc¡'s Ccrtifcrte
as orcscribed in this circular.

.Sluill Varl:s ol Arl Teachers.
To obtain a skill mark higher than î0. the posit¡on of

Principal must lrnvc been satisfactoril-ç filled f-o¡ a least
cne year.

Unccrtificated ¡\ssistants urry be appo!nted without lt;rçirrl¡
obtaiued a rII.B Â¡t Teachei'a Cciiifcatc, but tìrey shall
Dot tlo' appoilted as Ju¿ior .4,e€istank uJnl ii,"¡ 

-'"." 
.rl

C.-IIB C¿¡rurc,rr¿
Before a II-B Certifcate !e arva¡ded. a t¿ache¡ mustobtain:-

Biology, flum¡n Ph¡,siel6gy-
(d) Pass at the Uniçersity in Educat_ion as for the Arts

Degree.

D--tr_{ Cr¡rrr¡c¡.¡¿
Before a II.¡1, Ccrtiñc¿tc is awarded a teacber must l¡açe

served.at least fiyc qrlendar years rvith a Ifr8 classi_ôcation,
have gained a skill -ark of 51 or more, ard have passed thé
necessarl etamination 'f or the Depa rtmeatal Dþloma of
Dooestic .{rts, viz-:-

(i.) Homc ìfa nomics, Ilistory of
Tcxtiles omestic lI-vgieuc.

(íi.) Cooker;, art f.
(iii.) Chemistry (General :rnd as appl-ied to Domestic

Ärts).
(is.) Pb¡siology, Parl ff., :rnil Home Nursing.

'' (v.) Ðressmaking, Part ff. eud Part fII.
Provitled that teacLcrs:rppointed prior to lét, Januar¡.,

1038. shcll bc cntitled Lo be cl:rssificrl in accordance wiil'
thcir positicn lrnd ski!i merks rvithout:4gard to the pre-
scribtd service, but sr:cb te¡chcrs nrey;ir for tlre lecesstrr
eraminrtions ¡nd recei.e pronroiion accor,ìing to thc condition
of this Regulation.

Stoúus r_r/ ùc,rr.sl¡c Årts Tcechers.

. For s:rlar¡ autl clasri6.cation pur.poses :eachers of DcrncstirÂrts u'ill l,c ronsidcre(ì ao rr br-sis s!¡lhr to that rvhicì:
a¡r¡rlies to .lunior Assiet¿¡ig and --\ssist¿nis in Iligh Schoolsfn ordcr that a Junior ,{ssist¡nt lna¡. be raisecl to the sÞ_turof an åssistant shc must satisfy thã following conditions:-

(a) Serve for fou¡ :3ars as a Junior -{ssistnnl
(ò) Of,tain a akill in¡¡k of 3l or no¡e.

49()
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(c) t[a19 :r,up'leted the icquiren:ents foi tl¡e If.B Cer_': tllicr.ìa ;c¡ out jn E.D. Ci¡culor No. 30 ¡bove rsith

' thc -rxccpftru of thc skill ¡¡ark and thq pãriod of
teacliag.

f n spccisì :¡Jes -a;r:,' of tlc abore requi¡ements for any
Domcstic Ä¡tg Teache¡'s Certjñcate may -be 

varicd trith thä
rpproval of tiæ Tcr¡h..rs Classiñc¡tion lioard.

Vln.-ifil.i.l-,l-¡RY TE¿.CIIER'S CERTIFICATE.
À-__m.B C¡rr¡¡lc¡r¿,

(Norz-Befo.-e c fIfS Certi-6cate is a
of the lescåers College she must have
plcted tìe Teaclers Collegc coursc or a
equivalenL)

Before o IfIS Certifcate is aç¡¡d€d a teacl¡cr must-
(a) Obtdin Milliner¡ Certiûc¡t¿s f. and ff.
(D) I hints on the

millinerT.
(") mo¡thí as a

(d) Eare gained a ski.ll mark of ¡ot less than gl.
B.-má C¡rrrncrtr.

Before s III-Ä C€rtifcate is awarcleil a teecher must have
obtai¡ed s ql<iìl ¡s¡! asa¡tl of 31 or more.

C.-ILB C¿nr¡yrclrc-
Before ¿ II-B Certific¡te is ars:t¡cled c, t€acber ¡¡¡3!-

(a) Fave held a rïTá. Certi_fie¡te
(b) Eare beeu iu ¿ha¡gs 6f

Departmeatal ¡chool for a
teals-

(c) Preseft a folio of 25 illustratione of modele a€Iec¿ed

(d) Eare passed at the School of Arte a¡d Crafts in
Iættcri-ng I.,-D_esign aurl Colour f. ancl ff., Costumc
Drarirg ancl l)esig-n f. a¡d If-

(e) Eare gaiaeil a skilI ¡¡a¡k of not less thsn 41.

, D.-II.á. Ccä-r¡rc¡'TE.
Before a Tr Á Certifc¿t¿ is asa¡ded a teacher must hase

gained
f n s i¡eme¡ts for auy

ìfilline rith the approril
of thc

IX._DRESSM.6.KI ìÍG ÎE^á.CIITR'S CERTIFICATE.
Before a.ay Dressmaking Teaclcr's Certi-fc¡tc is a¡çarded

1 !_e1che-r mud_ comply ¡'ith thc prosisions of Begulation
XXIV., 9, and obtain:-

Â.-I[.8 CERTTFTcÄTE-

Bef ore e III-B Certif crte is awa¡<iecl a tcacher must
ol-rtaiu:-

(a) P:_sses ir the Irasing Ex:mi¡¿þþ¡ of thc llnisersitv
i¡ at Ìeast four subjects, of v¡hich English anã
Drariag must be t¡co.

(b) ¡, skill marÌ of 2l or mo¡e (nde Reguìation XXfff-).
(c) Prsses in all Departmental sobjects prescribecl jn the

Teecte¡s Colìege course- For teãche¡s of Dress-nkirg this inclniles Practic¿l Work, First year,
and Tbeory, First..Year.

(d) Passcs at the Scìrool of Arts and C¡afts in the
fo)loring Subjects:-Design anù Colour, Grade f.:
Irttering a¡d Shorcanl \Çriting, Grailc f.; Costumc
Dnxing_ end Design, Gr:rde f.; and Drawing for
Drcs¡alers-

(c) Gire eçiience of satisfactor¡ teaching ability in
pr:ctíeal rrork, theor¡, and Drawing as rcquired
bv thc Deparbrnent.

B.-IIII Cearr¡lc-rr¿.
Reforc a fIIå Cærtifcetc is açarded a teachcr must¡.ìrtain.-

(a) Â s\¡¡ mark of 3l-or mo.rc (r,idc Rcgulatiou XXIII.).(ò) Pe:s€s in .Practical I1.ork, Second ie"., and f¡*rí,
Seccnil Ycar.

(c) .P å"åo""d,"tf¿Låä,i;
Writirg, Grade [.; á,*

Costume Drawiug and

C.-n.B Cr¡r¡nc,rr¿.
Beforc a II-B Certiñc¡.te Ls awsrdeal s teacler ot¡otobt:lio:-

(a) ¡4, skill u¡e¡k of ,41 -or_To:e þidc_Regutatiou XXIII.).(ò) Passcs in p¡actical 'Work, Third iä., *a ä-àìij
Third Yca¡-

(c) in:--{ostume
od Block auct

(d) for the Årts

D.-II.å. Cr¡rr¡lc¡r¿.
Before a II-4, Certiûcate is açaded a teaeher muet havegaiued a skill mark g.rqrd of Sl or more.

X.-€E¡ì-ERÁ.L CBÄFT TETA.CEIER'S CERTTFICÄTE
(MEN).

Before a,n¡r General CraJt Teacherrs Certidc¿t¿ is awartlecltr teachcr nrust compl_v wíth the provisions of BegulationXXn¡., 9, antl oblain:l-
A.-m.B Cnru'¡c,rrt.

Bcfore a TfT E Certi.fc¿te is aça¡ded ¿ te¿che¡ mu¡tobt¡i¡:-

B.-[I.¿. Csnflnc¡TE.
Before a Ilf.i, Certifcate is asa¡ded a tcacher mustobtain:-

following sub_jects:-Perspective, Grade I.; Design
anil Colour, Gr¡de Í.

C.-II3 Crnr¡¡¡c,rr¿.
, 
Bcfore a II.B Certiûc¿te is awarded a tcåcher must

¡ fli
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NOTICES OF GET{ER,AL DUTILS.
sbgoo¿ corrnrlltrggs.-:-Å¡.¡¡rrÂf, lrrnflNg,
. MÁRc|.E, 1950-

__Tho att¿ution of t¿¿cåers ir d.ircct¿d to ED. Ci¡cul¡¡ No.13 (preriously No. ?).

TEACHERS' PERSONAL NOTICES.

(d) : ,r:""t:åt"::
ork, Graìle
etal Work,

D._Il.À C¡arr¡rc¡r¿.
Beforo a II.Å Cortificate is awarCed a teacler must havesþtqi¡¿d s sÞill ¡qa,Ìþ of 5l or moro.

_ fn specìal ces€¡¡ a¡Jr.of the aboço requiremeats for anvce¡eral Craft. leache¡rs. Ce¡ri6g¿þ. may Ëe varied witU thËapproral of the Teac.heii Cl¡ssifcation'Bor¡d-

XL--GENERI.L C¡ü¡r TEJ{.CEER'S CEBTITTCATE

Berore auy c.'"*r'olÏiî1i];," cerrincare is awa¡deda æacÞe¡ must comolw with the provisions of ReguJationXX[V., 9, aacl obtai-u-:I-
Â.-TTI.B Cnrrr¡c¿r¿

Before a TTT R Certiûcato is awarded a teacler øustobt¿-in:-

. TXRrw D¿.TIES, 1950.

The att€¡.tion o ¡otice pubtiqhcl

l9i[, q.d ¿o ¡¡u

(o) Passes at Leaving sta_ndard i-u four sub-jects, ofwhicl bwo musi be Engìish aaa Drawiri li' tù.
Unisersit¡.

(c) Give eçidence of aatifactory teacbius abilitv in
Practical 'Work, Theo.7, anâ Drawinf 

"" ,uqìrir.ãb¡ tle Departmenl

B.-[IL-{ G¿xnrrc¡rr
Bcf ore a fII.-{ Cerhiûc-ate is as.arded a teacher mustobtaì¡:-

cor.r.r:cfroNs Il{ sgEoor_ç.

S.â,I¡l'r[NG'TTE ELÀG.
It ny eùould be performed i.neach tiat.it sf*f¿^ brirg to a

focus ttre rlool ou ¡ucä- otåe¡

1. Tho ûag e.houtd b€ hoi.ct€¿l betwe@ g a- ¿¡d 9.30 a h
2- ft ahoul¿l be hoist¿d right to tle m-qtàead a¡il ttre h¡l-

yard.e ngde fast

sh :t *?ii 
¿t or befo¡o su¡sel rt

a¡ -*"¿: li,åin,,'iäT* ;'"'rï
d.o

C.-II.B C¿err¡rclr-z_
Bef o¡c a lI-B Ccrtific¿te is awa¡ded a teacher mustobtain:-

!_oüo-¡rng subjects:--€cncral Craft, Grade II.; .i.rt
Needlcrork, Gra,Je II.

D.-II-¡. C¡¡r'l n c-r.r¡:.
Before e II.-{ Certiñc¿te is awarded a teacher must haçe

obtained a skill ru¡rk of Jl or l¡rore.

^ In special ('3-c€s an-y of thc nbove requircments for :rn_l-
Goncral Crrf t Teachcr,s Crrtific:rtc (\fomen) ma_r be r.nricil
rçith the approraì of the Te¿chc;s ttrssifcatión Bo¡rd.

SPECIÀL PROVISIO\S CO¡iCIEIì.\ING CR..\Fr
T E.{C IT]'DS' CERTIPIC.\ TES.

A 1r..t
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Tme-REÆt ÆET0ST"
TH¡t he is eccentric goes
without say in g-it enhances
his genius, and a multitude
of absurdities are thereby
made tole¡able. His tem-
perament is developed to a
state of supreme philosophy
by,the buffetings and hard
knocks administered to
those who follow in the
I\fuse's rvake. He never
ergues; he simply asserts a
point with vehemence (s<1me-

times a palette also).. Neat-
ness in the matter of dress
is not considered byLhim an
essential to existence in this
world, about his cntry into
rvhich he was -rrevtr con-
sulted. You will frnd he
has a pàrtiality foi top floors-the pet aveisio4
of the corpulgn¿. .flaving struggled to his
ethereal lair, and your puffing permits, ask
him the reason for this peculiarity, and he will
tell you rvith a candour quite refreshing that
it is to ensure freêdom from the disturbing
influence of the transgressing curious (you¡
hasty apology for your own presence is
ignored). That there is a fiery glint of
'Whistlerian determination in his eye is a

matte¡ of observation upon the nrost casual of
acquaintance. And even a perpetually empty
stomach will not tcmper the glint. Hé does
not paint pictures to sell ; hc merely sells
pictures-somctimes-r¡¡hen they are painted.
But his soul is a steady burning lantho¡n by *'hich thc glorious
rvonders of Naturc are brilliantly illunlinatcd.-D. C. B.
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(vii) 1927 Prospectus of the School or rlne 'årt
North Adelaide.

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
TYNTE STREET, NORTH ADELAIDE

SOUTH ÅUSTRALIA
a

Dit'¿ctrn: F. lt,f ILLWARD GRIìY.

TE/ICHING ST.IFF:
F. 1\,IILI.W,IRD GREY. F. W. G. \4.{TH\\'IIr'

GL.{DYS M. WAIT.

SLI B.I ECTS 7"4UGHT:
\4odel I)rawine, I)esign, Àrìatonr\/) Ä.ntique, Life (Nude and Cos-
turnc), Portrait. Li fc, Pastcl, Comrnercial Art, Shou'card and Ticket
\\'r-itirrg, Lettering, Bock IIìustration, Perspective, Painting, StìlI Life,

l,i fc a¡rcl Portrait, Lanclsca¡re.

FEES:
C)ne Lessorr ¡rer lr'eek for term

(\'lornirre or rf¡cnroon oI rhrcc hours)

Inclusive Iie c for- sir clays
Chil.i'-cn's Cl:t-.
OIlc cvcrrilrS [ìcr- \r'cck i,-r- tc¡'tll
-[-hr-cc cvcnirrqs ¡'le r- rvcek for tcr-ll
Satul'dar' \'fornines ( thl-cc hours')

Special Corresporrdelrce Cour-scs arranged for courìtrv studerìts.

Studcrrts nrrr join ;rt :rrrr rinlc.
Tcrnls arc all of thìnccn x ccks' dur¡tiorr.
S¡rccial Coursc. ìn Conlnrcrcì;rl ,{rt to sui¡ indilidu:r) rcquircnrcrìI: (,f ¡iüici-,i:.
å skctching cerrrp rtill bc:rrrarrgcd during rhc su,rì¡rìcr vlcntion.
Studclrts rtho ¡tlcrtd rcqul¡rlr tr\o or nìorc clesscs pcr rtcck nrr-r'h¡rc frcc usc of thc

stLrdios during school hours t-or thc purposc of :rdditìon¡l studl in .ånriquc. .\nrronìr'. crc.

'\n ìixhibitior¡ of studcnts'rtorl is lrcld rnrru:rllr'.
'I'hc School is opcn d:ilr J-r<>nr t() t<¡ j. ¡rrd <ln \1o¡rder. Tuc:.1¡r. .r:rcl 'I'hursl,rr

.r cnirrqs f ronl 7 to 9.3f|.

lll -orr..Lr,>rr,lc¡rcc ro bc:lddrcsscd to
'I'hc Sccrct:irr. Sch,r,rl ol' .l:inc .-\rrs, Tun(c Srrccr, Norrh -\.ìcl;riJe

1'clcpìronc: Ccnrr¡l 5 893.

{220
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HISTORY OF THtr SCHOOL
ON Àtr_tust 4, 1921, the School rvas
formalJl,' opened bv His E,xcellencv Sir
\rchibald \\'eigall, thoush p.evioirs to
that rr¡ j1'¡¡c classe s u.ere helcl at iV iss
IJirks' hr)use, Park Terrace, parksicle,
so as to cnablc stucletìts rvho hacl been
studying urrder Mr. Brittc¡n and Mr.
Flarriso¡r to continue rvith their lessons

r h e ro u,rcre rs we rc M i., Ediiì''',|,ff .:' ,; li;:: if ,.: T i: 
*u 

;ìll"ï] 
",, 

o\1r. F. G. Ffarrison.
\'liss Birks took o'rhe dr.rties'f thc sccrerar-\,, *.rrilc \{r. rlritto¡l

u'as princi¡ral and in charge of the
cl Mr- Flar-rison (from the Cenrral
orl ) ciircctcd rhe Craft \\,s¡li, ¿lse
Pcrer,s Collcgc.

holidar.s a skctchirrg .,,,.,.,1,,r,", ar-nrngccl atw'lcr. Iìor thc firsi th,ce hor¡rs even, clav
ed orr, ar:d for rhe rcsr of rhc clav the .tr'i.Ì.,.,i,

."å,^ini Tq'lllï']g of tgz2 Miss Maso,r lfrom thc South Kensingrorr)chool., Londo') rvas i.cluded o^ the staff, as there u,as the'a crema¡rd
f or a childre''s class. She also took up rhe secretariar r*,ork.

O, October 5 a'd 6, ,922,ac"r,.,i,,ål r'as helcl, tl," p.ã..".is of rr.hich$-ere to set u[) trvo scholarships, arrcl thcsc u.crc *,oll br.\,Jiss BarbaraC'rce n and Miss Nora lìicema¡1.
-Lnorher skerching camp was helcl the follo s ar Bal_hannah, allcl this also-was a _qreat success from vieu,.In 1923 it was realized that there wxs scope nd Conr_rnercial Art, ancl Miss Birks we¡ìt ro Engla,r'cl aster forthat-purpose. r\4r. F. N{- Grev rfrom the cerrrar School of Arts a.dCi-afts,-[.ondon) rvas chosen, a¡rd he besa' cluties ;¡;;r; School in

.[une of that year.
Christmas, 1923, saw a'other sketchirrg canìp at _,\'gastorr, lvherrgreat lltterest was shown in the work.
Irr Ma1,, 1924, ly'',r. I{arrison lvas compellecl to iea'e, owing toPagc e ighr

,AE



ill¡ress ir the family.causing him to go ro Engra'd to a*e¡rd to prirratcbusiness. lr4r- Boxali ,¡,.ri iooL ;;;. of Mr. Flarriso^,s cr.asses at
3:_l_._,:l'. 

C:ll.e? and also held clises in I¡rterior Decorarion a'dlerspectrve at the School.
Another change soo'. took prace. N4iss Mason was uo lo'ger abre to

äi.T'ìil,îith 
her work ar ihe schoot, a,rd her ;1";; ;;, fiuect by

in orcier to dìrect the gallerv at
Grev as Chief Instrucrãr in full

ASSCS.

to rurther his studies i' Arr, ." 'ü,1"üi1ffill'f,llo*îil ill:y:îSt. Peter's Coilege.
Everv year si'ce the. begin'irrg of the School a, exhibitio, ofstuderts' rvork has bee' herd] rvithìecidea ;,r-,pro.;.rrr",r,".ì.r, y"^r.The roll of srude'rs 

'orv numbers sixr\,-fou; ir.; i";;ì,îd th... i.everv prospect of a good year for 1927.

TH E ç R EEI' C,./\4 r."4A-
h rl, p',¡¡¡s¡i.,'t of:'lÍirs <illati,ltaií

?agc \ne
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Society of Arts Associate Contemporary
Group, 1942.

ROYAL S.A. SOCfETY OF
ASSCCIATE CONTEMPORARY

\r,\,,

FfiRST ffiXP#5HTH#NE
ARTS

GROUP

AUSTRAL¡AN CULTURE HAS EEEN IMITATIVE.

If MUST NOW B€COME CR,EATIYE,

Aurtralia is now rectirinSj tfrst rhc i¡ e n¡tion iurt the trm€ å3 Engl¡nd, America, and the othor
netions, and ha¡ no need to aP€ their ways of fiving.

EXPRESSION of thi¡ oew Au¡tralia-a¡-a-Nstion Cqlture, and tho cducation of the people of
thir counfry and of oyor3eå¡ countrie¡ tovardr thi¡ nes feefing, lic¡ vith our C¡eative Artirt¡,
Writers, Poetr. Tafker¡, Composen.

-Jhs1a 
are the. people who dcal in wordr, roundr, picturcr.

-Conrequently 
they aro the p€oPls irho ren¡e out ¡uch a feeling flmt.

teator to the Pqblk ir dependent on the ea¡e
rer¡¡on-th€ wirelere, n€wsPrP€?¡. filmr, literary
rdrhip) is determined by the ätt¡tude of thc
r it i¡ red-taped t¡adition-bound, or whether it
eeling.

The Public them¡efve¡ often lrinder tr¡n¡mi¡sion. The averego man ¡trive¡ for normality (the
be¡t dres¡ed man h the men vho¡e clothe¡ you do not notics). Since exprersion by Creaton
murt nece¡sarily look ahs¡d, their vork, when viewed by the âverágc nran, wif I be "NEW" or
"DIFFERENT". - Thi¡ e¡¡ential quality of DIFFERENCE tiouble¡ him becau¡e if conflict¡ with
hir normaliÇ neuro¡i¡.

Whether they troúble the avor4ge mln or not, ?he fact remain¡ th¡t the onþ vorth-while ¡ddi-
tion¡ to cultüre are the "DIFFERENT" worftr; thore that, although deriving frcm fhe immediete
prrt, do not imitate the part, but anticipate future liring condítlonr.

POSITION OF AR.T IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

A* Ín South Au¡tralia efford¡ an excelfent example of how e majo,r me¡rn¡ of crcative expr€3rio_n
c¡n be rendored ¡o s¡ele¡¡ whon under the control of imitation'and imit¡for¡ th¡f it not o'nly
addr nothing pocitive and beneficial to the cultqre of the nation, but exert¡ a negative and
detrimental influence through f'fie rpreed of wrong conceptirons,

Art in Sosth Au¡tralia HAS been imÍtative. lt ha¡ been a dummy art found€d on imitation of
the part; founded on imitation of the clo¡e¡t-to-nature-trick-techniquer of Royal Academician¡,
or, a bit clo¡er home, to fire few romantic di¡covererr of the Australian pafette: Heysen-and-
gum-tr€ef, Streeton-and-panorama; rerulting in popular-imitative-romantic vatercolour after
Poputar-imitative-¡omantic watercolour right ror nd the rlumbering wall: of exhibitions.
Popular ¡m¡tât¡ve arti¡tr have combined with their critics ûo ¡lander and condemn modern
cre¡tive a¡t ¿nd exalt thcir ovn imitation doctrine_ Working through a monopoly of ptert,
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cse poPUl¡r rrli¡ti :lñd cr¡t¡ca h:ve prejudiced the
crc¡tiyc work. Thcir frcgueni sly cr¿7ck3 ãf
statqrn6¡¡¡, ncycr construcfive c¡iticisms- Thcyt Ciscovcríes of the f¡st 70 ),r.]ars,- are founèed

ccss pointing to future livíng <ondifi6¡3_¡3, {e¡
r inncr structurc helping thã Cub¡st experirneatcol Gris Braque Picasso, who, in turn, through .lv{ondri.rn, fo fhe -od"Jn a¡tt.".i painters tikcHelion, hefp to cle¿r the ruperfluous anZ írrclcv¿nt frorn modern life,. or as, f'or thc otheroutsfanding exa-mple, thc process through Gaugin, thc Fauves, Kattdinriy, to tic modern Sur-reali¡t efforts of Dali Miro, etc.,. who, by uta-inaiio., of thc subconsciouí'pr* oil 

" man,¡ mind
¿s ìrell :rs the conscious, are helping tOwarC¡ a bettcr understandi.,g of -rn.
This no¡e in the air di¡rniss¿l by otd-boy authorities of the contcmpora ry arl in an atready cuf rurc-
la-cking St¿te -without.thorough investigntion,- trial, and proof, *on't ¿á. 

- 
Th"; ,.;;rescntarion-

of-naturc-is-the-thing" gentlemen cannot make the -"it"l .ffort to find otrt what the modcrna¡tists are ¿ffer- Art h¿s outgr'own thcrn and they have been fo¡ccd to fall ¡".k-on thei¡ ,,it,¡
a (ake" åttifude to rry to iurtiÉy themsetver, their own art, and their hþh-aJ[.;tìo"r.

AUSTRALIA'S RESULTS FROM IMITATION.

Our result¡ from..caying England'r fish a¡e or¡r fi¡h, England'r likes are our likcs, England,r dir-likes ¡re our dislike¡-and settling down to our rféep i" th" rurr;
our rcsults from (these decadcs of imit¿tion¡ Þ9¡tg left lacking a discrimin¿ting rense of v¡luq5,too young for, too laxy Íoe, or incapable of, thinkíng out for Ju.¡cfte, 

"nd r"ying, This is goodand Th¿t is bad, That is right, That is wrong;
Cur results (from the¡e decades of imitationl by i.t the imitation frill-de-dill architecture of ourbuifdings, the tow functionat 'i- aesthetic talue oi ou. houres, iurnitrr", cooki..,9 uiànr;rr, clothes,.C¡n be seen in those victims who

Although they can see coloured rhaper all ¡hs¡¡ life__
cannot recognire other than the lowär cus."".- ot'i"r-o.,y, balance or rhythm;Although they can [¡q¿¡ s6u¡J¡-
cannot rccogníze beauty of sounC;
Although they can read and write-
surrender Day Lewis for a report of the last ¡ace.

THls EXHIBITIoN i¡ conceived as en expo¡sre of the above ¡tate of ¿ff¿i¡s-¿3 an explorion
9r tf e. jmfrtion-represent¿tion-of-nature-or-nottt;n9 e ubbie-.' lt ¡r, rier"fãre, 

" 
¿¡r.it conrriburionto cfarify creative Australian culturo, and consegue-nt wortd curture.

DOUGLAS ROBERTS

Ch-ildmind musk that imitatec the wood-rþh¡ and tlre ripple-water; rhe sentimonrat t¿bosr¡ of thepainter-craftsmån fo¡ the gullible. L;;* of PlCTUil'ES and tovers of ART, ¿nd a mind-w-o-rld which interseparatei the "". -¡itin-;r;;;ñ;';"" 
"*irhout. what horrid corrodc-cÌescences are on the brain-shell: bleacåed droplers, anaemic superfluities of the master-brow,th¿t ¿re his, but not his "t*n.";- t¡"Ë-ir" the IMITATORS: and I drcamsee rhe HogBy-borcrs' who suck the plearure 

"i¿ ti"*-"o painbearing. But the nucfeus i¡ SIGHT matter,THOUGHT transformed, -rde;;br";l; in a pl"r-a of nerve_fibrc.

IVOR FR,ANCIS

Et'tD



Reoort on the South Australian School of Art
*itïUti"f historY, comPiled 1963'

1.
2.
7
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7.
B.

9.
10.
I l¡

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .
22.

REPOR.T OI'{

TITD SOUTH AUSTRALL{i'¡ SCHOOL OF .êiT

Exhitrition Euil-iing, l{orth Terrace, -Adel-aid.e

June 196f

Prior to the School tra¡sfenring to the Nelz South Australie¡
School of Art, StanJ-ey Street, I{orth Adelaide

Introductlon
History
Past Principals
Purpose
AdrninlstratÍon
Present Accommodation
Staffing
Entr.a¡rce Re guirements
Enro]-ments
Fees
Library
Common Course
Diplona in Fine ert (Þainting ald Sculpture)
Dip1-oma in Advertlslng Art
Diploroa in Art Teachlng
Part-tine C]-asses

Craft Teachers: Dravrlng and Art Subjects
Stud.entships and- C orqmonvleal th S cholarships
Prizes
DlpJ.onetes
Nerv ScÌrooÌ
R ecomrnendations

PRINCIP¡T.
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'l Introd.uctlon.

This report has been complled. primarily to record. thegeneral- activities of the SchooL prior. to it beingtransferred to the Nevr south Austr.arian schoor orr¡.rtin June 1963.

The school has enjoyed. the longest continuous history ofany art schooL in Australia, and. it is noiv in its
1 02nd year of existence. rt is therefore fitting that
some record- shourd be complled fon f\rture referenõe',to sho' a generar ovenar-r. survey of the activiti.esof the major art school of this State. -

Until 1927, the SchooL f unctioned. ur¡d.er rvhat might betermed. individ.urrl subject teachlng, and. Átuaents !ïereennoll-ed. Ín separate classes provláed that they rvould.benefit from such tuition. rrr:.s system-ór uuþ""uiã-subjects and grades d.id, not provide d.efinit" cã*s"À,and stud.ents _sele_cle{ subjects accordirrg io theirartlstic need,s, abillties and. aptituàãsì
rn 1957 diploma courses vvere introd-u-ced-, and. the schoolrvas upgrad.ed to. tertiary süatus. This re-organization

is lovr f\r'r¡r set up, and the syster oi-aifroma coursesis firmly established.

Approximatel-y 250 ful_l-time d.ay stuclents are takingcounses leac1:-ng to the Dipl0mas, and in aclditÍoñ so".þ60 non-d-i-proma stuclents ãre takln¿¡ ind.Ívld.uar subjects,mainly in evening ci-asses.

The School year r,¡hich consists of approximately 41 lveelisis d-ivided- into il'ee ter.ms to cã^inci¿e-wiin tl.eTeachers corì-eges, university of rt¿eiãi¿ã-àno theSouth Austral_ian fnstitute oi 1""h.;i;;t: "

The basis of School- organíza
that is, tryo sess j-oñs inin the afternoon (Zhours).
(z or 5 hours). 't¡re sãúó
9 a.m. - 9 porrro orr Àlond.ays 

,
rt is evident that a considerable amount of the infonmationpresented- in^this repont has arready been-gi*r"r, in theprospectus of the schoor_. Never.-tñe-iãssi it has ¡eenthought desirabre to cofrate this information so thata.complete picture of the School is uvaiia¡Ie f,orstatistical a¡rd. historicat purposes at this transitionar-period..
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a2 History of the-Schoof.

Preliminany.

lwo years before the found.ation of South Australia,
a Soeiety lo:own as the South Australian Literary
Society was formed. in London. The proceed_ings oftÞis Society rvere forwand.ed to South Austral_iã in
1836, and were lodged in the ì[echanics Institute.

rt Ís not vrithout significance that the first southAustnalian Surveyor-General, Colonel V/illiam Light(flA6-193?), waa an antÍst. His lvortr Ís nepresented.in the colonel {,ight Room of the Ad.eraid.e Toiin Har-I,and the Nationar Galrery. Hls publications i.ncruded_a coJ-oured. aquatÍnt of-his ttVj.elvs of the proposed.
town of Ad.e1aide' ancl tViev¡s of Austral-iaT ¡õt¡rpublished. in Lond.on in 18j9.

rn 1B4B the l'lech¡rics rnsti-tute e¡ld the Ad.el_aide subscrlptionLibrary l'/ere combined u¡lder" the title of the southAustralian Library arid l{echanics InstÍtute: thissociety met in r{earrs Exchange on the corner of l{ing
'.,ïiltiam Street and Gresharn piace, Ad.elaide.

Very eanry in the d.eveJ-opnent of the province an attemptrvas mad.e to establish a gallery and a schooÌ of art.No permanent gallery v/as established. in the earlystagesr but a prlvate art school under rlr, charlàs Hill,uvas 1n operatj_on in the early 5Ots.
rn Jury 1856 on the dlssorution of the south Austrar-ianLibrary and Mechanics rnstitute, the south- Austrarianfnsti-tute v¡as formed. rn December of the same yearthe South AustraJ-ian Society of Arts vras forned.
The aims of the Society of Arts v¡cultivatlon of the arts.......

School of -A,rt and. Design, a pe
ar:¡ual exhibition of art'r , etc

In 1859 the Adelaid.e phil-osophicaÌ Society anct thÂustralia¡r Society of Arts v¡ere i.ncorpärated ivSouth Australian Instltute.
1861.

ere "to promote the
the establishment of a

rmanent gallery, aLcl

outh
eth

eS
ith

In I¡ebruary 1861 , the nev¡ Institute Build.ing on NorthTerrace lvas compreted-. rn the ".ru y"ui ihe societyof Arts aim to provide an art schoor- ivas acrrieved by"the estab]ishment of the south Australian schoor ofArt u¡rd.er the tj-tle of the Schoof of nesign.
The school v¡as accommodated in the nelvly erectecl rnstitute

Puird-ing under the contror of the soüth Austrar_ianSociety of Arts.
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llr. Charles Hill lvas appointed. the fiiåst lr{aster of
the SchooÌ: d.4y and evening cl-asses in drawing
\"¡ere commenced. lvith an enrohnent of 17 students
and. the tuttion fee lvas 7/- per month.

By 1867, land.scape palnting cì-asses were introd.uced.,
a¡rd. the enrolment had increased to 28 students.

The rules ancl regulations to be observed by stud.ents
in 1867 ì/Yere as fo]1ov¡s:

I . To attend. pr:nctually at the time appointed_ by
the À{aster and- not to ouit the School- rvlthout
first obtaining his consent thereto.

2. To take such posi-tion in the Schoo1 as the l,{aster
may appoint and proceed quietly and contlnue
study wlthout d.isturbing ar¡y other pupil.

3. To avoid. all urrnecessary conversation and loud.talkings - l_ikelise to refrain from al_t
ind-ecorous behaviour or langrrage.

4. To abstain from rvil-ful-Iy or negJ-igently d_isfiguring,
injuring or misapplying the d.ravring, examples,
books, designs, casts, mod.el_s, instruments,f\rniture or building on pain of rep1acing the
sane, or payi_ng such accou¡rt as the Committee may
d.etermine.

5. To proceed. through the entire course of elementary
exampl-es appertaining to the particul-ar branch
chosen for practice in.

6. To pay proper respect to the hfasten arrl comply with
al-l- instructj.ons and. rul-es he may prescribe forthe ad.vancement of the objects of the Schoo1.

7. Aqy infringement of the above Rules and Regulatlons
to rend.er the agressor 1iable to expulsion from
the School at the d.iscretion of the À{aster.

1B7t

By 1B7B ad.d.ltiona] classes v¡ere formed. consisting ofarchitectural d.esign, art manufacture, instnrmental
drawing, o11 and water colou¡ painting, and. dravrlng
from the cast.

By 1BB0 the grotvth of the stud.ent body rend.ered. ad.ivlsion neqessery. The rschool- of designr continued.
rmd.er the d.lrection of the Instltute Board, and therschoor of paintingr renamed rvith the sociåty of .Àrts.

tæL

1 BB1

ln 1BB1 lvlr. Charles Hil_1 resigned. as Head., ar.d the
school- rvas placed .nd.er the contror of the Eoard ofGovernors of the Public Library¡ Museum and Art Garrery.
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.I BB1

rn the follov,ling year the schoor vJas reorganlzed, forrovlingthe appointrnent of Mr. Haruy p. GiIl A.R.C.A.. l,¡l¡.Louis Tannert eupervised.-the rschool of paintÍngr a¡dlln. Gill- supervlsed. the rschool of Designf whic,h
in_cLud.ed. applÍed art and. i.nstrumental d.ralving: Mr.Gi1l cond.ucted. hÍs classes Ín llorialta Chambers,Victoria Square.

crasses vuere helcl fon ladies on four afternoons and. on
Tuesd-ay and Frid.ay evenlngo u¡hile cl-asses for gentlemenìrvere cond.ucted on Mond.ay and Frid.ay evenings.

The school continued. to flourlsh, and. by 1 BB4 rife crasses\rere introduced., and. r:¡td-er ì,{r. GlIlte Eupervisionsubjects such as geornetrical drar.ling, perspective,
buiJ-d.ing and machine construction v¡ere-extended. The
enrol-ments increased, to 211 students.

In 1BB5 an.ual- examinations were intr.od.uced., and. by 1886eand.idates v,rere presented for the South Kensinglon
Examinations in d.r'aling ancl art subjects. rn ihe sameyear the subject of artistic anatony r'¿as introduced-,
ancl a skel_eton was obtained. for teaching purposesl,

rn 1BB7 publlc scìrool teachers were instructecr. in d.rarving,
and- by 1BB7 d.rav¿ing vras introd.uced. into etate sctrools"ása coml:ulsory sub ject.

In the same year branch schools vlere formed at port Adelaide
and- Gawler und.er ilre supervision of Ì,{r. lI .p. Gil_1 r,¿howas then appointed. Director of Technical_ Art.

I Bcjl

After the concLusion of the Adelaid.e Jubiree rntennationaf_Exhibitj-ol ( i 
gez ) trre schoor rvas tra¡siã"rà¿ 1n 1 B!1from the rnstitute Building to the ExhibitÍon Builáing.

The school lvas accommodated. in a portion of the gr-ound. floor,first froor. and. basement: parlitlons yÍere erõcted to formclassrooms and. stud.ios t

The Art Garrery l¿as housed in three rooms in the t¡/esternside of the Build-ing urrcì.er the curatorship of rdn. Ta¡nertlvho was also head- of the schoor and, painting master.
rn 1893 Ìúr. Tannert resigned and- i,riss Elizabeth Armstrongvras appointed. painting mistress in the same /eâpo
In 1894 the teaching staff consisted. of Harry p. Gitl(.principat ) , Ì,{isõ Erizabeth ;;;;;";;s-[iäi"tirrg-mistress ) ,lvfr. Ivf ac George (assistant) and Ì,1r. f,ãwrencã uowie(Assistant).

During this period,l'rood.carving, repousse, leatherlvonk, chrnapalnting, vroorl-qtaining etc. v¡erê intró¿uce¿ as ad.d,itionar-applied. art subjects.
stud.ents sat fo' ilre south Kensington Art Examinations,but in 1 897 this practice v¡as ãiscontlnue¿ d.ue to thede}ày 1n obtainl-ng examination resurts fþom ovenseas.Al-1 examinations vrere then cond.ucted. internaÌì-y by
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the School-. The
to 372 stud.ents.

enroLment of the Schoo1 had. increased

tlvas changed tv.lice:
and later, lvhen

, to the 'rsouth

rn 19oo arnangements v¡ere made v¡ith the Ed.ucattoá oepartrnentto tnain teachers in art and. drav¿ing as pàrt of tñeir-----teacher training co_urse, and- co*esfonaeñðe lessons ryereprovided in such subjects as Btackbõard. rrt-ustratiõn 
"tõ.for teachers.

About this tlme the practice of admitting a number of rfree
stud-entsr was introd.uced.: this praõïT"ã ui"u eventuarlytermed. Istud.entshipsr .

100J

rn 190J-4 the un_iversíty of Aderaide introduced. Drawlngas ar. examinable subject in the pubr_ic ExamÍnationsr itis lnterestíng to nole that the univérsiïy of Adelaidev¡as the first u¡lversi-ty Ín Austraria to inctu¿e Drarvì.ngas an examÍnabl_e subject at second.ary 1eve1. Theseexaminations lvere conducted by the särroot for the univer-sity and. cover.ed the Junion and senior pu¡tic ExamlnatÍons( norv known as f nterme¿iaié- *.¿-r,ãã"i"äl . 
-"'

In 1905 the staff of the Schoocitt (Director), crrarrãÀ- J.assistant), Larîrence g. nóiv
Bobert Craig (lloaettins mas
( Painting mi.stress ) , lrchib
d.naling master), Ì,{aud.e pros
Leicester (Gaw1er Braneh of

About 19oB consicrerabre d-iscussions tool< place regard.ingthe futu''e admlnlstration of the sòrróoíl*ãi¿ on trreJoth J'ne 19o9 the Government decid.ed. ilr'i- trr"admlnistration of the schoor- shourd. ¡" -i"urr"ferred. 
fromthe contror of the public Library, nùseumãnd. Art Garre'ylloarcl to the Ed.ucatior: Departmeni. -ihil ãecision vrasinfl-uenced by the fact thät a consid.e¡abre amou¡t of thelvork of the school consistecl.of the trãirri"g of teachers,and the sciroor- had become a 'teacrring-äJlåTtr"rrtt.

About this period the name of the Schoolfirst to the 'Adelaide school- of Artt,taken over by the Education DepartmeniÄustral_ian School- of Arts arrd ôrafts,,.
Llncler the contro] of the Ed.ucalÍg".Department, Ì,ir. Harry P.9+i] was appointed the ri-rðt rrincipai -ãl -iir" 

schoor.i;iith the exception of two staff rnembers al-I of theexÍsting staff v/ere re-empJ-oyecì. by the ¡;ãucation Depart-ment in 1909.

1q.1-1

In 1915 l{r. Harry p. Gil_l- resigned after having served theschool as Principaì- fon f5 years. Mr. J. christie l¡/rightwas appointed in his stead. Very soon áiter ni_sappointrnent as-prirgip_al, rir. ÌiiriÁ-ht 
""riõie¿ in ïvorrd'iirar r but v¡as resrettãbtú rirte¿ ï" "ãïiãrr.ilr. Lavyrence Horyie, 

, a_master, al-so enlisted, ancl l.lr. Charl_esPavia was appolnted ,n-cting lrlncipaf untif hir. iIo,,;iersreturn.
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und.er the control of the Ed.ucation Department the ùchool
continued. to. flourish, and. some 25 subjects ureneoffered. at the S_chool, and in its ¡rarcñes at port Adefaide,C-al'r1er, l,loonta, Kaprrnda and.','fall_aroo.

An impor"tant adjunct of the Schoo1 lvas the trai.ning; ofinfant ancl priuary schoor teache::s in d¡a*,ing and art:this lvas rrnde::taken in conju'ction v,,ith tnã aaerai¿eTeachers Coll_ege.

By 191 2 correspondence l-essons in ch"alving ancr ar.t sub jects
v¡ere lntroduced., ancr many teachers in cou:rtry scìroóIsavail-ed thenselves of ilrls meaìrs 01' :-nrprovriþ i;;i;--per-sonal ability in art as vrerl as tireìn aliÍity to teachthe sub j ect in s chool_s .

cl-asses v'¡e¡e al-so taken for architects and. engineer.s intraÍning: these cl_asses t,¡ere concLucted in conjunctionr"tith the university of Acìelaide and the s.A. schoor offifine (novr the s.A. Institute of; T;;h;l"gr). subjectstaught in these courses 'i-nclud.eo acivanceä- geometricatdravling, penspective, antique drav,ring a:r¿ ñodelling.
After \lorld. Ïr¡ar. r a severe infl_uenza epidemic svrept throughoutthe statei ._th" schoor was temporary 

'emovec tõ pulte;;t--
si;reet ancl the whole of trre ¡x¡ri¡ition Buildì_ng rvasconverted. into an energency hospital.

I 921

The fu]L-time staff consisted of r{r. L. Howie (princinar)-Mr. c.J. pavia and. Mr. R. Claig (Senior H;sìe;;);-E-tt'lliss Ellzabeth Armstong (raintlng mistress) and'uir. J.
1î::l:,,"11i"".,,t:_ Bamin-ger, __tíiss é.x. Good, rvriss t,i. Ketty(-Larer rúrs. Vfa-l-l_osclech), Ùliss hî.p. Haruiô, Miss B.Leicester and lfiss J. Suiton.

under the supervision of Dr. c. Ì-ennen, superintendeni ofTechnical schoor-s, a Ginlsr centraf 'Art 
schoor_ v¿asincorporated in the Schoo1 in 1924. Thi; i""frðði rvithina. s-choolr provided a speciaÌ fi:ir'time aãy 

"o.r""e forgirls. The course I'las of' four ¡rs¿rs d-u¡ation, and
_includ-ed soeciar- art sub jects and comnl-"*"rriã"y' stuay :_ntsotany, French and. Engli-sn Liter"aturel lai"" "eruoys"r(.
Good rvas appoi-ntecr senior Ìfistress to supervise thiscourse.

Tire Girl-st centrar- Art schoor- vias eventualry cfosed r,¿rrengr.eater opportunl-ties 
-lver.e pro-,ri-ded 1r: tire ner,zì-¡r forrned.Girls 1-echnical i-Iigh Schools.

rn 1921+ the lr{inister- of Education ( rion. T. pascoe) approvedof the f'o'mati-on of a Schoor council, ancr lrir.,r.:¡.^-
lricGregor vras elected the f,irst President of the Coui:cil ofthe South Austral_ian School_ of' Art.

rt is inte¡estlng to note that by 1926 the school_ lyas u'i-que1n that it was the only departmental art schoor- inAustral-ia: it vvas ser-f-containei., and- v¡ith its o\ïncou¡rcil-. Tire school vras vrhoì_ly óoncerned lvith ihe teachingof art and- appJ-ied art subjects, ancÌ l'as one of the or-dested.ucaiional insti-tutions in the siate.
'rìrroúghout the history of tìre schoo] the'e hacl a}.rays been af'eeri'g that a nelv scirool- wonlci. be pr.ovlded. ln 19z6
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this seemed most l-ikery rvhen the l\.linister of Ed.ucation
(Hon. \¡í.J. Denr¡y) arueounced. that the Government proposed.
to spend 812rOOO for a nelv SchooL of Art. The þnoposed.School 1'¿as to be erected on a site 2OOt x 2OOt ÍñKintore Avenue on the liTorth East corner of the Governnent
House grou¡td.sr þut thÍs plan d.id not materialize, and. theschoor continued. to f\rnction in its ttemporary" äccomro-dation in the Exhibltion Bullding.

rn 1926r.also, hiiss Erizabeth Armstnong retired. as seniorPainting r{istress after having taugñt painting 1n theSchool- f'or J6 years.

A photograph taken about 1926 incrud-es the follo'ing:
Teaclrer - part-tlme), John

-tine), Fred.erick Middl_eton
harles Pavia (Geometry etc. -icester ( clerk), Clifford

p alnt i ng, 
. 
v,eavi ng, u.rt i qrå'åJ ;"ilåuä 

"I: i, 
*;:å"Í.l nt"'

9ruie (uoaettilgl'rvooacárvirg, r"ðo""À. -. senior r,raster),Ed.rvin Nerzsham-_(Ler.tering etcl'_ rùn_iir" ) ; 
-il;;;";;; --'

I(etty (Iater Hrs, TTalt_oõchectc _ uriiq;ã orarving, d-ressd.esign etc. )

Siittng - Jasanine Bur(ton (S
d.rarving), li{ar jorie Crarvio

The range of subjects offered- continued, to grovi an. some 40art' d-rarzing and appried ant sut¡àóis-ni"iã-nor.¡ being taugrrt.These cl-asses incr-ucled. fine art ðubj;"i;; teachers intrainin¡1, ad.vertising art subjectsr" traáå apprentices,university and DipJ-oma course subjécts oi in" s.hooÌ ofì,,fines, Girls Central- -4.rt School, áppliecì. arts, pub}icexanination cl-asses in d.ralving a'd.-õo"."sf onclence ressons.
By 1929 the staff consisted. of 13 f\rrr-tirne teachersrand, 11part-tirne instnuctors .

193.1

The f\rrt-time staff consisted of Mn. L. Horvie (princioaì.
htessrs - c .J - pavia and R . craig ( seniór ¡rã"Lã"il-Mffi'G.K .Good. (senÍor.Ì,,Tis-tress), r,ir. ¡.-tqàrvs¡rã*; ü;;. u. vi arroscheck,lr{iss }l . Harris, r'{i-ss i. guxton and. MisÄ L. Laugrrton.

About this time a nagazine entitred. 'rThe Fore..mner', wasproduced by the school-. This puu-icatiãn-un¿er the
_editorship of rdiss ì,Íary HarrÍ" ir."-ãi-ã-irïeh standard both
+]telaTy ,and ertlst:-ca1ty. .Ttre ,*grrlrã-üras printed. bythe prlnters Trad-e schooi but v¡as ¿ïJõãriirued in i94o d.ueto printing and other d,ifficul_ties.



By 1933 the enrolments had increased. to 1[OO of v¡hich a
conslderable munber trere teachers in tralning frorn the
Ad.elaid.e Teachers Co1lege. The teaching staff includ.ed.
12 f\¡I1-time teachers and 11 vlsÍting teáchers3 by
1936-37 mone visiting teachere v/ere employed: theàe
includ.ed. Leslle lïilkie, Louis McOubbin a¡d Ivor HeLe.

After qonsiderable_ prarrning and the ralsing of the necessaryf\¡d.e the ELizabeth Armstrong Library wás officially
opened. in september 1936. The noving force behlnü thisproject rvas Mios ir{any Hamis: she waé instrumentar in
inspÍ.r"ing and. organizlng the d.esign which was based. onRuskinrs rseven Larnps oi ArchitecEurer. The dðsis"i"s
and. carvi-ng of the seven penels wae und.ertaken ty tne -
members of staff a¡d. studente: the foLrowÍng contributecLto the . design of the paners , sacrifice ( uolrrr starrd.e ) .Truth (Lorna Brorvn), powen (Hazet Richaùde),-Beauty (úavis
M_cDonald.) r,Life (Betty Vivian), ìf emory ( f vói. Fnancís),
Obed.l ence ( Eileen \i'arren ) .

rn 1938 jurrior art classes for schoor child.ren from sevento eleven years of' age were intnod.uced.: these cl-asses
v¡hiclr v¡ere held. on satund.qy mornings were-the nucleus forthe teaching of creative art in prlmary schools.

Tn 1939 the f\:l]-time staff conslsted. of À{essrs. c.J. pavia
a¡d.'4.F. Sierp (SenLor Ilasters), trtiss Glad.ys K. Good.(senior ì¡listrèss in charge or tne Girrs ceätrat Art ssþee1)
Iiliss Il .P. Hanris, ì,{rs. lvl . iTat}oscheclc, rr!iss G. casely,l{iss J. Buxton, !'fiss L. Lee, I{iss L. Laughton and l,iiós J.-4..
Lorve.

cranped. cond-itlons continued in the school, and. the bulì-dingof a nevr school of Art vras stir-r a tcaslle in the airr. "

191+1

The f\rrl-time staff consÍsted. of 1þ teacirers incÌud.ing ].ilr.C. Pavia, ÌJr. A. Sierp and ì\,1r. F. l;íil_l-ward. Grey (SËnior
l!as'r,ers), l,{1ss G. .Goo¿ (senior lilstrãss)r-u.". \{al-roscheclc,
I'l 1ss J. Buxton, I't iss G. caseJ-y, Ì,liss lrl .'Éarris arrd l,iiss J.Hi clc .

rn 1941 lfr. John Gooclchir-d was appointed. principal. D'ringhis term of office (Ì'/orrd ÏJar-rr) tne schoor r.¡as transferred.temporarily to 2o4 Norttr Terrace, and other buildings. TheExhibltion Building at this period ryas taken over bf theRoyal é-ustral-ian Air l'once aé a training school- for- aÍrforce technicÍans. The school eventuaÍty returned. to theExhibition Buit-d.ing at the encl of l./orl-cl \Tär II.
Sorne 4J subjects \.,'ere nol'/ beì-n.g taught at the School_.
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1 061

fn 1jjl, 15 f\¡1t-tÍne teachers and.
r.iere ernployed.

In 1957 À,tr. I(enneth
resigned. in the
Nerv Guinea.

1j part-time instructors

La¡uacraft r,vas appointed princÍpal , butgame year to tal<e up an appointmeni in

fn the sarne year courses lead.ing to.the Dipromas in Fine Apt(raintins -rd. scurptunã)l ¿¿le"ti"i;tË¿l' urru Ârt Teachingr'¡ere established..

rn 1958 a Boand- of studies v/as formecr to consid.er the contentsof the courses, examination starrdard.s aná-stu¿entsr exa,n-ination results.
l.lr. DougJ_as Robert-g I,ra! appointed. ,n-ctlng principal r:¡tilappointnent of ilr. paul Beadr-e in ìg¡e-.^'-ïà trri" y"o"na¡ne of ü. lchool lzas crranged to trr" so..'ir, AustrarianSchoo1 of Ar.t, -

Tn 1960 an upgrading of the sta
and some senior lecturers anihe same year certain subjea.
l_ead.ing to the d.iplomas i"¡èrevarious Technical_ IJigh SchooArt classes v/ere aLsõ d.ecent
second-ary schools.

as an ant school.

l'{iss Gladys r(- Goocr. relin-quished part-ti-me teachi'g d.utiesabout 1960 having taugËt in trrè scrroôi-rði 50 y"r"", firstas a f\:r-r-=time mÍstress, and. rater -áÀ-r-iã"t_trme 
teadherof weaving etc. '

!961

rn 1961 the schoor celebrated- Íts cente''iaì- annlversar.yhaving enjoyed the J-ongeÁi continuous ¡ristory of ar¡y artschool in Austnalia.

¡ulounced that a nev,l School,
nJ_ey Street, North .¡\d.el-aide.
on Buildiqg vhich rvas
d. the School_ for 72 years,
room for exparrsion of thó

Ïn the centenary-year- (lg6l ) aIr f\¡1r-time staf,' ivas upgrad.edand classifiecì as lecturêrs. fn Ju:re of lne same yearl'ir'. Alr-e¡r sie'p vas appointed rnincilicrr-ãr'tn" schoor.

the
the

t,1,'



Prior to the change over to the nevr schoor in Jrrne '1963 t]nestaff had- increased. to 20 fu1l-tÍme tecturers assisted.

Prion to the school- beir¡g occupied sir Herbert Read, lvri-ter,
ant and- riterary critic and poet, acconìpanied. by Lady Read.,
inspected the neln¡ school . sir lierbert Read comrnenting onthe schoor considered. that it v¡as the best f\nctionally
deslgnecl art school he had. s€€n.

The existing school' jn the ExhibitÍon Building rì,as closed onthe 9th. Juì-y 1963, a¡d the School vras re-ópened. at
Stanley Street, I'Iorth !-delaide on the .11th. Ju]y, 1963.
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\^r / Lrsr or suDJects taught at tne South
Australian School of Art, 1863-1963.

LIST OF SUBJECTS TAUGHT AT THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF
ART 1863-1963

BASED ON DETAILS PROVIDED BY MR I. BELL, ACADEMIC OFFICER,
S.A.C.A.E.

Subject Title Years Taught

Drawing from the flat
Drawing in colours
Architectural drawing
Drawing from the round
Drawing from nature
Freehand drawing
Human figure from the round
Elementary drawing
Pen and ink drawing
Scroll and ornamental drawing
Architectural and Mechanical drawing
Landscape from nature
Landscape from copies
Landscape in colours
Flowers in pencil
Flowers, fruit and scroll
Modelling from casts
Freehand and shaded drawwing of animals
Artistic anatomy

Modelling in clay
Outdoor sketching

(later ....... under landscape painting & drawing)
Art manufacture
Survey plan drawing
Geometrical drawing
Practical geometry
Plain geometry
Geometry and perspective
Geometry, plain and solid
Geometrical drawing I & II
Geometrical projection of shadows
Drawing from the life
Drawing from the antique
Still-life painting
Surveying, Civil Engineering drawing

(transferred to School of Mines)
Building construction

(transferred to School of Mines)
Machine construction

(transferred to School of Mines)
Elementary architectural drawing
Mathematics
Drawing for school of Mines students
Antique drawing
Building drawing

1863-1864
1863-1864
1869-1877
1863-1898
1863-1864
1863-19s0
1 864-1 883
I 863-1 882
1863-1882
1863-1875
1863-1 888
1864-1883
1 864-1 883
1 864-1 883
1864-i 883
1875-1883
1866-1883
1 870-1 876
1 867-1 87s
1 889-1 956
1871-1 878
r879-19t7

t87 6
1878-1880
1 866-1 882
t817
1877-1880
1883
1883-1 934
I 884-1 956
1 884-1 956
1 884-1 900
1884-1900
1 901-1 956
188s-1892

1885-1892

188s-1 892

1888-l 89s
1 888-1 892
1889-1900
t902-r945
1901-1957

01061
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Subject Title

Machine detail drawing
Machine construction
Museum studies
Model drawing
Object drawing
Plant drawing
Brushwork
China painting
Drawing & painting from the life
Landscape drawing and painting
Oil and watercolour painting
Historic ornament
Light and shade
Draughtsmanship
Design 1931-1957
Drawing for reproduction
Figure composition
Leatherwork
Art needlework
Blackboard illustration
Modelling from life
Retouching and colouring of photographs

(transferred to Adult Education Centre 1962)
Repousse
Simple crafts
Stencilling
Woodblock printing
English
Book illustration
Batik
Weaving
Textile printing
Design and colour
Design for enamelling
Design for jewellery
Etching
Woodcarving
Dress design
Art metalwork
Cast bronze
Theatre costume

Also selection from the range of drawing courses
taught at Kapunda School of Mines
Gawler branch School of Design
Port Adelaide branch School of Design
Special juniors class
Teachers college drawing course
Drawing I for S.A. School of Mines
Drawing I for University of Adelaide
Teachers Manual work
Primary teachers drawing course
Domestic Art teachers drawing course

Years Taught

1901-1940
1902-1922
t922-r940
1901-1909
792r-t940
1901-1957
1905-1928
1907-1945
1901-1957
1901-1957
1901-1945
1901-194s
1901-194s
r9L7

L922-7940
1922-79s7
1901-1947
1901-1940
L9r2-r9s7
1913-1946
1919-1961

1901-1936
1 93s-1 946
79I2-L940
r923-r946
1923-r929
7927-1937
1927-1940
1933-1940
1938 only
191 1-1945
t921-1922
1920-194s
1920-1961
1901-1945
1930-1940
1936-1945
1908-1910
1935 only

1901-1904
1 901-1 909
1 901-1 940
1905-1945
1923-1944
1 90s-1 925
190s-192s
1923-1930
190s-194s
190s-194s

01061
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The basic drawing turits were also available as correspondence classes from

1918 to the 1940s. These units, and the key units of Gill's courses (antique,

anatomy, freehand drawing, geometrical projection of åhudo*s and geometry,

plan and solid) were therefore taught for nearly 70 years, (in some cases using

the same textbooks). Although that was by no means uncommon in art school

classes, as it emphasised the belief in a constant core material for the training

of artists, it does betray a closed attitude to alternative drawing systems

which were not introduced or recognised until the nineteen sixties.

Traditional 'Fine Art' subjects such as life painting or still life are

equally constant in the syllabus and would have been in the alternative private

art schools. The methodology however, \Ã¡as, as discussed in the references to

Modernism, quite different in the Modernist schools. One aspect clearly

revealed is the dominance of certificate courses, and implicit in that is the

dominance of the teacher training function of the school. Craft courses, also

relate more closely to the teaching courses than to a professional education for

artists. Although such courses as ticket writing and retouching of photographs

had clear vocational function it was at a somewhat menial level compared with

the limitless horizons promised by the Romantic myth of the Fine art works.

The two extracts of enrolment figures,1924 and 1935 have been chosen

as characteristic examples and the most notable enrolment numbers being in

antique, blackboard illustration, geometrical drawing, lettering and showcard

writing, still life painting and object drawing.
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I77us. 7 The Institute building, North Terrace, Adel_aid.e in 1864,the first home of the souúh Ãusúra-Zian schooz ot Art underthe name of School_ of Design.

North Terrace, Adelaide in 7gi2 showing the rnstitute
buiTding' Museum, Art Garrery and the Exhibition buirdingwhieh housed the GirLs centrar- schoor and. the souúh
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Baccio BandineTTi's private 'Academy', Rome, 7537, an
engraving bg Agostino Veneziano.

The stages of French Art instruction a^s illustrated in
Diderot's, EncgTopedie,' 7763, C.N. Cochin's engraving
iTTustrates students copging drawìngs, pZasúer casts of the
antique and finaTTy the Tife mode7.
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5

;6

I77us. 5 North London SchooZ of Design and liodeTTing, Uníted
Kingdom, from iTTustrated. London lyews, 77th January, 7852.

The School of Design, Lygon Sú,reet, I'leTbourne, IlTusttaëed
Àust,raZiart ne$ts, 7th November 7870.
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I77us. 7 cast room' l4anchester schoor of Art, unìted Kingdom, c.r9oo.

Antique room, National GaTTery School_, Victoria, c.lg72.f-Z-Zus. B
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9

10

I77us. 9 Freearm Drawing (7902) introduced in llnited Kingdom oÍ, a
national sca-Ze in 7895 by the alternative sy-Z-Zaöus.
Courtesy S. l4acDonald.

fllus. 70 BaTTarat Technical Àrt, Scl¡ooZ s-Zasses 7918.I872.
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I77us. 77 'The Art SÉudenús', E. PhiTTips Fox, 7895, oiL on canvas,
72 x 45, Art GaTTerg of tVe$z South Wa-Zes.

fllus. 72 Life Class.' a mixed s-Zass at Liverpoolscäoo7 of Art,
United Kingdom, c. 7925..
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14

I77us . 73 l(odeTTing Class,

I77us. 74 l\odeTTing Class,
Crafts, c.7933.

c.792O, School not known.

Souúl¡ Ãustra-Zian School of Ãrú,s and
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16
fllus. 75 South Äustralja Scl¡oo-Z of Arts and Ctafts, CarvÍng

ExhÍbition, 7903.

rZZus. 76

JI]us.77

EmbroÍderg sÉudenús' work, 7907.

Cotwnissioned Screen, 7902.
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18

19

ILlus. 78 Souúh Àusú,ra-Zjan School of Arts and Crafts, Àrú Need.Iework
C-Zass Exhibition, I92O.

I7Lus. 79 Souúh ÀustraÌjan School of Arts and Crafts,
C-Zass ExhibitÍon, c .I92I .
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f LLus. 20 Characteristic commj,s^sion work,
CounciT to Victoria T.I. lB9Z.

,tYsr,*,.)r ffin/t faâ,

gift from Adelaide Citg

21

f77us. 27 l4emorial to Professor Tate,
University of Adelaide, I9O2

Iùatura-Z Scjence Laboratory
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22
23

25
24

I77us. 22 and 23
Life and figure drawings bg RoTand Wakelin, I9OB.

I77us. 2.4and. 25
PenciT and chalk drawings bg 14.E. Ke77y.
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rzLus. 26 Harry PeTTing GirL, 7855-7976. First PrìncipaT of soutl¡
Àustra.Zian SchooT of Art (7887-7974), seTf portrait..
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28

ILTus. 27 Adelaide, School of Design Staff, I9OS.

ILlus.28 Summer Schoof, Ad.e7aid.e, lg27. H.p. Howie in cenÉre.
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29

30

I77us. 29 llodernìsm in Adelaide. Dorrit B7ack, 'The Sketch CIub,,
7942 oi7 on cardboard, 55.6 x 58.5, A.G. o.f 5.À. The
.Ade-Iaide Sketch CZub whicl¡ was held at tl¡e Society oÊ Arts
commenced in 7923.

ILlus. 30 The Bauhaus renais^sanse. Basic Design Course at
Saarbrucken, c.7968.
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I77us. 37 Souúl¡ Kensington Art Examinat'ion PaPer.
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Advertiser

A.G.B.S.A.

A.G.N.S.\ry.

c.A.c.

c.A.s.

C.A.S. Broadsheet

Education Gazette

G.C.A.S.

N.L.A.

Register

R.S.A.S.A.

s.A.P.P.

S.A.S.A.

S.R.S.A.

ABBREIYIATIONS

The Advertiser Newspaper, Adelaide.

Art Gallery Board of South Australia.

Art Gallery of New South ÌVales

Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia.

Contemporary Art Society

The Contemporary Art Society of Australia, South
Australia Inc., Broadsheet.

South Australian Department, Education Gazette.

Girls Central Art School, Adelaide.

National Library of Australia, Canberra.

South Australian Register, Adelaide.

The Royal South Australian Society of Arts.

South Australian Parliamentary Papers.

South Australian School of Art.

State Records of South Australia.
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SOURCES

OFFICIAL RECORDS

Two main sources of official records in this research were used, the
State Records of South Australia (formerly the Public Record Office of
South Australia) and the South Australian School of Art Archives.
Additional material was sought from the Mortlock Library, the National
Library, Canberra, the Mitchell Library, Sydney and the Library of the
University of Tasmania.

MANUSCRIPTS

The major items of relevance held by the SRSA are as follows - under
code number GRG18 the records of the Education Department, under
code number GRG19 the Art Gallery and School of Design records.

1. Prior to Education Department control:

Appointment of art master
Catalogue of pictures
Letters received by H P Gill
in London

Reports from H P Gill in London
Reports by Director of Technical
Art to Fine Art Committee
Fine Art Committee
correspondence
Report of Masters of School
of Design
General Secretary, Fine Arts
Committee
The Gill Inquiry
(Three boxes)
Minutes of Fine Arts Committee
(Five boxes)
Question papers in Art School
examinations
Reports of Fine Arts Committee
Annual Report of South Australian
Institute
Statement by Sir W J Sowden

GRG19/283 June-September I 880
GRGl9/130 1880-1898

GRG19/2s1 1899
GRGL9/249 1899

GRGL9/248 1882-1909

GRG19/301 1904-1909

GRG19/289 r881-1891

GRG19/311 1883-1909
GRG19/75 26 Nov 1907-16 Nov 1908

GRG19/361 1881-1940

GRG19/10s 1891-1896
GRG19/105 1901-r906

GRG 1879-1880
GRG19/284 1909.

2. Education Department Control:

Correspondence GRG18/1/ 25 June 1909.
All files under heading Education Department, School of Arts and
Crafts. General correspondence, 1958. List of file headings consulted,
all GRG18/21:

Annual returns
Competitions and prizes
Conference of Art Specialists, Sydney I3/7 /7948
Director of Education
Exhibitions

Gill Memorial medal
.4.S.
.4.S. syllabus

HP
G.C
G.C



PTIBLISHED
South Australian School of Arts

Prospectuses l9L7-L970
The Forenrnner 1930-1938
The Paint Pot 7925-
Contemporary Art Society of Australia, South Australian Branch
'Broadsheet' 1941- to present.
Kalori (Royal South Australian Society of Arts Journal) 1962 to present
Ivor's Art Review.
Bulletin of the Art Gallery of South Australia 1942-1980
Highlight 1909.

Newspapers
Advertiser
The Register
The News
The Chronicle
The Telegraph
The Mail
All available on microfilm at Mortlock Library of State Library.

Interviews
The following artists and ex-students of the School were interviewed, in
several cases the interviews were tape recorded. Eventually these
recordings will be lodged with the oral history section of the Mortlock
Library.

Lyndall Bonnear
Ms Dora Cant
Ms Dora Cant (nee Chapman)
Peter Cox
David Dallwitz
Ivor Francis
Alan Glover
Marjorie Hann
Margaret Kelly (Mrs Walloscheck)
Desiderius Orban
Charles Rawlings
Lloyd Rees
Stephanie Schrapel
Mervyn Smith
Ruth Tuck
Geoff Wilson
Shirley Cameron Wilson
Elaine Wreford
Ross Wolfe

14 July 1982
24 Mar 1980
5, L2,19 Jun 1983
5 Aug 1983
2 Sep 1988
15 Mar 1980
6 Sept 1980
16 Aug 1981
73,21,28 May 1981
ll Mar 1982
23 Mar 1981
8 July 1986
5 Feb 1988
8 May 1980
8 May 1980
22 Jwt7982
4 Aug 1981
I Jun 1981.
10 May 1991

In addition to the above interviews the de Berg tapes at the National
Library in Canberra have been studied. This is a major collection of
recordings made by Hazel de Berg during the early 1970s with many
Australian artists few of whom are nou¡ living. The following recordings
were requested and helped give background information for the chapters
on Australian Modernism:

Sir William Ashton
Leonard Annas
Sir William Dargie
William Dobell
Douglas Dundas
Jock Frater
Cedric Flower
Arnold Shore
Grace Cossington-Smith
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Inspectorsr reports
Notes on art teaching
School of Arts and Crafts
Superintendent of Technical Education
Technical Schools examinations
Letters received from country and suburban institutes.

PI]BLISHED
. South Australian Government Gazette
. South Australian Parliamentary Debates
. South Australian Parliamentary Papers, especially reports of

Directors and Primary Education, Secondary Educatiõn and
Technical Education, also the annual reports of the Minister of
Education, Inspector General and Inspectors, SAPP Number 44 of
each year.

. South Australian Education Gazette

. Alfred Williams overseas visit is detailed in his illustrated
'Preliminary Report upon observations made during an official visit
to Europe and America,1907 in SAPP number 65 1980.'

. Education Gazette, Victoria, 1905

. Minutes of Evidence of the Royal Commission on Technical
Education in Victoria. Parliamentary papers of Victoria, l90l. Report on State and Public Education in victoria, Parliamentary
Papers of Victoria

. Progress report of the Board on Technical Education, 1887, SApp
volume 2.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN SCHOOL OF ART ARCHIYES
Manuscripts
The files of the school from 1916 to the 1980s are housed in the
basement of the Underdale Library stacks. They are uncatalogued and
live alongside boxes of student essays, receipt books for the sales of art
materials and sundry files. The earlier records (pre 1940) are pasted in
letter books and scrap albums.

The main sources used were:

. correspondence - letter book 'J' Dec 1916 - Dec 1924. correspondence - letter book 'P' Sep 1917 -Dec 1922

. annual returns - letter book 'K' 1923 - 1938

. correspondence superintendent of rechnical Education 1923-1927. School of Arts and Crafts, staff meetings, 1925-1944

. south Australian School of Arts and crafts council meetings, Jan
29,1924 - Dec 1938

. School of Art Council meeting minutes, March 1940 - June 1959. staff meeting minutes, March 1945 - Aug 1960

. complete lists of diploma's and prize winners, L9S9-L967

. South Australian Art Teachers Association minutes, 19ll-1918

. draft history of School, prepared by Paul Beadle 1963, for the
opening of new building but never published

. press cuttings books, 1897-1956

. Every day Art Club magazine.
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